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PREFACE TO VOL. VII,

We have, on the completion of another vohime, to tender once

again our warmest thanks both to our subscribers and contributors.

The 12 numbers comprising this vohime have been issued in eight

months. The contents, we venture to think, will bear comparison

with those of any previous volume, and, in spite of the frequency of

our publication, two double numbers have had to be issued to clear oft"

accumulations of material.

The publication of the Magazine, however, more frequently than

once a month, has not, as one would have supposed, been univer-

sally approved, and after the completion of the next volume (i.e.,

Avhen a new volume commences with the new year) it is our present

intention to revert to the monthly issue. At the same time we are

very grateful to those who have written so kindly and asked us to

reconsider this decision. Amongst others, Sir Archibald Buchan-
Hepburn writes :

—" I regret to see in the last number of the Kntnm.

Record that you propose to revert to the original monthly publication.

This you will no doubt agree with me in considering a retrograde

step ; one great advantage of the present mode is that notices, etc.,

are kept up to date. . . . The more often the publication is put into

my hands (and I am sure this is the opinion of the larger niimber of

your subscribers) the better pleased I am, ... at any rate, I hope
you will see your way to publish 48-page numbers monthly. . . .

I do not often interfere in matters of this sort, but on this occasion I

feel that the majority of your subscribers would support you in con-

tinuing the present arrangement, and if you are not afraid of the

increase in your labour of editing, they need not fear the slight

increase of the annual subscription." Mr. Home, of Aberdeen,

writes :
—" I am very sorry that you intend to revert to the old plan

of publishing the Ucrord monthly. I would petition in favour of a

continued fortnightly publication. My entomological education has

mostly been received from the pages of the Record, and it cannot
appear too often for me. I fully believe that others could say the

same, although they might not care to openly admit it." We are, of

course, in our subscribers' hands. Our own services and those of

Mr. Page, F.E.S., are absolutely gratuitous.

We shall attempt, as hitherto, to deal with the various subjects

which are of special interest to the field naturalist. At the same
time, we shall continue to keep our readers abreast of the scientific

advance which is taking place so rapidly in entomological as in all

other sciences. That we have been fairly successful in doing this

will, we think, be conceded.

We shall be very pleased to receive " Field Notes," " Practical hints

as to rearing larvfe and pupae," " Observations on the lit'e-histories

and habits of insects," from any source. Notes dealing with such

subjects as these are always interesting to a large number of readers.

To Mr. G. B. Routledge, F.E.S., who has the Special Index in a

very forward state, our thanks are especially due.

We will only add, in conclusion, that we shall be thankful for all

help which our subscribers can give us in making the Magazine known
to the ever-increasing army of recruits who are continually joining

our ranks.
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The Resting Habit of Insects as Exliibited in the Phenomena of

Hybernation and Aestivation.-'

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The old notion that the evohition of the organic world was brought

about by the action of internal forces appears to have almost entirely given

place, in the minds of modern philosophers, to the belief that the lines

on which evolution proceeds are entirely determined by external influ-

ences, and that, far from such influences having played but a secondary

part in the process of evolution (in the direction of improving and

modifying the results produced by the internal forces), the evolution of

organic beings is due to the action of these external forces upon the

organism itself. The older view ascribed, as it were, to organisms a

motive force ; the view taken now is that the internal forces, so far as

they exist, are only made active by their reaction to the external forces

which surround the organism.

In his Effect of External Influences upon Development, Professor

Weismann illustrates the potency of external influences by various

examples, and shows how the vital manifestations of animals and

plants are ultimately reactions to such influences. He compares

animals and plants to "machines, so constructed that stimuli from the

outer world cause them to act in the most purposeful manner for their

own maintenance." The adaptations, which are the result of such

action and reaction, exist everywhere among organic beings to a very

high degree, although it follows of necessity that such adaptations

must be considered as relatively rather than absolutely perfect. This

power of adaptation proves that the internal forces of the organism

have helped to bring about the desired result, but only in response to

external stimuli, which determine the lines on which the internal

forces shall act. If this be admitted, and it is difficult to see how it

can be denied, we acknowledge the efficiency of external causes to bring-

about evolution ; but in Avhat way the external stimuli have acted on

the organism, and in what way the internal forces have reacted in

response to the external stimuli so as to bring about the changes

necessary in the formation and transformation of organisms is not at

* Some notes suggested by The Romanes Lectm-e of 1894, entitled, " The Effect

of External Influences upon Development,"
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all clearly understood, although there is no lack of theories regarding

individual cases. As a matter of fact, since the external forces which
go to make up the sum total of environment are so numerous, and in

many cases so diiierent, forming indeed combinations so varied that no
two environments are perhaps precisely similar, it must be evident

that each particular case must be judged on its merits, and that due
value must be given to all the available facts before an explanation of

any phenomenon can be considered as valid. It is with the intention

of suggesting explanations of two or three familiar phenomena men-
tioned by Professor Weismann that the following notes are offered.

The Professor writes : "It is often assumed, without much proof,

that a certain variation of a living being is the direct consequence of

an external influence, simply because the variation in question is, in

fact, in some causal connexion with a definite external influence : sucli

an assumption is, however, founded on a totally false idea as to the

interconnexion of the phenomena. In many cases this will readily be

granted." The first illustration of this point which Professor Weismann
gives is the phenomenon of hybernation, a phenomenon, I need hardly

say, of the greatest interest to entomologists. " Suppose for instance

that we assert," he says, " that cold is the actual cause of the winter-

sleep of marmots. It is clear that this statement is incorrect, and that

not the cold, but the peculiar organisation of the marmot, causes the

reaction of hybernation : cold cannot throw a dog or a bird into a state

of slumber for the winter. We are here, therefore, concerned with

a special adaptation of the organism to a stimulus—cold—which affects

it in such a manner that it escapes from what would otherwise be a

destructive influence. We are unable to demonstrate with a microscope

the fine ' molecular ' or histological variations in the nervous and other

systems on which the capacity for hybernation may depend ; but some
such modifications must exist, and they cannot be regarded as a direct

effect of the cold, but must rather be looked upon as arrangements to

counteract its influence."

Suppose for the moment that we grant this hypothesis. Then of

course heat is the external stimulus which causes the peculiar organi-

sations of those animals that sestivate to respond in such a manner to

its stimulus as to produce the phenomenon of aestivation—a term
applied to that state of torpidity assumed by certain animals in tropical

countries, and extending in their case through the period of greatest

heat. Now, I would ask, is cold the external stimulus which induces

in certain animals the reaction of their tissues that produces the pheno-
menon of hybernation ? Is heat the external stimulus which induces

the reaction known as sT^stivation ? Are there other stimuli which aid

cold or heat in producing these reactions ? Has selection stepped in

and made a much more complete set of stimuli necessary for the pro-

duction of these phenomena than the Professor appears ready to grant ?

Presuming that these phenomena enable the animal to escape from
"what would otherwise be a destructive influence," is the special

reaction of the organism to "cold" or "heat" suificient to account for

the phenomena ?

We all know that, long before the period of hybernation commences,
long before the stinnilus of " cold " can in any way acton the oi-ganisa-

tion of an animal, other stinn;li affect liybernating animals in a very

marked manner. Such stimuli cause the animals to eat a quantity of
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food enoniionsly in excess of that required for their ordinary needs, in

order to prepare them for the long fast which they have to undergo.
The ordinary natural cravings of hunger are not sufficient, one would
think, to account for this, inasmuch as such animals gorge themselves

beyond all possible bounds of repletion. Does heat or some other

cause act as the stimulus which causes this gluttony ? If so, it is

quite clear that this is an essential part of the complex system which
leads up to, and, in fact, permits of, successsful hybernation. Let us

see how far our knowledge of insects enables us to understand this

matter, and what facts entomology gives bearing on it. Among
butterflies and moths a great number of species hybernate in the imago
state. ]\Iany of these follow out the usual law of feeding ravenously

before their period of hybernation commences. We see thousands of

Gonepteryx rhainni, and of Vanessa to, feeding in the clover and
lucerne fields, or on the flowers that clothe our hedgesides during the

month of August ; but, hoAvever warm the weather, these disappear in

normal years before or by the time September appears, and, strange to

say, the finer and hotter the summer, the earlier do they disappear.

Again, Pyrameis atalanta may be seen until late autumn, whilst the

hops are yet in blossom, and afterwards, until the ivy sheds its bloom,
ravenously imbibing the nectar therefrom. Our hybernating moths,
too, are well-known as gluttons at ivy bloom, or any other available

sweets, before their winter fast begins. But among all our hybernating
species the most remarkable perhaps is Vanessa urticae. These butter-

flies emerge from the pupa? in June, and, after a day or two, in the

hottest season of the year, a part of almost every brood enters into

hybernation. Another part of the brood pairs, and eggs are laid, which
in August produce a new brood, that also in part goes into hybernation
almost at once, whilst again the other part attempts to perpetuate the

species. Natural forces, however, are against the progeny of the insects

comprising this latter part, natural forces in autumn and winter are too

strong for them, and they are killed off before they come to maturity.

It is clear, here, that hybernation is a preservative habit, enabling the

insect to escape from what would otherwise prove a sufficiently destruc-

tive influence to annihilate it, a condition of things which actually

occurs in our country in an allied species

—

Pyrameis cardui—which,
however, is often present in countries in which it has been again and
again annihilated, owing to its migrating tendencies. It is supposed by
many good naturalists, although without any very strong positive

proof, that a scarce race of this species has adopted hybernation, and
thus maintains its existence continually among us.

But the known peculiarities of Vanessa urticae, and the almost
equally Avell-known cases of Vanessa io and Gonepteryx rhamni, lead

me to ask seriously whether "cold" is the external stimulus which,
acting on their peculiar organisation, causes the reaction of hybernation.

Like the marmot, a large number of our hybernating butterflies and
moths do go into hybernation on the approach of cold weather, but to link

these together because of this seems to be doing that against which the
learned Professor lifts up his voice, viz., assuming without proof that

this is the direct consequence of an external influence, simply because
the phenomenon and apparent cause occur side by side. Have Ave e\-er

yet proved a causal connexion betAveen cold and hybernation ? I do
not think so, Tavo phenomena may appear side by side, and may
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appear to have a causal connexion. Cold and hybernation appear to

be such, but what proof is there of the causal connection ?

If cold be the external stimulus which, actinj^ on the peculiar

organisation of Pyrameis atalanta, and on such moths as Gonoptera
lihatrix, Orrhodia vaccinii, Xi/liiui socia, Scopelosoma satellitia,

Hoporina croceago, Dasijcampa ruhi(jinea, Cidaria miata, Hijpena
rostra}is,Pterophorusmonodactylus,iindnVcinyH]}eciesoiDesp)-essariae,

causes them to go into hybernation on the advent of low temperature, is

cold to be considered the external stimulus which produces the reaction

of hybernation in Gonepteryx rhamni and Vanessa io, which go into

hybernation at a comparatively early and comparatively warm season

of the year ? If you answer yes, cold is still the stimulus, but the

amount of cold necessary to produce the reaction in the organisation

of these insects is less than that required in the previous cases, what is

to be said of those specimens of Vanessa urticae, Avhich go into

hybernation in the summer months, and remain torpid from June until

March—that is throughout both the hottest and coldest periods of the

year ? If you say that the hybernation of this species ought rather to

be considered {estivation, and that heat is possibly the external in-

fluence, I would answer that in those seasons in which three broods

emerge in a year, in June, August and October, a certain percentage of

each brood goes at once into hybernation, and if we accept the fact that

heat is the stimulus which drives the June and August specimens into

hybernation, is cold the stimulus which produces the reaction which
throws the October specimens into a torpid condition ? We may agree

with the learned Professor that "we are unable to demonstrate with
the microscope the fine ' molecular ' or histological variations in the

nervous and other systems on which the capacity for hybernation may
depend," we may further agree that " such modifications must exist,

and that they cannot be regarded as a direct effect of the cold, but must
rather be looked upon as arrangements to counteract its influence,"

but having granted all this, we would ask again. Is the learned

Professor at all sure, what evidence has he that cold is the external

influence which directly induces hybernation in very many instances ?

I would meet this difliculty by suggesting that the failure of the food

supply was the external stimulus which brought about the reaction, but
this is open to almost the same objection as cold. True, the failure of the

food supply runs side by side with the phenomenon of hybernation, and
appears to oft'er a more closely causal connection even than cold. The
moths and Fyrameis atalanta do not go into hybernation until the ivy

nectar fails ; Vanessa io and Gonepteryx rhamni do not (perhaps can-

not) take the ivy sweets for food, and so they disappear when clover

and wayside flowers fail to yield sufficient stores. But Vanessa urticae

again laughs and defies such a connection. It takes on a torpid con-

dition when there is an abiuidanco of food, and renuiins torpid during
a period in which its own brothers and sisters maybe are imbibing
their fill.

The hybernation of caterpillars, too, throws some interesting light on
the subject. Our tree-feeding kinds which hybernate small, such as those
of Lasiocampa quercifolia, Bomhyx quercus, Apatura iris, Limenitis
aybilla, and dozens of others, always hybernate snuill. Hatching as

early as June, July or August, with an abundance of food everywhere
around them, they feed up to a certain size, and then, whatever the
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temperature, be it high or low, they spin a silken pad, insert the hooks

of their prolegs therein, and though surrounded by an abundance of

food, remain motionless and torpid alike through the hottest September

and the coldest January. Cold here can hardly be the external force

or stimulus which acts on the larvfe and produces the reaction of

hybernation. Want of food cannot be the cause, for the larva, maybe

for the first two or three months of its hybernation, is surrounded with

food. Further than that, the same larva will always hybernate in the

same skin ; if, as occasionally happens, any deviation from this rule

occur, the larva will produce an imago under favourable conditions

during the autumn, or will die in the attempt. No amount of applied

cold will stimiilate the larva so that it will bring about the reaction of

hybernation once this barrier has been passed.

Are cold and heat, then, the stimuli which, acting on the peculiar

organisation of our hybernating or festivating animals, cause the

reaction of hybernation and aestivation ? I scarcely think so. At any

rate, there can be no doubt that the peculiar forms of torpidity known
as hybernation and {estivation are induced in very many instances as a

reaction to a stimulus which cannot possibly be either heat or cold.

Although it is quite possible that the failure of the food supply, due

itself to the influence of cold, was, in the first instance, the prevailing

factor in hybernation, and that natural selection perfected the various

species in that stagein which they were best able to withstand the climatic

extremes and the absence of food, yet it is very evident that that is not

the whole reason now why certain insects hybernate. As I have shown,

some insects, both in the larval and imaginal states, do now in some

cases hybernate, in spite of an abundance of food, or anything like an

extreme condition of temperature to explain the habit ; neither is it

sufficient to say that it is a habit engendered through long ages by

natural selection, -without attempting to point out the motive force that

causes an insect surrounded by an abundance of food, and by a tem-

perature so far favourable to its continued existence, as proved by the

fact that many of the specimens of almost every brood do go through

their metamorphoses rapidly and successfully whilst their brothers and
sisters are in a lethargic condition, to sleep through the long summer
and autumn without stir or motion.

Let us return to a priori considerations again, and look at the

matter from another standpoint.

It would appear that just as the chemical affinities of carbon

and some other elements admit of the formation of the com-
pounds called organic, and as these possess the capacity, under

conditions that we have yet failed to learn, of reacting on one another

so as to produce the manifestations that we call life, so all (or nearly

all) living matter possessas the capacity of assuming a resting state.

Probably we know nothing of the very earliest forms of life, but

some of those that appear to be the most primitive amongst those we
do know, appear, on the approach of drought (being aquatic), to encyst

themselves, so as to resist dessication, and, on being moistened again,

they either wake up unchanged or break up into parts, each part becoming
a complete animal. Nevertheless, all the forms in which we observe

this may be, after all, the present stage of an evohition that has gone
on through many ages. The rotifers, for example, are so highly

organised that they must have a long and varied ancestry. This
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plienomonon of aestivation, occurring in various districts where pro-

longed drought occurs, takes place in very highly organised beings

with aquatic habits. This would, however, suggest that the resting

state is after all more closely related to want of pabulum than to

temperature.

If we grant, then, the existence to insects of a capacity to assimie

a resting state, even for a brief period, it is obvious that this will be

assumed whenever the conditions necessary to activity, no matter which
of them, are wanting.

At first, any prolongation of the resting stage will be generally

fatal ; but, since those individuals that possess the power of resting

most fully will more abundantly survive, if the period of resting be

slightly prolonged, we see how, by natural selection (if so be that

adverse conditions gradually become more severe), the rest period may
become prolonged, as in hybernation, and how those that feed well

beforehand will have the advantage. If we consider the insects of the

British Isles, or of temperate regions generally, we find that with very

few exceptions they all hybernate at some stage or other, and since the

stages at which this occurs are so various, sometimes, even in the same
genus or family, it is clear that the tissues of insects are capable, at

any stage, of developing that habit of resting, under the necessities of

the struggle for existence, into a prolonged rest, probably with con-

siderable rapidity.

In the Lepidoptera, the earlier forms hybernated as larva?, or we
may suppose that the earliest forms were tropical, and did not hyber-

nate ; then, as they passed northward (or southward), or as northern
(or southern) conditions advanced into their areas, a brief resting period

became gradually prolonged into hybernation.
The earliest forms (Hepialus, Cossus, itc.) being hidden and

internal feeders, may have had a rest period in their original (tropical)

habitat, but one calculated rather to carry the cycle of metamorphoses,
on until suitable weather for emergence occurred, than from any neces-

sity for rest on the part of the larva itself. This would, under the

necessary change of environment, form a basis for natural selection to

build a hybernating habit upon.
Those families and genera that are exclusively tropical have no

doubt been at first purely tropical by accident, and have then had the
tendency to hybernate bred out of them, till it became so attenuated
that it could not develop rapidly enough when required, and so these

forms became permanently confined to tropical regions.

Suppose a form that in the tropics does not hybernate at all,

spreading northward to temperate regions. According to varying
habits it finds the colder period meets it at difierent stages

—

ogg, larva,

pupa, imago. Let us suppose that its first experience of colder weather
is a few inclement days during the imaginal period. This will kill

many or make them infertile
; but we assume the inclemency not to be

so great but that a few survive. Selection then begins and continues
until the species (more or less modified, no doubt) has pushed north-
ward to almost glacial conditions, and the imago hybernates say for

six months. It is very possible that species have thus gone to and fro

from temperate regions to the tropics (or from temperate to tropical
conditions) many times, and we may thus account in some instances
for the different stages at which different species hybernate.
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But there are reasons for supposing that species continuously

inhabiting the same climate have varied as to the stage at which they

hybernate. It is difficult to suppose that Arctia, hybernating as a

larva, Avent to the tropics, gave up hybernating, and came back as

Sjpilosoma to hybernate as a pupa and vice versa.

When once a species has acquired the hybernating habit, it has

acquired it. Sjnlosoma menthastri must hybernate as a pupa, and

does so under ordinary conditions, and tries to do so (or perishes in the

attempt) under any conditions. It needs no special incentive in tem-

perature, or food, or other external influence, to make it do so. It

cannot be prevented from doing so. You can no more make it hyber-

nate as a larva, like Arctia caia, than you can make it develop the red

underAving of that species. You could conceivably make it do either,

only by a rare and exceptional sport, or by a long course of selection.

The alternate broods, when a summer brood does not hybernate,

and the winter brood does, give room for much speculation and conjec-

ture, and in these Ave see that the tAVO forms are, in some instances,

most persistently alternate, in spite of variations of environment ; in

other instances any brood may be the one or the other, according to

temperature or other conditions. A. caia (vide papers passim,

Eat. Becord, A'ols. iv.-v.) has both of these forms, crossed, mixed, and

interbred together, so that some larvfe in a brood are of the one form

and some of the other, in spite of anything, but the mass takes either

form, according to temperature. Hybernation, then, is a habit of a

species, as much engrained in it (and no more) as any other habit,

any marking or other character ; it is similarly produced by natural

selection, and is subject to variation under changes of condition,

in greater or less degrees in different species, just as are any other

characters. The need of a resting period selected those that rested best,

beginning Avith small needs and small capacities Avhich developed

together, and this Avhether the need Avas cold, heat, starvation, drought.

Sec, but, Avhen deA'eloped, the conditions haA'e no closer causal connec-

tions to each other than they had at first. The conditions continuing,

the habit has to be kept in full force ; but they do not determine it
;

that is done by the inherent conditions developed during many
generations.

I haA^e already said that " the adaptation which Ave find to exist

everyAvhere among organic beings to a very high degree (although such

adaptation must of necessity be considered relatively rather than

absolutely perfect), proves that the internal forces of the organism have

helped to bring about the desired result, but at the same time, only in

response to an outside stimulus, Avhich, as it Avere, determines the lines

on Avhich the inherent forces must act." If Ave assume that tempera-

ture (indirectly), andAvantof food (directly), were the combined outside

stimuli Avhich originally produced, in many larvae or imagines, the phe-

nomenon of hybernation, it Avould be interesting to attempt to examine

the internal forces of the insect Avhich Avere acted upon, and Avhich

responded in so large a measure to the outside stimuli as to ensure

success.

That the Avant of food Avas the main factor in inducnig hybernation

appears clear, for whereas almost all arboreal and deciduous shrub-

feeding larvae, which exist in that stage in temperate regions, through-

out the Avinter, become totally lethargic throughout the winter months,
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often, indeed, over a period extending from July to the following

February or jNIarch, yet those larvje which feed on the ground on low

herbaceous plants or on roots never become thoroughly lethargic, but

continue to feed at intervals throughout the whole period of winter in

spite of the temperature, whenever, in fact, food is get-at-able and

not covered with rime and snow. Usually such larvae go deep down
into the ground at the approach of vei-y severe weather, and come up
again afterAvards, but larvae have been known to be frozen quite stiff

and solid, so much so that they have been brittle, and yet such will, as soon

as thaAved, craAvl about, go on eating, and come to maturity. This in

itself is almost sufficient to prove that extreme cold, per se, is an in-

sufficient external stimulus to produce in an insect the phenomenon of

hybernation.

At the same time, the physical condition of the organism may have

been modified to Avithstand the loAV temperature to Avhich the larvae are

exposed, but hoAV far this is potent I am not quite able to see, for,

although the modification is, say in an insect like Arctia caia, potent

up to the fourth skin in Avhich it hybernates, it is impotent beyond, for

if the larva change that fourth skin it cannot hybernate but Avill feed

up and become an imago, or die in the attempt.

It Avoiild appear, therefore, that "natural selection " has perfected

the insect to undergo hybernation at just one particular epoch of its

larval life and at no other. May it not be that this specialisation is in

the direction of storing up the necessary energy to Avithstand this long

fast, and that Avhen this point of specialisation of the tissues themselves

has been reached the larva Avill hybernate quite independently of tem-

perature, food supply, or any other external factor ; or, putting it in

another form, Ave may suppose that the external factor, indeed, is the

quantity of food eaten A\diich has been stored, and that at a certain

point of development the adaptation of the insect is so perfect that it

responds AA'ithout further stimulus ?

With regard to tlie hybernating butterflies, the phenomenon appears

to be explicable upon much the same grounds, but may be here more
especially related to the reproductive system. Vanessas, Avhich pair

the season they emerge, invariably, I believe, attempt to produce
another brood of young, and then perish ; Avhilst those AA'hich feed

without doing so usually pass into hybernation, and go through the

duties of paternity and maternity after the Avinter lethargy.

It appears to me that the influence of temperature, so far as it

directly acts on insect life, is relative rather than absolute ; for if an
insect Avhich has begun to hybernate be artificially exposed to a Ioav

temperature for a short time, and then changed to a comparatively high
one, the lethargy ceases—the larA'a seeks for food, and dies if it not be

supplied ; the pupa becomes an imago ; the perfect insect flutters about
and is ready to lay her eggs. Nor, once the lethargic tendency be dis-

turbed, Avill a loAV temperature reinduce it. The larva and perfect

insect, then, Avhen re-aAvakened, set about the biisiness of their lives,

and failing, OAving to circumstances, die ; and this, in spite of the fact

that under natural conditions they Avould go on hybernating, and that

their lethargy Avould have been prolonged far beyond the time at Avhich,

under these artificial conditions, it ceased.

We may assume, of course, as 1 haA-e before suggested, that cold

was the external stimulus Avhich originally developed the resting habit
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that we know as hybernation, in as much as it limited the food supply,

and rendered a period of inactivity in the tissues absolutely necessary
;

that its direct action was scarcely the active factor is certain, because

those insects Avhich can get food all the winter do not hybernate.

Similarly, cTstivation is probably the indirect effect of heat. Animals that

can get food during the hottest part of the year do not ;estivate, but those

that live in water, which is likely to be dried up, and which frequently

is dried up at the hottest period of the year, have adopted by means of

natural selection, a resting habit which helps them to combat the

absence of food, and thus prevent their extermination. It is the cold

and drought, however, which simply prevent them getting food.

Hybernation and jestivation appear, therefore, to be simply reactions,

which enable the animals hybernating or jestivating to meet the lack of

food, the latter being the direct determining factor, although its absence

is primarily occasioned by cold or heat.

A Few Remarks on the Lepidoptera of Tenerife.

By SYDNEY E. CROMPTON, F.E.S.

The existing information about the lepidopterous fauna of the

Canary Islands is either buried in large and antiquated tomes, such as

the Histoire Naturelle des lies Cnniries, of Messrs. Webb and
Berthelot, published in 1836-50, at Paris, or is scattered among
isolated papers and pamphlets in foreign languages, and in the

Transactions of various learned societies at home and abroad. Bory
St. Vincent's Essais Ktir les Titles Fortunces (Paris, 1805) contains

only a mere list of butterflies and moths. Our most recent and

most scientific authority on the Rhopalocera and Heterocera of the

Canary Islands is Dr. Rebel, whose two brochures on the subject, pub-

lished about a year ago, are simply invaluable. But to an English

lady belongs the merit of having written t/he first modern treatise on
the moths and butterflies of Tenerife. Mrs. Holt-White's little

volume, dealing in a popular manner with the Lepidoptera of Tenerife,

opened up the way for oUier students, and has done much to turn the

attention of entomologists to the Canaries, not only as a health resort

in winter, but also as a place where, though the insect fauna is limited,

the species to be found present many characteristics of extreme

interest to the philosophical biologist, who studies them from
a Darwinian standpoint, as aids to soh-ing the secret of that " far-off^

divine event towards which the whole creation moves." To this fact I,

as a resident in Tenerife, can testify, that since the publication of Mrs.

Holt-White's handbook there has been a breaking out of an entomolo-

gical rash on the face of Canarian society, no less conspicuous than

astonishing. Throughout the last season in Puerto Orotava (the

fashionable side of the island of Tenerife) I was surprised to notice the

numbers of visitors who sported butterfly nets and killing bottles.

Some were to my knowledge earnest, scientific, and systematic

lepidopterologists ; but many were merely pursuing their scale-winged

victims (probably ignorant of their scale-wingedness !) simply from a

dilettante inclination, or as a relief to the ennui and lassitude of

Orotavian existence, to which all visitors fall a prey who come to the

islands without some study or hobby with which to occupy themselves

in the intervals of social gatherings and pleasures.
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Certainly a large percentage of the visitors this year might be seen

taking their before-time aimless constitutional along the main road

leading from the Grand Hotel, armed with green gauze nets, that had
the tell-tale shape and stiffness betraying their recent acquirement from

the dealers. Not only were these well-meaning individuals armed with

this customary engine of warfare against the butterflies, but they usually

saw fit to load themselves with a complete cargo of entomological

apparatus ; and I have often smiled to myself on meeting some ple-

thoric old gentleman or grey-ringleted old lady simply hung over with

cyanide bottles and pin-cushions, pill-boxes and forceps, lenses and
larva-tins, and all the other impedimenta that an entomologically-

inclined tourist could collect together. My own life at this time

became somewhat of a burden to me, for during my visit to Orotava in

the spring, when the young collector's fancy lightly turns to thoughts

of butterflies, I used to be pestered by visitors in the hotel consulting

me on various matters that caused them perplexity in their new study.

On one occasion it Avas a fat old matron, who waylaid me on the stairs

of the hotel as I was coming down to dinner. Laying a plump detain-

ing hand upon my arm, she made the polite request that I would lend

her " pins—real butterfly pins—to pin my captures with. I have used

up all my darning needles"—this last as a plaintive appeal to my
sympathy and compassionate pity. Poor lady, pity did indeed largely

enter into the feeling with which, later in the evening, I regarded her

collection. The result of two weeks' assiduous pursuit consisted of

some 30 or 40 butterflies and moths, mutilated and worn specimens

mostly, with wings set all awry at various angles, and (0 shade of

Doubleday !) a darning needle the size and thickness of a hedge-stake

impaling the head, and another needle stuck through the abdomen of

a Chrysophanus pJdoeas.

On another occasion it was a nice old gentleman, all bald head and
heavy gold watch chain, who had been bitten by the mania for

collecting. He rushed at me in the hall one day, in great excitement,

and begged me to go to his room to view his caterpillars. " Larvae, I

should say, sir, larvae ; they all perspire and then die." So I went
with him to examine into this strange larval sweating sickness.

When I did see his "breeding cage" (save the mark!), I was not
surprised. He had eight or nine larvae of DeilepMla euphorbiae tightly

bottled in a small medicine bottle, along with a few withered leaves of

the euphorbia plant. I am afraid I was a little outspoken in my
remarks, forgetting for the moment that he was an old man and I a

young one, but it really beat me how anyone of his age and presumable
intelligence could expect caterpillars to live and thrive in such a

receptacle—a tightly-corked medicine bottle, reeking still of its original

contents, not even then entirely dispensed, for I saw some drops of

mixture, paregoric or cough-easer, in the bottom of the bottle. From the

bruised appearance of the caterpillars I concluded that they had, like the

medicine, been well shaken, not before however, but after taken. I

pointed out to him that hivxie of D. enphorhiae were not at all easy to rear

in captivity, and that they needed plenty of fresh air and sunlight, and
earth at the bottom of the breeding cage, in which to pupate, as they
were a subterranean species.

But it is not the purpose of this paper to recount the extraordinary
blunders of amateur entomologists who visit the Canaries, though
many amusing reminiscences crowd upon me.
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There are thirty species of Rhopalocera at present known to occur
in the Canaries. I append a list'-'" of them, and should Hke to offer a
few remarks concerning the list in a subsequent paper.

HESPERIDES
Tlii/melicus cliristi

PAPILIONIDES
LYCAENIDA

LYGAENIDAE
Lyc.enin.e

Lycaena hoctica

,, wehbiana

,, lysimon

,, aestioa

Clirysophanus phloeas
Theda ruhi

PAPILIONIDA
PIEIilDAE
Apokin.e

Aporia cratae(ji

PlERIN.E

Pieris cheiranthi

,, loollastoni

,, rapae

,, dapjlidice

Bhodocerin.e

Gonepteryx clcohule

Colias edusa and var. helice

Anthocvrin.e

Eachloe charlonta
NY3IPHALII)AE
Ny3IPHALIN.E

Vanessidi

Pyrameis atalanta

,, cardui

,, rirc/iniejisis (huntera)

Argynnidi
Argyntiis maia

,, latona

Satyrin.e

Satyriis xiphioides

Epinephele ianira Sc var. hispulla

ILipparcliia statilinus

EUPLCEIN.E

Anosia arcliippus

Danais chrysi/ipns

,, alclpipoidea

,, doripjius var. Jclugii

®-URRENT NOTES.
Mr. Percy H. Grimshaw, F.E.S., describes {Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist.,

July) a species of Bot-Fly (Cephenomyia rvjiharbis), which is new to

Britain, and which is parasitic upon the Eed Deer [Cervus elaphas).

Tavo specimens (both females) were captured by Mr. L. W. Hinxman,
at Strath Carron, in Ross-shire, in June and July, 1894. A very

graphic account of the life history of the fly follows the description.

From May to July the adult females, which are viviparous, may be

seen flying slowly and noiselessly in vertical circles round the heads of

their victims, who become greatly disturbed, and begin to snort and
kick. " Suddenly a fiy darts down upon the open nostril of the restless

animal, soon flying up again, only to repeat this irritating process

several times. The poor victim becomes still more excited, and tries

to scratch its nose with its hind feet, or endeavours to rub this organ,

which is sometimes already bleeding, upon its fore feet, all the while

sneezing violently, and occasionally by this means succeeding in

dashing its little enemy down to the ground. In the meantime the fly

has succeeded in injecting into the nostril a drop of fluid containing

minute, living and very active maggots. These adhere firmly by
means of the hooks with which they are provided, and by constant

wriggling work themselves continually onward until they come to lie

* We have arranged these in accordance with Dr. Chapman's scheme of classifi-

cation {Eiit. Eec, vol. vi., p. 150).

—

Ed.
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at the back of tlic throat, Avhere they remain until ahiiost ready to

enter the pupal staple. They are then forcibly ejected from the throat

by the coughinjj; and sneezing of their host They pupate on
the earth in dark places at the base of walls or under leaves, becoming
pupil? from half a day to two days after leaving the throat of the deer.

The pupal stage lasts from twenty-one to forty days, in colder weather
much longer."

Dr. A. 8. Packard, in the course of a paper, " On a rational

nomenclature of the veins of insects, especially those of Lepidoptera
"

[Psyche, May), makes the following remarks on the structure of the

vein, or, as we call it, nervure :—" The structure of a complete vein is

described by Spuler. In a cross-section of a ^oc\,m(\. {Tnjpli aen a

pronvba), the chitinous walls are seen to consist of two layers, an outer

and inner, which takes a stain and lies next to the hypodermis. In

the cavity of the vein is the trachea, which shows more or less

distinctly the so-called spii'al thread ; within the cavity are also

Semper's rib and blood corpuscles, which proves that the blood

circulates in the veins of the completely formed wing, though this

does not apply to all Lepidoptera with hard mature wings. I have
been able to observe the same structure in sections of the wing of

Zi/gaena."

Mr, G. C. Davis, of the Agricultural College, Michigan, in an
article entitled " A few points in collecting Ichneumonidae " (Canad.
Ent., June), states that by trampling down a few of the bushes in some
spot on the edge of the thicket, where one wishes to collect, many rare

species may be obtained. "As an Ichneumonid comes along, it will

almost invariably make a slight halt over or near the trampled
vegetation. Tlie halt, though hardly noticeable, is sufficient for one to

scoop the specimen with the net The why of this method is

probably explained by the fact that the bruised plants give ofl[" a similar

odour to what they would were they eaten by some caterpillar, and the

parasite halts to look for the cause of the odour."

Mr. R. H. Meade, of Bradford, mentions (A/'a<urrt//s<, July), that he
captured at Grange-over-Sands, during the first week of April, 1895,
two rare species of Diptera. One of these, Melanostoma barbifrons, was
a Syrphid, the other, PJiorbia muscnria, was a Muscid. Concerning
the former, he says :^" One was a little so-called wasp fly, of which I

had never before seen an indigenous example, and which I believe has
not been previously recorded as British. This little shining black

species about three lines in length, has the c? characterised by the

forehead being bearded with long black hairs The abdomen
is marked by four small, oblong, yellowish-white spots The
5 s were black and very glabrous, without the hairy forehead, and
with the abdominal spots absent or very indistinct."

"VARIATION.
A PARK MAi.K OF Spilosoma menthastri.—I, this uoou, between

12 and 1, found a pair of S. menthastri, in cop., on a stalk of Eri/simum
ailiaria. The $ is of the normal hue with the abdomen slightly

suffused with black. The male has the thorax entirely smoky-black,
and the ground colour of both fore and hind wings is smoky-black with
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darker spots. I have never seen or heard of such a remarkable variety

before.

—

Endymion Porter, Junr., Easthill, near Frome. June 20th,

1895. [A number similar to this were recorded as having been bred

at Elgin last year.^

—

Ed.]

:i^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.

Notes from the Bocjks of the Exchange Baskets.—Mr. T.

Maddison (Durham) writes on April 24th :
" It is very difficult indeed

to say why some insects vary so much. I have bred from the same
batch of ova every form of Taeuiocampa instahUls, from very pale and
mottled forms to black ; so, from the same batch of ova, I have bred a

long series of very variable Hypsipetes sordidata, ranging from green

to black ; again, from eggs of Folia chi I have bred from the type to

very dark var. olivacea. Why this should be I have never seen any
complete explanation, and probably there is none. They seem to me
to vary in appearance without any absolute law. Abraxas grossulariuta

and Arctia caia will vary enormously ; in fact, of the former there will

scarcely be two specimens of a long bred series exactly alike, though
all may have received exactly the same food and general treatment.

Even from the same batch of eggs, laid on the same day, there is great

difterence in almost any common kind of larvte : some grow rapidly,

others lag behind ; some seem weakly from their birth, whilst others

grow rapidly and strongly to pupation. The earliest spring moths here

this year — Uyhernia marginaria, Phigalia pedaria, and H.
leucophaeoria—all appeared on Feb. 27th, but none of them were at

all abundant. It is here a very late season ; one of my boys during the

past two days has taken over 100 larvae of A. caia (a species which he
breeds assiduously every year), and many of them were very small, evi-

dently j ust up from their winter quarters. By the way, can anyone tell me
what is the best way to deal with hybernating larva? ? AVith Noctuides
such as A'^. c-iiigrum, Tryphaena lanthina, &c., sleeved out in the open,

I have had very fair success, but quite the reverse Avith Arctia villica,

A caia, Bowbyx ruhl, and other Bowbycides. Whether kept indoors or

out of doors, I fancy they all want a certain amount of feeding, even
in winter, whenever the weather is moderately open." Dr. Gunning
(Montrose) writes on May 2nd: "Insects seem to be very numerous
this spring. My first trip, on March 23rd, resulted in 12 pup* of

Acrouycta (Viminia) euphorbiae. and several larvse of Sjnloso^na

fuliginosa and A. caia. Panolis piniperda first appeared on April 5th.

Hallows have been working splendidly. We use a spread of four

sheets, 12 feet by 10 feet, which gives us 480 square feet, so that poor
Taeniaeampa gothica and T. stabilis get very little chance of escaping.

All the T. gothica are beautiful varieties. The only thing I have to

add is that Fachnobia rubricosa, which was so abundant last spring, is

very scarce this season." Mr. W. M. Christy (Emsworth) writes on
May 7th : "As to hybernating larvai. Geometers, at least those that

I have tried, will remain sitting on the twigs inside the sleeves all the

winter, and do well. Zygaenidae will do well if removed from their

food altogether and placed in a dry receptacle among bits of cork, &c.,

and I am told that if left on their growing food plant they mostly die.
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Bomhyx rnbi I try to breed annually, and with invariable unsuccess.

I have had them out of doors, indoors, in a cold place, and in a green-

house. I very much doubt whether they do feed at all, either in the

winter or in the spring. I always bring a lot away from Scotland in

October, and have got a lot now. If they do any better than usual I

will report it. I had a few Spilosomn fuliginosa among them, and
one or two of these have pupated since the winter. Dasijchira fascelina

I hybernated this winter. They were kept under cover in a bag among
dead leaves. They were alive, and I sleeved them out in March. I

fear there is no rule about hybernating larva?, and also that what one
would think to be the most natural way of keeping them is not always

the best." Mr. S. Walker (York) writes :
" The season is up to the

average here ; the cold winds of the last few days, however, have left

their mark on the trees pretty plainly everywhere. I find larva; very

plentiful. I got a nice lot of T.populeti, about half grown, yesterday,

with a sprinkling of Plastenis suhtusa, whilst Cleocer'is viminalis was
in extreme abundance on sallows." Mr. A. Adie Dalglish (Glasgow)
writes on May 20th : "I spent a fortnight at Luss in July, 1893, and
collected principally in the glens there, and the mention of the best

of my captures will show, I think, that the locality is, from an ento-

mological point of vieAV, as well as from its picturesque beauty, quite

worthy of a visit. Erehia aethiops can be taken by the river side, at

the junction of Luss Glen and Glen Striddle, whilst Coremia munitatn
and Emmelesin minorata can also be taken commonly at the s.ame spot.

Nudaria mundana occurred in some numbers on a wall half way up
the glen. liepialus hectus was common in the woods near the quarry,

whilst H. syhinus occurred all over the hillsides. Larentia caesiatu

could be taken in hundreds on the rocks on Beinn Dubh ; Lycopliotia

striguJa (Agrotis porplnjrea), Pyrausta purpuralis and Herhida
cespitalis on the heather on the lower slopes of the same hill. I took

a fine series of Geometra pcqrilionaria (13 in all) principally near the

village. Emmelcnia ajjinitata, E. alchemiUatd, Eupithecia ahsynihiata,

E. r cclang uhita, Venusia cambrica, Larentia olivata, CrocaUis
elinguaria, Boarmia gemmaria, Coremia unidentaria, G. designnta.

Cidaria truncata. G. prtniata, C. pyraliata, etc., occur in numbers in

or near the village. Melanthia hicolorata, of which I took a lovely

series of the var. plumhata, occurs everywhere. Sugar was a complete
failure ; a number of Xylopliasia pohjodon var. infuscata put in their

appearance, as well as single specimens of Dyschorista f^iispccta and
Cymatophora duplaris, and several Noctua brunnea, Hydroecia
victitans and Apamea gemina, etc. Flicsia chrysitis, P. iota, and
P. pidchrina came to thistles ; Charaeas graminis to ragwort ; whilst

Scopida lutealis, Scoparia ambigualis, S. cembrae, Graplwlitha
nisaiut and Dictyopteryx lorquiniaiia (idiginosana) (both variable)

could be taken from the oaks and l)irchcs (? Ed.) in the quarries. But as I

only collect in the evening when away on my holidays (Sundays ex-

cepted), being occupied in sketching all day, I can scarcely be expected
to Avork a locality thoroughly. With regard to Scopula decrepitalis,

which I rediscovered at Lochgoilhead some four years ago (after it had
apparently been forgotten) and put a number of collectors on their

mettle, it occurs from Kilmun to Lochgoilhead, oftenest in damp places
near the shore, and will usually be seen sunning itself, its wings stretched
fully out on the brackens, Phibalaptcryx lapidata flies on grassy
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moorlands, I believe, all over the West of Scotland, at the height of

abont 1,000 feet. I obtained it last October, near Lanark, where I

took about fifty in half-an-hour, as it only Hies for about that period,

from 5.30 to 6 p.m. There are three localities known for it near

Kinloch-Eannock, where I understand it flies later in the evening, and
has to be sought for by the aid of a lamp. Another locality is near

Stirling. I obtained ova from a fine female that I took last autumn.
They were round, flatfish, and of a pale green colour when deposited,

but unfortunately, they have proved infertile. Enpithecia helveticata,

another uncommon insect from this locality, I discovered on the

junipers on the banks of the Allander, at Milngavie, about ten miles

from Glasgow, three years ago, towards the end of September, and I

have bred it yearly since then. The larva is of a raw transparent

green colour, with dark lines on the back and sides, and pale subdorsal

and lateral lines ; the head varies from pale green to a dark greenish

purple. W. F. Kirby, in Berge's Schmetterlingsbuch, mentions that

the larva of the var. arceuOiata has a purple head ; but it would be

utterly impossible to divide a brood of larvte and say these have green

heads and the others purple. The larva does not descend from the

plant to pupate, but spins a slight cocoon in the thickest part of the

plant. This it does also in the wild state, as last year I beat out half-

a-dozen pupfe when searching for the larva. Mr. Sydney Webb
(Dover) writes on May 27th: "lam sorry to think that there is a

possibility of Acontia luctuosa being improved out of its Devon habitat,

as it has been from Caterham Valley, where it formerly swarmed, and
from Greenhithe, whence it has probably disappeared for many years,

but where, 30 years ago, it was extremely abundant. Can Mr. Dobree
Fox tell us anything about Devonian Papilio ranchaon? 1 know they

are captured to the number of three or four nearly every year. Has
the ground been salted and the insects now endeavouring to hold their

own, or is it a dAvindled-down natural locality? If put down,
naturalists would, I am sure, avoid taking specimens, in order to give

the species a better chance of establishing a domicile there, but the

fact should be duly recorded, otherwise the indi^ddual attempting the

acclimatisation deserves tar and feathers—at least, ' them's iny senti-

ments.' " Mr. T. Maddison (Durham) writes on May 29th : "Forres

is a small country town, lies low, and is very uninteresting. Not far

away is an ordinary wood with a river running through it, and in the

woodland paths and on the river banks Salvage took some years ago

the extraordinary number of Trypliaena subseqiui, which has made
Forres famous. Very few have been taken since. A mile or two out

of the town are the Altyre Woods. Here amongst the dwarf birches

Endromis versicolor occurs—not however in any numbers. Reid and
I, in July, 1891, spent tAvo days in searching for larvae of this insect

—

a weary and toilsome work—and we got about 20 each—not much in

the way of sport. There was nothing else in the Avood just then except

a few Acidalia fnmaia and a very few "micros." Some four or five

miles away are a lot of rolling sand dunes (I forget the name of the

place), where we spent another day most unprofitably. I got three

macros—all common Geometers—and Reid got a feAV common "micros."

Nice forms of Dianthoecia capsincola and D. conspersa (both ochreous)

are bred from seed heads of lychnis. Itetinia resinana and B. duplana

are taken early in the year. The curious pupa) (inside a round
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resinous mass) of the former are common on the small tirs. Phlha-

lapteryx lapuJata occurs (sometimes freely) in the Black Wood at

Eannock ; it is taken living along the sides of the paths after dusk. I

havehad ova, but failed with the larv;e." Mr. John Finlay (Morpeth)

writes on June 7th: '' Tortrix icterana, in this locality, frequents

damp places where the herbage is coarse and rank, and after 4 p.m.

the insect rises out from amongst the herbage as one is moving
through it ; but about seven in the evening it is most plentiful on the

wing, and is very easily captured. The time for its appearance is the

end of June. 7'. vihnrniana frequents moors here where Erica is the

principal herbage ; the species flies in the sun, and, if the weather be

favourable, the insect will be on the wing by 10 a.m. ; it does not fly

so freely in the afternoon. The species is much more plentiful than

T. icterana in this neighbourhood. The larva; of Perunea aulumnaua

and P. tristana I collect in rolled up leaves of dwarf sallow at the end
of July or beginning of August. I do not think that the male
Cheiiiialohia hrinnata carries the female, nor do I think that the male
of any species of moth carries the female." Mr. H. W. Vivian

(London) writes on June 11th :
" Insects were just beginning to turn

up when I left Wales, ten days or a fortnight ago, but nothing

wonderful. I paid a visit to some rough fields where I knew Mc.lilaea

aurinia should be, and found them right enough, but unfortunately

mostly worn. Nothing else of note occurred there. Hugar, by the sand

hills, on one night produced a good crop of A. exclamations, GramvieHtu

trigrammica, el hoc (jenus omite. the more aristocratic visitors Avere,

one A. ripae and half-a-dozen Lencauiu litloraiis ; this species was
just coming out, I think. Two years ago I got them in plenty, earlier

than this, by dabbing the sugar on the clumps of marram grass ; the

moths were often ditticult to see, as they got right into the middle of

the chrmp, and it was very sticky work getting them out. The only

other insects at sugar in the same place were Mamentra alhicolon,

which were not uncommon. A little earlier I was out one evening

Avith Mr. Holland, of Reading, and we found L. littoralis larvre swarming,

we might have gathered buckets full; with them were a few A.praecox
larva', looking very handsome and conspicuous. I bred very few, as

L. littoralis makes very short work of muslin, and they were mostly

gone by the next morning. I have done little else this year ; sallows

were over so quickly that I got hardly anything on them. A hunt for

Xyiina furcifera (coiiforviis) was unsuccessful for the fifth year in

succession. I know of no specimen taken since the one I took in 1H89,

I think. Happily the Welsh specimens are smaller and much darker

than the Continental, and so may be easily distinguished."

Rev. C. F. Thornewill (Whitchurch, Salop) writes on June 17th

:

" The larviu of Eriojaster lanestris seem miusually abundant this year.

I find them, however, very chary of pupating. Can any one give me
any hints on this point ? I can get the moths to emerge from the

pupa without any trouble, by just putting the cage containing the

cocoons in the sun early in March, when they will come swarming out

like tiies. I once had 15 out in this way in about half an hour. My
experience of the season so far has not been very satisfactory. Sugar,

as yet, has been a miserable failure, owing, I suppose, to the cold bright

nights. I tried it four times and took four moths, after which I

knocked oft" till the weather changed. Nearly all my captures of
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NocTUiDEs have been at rhododendron liowers, which seem, while they

hist, to be very attractive to the Hadenas as well as to sundry other

species ; but I have seen no Choerucampa porcellus, although I have

kept my eyes open for them. Larvse of all kinds seem very plentiful

—

the very dry May having, doubtless, suited their development—and the

apple trees in particular have suffered severely : the top shoots of the

hawthorn hedges, too, have in some places been stripped to an unusual

extent by the queer-coloured larvae of Diloba caernhoc'jjhahi. of which

I could have taken many hundreds." Mr. H. A. Beadle (Keswick)

writes on June iHth : "I have just got a nice lot of Erehia epiphron

var. cassiope and Crainbus er'iceJlus with a few Mixodia scJiultziana,

and a sprinkling of other nice things. There were plenty of common
things out, but I had neither time nor space for them. I have taken

two insects new to this district. One of them is Phlbahipleryx

vittata, of which I took about 50 good specimens in one evening.

The C ericeUim are very fine specimens this year, and rather more
plentiful, whilst I only got one G. /HrcateUns, and that a rubbed one.

Micros of many species were numerous. My dark vars. of Hijpsipetes

sordidata are all taken flying over bilberry ; all that I have taken of

the ordinary colour and markings are got from sallows ; hence, in this

case, I think food must be the cause of the variation. I once found

a small hollow amongst the ling on Scout Fell, near Kendal, which
was swarming with this species, the specimens ranging from nearly

white to dark brown, some with and some without a central white band
on the fore-wing, but not one had any trace of green, and very few

shewed the round white spot on the anal angle of the fore-wing. I have

not tried sugar yet, but intend giving my pet place a trial very soon."

Query.—Crane-Flies from x'Vquatic Pup.e.—I have recently found a

numberof Crane-flies emerging from aquatic pupse, and should be glad to

lie informed whether there is a known variety of this insect that is aquatic

in any of its stages. I am unable to find any local authority for the

fact.—H. W. H. Darlaston, 109, Leonard Eoad, Handsworth, Bir-

mingham. June, 1895.

:il^OTICES AND REVIEWS.
Rambles in Alpine Valleys, by J. W. Tutt, F.E.S.

[Published by Swan Sonnenschein & Co., Paternoster Square. Price 3s. Gd.]

In his new volume, Mr. Tutt breaks entirely new ground. He
quits (perhaps a little regretfully) his well-beloved Kentish woods and
marshes, wanders far afield, and finds a new entomological El Dorado
on the Italian slopes of the Mont Blanc ridge. This step, everyone

who reads the book will acknowledge to have been a happy one. These
essays are no mere catalogue of a rustling bustling tour over half the

States and Pruicipalities of Europe, in which historic scenes are visited

d la carte, and a pre-determined number of cathedrals and battlefields

viewed in a week. On the contrary, they provide what is far rarer,

and, to the contemplative beings who take their supreme delight in

observing Nature's lowlier marvels, far more deeply interesting, records

of the rambles and impressions of a worshipper of nature, preaching
his creed to his fellows in belief, noting his impressions after the happy
toil of exploring quiet glades, finding hidden beauties, unearthing the
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secrets of the rock and glacier, and withal constantly marking the in-

conspicuous butterfly and the lowly moth.
From a delineation of some marvellous gem of Alpine landscape,

Mr. Tutt glides quietly off in a discursive manner deep into the question

of the protective uses of the spots on the underside of a Lycitnid or

Fritillary, and then returns to a word-picture of the rock-strewn

glacier, the sullen peaks, the rushing torrent, the grassy llower-bedizened

alps, and tb.3 mountain-ensconsed lakes. Again he descends swiftly

from a description of the morning sun casting his dazzling light on
the lower slopes of Mont Chetif, and stoops to touch upon the pigmy
warfare of a pugnacious Copper and an equally quarrelsome Blue
struggling and wrestling unnecessarily over the superabundant nectar

of a beautiful flower.

What matters it, however, if the scientific discussions do break a

little the continuity and homogeneity of the literary style—are not

these digressions really characteristic ? and what, after all, is a book
without the distinctive mark of the mind of the author deeply im-

pressed upon every page ?

There are four chapters, each dealing with a separate Alpine

Valley. The first is occupied with that of the Dora ; the second with

the Val de Chapy, in the direction of Mont Cormet ; the next with the

Val Ferrex ; and the last describes the Val Veni and the great Glacier

de Brenva. This fourth chapter, too, contains a charming essay,

tracing out carefully the probable operative causes of the distribution,

and the lines which this distribution followed of the various great

families of forest trees, the ceaseless struggle betwixt pine and palm
under alternative periods of glacial cold and tropical heat, which is

a volume in itself, and which, even to those readers who are not ardent

botanists, will be perused with the most vivid interest.

The work is replete with lessons, warning us of the narrowness, the

comparative uselessness of an exclusive study of our insular fauna, and
our author manfully strives to awaken in us a desire for knowledge of

European species, particularly those closely allied to British forms, and
endeavours to give us wider and truer ideas of entomology. We see

Chrysophanus virgaiireae, not as a battered weather-stained exhausted
wanderer, ruthlessly hunted down and captured on our own South
Coast, but in all his new-born beauty, battling with his compeers
on his native alp. Pamphila liueola, too, is met with, not however
on a tidal salt marsh, but high up amongst the rocks on mountain
sides.

Perhaps one of the most interesting passages to readers of the Uecord
will be the disquisition on the various species of Coitus inhabiting the

Alpine region, and we must quote a portion of this :

" Four species of clouded yellow butterflies then have their homes
in the valley and on the mountain slopes here, each with its own
peculiar and particular range, yet each overlapping the others to a

considerable extent. The richly clad Clouded Yellow (C\ edusa), in its

garb of brilliant orange, with a deep black brown border, haunts the

flower-strewn fields in the lower valleys, and does not intrude upon the

mountain sides, where, amidst the wild fiowers, which carpet the

sunny hollows among the lower region of pine and larch, the Pale
Clouded Yellow sails along at a terrific pace, staying occasionally to

toy around a favourite fiower, sometimes even to suck its sweets, or
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to make love to a lady butterfly robed in palest saffron hue, or even in

bridal white. High up the mountains he occasionally sails, a few

seconds sufficing to take him up the one, two, or three thousand feet

over which we bipeds have to spend some hours. But the flowery

banks along the lower levels of the pine woods are the Pale Clouded

Yellow's chosen haunts.
" Upon the breezy mountain sides, where, as we have seen C. hyale

sometimes roams, the paler Colias palaeno is to be found, never

by any chance, it seems, does the latter come below the pines ; on the

contrary, it usually remains above them, or at their higher levels, but

on the exposed mountain tops it makes its way successfully against

the stiftest breeze, and is now and then found fighting with a specimen

of its still paler relative (d phicomone), which, with its white or

creamy coat dusted thickly all over with grey, appears to be the beau

ideal of a butterfly for the Alpine heights. No altitude appears too

great for the latter, no breeze too powerful. It sails along by the side

of the glacier, over the snow, or across the upland pastures. It also has a

powerful flight, and occasionally comes down for a short distance into

the valley, but its visits there appear to be rare indeed. Now and again

a male C. hyale may be seen chasing his rival back, as it were, to

its own domain, or toying with a lady not of his own race, and un-

successfully attemping to win her love.

" This fine Alpine (L pMcovione is an interesting species, for it is

probably one of the oldest existing forms of this lovely genus. The
male sometimes shows a tendency to assume a warmer tinted coat,

and dresses himself in yellow, but over this yellow coat he is always

well sprinkled with grey, and there is consequently about him a look

of hoary age. Very thickly sprinkled indeed are the grey scales,

threatening even occasionally to hide the brighter garb beneath. The
ladies, however, are always pale, not with a clear white complexion,

but with a washed out pallid hue, which is intensified by the greyness

that encroaches upon, or rather envelops it ; or may it not rather be

that the grey dress is the true one, and that the paler parts are attempts

to relieve and enliven the duller ground colour ? Males and females,

too, have pale spots in the dark border surrounding the wings, which

is so characteristic of this group, breaking it up, in fact, so much, that

it almost ceases to be a border at all.

" Now examine, carefully, one of the warmer tinted males, that

we referred to just now. Suppose that its coating of grey were lifted

up, leaving only the brighter yellow hue beneath, and that the border

containing the spots were a little more conspicuous and distinct, and

we have C. hyale. There is no greater difterence in their general

appearance than this, all the characters of the one are repeated in the

other, and the difterences are really so small and insignificant, that,

probably, if we observe the insects closely, we may be able to discover

why these difterences have been brought into existence."

Then, after a description of the clear coloured yellow male, and the

pale creamy-white female of G. hyale, Mr. Tutt continues :

—

" The undersides of the two (phicomone and hyale) are almost

identical, though they are somewhat brighter in C. hyale. We have

seen how well the yellow of the latter corresponds with the bright

yellow flowers of the trefoil or hieracium, that the insect loves so

Avell ; but Avhere the Alpine species (phicomone) loves most to roam,
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high up on the mountains, trefoils and hieraciums, although

still abundant, are dwarfed and less conspicuous. It is from these

dwarf thistles, and flowers that rise but a few inches above the

ground, that it obtains its supply of nectar, and if it be on the wing
Avhen the sun disappears, a sudden drop among the heritage, or upon
the rock, is the usual result. How inconspicuous it then becomes,

with its dark grey coat, for the underside of its wings is dull, with grey

scales, as is the upper side. How much more complete a protection

does this aftbrd than Avould the more brilliant colour of its relative of

the lower levels."

The references, too, to that strangely allied family of moths, the

Burnets, are deeply engrossing.

First Mr. Tatt finds one (Zyijaena traasalpina) " with deep blue

fore-wings of exquisite tint, having six bright scarlet spots arranged in

three pairs on each of the wings ; the hind wings are of the same
bright scarlet colour, Avith a narrow margin of the beautiful blue of the

fore-wings. Identical in shape, in spotting, and in general appearance,

with the common Six-spotted Burnet moth (Zi/gacna t^li/ieiulnlar) of

our liritish hill-slopes, there is yet a difierence, scarcely definable in

words, unless it be a bluer tint to the ground colour, a slightly

different shade in the scarlet, and a dini trace of a dark shade round
the scarlet spots of the fore-wings, Avhich makes them abundantly

easy to separate."

The next is " larger than the one we have just mentioned. Its

colour is usually green, only occasionally being blue. Its antennse also

are longer, and their tips more pointed, and there are only five scarlet

spots on each fore-wing, arranged in two pairs with a solitary spot

near the outer margin. This individual a great deal resembles our

British ]>road-bordered Five-spotted Burnet {Z. trifolii), although, to

a trained eye, the difference in the shape of the wings, and in the

antenn;e suggests that there is in reality a greater distance between
the two than between the two six-spotted forms which we were com-
paring just now. Of their relationship, however, there can be no doubt,

and closet naturalists have maintained that they are only varieties of

one species."

The third l^urnet is similar to the last, but has traces of a sixtff

spot, especially on the underside. Next comes Z. minos. Then
Z. achilleae, whose spots are situated in the usual positions, but the

outer pair are joined into a blotch, as in Z. iitinos, but "very rarely are

the other spots connected to form the longitudinal blotches found in the

latter species. As we look over a large number of specimens we soon find

that here and there a specimen has one or two of the blotches of

minos well developed. No specimen, however, has all three blotches,

and the busal and central pair of spots are usually distinct. This

then, is a species in a transition state between the spotted Burnets and
the streaked Burnets ; on the way to form a purely spotted species,

perhaps, if the blotched be the older forms ; on the way to form a

blotched species if the spotted be older. The ground colour of the fore-

wing varies with the sex, those of the gentlemen being green, those of

the ladies being of a bronzy hue, sometimes even golden." Lastly, for

yet another species is obtained, comes a noble Zygaena, differing vastly

from the others, " with grand creamy rings surrounding the five red

spots on the fore-wings, whilst in addition to the usual spots, a narrow
transverse red band with a creamy border runs parallel to the outer
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margin of the wing ; this latter feature is probably a survival from the

time when the spots formed a band, and were not restricted as now.
First one specimen interests us, and then another ; but when perhaps a

couple of hundred have been examined, we are somewhat puzzled. In

some the creamy rings occupy almost the whole of the wing outside the

red spots ; in others, scarcely a trace of the cream colour is left, whilst

the outside narrow red band is the only clue to show you that it is any-

thing but an ordinary five or six- spotted Burnet moth. At last a

specimen is picked up in which the outer band is represented only by
a few red scales, and in this particular form the species is exceedingly

like the first species we noticed {Z. trausal/n'jia). This lovely cream-
ringed insect is called Z. carniolica, after the locality from whence it

was first recorded. Different, then, as Z. carniolica is at first sight from
all the other Burnet moths found here, an examination of a sufficient

number of specimens shows that the difference is only superficial, and
that a real relationship exists between this variable and beautiful

species and the others." But I am afraid we must now bid " adios
"

to the Burnets, puzzling and bewildering as their specific relations are.

Amongst many interesting notes and speculations concerning insects

other than lepidopterous, one short study in particiilar, which is worthy
of the most careful attention, is that relating to the varying habits and
methods of respiration of aqixatic insects ; whilst an observation of the

methods by which the pouch is formed and attached to the abdomen
of the female of rarnassius apoJIo will be keenly appreciated by those

whose attention is centred in the principal order of insects, so far as

entomologists in this country, at any rate, are concerned, the

Lepidoptera.

Bitt it is impossible within the limits of this notice to even mention
a tithe of the subjects which are touched upon.

And after reading slowly, gently on, perusing each page, until at

last the end is reached, we allow our book to slip from our hands, and
conjure up in our imagination, nurtured and stimulated by these

vivid descriptions, some distant dim idea of the appearance of these

enormous mountain ridges, foaming swirling streams, flower-strewn

meadows and dark-mantling pine woods, but how unutterably far

these daj dreams of loveliness fall short of the matchless original can
only be truly known and understood by one who has dreamed the

dreams, and then beheld the glorious reality ; and perhaps it is well that

this is so, that those who are denied the privilege of gazing on such

wonders, should not comprehend the full truth of such dazzling wealth

of form and colour, but should possess their souls in peace, unconsumed
by the ardent yet lingering desire of climbing over the slopes and
dwelling on the scenes portrayed.

" Eambles in Alpine Valleys " is indeed a dainty volume, tastefully

bound, well printed on excellent stout paper, with charming photographic

illustrations, and sketch map of the routes, and lastly with a carefully

arranged index which is itself quite a special feature.—A. F. Bayne.

OC IE TIE S.

At the meeting of the North London Natural History Society, on

June 18th, Mr. Battley gave some account of his captures at Chattenden,
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on Whit Monday and the following Saturday. The following were the

most important : Sesin culiclformis. Erastrin fasciana, Acoulia
luctuosa, Aspilates strirjiUnria, Scoria lineata, Epi'one dolnJiran'o

,

Eucosmla uiidnlata, and the larva of Thecla lo-alhum. Mr. Smith
reported large takes of Atnphidasiis hetidaria by " assembling " at

"Winchmore Hill, by Messrs. Ogden and James. Miss Prout read a

paper entitled " Notes on the genus Bnjophiln.'' She considered the

genus a very natural one, having no close allies, containing the only

lichen-feeding Noctuides. There are only four reputed British

species ; of these, one [Bryophila algae) is a very doul^tful native,

whilst another [B. impar) is considered by many authorities, and
notably by Mr. Tutt, in his British Noctuae, to be a variety of B.

mural is. Miss Prout suggested that it might be the inland form of

that species. She then proceeded to deal with Bryophila perln and
]i. muralis in detail. The eggs, which in both species are white at

first, are laid about August or September, those of B. muralis being

apparently laid a little later than those of B. perla. The larvfp hatch

in a fortnight or three weeks, but go into hybernation while still very

small, beginning to feed again in the early spring. Miss Prout
narrated her own experiences with them at some length, and said she

had lately succeeded in rearing a specimen of B. perla. Both species

are taken sparingly at sugar, but the best way of finding them is by
searching walls in the early morning. The larvjB feed only on damp
lichens ; in the very dry season of 1B93 B. muralis was very rare, and
B. perla scarcer than usual. The latter is very Avidely distributed, but

B. muralis is practically confined to a few seaside localities ; var. impar
is exclusively confined to the neighbourhood of Cambridge. Both
species are very variable. Mr. Nicholson agreed with Miss Prout that

the species only feed on certain species of lichen, and are therefore only

found on certain walls on which their particular food-plants grow. He
had taken B. perla freely at Cromer last year on walls, all of which
faced in a southerly direction. Mr. R. W. Robbins had found a good
series of B. perla on the waterworks wall near the Lea, and said that

the insect was still seen there occasionally in considerable numbers.
Mr. Battley had found a number of the larvfe at the end of May and
beginning of June, at Sandown, but had failed to rear any of them. He
had also found the pupse commonly under the sea-wall at Brighton,

and had found B. muralis at Brighton and Ilfracombe, on slaty

cliffs. On June 22nd, 1895, the Society made an excursion to

Boxhill. Messrs. Prout, L. J. Tremayne, Nicholson and Bacot, and
Misses Nicholson and J. C. Robinson, reached Boxhill about 10.47 a.m.

They immediately made for the hill, and soon discovered that it was
teeming with insect life, though the majority of the Lepidoptera con-

sisted of grass "Micros." However, amongst these Mr. Tremayne
soon discovered a specimen of Acidalin orvata, which he promptly
netted. Immediately afterwards Mr. Prout captured a specimen of

Setina irrorella, and the species was subsequently found to occur all

over the open spaces of the hill. Several more specimens oiA. oniata,

were taken during the morning, and the larvjp of Cfcullia verhnsci

occurred in some numbers on the mulleins. The members lunched on
the top of the hill, and afterwards worked a chalk-pit on one of the

slopes. Here some lovely male specimens of Pamphila sylranvs were
found flying in the sunshine, and one or two specimens of Li/caena
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iciirus were seen. The members then walked into Dorking, where they

were joined by Mr. R. W. Robbins, who had been to Leith Hill, but

had taken nothing of note, and by Mr. Smith, who had covered pretty

well the same gromid as the main body, and had taken S. irroreUa,

but no A. ornata. Immediately after tea all the party returned home
with the exception of Messrs. Smith and Tremayne, who stayed for

dusking, but were only rewarded by I'idaria fidvota and llepiuJus

heclus. The only butterfly at all common throughout the day was
Coenoinjinphn pamphilus. At the meeting on June 27th, Mr. Rose
exhibited Neiueopli'da phintaginis and Zonosoma annulata, taken at

Chattenden, at Whitsuntide. Mr. Bacot reported the capture during

the past week of Bnjopltila perla on the waterworks wall near the Lea
;

also that sugar had proved a failure at Hale End. Several members
had had the same experience with sugar in their districts.

City of London Entomological and Natural History Society,

May 7th, 1895.—Exhibits:—Dr. Sequeira : a specimen of Hadena
trifolii {cheuopodii) lately taken on a fence at Twickenham ; also eggs

laid by the same. Mr. May : Taeniocampa gracilis from Tooting Bee
Common, which had been taken at sallows, between April 18th and
22nd ; one of the specimens had the orbicular stigma on the right

fore-wing developed into a horizontal reniform marking ; another had
the transverse row of black dots, unusually large and distinct. Mr.
May also stated that he had taken a male Notodonta carmelita at

Weybridge, on May 4th. Dr. Buckell stated that he had recently had
an opportunity of comparing the newly-hatched larvie of Pachnobia
rnhricond and P. leucogrtiitlni with those of Taeniocampa iustahiUs and
T. populeti. The former were hairy, the latter smooth. The former,

when at rest, bent the anterior segments round, and resembled some-

what a note of interrogation ; the latter rested stretched out at full length

.

He thought that those entomologists who, in past times, had placed

rnhricosa and lencographa in the genus Taeniocampa could not have
been familiar with the newly-hatched larviB. Mr. Battley said that it

would be interesting to observe whether the development of the imago
within the pupa in Faclmohia took place in the autumn, as is the case with
Taniiocampii. [Itdoesdoso. Ed.] May 21st, 1895.—Exhibits:—Mr.
Clark : three specimens of Amphidasi/s strutaria from Epping Forest, bred

by Mr. Lane ; one of them was of a very pale ochre-grey colour, with the

usual markings mapped out in a slightly darker shade. Mr. Gates :

a series of Lltliocolletis lantanella, bred from leaf rubbish collected

from the ground. Mr. Bate : young larva? of Spilosoma mendica which
had passed the winter as ova (? Ed.). Mr. Prout : a variety of T. munda,
resembling some of the dark mottled forms of T. instahiiis, from
Broxbourne ; also an asymmetrical T. populeti from Epping Forest

;

the latter had the orbicular stigma on the left fore-wing, much enlarged

and of a very irregular shape. Mr. Bacot : a series of Cidaria siijf'ii-

viattt, bred from Aberdeen eggs; they were all of the ordinary form,

although said to be the produce of a female of the var. j;>/>eo/<7. Rev. C.

R. N. Burrows: a case of Epichnoptenjx reticella, the sole result of a

whole day's work on the sea-wall a"", lienfleet. Mr. ]\Iay stated that a

male S. luhricipeda had paired witli tAvo females, both of which had
laid fertile eggs. ]\Ir. ]-)ato read a paper entitled " Notes on Ainphidatiija

betularla," which willappear at lengthinour next number,
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§)bitiutrn.

THE RIGHT HON. THOMAS HENRY HUXLEY,
LL.D., Ph.D., D.C.L., M.D., F.R.S., &c.

Born May 1st, 1825. Died June 29th, 1895.

Another of the earhest teachers of the scientific doctrine of the

evohition of organic beings has passed away in the person of Professor

Huxley. Lyell, Darwin, Tyndall, Hehnholz have all pre-deceased

him, and of the great expounders of the doctrine of evolution in its

earliest days only Wallace and Spencer are left. When one considers

how few of our religious teachers accepted the doctrine of evolution in

the early days, we cannot help feeling satisfaction that the last religious

rites were performed by Mr. Llewellyn Davies, one of the first to

accept the principles of the doctrine of evolution.

At this time we can hardly recognise the difficulty of the position

occupied by the earliest philosophical biologists. Brought up in the

creed of the fixity, the immutability of species, Darwin's Origin of

Species gave them the clue to a logical conception which had until

then remained a mystery, inexplicable, inscrutable. At this time

Huxley held the professional chair of pabeontology, and lecturer on

natural history in the Royal School of Mines. His preliminary

training, as well as his inherent capacity for probing into the mysteries

of relationships and their significance, made him one of the very first

to accept generally the Darwinian theory of descent, and from this

time he became a greater exponent of the facts involved than hia

master, pushing the theory to its logical conclusion, and showing none

of the hesitation which Darwin himself shoAved, although the hitter's

halting action was perhaps necessary and led persons to weigh carefully

a theory which almost everyone regarded with prejudice. Huxley's

lectures " On the relations of man to the lower animals " pushed the

matter forward, and hastened the time when the principle of evolution

became a fixed part of the biologist's creed, a result which would have

come about much more slowly had it not been for the position Huxley
took with regard to it; and settled in the mind of almost every thoughtful

biologist the fact that whatever assumptions in the Origin of

Sj^eriei might be disproved, whatever supposed facts should be proved

erroneous, yet the theory of the evolution of organic life would never,

in its broad lines, be shaken.

Huxley was a born fighter, a keen controversialist, and undoul)tedly

a perfect idealist. His position with regard to the religious question on

the first School Board for London is sufficient proof of this. Nothing

is more painful than to listen to a narrow-minded bigot to-day, or to

hear his animadversions on the impossibility of reconciling a belief in

the broad facts of evolution (and even in its details) with a fine

idealism. The life of Professor Huxley, and those of many other of our

leading men, prove the absolute possibility. No one felt more than

he " the sense of an open secret which man cannot penetrate," and
" in which lies the essence of all religion." His scientific position was
sound and dominant ; he looked upon " scepticism as the highest

duty," and upon " blind faith as an unpardonable sin." That is the

position of the scientific world of to-day ; no teaelier has done more to

inculcatethe lesson than Thomas Henry Huxley, liy whose death the

world has lost one of its greatest men,
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LYING FALLOW.

By Rev. G. M. A. HEWETT, M.A.

I wonder whether it is possible to bhxsh in print. Probably some
will say that a liberal use of red ink will accomplish that result ; but at

any rate I think that I can prove that red ink does not necessarily imply

a blush, for under no circumstances can I conceive that the composers

of the rubrics in our Prayer Book were blushing when they composed

those blameless productions. Nor again does it seem to me that the

presence of a blush compels the wearer of the same to transfer the

ruddy colour to pen and paper, for I have never heard that Betsy

wastes a penny of her hardly-earned wages on red ink when she

writes to William to signify her consent to his request for a Sunday
walk. As to that hardened old villain, Barkis, I don't believe he

blushed, and he certainly was not such a fool as to commit his

" willingness" to paper. But even if the colour had risen imder his

weather-beaten cuticle, and even if it had seemed fitting to him to

write his brief and well-known message, I cannot think that some
museum would now have possessed that priceless document, well writ

in red. However, I am open to conviction, if any of my readers can

bring forward strong enough arguments to the contrary.

Perhaps the simplest and neatest way, after all, is to proclaim to

the world in honest black that I am conscious of a slight heightening

of colour in writing this confession that I am taking a year's rest, or

rather, not so much that I am idling from entomology, for I am sure

that others have done the same, as that I am glorying in the fact, and
inclined to advocate it as a wise principle. Of course, I can quote

plenty of precedent. The devil will always supply that. In classical

times, " Apollo did not always keep his bow strung," and the youngest

student of English History is aware of the fact that for a brief period

we rested from Royalty and became a Commonwealth. Again, a good

farmer will give his land a rest ; in fact, in these evil days, some land

gets more rest than it needs, so Irish landlords say, and the hungriest

of autumn larv^ are liable to hybernate, as we know to our sorrow.

But after all, Apollo went back with joy to his archery, England
welcomed the Restoration with a joy that was so unrestrained as to be

sometimes barely decent, land is again going to feel the harrow and

bear shekels under the soothing guidance of a Conservative Government
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(the Opposition may read those words in an ironical sense), and some-
times a few hybernating larvic wake up to the joys of spring cal)bage.

And so I hope that I, too, shall find my way back to my old pastures

with renewed appetite.

It is a wonderful thing how the appetite does grow with resting.

Some sage says that it grows with eating. How his household bills

must have mounted up ! He may be right, but he cannot blind me
to the fact that mine grows daily with enforced abstinence. Even as

the Israelites hungered for the flesh pots of Egypt while sojourning in

the wilderness, so do I, in the barren desert of town lodgings, hunger
after the larva pots and ready supply of food of my old country chateau,

St. Winefride. No less strange, too, is the fact that all my friends, in

a year when I find myself practically unable to breed, have, with one
consent, knowing nothing of my change of circumstances, offered me
ova and larvje of insects which I have been longing in vain to breed

during the past live years. I suppose that I am only undergoing

what many entomologists face bravely enough as their yearly lot, from
which they produce excellent results. Perhaps if I knew that it was
to be my yearly lot, and perhaps if I had not just come out of circum-

stances so perfect, I might manage well enough. But I am rather in

the condition of the few larva which I did try to breed early in the

year, brought out of a land flowing with—well—dock and chickweed

—

into a very small pot with a little groundsel which was always getting

too dry to eat, and sadly in want of fresh air. And so I have given it

up, and really (here's where the blush comes in) rather enjoy it for a

while. I do find a good deal of pleasure in having time to chew the

cud of my past labours. The entomologist in full work seems to me to

lack leisure and power of contemplation. He is always on the chase.

He sees an insect and rushes at it with a net, without daring to allow

himself to pause to admire its grace and beauty, for fear lest it should

carry oft" its grace and beauty out of his reach.

Never until this year have I been able to watch Sibylla and the

Fritillaries, in the rides at Lyndhurst, from a cosy seat opposite a

cluster of bramiole blossom, without feeling driven to catch a few for a

friend in the North, who was pining for an underside or two, or without

hurrying oft' with a beating tray, to try for Ilidens and Prodromaria.

I am not sure that I have not thereby learned another lesson, that one

sees more insects by not hurrying after them. It may of coui-se be

only the innate cussedness of circumstances. At any rate, I never saw
so many Valesina, nor have I seen Aglaia at Lyndhurst for eight years,

until this year found me netless, and just loafing about on a day when
several fluttered past me. This may be a logical explanation of what
has always been a thorn in my side, namely, that if there does happen

to be an insect which I want particularly, some boy beginner is sure to

pick it up. He loafs about in no hurry and sees it, while I am always

in keen pursuit of something else.

Again, a year's watching and ruminating brings with it many
pleasures of the imagination, which one touch of the collector would
have destroyed. Geometers fly out of the hedgerows, which a stroke

of the net would proclaim worthless, whereas now they flit along,

unknown possibilities, perhaps—or why not probably— priceless

varieties—even new and unknown species, a joy to the observer.

^Vhat if they are only Didymata ? I cannot see their markings, so let
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them be the new Lareutia tuttiata. Noctnae brush against your cheek

in the woods, as you stroll home in the evening, or hover round the

geraniums in the garden. Here, again, a touch of sugar on a tree, or a

candle in a window, would have brought sorrow and a feeling that

things are not as they should be, with the capture of Festiva—
Southern type—or Gamma—which knoAvs no touch of variation. Now,
again, I recognise the merit of my contemporaries, by watching in the

woods my newly-discovered Noctua chapmanni, or bestow a slight

tribute to my own excellence by boxing in imagination Plusia H—

.

Why not a single English letter for a name just as well as the Greek
gamma ? Spell it "aitch," or call it "/f. longum," if you want to bring

it up to date with modern synonymy. Anyone may discover a new
rUisia nowadays, so I will be modest, and give my own initial to that,

and reserve the much more noteworthy discoveries of a new Larentia

and a new Nociua to bear the names of my great contemporaries.

Well, sir, the blush is fading from my cheeks as my emancipated
imagination soars on the wings of discovery, and breathing is difficult

in such high latitudes. So let niB stay my flight towards the regions

where such bright constellations move and shine and flutter to earth

again, to recover my wind and live in hopes, not that I may lure others

to follow my base example, but that I may rise refreshed another year

and find it a good one, and pursue my way.

NOTES ON AMPHIDASYS BETULARIA. «

By DOUGLAS C. BATE.

Although in the few notes which I have strung together I make no
claim to have given an exhaustive life history of this moth, I do claim

that what I say will have the merit of being accurate as far as it goes.

Although, without doubt, a really complete account of any one insect

from the egg to the perfect form is of great value, yet few men, who
have their business to attend to, have sufficient time to make the close

and continuous observation necessary for such a purpose ; I trust,

therefore, that the few remarks I now make may be found worthy of

being regarded as a slight contribution to the knowledge of this common
Lepidopteron. The study of the Lepidoptera is my relaxation, but the

bu.siness of making both ends meet—or one end meat and the other

bread—prevents my devoting as much time to it as a scientific study

as I could wish ; still I venture to believe that what I do undertake

is to record what I see—no more, no less. I have repeatedly bred

insects from the egg, and have kept up continued observations on suc-

cessive generations of them ; but I frankly admit that I have never

previously undertaken to tell other people—people who doubtless know a

great deal more about the matter than myself—all about it ; I feel, there-

fore, somewhat like the boy who undertook to instruct his maternal an-

cestor in the correct method of extracting the contents of the ovum of

the gallinaceous fowl by suction. But to proceed to my subject. On the

6th of May, 1893, 1 received from my father a pair of J. beiularia, which
he had found in copula outside a window of his house at Brixton. He
gave them to me in a match-box, and they were therefore in rather a

A Paper read before the City of London Entomological Society, May 21st, 1895.
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ragged state; still, as the Adam and Eve of other generations, I have
brought their battered bodies up to-night in a box to show you.

Whether the female had laid most of her eggs before she came into

my possession, or not, I do not know ; anyway she gave me only

16, of which 15 hatched, 14 pupated, and 13 emerged as perfect insects.

I made few if any observations on this brood of larvte, but before the

perfect insects came out in the following spring I had determined to do
my best to continue the breed, and note results. The larv* were fed

on lime, and the pupte were kept indoors during the winter. The first

imago, a male, put in an appearance on March 10th, 1894 ; another,

likewise a male, came out next day ; these were the Cain and Abel of

my moth family ; a female appeared on the 13th, three more
females on April 8th, and the last of the batch turned up a few days
after—my business taking me much from home, I am unable to say

exactly on what day. I was most unlucky in getting them to pair.

When a male came out there was no female, and vice versa, and it was
not until the 12th and 18th insects emerged, which they did nearly

together and fortunately proved to be male and female, that I suc-

ceeded in obtaining fertile eggs ; these were laid on April 19th, and
hatched on the 11th and 12th of May. There were a considerable

number of them, over 500 ; the bulk of them were laid at night, or

rather, I think, in the early morning, as I could see very few up to

II p.m. on the 18th, and found a large quantity at 8 a.m. on the 19th
;

they were of a dull light green when laid, a good deal lighter and a

little larger than those of Bislon hirtaria, oval in shape, with longi-

tudinal grooves ; they were stuck to the leno cover of the box, most of

them being a little raised at one end, but many quite on their sides.

They soon began to show a depression in one side, and by the 12th or

13th day looked very shrivelled, and by the 14th day I fancied I could

detect a dark spot in each, but the alteration in colour was very slight

until a day or two before they hatched, when they became quite leaden

in hue. The larva ate its way out near the end of the qqq, but
I did not observe that it made much of a meal oft' the shell, con-

tenting itself with gnawing its way out and immediately walking ofi
;

it was extremely active, getting along at a great rate. In colour it

was almost black, and with a pocket lens I could see no sign of lumps
or bumps of any kind, but I observed that the head was not notched.

At the slightest jar the young larvre let themselves drop by a thread.

They were divided into two lots, one placed on lime and the other on
plum leaves, but did not appear to eat anything for some hours after

they were hatched, when they settled down to business. Those on
plum did not do at all well, and fully three-fourths died within the

first week, but those on lime did well. Was this because their parents

had been fed on the same food during their larval state ? They shed their

first skin in about four days, the other moults taking place at intervals

of seven to eight days. The notch in the head did not begin to appear
until the third moult, when, however, it was very slight, but became
more and more marked at each moult. The larva spun a few threads before

shedding its skin, and attached itself to them by its prolegs, bent its

body into the form of a note of interrogation, and remained quiescent
for several hours. I was unfortunate in not being able to catch a
single individual in the act of taking off its overcoat, but I saw
many in the early morning hours, which, from their bleached appear-
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ance, particularly about the head, I imagined had just got through the

process. It was rather singular that I seldom saw an empty skin, and
I fancy, although I admit I never saw it done, that the larva eats it, more
particularly as the skins I did find looked very incomplete, the head
end being usually missing. Very early in life, after the third moult,

a difference of colour was observed, some few of those fed on lime

becoming green, whilst the bulk were of various shades of brown. I

isolated each green larva as soon as I found it, but in almost every case

the next change was back again to brown. Those fed on plum showed
a greater tendency to turn green, and several of them remained green

all through, and I watched with interest for the resulting moths to see

if any difference could be detected between them and their brown
brothers and sisters, but beyond the fact that six out of seven were females

I discovered nothing. They began to pupate in the first week of

July, and the last had gone by the end of the month. They werepro-
\dded with soft soil mixed with cocoanut fibre, but a large number did

not attempt to go underneath. I regarded this as rather fortunate, for

it enabled me to observe that pupation did not take place for several

days after they ceased feeding. They did not appear to occupy any
particular position whilst awaiting the change. Some remained doubled
up head and tail together, others assumed the form of the Greek ii

whilst others remained almost straight ; all, however, became gradually

shorter and thicker. As far as I could make out they did not all go
through the same number of skin moults. I believe some moulted
seven times, others eight, and others again nine times, and I suggest

that as the females are larger than the males, and usually, although
not always, the larvae which changed oftenest were the largest, it is

possible that the females habitually change their skins oftener than
the males. This conclusion is, however, to a certain extent, upset by the

fact that one or two larvffi which without doubt made nine sheddings of

skin, were very small, and, although I am not sure, I think they pro-

duced male moths. The box, a large American cheese box (which by
the bye I find very convenient in which to breed insects if the top be
knocked out, leaving a ring which serves to strain a piece of leno over the

bottom part of the box) was again kept indoors in a room which seldom
has a fire in it, and I fully expected to have to wait until this spring before

I should see anything of the perfect insects ; it was, therefore, with some
surprise that I found a moth out in September, and all through the

autumn and winter they continued to emerge at intervals. I regret to

have to confess that I have no exact dates for these early birds, as I

was continually away from home, and only found them out by chance.

I have three set, but the bulk of them I had not time to attend to.

This doubtless shows a sad lack of scientific zeal, but, on the other

hand, it shows that business had to come before pleasure "svith me. I

have arranged in the box all the set insects under their food plants,

and with dates. It is unfortunate that most of the lime-fed insects

came out crippled, especially in the hind wings, and this I attribute to

the fact that the damping was more irregular in the box in which
they were kept as pupfe. They had nothing but earth, whilst the plum
pupfe were dug up and put on moss, which kept damp for a longer

period. The set insects show eight males and four females fed on plum,
and three males and four females fed on lime. The bulk of the plum-
fed larvte produced males ; on the other hand there were more females
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amongst the lime -fed ones. Those pupfe which were formed on the

surface of the ground produced more perfect insects than those Avhich

had gone under, a very hxrge number of moths, which had partially

emerged, being found when I cleared out the box last week, and a

number of pupa% although apparently alive, have not yet produced

imagines. Males, as a rule, came out first and females later, and this

caused a difficulty in pairing, as the males were usually dead before a

female appeared. My endeavour to breed is the cause of so few
insects being set, as after a few days their appearance was the reverse

of good, and they were too much knocked about to be worth setting.

In March, Mr. Bacot gave me several females of A. strataria, which I

hoped to cross, but no male A. betularia came out whilst they

were alive. A. letulan'a females rarely lay eggs unless they have been
fertilised, but A. strataria almost invariably lays, as far as I can see,

whether fertile or not. I noted a singular difference between the two
species in their manner of depositing eggs. A. strataria seems always

to place them in the folds of the leno and under the seams, but A. betu-

laria scatters them about the surface indifferently. The eggs of ^. stra-

taria are greener than those of A. betularia, but this may be owing to

their being infertile. The ovipositor of A. strataria is longer than
that of A. betularia, but I noted that whilst both these species deposited

their eggs on the inside of the leno, and with the body but little bent,

Biston hirtaria pushed its eggs through the meshes and into corners

and splits in the wood, whilst it also bent the body completely round,

so that the ovipositor was brought round between the legs, and some-
times almost level with the head. A great many insects appear to

have stated times of the day for coming out of the pupa. Thus I have
searched closely for A. strataria at Epping Forest, but never found it

before 4 p.m., when it was always in perfect condition ; A. betularia

seems to come out a little later, as I have never but twice seen it

emerging before 5 p.m., and on both occasions when it was found
earlier, viz., in the morning, it was crippled, and from the look of

things had been struggling for hours to get rid of the pupa case. I

feel that my observations have been very imperfect, and that probably

I have greatly wasted your time in narrating them. I should not have
undertaken to do so had I known that my time would have been

so fully occupied in other ways, or that I should have been so much
from home, or finally, that I should have such bad luck in getting the

perfect insects out ; but such as they are you have my notes before you,

and I can only hope that they may have been of some interest to you.

My prime object in feeding my larva^ on different sorts of food was to

see if any difference could be detected in the perfect insects, either in

colour or sex, the single observation that plum feeding produced
most males, and lime the contrary, proves little, and requires further

looking into, but as regards colour no difference could be detected,

as the males are usually darker than the females. That the variety

douhledayaria is becoming commoner in the North of England is,

I think, without doubt. At Delamere Forest, I hear, it is taken oftener

than the type, and it also seems certain that all insects caught in

the Manchester district are darker than the southern type. I never

collected in that district, but I lately saw a specimen of Hi/bernia

wanjlnaria sitting on a fence near Eccles, which I promptly boxed, as

it appeared to me to be darker than usual, and I have brought it up
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to-night for exhibition. I never saw var. douhJedayaria aHvc, and

therefore I fear that Hke the memorable and exhaustive book on

Icehmd, in which an extended heading for a chapter was made, " On
the OAvk of Iceland," the chapter consisting of the one laconic sentence,

" There are no owls in Iceland," as far as I am concerned I can only

say : I know nothing about doubledaijaria. Harking back to the

question of sex, as influenced by food, I would suggest that the reason

why more females were bred from lime, is that the leaves of that tree

are more succulent and more easily masticated by the larva, which con-

sequently is better fed. The production of queen bees seems to

depend largely on the grub getting more nourishing food than the

Avorker larva, and the production of female newts and frogs is likewise,

I understand, greatly influenced by the supply of food obtained by the

tadpole—semi-starvation producing males, and the addition of meat
extract to the water producing females, whilst in extreme cases, where

the tadpoles were kept in filtered water, they did not develop at all.

It therefore seems reasonable that something of this sort acted in the

case of betularia when fed on lime instead of plum. *•*

* We would call the attention of our correspondent to the fact that a lepidopterous

larva, when newly hatched, has the generative organs (of course, at this time, very

imperfectly developed) distinctly male or female, and that, therefore, it is impos-

sible to influence the sex of lepidoptera by any course of feeding that the larva may
undergo.

—

Ed.

On the DevelQ,pment of Sex in Social Insects.
°"

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

I have, in a previous article {Ent. Eec', Vol. vi., pp. 181—182),

alluded to the Weismannian theory of " intraselection," tiz, that

just as there is a struggle for survival among the individuals of a race,

in which the fittest are victorious, so there is also, among the living

particles which make up the tissues and organs of each individual, a

similar struggle with a similar result. Weismann further considers

that structures which are undergoing modification

—

i.e., "adaptive

structures "—are not themselves transmitted, but only the " quality of

the material from which intra-selection forms these structures anew in

every individual life."

It has been necessary to assume some theoretical position with

regard to the structure of compound bodies, and hence the smallest

conceivable particles of which living tissue is composed have been

variously named " gemmules " by Darwin, " biophors" by Weismann.
Peculiarities of these biophors, Weismann tells us, are transmitted,

and may " become more and more favourable and adaptive in the

course of generations if they are subject to natural selection." These

peculiarities as to sensitiveness in certain directions are inherited,

but the special direction which the particular growth takes in conse-

quence of this inherited sensitiveness is not inherited, but must be

acquired anew, so Weismann considers, in every individual life. " The

great significance of intra-selection, appears to me," he says, " not to

* Part of a Paper read before the Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society,

Jan. 13th, 1895. [For previous part, see Ent. lice, Vol vi., pp 181-188].
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depend on its producing structures that are directly transmissible—it

cannot do that—but rather consists in its causing a development of the

germ-structure acquired by the selection of individiials, which will be

suitable to varying conditions. Intra-selection effects the special

adaptation of the tissues to special conditions of development in each

individual."

Weismann further points out that the increased development of

certain organs or parts is of necessity accompanied by secondary

modifications in other organs or parts connected therewith. Instancing

the increased strength of the skull, muscles and ligaments of the neck,

contemporaneously with the increased growth and weight of a deer's

antlers, he does not think it at all necessary that all the parts concerned

should simultaneously adapt themselves by variation of the (jerm, to

the increase in size of the antlers, because in " each separate individual

the necessary adaptation will be temporarily accomplished by intra-

selection under the trophic influence of functional stimulus." It is a

little difficiilt to follow this ; for if modification of these tissues once

sets in, even as a result of intra-selection, as suggested by the Professor,

one fails to understand why the peculiar qualities of these structures

should not, according to his own view, be transmitted with the peculiar

qualities Avhich result in the production of the enlarged antlers. He
further suggests that the " discord among parts may sometimes be such

that intra-selection is not able to produce harmony but

that the secondary adaptations would probably, as a rule, keep pace

with primary variations," and that in " the course of generations, by
the constant selection of those germs, the primary constituents of

which are best suited to one another, the greatest possible degree of

harmony may be reached"; further, that "the mingling of the

moieties of parental germ-plasm in fertilisation must be of the utmost
importance in this connection, for they secure the constant presence of

an abundance of very varied combinations of primary constituents,"

whilst " a complete harmony of the primary constituents can therefore

never exist in the germ-plasm of sexually produced individuals ; for

this germ-plasm is always composed of two individually distinct

halves and it follows that in every act of fertilisation

very different primary constituents of corresponding parts, derived

from both father and mother, must meet in the germ the

primary constituents of their germ substance could not be united

together to produce a young organism, exhibiting harmony in its

various parts, if they did not all have a certain scope for variation, so

as to render them capable of adaptation to one another." One other

statement must be considered, viz., that " the supposition of the

whole activity of intra-selection presupposes the specific sensitiveness

of the various primary constituents, and of the units of smaller or

larger groups of these, and this sensitiveness can naturally only have
arisen through ordinary selection of individuals owing to the variation

of the germ."
Having considered these general principles bearing on intra-

selection, Weismann argues that the " differentiation of sex can also,

within certain limits, be regarded from a similar point of view." In
dealing with this part of his subject, Weismann selects, among others,

the social insects—ants, wasps, bees and termites-—in which, as all

my hearers are aware, sex is somewhat complicated, and in which there
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are fertile females (queens), sterile females (workers), and males
(drones). Assuming that the primary constituents for the characters

of both sexes are included in the same egg, Weismann considers that
" in many instances it appears that a stimulus decides as to which
group of them shall undergo development—whether the male or

the female."

It is generally accepted, on the strength of the experiments of

Siebold and Leuckart, that in bees and wasps fertilised eggs develop

into females, whilst unfertilised eggs develop into males. No real

explanation has, I believe, hitherto been given as to how this occurs
;

Weismann, however, accepts the fact, and points out its utility, in-

asmuch as the queen can produce male or female offspring according

to necessity ; he then goes on to say " we can understand why the sex

has here been made to depend on an external impulse," although he
strongly disagrees with the conclusions that the " stimulus is the efficient

cause of the male or female character of the embryo," and warns his

readers against mistaking in other less apparent cases the stimulus, for

the causa e^Jiciens of the development, illustrating his contention by
the consideration of the neuters or workers of state-forming insects

—

bees, ants and termites—^which (workers), as well as the males and
females, originate from one kind of egg, the non-fertilisation determin-

ing the production of the male, a bountiful supply of nutritious food

or the reverse, giving rise respectively to the development of a queen
or a worker from a fertilised egg.

The essential difference between the queens and workers is the

fertility of the former, the sterility (more or less absolute) of the latter.

It has generally been assumed that the quality of the food is the direct

cause of the difference, but although the bees have it in their power by
means of food-supply to cause a larva to become either a queen or a

worker, yet Weismann does not look upon the poor feeding as the real

causa efficiens in producing sterility in the latter, but merely as " the

stimulus which not only results in the formation of rudimentary ovaries,

but at the same time calls forth all the other distinctive characters of

the workers." He considers it, therefore, doubly incorrect to look

upon the poor nourishment as the cause of the sterility, (1) because it

confuses the stimulus with the real cause, (2) because it fails to

distinguish between an organ that has become rudimentary and one
imperfectly developed. Weismann's contention that the ovaries of the

workers "are actually rudimentary," and not simply imperfectly

developed is, in spite of the reiteration, difficult to understand, con-

sidering that the workers do sometimes lay eggs. It seems to be im-

perfect development all round—the number of egg-tubes are reduced from
about 200 (in the queen bee) to from two to six (in the worker), and it is

quite beside the question to say that " no matter how rich the food may
be, no more egg-tubes can be formed in the imaginal state." One
knows that structures in insects do not grow or become developed

when they have reached the imaginal condition ; already formed
structures may, in some instances, become matured, but to suppose

that rich nourishment in the imago stage can increase the number of

egg-tubes, or otherwise that we must consider the ovaries rudimentary

and not imperfectly developed, seems illogical and unreasonable. The
proof that certain fly-maggots (Musca vomitorta), sparingly fed, pro-

duced an abundance of eggs, and the conclusion that " in spite of the
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scanty supplies of food during larval life, the organs of reproduction,

or at any rate their essential parts—the ovaries—were normally con-

stituted, so that with good nutrition during the imago stage these

Hies reproduced in a perfectly normal manner," appear to us a mere
assumption, for Avhat proof has the learned Professor that there had
not been in certain directions imperfect development of the ovaries,

which only required a series of experiments in the same direction on
each successive generation, to show how far such imperfections had
proceeded. The case of social insects is not at all parallel, for the

habit has undoubtedly been inbred into these insects for countless

generations, and hence the cases in no wise resemble each other ; and
when the Professor goes on to assert that " by comparing the result of

this experiment with the known facts as to bees, the difference in the

behaviour of the two organisms is made clear. In the case of bees, a

distinct degeneration of the ovaries and various accessory organs of

reproduction takes place, in consequence of poor nourishment ; Avhile

in Hies the whole reproductive apparatus is formed quite as perfectly

when the nourishment of the larva is deficient as when it is ample,"
we would like, to ask on what grounds the Professor makes this last

assertion ? If it be on the experiment he describes with Musca
vomitoria, then we must say that for a scientific man he is very easily

satisfied. Unless we are ready to grant the Professor this assumption,

his next statement that " meagreness of nutrition is a mode of reaction

characteristic of bees," that "it is a new acquisition, and was not
possessed by the ancestors of these insects," falls to the ground, and
as we believe that "meagreness of nutrition" does produce general

imperfect development in all insects, and base this assertion on
observations made in breeding, among others, many thousands of

butterflies and moths, we can only allow the Professor the assertion

for what it is worth. Ill-fed moths, for example, are small, and they
lay a less number of almost or quite normally sized eggs, as a rule,

and not the same number of smaller eggs ; a fact which strongly

suggests rather a reduction in the number of oviducts than a corres-

ponding reduction in the size of those still left (Vide, Ent. Record,
v., 138).

Emery recently gave it as his opinion that the degeneration of the

ovaries of the workers was simply due to an increased sensitiveness of

the germ-plasm to poor nutriment, and explains the formation of

neuters as consequent upon an altered mode of reaction in this

direction in the germ-plasm. To meet the theory that "natural
selection " has undoubtedly inbred a tendency in the ovaries of these in-

sects to be more easily aiiected by defective nutrition than are the
ovaries of other insects, Professor Weismann asserts that the ovary
of the workers is " not only in an undeveloped condition, but is actually

rudimentary : the majority of the typical parts are wanting." What
does this assertion mean ? We know that Avorkers do sometimes lay

eggs ; therefore, at least, the essential parts are not wanting, and if we
accept the Professor's statement that the ovarian tubes are reduced in

nmuber from about 200 down to six, surely it is not to be expected
that the secondary structures connected with the ovarian ducts will

retain their most highly developed characters, for I take it that the
ovum is the primary essential structure, the ducts, receptaculum
seminis, &c., being secondary to the formation of the oval cells them-
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selves. It seems to be quibbliii,L,' with the facts to insist that the

palpable failure to develop, which is exhibited, shall not be called " an
undeveloped condition," but that the structures shall be called

"rudimentary," and to build up assertions thereon, and when it is

stated that if "it be assumed that the number of ovarian tubes has

increased in the queen since the caste of workers arose, there can

nevertheless be no doubt that at the same time it has diminished

greatly in the case of the workers," the Professor appears to give his

own precarious position away, because he assumes a gradual develop-

ment in one direction, a gradual failure in the opposite direction, yet,

although he is willing to grant that the former is a more highly

developed condition of the ovary, he is not satisfied with calling the latter

an imperfect condition, but must insist, for the sake of the theoretical

superstructure, that the ovary is rudimentary, and his further state-

ment, that Adlerz discovered that the degree of diminution in the number
of egg-tubes differs in the workers of various species of ants, appears

only to enhance the position that it is a slowly produced imperfection of

the original ovarian structures Avhich has been produced, rather than a

development of something new. The " bursa copulatrix and the

receptaculum seminis have degenerated in the bee and ant Avorkers,

and we have every reason for believing that typical parts could never

disappear owing to poor nourishment, however poor it may have been."

We do not know on Avhat facts the Professor relies for this last state-

ment, but as a matter of opinion we are inclined to agree with him
that such parts would not disappear at once, but whether they would
"never" disappear is another matter. But what interests us here is

this, that in the bee and ant workers many, in fact most, of the

ovarian tubes have become atrophied, and it is only to be expected that

there should be a comparative failure in the structurally less important

parts of the '

' bursa copulatrix' ' and the '

' receptaculum seminis,
'

' because

the occasional laying of eggs by workers proves, as Ave have before

shown, that the essential egg-producing structures are still present.

These ovarian ducts, the Professor thinks, should no more disappear as

a result of the poorest feeding than " Avould a leg or wing." The
Professor asks, " How often have caterpillars been reared en masse on
starvation diet, either designedly or from carelessness, and yet none of

them has ever given rise to a butterfly destitute of wings, or to one

with only four legs instead of six. Such butterflies are always very

small, but in other respects perfect, just as in the case of the ill-fed flies."

Well and good, the Professor owns that they are smaller all round

—

wings, legs, body, etc. The ill efl'ect of the feeding is not thrown
upon one organ more than upon another, but the whole structure is

less, and the four wings probably often contain only the same amount
of material as Avould be found in two if the larvae had been Avell fed.

Again, if this poor feeding were carried through several successive

generations, does the learned Professor think that no permanent results

would accrue ? But this is not all. It happens that butterflies do, as

the Professor points out, become imperfectly developed all round, they

preserve a sort of symmetrical condition, but moths often do nothing of

the kind. Ill feeding causes the latter to becomj crippled in all directions,

and moths with two or three atrophied wings, or with atrophied legs and
atrophied antennjii are the result; the disaj)pearance of an organ may
thus be an ontogenetic process, and although the Professor states that it
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" never in any case depends on mere influences of nutrition, such as

affect the development of each individual," I think it only wants
sufficiently wide experiment for him to modify his opinion, and then

what becomes of the assumption based on these premises ? And it is on
these assumptions that the Professor builds up his theory that in the

germ-plasm of an egg of every social insect there are three distinct

reproductive systems, two of which fail and one of which develops,

and determines the character of the insect which shall ultimately be

produced under certain stimuli—the "three sorts of primary con-

stituents in the germ " being the male, and two forms of the female.

Having thus come to the conclusion that want of nutrition cannot

produce the disappearance of a typical organ, the Professor suggests

that the facts he has brought forward " support neither the idea that

the degeneration of the ovary of the workers is a direct consequence of

poverty of nutrition, nor the view that an increased sensitiveness of

the ovary to the influence of nourishment is here concerned. But
they do show that j^oor nourishment acts as the stimnJus for the latent

primary constituents for the tcorJcers in the germ-plasm;—not only for
those of the ovary, hut also for those of all characters by tchich the

worker is distinguished from the queen."

Now if this means anything, it means this—that the poor feeding

of a certain brood of larvje of flies or butterflies gives rise to small

specimens with ill-developed external structural parts, but so far as

the Professor can guess (for he does not tell us that he tested the

matter) there were no structures (internal or external) absent, they

were only smaller, and the reason for supposing that the internal

structures were wholly present was not based on an examination of the

structures, but was a mere matter of supposition based on examining
the external organs ; and that not having pursued the experiment
which resulted in producing a first brood of small and ill-developed

flies to a second generation, but only to the extent of seeing that the

first brood paired and laid fertile eggs, the Professor is able to assert

that there was no increased sensitiveness of the ovary to the influence

of nourishment, and therefore on these powerful premises the above
italicised law is laid down.

The Professor has here reached the point in his argument where he
has satisfied himself that poor food has not been the stimulus which
directly, even in the course of unknown generations, produced the im-
perfect development of the ovaries of the workers, and hence
we may assume conversely, produced the highly developed con-

dition of the ovaries of the queen, that the high feeding to

which we know the queen is subjected, in fact, has nothing to do
with the enhanced development of the latter ; that there are in every

egg two indefinite somethings called " ids "—a male-id, and a female-

id—and that fertilisation, or its absence, determines which of these
" ids" shall develop, and that in the former case (fertilisation) the

female-id is developed, in the latter case (absence of fertilisation) the

male-id is developed. Fertilisation, then, having determined which
" id" shall be developed, if it be a female-id that is developing, then
the female-id is in its turn composed of two parts—a worker-id part
and a queen-id part—and the kind of food supplies the stimiilus which
determines whether the fenuile-id shall produce a worker or a queen.
" blow processes of selection have gradually changed the * female-ids

'
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in two directions, and finally led to the establishment of two perfectly

distinct forms of female," the Professor says, and yet after determining
in his own mind that selection (we are not told what selection, or how
it acts) has " led to the establishment of two perfectly distinct

forms of female," the Professor goes on to state :
—" That the

process has not been sudden, but has been brought about step by step,

is apparent ; for even at the present day a number of stages in these

metamorphoses are still to be found among the workers of the diflt'erent

species of ants. Moreover, sporadic transition-forms between workers
and females also occur, and show varied combinations of character-

istics." Yet, in spite of this, the Professor tells us there are " two
perfectly distinct forms of females." Does he mean to suggest that

morphologically the ovaries of the queens and workers are not one and
the same organ in difi'erent degrees of development, between which he

states there are transition forms ? If so, I doubt whether anyone will

agree with him. If he does think they are the same, and I think he

does, for he says that " the degeneration of the ovary has proceeded on
its slow phyletic course, step by step, and has caused one egg-tube after

another to disappear," how does his theory of two kinds of female-ids

explain the origin of the differences which exist in queens and workers ?

Is not the theory merely a suggestion of how the differences may be

supposed to be transmitted, rather than an explanation of origin ?

That the Professor considers the ovaries structurally the same in

workers and queens is again evident when he tries to convince his

readers that the germ-plasm is really composed of " ids," for he refers

to " the gradual metamorphosis of the females into workers among
state-forming insects." What, then, does the expression there are
" two perfectly distinct forms of females " mean ? I fail entirely to

see in what way there can be considered two forms at all. The rest of

the learned Professor's arguments are based on the theory that the

germ-plasm is actually composed of " ids," and that the " ids
"

can be again subdivided into the " primary constituents of the different

independently varying parts of the body—that is of ' determinants,'
"

and as he has entirely failed to convince us in his explanation of the

presence of these " ids " in the germ-plasm, or in fact of the necessity

of the supposition that they are there, it is clear in our opinion

that the rest of the conclusions are of no great value.

It may be well, however, briefly to consider the remaining points

of the Professor's arguments with regard to social insects. He assumes

that at first only a small group of the "determinants" of the egg

varied in the case of ants, possibly those " of the reproductive organs

and wings," and on the variation of these determinants in the egg, the

female-id became modified into either a worker-id or a queen-id,

whilst he still further supposes that in those ants where two forms of

workers occur, the worker-id sometimes became modified in the

direction of forming soldier-ids.

By supposing the germ to be made up of a number of " ids," which
in their turn are subdivided into " determinants," or primary constituents

of the different parts of the body, the Professor explains the phenomena
of " polymorphism" by the suggestion that it is in all cases a variation

of the determinants of those parts which have to adapt themselves to

new demands of the conditions of life, and hence that the development

of any of these variable determinants would produce an altered form.
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At the same time the phenomenon of reversion is explained by sup-

posing that, whilst many, or most of the ids, undergo change, yet some
of the " ids "will remain unchanged, and the occasional development
of an unchanged " id "produces a reversion.

The Professor then asks " if in the germ-plasm of the bee there is

only one primary constituent capable of developing into a queen
under the influence of rich food, and into a worker when poorly

nourished, how could we explain the fact that in the latter case not
only does degeneration of individual parts occur, but also a different

and stronger development of other parts '? " He points out that the

stimulus of poverty of food brings about degeneration of the ovaries,

the receptaculum, and the wings, and frequently a reduction of the

entire bulk of the body on the one hand ; and on the other, increase

and higher differentiation of individual parts, such as the brain in

worker ants, and the head and the jaws in soldiers. We have yet to learn

the excess of brain development in the worker over the queen ant, and
its dependence on quantity of food, whilst the researches of Grassi

show that the extra development of soldiers above workers is also

brought about by food. The difticulties of Weismann's explanations

lie in the fact, that all these modifications of the insect are possible

after the larva has existed some time as a larva

—

i.e., as an indepen-

dent organism, capable of being acted upon by its own environment

—

and since the quantity of food given determines the amount of structure

built, and a small quantity of food ends in the production of certain

ill-developed structures, whilst a larger quantity of food produces the

same structures in a more perfect and well-developed form, it appears to

be rather far fetched to say that these variations—even the frequently

striking small size of the workers—do not originate owing to the "direct

action of poor food." It is ridiculous to say that the poverty of food

is only the stimulus by means of which these ill-developed structures

are produced, whilst the richness of food is only the stimulus by means
of which the well-developed structures are produced, when a supply of

rich food will produce them if the larva gets it when quite young ; it

seems to me only a matter of common logic that if the larger quantity

of rich food is wanted for full development, that the smaller quantity

of poor food cannot produce full development, and cannot supply even
the crude material to build up the more complex structures. The
latter cannot be built up it is clear, because the worker-larva does not
get the necessary food to do it

;
give the worker more food, raise its

temperature—in other words, produce in the insect more energy—and
the worker becomes a queen, or reaches some intermediate stage on the

way to doing so, in proportion to the increase of energy developed.
" Should we attempt to make dwarfs of any insect by starvation

during the course of development, we should at most get a reduction

to about half the normal size," the Professor says, and I would add to

to this, "in one generation." This result the Professor obtained in a few
days with 3Insra, and Ave can get a similar result with many moths in a
few weeks. What would be the result of continuing this for ages ? Many
insects we should exterminate, others would adapt themselves to the
altered conditions. Many dwarf races of common insects do maintain
a precarious existence on the bleak hill-sides, &c., where the food is

sparse, Avhilst their larger relatives in other localities revel in plenty.

Natural selection has adapted them in large part to their surroundings,
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but as a rule they are scarce in such places, they lay fewer eggs,

probably, but certainly " dwarf races " of insects can be " produced by

partial starvation during the course of development." The Professor

leaves out of account how long natural selection has been teaching

the ants and bees the minimum of food which will not endanger their

working power, and yet not develop their reproductive organs beyond

a certain point. One brood of flies and butterflies is of but little

service for generalisation, or for comparison with times or ages like

these, in fact it is the poverty of the Professor's facts which must
astonish the practical naturalist, who deals with things rather than

theories. Truly we agree with the Professor that "we cannot seriously

suppose that these larvte are really insuiKciently nourished and kept

small by hunger," and we also agree that they get " exactly as much
nourishment as they need for the development of the worker-type and
as their instinct demands for the time when they have become
worker-larvae, owing to the poorer food." But this we venture to think

is not due to the presence of any special "id," so much as to a

response in the larval organism itself to this particular condition of

environment, which response natural selection has, in the course of

ages, bred into it, and yet, in the face of the fact that, as the Pro-

fessor tells us, " the worker-larva is a distinct individual, with its own
particular tendencies and instincts, just as much as is the full-grown

worker," and that "bee larvae all receive similar food for three days only,

and thus long they are undifferentiated," we are to suppose that it is

some peculiarity of the germ-plasm Avhich settles the final development,

and not the reaction of the larva to a stimulus directly applied in the

way of food, the reactions due to which are palpably plain to our

intelligence as a matter of actual quantity.

We quite agree with Weismann as to the remarkable fact that "this

adaptation of the larval organism to the determining stimulus of a

specific mode of nourishment should be so perfectly similar in two
such different groups of insects as the bees and termites, for there

can of course be no doubt that it has arisen independently in each

group." The same result has been arrived at owing to the same
necessity, it is that part of the physical organisation which the com-

munity can reach which is affected. They can govern the food supply,

and a limited food supply having produced advantageous results to the

community, the particular line of producing the necessary modifica-

tions is persevered in. To us there is no necessity for considering the

germ-plasm of the worker egg to contain but one "id," which is capable

of development to any point extending between the most highly-

organised queen or the most lowly-organised worker ; that this power
exists even in the neAvly-hatched larva, and that then the stimulus of food

comes into play, both as determining the quantity and direction of the

development, natural selection having determined the normal limits

which shall produce the best organised queen-product, and the best

organised worker-product—best in the sense of their future require-

ments and work—but that they are two distinct forms of females,

with a separate ontogeny, the Professor's arguments have entirely

failed to convince us.
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"VARIATION.
Breeding the dark variety of Spilosoma menthastri,—I have been

very much disiippointed in the specimens of S. menthastri that I have

bred. I have obtained a considerable number, but they have not at

all followed the dark coloration of their parents, and much more
nearly approach the ordinary South of England forms. This has

surprised me, because the dark moths that I bred were not isolated

extremes of the buff-coloured form. The whole race, so far as I can

make out, is of that shade of colour in those parts of Argyllshire in

which I have collected. Possibly the food they eat in the North, or

the climate there, is the cause of the darker colour.—W. M. Christy,

F.E.S., Watergate, Emsworth. June lith, 1895.

I had some pupse of S. menthastri from the same locality as those

of Mr. Christy. One male emerged very dark brown ; the others

varied from quite white to buff-coloured.—T. Maddison, South Bailey,

Durham. June 28th, 1895.

Larv.e of Acherontia atropos (type and variety) at Chichester.—
The larva? of this species have appeared in some numbers in this

neighbourhood during the month of August. I had eleven of them

in my possession. Although I have, from time to time, reared a good

many of the larvfe—one year I had forty—I have never before had a

variety, though I have occasionally seen such. Singularly enough,

several of my larv;B this year were of the dusky variety, which, instead

of being of a beautiful apple-green tint with violet and yellow streaks,

is dingy brown with a latticed pattern of dull blackish purple on the

sides and back, and a sprinkling of dirty white spots, the anterior

segments being white, with two stripes broken up into spots a little

darker than the general colour of the body. Both type and variety have

a similar whitish warty caudal appendage. Some of the larvte were

found feeding on potatoes, some on jasmine. All have now gone to

earth. None of these larvae emitted any sound. On other occasions

I have repeatedly heard a sound emitted by larvae, which resembled

the "click" of the electric spark, and was quite distinct from the

" squeak " of the moth. — Joseph Anderson, Junr., Alve Villa,

Chichester.

@^URRENT NOTES.
On July 8rd, the bust of Senator T>v. H. Roemer was unveiled in

front of the Museum building in Hildesheim, with appropriate cere-

monies. The Museum bears the name of its founder and chief

benefactor ; the collections in different departments of Natural History,

as well as in the Fine Arts, are more important than might be ex-

pected in a city of the moderate population which Hildesheim contains.

The Rev. W. C. Hey, M.A., reports {Naturalist, Aug.) the capture

at Askham Bog, in the spring, of two specimens of a rare weevil

{Elmidomorphns aubei). The species was at first supposed to be new
to ]3ritain, but it was afterwards found to have been described by Canon
Fowler, in The Naturalist, under the name of Bagous petro, from a

single example taken at Askham many years ago.

Ilerr. Jachontoft' thus describes {Societas Entomologica, Aug. 1) a

now aberration (?) of Eijinephele ianira, from Vladimir, under the
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name ab, iUustris :
—" Above, light brownish-grey with metalHc sheen.

The yellow-ochre spot on the fore-wings paler than in the type. Hind-
wings Avith an indistinct yellow central spot as in var. hispnlla, or

without such a spot."

Mr. C. G. Barrett records [Ent. Mo. Mag.) the capture of an imago
of Tortrix jAceana, in Surrey, with a larval head. Mr. McLachlan
points out that there was a list of the recorded cases of this form of

monstrosity published by Dr. Hagen in Stettiner Entom. Zeitung, 1872,

pp. 388-402, in which 16 instances were noted, and that others were
noted by Prof. Westwood in the Trans. Ent. Soc, Lond., 1879,

pp. 221-228. There are also records in our own Mag., Vol. i., p. 175.

Mr. W. H. Bennett adds {Ent. Mo. Mag.) Oclithehius lejoUsi to

the British list. It was captured in June, in small pools of very stale

and putrid salt water at Ilfracombe, and may be distinguished from
other species of the genus by " having the whole of the lateral margin
of the elytra toothed saw-like."

Mr. Champion records {Ent. Mo. Mag.) that Bedel has discovered

(1) that the types of Centhorrhijnchidius crotchi were from Madeira,
and not England

; (2) that the specimens of G. crotchi are identical

with C. nigroterminatus ; (3) that C. nigroterminatns is probably
distinct from C mixtus, of which it is given as a synonym by Fowler
and Sharp.

A record of Gelech'a (Lita) Tcnaggsiella, taken from tree-trunks,

at Reading, by Mr. A. H. Hamm, is most interesting, as it is some years

since its capture in Britain has been recorded.

Mr. C. Gr. Barrett writes (Ent. Mo. Mag. J of Tephrosia biundnlaria

as a variety of T. crepuscidaria, a strange conclusion for an observant
entomologist who has collected in the South of England. One is

not surprised at northern entomologists expressing this opinion, but
it is rather inexplicable for southern collectors to do so. After all,

though, it only turns on an unanswerable question—What is a species ?

But so long as Ave separate Lycaena bellargus and L. corydon we should
separate T. crepusctdaria and T. biundtdaria.

There are two articles in the August number of Science Progress
Avhich should be read by all naturalists, viz.: "Insular Floras," by
W. Botting Hemsley, F.R.S., and " The Reserve Materials of Plants,"
by J. Reynolds Green, M.A., F.R.S. The other articles, entitled,
" Chemical Affinity," " Views on Mineral Species," and " The space
relations of Atoms," will be found interesting, both to general scien-

tists and to specialists.

Mr. Frohawk gives {Entom., Sept.) a very interesting account of

the "Life-history of Nyssia lapponaria," and accompanies it by figures

of the several stages which are models of what illustrations of Natural
History should be. Mr. Frohawk obtained some eggs from Mr. W.
M. Christy {vide, Ent. Bee, vol. vi., p. 234). He describes the egg as
of a compressed oval form, and of a very clear bright greenish-yellow

colour; a fcAv days before hatching the colour deepens, and just before
that event becomes a very deep metallic blue-green. The larva? fed

upon both birch and whitethorn, if anything giving the preference to

the latter ; they did not eat the cast skin. Four moults took place,

and the larva buried itself for pupation at the end of 42 days. It did
not spin a cocoon, but the pupa was found simply buried an inch or
two under the surface of the earth. With regard to the imago, Mr.
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Christy informs Mr. Frohawk that " the insects are decidedly sluggish

and disinclined to fly, even at night. My idea is that their time of

flight is in the day, and when the smi shines."

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Larva of Saturnia.— I have recently studied the larva of

Saturnia pyri, with the result that it approaches in type the

North American Samia cecropia. Through these observations,

the North American genus is seen to diverge from the Aitacid type,

represented in North America by Callosamla promelhea and Philo-

samia cynihia. A true Saturnia is found in California, S.

mendocino, Behrens ; it is an instance of the isolation on the West
Coast, through the barrier of the Rocky Mountains, of Palearctic types

not spreading over the Atlantic States or Canada. The larva of

Saturnia pyri has also been examined by Mr. Dyar, who finds

it peculiar in lacking the unpaired dorsal tubercle on the 8th

abdominal segment. From a study of the larva? of pyri and carpini

it is difficult to say whether tubercle 1 is consolidated into an unpaired

tubercle with its fellow, and the structure lost, or whether 1 is

separate and 2 is gone. By analogy it may be concluded that

1 is unconsolidated. The young larviB of pyri and carpini are

alike in structure, and have the same arrangement of tubercles ; each

tubercle has the central seta and circular row of spines (eight in number,
according to my observations), and the skin bears soft, fine, secondary

hairs. According to Dyar, carpini is the more generalized, pyri the

more specialized form ; the secondary hairs are greatly reduced, but

the central sette on the tubercles elongated, having acquired flattened

and enlarged tips. The tubercles themselves stand up prominently,

and are coloured blue, strongly suggesting a simple form of the type

of the N.American Samia cecropia.—A. Radcliffe Gbote. July, 1895.

Pairing of Hepialus humuli.—On the evening of June 15th, whilst

observing a male of this species taking his pendulous flight, I saw a

female come up, knock against him, and then drop into the grass

below. He also dropped, and in less than a minute the pair were in

cop. and remained quite motionless. Last night I observed two
couples paired; in one case the male was suspended in the air, whilst

the female was clinging to a grass culm.—J. Finlay, Morpeth. July

8th, 1895.

Eggs of Bombyx rubi ichneumoned.—About the middle of June, I

had fifty eggs of B. rubi sent to me from Bournemouth. Thirty of

them yielded larvte ; the remainder I thought were not fertile, but

to-day, looking in the box in which they are, I discovered a great

many small flies. Is this a common occurrence?—J. P. Thompson, 2,

Gladstone Terrace, Grantham. July Idth, 1895. [Vide, Ent. Becord,

vol. v., p. 253 ; vol. vi., p. 38.

—

Ed.]

:ii^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Sphinx convolvuli in Somerset.—A specimen of S. convolruJi

was given me yesterday by a lady, who found it in a greenhouse. In

1891 three specimens were found under similar conditions by my
brother.—A. R. Hayward, Ilminster, Somerset. Aug. 25th, 1895.
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Catocala fraxini at Farnboro', Kent.—Last night I captured a

specimen of this moth at sugar, at 8.30 p.m. Unfortunately, I had
only a medium-sized bottle with me, so I was very doubtful whether

I should secure the prize. However, as good luck would have it, I

dimmed my light, and placed the mouth of the bottle within half an

inch of the moth, when it gave a flutter and was captured. Lord
Derby's keeper was with me at the time, and he was almost as excited

as myself. Another friend, who was sugaring in the same wood, and
who saw the specimen shortly after I took it, was so overcome by the

sight, that he would not take any more small insects off the sugar that

night. A specimen was said to have been taken in Bromley, some
three years ago, but I never got to the bottom of the matter. In

1890, I bred 19 specimens from foreign eggs ; one of these managed
to escape while I was trying to bottle it, but there is not much likelihood

of this year's capture being a descendant of that brood, as I killed the

rest oft" each day as they emerged, and it is a very remote chance that

a pair of them should have copulated without my seeing them. On
comparison with the six specimens in my collection from the 1890
brood, this year's capture appears to have the ground colour of the

fore-wings much paler, and of a slightly brighter yellow.

—

Hope
Alderson, Farnboro', Kent. Aug. 24:th, 1895.

EupiTHEciA succENTURiATA AND E. suBFULVATA.—About the middle

of October, 1894, I found eight " pug " larva? feeding at night on
Tansy (Tanacetum vnlgare). They were large, and of a dingy brown
colour, with darker coloured lozenges on the back. I began to force

the pupte in May, and from them have emerged, so far, one E.

succenturiata and one E. suhfulvata. After this experience, I do not

wonder that the older lepidopterists (Stainton among the number)
considered them to be forms of one insect. I certainly saw no differ-

ence in the larvae, and thought they were all those of E. subfuhata,

which I had not, up to that time, seen in the larval state.

E. succenturiata has not, I believe, been found in Staffs, before. I

am looking anxiously forward to see what the rest of the pupae Avill

produce.—R. Freer, M.B., Rugeley. June 12th, 1895.

Notes of the Season.
Clevedon,—Larvte, especially hybernating Noctuid larva?, were not

so plentiful as usual this spring, although Xanthia citrago was
tolerably abundant on the lime trees.— J. Mason. Jtme 10th, 1895.

Rugeley.—I found msects decidedly scarce this spring. I obtained,

however, two very fine varieties : (1) Amelanic var. of Melanippe sociata,

(2) A similar var. of Hadena oleracea.—R. Freer, M.B. June 12,th.

Yorkshire (Beedale and Sledmere).—I recently had a day's

collecting at each of these places. At Beedale, Eupisteria obliterata,

Asthena luteata, Cabera pusaria, and a few other Geometers were
fairly abundant ; whilst in the open clearings in the woods, Argyvnis
euphrosyne (nearly over) and A. selene (in fine condition) were flying

freely ; and on a rough hillside, Nemeuphila plantaginis dashed about

with great vigour and freedom. I searched for some time for females,

for eggs, but only got one specimen. I captured, however, a nice var.

of the male, in which the yellow on the fore-wings is replaced by pure

white, the insect looking, as to the fore-wings, like var. hospita, the

hind-wings being normal. At Sledmere, Abraxas sylvata (of which
I got some nice forms—both dark and light) was very abundant.
Melanippe montanata, literally, and without exaggeration, was in
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thousands. Asthena hlomcri, A. Intcala, MeJanthia albiciUatn,

Euptthccia lariciata, Macnria lifur at a, Venusia cnmhrica, Larentia
viridiiria, Cidaria suffamata and var. piceata, Ephyra linearia, and
others, were in more or less abundance. In the open spaces near to

the wood a few Prccris geri/on, Euclidin glijphica, and an occasional

A. selcne were flying, whilst N. idantaginis was also in evidence.

Nothing came to sugar except one XyJophasia sn.hJustris, the nights,

after the hot days, being cold and rather inclined to frost.—^T. Maddison.

June 28th, 1895.

DoNCASTER.—The season here has been a particularly good one for

sugar. I began the campaign on May 25th, and since that date I

have sugared on every available night, and have not met with one

blank. How different from last year ! During May I took 20 species

of Noctuids at sugar. In June, 49 species, and so far, during the

present month, I have seen 53 species. Besides these. Geometers and
other groups of Lepidoptera have been more common at the sweets

than usual. Larvfe were very abundant during the spring, but Micros

do not seem to be generally common. Mr. Bankes pronounced my
LithocoUetis (ante., vol. vi.,p. 45, and pp. 284-6) to be l-JemanneUa.—
H. H. CoRBETT, M.R.C.S. Juty 22nd.

New Forest and Fen District.—I have not found this a good

season so far. Macroglossa homhyliformis has occurred freely in the

New Forest, but other insects are very scarce, and even common
larvn3, such as those of Limcnitis sibylJa and Ai-gynnis paphia. That

is, however, not the case with common tree-feeding Geometrides,

which are again defoliating the trees. I have been much interested

in breeding Pachnobia leucographa, and observed that, in its earlier

stages at least, the larva has a habit when at rest of curling up its

body, much after the fashion of Ephyra orbicularia, a habit which I

have not known to occur in the larvse of the Taeniocamps. Three

days spent at Wicken did not yield much result. Sugar, alike in the

fen and in the lanes, even on good nights, has been practically a

failure ; but on one good night Spilosoma urticae, Macrogaster
arundinis, and other fen species occurred fairly freely at light. At
Tuddenham, Agrophila trabealis and HeJiothis dipt>acea were plentiful,

but Lithostege griseata and Acidalia rubiginata were apparently over.

They must have been out early this year. In the box of a local

collector I saw a specimen of what I take to be Leucnnia obsolcta,

which he had taken at sugar recently.—J. C. Moberly, M.A.,

Southampton.
Southend.—CUsiocampa castrensis larvae, which ought to be plenti-

ful at Gt. Wakering, are scarce. My first Phorodesma smamgdaria
emerged yesterday—an early date. I have one larva of Epilchnupteryx

reticeUa still feeding, and many larva) of P. smaragdan'a similarly

engaged, whilst a few adult larvre of Polla nigrocincta are doing well

on Plantngo maritima. Until a few days back, I had never come across

the female of PJatytes ccrusfieUus. I had spent the morning of the

10th on the marshes, had taken three MyclophUa cribrcUa and one

Cramtms perlelhi!^, whilst nothing else but male P. cerussellus were

on the wing. I searched low down for females without finding an
example, and was about to start for home, when (about 1 p.m., sunny,

and a few drops of rain falling) they rose in force, and appeared to

outnumber the males. I set 53 the following morning, and might
have taken a much larger number had my stock of boxes not run out.

^F. G. Whittle. June 20th, 1895.
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;iSiOTES ON LARYiE, &c.
On the Management of Larvae duking Hybernation.—I have

about forty larvic of Ai-clia villica, which hatched in June. I shouUI

be very much obliged if some of the readers of this magazine Avoukl

tell me what plan they have found most successful for the management
of larvae during hybernation. Can I keep them in the house, or would

it be too warm and dry '?

—

(Mrs.) D. Twopenny, Woodstock,

Sitting-bourne, Kent.

On Rearing young Larv^.—The method I have adopted, and
invariably found successful with newly-hatched larvffi, is to take a

small bottle (such as may be had from the stationers with samples of

ink) about an inch square and an inch and a-half high ; into this I

put, with water, the food-plant (a small specimen with the root

attached preferred), closely packing about the stems with cotton-wool.

This is placed on a piece of white writing paper—cardboard curls too

much—and memoranda of date of laying, hatching, name of larva,

food-plant and any other useful particulars may be written upon it.

On the food-plant or touching it, I place the chip on which the young
larvffi are lying, or if in a box, the whole box, in such a way that they

can easily crawl upon it. The whole is then covered with a smooth-

sided, large-sized tumbler. In two or three days' time, not earlier, if

kept from the sun or in a cool place, another small bottle is inserted

with a fresh plant, so arranging it that it shall come well into contact

with the old one. In a few hours, the latter may be removed.

Scarcely any trouble is incurred by adopting this plan. The food keeps

fresh until the last, and is so appreciated by the larv;i3, that it is quite

exceptional to find one of them either dropped upon the paper or

crawling about the glass. They remain upon the plant feeding

vigorously until the whole is consumed. If too much moisture con-

denses upon the glass, it is tilted for a few moments. I never interfere

with the larvae, nor handle them in any way, if it can be avoided ; the doing

so is one of the principal causes of failure. Some persons are so anxious

about perfect cleanliness and neatness of appearance, that the larva,

whether attached to a leaf for the purpose of changing, or not, is ruth-

lessly removed, and in most cases injured thereby. Put fresh food

alongside of the stale, and no fear need be entertained that the larva

will make the exchange if it wishes to do so. To my knowledge, I have

not lost a single one of the thousands I have hatched this season,

while my friends who have tried other methods with the same larvfe, sup-

plied to them by me, have disastrously failed. The larvie are kept under

the tumbler until too large to escape from the ordinary cage, which I make
in this way : I get boxes of thin wood from the grocer or bookseller

(those about six or eight inches square and about four inches deep, I

find most suitable), see that they are free from cracks, and then plane the

edges, or rub them down on a sheet of sandpaper, so as to make them
perfectly fiat. I then get a piece of glass, cut the exact width of the

outside of the box, and a little shorter than the height (I stand

them on end, with the opening outwards). I then put two ordinary

cut tacks into the bottom edge, just so far as to keep the glass quite

close to the wood, and into the upper, two wire screw-eyes, such as

are used for small picture frames, screwing them in until they hold the

glass perfectly firm. A half- turn will allow the glass to be removed.

For the earlier stages these cages are not ventilated, so as to retain the
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freshness of the plant. Afterwards, I employ similar, but larger cages,

well ventilated, kept cool and even moist, and in the open air as much as

possible for the hardier sorts. I find an occasional douche from a

watering-pot over the whole cage an excellent thing, and always put the

food plant into, say a stone ink-bottle, with water. By getting the cages

pretty uniform in size, and keeping the glass clean, scores of these

cages may be arranged in tiers, and can be examined with the greatest

ease. I always give mine plenty of light, but keep them out of the

sun, which quickly withers the food. It is very important to pack the

stems, not only to keep the water from evaporating too quickly, but

also to prevent the larvae from drowning themselves. I lost a fine brood of

Melanthia albiciUata, when full fed, in that way. They descended the

stem, presumably to pupate at its roots, and as they did so almost

simultaneously, the failure to observe them for about two hours was
fatal. I have reared the following species this season, in the way
mentioned, from the egg :—Endromis versicolor, Orijyia antiqua,

Eupithecia pulchellata, Melanthia albiciUata, Calocampa vetuata,

Cerigo matura, Naenia typica, Neuria reticulata, Dasychira
pudihunda, etc.— C. W. Williams, Penarth. Aug. 12th, 1895.

Pupation of Callimorpha hera.—The larva of this species, unlike

most of its congeners, goes beneath the surface to undergo its

pupation. Perhaps this is the reason why some have failed to rear it.

—

C. Fenn, Lee, 8.E. June 22nd, 1895.

Feeding habit of Sesia myopiformis.—The larva of this species

feeds just under the bark in trees that are suffering from canker, or

that have been injured by the rough removal of branches.

—

Ibid.

Knot-grass to the Fore.— (1) The larva of Hadena contigua is

r.aid by the authorities to feed upon birch and oak. Mr. Tutt sent me
a batch of eggs this year, with the suggestion to try the larvie with

knot-grass. Accordingly, when they hatched, I gave them the choice

between birch and knot-grass. They very speedily and very em-
phatically manifested their preference for the latter, and fed up well

on it. (2) Bilberry and heather are given as the food-plants of

Emydia crihrum. A batch of larva? have, however, thriven on knot-

grass and one of the common grasses, and are now fast pupating.

The larvas are of foreign origin
;
possibly in their native haunt they

feed on different plants from their British relations.—F. J. Buckell,

M.B., 82, Canonbury Square, N. Sejd. (ith, 1895.

SOCIETIES.
At the meeting of The South London Entomological and Natural

History Society, on June 18th, 1895, Mr. Carrington exhibited the

floAver of a petunia having the petals edged with green, which he said

was a common " sport" in Germany, Mr. Frohawk : a dark leaden-

blue Lycaena bellargus, taken at Weymouth in 1892. On June
27th, Mr. Jilger showed a series of Spilosoma lubricipeda, bred from

parents of the var. radiata ; among them were representatives of both

var. radiata and var. fasciata, as well as specimens almost of the

normal type. Mr. West (Greenwich) : specimens of Gryj>tocephaius

nitidulns, C. coryli, C. aurcolus, and Elater elongatulus—all taken in

Headl(!y Lane on June 8rd. On July 11th, Mr. Fremlin exhibited

a long and \ai'ial)le scries (bred) of I'horodennia sniaragdaria, whicli liad

been set with the aid of a blow-pipe. Mr. Oldham ; iSirex gigas from
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Wisbech. Mr. Adkin : a yellow var. of Eumlurga atomarin. On
July 25th, Mr. Hall exhibited a long and variable series of Dlanthoecia

carpophaga, bred from larvffi found on Lychnis vespertina; one

specimen had all the usual markings nearly obliterated, and at the

other extreme was a specimen in which the markings were much ex-

tended and intensified. Mr. Robson : an exceedingly pretty suffused

form of Zonosoma pendulnria. Mr. Turner : a series of Lycaena
aegon from Oxshot, including specimens in which the spots on the

undersides were amalgamated, blue-splashed females, and one female

which was indistinguishable on the upper side from L. astrarche.

On August 8th, Mr. Hall exhibited specimens of Hadena oleracea, in

which the reniform and orbicular stigmata could scarcely be traced.

Mr. Adkin : a series of strongly-marked Eapnthecia tenuiata from

Drogheda. Mr. Step: a specimen of the pugnacious squat lobster

[Galathea squami/era), from Portscatho. Mr. Turner: a specimen of

Euchelia iacobaene with a small additional spot. Mr. South, in

exhibiting a number of specimens taken near Macclesfield during the

present season, remarked on the absence of melanism in that district,

although the conditions were apparently favourable for its occurrence.

On Monday, August 5th, 1895, the North London Natural History

Society made an excursion to Redhill, arriving at Redhill station

about 11 o'clock, and proceeding at once to a chalk-pit on the opposite

side of the town, towards Reigate. The morning was fairly fine, but

there was very little sunshine, and the weather looked somewhat
threatening. Insects were not plentiful. EuhoJia bipunctaria was
taken in some abundance, but the " Blues " were almost entirely absent,

and very few other species were about. One or two Acidalia ornata

were taken, and Mr. Harvey captured a solitary specimen of CoHas
edusa. Later on, one or two good specimens of Lycaena icar^is turned

up. The party presently proceeded towards Reigate, but soon after

their arrival there a drizzling rain came on, which had evidently set in

for the day ; this induced them to take an early tea, and return home
immediately. At the meeting on August 8th, Mr. Nicholson

exhibited a moth of a leaden colour, and almost destitute of markings,

except the subterminal line and discoidal spots, which he believed to

be a variety of Mamestra hrassicae. Mr. Battley mentioned that he

and Mr. Rose had taken 50 larvte of Spilosoma urticae, at Broxbourne,

on the 3rd inst. Captures of the larva? of Choerocampa elpenor, at

Ponder's End, were reported. Mr. Prout wrote from Sandown that

Golias edusa had become fairly common, and that he had taken two
more specimens of var. helice, but that sugar on the whole had been a

failure. Mr. Smith reported the capture recently, at Barmouth, by

himself and Mr. R. W. Robbins, of Hipparchia semele, Argynnis

aglaia, Leucania littoralis, Agrotis vestigialis, A. tritici, A. corticea,

Plusia interrogationis, Larentia olivata, L. cnesiata and Melanippe

galiata.

The Birmingham Entomological Society met on June 17th, 1895,

when Mr. A. H. Martineau exhibited Sinodendron cylindriciun {$)
from Solihull ; Criorhina asilica from Trench Woods ; and some un-

usually fine Andrena rosae var. trimmerana from Clifton Downs. Mr.

R. C. Bradley : a number of heads of grass from Sutton Park covered

with great numbers of Melanostoma scalare, which had been killed by

a fungus ; they were found only in one spot a few yards square ; it

appeared as if, having been attacked by the fungus, they had assembled
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in this spot to die ; in fact, while he watched he observed others come
and remain to die ; also an Ichneumon, the thorax of which, when
captured, was covered with bright red parasites of large size, making
the insect appear to have a very large bright red thorax ; also a speci-

men of Crahro palmipea, with a cluster of eggs at the base of the
wings on one side. Mr. V. Smith : Pterostichus lepidus, ( 'ymlndis

luqjorariorum, and Thymalus liiabatus, from Cannock Chase.

;]S{EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Harrow Butterflies and Moths (Vol. I.), by J. L. Bonhote, M.B.O.U.,
and Hon. N. C. Rothschild, F.E.S., F.Z.S. [Sold for the Harrow School

Scientific Society, l)y J. C. Wilbee, HarrowJ.

We have read for review a great many local lists of Lepidoptera,
some good, many indifferent, but very few have ever exhibited the care,

both as to the arrangement of the contents, and the general get-up of

the book, that this little volume exhibits. The introductory notes are

to the point, and we quite agree that " strict conformity with a
standard list is of more importance than strict accuracy." It only
occurs to us whether, if this be right in principle, Standinger's
Catalogue should not have been followed. We do not agree with dis-

carding the term " variety," nor are the reasons given for doing so

sound or logical. The term has a definite meaning, and because it has
been previously used for " subspecies " and " aberrations," its disuse

for "local races " is not to be praised. We have one other point to

cavil about, and that is the retention of the Incompletm among the

Macro-Lepidoptera so-called. The principles on which the classifica-

tion of our larger moths should proceed have now been largely agreed
upon. The best thinkers in America and Europe are at one as to the

main lines of classification, and there is no excuse for the maintenance
of the old shibboleths by our younger workers, who have been trained

under entirely difit'erent conditions from those of our older workers,
whose science is of a pre-Darwinian era. We note with pleasure that the

Nymphalidae and Pieridae are brought together among the butterflies.

So much for our growl, and we state plainly that we growl only
because we want to see the young workers break completely away from
the conservatism that is at present the curse of entomology. The
whole list, as far as it goes, is excellent ; it is evidently a labour of

love, carefully, and, in its way, successfully carried out.

As to the detailed notes in connection with the various species, they
are to the point, carefully thought out, and in the main correct. The
most incorrect statement we notice is with regard to Coh'as hyale, in

which the authors, on the authority of Mr. Frohawk, state of the

species that, " As six weeks is more than sufficient for the entire

metamorphosis of this butterfly, there is a succession of broods in

favourable years, and so no exact time of appearance can be given."

This is approximately true of V. edusa, but Avhen C. hyale immigrate
here in ]\Iay and June, the brood resulting from the eggs laid by the

immigrants appears very regularly in August, nor has another brood
following this ever been recorded, as was the case with C. edtisa in

1877. If we cannot say much for the conclusions which Mr. Frohawk
deduces from his observations on butterflies, we have nothing but
praise for the excellent plate which he draws as a frontispiece to the

little volume.
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Entomological Reminiscences of the Tyrol.

I,—A Day in the Mendel Pass.

By J. W. TUTT. F.E.S.

The air is redolent with the scent of the newly-mown hay, Avith

the fragrance of pine and larch. The harsh cry of the raven is

occasionally heard, and the noise of a rushing mountain stream is borne

musically on the light breeze that lingers over the hillside on which

we stand. Far below us, in the valley, the whetting of the mowers'

scythes makes music almost as sweet, whilst, as our eye roams over the

scene before us, we note where

—

" The sweeping scythe now rips along.

Each sturdy mower emulous and strong.

Whose writhing form meridian heat defies.

Bends o'er his work and every sinew tries

;

Prostrates the waving treasure at his feet "

—

and, truly, the meridian heat here is not to be despised.

As we gaze down this branch valley of the great Val di

Non, on either side of which steep mountains rise, miles and miles of

lovely Tyrolean scenery open out before us. Among the fertile fields

lie scattered villages, surrounded with Nature's choicest gifts, forming

magnificent pictures, and filling with dreamy old-world impressions the

nature-lover's mind. Far from the busy life of towns and cities, the

peasantry of these beautiful recesses of nature speak to us of sprites

and fays and fairies, of the folk-lore of these retired and lovely nooks.

The readers of this magazine are scientific, you say, they don't believe

in such nonsense. Don't believe it ? Who can roam the hills and

vales, the nooks and corners of the woods, the lone moorland, the

misty marsh, or the honey-combed sandhills by the sea-shore, and not

be interested in the old legends of these lonely citadels, far from the

world's hasty rush ? Who does not say at such times with the poet

—

"Oh ! Queen of Fancy ! What an empire thine !

What classic loveliness pervades thy shore !

Creations which the bard hath made divine

—

Idols and gods—all creeds alike adore."

But here we are knee-deep among the heather, scabious and hieraciums,

which carpet the ground between the larches and pines that are

scattered over the hill-slopes. The trees are not closely packed, the

sun gets into all the nooks and crannies ; the vegetation is of the most
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vigorous kind, and butterflies and moths abound. A few yards behind
us the road from Mendel sweeps over a bridge and then turns rapidly

south to Fondo. The bridge crosses a steep watercourse that

contains now only a little restless, bustling stream ; to its bed
steep grassy banks run down from a point just to the right of where
we are standing as we look down the valley.

Let us step back to the road and see what insects are to be found

in this charming spot. A stony embankment, covered with thistles,

leads from the road to a level grassy piece of ground on the borders of

the larches. On the thistles Argynnis p^jjAm abounds. They fan

their wings in the sun, and the males show us the thickly-set black

androconia that are packed along the nervures ; they close their wings,

and we see the silver bars running through a ground colour formed of

the most exquisite purple reflections ; the var. valesina occurs occasion-

ally, but is not coiimion. Two smaller allies are soon detected, A. aghda
and A. ndippe, the former with abundant silver spotting, the latter with

a rich fulvous band crossing the hind wings on the underside. And
hereon hangs a tale. Some five years ago I was in Canterbury, and
called on the late G. Parry, the collector there—of niobc fame. He
showed me his insects, and told me he had an A. niohe to dispose of. I

asked to see it, and was much astonished to find that it was an
example of this striking variety of A. adippe. I was assured,

however, that this band was the characteristic mark of A. niohe. I

then pointed out that it was only a form of A. adippe which I myself

had once met with alive in the woods of Chattenden, and at last I took

Parry's specimen away with me. Since then, the form has become quite

familiar to me on the Continent. Another species of Argynnis—
amathusia—Vi\'s,o occurs, but it is worn and evidently over, the rich

purple under-side having lost much of its pristine beauty. Lymena
corydon is on almost every flower—the only really common Blue in

this district. MeJanargia gaJatea, rather dark in colour, as it appears

to me, abounds, whilst Ejii'uepheh- ianira and E. Jycaon (its

twin-spotted sister) also fight for a place. Burnets boom from flower to

flower

—

Zygaena achilleae, Z. lonicerae, Z, medicaginis, Z. carniolica,

Z. scahiosae and Z. transaJjiina are among those that are observed,

the latter being by far the most abundant species, and in the finest

condition.

From the slopes opposite, crossing the road with rapid flight, and
then settling on a flower below, comes Colias hyale, and soon we
observe C. edusa flying more leisurely along. How these insects always

charm me ! 'Tis said that " Familiarity breeds contempt "
; I have seen

hundreds, nay thousands, of specimens of both species in Britain,

have become familiar with them, but the contempt is a thing that has

yet to show itself. As we pass through the thistles we disturb some
specimens of a large species of Syrichthns and Lyvacna astrarclie. On
the level flat below Coenovympha satyrion abounds, the females very

large, the ocellated spots exceedingly well pronounced. A sharp, rapid

buzz, and I'dm/ihila comma stands on the flower at our feet ; it depresses

its lower wings strangely, whilst the upper are held more erect. We
soon discover that this species is very abundant. Their undersides, how-
ever, are remarkable, for the spots, ordinarily white in British examples,

are here yellow, very like those of P. sylvonus, although an occasional

specimen exhibits the white colours which our British examples have
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made us look upon as typical. A specimen of Eubolia bipunctaria, of

a rich slaty form, is kicked up as we enter the heather, followed by a

rich slate-coloured moth with a deep central band to the forewings.

That it is an ally of E bipunctaria we see at once, and a second glance

determines it to be E. moeniata, a reputed British species. What
accident, we wonder, brought this to England ? With the next step

up comes Acidnlia oniata, and then, flitting \mder the trees, Emmelesia
adaequata. As we enter the shady part of the slope, Melitaea
atlutlia occurs. I know the M. alhalta of our woods, and I believe

this to be the same species, although I have captured similar specimens
which have been called by other names, but which I am quite unable to

distinguish from the species I know so well, nor canmy friends apparently

define the differences they think they see. An Erebia is abundant, and
we soon determine it to be a large well-ocellated form of E. eunjale, by
some considered to be a variety of E. ligea—the notorious Arran
Brown. These butterflies flit from Hower to flower, and then a strange-

looking specimen with a habit rather different from the rest, and a

coat of rich brown-black velvet passes by, and as we stop its further

progress discover a fine large Erebia aeihiops in the net. We push
our way through the larches, and come to a part of the slope covered

with dwarf bushes, thistles, gentians, and all the wonderful array

of wild flowers which are found in such openings. A. selpne, worn,
as may be expected, seeing that it is the last week in July, is netted,

and then we find that P. comma has given place almost entirely to

Thymelicug lineola. The two species, here, cover exactly the same
ground, although each species has its own corners where it is more
particularly abundant. Next, through the bushes, Leucophasia
sinapis is seen threading its way ; the male specimens are not at all

unlike our English second brood, with the round black spot near the apex.

A large white butterfly, with the central area of the fore-wings appar-

ently of a black colour, is puzzling, but it is soon made out to be Aporia
crataegi, female, the transparent portions of the fore-wings having a

black appearance. Pararge maera, with similar habits to P. megaero,
flits about, whilst Lycaena minima, L. scniiarjns, and L. icarus, are also

netted. Then a yellow moth rises, and we examine again with
pleasure the rich golden coat of the typical Lithosia lutarella. This
beautiful insect appears to be distributed throughout the whole of the

Alps, in suitable spots, much as is Setina irroreUa, which latter,

however, is here of the most typical form. Basking on the flowers

in the hot sun are Lithosia complana and L. lurideola, identical with
our British specimens, and one is constrained to wonder how far back
in the mists of antiquity these two apparently closely allied species

took on their special forms and became identical with the forms we see

now. Larvfe of Viminia euphorbiae are found in the net, and appear

to be somewhat common, whilst Pyrausta purpuraJis, very strongly

marked with gold, is abundant, although not occurring in siich swarms
as Herbula cespilalis. Another yellow moth gets up; 'tis a large male
of Epione parallelaria, a species which also appears to be very widely
distributed in the Alps. Walking through the heather drives up
plenty of Eubolia moeniata, E. limitata, and Camptogrammabiliveata.
E. limitata is by far the most abundant species in the district. We
let ourselves carefully down the steep bank to the stream, and some
doubtful Acidalia hnmiliata are disturbed, whilst on the beds of
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thyme Aciptilia tetradactyla abounds, and among the scabious

Mirnaeseoptilus bipunctidactylus , in pallid dress, and of a rather un-

usual form, is not uncommon. Sericori.'s alternnna is also abundant,,

and then we turn out the lovely HiipercaUia citrinaUs (cliristIerueUa),

in its beautiful dress of saffron and crimson. Quite a Kentish chalk

bank you see in its insects, but with the insects of a Scotch mountain-

side combined with it. Such a strange but delightful mixture

—

A. crataegi and E. aethiops, S. alternana and H. citrinalis. A.

humiliata and E, adaequata, ('. hyale and M. athaJia, E. parallelaria

and L, sinapis, A. papliia and T. Uneola.

But we drop down the bank to the right, and soon get among the

rocks that lie in the bed of the stream. Larentia olivata and Euholin

hipnnctaria are disturbed, and as we work our way up to the stone

bridge, and pass under its archway, we disturb a number of Gnophids
—we recognise Dasydia obfnscata and Gnophos dilucidaria, but these

rock-moths must have a special note to themselves some day, if space

will allow. We climb back into the road. Hipparchin semele flits among
the rocks at the side, and a fine large creature settles in the road,

fanning its wings, displaying the deep chocolate tint and pale border

of Vanessa antiopa. How it struggles in the net for freedom ! No
quiet yielding up of its life, but a struggle, fierce and determined,

reminding one of Apatura iris. A thrill runs through one when one

puts an end to such a thing of life.

A large rich Erebia suns itself on the rocks. It is the magnificent

Tyrolean E nerine. A bed of thistles shows Gonepteryx rhamni, and
quite a brood of Argynnis latona sporting with the swarms of

butterflies, ordinarily to be found in such spots. But we are now
almost at our hotel, and Pilsener looms large, written in our thirsty

throats in letters of fire. This rich collecting ground is practically at

our doors. In front, behind, around us the pine woods stretch, or

wastes of heather and flowers, or thymy slopes extend, all swarming
with insect life. The hot sun pours down its powerful rays, our

collecting boxes are full, and we seek the grateful shade to overhaul

and set our captures of the last few hours—and read the last postcard

from home—•" No collecting to be done—weather atrocious !"

The Resting Habit of Insects as Exhibited in the Phenomena of

Hybernation and Aestivation.

By WM. FRANCIS dk VISMES KANE, M.A., F.E.S.

The article on the above subject [ante, p. 1) contains much
suggestive matter, but the speculative theory propounded by Mr. Tutt

to account for the various array of interesting facts relative to the

hybernation of Lepidoptera appears to me somewhat far-fetched, and
to rest on quite insufficient warrant. And, whether it is due to the

wide field traversed or to the necessity of curtailed quotations, the

argument appears to suffer from a want of homogeneity, which offers

considerable difficulty in attempting a fair criticism and analysis of its

bt;arings. For the opening paragraph seems almost to assert the

oumipotence of external circumstances to mould the organism, though
its co-operation with them as an independent entity is partially

acknowledged by the expression, " the internal forces so far as they

exist." Again, in the succeeding paragraph the writer does not
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discuss the position apparently (in the detached quotation given)

assumed by the late Prof. Romanes, in which he ranks plants and
animals in the same category as "machines so constructed that

stimuli from the outer world cause them to act in the most purposeful

manner for their own maintenance." Yet the arguments urged later

on in the article as to the resting habits of insects, rest largely upon
the acquired habits and inherited instincts which we all agree to play

an important part in animal evolution, and which are evidences of the

self-assertion of the organism which often, it is true, but not

invariably, " act in the most purposeful manner for their mainten-
ance." Again, in the quotation from Prof. Weismann, the habit of

hybernation of the marmot is discussed as though the molecular or

histological changes effected in the tissues by cold or other influences

were alone to be taken into account. Now, although we must acknow-
ledge that all the phenomena of life are ultimately referable to the

potentialities of protoplasm, it only obscures the issues if, when dis-

cussing the actions of highly organised creatures, we ignore those

qualities which, at any rate in degree, distinguish the higher animals
from the plants. The agency of sensations in giving rise to simple

ideas no doubt is primary, but the complex secondary influences of

memory and acquired morphological adaptations upon the action of

the organism have also to be reckoned with. And it is evident, from
the whole tenor of the succeeding article, that its author fully acknow-
ledges this. Three sets of factors, therefore, appear to me to control

the results. Firstly, The hammering of the environment upon the

organism. Secondly, The directly resulting reaction. Thirdly, The
interference of Inherited Habits, Morphological Adaptations, and
Acquired Instincts (which may be termed ancestral memories) ; all of

which no doubt are derived originally in the race from the respective

interaction of the first two factors, but which now act automatically

and independently of them. It is this third set of factors which
renders the results of external influences variable and often inexplic-

able, being blind traditional survivals of adaptations which may now
have become unnecessary or even partially or wholly unsuitable. The
peacock in this climate adheres to the periodicity of its moult, shed-

ding its feathers at the advent of winter, and shivering of nights on
the housetop in the " wild west wind " till a neAV coat has grown. To
a bird of less hardy constitution, this combination of two surviving

habits would soon prove fatal. The lemming's strange migratory
instinct also, which leads to its annual decimation, is well known.

In proceeding to discuss the origin of the hybernating habits of the

Lepidoptera, Mr. Tutt points out that the direct action of cold or heat

does not seem to account sufficiently for the varied catena of ancillary

phenomena, and goes on to question " whether cold is the external

stimulus which . . . causes the reaction of hybernation." "Have
we ever yet proved a causal connexion between cold and hybernation ?

I do not think so." And after suggesting that the failure of the food

supply is a cause which may act in some cases, and probably was the

chief agent in inducing the hybernating habit in most, he gives

reasons for thinking that this would not completely solve the diffi-

culty, since there are some both imagines and larva^ which hybernate
long before their pabulum grows scarce. He then propounds the

rather abstruse but ingenious theory that the encysting of protozoa

and some microscopical metazoa (which is in some instances a method
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of multiplication, and in others a protective adaptation) may have
constituted a " resting habit," transmitted with suitable modifications

to higher forms of life. In his statement of the case I venture to take

exception to the preliminary proposition that just as protoplasm pos-

sesses the quality of giving rise to vital manifestations, " so all (or

nearly all) living matter posseses the capacity of assuming a resting

state." Have we sufficient warrant for such an assertion ? No doubt
the germs of vegetable organisms, and in many cases the ova or sper-

matozoa of certain worms, parasitic Crustacea, and some insects, do

retain their vitality unimpared for surprising lengths of time under

certain conditions, or in suitable receptacles. And it is also true that

many insects and animals in either the immature or perfect stages can

remain torpid under certain circumstances, and thus survive accidents

of environment otherwise fatal ; but the statement excepted to is so

wide that it appears an argument from the particular to the general.

But the contention is unimportant, as even if the habit were very rare

and only occasional, nevertheless we may grant that it may have been

transmitted to the Lepidoptera in some shape or form. It would have
been more pertinent, however, in supporting the contention, if parallel

resting habits had been instanced in the Orthoptera and Neuroptera,

closely allied forms of which have been foiuid in rocks of a far earlier

formation than any containing fossil Lepidoptera ; and if the deriva-

tion of this protective adaptation had been sought among those aquatic

insects from whose stock many zoologists hold the Order Lepidoptera

to have taken rise.

I am unwilling, however (to say nothing of incompetency), to follow

the ingenious writer on such a speculative excursus. I prefer to try

whether less remote causes can be adduced in explanation. To the

question whether a causal connexion between cold and hybernation

can be proved, I think I may fairly take my stand, firstly upon the

acknowledged fact that the habit seems to be confined to those species

of Lepidoptera now inhabiting regions subjected to winter conditions
;

for if it were a very primitive trait, we should expect to find analogous

phenomena surviving among tropical insects. Mr. Tutt suggests that

there may be such, but brings forward no example. And, further, it is

undeniable that cold as well as excessive heat directly induces torpidity

among both higher and lower animals. Humboldt, Waterton and
other authors, refer to the stillness of tropical forests during the

hottest hours of the day—animated nature taking a siesta. And who
has not noticed the sudden failure of energy among butterflies and
day-flying moths when a cloud obscures the sun ? On the Alps,

butterflies are so paralysed by the sudden failure of heat vibrations

that they settle at once, and often can be taken by the hand. Unless

they pitch on snow patches, as is occasionally the case, which proves

fatal, they remain in a torpid state for considerable periods, until sun-

shine again revives them. Here, at any rate, we have an immediate
result from the lowering of temperature. Capacity for resisting cold

is, as the writer says, exhibited in varying degrees by the Lepidoptera

in various stages, and natural selection has fitted some rather than

others to siuwive the winter. The ingenious theory propounded seems
therefore put forward through the necessity of explaining only a com-
paratively small number of peculiar cases. The instances given are

undoubtedly most cui-ious and puzzling, but I do not see that they are

inexplicable from the standpoint of natural selection. The writer
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protests, however, that it is not sufficient to refer these phenomena to

the operation of ancestral habit, brought about by this agency, " with-

out attempting to point out the motive force that causes an insect,

surrounded by an abundance of food, and by a temperature so far

favourable to its continued existence ... to sleep through the

long summer and autumn without stir or motion." In reply, I would
venture to express my opinion that this and similar anomalous habits

is one of the unreasonable survivals of once suitable adaptations.

It may be that at the period when the climate of such part of Europe
as was inhabited by Arctia caia, Vanessa urticae, V. io, and Gonep-
teryx rhainni, approximated to that now obtaining in North Scan-

dinavia, with a very short summer and long winter, all these insects

acquired a habit of lengthened hybernation. But during the succeeding

ages the idiosyncrasy of the former two may have enabled them par-

tially to conform to their more favourable environment, so that they

have in part emancipated themselves from the periodicity of the habit,

while the latter two have uniformly retained it ; so that every indi-

vidual hybernates so soon as they have sufficiently replenished them-

selves with food as to attain fully nourished conditions. The case of

Spilosonia nienthastri may be that its larva was capable of attaining

its full development from ovum to pupa exactly within the summer
limit, and so never acquired the power of hybernating as a larva

;

while its relative, Arctia caia, in its development either did not syn-

chronise so well, or was less conservative in its habits, and bred

rapidly and continuously Avhen altered conditions favoured it. But
the changes and chances undergone in primaeval epochs by European
Lepidoptera, a large proportion of which are thought to have immi-
grated from Siberia, '•' have been so mutable and various, that we can

only guess at the alchemy by which nature evolved the vital phe-

nomena now exhibited. No more interesting study could be imagined

than to trace the behaviour of various species of the same genera

under natural conditions in different climates. The result of such

researches might give us some sure footing Avhen venturing upon the

uncertain morass of speculation. Some such line of enquiry, I pre-

sume, was intended by the rather enigmatical remark, " It would be

interesting to examine the internal forces which were acted upon, and
which responded in so large a manner to the outside stimuli as to

ensure success."

Some butterflies and moths, as has been already stated, are pecu-

liarly capable of adaptation, and some therefore have a very extensive

geographical range. Vanessa levana, which is said at its extreme

N. Russian limit (60*^ to GS*^) to have but one annual brood (the type),

has as many as three in Southern Europe. Dinuthoecia capsophila

emerges indiscriminately from the end of April till the middle of

August, and hybernates both in the pupal and occasionally in the

larval stages. The larvae of butterflies in the arctic regions are

believed to hybernate twice before completing the cycle of metamor-
phoses. Certain of our own Lepidoptera are only double-brooded in

the warmer portions of the British Islands. May we not conjecture

that in the intermediate zone such a species might occasionally attempt

to reproduce itself twice, with possibly either of two results, namely,

that by natural selection a race would survive capable of hybernating

as a larva, while the southern race would retain the pupal hyljernation
;

* An article on the grounds that form the basis of this supposition would be

most interesting from our thoughtful contributor.

—

Ed.
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and the emergences of the two not synchronising, a new species might
arise, developing a different facies in the imago by isolation and in-

and-in breeding ? Or failing this, if the species was constitutionally

delicate, and not capable of acquiring larval hybernation, a])ortive

attempts at a second brood would result in its extirpation from tnne to

time (till re-introduced) in the intermediate zone, leaving the northern
single-brooded and southern double-brooded races partially isolated,

thus giving rise to stable varieties which might eventually become well-

marked species. In fact, with all the varying multitudinous elements
of interference, both external and internal, which have taken part in

the evolution of Lepidoptera, I cannot but consider that every imagin-
able divergence of habits must have arisen, without having recourse to

remoter originating causes such as that propounded in the interesting

article under discussion.

One set of phenomena presented by different groups of insects has
been passed over in silence : I mean the survival by hybernation of

the females only. Dasi/p<>li<( temfdi is an example among the Lepid-
optera, and among the Hymenoptera the females, or females and
workers (sterile females), of certain groups similarly survive the

winter. Now it would seem likely that if the " resting habit" was, as

suggested, based on a survival of an extremely archaic tendency in the

Order, it would affect both sexes ; while if its origin was of a more
recent nature in the history of the species, natural selection would
sufficiently account for it. And where parallel phenomena obtain

partially, only in different and unrelated orders, it wonld seem pro-

bable that similar necessities had given rise to similar adaptations, and
that the survival of the females only in a few genera or species has
been the outcome of reproductive exigencies in connexion with recent

climatal influence.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
On the British species of Smerinthus.—I have read Avith great

pleasure the interesting paper of Mr. A. Bacot, and the intelligent note

by Mr. Geo. C. Griffiths, on the English Smerinfbi, contained in the last

volume of the Record. I can assure the latter that the three British

species belong to as many genera. So far as I have yet proceeded

in my study of the literature, these genera and their types are as

follows : l^Smerinthus, Latr., 1801, with the type popnli. I formerly

thought that the type was ncellatus, but Latreille, I believe from
my subsequent notes (I have not at this moment the works to

consult), designates poindi alone, thus restricting his term. With
this genus, Amorpha, Hiibn. 1806, proposed for the same type, becomes
a synonym. 2

—

Mimas, Hiibn, 1818, with the sole species, and there-

fore type, tiliae, 3

—

Copismerinthns, Grt., 1886, to this belongs

ocellatus ; the type is cerisii, and ophthalmicus from California

agrees, as well as orellntus from Europe, in having a blunt spine at the

extremity of the fore tibi?e. We have thus three eyed forms, two in

America, one from Europe, all three with a blunt spine, raoniits,

Hiibn., 1818, is a mixed genus, and I have restricted it (in 187H) to the

N. American /'. excaecutns, a species properly named and Avell figured

on the cover of this year's Canadian Entomologist. Since Paonias was
neglected in Europe my restriction has priority, and must be followed.

Our SynonymiciJ Catalogue of 1865, and my "Buffalo Check Lists of

N. Amer. Sphingida?," in the Bulletin, form the basis of subsequent
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nomenclatorial arrangements. In these, I first use again genera like

Hemaris (bombi/liformis, fnclfonnisj, Aellopon, PhleijcAhoutius,

Paonios, names now in general use. In America, we have no Smeriii-

thus generically identical with populi. Our genera are : Copismcrinthus

(^cerisii, ophthalmicus) ; Eusmcrinthiis (^<jemiaatus Jamaicensis) ; Fnonias
{excaecatns); Gala si/ nib olus [astiflus, nii/ops); Cressonia (ju(jla)Klis);

Triptogon (modt'sta). In arranging the material here in the Roemer
Museum, I have been able to go over the structure of the European
species carefully, and, if the result of my literary researches cannot be

contradicted as to what we must consider the type of the generic names
in existence, then my nomenclature must be followed. It is of the

highest interest, for the study of geographical distribution, that the

types should be fixed and the details of their structure understood.

Very interesting is the fact, pointed out by me first, twenty and more
years ago, that we have a strictly congeneric species with oceHatns in

Canada and California, but none with populi or tiliae. My first

Buffalo Check List, in the Bulletin 2,224, has priority over Butler's

revision of the family ; the second, 3,220, was published in 1877. The
difficult question relates to the restriction of generic names proposed

originally for mixed genera ; it may be that the full literature will give

us a dift'erent result for some of the genera in the family. But for the

Smeriiithinae, the Fhalaeuoides of Borkhausen, I believe the above
result to be final, as nearly so, at least, as I am able to make it. The
genera established by me are valid in my opinion. I have had no
chance to study the Asiatic species.—A. Radcliffe Grote, Roemer
Museum, Hildesheim, Germany.

Generic Names in Apatela.—The object of this brief note is to

give the types of the generic names already proposed for the species of

Apatela or Acronycta of authors. I do not know the types of Dr.
Chapman's more recent genera Viminia and Guspidia. The first is

the type of the genus.

Apatela Hiibn., 1806; type A. aceris (Grt., 1875).

Triaena Hiibn., 1818 ; type A. psi (Grt. restr.).

Jocheaera Hiibn., 1818 ; type A. alni (sole species).

Acronicta Ochs., 1816 ; type A.leporina (Grt. restr., 1874).

Arctomijscis Hubn., 1818 ; type A. euphrasiae (Grt. restr.).

This latter term is evidently intended in the Verzcichniss to replace

Apatela of the Tentamen, a name used in the Verzeichniss in a collec-

tive sense. From this use of Apatela I take the family name,
Apatelidae. I selected one of the species of ArctomyKcis, as the type

of this genus, not strictly congeneric with aceris ; while we have a

species in North America, sperata, which seems to agree with
euphrasiae. In the long spatulate hairs and habit of pupation the

North American genus Harrisimemn» resembles Jucheacra, so that I

have little doubt that this genus also belongs to the Apatelidae. The
larva of Jocheaera is evidently protected by its violent colours ; that

of Harrisimemna by its resemblance to a withered leaf moved in jerks

by the wind.

Pharetra Hubn., 1818; type A. atirtcoma.

Through some oversight I gave a ur icom(r iormevly as the type of the

subgen. Apatela, instead of Pharetra. Mr. J. B. Smith says (('at.

109), in alluding to Avytvs : " Mr. Butler thinks this (AnytusJ much
nearer to Pharaetra, an Arctiid, than to the Noctnidaf.'' It might
appear from this that Mr. Smith recognised Mr. Butler's division of
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Apatcla (Acroiii/cta) among the Arctiidae, &c. Pharetra is, however,
hardly an Arctian, but its type seems to represent a distinct structural

group of Apatela. I would suggest that the structure of these six

English species be carefully made out and compared. Apparently the

five groups all occur in North America, together with three others,

Mc(jacroiiicla
(^
= Apatcla?), Eittoreuma, and Mat^tiphancs, not repre-

sented in Europe. Two other former groups, Meralonche and
Ealuiichc, are now regarded as distinct genera. All these names, with
their types, are given in my recent List.—A. Radcliffe Grote, A.M.

I disagree in toto with some of the assumptions in the above paper.

(1) There can be no " genera in Apatela,''' unless Apatela be used as the

name of some group higher than a genus. 80 far as the group has ever

received a collective name, surely ^ic/'O^yc/id* is that name. (2) There
can be, according to Dr. Chapman's showing, only three natural sub-

divisions (genera) of our British species of Acronijctidi. These have
been grouped under the names Vimiiita, Guspidia and Bisulcia. (3)

Dr. Chapman states (Ent. Rec, vol. i., p. 4) :
" The riunicis group

(i.e., ViiiiiniaJ are very closely related and hardly admit of subdivision,

although albovenosa, on the ground of the coloration of the imago,
may be separated for convenience." Further he writes: "The
Citspidia group is not so homogeneous as the first, and may be sub-

divided, if fancy so dictates, into subgenera, of which each species,

except the two first, will represent one. Such subdivision might be

desirable if one Avere dealing with the Acronyctids of the whole Avorld."

Assuming that Professor Grote is dealing with the Acronijctidi of the

world, it appears to me that unless he can show some very good struc-

tural chaL-acters, the following classification must be accepted :

—

Tribe
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attention to a curious circumstance to which we have not previously

called attention, viz., that in a paper which was published (perhaps

buried would be more correct) in The- Annals and Magazine of Naiural

Hixtory, 6th Series, No. 65, p. 396, May, 1893, Mr. Butler retracts

his remarkable views on Arroni/cta, put forth in 1879. Itwill be remem-
bered that Mr. A. G. Butler, in 1891, whilst Dr. Chapman's papers on
" The Genus Acronycta and its Allies " were running through the

Ent. Record, attempted to quarrel Avith Dr. Chapman's names—

•

Viminia, Guspidia and Bisidria. It will also be remembered probably

by some, that I criticised f Ent. B^cord, vol. ii., p. 82) his views, and
that Dr. Chapman also criticised (Enf. Record, vol. i., pp. 269-270)

his remarkable paper on the genus, which was published in the Trans.

Ent. Soc. Loud., 1879. The matter then dropped, until by chance I

heard of the paper in Tlie Annals and Magazine of Natural Ilistori/,

referred to above. Here Mr. Butler writes : "A recent study of the

transformations of Acronycta in Abbott's unpublished volumes has

now clearly shown that the difference in the clothing and outline of

the larva characteristic of the Bombi/cid families, already referred to,

occurs in various species of the same group in Acronycta, and so are

valueless as indicative of their affinities. I am therefore obliged to

renounce my former opinion, and admit that Acronycta is, in truth, a

genus of Nocture, probably nearest allied to Polia." This climb down
does Mr. Butler great credit, although it had better have been made
in a magazine that most entomologists see. I would, however, remark
that it is curious that the date is so suspiciously subsequent to Dr.

Chapman's papers on the group (which were completed in 1893). But
Mr. Butler gives no hint of ever having heard of these papers, and
avers his recantation to be due to " a recent study of Abbott's unpub-
lished volumes." He goes on to discuss the subgenera of Acroncyta,

and gives a synopsis, which includes several curious anomalies. These
subgenera are :

—

1. Acronycta including leporina and 4 other species.

2. Megacronycta ,, amcricana and 2 others.
(This is really congeneric with aceris).

3. Arctomyscis including aceris, euphrastae, and 4 other Viminiae.

4. Apatela ,, ntegacephcda, oblirtita, and 13 others.

5. Lepito ,, runiicis, and 13 others.

6. Pharetra ,, auricoiiia, orientalis, iiioiyantliidis.

7. Triaena ,, jjsi, and 20 others.

8. Hybo)na ,, strigosa, and 2 others.

9. Jocheaera ,, cdni, and 1 other.

10. Mastiphanes ,, 2 species.

11. Merolonche ,, 2 species.

The anomalies will be self-evident to all my readers. For instance,

he places awericana, which is little more than a gigantic race of aceris

in a separate genus from that species ; aceris (^Cnspidia) itself, he

places with euphrasiac and others of the Viminia groiip in Arctomyscis.

In Apatela he places in^gacephala (a Guspidia), with ohlinita a Viminia),

and so on. Truly, Mr. Butler's peep into Mr. Abbott's unpublished

work has made confusion rather worse confounded. I admire Mr.

Butler for owning, in 1893, that he knew nothing of the matter when
he wrote his paper in 1879, and shall look forward earnestly to Mr.

Butler's paper on the subject in 1907.—J. W. Tutt.

Note on Anther.ea mylitta.—In the spring of 1894, I had a few
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pupae of this silkworm; one or two died, but, with a single exception,

the rest emerged during the summer and autumn of that year. The
emergence was spread over the whole summer and autumn, and when
winter came there was still one large heavy cocoon from which no
imago had been disclosed. Though I had never before met with an
instance, it is not, I believe, unknown for a Saturniid to go over a

second year. The curious thing is that when I cut the cocoon open to

make sure of the pupa being still alive, I found a large female pupa,

fat and healthy, but reversed in the cocoon—that is head downwards,
with the last segments towards the point of emergence. It was easy to

see that the pupa could not reverse itself in the cocoon
;
possibly the larva

had been mystified by the cocoon having been taken down as soon as

it was spun, and laid Hat, or reversed. Had the abnormal position

anything to do with the delayed emergence ? In spite of the pupa
being kept in the opened cocoon in a dry room indoors, a fine dark
moth emerged successfully on August 5th, 1895.—T. A. Chapman, M.D.,
Firbank, Hereford.

@-URRENT NOTES.
Mr. Morris records Plnsia nioueta from Beading, and Mr. Phipps

the breeding of the same species from larvfe found at Tunbridge Wells,

whilst Mr. Thellusson records 15 Sphinx pinnstri, imagines from
Woodbridge (Suffolk), and the same entomologist has 100 larvae feeding.

Mr. W. Harcourt Bath's paper [Entom., Sept.) on "The Origin of the

European Rhopalocera," may be summarised as follows :—(1) Tropical

America was the cradle of butterflies, hccause 5,000 out of 10,000
known species now exist there. (2) Butterflies had got from
Tropical America to the Alps, Pyrenees and Carpathians, before the

Glacial Epoch. (3) Such butterflies as there were, were driven

south by the ice, and were exterminated, or followed the ice back when
it receded. (4) Ernst Hoffmann considers that 178 out of 290 species

of European butterflies came from Siberia, 8 from Africa, 39 from
Asia. (5) The glacial species of butterflies ("the forms in-

habiting the more northern localities and higher elevations on the

mountains ") are often of a darker hue. (6) Owing to the absence
of austral species " the Sunny South of Spain " possesses fewer butter-

flies than Switzerland. The little bird over my shoulder propounds
the following :—(1) How did the butterflies get from their Garden of

Eden in Tropical America to the Alps, Pyrenees and Carpathians ?

(2) Since Mr. Ernst Hoffmann has already suggested the origin (?) of

220 out of 290 European species, what has Mr. ]^ath added to the dis-

cussion, or has he forgotten to tell us about the other 70 ? (8) What
proof has Mr. Bath that the " glacial species," as defined by himself,

are generally melanic ? (4) Is Mr. Bath aware that the genus Erehia
(which is about the only genus satisfying his definition) is, according

to Scudder, Chapman, and our best authorities, probably one of the

most recently evolved genera of butterflies, and by no means the

original stirps " of Professor VVeismann ? (5) Does Mr. Bath not
consider that the lumping of a flora into 6,000 feet in altitude (a day's

comfortable climb), equal in extent to a flora extending from " Sunny
Spain " to the North of Scandinavia, may have something to do with
the prepondcrcnce of species in the Alps, Caucasus and Pyrenees ? We
await, with some interest, other cogitations of this kind. Theory, we
know, but we want facts to support it.
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Mr. Ct. T. Porritt describes {E. M. M., Oct.) the larva of Boarmta
consortaria, of which he says there are two main forms ; one of these

has the ground-colour a pale glaucous-green ; in the other the colour

is brown, yellowish or greyish, strongly marked or marbled
with dark brown or red-brown. The larvte hatched on June
24th, 1892, and fed well on oak, birch and sallow, some of

them being almost full-grown by August 3rd. By August 23rd nearly

all had disappeared below the surface of the ground, and the moths
began to emerge on May 16th, 1893, and continued to do so till nearly

the end of July.

It is not often that two first-class collections of essentially

fen insects are sold in one month, but such is to be the case

in November. The remainder of Mr. F. W. Wheeler's collection

will be brought to the hammer by Mr. Stevens, on the 11th, whilst on

the 19th that of Mr. W. Farren will be sold. The latter contains un-

paralleled series of Fapilio machaon, Bryophila impar, Nonagria
neurlca (arnndtneta), and the genus Anticlea, the series of shtuata

being superb, as also are the melanic Venusia cambriraria.

"^ ARI AT ION.
A PALE VARIETY OF Hadena protea.—^As I was sugaring, on Sept.

20th, I noticed an insect at rest on the garden wall, which at the

moment appeared to be a rather small, darkish Xylina ornithopufi. On
setting it, however, I found that it was a variety of //. protea, in

which there was no trace of green. The fore-wings are cream-coloured,

with black and pale ochreous-brown markings, the latter chiefly

towards the base and before and behind the stigmata. The thorax

and body have similar coloration. The hind-wings are like those of

the type, but paler. The specimen is a male, and is in perfect condi-

tion.—W. S. Riding, M.D., Buckerell, E. Devon, Sept. 27th, 1895.

31^0TES ON COLLECTING, Etc.

The Exchange Club.

The " Record Exchange Club " has recently re-awakened into

more vigorous life, and I owe an apology to many subscribers

for not answering their letters relating thereto, and for not ful-

filling their request to send copies of the rules. To tell the tiuth,

there never have been any copies of the rules, except those fastened

in each of the circulating baskets. It may be well here to point out

the advantages of the system to those of our subscribers who are not

yet members. Each member has his own box in the basket into

which he puts his Duplicates. He selects from the other boxes his

Dei^iderata, enters in a book that travels with the basket what he
sends, and signs for what he takes out. He, therefore, need take out

no damaged specimens, and such get returned to their owners. He
can, by selecting a few of his wants from each box, obtain an
excellent exchange from other collectors with whom individually he
would probably fail to effect one. A does not want B's insects, B does

not want C's, and C does not want A's—but C. wants B's insects, B
wants A's, and A wants C's, hence an exchange is effected, and with
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ten members in a basket this indirect system becomes much more
vahiable. A provincial collector can send specimens to be named. He
can also make enquiries of other members, which will be answered in

the note book. The member will see local forms of various species of

which he did not know the existence, and so on.

The Rules are arranged for mutual protection and advantage.

They are

—

1. That the " Ilecoid Exchange Club" be instituted for such subscribers to the
EntoiiiologlxVs Record as can set insects well, and fulfil the other rules of the club.

2. That each member send only line insects, with data attached (or entered in

the book) ; that he initial all insects taken from other boxes ; and carefully fill up
the Table mentioned in liule S. [Very common species, unless very variable, are

not admissible].
'6. That each member till up on each round the Table providing for the

following :—(1) The entry of the number of insects returned in his own box, and
the entry in the book of thenanres of an equal number of fresh insects to make up for

those returned. (2) The entry of the number of insects taken from other boxes,

and the entry of the names of an equal number of insects which he places in his

own box (and 20 per cent, extra for a working surplus).

4. That no member take insects from other boxes until he has removed all

insects returned to him from his own, and substituted an equal number of fresh

specimens likely to prove useful to members.
5. That no member keep the basket for more than three clear days. If from

home the member must leave instructions as to forwarding. [For this purpose
each member must provide himself with a list of the names and addresses

of all members in his Basket, and a list sliowing the order of each Basket will be
printed in each number of the Eiit. liecoid. Members must also publish notices, etc.,

through the 7i'('(o;-(/, as the Editor can undertake no personal correspondence.]

(J. That each member send, at once, to the Editor of Tlie Kntoin. liecord a postcard
announcing the arrival of the Basket from Mr. , and its despatch to Mr. .

7. That each member shall carefully re-pack every box that he opens, to prevent
damage, and shall also make himself responsible for the sufficiency of the packing
in the Basket when it leaves him.

8. That the admission of members be in the hands of the Editor, who will satisfy

himself, as far as possible, of the suitability of candidates for membership, and who
will provide a box as vacancies occur. That no member leave the Club whilst

indebted to the other members.
H. That each member pay an entrance fee of Is. 3d. towards the general expenses

of providing boxes, basket, tfcc, for each Basket of which he becomes a member.
10. That notes of general interest published in the Note Book may be printed in

the Eiit. Record.

The Exchange Club started as far back as February, 1890, so that

its long life and present vitality show tluit it is appreciated by the

members. Personally, I find that it has been of the greatest benefit

to me, and such work as is attached thereto has been largely a labour

of love. The flagrant abuse by occasional individual members of Rules

2 and 5, and the carelessness of other (usually excellent) members to

satisfy Rule 6, have given the greatest amount of trouble and anxiety,

but otherwise there can be no doubt the system has proved a great

success.—J. W. TuTT.

Chcerocampa celerio in a Book-case.—An enclosed book-case is

scarcely the locality that we should exploit for hawk moths, although

strange entomological captures have, from time to time, been recorded,

as, for instance, the Catorola fraxini, found in the last throes of death

upon a mantle-piece of an empty room in an empty house. On Tues-
day last, Mr. W. Fenn, of this town, upon raising a horizontal-lying

book in the situation named, discovered it to be pressing down a fine

female specimen of ( '. celerio, which was dead, but not yet stiff',

and only very slightly injured on the thorax. The finder has
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liberally added it to my collection.

—

Sydney Webb, Maidstone House,
Dover, Sejit. IBtli, 1895.

Sphinx convolvuli at Bournemouth.—Up to the present, twenty-

three specimens of this moth have been taken here.—W. G. Hooker,
Bournemouth, .S'epf. lOth, 1895.

Thyatyra batis in August.—On August 19th I saw a specimen of

T. batis on sugar. The insect was in excellent condition, with the

exception of a small cut in the right-hind wing. Apparently it had
only emerged about twenty-four hours. — Arthur Lovell-Keays,
Caterham.

Larvae of a Saw-fly in Somerset.—A friend at Wellington has

sent me specimens of a *' grub," which appears by thousands on his

willows. It is probably the larva of the saw-fly, Ni'inafus pavichis.—
W. Macmillan, Castle Gary, Somerset, Sept., 1895.

:i^OTES ON LARViE, &c.

Food of Ephestia kuhniella.—Flour and rice are the foods on
which most of the specimens of E. hillinie.Jla have been bred in this

country. Dr. Allinson's " Food for Babies " is the latest addition. Mr. J.

A. Clark exhibited, at the meeting of the City of London Entomological

Society, a box containing packets of the above food, from which he

had already bred a considerable number of specimens, whilst pupae were

scattered rather thickly over the lid and round the edges of the box.

After distributing a portion of the packages, Mr. Clark kindly gave me
the remainder. There seem to be a large number of larva3 of various

sizes and ages still feeding, and several moths have since emerged.

The larva is a most interesting one, owing to the ease with which the

sexual organs of the caterpillar can be examined.—J. W. Tutt,

Westcombe Hill, S.E. Sept. I'dth, 1895.

How TO OBTAIN LARv^ OF Apamea ophiogramma,—I shall bc much
obliged if anyone can give me hints as to searching for the larv^ of

A. ophiogramma—the date, hour of day or night, food-plant (besides

the ornamental ribbon-grass, etc.).—W. B. Thornhill, Castle Cosey,

Castle Bellingham, Ireland.

If anyone wants to obtain the larva of Apamea opMograiinna,

let him increase the quantity of ribbon-grass in his garden, and
probably he will succeed. I have done so, and do not regret it, as

I must have taken in all some 70 specimens. I was pleased to detect

the female in the act of ovipositing—not, as I had always supposed,

amongst the roots, but in the fold of faded leaves—close to the point

—

where the eggs are deposited in rows, according to the accommodation
provided by the fold. I really meant to breed A. ophiogramma this

year, but when the time came round I found that I could not deal

with so large an amount of material. I found extensive traces of larvfe,

which had cleared out the main shoots, and left the shells full of

greenish frass, but these shoots were so entirely hidden by the un-

affected shoots that they were difficult to find, and to rear the insect, I

must have dug up the whole of my plantation, so I let them bide, and
do not regret it. I took more than plenty, a fair proportion in

decent order, and no stunted or crippled specimens.

—

(Rev.) C. R. N.

Burrows, Rainham Vicarage, Essex. Jiilii Idlh, 1895.

How TO BREED BoMBYx RUBi.—In October last year (1894), the
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larvfe of B. ruhi were plentiful on the moors, I collected over 200,

and put them into two large boxes placed out of doors ; each box
contained five or six inches of S/ihayitHin moss for the larviB to

hybernate in. As much rain fell in the autumn, the moss in one of

these boxes got very wet, and all the larvfe in the wet moss died except

five ; but in the box which contained the dry moss there were only five

dead larvte ; there is no doubt that the severe frosts which prevailed

during January and February (we sometimes had as many as 34

degrees of frost at night) killed all the larvae in the wet moss. I

bred over 120 specimens from the larvae in the box with the dry

moss. I took several females out to the moors to attract males, but
I got very few males, as I think the species was scarce this season.

Most likely the severe frost killed many of the larvje on the moors, as

they are wet moors.—J. Finlay, Meldon Park, Morpeth. July 22nd,

1895.

In October, a few years ago, I took a number of larvie of B. ruhi,

and managed to rear all but two. The way I treated them was to

get a large wooden box, which I filled half full of light earth, put a

quantity of bramble leaves, etc., in, covered it with net, and put it in

a cold frame in the garden. I did not look at it again till the middle
of Janiiary. On turning the box out, I found all the larvae just under
the surface of the earth, and perfectly healthy. I then put each larva

into a chip box, and placed the chip boxes on the kitchen mantelpiece.

Ill ten days every larva had spun up and pupated, and in another
foitnight the imagines were emerging in numbers.—L. S. Brady,

17, Filey Street, Shefheld. Sept. Hith, 1895.

In what stage does Thyjielicus (Pamphila) thaumas hybernate ?

—A little point with reference to the life history of Thiiiiieiivus thaumas
wants putting straight. In Enlom., vol. xxv., p. 177, Mr. Hawes
writes :

—" It may be well to correct an error with regard to both

//. tliauiiias and //. lineola, which appears to be accepted as fact.

Neither species passes the winter in the larva state." In Larvae of
lirit. Bnttfrfliis avd Moths, vol. i., p. 196, the Eev. J. Hellins writes

of T. thaumas:—^^ The larvjB began to hatch on August 15th, and they

soon spun their little ropes of silk across the blades of grass, &c."

Which statement is correct?—J. W. Tutt, Westcombe Hill, S.E.

Notes of the Season.
HiLDESHEiM.

—

Apatura iris and the red form of ///", known as clytte,

have been unusually abundant in the woods on the hill roads about

two hours from Hildesheim. Although very difficult to capture, eight or

nine specimens were netted on July 9th, while feeding on droppings on
the wood roads, or resting a moment on the bushes fringing the paths.

At least fifty were seen during the morning. While engaged in the

exciting chase, the perspiration (from the exertion and the great heat

of the day) starting from every pore, the hunter could not help

remembering the charming paper on Iris in the April number of the

Record, and wishing, with all his heart, that the talented author had
shared the wild joy and deep despair experienced on the occasion.

The specimen, which was aJmost in the net, was evidently so much
fresher—just from the chrysalis—than the one really bagged, that

the failure to catch it cast a gloom over all existence. One lovely Iris

was struck by the ring of the net, and dropped in the grass, from
whence it arose wildly, and, in less than half a second, had soared

over the highest oak. One peerless beauty lost a good bit of one hind
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wing in the struggle, but is otherwise so bright, that now, on the

setting board, with the damage covered up for the moment by the

paper strip, it reconciles one to this sad life. In this locality it

appears to be a " good year " for iris, in fact for Lepidoptera generally,

the season improving as it advances, and July being much better than

June, which, on the whole, was a disappointing month for the butterfly

collector, owing to cold and rain. —• A. Radcliffe Grote, MA.,
Hildesheim.

Rainham.—My theory as to the mild winter of 1893-1894 having

permitted a large percentage of certain unusual insects to show them-
selves during the following season, has received a rude shock, for,

after the more severe winter of 1894-1895, I am again pleased to

welcome Agrotit^ obsmra, not in such numbers as before, but in the

most lovely condition. Other species with periods, have favoured me
with their presence at sugar, viz., Apamea unanunis, Dyschorista

fiNsiiiuucta, and Apamea ophiogramma. — (Rev.) C. R. N. Burrows,
Rainham Vicarage, Essex. July IQth, 1895.

Southampton, New Forest.—^The early part of this season was
remarkable for absence, both of larvte and imagines, in this district.

When beating for larvae of Apatura iris (which we did not get at all

this year), the striking feature was the scarcity of even the commonest
hybernating larvae. I suppose the birds and the frost are answerable

for this. Boannia abictaria, which was fairly plentiful, was the

exception to this rule. Six weeks later the oaks in the New Forest

were full of larviB, the same species that were common last year being

there again in plenty, with the addition of Asphalia ridens. By the

way, I may mention that A. ridens was one of the species which lay

over last year in pupa with me.—J. C. Moberly, M.A., 9, Rockstone

Place, Southampton. Jtily 18th, 1895.

Lyndhurst and Wicken.—On August 11th I started with Mr. J.

W. Corder, of Sunderland, for a fortnight's entomologizing at

Lyndhurst and Wicken. We arrived at Lyndhurst Road Station at

9.33 on Saturday morning, in a very sleepy condition, but with great

expectations as to the larv^ and moths that were awaiting our arrival.

In this happy frame of mind we at once turned into the woods on
leaving the station, and set to work vigorously. The first tree produced

nothing, which we concluded was a mistake, but the next half dozen

were no more productive than the first, which made us begin to feel un-

comfortable ; still we persevered, and soon every tree became extremely

productive—but only of words which are not allowed to appear in the pages

of the Becord. By the time we reached Lyndhurst we had taken one small

Notodonta ziczac (which appeared to be badly shaken), one Hylophila

jirasinaria and one minute Orgyia antiqna, and had quite exhausted

our vocabulary. However, the work had given us an appetite for

dinner, and after performing that duty, we, in spite of a strong desire

for a nap, started oft" again with renewed hopes. Directly we got on

to the heath we took what had no doubt a very long time ago been a

fine specimen of Selidosema ericetaria (jilumaria), though, as it had
very few scales left, and large pi-eces of all four wings were missing, we
might have been mistaken. We also saw about three Lycaenn argon.

Beating produced less than in the morning, and as it had now begun

to rain, we got into our mackintoshes and sat down under a tree

(which leaked badly) to talk the matter over. The verdict was that,

though larvae were apparently absent, we should get a lot of things at
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sugar, and that, as it appeared to be shaping for a favourable night,

we would start at once. So a little later we tramped down to our

favourite ground, and put on a plentiful supply of sugar. On going

round with the light we took one Catomla sjionsa, and saw several

Aiiij>hij)!/ra jiyraitiidea and Calynniia trapezina, so we went home to

bed. The rest of our visit was little more successful, though, later

on, sugar yielded some more C. sponsa, three Noclua stigmatica, one

Tri/jihaena siibsequa, one T. fimbria, and one Agrotis jmta. We got

absolutely no larvae, and found that some one had already dug round

most of the likely trees, and had only left a few pupas of Agriopis aprilina,

Hyhcrnia defoliaria, and [ichncuinoncd) Taeniocaiiipa pnlverulenfa for us.

After our experiences in the New Forest, we arrived at Wicken without

hopes of doing much better there, and, on going to see Mr. Houghton
to arrange for a fen light, etc., we were met by another tale of

failures. Tnjphacna intcrjecta had not been seen, Mcliana fiawinca only

occasionally, and only a few of such insects as Agrotis ohscura,

A. nigricans, Ajdecta advena, Leucania impudens, etc., which generally

occur freely. We had become used to getting nothing by this time,

so merely emitted a few slight grumbles. It looked like being a good

night for light, however, so we thought it just possible that we might

get a few to set the next day—and we did ! Directly it was dark, moths
began to come, and until 1 a.m. we were hard at work boxing ; indeed,

our boxes were soon filled, and one of us had to sit under the lamp and

bottle the moths as they were caught, returning the emptied boxes for

fresh temporary inmates. The following is the list of that night's

take:

—

Viminia alhovenom, Tajiinostola fnlva, T. helhiianui, Comohia

rnfa, Lcncaiiia pliragmitidis, Hclotrojiha Imcostignta, Nocfua ruhi,

N. umbrosa, Hydroccia iiiiraci'a, Phihalajdcryx vittata, ('omnia

nnidcntaria, Cidaria testata, Cataclysta Icmnata, Parapony.r stratiotata

—all in numbers—beside six Notodonta ziczac, one Cerura bifida

(presumably an instance of a 2nd brood, as it was a perfectly fresh

specimen), three Eugonia tiliaria, two E. fuscantaria, and several

Arctia caia, Spilosorna fuliginosa, Cilix glaucata, Ne^tron^a popidaris,

Charaeas graminis, Agrotis tritici, Epione apiriaria, and other

commoner species, including many ToRTRicmEs, which we could not

accommodate. Houghton said they had not had such a night this

year, so for once we went home satisfied. During the rest of our stay

the nights were not so favourable ; but moths generally came fairly

well, even on clear nights, and before we left we took many more of

most of the species mentioned above, and in addition, PtcrostoDia

jialpinn, Crocallis dinguaria, Strenia clathrata, Saitasia rlianinata, etc.

The " locals " seemed especial pleased with the abundance of

T. hcllmanni, C. rnfa and P. vittata. Bats as well as moths seemed to

appreciate our light, and we saw many moths ruthlessly snapped up by

them. One, unfortunately for itself, made for a moth exactly as I

struck at the same, and to its surprise found itself in my net. It got

the moth first, however, but, as I got the bat, and the greater

included the less, I suppose I got the moth too. I took the

bat home, intending to see how many moths it had caught, but I

had not time to carry out my intention. Sugar did not pay par-

ticularly well, but some nice things turned up, including fine

specimens of L. phragmitidis, H. viicacfa, N. uvihrosa, Srolioptfryx

lihatrix, Plusia fcstncae, etc. Only a few J. /r/V/r/put in an appearance,

though this species usually swarms. In the lane, outside the fen, we
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took Cmpidia pu, Miana bicoloria, Caradrina alsmcs, A. nigricans,

Tryphaena ianthina, AmpJiipijra tragoporjonis, Catocala uujifa, ('alij)iinia

dijjiais, C. affinis, Pijralis glaurinalis, etc. There was nothing to do in

the day-time in the fen, except to collect larvte of Papilio iiiarhaon

and V. alhovenosa, both of which were swarming, and of all sizes,

although the imagines of both species were Hying in numbers.

LarVcB of Earias chlorana, Lasiocaiiipa quercifolia, P. palpina, I'ygaera

pigra, and S. lihatrix, were beaten out of sallow, and those of Chocro-

campa elpcnor were common in the ditches. As an instance of the way
in which the professionals go about exterminating species, I may
mention that one of them told me that last autumn he took 420 small

larvaB of L. quercifolia, from which he this year bred two imagines ! !

Two visits to Tuddenham were productive of nothing special.

Aspilatcs ochrearia was the only moth occurring plentifully, and there

were a few Agrotis vcstigialis, A. tritici, Acontia luctuosa, and lladcna

trifolii. Acidalia ruhiginata (rubricata) occurred sparingly, about a

dozen being taken. The larva; of Dianthoccia irregularis had been

plentiful, but were unusually early, and although we made an attempt

to find pupse, none were forthcoming. We saw four Colias ednsa, only

one of which was captured ; it was a fine fresh female at rest on a

clover flower.—L. S. Brady, 17, Filey Street, Sheffield. Sept, IQth,

1895.

SOCIETIES.
The second August meeting of the South London Entomological

AND Natural History Society unfortunately fell on the night of the

great thunderstorm. Mr. South exhibited smoky forms of Ruinia

luteolata from Macclesfield ; Mr. Hall stated that he possessed similar

forms from Scotland. Mr. West (of Greenwich), in exhibiting Ghry-

somela gaetthigensis, taken this year at Bookham and Boxhill,

remarked that he had never taken the species before. Mr. Turner

:

Scodiona helgiaria, from Oxshott and Shirley. On Sept. 12th

Mr. Jilger exhibited a melanic specimen of Agrotis vestigicdis, from
N. Wales, in which both fore and hind wings were black. Mr, Tutt

:

a number of cases of Thyridopteryx ephoiieraeformis (or a species

closely allied thereto), from the Argentine Kepublic ; they were
mostly cocoons of the vermicular female, and contained either eggs

or young larvae ; he stated that the species had recently been reported

as causing much damage in America. Mr. Adkin : a specimen of

Bianthoccia conspersa (bred with others from N. Devon larvae), which
was of a rosy tinge ; also a curious specimen (bred) of Bomhyx quercus

var, callunae, in which the outer half of each wing was devoid of

scales, the fringes, however, being perfectly developed ; also specimens

of the wild British everlasting pea [Lathyrus sylvestris) from Eythorne,

Kent. Mr. Tutt reported that he had taken a comparatively small

number of Zygaena exidans in the Tyrol, some of which were of the

Scotch form (var. vanadis), but that Dr. Chapman had taken a

long and most variable series of the species at Andermatt, including

all the forms described in the paper read to the Society last year. Mr.
Enock exhibited, and described at some length, the Hymenopteron,
Trichograiiima evanescens, which is parasitic on the eggs of Lepidoptera,

and is only 0'5 mm. in length. He remarked that the broods followed

each other with marvellous rapidity, each brood maturing in

about 14 days. The parasite did not confine itself to the eggs of
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one species, but migrated from one to another, without compunction.

He originally obtained the insect from the eggs of Mainestra brassicae,

but successive generations had been reared from Tryjihaeiia pronHba,

and other Noctuids. There seemed to be no limit to the number of

broods possible in a single season, and the destruction caused by the

parasite must be immense.
We have received reports of the proceedings of a new society, The

Nonpareil Entomological, Society, which meets at the King John's

Head, Mansfield Street, Kingsland Road, its secretary being Mr. J. G.

Craft. At the meeting on September 6th, Mr. Norman exhibited the

following living Coleoptera, which he had captured at Enfield, and
reported as being very plentiful in that locality :

—

Dytisnis inanjinaiis

(carnivorous), Ili/dropliiln.'i ju'ceuK, 11. colij}iihetii<, and H. acilins (both

herbivorous and carnivorous). Mr. Raine showed a preserved larva of

Ep/ic-^tia kuhniclla, which he found in a tin of Dr. Allinson's food,

webbed inside the food. Many of the members considered that

the species was not British, but an importation. Mr. Jackson showed
a very fine form of Arrtia 'aia, which was of a iiniform cream colour,

with just a dark patch on each wing ; it had been bred from a larva

taken on Hackney Marshes. Mr. Craft exhibited Catarlysta leninata,

Hydroraiiijia vy)iijihaeata, and U. stagnata, which he had captured at

a pond at Woodford ; he remarked that, although they were plentiful,

they were not easy to capture, as, when once disturbed, they fiew out

over the water and settled in the roots of the rushes. On September

19th, Mr. Newbery shoAved a specimen of Vanessa nrticae, captured by
him in a house at Camden Town, the whole of whose wings were of

a dull leaden colour.

At a meeting of the North London Natural History Society, on

August 22nd, Mr. Battley reported that sugaring Avas a failure just

now, but that he and Mr. Rose had found grass stems productive on

some occasions. Mr. Tremayne had only seen a single specimen of

Crysoiihanns jihloeas this year. On September 12th, Mr. Nicholson

exhibited Pseudoterpna prninata, bred from larvtt obtained in Epping
Forest ; in one specimen the space between the transverse lines on the

right fore-wing was converted into a dark green band ; also a specimen

of Galocainpa vetusla, recently bred from a larva obtained at Pwllheli.

Mr. Tremayne : a specimen of Pterostotna paljtina, taken in a train at

Hackney Downs Station on August 2nd. On September 26th, Mr.

Gentry showed a specimen of Pliisia moncta from Walmer. Mr.

Hardy stated that he had been round the north coast of Ireland, and had
observed that the Lepidoptera there were much richer in colour than

here. Mr. Prout reported that he had captured Leiuania viteUina at

Sandown.
At the meeting of the Birmingham Entomological Society, on

July 15th, Mr. R. C. Bradley stated that Mr. McLachlan had identified

the fungus referred to at the previous meeting as £')»j^«tsrt conglomemta,

a species found on TipuUdae in America and Germany, but which had

not hitherto been observed in Great Britain. Mr. Waimvright said he

had found several lots of flies similarly affected at Sutton, and had taken

one specimen on the wing which developed the fungus on the Avay home.
Mr. Martineau reported that he had seen a specimen on the wing at

Bridgnorth, in which the fungus was well developed. Mr. Abbott ex-

hibited Macroglossa bombyllfurniis, ( ymatophora or, C. duplaris, C.

Jluctuosa, Bisulcia iigustri, Tephrosia extersaria, Asthena blomeri,
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etc., taken in Wyre Forest, at Whitsuntide. Mr. G. H. Kenrick

:

Hadena genistae from Kingswood ; Nola cristulalis, Melanippe has-

tata, Macroijlossa homhyliformis, etc., from Coombe Wood, near

Coventry. Mr. Bradley showed HelophiUis transfa^jus and H. frnte-

torum, from Sutton Park, and remarked upon the unusual abundance

of the genus there this year ; he had never before taken H. transfuyits,

and had only taken a few H.frutetorum, but this year he had obtained

good series of both species. On August 19th the Hociety held its 100th

meeting. Mr. R. C. Bradley exhibited a number of insects taken on

Cannock Chase, at Whitsuntide, including Leucorrkinia dnhia and

other dragon flies ; Noinada ochrosfunnt, N. rujicornis, N. fiavogutatta,

and other Aculeates ; also the specimens of the Sulenobia, which he

and Mr. A. H. Martineau took at Wyre Forest, last Easter, and which

Mr. C. G. Barrett had identified as loockii, and as new to the list.

Mr, A. H. Martineau showed the following Aculeates:

—

Myrmosa
vielauocejihala (1) from Sutton Park ; Antliidiuin iiianiratuiii from

Bridgnorth ; also a series of Grabro diinidialus, which he had taken at

Sutton, together with the insects they had captured ; these consisted

of 4 specimens of Dolirhojuts, 1 Scatophaga, and 2 different species

of Anfhomyia. Mr. Wainwright exhibited Syrphus annulipea from
Lynton, in N. Devon, and remarked that this species, which he found

for the first time in this country last year, near Stroud, had now been

taken in three widely separated localities.

City of London Entomological and Natural History Society,

Jime 4th, 1895.—Exhibits:—Mr. Bate: a specimen of Rumia luteolata

from Brixton, which had brownish longitudinal streaks between the wing-

rays on the right fore-wing. Dr. Sequeira : a short series of Plusia

chrysoH, hved ivoni larvae from Chippenham. Mr. Hamling : a series of

Boarmia rohoraria, taken on tree-trunks and at sugar, in the New
Forest, in 1894 ; he remarked that, out of thirty-seven specimens so

taken, only one was a J . Mr. Fuller : four Choerocanqxi porcclhhs,

taken last night at Hayes, Kent, flying round the flowers of rhodo-

dendrons. Mr. Cox recorded the capture by him of two specimens of

Pachetra leucophaea, and a series of Sco7-ia Jineata {dealbata) on the

hills, near Canterbury. Mr. Riches, remarking on the great abundance
of larvte at Epping Forest, said he had obtained a dozen Trlchiura

crataegi. Dr. Sequeira said that the sale of the late William Machin's

collection had realised about £500, of which about £170 represented

the amount realised by the " Micros "
; some of the lots of the latter

reached £5.

June 18th, 1895.—Exhibits:—Mr. Battley : a specimen of

Taeniocampa opima, taken on a lamp at Clapton, about May 10th.

Captain Thompson : specimens of Aiaiihidasys betularia var. double-

dayaria, bred from Halifax eggs, all of which produced the black form.

Mr. Richardson : Scoria lineaia (^dea Ibat a) ; males of Agmtiti cinerca
;

and some fine examples of Pachetra leucophaea ; all from Wye, Kent.

Mr. Prout reported that he had bred a specimen of Noctua ditrajiczium,

from a larva taken at Hampstead, in the spring. Mr. Oldham, and
Rev. C. R. N. Burrows both recorded the capture of Agrotis suffuaa,

and A. piita, quite recently, and the latter gentleman stated that the

case of Ejiichnopteryx reticeUa exhibited by him, on May 21st, had
produced a male imago.

July 2nd, 1895.—Exhibits :—Mr. Bacot : several generations of

Seleniatetralunaria, many of the specimens being remarkably fine and
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largo. Mr. Bloomfield : a somewhat variable series of Emi/dia cribrnm,

taken on Whit Tuesday, at Ringwood. Mr. Tutt referred to the

unusual abundance this year of larvie of CacnUia c/i(oiio)iiillacwheYe\ev

Matricaria inodora (corn feverfew) grows. Dr. Sequeira said that

in his garden at Hackney, treacle, flavoured with tincture of valerian,

proved twice as productive as that flavoured with rum or jargonelle

pear. Mr. Richardson recorded the recent capture of Erehia cassiope

in some numbers, and in fine condition, near Windermere; he had also

taken Nemeophila plantaginis \ii.i'. hosiiita in the same locality.

July IGth, 1895.—Exhibits :—Mr. Bate : a bred series of Hijpsiprtes

sordidata from Lee ; also some questionable specimens of Tephroda
biaiidularia and T. erepuscularia. Mr. Battley: a female specimen

of Saiarnia pi/ri from North Italy. He stated that some young larva)

bred from eggs deposited by this specimen Avere black, with red

trapezoidal warts and short bristles ; but after casting their skin

for the second time they became pale green with yellow Avarts and
long spatulate hairs. Mr. 8. J. Bell : a long series of Boarmia
roboraria, and a specimen of Tryphaena subscqua, both from the New
Forest. Mr. May : a series of Melitnea athaiia from Plymouth. Mr.
T. Clarke : Qeometra papiliouaria and Pericallia syringaria, from the

NeAV Forest. Mr. J. A. Clark : full grown larva) of Salurnia carpini

from Wicken Fen ; also a pair of pale-spotted Aryyiinis pa})hia from
Brockenhurst. Mr. Bacot : a series of Boarmia repandata, bred from
a dark female taken in South Wales ; only one of these specimens was
of the normal colour, all the others showing a strong tendency to be-

come melanic. Dr. Buckell : larviE of Dianthoccia capsincula, which
he had found feeding in the seed-pods of a solitary plant of Lychnis
diurna, in his garden ; he had never captured the imago, nor had he
hoard of its occurrence so near the centre of London ; in the Society's

Londmi List it is recorded from Clapton and Stamford Hill, and from
the Hampstead and Highgate district, but not from any more central

locality : alsolarv*, 14 days old, of Hadcna contigua, that were feeding

well on knot-grass, which they took to in preference to birch ; also an
ichneumoned larva of Biston hirtaria, with the parasite, and read a

letter from a gentleman who had actually seen the fly attack the larva.

From this it appeared that the larva was hanging by a thread when the

fly attempted to settle upon it. The larva endeavoured to keep it off

by twitching itself about, but was finally overpowered. An examina-
tion with a lens showed two eggs deposited outside the larva, near the

head, and a discussion took place as to Avhether this was the usual

method. Rev. C. R. N. Burrows : Leucania pallens, L. impura, and
L. strnminea from Rainham. Mr. May stated that he had bred a ^
Smeriuthus (iccllatus, which paired with a J /S. tiliae, but the eggs
proved infertile. Mr. Bacot stated, with reference to these eggs, that

certain colour changes took place, which induced him to believe that

the embryo actually began to develop, but failed to continue. Rev.

C. R. N. Burrows said that he had taken a large number of Apamea
ophiogramma flying over the ribbon grass in his garden, and that the

eggs were laid in the shrivelled ends of the grass blades, from Avhich he
inferred that the larva), when young, Avere external feeders,

August Gth, 1895.—Exhibits :—Mr. Battley : series of Minna
strlgilis and M. fasciuncula from Clapton and neighbourhood, shoAving

gradations in the former species from the ordinary grey-marbled form
to var. acthiops, and both the rwd and the yelloAWsh form of the latter.
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Mr. S. J. Bell : two cocoons of Saturma pavonia, in which the usual

outlet was wanting ; they were almost spherical in shape, and smaller

in size than normal specimens. Mr. Bate : Orthosia xuspecta and
Xylophasia ^coJopachia from Dulwich Woods.

Aug. 20th, 1895.—Principal exhibits :—Mr. Clark: four Gledeohia

angnstalis, from the New Forest, including a female ; also, from the

same locality, three female Ejnnephele ianira, two of which were
partially xanthic, and the third had a light tawny patch on the disc

of each hind wing. Mr. Nicholson : a box of insects taken last July,

at Pwllheli, N. Wales, which included a specimen of Vanessa urtirae,

with the yellow costal blotches strongly tinged with white ; and a

female Bowbyx qtiercus. which approached var. vaUunae in colouring.

Dr. Sequeira: n fine Bri/ophila perJa, suffused with broion ; a series

of Hi/psijteti's sordidata, mostly very dark ; and the Yorkshire form of

Gortyna ochracca.

Sept. 3rd, 1895.—Principal exhibits :—Capt. Thompson : bred

Nonagria clijnu from Hornsea, Yorks ; several of the specimens being

very strongly suffused with blackish scales. Mr. J. A. Clark : a variety

of Vanessa iirticae, in which the large square black blotch on the inner

margin of the fore-wings was entirely wanting, but the twin spots were
abnormally large and almost coalesced ; also a series of Ejihesfia

kuhnielhi, bred from Dr. Allinson's Food for Infants, and living larva?

andpupfe for distribution. Mr. Tutt : larva-cases and newly-hatched
larvse of Thj/ridoptenjx epliemeyaeformis, or a species allied thereto, an
insect from South America,apparently closely allied to the Psychids.

Mr. Bayne : Hetcrogenea limacodes from the New Forest ; and a very

sparsely dotted SjrUosouia uienthastri from Tottenham. Mr. Tutt also

exhibited a storebox full of Erehia aethiojis, which he had recently

taken in the Tyrol.

;g\EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Professor Grote has done excellent service in summarising the

general results arrived at by those entomologists who have recently

given so much attention to the natural classification of the Lepidoptera.

In his Systema Lepidopierornm Hildesiae (published Aug., 1895), he

summarises the results obtained, dividing the Order Lepidoptera into

Suborders, Frenatae and Jugatae. The former falls into the Super-

families

—

Papilionides, Spliingides, Bouihycides, Agrotides. and
Tineides ; the latter contains the Hepialides and ^licroptevygides. The
superfamily Agrotides contains a number of what were once considered

Bomhycid families, and the Geometiidae are given only family rank

in this superfamily. On the whole the system is logical, and the

paper is one that should be obtained at once by all our leading lepidop-

terists. One of the features of the entomology of 1895 will un-

doubtedly be the approach of the entomologists of the world to a

natural working basis for the classification of the Lepidoptera. It is

remarkable how closely the lines Professor Grote has adopted agree

with those which Ave had ourselves previously formulated in a small book
on British Moths, that we have written recently for Messrs. Routledge

and Sons. The only important point of difference, apparently, is in our

treatment of the Plati/pterygides, and the formation of a larger number
of superfamilies. The four large quarto sheets are written in Latin, a

vast improvement on German. Its cost is not stated, but is, we
presume, trivial. We may add that the paper is so far up-to-date that
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Dr. Buckell's timely suggestion in the Etit. Rec. (vol. vi., p. 258) for the

adoption of the superfamily termination " ides " has been utilised.

Messrs. Friedlilnder and Sohn, Berlin, N.W., Carlstrasse 11, are

publishing an International Zoologists' Directory. It is edited by the

German Zoological Society, will consist of 7-10 pp., and contain 12,000
names and addresses. The publishers ask for the names of British

zoologists, entomologists, and naturalists generally, to add to the

work. The subscription is 10s. In England, Messrs. Swann & Co.,

Bouverie Street, E.G., are publishing a more modest directory,

although on similar lines. The cost of this is nominal, 6d.

William Henry Tugwell —-Born February 21st, 1831, Died
September 20th, 1895.—Our readers will hear with the greatest

regret of the decease of Mr. W. H. Tugwell, who succumbed, after a

long and painful illness, on September 20th. To a very large number
of entomologists this will be a great personal loss. For more than
forty years Mr. Tugwell has been a keen collector of British Lepidop-
tera, and during the last twelve years he has been a most active and
prominent member of the South London Entomological Society.

For almost the whole of the latter period he has been a member of the

Council ; on several occasions he was vice-president, and in 1891
president of this well-known and important society. Only when his

serious illness confined him to the house and compelled his absence,

did he cease his close connection with the society, and even then his

old activity repeatedly manifested itself in the exhibition of any
recently-acquired entomological specimens which interested him, and
which he thought would interest his fellow-members and old com-
panions. An excellent type of the sturdy, self-willed Englishman, he

was most conservative in his predilections, and he was no friend to

the newer entomology, which he never attempted to understand. At
the same time he was thoroughly imbued to the last with a whole-

souled love of natvire in the woods and fields. Not only was he a keen

and earnest collector of lepidoptera, but also a field botanist of con-

siderable merit. He has left no scientific work behind him save the

life-histories of a few of the insects he so dearly loved ; but by his

death England has lost a true-hearted man, and many of us have lost

an esteemed friend.

Ma,jor J. N. Still.—It is also with the greatest regret that we
announce the death of this well-known lepidopterist. His decease

occurred on the golf-links, when he was in the act of striking the ball,

and liis sudden death will come as a great shock to a very large circle

of entomological correspondents and friends.

Professor C. V. Riley.—Entomological science has lost one of its

foremost workers by the untimely death of Professor Riley, who was
killed by a fall from his velocipede. As an old Surrey boy he

was always interested in British entomologists, and never failed to

attend the meetings of the Entomological Society of London when in

England. So late as June last he was over here, and took part in the

discussions at the meeting held on June 5th. Of his vast work it

would be impossible to give even a short it'sume [the titles of the

papers (above 2,500) alone would fill a number of this magazine] , but

it remains a fitting monument to his great ability and industry.
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Cerura bicuspis in Herefordshire.

By T. A. CHArMAN, M.D., F.E.S.

This must always be one of our rarer moths ; at least, it is very un-

likely that large bags of it will ever be made, though it is quite possible

that it may be domesticated like A. alni. Tilgate Forest has, I believe,

at one time or other yielded large numbers by breeding or semi-

domestication, and the species seems to occur over almost the whole of

England. In Herefordshire it is now very rare, owing to the alder being

a gradually disappearing tree. My hunts after C. bicuspis have almost

always been after the pupai, and though this is a most unremunera-

tive search, it serves as an excuse for a winter constitutional when one

would not take one without some such real or imaginary object.

The total proceeds in moths have been very small indeed, so

much so that both Dr. Wood's captures and mine have failed to com-

plete his series, all Herefordshire specimens, since Dr. Wood regards a

non-Herefordshire insect with the same kindly feeling that the average

lepidopterist bestows on a " continental specimen." Nevertheless one

meets with a large number of empty cocoons of various dates, and it is

from these that my knowledge of C. hicusjds as a Herefordshire insect is

chiefly derived. The rarity, even of the empty cocoons, has led me to

suppose that many larv* leave the tree altogether, and wander
off in search of pieces of rotten wood or other suitable positions,

wherein to pupate.

A freshly-spun cocoon (I have seen very few) has a different tone

from the surrounding bark, and would, one would suppose, be easily

seen ; by midwinter, however, the tone differs very slightly, and after-

wards there is little or no difference between the cocoon and the sur-

rounding bark—the lichens, etc., which the larva raises to the surface

of the cocoon in spinning it probably growing a little in the damp
autumn weather. A cocoon a year or two old often strikes one as being

certainly invisible but for the hole in it, and frequently also from the

margin of the cocoon separating from the bark around, due to the

stretching of this by the growth of the tree.

The emergence of the moth leaves a small opening at the upper

end of the cocoon ; when ichneumoned, the swarm of Chalcids (the

commonest enemy) emerges by a smaller hole nearer the middle of the

cocoon. More frequently than either of these, however, the cocoon has

a large part of the front missing, unquestionably the work of birds,
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and usually, I fear, showing that the hicmpis pupa has helped to make
a meal for the feathered foe ; but sometimes I fancy that the cocoon

from which the moth has safely emerged is torn open by the birds,

either wantonly, in hopes that the moth may still be there, or more
probably to find any other insects that may have sheltered therein.

There is no doubt that one actually sees all the i'lnpty cocoons that

are on those portions of trees that are examined, and after allowing

for trees not examined, and especially for those portions of trees

examined that are out of reach and out of sight, the total number of

cocoons for any one year, placed in the typical manner, cannot be very

large. I can hardly believe them to be all there actually are, or to be

sufficient to keep the species in existence over a bad year. No doubt

the insect flies long distances. I have found cocoons where the parents

must have flown several miles, and probably much more, and this, no
doubt, will enable a comparatively small number of moths to keep a

large district inhabited. In my experience it is rare to find a suitable

group of alders without one or more empty cocoons ; equally rare to

find more than about half a dozen. The duration of these empty
cocoons is very various. They often look very fresh in the second or

even the third year, and they entirely disappear in from three to six

years, traces occasionally perhaps lasting longer.

The cocoons are much more easily seen on birch than on alder,

as on the latter tree growths of lichen are usually worked into the

surface of the cocoon, which makes it homogeneous with the bark. It is

common to see empty cocoons that would be quite invisible but for the

holes in them, and I once had the luck to see one that had been

emptied by a bird, in a spot that I had looked over a week before, and
seen nothing ; one on a birch tree in my own garden was similarly

emptied by a bird before I saw it.

I have sometimes fancied that the larvie preferred the south side

of the tree on which to spin their cocoons, but I think this is very

doubtful, as they occur in all aspects and at all heights, from close to

the ground to 20 feet above it (detected in a felled tree). I have only

once found a cocoon where it would be submerged during flood, and

very rarely on trees whose bases are close to the water.

The last few trees at the top of a valley, if of the right sort, arc

frequently inhabited by C. hicusins, as if the moth first arrived there

from a neighbouring valley, or was loth to leave.

The age of an empty cocoon is difficult to settle, and I at first

certainly thought they lasted longer than I now believe to be the case.

In two or three instances where I have watched individual cocoons,

they have become quite unrecognisable in four or live years, though

some traces remain rather longer—a bit of the edge of the cocoon, or

the central hollow scooped out of the bark. A recent cocoon is known
most certainly by the freshness of the surface of this hollowed portion.

I once bred a native Herefordshire hen, and hoped to get eggs,

but circumstances not being propitious, the moth began on the second

evening of her existence to lay infertile eggs copiously. This habit is

not uncommon in certain Notodontsand others; a ('.furcnla which I

took this summer, hoAvever, did not act in the same way. I found her

one afternoon on a willow trunk, and put her in a jar with some
willow to lay eggs. In three or four days, however, she only laid

some 25 or 30 eggs. I concluded that she must be infertile, and
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placed her on a tree trunk in the garden at full liberty, at dusk. A
couple of hours later I found her in cop., and she afterwards laid six

or seven dozen fertile eggs, those first laid being, as I suspected,

infertile.

The most remarkable circumstance about C. bicusjiis in Hereford-

shire is its distribution. It occurs over the whole county except the

north-eastern portion—that which for entomological purposes I call

" Wood's country," This portion, including the Woolhope Valley and
Valley of the Frome, possesses Silurian and earlier rocks, and a richer

and more varied fauna and flora than the rest of the county, which is

a monotonous stretch of Old Red Sandstone. My friend Dr. Wood
finds this district wonderfully rich, especially in micros, and it is cer-

tain that did C. bicnspis occur there, it had often fallen to his net and
pin. It is presumptuous of me to say so, as such confirmation is

very superfluous, but I have also looked for it in that portion of the

county, in very suitable-looking spots, without seeing a trace. In the

rest of the county it occurs all along the Wye Valley, in the Valleys of

the Lugg and Monnow and their tributaries. Its head quarters are

assumed to be at Dinmore, where birch grows in large quantities
;
yet

it is harder to find an empty cocoon there than anywhere else, and I

have only once found a full one there. It also occurs in all parts of the

upper Wye Valley, in Breconshire and Radnor, that I have examined,

at Three Cocks, Builth, Rhayader, Llandrindod, etc. Alder is still so

abundant in some of these districts, that the insect must be much
more abundant than in Herefordshire.

As to the comparative abundance of C. licuspis at Tilgate and in

Herefordshire, I rarely meet with so many as a dozen empty cocoons
in a day's (i.e., an hour or two) search, whereas I hear of 80 or 40
being seen in Tilgate in a day. On the other hand, on the only occa-

sion on which I visited Tilgate, I could not see a trace of C. hicnspis,

in a search which would probably have disclosed several empty cocoons
in similar country in Herefordshire.

On the Interbreeding of Spilosoma mendica and its var. rustica.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

With the addition to the British fauna of the dark varieties of

Spilosortia menthastri, which were obtained in Argyllshire and Elgin
last year, followed by the successful breeding of the same forms during
the present season by various collectors, a healthy interest in this

genus has again naturally manifested itself among British entomolo-
gists.

The fact that these dark S. menthastri have assumed more or less

the smoky tint which normally characterises the male of S. mendica,

leads me to refer to another paper by Mons. 'A. Caradja, whom I

quoted so largely in my "Notes on the Variation of Spilosoma mendica

"

{Ent. liec, vol. v., pp. 185—189).
In Societas Entomologica (vol. x.. No. 7, July 1st, 1895) Mons.

Caradja gives further details of the results of crossing S. mendica var.

rustica with the type form. It would appear that the male of

var. rustica, as obtained in Roumania by Mons. Caradja, is somewhat
whiter than the Irish form which we knoAV by that name, being in

fact more of the tint of the normal female. The writer, referring to
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the experiments of 1894—the details of which I have already recorded in

the article referred to—reminds us that he named the mongrel produce of

the cross of a typical S. mendica $ with a var, rustica $—standfussi.

This year, from two successful pairings of the same crossing, a much
larger number of moths was obtained, and the result was surprising.

The first batch yielded three different and well-characterised forms

of the male :—(1) The typical hybrid *•'

—

standfussi—described as that

" form in which the thorax, body and wings are alike mouse-grey

(sometimes yellowish-grey or almost olive-green), being exactly inter-

mediate between the dark smoky-grey of the males of -S. mendica, and the

milk-white of the males of var. rustica. The palpi, eyes and antennjie

are black, the fore-feet yellow, as in the original forms. This form has

only a few black dots, which in some specimens are reduced to a single

point, on the fore-wings." Twenty-four per cent, of the male specimens

fjred, we are told, belonged to this form. (2) A darker form, which

comes nearer in colour to male S. mendica. It is, however, constantly

of a distinctly lighter grey (often almost steel-grey) than the type, and is

also distinguished from it by the sparser black dotting. This form, to

which 88 per cent, of the males bred belonged, is called mus. (8) An
extremely interesting light form, which approaches var. rustica in its

peculiar light tint ; the thorax, body and wings are of an uniformly

pale dirty yellow colour. This form is called clara, and 28 per cent.

of the males bred fall into this group. The remaining 20 per cent,

form transitions between the three forms just described. These

transitions must be numerous, for Mons. Caradja adds that he could

select from his collection a series of 17 specimens, every one of which

would have a different tint.

Quite another result was furnished by the second batch, which

Herr Otto Habich, of Vienna, bred for Mons. Caradja. This batch

yielded, almost exclusively, imagines, the males of which must be

considered as genuine standfussi ; they differ, however, considerably

from the original specimens of this form, in that all the wings

are strongly dotted, and also that the greater number have not

the thorax and abdomen similarly coloured. One set of (? 's has the

thorax, another the abdomen, lighter than the wings. The latter

show in many specimens a disposition to assume a lighter colour

along the nervures and the outer margin (including the fringes). In

three males the thorax, the discoidal cell of the fore-wings, as well as

the outer margin of the fringes of all the wings, are as light as in the

palest of the form clara; the remaining wing-area, however, is more or

less thickly sprinkled with black dots. This rare form may bear the

name of mixta. Both batches gave males and females in the proportion

of 4 : 5. More than half the 5 's of the form standfussi lack the yellow

colouring of the anus, and these specimens resemble the females of var.

rustica, whereas the examples with a yellow ring around the anus are

not to be distinguished from female mendica.

The following points are then urged by Mons. Caradja :—(1) That

the mongrel form from one pairing shows in every instance, in a

general way, definitely and regularly similar markings. (2) That the

male parent determines far more essentially the external facies of

• We use this term with great hesitation, as the product of a cross between the

typical form and a variety of the same species can scarcely be called a hybrid—the
Darwinian term for a cross of this kind is a " mongrel."
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the mongrel than the female. He also repeats, with confidence,

his previous opinion that var. rustica is the older race, that it

was generally distributed during the interglacial, desert period, and
that S. mendica arose later with the change of climate. Further, that

var. rustica in part assimilated itself with the changed conditions, and
in those localities, forming its present insulated area of distribution,

maintained itself by better adaptation, as proved by its occurrence in

Bergell, Roumania, Bucovina, the Caucasus—and I may add—in

Ireland.

Where the two areas occupied by the type and the variety meet,

Mons. Caradja thinks the mongrel form standfussi iwwBi exist naturally

with the type and variety, since his crossing experiments prove that

the males of var. rustica, and the females oi mendica, procreate healthy

descendants. In the neighbouring Carpathian mountains, our observer

states that the type appears exclusively to occur, he having captured

it at an elevation of about 900 metres. In the Roumanian hills, at

30-40 kilometres distance, he had, until this spring, only caught

and bred males of var. rustica. He was, therefore, surprised, when he

found in the box—in which he had placed female mendica and stand-

fussi for the purpose of attracting wild males—besides 134 male
rustica, 14 specimens, of which part were identical with the form

standfussi, the other part with the form clara—without doubt, natural

mongrels. A third form (9 individuals), with darker bordered, milk-

white, or pale yellow-grey wing areas, was also taken. These, it will

be observed, are the reverse of the form mixta, and hence the name
inversa is proposed, and it is suggested that these have been developed

by the crossing of the form standfussi with var. rustica. This point

he hopes to clear up, with the emergence of the progeny of this year's

insects, which he is now experimenting upon.

Mons. Caradja states that in the arid parts of Central France,

isolated cases of male mendica assuming a light grey colora-

tion, occur, which he looks upon as cases of reversion to the

form rustica, which also was probably the earliest form of the species

there. He believes that his facts point to var. rustica as a race under-

going extermination, and that its complete disappearance in the near

future is very probable. We prefer to look upon it as simply developing

over a greater area than hitherto into the form we now call mendica,

and have but little doubt that long after rustica has disappeared as a

variety or local race, it will exist as a recurrent aberration of the sup-

planting mendica, reverting to the original form.

In conclusion, we are told that the in -breeding of these mongrel forms
has, so far as the pairing of (1) standfthssi males and females (14

pairings), (2) standfussi with mendica {^ and 5 ), and (3) standfussi

with rustica {$ and J )
(24 pairings), are concerned, produced in every

case fertile ova, yet it is remarkable that the pairing of rustica J with

mendica $- only very rarely results in the production of living larvae.

The observations of Mons. Caradja are of such interest that no
excuse is needed for bringing them before our readers. The fact that

var. rustica occurs in Ireland, that typical mendica is so generally

distributed with us, and that a few years ago quite an excitement

existed among our collectors who were breeding var. rustica, should

certainly cause our Irish lepidopterists to bestir themselves to get some
fresh stock, and when this is obtained, the previous experience of
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Messrs. Porritt and Adkin, in breeding vars. of S. mendtca, point to

them as the men most likely to get some results worth comparing with

those already arrived at by our Roumanian " brother of the net,"

Mons. Caradja.

Varieties of Noctuides at Warrington.

By T. ACTON.

Hydroecia lucens : its varieties and sub-varieties. — In the

chapter on Hydroecia nictitans, and the sub-species H. lucens and H.

paludis, in The British Noctvae and their Varieties (vol i., pp. 58-64),

Mr. Tutt points out at considerable length the tendency of this (or

these) species to form local races, not only in far distant localities and
under different conditions of environment, but also in places compara-

tively near, where the different forms overlap and yet maintain their

characters unchanged. Mr. Tutt informs me by letter that his ex-

perience of the last few years not only supports what he then wrote

concerning these allied forms, but to a large extent has emphasised

most of the important phases of the variation and occurrence, as also of

the distinctness, of nictitans, lucens und jiaJndis.

With regard to paludis, no stronger support of Mr. Tutt's state-

ments is required than that of Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher {Brit. Noct., i.,

p. 63), who writes :
" I haA'e bred a considerable number of so-called

nictitans from larvae found on the south coast, near Worthing, and
they are all, without exception, the iorm paludis." My experience has

been rather with the sub-species lucens, and here I can give Mr.

Tutt's assertions as to its distinctness the most unqualified support.

Mr. Tutt {Ibid. p. 59) says that at Deal, jiahidis and nictitans over-

lap, whilst he further mentions several comparatively near localities

{e.g., the marshes about Rochester, and the woods near the same city)

in one of which nictitans occurs, and in the other jialudis, but where no
overlapping of the forms takes place.

Here a similar phenomenon is to be observed, but on this occasion

the two forms implicated are lucens and jiahidis. On one side of

Warrington I have taken this year nothing but jialudis—there have

been no lucens ; on the other side (on the Moss) I have taken lucens,

but no jialudis. Some of the lucens are exceedingly fine, and both

serifis ol captures fully justify the remarks Mr. Tutt made, and the

conclusions he formulated some years ago.

The large size and distinct mottling of lucens, at once separate it

from any nictitans, in all its forms of variation. These are, as pointed

out in Brit. Noct.. i., p. 62, parallel to those existing in nictitans, and
will bear repeating :

—

1. Var. jHtllida, Tutt {Brit. Noet., i., p. 62).—Both sub-varieties

pallida-flavo and judlida-albo occur here, but are comparatively rare.

2. Var. rjrisea, Tutt {Brit. Noct., i., p. 62.)—This form extends

through quite a range of ochreous until the specimens become almost

brown, a parallel form to paludis var. hrunnea. [For this ab., Mr. Tutt

proposes the varietal name hrunnea.'] Of the paler form we get the sub-

varieties iirisea-alho and r/risca-flavo, but our specimens always run

more ochreous, with a reddish tint, than grey.

3. Var. rufa, Tutt {Brit. Noct., i., p. 62).—This form, the parallel

form to typical nictitans, is very finely developed here. We get the
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sub-varietios nifa-albo, with white reniform ; riifa-flavo, with yellow
;

and rufa itself with red reniform.

4. H. luccns (with red reniform) and its sub-vars. hicem-alho, lucens-

flavo, are also remarkably beautiful, being large, deeply and richly

coloured, finely mottled, with large prominent stigmata.

5. Var, hrunnea, Tutt (n. var.).
—" Of a brown hue, with a distinct

ochreous tint, sometimes reddish centrally, with three sub-varieties,

hrunnca-alho (with white reniform), hrunnea-rufo (with red reniform),

brunnea-flavo (with yellow reniform)." Of this variety I captured a

very tine lot of specimens.

Altogether my series of lucem bears out remarkably the conclusions

arrived at by Mr. Tutt.*-'

Hydroecia paludis : its varieties and sub-varieties.—Similar as

in many respects are H. liccens and H. paludis, variable as are both

species (or sub-species), and parallel as are their variations, yet they

never overlap each other, nor do they cause the slightest confusion to

a trained eye in their separation. The greater number of the specimens

oi paludis that I have captured are of the forms described by Mr. Tutt,

but there is besides, a red form which was apparently not known to

Mr. Tutt, and which might easily be mistaken by those not thoroughly

conversant with both forms in nature iovH. lucent var. rufa, although it

rarely approaches the intensity in hue of that species, and the over-

whelming tendency in jtaludis of the ochreous to supplant the red is

well exemplified in the two brightest specimens of paludis which I have,

and which are of a distinctly reddish-ochreous tint.

The type of paludis is exceedingly rare here ; in fact, Mr. Tutt tells

me that there is not one among a representative series that I sent for

his inspection, but all the other forms described in the Brit.Nociuae,

vol. i., pp. 63-64, are obtainable, and, in addition, the red form
hitherto unknoAvn to Mr. Tutt, is not uncommon.

It is remarkable how good are the characters pointed out by Mr.

Tutt for this species {Ibid. p. 59), both as to the more pointed apex of

the fore-wings, and the narrowness of the reniform. It is indeed rare

to find in paludis even a trace of the inner edge of the reniform, which
is so constant in nictitam, but lucens appears almost intermediate in

this respect.

The varieties and sub-varieties which we obtain are :

—

1. Var. intermedia, Tutt [Brit. Noet., i., p. 64), with its sub-

varieties inter media-albo and iniertuedia-flavo.

2. Var. .grism, Tutt {Brit. Noet., i., p. 64), with its sub-varieties

grisea-<ilbo and grisea-flavo.

3. Var. rufa, n. var.—" Of a dull reddish tint, inclining to brown
or ochreous ; sub-var. rufa-albo, with white reniform ; sub-var. rufa-

jiavo, with yellow reniform."—Tutt. I have before remarked that two
specimens present an aberration of the ground colour of this variety,

which is of a much brighter tint than is usually the case.

I may add that I have not yet observed a specimen of this form

with a red reniform.

Celaena haworthii and its varieties.—In The British Noctuae

and their Varieties, vol. i., pp. 107-108, Mr. Tutt does not give a short

* I am indebted to Mr. Acton for the chance of inspecting a magnificent series

of 90 lucen.1, and for the insertion of the description of var hrunnea above into his

MS.—J. W. Tutt.
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table of the varieties of this species in the same way that he does of

the Agrotids and other diflficult species, and which renders the detec-

tion of the varieties and sub-varieties of the various species a compara-
tively easy matter. Variable as is this species, it must be confessed
that the variations are not at all easy to group and, with the exception
of variation in the ground colour, to be concerned with matters so

small and apparently unimportant, and connected by links so close

that the difficulty must be very great.

In The Brit. Noctuae, p. 107, we read that the colour of ('elacna

haworthii varies from " yellowish brown, through deep red and pur-

plish brown, to blackish grey." In this district we appear to get
essentially two colour forms—red and purple. True, these vary some-
what in depth and intensity, and some of the darker point to a combi-
nation of red and purple, that makes them difficult to locate ; but still,

in a general way, these two forms present a somewhat parallel colour

variation to that described in Brit. Nort., vol. ii, p. 89, as charac-
teristic of Lycojihotia strigula, and which one is apt to connect with
species attached to heaths, and which have obtained their peculiar hue
owing to natural selection having developed forms which are protected

by the similarity of their colours to those of the heath (Calluna)
flowers.

The Warrington specimens, then, are essentially red-brown and
purple. The orbicular varies " from complete absence to a clear white
or ochreous spot," always, however, very small. The reniform is

usually ochreous, the lower margin white, from which a geminated
line runs towards the outer margin. There is, however, much varia-

tion in the number of white nervures, the geminated line at the base
of the reniform being occasionally the only trace of them. We cer-

tainly do not appear to get the type, " the yellowish-brown " form, but
our red form cannot be very far from hibcrnica, St., described at

length in Brit. Noctuae, etc., vol. i., p. 108. The purple form runs off

in its darkest specimens near to Eversmann's mnrio, as described by
Mr. Tutt, but there is always a distinct purple tinge overlying the
dark ground colour.

Dyschorista suspecta and its varieties.—In The British Noctuae,
&c., vol. ii., p. 15G, Mr. Tutt roughly groups the varieties of this

species into the more unicolorous forms, and those that have a more
or less ophiogramma-Wka appearance, i.e., a darker costa and blotch

about the stigmata (extending as far as a pale transverse band parallel

to the hind margin), and paler inner and outer marginal areas.

Various forms were abundant in this neighbourhood this year, and
I appear to have captured most of the described forms. The more
unicolorous forms were more abundant, but they had a very consider-

able range of colour variation. The main colours in the more uni-

colorous forms had, however, their parallel coloration in the more varie-

gated forms. The var. pallida was not at all uncommon, nor was var.

congener, but var. rufa was by far the most abundant form, showing,
however, in many specimens a very strong leaning towards var. lacvis.

The dark var. nigrescens also occurred, but its sub-variety nigrescens-

variegata was more rare than var. varicgata. I have a few pale

ochreous-red specimens, but these hardly come under Duponchel's
incrs, although they are nearer that than any other form described.

I have, however, seen no specimens like those described from Pitcaple

I
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by Mr. Tutt as being " almost pure ochreous." I am doubtful, too,

whether the typical swsiicrta occurs here, but I have a few specimens
very near var. grisea, although they are not altogether without a

tinge of red.

From the above notes it will be seen that our Warrington speci-

mens run very strongly in the direction of vars. rufa and nigre.scens,

and their sub-vars. vaiiegata and uigrescnis-varicgata. Will not Mr.
Dennis or one of the York entomologists work out their varieties of

this species, and see in what direction the varieties run ? Mr. Home
and Mr. Reid, too, might give us an excellent comparison with the

Aberdeen specimens.

"VARIATION.
The Varieties of Leucophasia sinapis which occur in Britain.—

Writing of the varieties of Leucophasia sinajns, Staudinger describes

Hiibner's var. lathyri as belonging to '• the first brood, the posterior

wings beneath being obscure greenish." I presume that a very large pro-

portion of our British male specimens, captured in May and June, are of

this variety. Dr. Lang, in his Rhopaloccra Europae, converts this into
" has the hind Avings greenish instead of white," and says that " this

form is met with in this country." It would be interesting to know
whether any specimens agreeing with Dr. Lang's description exist in

British collections, as they would present a remarkable ap]3earance.

That this is no mere slip is evidenced from the fact that the underside

of this first brood is not " Avhite." The second brood of this species,

usually so rare in England, has a whiter ground colour, a smaller,

blacker and rounder apical spot, and often, as Staudinger correctly says,

has the "underside also white." The female has only faint traces of

the apical tip, but such traces are usually there. The Avhite -underside

form of this second brood is the var. diniensis of Hiibner. This, Dr.

Lang describes as :
" The dark marks are wholly wanting, the wings,

both on the upper and undersides, being nearly pure white." Strange
this, considering that the male has a very black apical spot. Extreme
female forms of the var. diniensis are occasionally found without
any trace of the apical spot, and become then, as Staudinger correctly

says, "white on both sides." This is the ab. ? ('rys(»w of Borkhausen.
Lang seems to have overlooked the fact that it was a female form
altogether, and diagnoses it as " having no dusky tips to the fore-wings."
After this I shall not be much surprised at anything I may find in Dr.

Lang's work, nor shall I be at all surprised to find our collectors of

European butterflies with whole series of second-brood females

under the name of diniensu and lathyri, and not a male of this brood
among them.—J. W. Tutt. October ISth, 1895.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
On the Pupal suspension of Thais.—In my paper on "Butterfly

Pupje " {Ent. Ere, vol. vi., pp. 125-12G) I gave an interpretation of this

most unusual method of suspension of the pupa of Thais, derived from
an examination of the pupa>. As this was at variance with the view
taken by Prof. Scudder, who interpreted his observations in connection
with the writings of certain continental authorities, it became desir-

able to put the matter to the test of actual observation, although Prof.
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Scudder says that he thinks there is little doubt that my interpreta-

tion is sound. I have so far had no opportunity of making the

observations myself, but being reminded that Mr. Nicholson had bred
many specimens of T. medcsicaste and some var. honuratii, I took an
opportunity of asking him what his observations had shown. He
writes from Lewes, September 25th, 1895 :

—" In reference to the

pupa of Thais, I regret to say that, owing to some extent to my larva;

pupating when I have been travelling or collecting all day, I have
never carefully watched the process all through. There is, however, no
doubt but that what you state on pp. 125-126 of the Ent. Bee, vol. vi.,

is correct, and that the ' nose silk ' is merely the girth band caught
up by the special appendages of the ' nose.' Out of a large batch of

larva) a certain proportion fail to shift the girth band, which then
remains round the body of the pupa, as in Papilio, throughout the

pupal existence. With others, again, the nose appendages fail to catch

the band, and the pupa then hangs helplessly, supported by the pad of

silk at the tail, as in the Nymphalids. It does not, however, look at

home in this position. The shifting of the band is, I believe, effected

by contortions of the pupa soon after the larval skin has been dis-

carded. On two different occasions I have had upwards of 100 larvtU

at the same time of T. vwdi'simstf." Those who have tried to

make careful observations on larva) when travelling, or even to breed

any larvae at all under such circumstances, and still more those who,
like myself, regard it as hopeless, and do not even attempt it, will not
be prepared to make complaint that Mr. Nicholson did not watch the

process all through. I think it is probable, though Mr. Nicholson
does not hint that it is so, that to the jolting and other inconveniences

to Avhich his larva) were probably subjected at critical periods, we owe
it that he found so many unal)le to complete the suspension in

a normal manner, and so illustrated the process by their failure, about
as well as if they had actually been observed right through. It is

improbable that any large proportion fail to catch the girth on the

nose hooks under natural circumstances. This is, of course, merely
my supposition, to be taken for what it is worth.—T. A. Chapman,
M.D., Firbank, Hereford. October Ist, 1895.

An unusually late emergence of Phorodesma smaragdaria.—
On August 31st I went down to the Essex marshes for the larvfD of

P. sniaraijdaria, and found them very abundant—two of us getting

many examples in a short time. Among them I noticed one which
seemed nearly full-fed, being altogether different in size from the rest.

This one pupated on September 4th, on the side of a cage in which I

had temporarily placed the larva\ It made a very slight cocoon, so

slight indeed, that in a couple of days the pupa fell through and hung
down, suspended only by the anal hooks. The pupa was put into a

glass-bottomed box, and taken indoors. The weather being very hot,

I breathed each morning and evening on the inside of the glass to

keep a somewhat moist atmosphere. In about ten days I noticed a

change, and the green colour of the insect was soon seen through the

pupa case. On the 26th, between 8 and 9 a.m., the perfect insect

emerged a somewhat small male. This is, I believe, an unique occurrence
as regards this species, the imagines of Avhich have hitherto invariably

been bred in the spring. Did the larva belong to this year's ova, and
was it so favourably circumstanced as to feed up rapidly and forego
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the usual hybernation of the species ? or was it a larva which through

misfortune was compelled to lengthen out its feeding stage until the

autumn ? Mr. AulJ, some time ago, exhibited at the South London
Entomological Society, a larva of this species which had so gone over

the summer, and stated that several of the others he had taken the

previous autumn had done the same. He was not, however, he tells

me, successful in breeding the imagines from these. Perhaps others

who have bred the species would relate their experiences, as it would

be interesting to know if this fact has been noticed before. Personally

I am much of the opinion that the larva I found was one that had

prolonged its larval stage, and not one which had hurried up. It is a

very lethargic and slow-feeding species, often staying on the same spot

for days, and is very seldom seen stretching out its head in the usual

fashion of Geometers. If it does sway the fore part of its body, it is

in the early morning, when the sun shines directly upon it, and it is

then I judge that it eats the little it seems to require. All those

species which have produced two broods in a season are, even when
they hybernate as larvfe, active, and eat rapidly and very freely.

—

Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S., 13, Drakefell Road, St. Catherine's Park, S.E.

EUPITHECIA SUCCENTURIATA AND E. SUBFULVATA. Eupitlu'cict SUCCCH-

turiata occurs here sparingly but does not vary, and I have never seen

an E. suhfidvata here. I intend to try for the larva;* of the former in

a feAv days, and if I breed it, will note the results.—T. Maddison,

South Bailey, Durham. Scptoiiht-r VSth, 1895.

I have never taken in this neighbourhood a specimen of E. succoi-

turiata, but I have bred E. snbfidvaia and its var. o.rydafa every

season for the last 10 or 12 years, from larvae which I collect from

yarrow (Achillea viillefoliiwi) and tansy [Tanacetum vuli/arc), in

October. I have never seen a specimen of E. suhfidvata approaching

in the slightest E. sucrmturiata. The specimens of A', suhfidvata which
I have bred are much larger than any specimen of E. succenturiata

that I have seen. I find the best way to take the larvfe of E. snhful-

vata is to look over the yarrow after dark, Avith a lamp.—J. Finlay,

Morpeth, Se]>tembcr llth, 1895.

The remainder of the pupte mentioned in my note [ante, p. 43)

yielded E. suhfidrata. I am taking the larvae on the same tansy plant

now, and will send a further note anon.

—

^Richd. Freer, M.B., Rugeley.

October, 1895.

Scoparia atomalis from Eskdale.—The Scoparia that I took in

Eskdale, in 1887, which I suppose to be S. atomalis, is certainly very

like a small ambigiudis, but the costa is more rounded, the fore^wings
slightly narrower, and the elbowed line less indented than in normal

S. amhigualis. The hind wing, also, is more hollowed out on the

hind margin.—H. H. Corbett, M.R.C.S., 19, Hallgato, Doncaster.

Colias edusa : will Mr. Frohawk explain ? — I was recently

looking up the description made by Mr. Frohawk of the egg of Colias

edma {Entnui., x\v., 202-203). In describing the eg'g, he remarks:
" When first laid it is of a yellowish pearl -Avhite, gradually becoming
deeper in colour, approaching creamy-yellow. When about twenty-four

hours old it assumes a light copper-pink hue, from which it gradually

deepens into a rosy orange-pink, the high lights glistening with blue,

the orange colour showing in shadow." Again, in describing the young
larva, Mr. Frohawk writes : "It then measures Jg of an inch in length,
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and is of pale ochroous or olive-yellow ; the head black ; both head and
body are covered with short club-shaped spiracles, the club formation
being at the apex ; the longest and finest are situated on the anal

segment, those on the head being extremely short but strongly

clubbed." A caterpillar has nine pairs of spiracles placed on the sides

of certain fixed and well-known segments. It Avould appear that

C. edusa has "club-shaped spiracles " covering its " head and body,"
and that " the, longest and finest are situated on the anal segment."
The young larva of <7, ednsa with these marvellous " spiracles," and
the egg with " the high lights " and " light copper-pink hue," must be
remarkable natural objects. Will Mr. Frohawk explain these peculiari-

ties, if there be an explanation ?—J. W. Tutt.

URRENT NOTES.
Mr. Piffard calls attention {E. M. M., Oct.) to a peculiarity of

Aldeburgh, which can hardly be included among the attractions of that

pretty seaside town. This is " the presence in vast numbers of a

small species of gnat, which is always busy indoors and out of doors,

in shade, and even in bright sunshine, in inflicting a bite which has
such a virulent effect on those unacclimatised, that but few hours
elapse before each new arrival has the 'mark of the beast' set on him."
The inhabitants know the pest by the name of " The Norway mosquito,"

and believe that it was introduced by a particular yacht Avhich used to

ply between Aldeburgh and Norway. Mr. Austen, of the British

Museum (Natural History), has identified the insect as Culex dorsalis.

Mr. J, C. Rickard contributes to The Entomologist for October
some observations on Plusia moneta. Between May 28th and June
8rd, 1895, he found two larvfe and six pupiB. The imagines emerged
therefrom between June 8th and 29th, and imagines Avere captured on
June 29th and 30th and July 10th. Eggs laid by the moth captured

on June 80th yielded larvae on July 11th. One of these larvse com-
menced to spin on August 11th, and the imago emerged on August 29th.

Mr. Rickard believes the larvit; to be cannibals. The cocoons, which
are nearly as yellow as those of Bombyx viori, are placed on the under-

side of a leaf of the food-plant (monkshood) without bending or

warping it. The species is double-brooded, but the only example of

the second brood that Mr. Rickard knows to have been taken in the

wild state was one captured by himself in September, 1890, at Cam-
bridge. Mr. Rickard is in error in stating that no specimen is recorded

from Essex, as Mr. Oldham exhibited both at the City of London and
South London Societies in July, 1893, a specimen captured by him at

Woodford on June 2nd in that year.

The Entomologist for October contains records of the capture of

Sphinx conrohmli during the present autumn at x\lnwick, Wrentham,
Milford-on-Sea, Bournemouth, Sidmouth, Tunbridge AVells, Aberdeen-
shire and Epsom.

Mr. D. Chittenden records (Ent. Oct.) the capture at sugar of a

specimen of Leucania albipuncta, near Ashford, on August 24th.

:i;i^OTES ON LARYiE, &c.

On Hybkhnatixg the lakv.t; of Phokodesjia smaragdaria.—My
experience of hybernating larvae of P. smaragdaria is, so far as I can
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judge, quite as unsatisfactory as that of others, who are apparently

handicapped in having to supply the larva; with substitute food. My
plan is to keep the larvas in a potted plant, covered with a muslin

(calico in continued bad weather) bag ; but as the plant does not thrive,

particularly when potted away from the saltings, a frequent change

becomes necessary, with the result that many larvffi are lost. In this

way, I consider, I lose quite 60 per cent, of my larvfe ; the death rate

does not exceed 10 per cent.
;

perfect insects reared, 30 to 35 per cent.

I have no compunction in taking the larvae freely (I have a very large

number at the present time), knoAving how well they are protected

and how abundant they are in one or two favoured saltings. It is

very different with those of Clisiocampa castrensis, a conspicuous

larva, which is, I fear, likely to disappear from this part of the world.

—F. G. Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue, Southend. September 21st, 1895.

How SHOULD larva: OF AcfROTIS ASHWORTHII BE HYBERNATED ? 1

should be glad if anyone can give me any information as to the best

mode of hybernating larva? of Agrotis asliworthii. I bred some fine

specimens of this insect in July last, and succeeded in obtaining fertile

eggs from a pairing. The larvfe hatched about the third week in July,

and are nearly an inch long. I fed them till a few days ago in tins

(on willow), and they had up to that point done well; then some of

them ceased feeding and died. I at once sleeved out the others, and

so far they are all right, but I am very doubtful whether they will

survive the winter in a sleeve, and I should be very grateful of any

hints from anyone who has bred the insect, or any analogous insect.

My attempt to force on the larva) failed entirely.—T. A. Maddison,

South Bailey, Durham. September 1G</*, 1895.

Knowing that Mr. Porritt had once got a brood of larva? through

the winter, we wrote to him for a note thereon, considering that his

experience might prove of general interest. He very courteously

writes (Oct. 12th, 1895) :
—" I am afraid a note from me on wintering

the larvfE of Agrotis asliworthii would be of no value, because the only

time I attempted to rear the species I bred no moths. I did, however,

get a pretty large brood through the winter, but the larvre all died off

in early spring. . . . Mr. Brady, of Sunderland, by forcing, got a

second brood of the moth out in the autumn, and if I had some now,

I should try and do the same. But if too late for that, I should put

them in a roomy cage out of doors, but not exposed to rain, fill the empty

bottom of the cage with dry dead leaves for them to hide among, but

. always have a supply of suitable low-growing plants in for them to

nibble at during the winter, if they liked
;
just the way, indeed, that

I treat most of my hybernating larva?." We are quite sure no bettor

advice than this can be obtained.

—

Ed.
Though I have never tried to winter the larvix? of A. asJnrdrthii

myself, I believe the following plan, which I have found decidedly

successful with other species, would prove to be so with it also. Pro-

cure a large, deep and strong wooden box, and put 6 or 8 inches of

light, sifted earth into it. (The sifting is necessary to exclude earwigs

and other depredators.) Then get a few small fiower-pots, and fill

them with roots of the necessary food-plant—the bulk of hybernating

larvae, including A. aslnvorthii, will eat knotgrass—and plunge them in

the earth. As soon as the larva? are nearly ready to cease feeding,

turn them all out into the box, cover it closely, with strong muslin, and
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then put it into a cold frame if possible, or simply leave it outside

covered with a sheet of glass, and do not disturb them again until either

(1) some plant the larviB will eat is obtainable, or (2) the roots potted

off in the autumn are beginning to grow again. Then take the box
either into a greenhouse or a warm room, and any surviving larva) will

soon be found feeding again. A. ashworthii, like most of its congeners,

is easy to rear by forcing, and the only time I have had eggs I

adopted that method, rearing about 50 per cent. By keeping in glass

jars in a warm place—mine wore put on the kitchen mantelpiece—

a

great part of the larv;e will feed up without any dilficulty, and will

emerge in November or December, a time when moths arc, as a rule,

" as welcome as flowers that bloom in the spring."—L. S. Brady, 17,

Filey Street, Sheffield. Octobrr 2,1st, 1895.

How TO SUCCEED IN REARING AcHERONTIA ATROPOS. As 801116

collectors seem to have difficulty in getting moths of this species from
the pupa, even when this stage has been attained successfully, I may
be pardoned for giving a few simple details as to my treatment. After

the lapse of a fortnight or three weeks, allowing time for the larvae to

pupate, the pupa3 should be taken out, placed in cocoa-nut fibre,

and deposited in the breeding cage, which may be a large flower-pot.

Some emergences may take place in November ; if not the moths will

remain in pupa till June or July, unless forcing be adopted. The un-
emerged pupje should now be placed in tins and well covered with cocoa-

nut fibre, the slight amount of moisture necessary for the ultimate perfect

development of the imagines being retained—as in no other way—by
the tins. In the latter part of May the pupie should again be removed
to the breeding cage, and laid in moss, which may be gently syringed,

especially if the weather be hot, and we may then shortly expect the

moths. I noticed that the favourite time for emerging was between
7 and 9 o'clock in the evening, and after they had been treated to a

shower-bath.

—

Joseph Anderson, Jun., Alve Villa, Chichester.

:]^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Catocala sponsa AT HASTINGS.—I have to record a second appearance

of G. sponsa in the Hastings district, having taken a specimen at

sugar on August 8th, at 10 p.m., during a heavy shower.—W. W.
EsAM, Eagle House, St. Leonards. September 2Hth, 1895.

Captures at Hythe.—During September and part of October, I

captured a female Ktigoiiia autumnaria ("on a street lamp) ; also

Aporophyla australis, Xanthia gilvago, Folia flaiicincta, Xyltna
ornitlwpus (1), X. semibrunnea and Pohjgonia c-albnm (1).—W.
Dannatt, F.Z.S., Ivy Dene, Westcombe Park, S.E. October 5th, 1895.

Colias edusa at Chichester.— Colias edasa made its first

appearance this year in this locality, so far as my own knowledge
is concerned, on July 23rd, when I saw a male flying in the garden.
Two males were taken in a field of clover, not far from the house, on
July 30th. I hoped that these gave promise of an " edusa year."

Soon afterwards, however, the weather unfortunately changecl, and
thunderstorms with heavy rain occurred, so that the " advance
guard" of immigrants failed to establish any succeeding broods.

Nevertheless, on August 8th, five more specimens were taken in the

clover field, which we visited almost daily. No more were seen till
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the 17th, when two males and two females (the first appearance of the

latter) were captured, and a few more were netted in the third week of

the month. One of the females is without the faintest indication of a

spot in the marginal band of the hind-wings, and the spots in the

band of the fore-wings are almost obliterated ; it is nearly identical

with a specimen in my long and varied series of var. helice. The
marginal bands of the males differ as regards the intensity of the

black, some being dusted with yellowish scales.

—

Joseph Anderson, Jun.,

Alve Villa, Chichester. October tith, 1895.

Choerocampa celerio at Clapton.—On September 7th, a gardener

close by here brought me a very fine freshly emerged C. celerio, which
he took at rest.

—

Frederick J. Hanbury, F.L.S., Stainforth House,

Upper Clapton, N.E. October dth, 1895.

CiRRHOEDiA xerampelina AT SouTHEND.—I think ( 'irrhoedid,

xerampelina must be well established in this district, for I found

three examples at the foot of an ash—not on the trunk—early this

month.—F. G. Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue, Southend. September

21st, 1895.

Decadence of Thymelicus lineola at Leigh, Essex.—T. lineola

has almost deserted its old quarters between Benileet and Leigh.

This is due to the Salvation Army colonists, who have brought many
acres of land adjoining the river wall under cultivation, and have so

made short work of the thistles. On one small untouched patch I was
able to take 80 T. lineola, several Hermiiiia cribrella, and one
Lithosia complana.—Ibid,

Notes of the Season.

Clevedon.—In this locality the season entomologically has been a

decided improvement on the last. Sugaring has been pretty good at

intervals. Many insects, however, have occurred but sparingly, and
some have been absent altogether. I took Lithosia complana in

tolerable numbers on a rocky hillside near here, beating it out of

some scrubby dwarf ash in the day-time. It is some years since I

took the species, and then only a solitary specimen. I found it rather

difficult to take on the wing, as its flight is much quicker than that of

some of its congeners, and the locality was somewhat difficult to work.

I did better by beating the low scrubby ash, which it appeared to like

better as a resting place than other low shrubs close by. I presume
the larvns feed on a lichen, common on the hillside. Sphinx convol-

vuli made its first appearance at tobacco flowers last Wednesday,
August 28th. The following evening I took a pair, and, with suitable

weather, hope to make a good bag. I took my first specimen of

Enpithecia succenturiata at Clevedon, on a gas lamp, at the beginning

of July, but though I beat the thorn hedges in the neighbourhood, I

failed to take any more. E. subfulvata we take sparingly at the

flowers of Clematis vitalba, in August. I have Xanthia citrago

emerging now ; the larvae were taken last spring. I find the perfect

insect drying its wings between 10 a.m. and 11 a.m. Is not this un-

usually early ? I do not remember another instance of so early an
emergence as this. Can any one tell me on what the larvje of this

species feed, before the lime unfolds its buds ? I found them three-

quarters grown when that took place last spring. Do the larvfc

hybernate ? My first specimen emerged about the middle of August,
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and the box in which the pupre were kept had been in the shade all

the season. The pup^B of such autumn insects as Hadena protea,

Agriojiis aprilina, and Brotoloinia melicnlosa have' been tolerably

plentiful. My friend, Mr. T. Greer, of Bath, tells me how common
Aplecta advena was at the flowers of Silene this summer, in a field

near Bath. They were, unfortunately, past their best when he dis-

covered them, but he managed to take a few good specimens. A fine

larva of Acherontia atropos was brought to me last week by a market

gardener ; it was almost full-fed. I have not heard that the imago

has ever been taken in this locality, although both larvte and pupae are

occasionally found.—J. Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge, Somerset.

September ith, 1895.

DoNCASTER.—Sugaring continued good until the last week in July,

when there was a great falling off. One of my last captures in July

was Ai/idtis ohscura var. hiijraiinna. This is a very rare species here,

and the only specimen that I have seen. Since then nothing of note

has come to the sweets. Sugaring to-night (Sept. 5th), I found the

autumn insects coming on, whilst some old friends of the summer still

continue with us. The species seen were

—

Asphalia diluta, Tnjpluwna

pronuha, T. fimbria, Nadna j-ajithographa, AiiijJiipyra traiiopugonis,

Anrhocdis lituia, ticupelosniiia satdlitia, Xanthia fiavago, Calymnia

affi,)us, Gdn-hia populella, (Ecophdra pscudimprdvUa, and Endronis

fenedrella.— H. H. Corbett, M.R.C.S., 9, Hallgate, Doncaster.

September Qth, 1895.

Seamer Moor.—I have recently had two or three days beating for

larvii3 on Seamer Moor, and secured a fair bag, including Notodonta

dromedarius, N. camelina, N. dictaeoides, Cuspidia aim, ('. leporina,

Platgpteryx falcula, Cymatophora dupJaris, AmpMdasys betularin,

&c., all from birch. I found oak most unproductive. Sweeping the

heather produced larvtB oi Eupitheclananata, E. minutata, and Anarta

myrtilli. Angelica (in the woods) gave larva) of E. trisignaria. None
of these larva^ except the heath feeders, were at all plentiful. Sugar

produced Noctua dahlii, Dyschorista suspecia, Hydroecia nictitans,

and others, mostly in very fine condition.—T. Maddison, South Bailey,

Durham. September IStJi, 1895.

Whitchurch, Salop.—With me it has been anything but a good

season, though it may be that for this the locality is to blame. Sugar

has been a failure throughout, with the exception of one fortnight at

the end of June and beginning of July, when moths swarmed at it,

but were mostly of the connnonest species. I counted seventy on one

tree one night, but fully fifty of these were either Xylophasia potyodon

or Tryphaena pronuba. Larva?, too, have been far from abundant,

with the exception of those of Mellinia circellaris, of which I took

over a hundred one day from a single wych elm, and reared nearly all

of them. I was glad to find among them a very few Xanthia gihago,

which has not hitherto, I believe, been taken in this district. Pyrameis

atalanta is still very common, and shews a marked penchant for the

sugared trees, as well as for fallen fruit. I have taken one Grapta

c-album feasting on a fallen plum, and yesterday I saw a Fyramcis

cardui.—(Uev.) C. F. Thornewill. September Idth, 1895.

Li'UGH District, Essex.—Lithosia cotnplana does not occur here

freely. I generally get one specimen, rarely more, each season near

the river wall ; as also Hydroecia paludis, of which I get an occasional
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specimen. The pretty little .S'. reticella has favoured me as usual, but
not in such numbers as previously. Sugar is not paying at all just

now. How different from last year !—F. G. Whittle. September
21st, 1895.

Keswick.—The season here has been very good indeed, and I have
been able to fill up several gaps in my cabinet. The following are a

few of the insects I have captured : Erehin epiphron var. cassiope,

Sphinx convolvuli, Cijmatophora fluctuosa, ('. duplnris, Mamestra
furva, Caradrina taraxaci, (Jelaena haworthii, Tryphaena fimbria,
Noctua glareosa, N. triangulum, N. stiffyiiatica, N. dahlii, N. umbrosa,

Dyschorista xuapecta, Xanthia fulvago var. flavescens, Epunda nii/ra,

Ajdi'cta prasuia, A. tincia, Hyppa rectilinea, Lithomia solidagijii.s, J'lusia

interrngationis, Hypeiiudi's ((istacstrigalis, Agrotis agatliiiia, Gediiictra

papiliunaria, Larentia ficdicata, L. ulivata, Pliihalaptcryx vittata,

Atnhlyptilia acanthodactyla, Platytea cerussdltts, besides hosts of common
insects. Those who have read my list in the Bcaird (vol. vi., p. 27G)
will see that I have taken several things new to the district. Sugar
has been my chief mode of collecting, and I started out for the first

time on June 19th. Anyone with plenty of time at his disposal might
have done well, as insects have been plentiful in all stages.—H. A.
Beadle, 14, Station Street, Keswick. September 2Srd, 1895.

CoxHORNE, NEAR CHELTENHAM.—So far as my experience goes, this

season is far superior to the last, in quality as well as quantity. I have
taken some very good insects at sugar in my garden, such as :

Grammesia trigraiiuiiiva var. bilinea, several in poor condition, which
I put aside for eggs, and have larvae feeding now ; Agrotis obscura (1) ;

A. sit/ndans (pymphila) ; Noctua depuncta (8) ; N. stigmatica (4) ;

Xanthia gilvago ; X. ocellaris (1) ; Plastenis fiubtiisa ; Epunda lutulenta.

One larva of Acronycta alni was found near the house, but un-
fortunately died. Of Acidalia inornata one specimen only was taken,

in the wood near, which laid eggs and the larvffi are now feeding. In
all, I have taken 265 species of " macros" within a short distance of

my house. On the 18th I took Noctua .vanthographa and Tryphaena
ianthina, in cop. Grapta c-album occasionally comes to sugared trees,

but is hard to catch. Ivy is now in bloom in a few places ; from it I

take some very nice forms of Anchocelis pistacina, also A. litura,

Orrhodia oaccinii, 0. ligida, Scopehmnna mtellitia, Mellinia circellaris,

and Xylina ornithopus. Light has been no good at all during the

month : I have only taken a few Luperina cespitis, Neuronia popularin,

Gortyna ochracea (1), A. pidacina, A. limosa, TapinoHtola fulva,

Xanthia fulvago, Thera variata, L'idaria iiiiata. Though I searched
dozens of ash trees nearly every evening, from the middle of August to

the middle of September, I only took one Cirrhoedia .veiainjielina, and
that on September 4th, while out shooting.

—

(Major) R. B. Robertson.
September 25th, 1895.

Tenby.—I was at Tenby from June 7th to 15th, and took a few
Leucania littoralis, Mamestra albicolon, Agrotis ripae, A. corticea, etc.,

at sugar, as well as Argynnis aglaia (very early for this?), Pararge
egeria, Lycaena aegon, etc., by day.

—

Ibid.

BoDiAM, Sussex.—The first fortnight in August was very unfavour-
able to collectors in our neighbourhood (near Bodiam), rain and cold

winds prevailing nearly every day ; so that I saw practically no day-

fliers, and sugar was not much patronised by Noctuids. This was
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particularly vexing, as the neighbourhood is new to me. I took

Plastenis retusa, but my remaining captures wore only Seoluiplvryx

libatri.v, Tryphaena fimbria (in fair condition), T. ianthina, Catocala

nupta and Mania maura, and these occurred but sparingly.—W. W.
EsAM, St. Leonards. September 2Hth, 1895.

Chatham.—In the neighbourhood of Chatham, during the three

weeks commencing August 15th, I met with abundance of Noctuids of

the usual kinds, and one specimen of Drepana cultraria. (Does this

moth often come to sugar ? I have never seen it before). The
weather during this period was intensely hot, but again day-fliers were

conspicuous by their absence. I only saw about half-a-dozen Pyrameis
atalanta, a few Lycaena hellan/us, and Cliryaophamis phloeas, not

very many Coenonymplin pampliilus, and one Colias edusa. I am told

that last year Vanessa io abounded in the valley that formed my chief

hunting ground, but this season none appeared. Is this species

becoming scarce in other places? I believe it has quite disappeared

from the neighbourhood of Hastings—at least I cannot meet with

anyone who has seen a specimen of late years. I was more successful

with Coleoptera, for in the valley above mentioned I took a nice lot of

Harpalus sabulicola, two Licinus depressus, numbers of L. silphoides,

two StapliyUnus stercorarius (under stones), a few Harpalus
rotundicolUs, H. azureus, and H. puncticollis, with some other species

of Harpalus that I have not yet had time to identify. Sweeping
was not very productive, as I took nothing but a ieyv Sermila palensis,

various Thyam is, which I won't attempt to name, tAvo Sitones crinitm,

one Cryptucejdialus jiusiJliis, and Cycliruutm Jntens. I may add that the

moth-trap was an utter failure, yielding only two Crambus cidmeUiis,

one Ceradoma costella, and one Eupithecia oblongata.—Ism.

WicKEN.—On .lune 17th, 1895, my son and I arrived at Soham at

4.58, according to precedent, and were conveyed by Mr. John Bailey to

Wicken. The weather was warm but rather unsettled, and promised
well. After tea we went off to greet Mr. Albert Houghton, who was
expecting us, and to arrange for the work of the evening. His account

of the season was most discouraging, and his boxes confirmed his tale.

Except that Macrogaster castaneae {arundinis) had been met with more
frequently than usual, the season had, so far, been a failure ; sugar was
hopeless. However, we hoped against hope, and persuaded him to

sugar the drove, fen and lane, and at 8.45 we were on our way out.

We soon found that he had not underrated the value of sugar. On
this and the next two nights, we took nothing worth mentioning at

sugar, except afew Leucania /7«^*i(c?e?is (rather early for this, was it not?),

Apamea unanimis, and Aplecta advena. At light we had rather better

luck. Herminia crihrumalis was abundant ; Nascia cilialis occurred in

fair numbers ; and besides these wo took several ilf. castaneae, Spilosoma
urticae, Viminia albovenosa, as well as some Meliana fiammea, Pieros-

toma palpina, etc. Wo worked away until midnight, or later, and felt

ourselves faily rewarded. June 18th was brilliant, and very hot, so I

wentover to Tuddenham with Mr. Houghton, and there we had very good
sport. Acidalia rnhiginata was practically over, as also was Liihostcge

griseata, which had been unusually early this year ; but we netted alarge

number of Agrojdiila trabealis, and Heliothis dipsacea, which are of a

much lighter colour than those taken in the New Forest, and a few
A. riihiginaia, and Aconiia liictuosa, Etipithecia oblongata runs to a
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large size in this locality, and is especially finely marked. Before
leaving Wicken I paid a visit to Mr. Solomon Bailey, and found that

his experience of the season exactly coincided with that of Mr. A.

Houghton, and my own experience in the New Forest having been
equally disappointing, I resolved not to visit Wicken again this year.

But the fates decided otherwise. The sudden and unexpected General
Election called for my presence at Wicken, on July 26th, to record my
vote, and it is needless to say that I made that the occasion of a fresh

raid upon the moths. I only stayed for one night, but it was a perfect

night—warm, dark and moist. Mr. Houghton did not flatter me
with any hope of success, and indeed sugar was, if possible, worse than
before. A few Helotropha leucostigma, and Galyvmia affinis, were
really all there Avere to take. The thing that struck me most was the

extraordinary absence of common insects, such as Agrotls segeium,A.
nigricans, Noctua c-nigrum. Leucania pcdlens and Xylopliasia polyodon,

which usually swarm at sugar, were each represented by only one or

two specimens. At light matters were different, V. alhovcnosa simply
swarmed. I took 50, and might have taken 150 if I had cared to stay

for them, but as there was not much else I got tired of taking dozens
of one species. A few each of Coenobia rufa, Tapinostola heUmanni,
Nascia cilialis, and Leucania phragniitidis, turned up, but little

beside. Thus ended my experiences of Wicken for this year. The
local collectors describe the season as the worst that they ever remember.
Agrofis ohscuva had not been seen when I was last there, nor Cidaria
sagiftata. Mr. Houghton took one very fine Hadena atriplicis, which I

have got, and several good specimens of Trochiliiiui apifoniiis. By the

way, IT. atriplicis and Acronycta {Cttspidia) strigosa appear to be

becoming increasingly rare ; one or two specimens in a season are the

most that are now taken.—J. C. Moberly, M.A., Southampton,
Sejjt. 28//?, 1895.

Shetland.—I have just returned from the Shetlands, where I spent

nearly three months collecting Liepidoptera. The weather was as bad
as it is made, but nevertheless I managed to get some fine things,

among which I may mention a grand series of Crymodes cxidis,

varying from black, through brown, to orange. Each specimen,

however, entailed on an average from 18 to 20 miles walking, many of

the miles having the peat-mud over one's boots, and getting into the

house frequently at 4 a.m., drenched through and through. Collecting

C. exuJis is not a treat ! ! I can noAV quite understand the dealers

charging £5 a pair for them. They are cheap at the money.
Rppialu^ humiili var. hethlaudica was not uncommon, and many fine

forms fell to my net. Emmelesia alhulata, and var. ihule, were to be

had among yellow rattle, and toAvards the end of August I took a fine

lot of the black form of Noctua fflareosa, and the Shetland form of

(iilaria vin?iavata. Noctua covfiua was to be had in fair numbers,
but many of theni very much Avorn. Tortricides and Tineides were
not in great numbers, but those that Avere taken Avere very interesting.

On some nights Xoctua cnnflua was very common on the sugar, whilst on
other nights scarcely any would be seen. Maiiwstra furra was rare,

and my experience of Noctua glareosa pointed to the fact that it

appeared carefully to a\'oid the sugared posts, and to settle upon the

Avires between. It must be remembered that there are no trees in

Shetland, so we have to sugar the posts, Avhich are rather short, and
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thus it will be understood that sugaring there is rather a "back-

breaking" job, as, on some nights, I sugared a mile of posts.—J. J,

F. X.King, F.E.S.,207, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. Sept. 'dOtli, 1895.

Kincardine, Braemar, Forres and Aberdeen.—Except during July,

sugar has proved very attractive here for insects. June was fairly

good on the coast, but in the woods it Avas utterly useless. Not a

single Hyiipa rerlilinea turned up at sugar, although the species was
about, as I found several at rest. July Avas good for day work, but not

for sugaring. I tried it at Braemar, but only a few Noctua fcKtira put

in an appearance. At the end of the month Mamestra furva began to

be attracted on the Kincardineshire coast ; and since the first week of

August, moths have swarmed in the woods. I started at Forres in

company with my friend, Mr. Mutch. Our best captures were Nortua

(h'/iuiicta, Ajdi'cta occulta (scarce), Tri/phacna subscqiia (getting worn),

Cosiiiia palcacca, beautiful red and black vars. of T. orbana, Ejninda

viminalis, Dijschorida ^mpccta, Noctua dahlii, Chariclea iiian/inata (very

late ?), Xanthia f)dra;/n vav. Jiavcsceufi, and a host of commoner things.

A week later, at Aberdeen, Dyschorista suspccta and LitJidiiiia sdlidacihiis

were unusually abundant, and continued until their season was over.

Noctua castanca was not quite so common as I have seen it in a good
sugaring season. N. sobrina did not take to the treacle until it was
well out and mostly worn. The common autumn insects, such as

Anchocelis hdvola, A. litura, Mcllinia circcUarix, have been, and still

are, abundant. Orthoda macilenta is out at the present time in

greater numbers than I ever saw it before. Calocampa vetmta and
C. c.voleta are both coming freely to the sweets. Epunda nigra is getting

over, but it has been out a long time, and on some nights it Avas not

rare ; it is ahvays a difficult insect to get in perfect condition—they

almost invariably have a nasty chip Avhich is not noticeable until one

begins to set.—A. Horne, Aberdeen. September 'dOth, 1895.

Forest Gate and Freshavater.—This season with me has not been

a productive one. I have found sugar next to useless in my own
neighbourhood the whole year through. I Avas staying at FreshAvater

(Isle of Wight), from the middle of August to the beginning of

September, and it Avas not until just before leaving that I saAV things

in anything like abundance.—A. W. Mbra, Forest Gate. October ^rd,

1895.

Perth.—Collecting in this district has been, on the Avhole, good,

August being the only month so utterly Avet as to stop all means of

collecting. Noctuids have been fairly abundant. On one night last

month I took, at sugar, 20 (Jalymnia trapezina, 15 Noctua glareosa, 9

Lithomia solidnytnis, 7 Agrotis obelisca, and a feAV Epunda nigra.

The folloAving Aveek a strange change occurred, 37 Calocampa e.voleta

falling to my lot, but no other species of insect being seen during

the evening.—E. R. Bush, 71, Strathmore Street, Bridgend, Perth.

Ocioher Qrd, 1895.

South Argyllshire.—Sugar has been tried at intervals in South

Argyllshire throughout August and September ; there Avere never many
moths at it, generally \'ery feAV.—W. M. Christy, F.E.S., Watergate,

EinsAvorth. October 5th, 1895.

Montrose.—Montrose is situated on the east coast of Forfarshire,

and on the north side of the mouth of the river South Esk.

All along the coast from here to St. Cyrus (about six miles
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northwards), stretch the sand-hills, and it is here that most of my
work has been done. This part of the coast is botanically very rich,

especially about St. Cyrus, where some very rare plants are to be

found, among' them being Dianthus deltoides, SiJene nutans, Cam-
panula glomerata, (', latifolia, and Veronica anagallis, whilst Vicia

cracca grows in abundance. On the south side of the river the coast

changes, and in place of the sand we have high cliii's and rugged trap rocks,

intersected with small bays. Inland the country is rather Hat, until

we reach the base of the Grampians, some fourteen miles off, and about

there are several high elevations, of between 2,000 and 8,000 feet,

which, no doubt, would produce some very good things, but up to the

present I have not had time to work them. The district is fairly well

wooded, but there is rather a dearth of oak trees. Sallows are plenti-

ful, and, as a rule, very easily worked. I think there are few

entomologists who work harder than Mr. Duncan and myself. Through
March and April we are generally in the woods by 5 a.m., and if we
do return home with perhaps only a couple of Fanalis piniperda each,

we try hard to be satisfied. I must say that our early morning
excursions have been very disappointing, and I, at any rate, mean to

give them up, as I don't think it is worth while to hunt around the

tree-trunks on frosty mornings for the sake of a tevf Lanntia nndl istriy-

aria and F. piniperda, notwithstanding the good old advice of the Rev.

J. G. Wood, to "Get up early, and go round tree-trunks and palings."

This year the sallows were very late, and our first expedition to them
was on April 17th. Each taking a couple of sheets, 12 feet by 10,

and packing them on our bicycles, we were soon at our work, and
obtained any quantity of Taeyiiocanipa gothica (a few var. gothicinaj,

T. stahilis, T. instnhilis, and a few P. piniperda and Cidaria suf-

fumata. A week later Pachnohia rubricotfa appeared, but these were

not so plentiful as last year. On May Gth we went to Inglis-Maldis

(eight miles inland), and on the heather caught a fair number of

Saturnia carpini. Fidonia carhonaria, Bupalus piniaria, and Anarta
myrtilU. The sallows kept us busy until the beginning of May, when
we changed our hunting ground to St. Cyrus, a splendid ground for

Lijcaena aslrarche var. artaxerxes. Here we Avorked nearly every

night for a month, combining the pleasures of netting and sugaring,

and the following is a list of our captures : Hepialus lupulinus, H.
sylvinus, H. velleda, H. humuJi, Spilosoma menthastri, S. fuligtnosa,

Odontopera hidentata, Choerocampa porcellus, Cabera pusaria,

Larentia didymata, L. viridaria, Enpnthecia lariciata, Melanthia
ocellata, Melanippe montanatn, Cidaria dotata, Euholia limitata,

Anaitis plagiata, Agrotis segetum, Noctua plecta, Hadena adusia,

H. dentina (very pretty forms), //. thalassina, Diaiithoccia capsincola,

D. conspersa (very dark), Axylia jnitris, A^ntmea hasilinea, etc. On
June 10th I took one specimen of Euchelia iacobacae on the wing at

St. Cyrus. On June 29th I took a trip to Bervie, 12 miles north.

Lycaena astrarche var. artaxerxes was very plentiful, also Chrysophanus
phloeas. I also took three Argynnis aglaia, any number of Zygaena
filipendiUae, one Xemeophila jilantaginis, and one Eiithemonia riissida.

From June 17th to July 28th we confined ourselves to the sand
hills close at home, occasionally taking a night off to the Craigs

Woods (these woods are about four miles inland and very extensive,

and it is here that the beautiful little Linnaca boreulis grows) for Hyppa
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irctiliiica, but during this time sugar was an utter failure in the

woods and we only got four H. nrtiliuea, and nothing else. Still, all

this time, the coast was yielding splendidly, and wo took the following

in great numbers : Lcwania conii/rra, L. lithargyria, L. littoralia, L.

comma, L. impura, L. palleiifi, XijlnpJuma rurca (and var. combtVita
;

also some very whitish forms), X. Utho.ryh'a, X. j^oh/odnn, Mamestra
alhicolon, M. brasfticac, Apamca basilinea, A. gemina, A. did;/))ia (in

endless varieties), Miana striiiilit, M. literosa, Rusina tenebrosa, Aumtia
rfstii/ialin, A. sct/rtum, A. exclamationis, A. corticea, Noctua aiujur,

N. jilecta, N. c-nitirnm, X. /estiva, N. rubi, Hadena admta, H. doitina,

H. oleracea, H . t/ntlassina, Cucnllia umbvatica, THanthdi'da coiisjx'isa,

Chocrocampa purcdhix, ri/rrha 7i)nbra (very plentiful), Caradrina

quadripnnctata ; and now (July 28th), Tapinostnla di/uii, which occurs

all over the sand-hills, was coming out, and the nights were hardly

dark at all, so that very little could be done before 11 o'clock.

T. dipni seems to be a very late insect ; a few are seen early in the

evening on the wing, but the greater number are found about 12 o'clock

on the heads of the marram grasses, from which they can be easily boxed,

and I find they travel very well in ordinary chip boxes. In the beginning

of August sugar began to play up again in the woods, and kept us well

employed until the end of September. Throughout August, ]>i/srJiorista

sunpccta and XocUia dahlii were out in hundreds, together with

Tri/pJiaciia pronuba, T. orbona, T. fimbria and T. ianthina, XnctiM

um-brosa, X. baia, X. brunnca, X. castanva (and var. neglecta), X.

xanthographa, Xanthia fulrago, X. flarago, Mdlinia ciirellaris, Agrotis

praecn.r, A. nigricans, LitJiomia solidaginis, (Jalgmuia trapezina. On
the coast the ragwort was out rather early, and produced (Jdaena

hawnrthii, Miana literosa, Charaeas graminis, some fine varieties of

Argrotis tritici and A. cursoria. September sugaring was decidedly

good, and the following fell to our boxes : K))unda nigra, Polia c/ii,

Hgdroeria nictitans, H. micarea, X. glareosa (with a few of the black

variety), A. suffnsa (one of which is almost a mahogany brown), Miselia

o.ryacanthae, Diehonia aprilina (which has been fairly abundant this

year), Hadena protea, (Jalocavipa retusta and C. exoleta ; one Anchocelis

hdrola ( I was greatly pleased to take this insect in Craigs Wood,
because I have sugared here regularly for three years, and this is its

first appearance) ; A. litura, the latter in great numbers, as in 1898

—

last year there were none ; Drthosia viacilenta (very abundant, but

not varying from the type), (>. lota, Orrhodia vaceinii and Scopelosoma

satellitia. We have chiefly confined ourselves to the NocTumES, and on

reference to my catalogue I find we have turned up lOG species thereof

in the immediate neighbourhood. We have almost dispensed with

rum, using methylated spirit instead. In a broom field, close to my
house, I have taken several Chesias rnfata, and C. spartiata is very

common here in the autumn. On the whole, 1895 has been a splendid

year, and almost every insect has turned up in great numbers, with the

exception of Hgj)]ia rectilinea, but I believe this has been the same
everywhere, as Mr. Home, of Aberdeen, tells me he has taken none
this year. I wish to mention this particularly, because I made a

lot of rash promises last year and I am not able to carry them out, so

that I am afraid I shall disappoint many of my correspondents this

autumn.

—

Montague Gunning, M.D., The Mall, Montrose, N.B.

October 5tli, 1895.
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The South London Entomological and Natural History Society

met on September 26th, 1895. Sympathetic references were made to

the death of Mr. Tugwell. Mr. Adkin exhibited specimens of

Spilowma mcutJiastri from Morayshire, the fore-wings of which were of a

rich dark brown colour ; also a specimen of Carpocapm pomumila, bred

from a walnut. Mr. West, of Greenwich, had bred the species from a

chestnnt. Mr. South brought a short series of Xanthia fnlratiu from
Macclesfield, which were representative of a large number bred this

year; var. y/rt(VArt'»s occurred in about the proportion of 1 in 20, but

the flarai/t) form was very rare. Mr. Turner showed Caloptcri/.c

rityo from Horsham, and a specimen of Lycaena icani.s from Clandon,

in which the sub-marginal row of spots on the underside of the fore-

Avings were prolonged into dashes. Mr. Carrington exhibited some
flowers of the Canadian wall-flower, which had been grown in Mr,
Briggs' garden, from seeds picked at the head of Lake Superior.

The fourth Pocket Box Exhibition of the N.L.N.H.S. was held

on October 10th, 1895. The meeting was fairly well attended

;

exhibits were numerous, and very interesting. Amongst them were
the following :—Mr. Rose : I'apilio machaun, Hjjna muiicata and
Yiminia albovenosa, from Wicken Fen. Also Acontia luctuosa,

Aijrophila trahealis, Heliotlih dipsacea, Hecatera serena and Acidalia

ruhicjinata, from Tuddenham. All these insects were taken early in

July of thisyear. Mr. Prout : Caradruia amby/iui, Leurania albiptincta-M\d

Tnjjihacna sKb.mjua, from Sandown. Mr. Battley : Taenioca)iij>a

ininiosa, Asji/ialia ridens, FaiiuUs piniperda, Tephroda crejniscidaria,

taken in the New Forest, at Easter ; and Scoria lineata, Erastria

fasciana, Scsia culirifoniiis, Aaintia Inctuosa, Kplujra anniilata, K. porafa,

taken at Chattenden, at Whitsuntide. Mr. L. J. Tremaync : a box
of insects from North Wales, including a specimen of Acidalia

contiijnaria.

:]^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
On a new Classification of the Lepidoptera, by A. S. Packard

{hora ih.Q Aincrican NatniaJixt, .July—September).—Upon the fact that

Walter has discovered in Eriaccphala caltlulla, maxilho constructed

on the type of those of mandibulate Insecta, and assisted by Dr.

Cliapman's remarkable discoveries in pupal characters throughout the

Order, no less than by his special studies upon the larva of E. caUheUa,
Dr. Packard proposes to divide the Lepidoptera into two "grand
divisions," for which he proposes the names Lepidoptera-Ijaciaiata and
Lepidoptera-Glossata. In the course of his papers, Dr. Packard finds

reason to style Hepialus a " colossal Tineoid." This may be the

correct way of viewing Hepialus, but, if so, it is a " colossal Tineoid
"

with a jugum and without a frenulum, and thus contrasting with other
" Tineoids," large and small, which are icithont a jugum and tvith a

frenulum. It appears, then, unphilosophical to class the families

with a jugum with those with a frenulum, as Dr. Packard would do
in placing the Hepialidae among the Tineides. The jugum is un-
doubtedly a characteristic of the lowest Lepidoptera or PalaDolepidoptera,

and has evidently been retained longer, in other existing families,

than the free pupa or the maxillaB of the imago. Hence, for purposes
of classification, the jugum offers a character common to more families

than the free pupa or the retained mandibulate maxilloB. Morpholo-
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gically considered, the difference in the mouth parts of the imago
seems more important. As it is shown only by a single species, so far

as known, this one should weigh the rest. But we are not quite un-

prepared for such a discovery. The valuable researches of Dr. Chapman
have settled the inferior rank of the Pi/raliflae, and Am'ntyDpm affords

some leaning to the Trichoptera in the small and single-jointed

maxillary palpi, and the reduction of the tongue to a short double

filamentary process. It is perhaps Avorthy of note that Hchrank, in

1802, restricts the genus Tinea to the I'ljraUdae [Crambiuai'), and, in

the breaking up of the Tineina, which now seems imminent, this should

be borne in mind, since what Ave now call Tinea and Tineidae may
have to be renamed.

Dr. Packard throughout pays a just tribute to Dr. Chapman's dis-

coveries, and recognises their importance. The terms introduced by
this authority are retained, and the observations underlying these

terms verified as far as the material goes. [The paper on Kriocephala,

by Dr. Chapman, Avas unknoAvn to the Avriter in draAving up the
" Systema " (August, 1895) ; the sequence therein of the families is,

hoAvever, not affected by the fact, the Kriocephalidae being simply not

included at the last, as they might have been.] It Avould seem from
Dr. Packard's paper, that the term (Uossata, of Fabricius, might come
again into use. Certainly many forms of this division are in reality

A(jlossata, just as many Frenatae Avant the frenulum. Perhaps the prior

designations of Comstock might be retained, and the families Avith

double jugum designated as Biju(/atae. The objection to calling the

Jvriocep/ialides—Laciniata, and retaining also Comstock's terms, is that

these Avould be no longer exclusiA'e. These papers of Dr. Packard are

illustrated by large draAvings of pupse and pupal parts, and abound in

instructive structural details and comparisons. The result may be

summed up in the sentence, that the phylogeny of the Lepidoptera,

the connection Avith other orders of luseeta, may be demonstrated from
liA'ing forms. The points in Avhich certain Vj/ralidae and loAver moths
resemble the Trichoptera are noAV assuming phylogenetic importance.

Other points for reflection are offered by Dr. Packard's paper. His
quite recent list of the Bombycidks, to Avhich attention Avas called by
Dyar, under their old limitation (1864), is at last abandoned, and Ave

are giA^en a genealogical tree at the close, Avhich "combines" many
of the discoveries of Dyar and Chapman. Another point is, that the

tribute in Dr. Packard's papers forms a striking comment upon the

obserA'ations of Mr. Hulst, observations Avhich Mr. Dyar euphemistically

sets doAvn to an " enthusiastic Americanism." The labours of Dr.

Chapman belong to all of us, but they reflect, in particular, the greatest

credit upon British entomology. Mr. Hulst's remarks are not

American in any true sense ; they are akin to those published in the

Entoiiidhit/iral News of Philadelphia, by Mr. Hermann Strecker, and are

probably a phenomenon which may diminish in proportion asknoAvledgo

and culture become more general.—A. Radcliffe Grote, A.M.

The tAvo concluding parts of " The IMonograph of the British

Pteropliorina" have just been issued, Gd. per part. The complete Avork,

bound in cloth, 161 pp., can be obtained from Mr. .7. E. llobson, F.E.S.,

Hartlepool. Price 5s.

The Second Edition of " Random Recollections of Woodland, Fen
and Hill," Avith 104 illustrations, is noAV to l)e obtained from Messrs.

George Gill & Sons, WarAvick Lane, E.G. Price 2s. 6d.
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CALLIMORPHA HERA.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Everyone, I suppose, knows the history of Calliuiorpha hem as a

British insect—how, some thirty years ago, a specimen was taken at

light, followed some years afterwards by a great haul, which almost
every British collector believed to have had a Continental origin.

Unfortunately circumstances pointed very strongly to this, and it was
generally assumed that the specimens were either bred directly

from foreign pup^e, or that the moth had been laid down in one of

its early stages, and captured on its emergence later in the season.

However, we know that circumstantial evidence is not always to be
relied upon, and in this case it would appear from facts that have
come to light more recently that C. hera has long had a haunt in the

Starcross district of Devonshire.

Many well-known lepidopterists have captured the imago in its

native wilds. Eggs have been obtained in plenty, and the insect has
been bred in considerable numbers, and it must be a poor collection

that does not contain a more or less complete series of this charming
insect, whilst the entomologist who has not seen the larva must either

live far from those centres where insect collectors most do congregate,

or be quite out of touch with his entomological brethren.

It is not given to everyone to see C. hera in its restricted haunts in

Britain, or to beat it out from the hedges in which, in Devonshire, it

appears to love to hide. Nor is it well that those who can revel in

the sunshine, and see this lovely insect lazily sucking nectar from the

eupatorium flowers in its Continental haunts, should waste their

time, ruin their patience, use up their energy with a beating-stick,

put up with a never-ending series of unwished-for shoAver-baths, in

order to add a ragged-winged specimen to their cabinets ; for it must
be owned that the captured specimens are rarely in good condition, and
that were it not for the readiness with which the females lay eggs,

and the comparative ease with which the larvae are reared, we should
have but few good series of British specimens in our collections. For
myself, I prefer to sit under the shade of a thick walnut or ash tree, and
watch the insect in dozens taking its natural morning flight, or

sucking its noon-day meal from the clumps of eupatorium, Alpine
thistle, or other favoured Hower.
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'Twas in the Cogne Valley I first saw this lovely insect, in its

native haunts. In a wild gorge, thickly covered with deciduous trees,

about halfway down the valley, between Cogne and Aosta, there was a

flash of scarlet, appearing and disappearing rapidly, and then a sudden

rush to the ground. " Can't you see it? " said my companion. I peered

carefully at the spot where I thought it must be, but failed entirely to

detect it, nor could I see it till Dr. Chapman pointed it out to me,

seated on a flower about six inches above, but otherwise in a direct

line with the point at which I had been peering so intently. Another

and another lazily got up as we walked on, their scarlet hind-wings con-

spicuous, but as they neared the ground they became suddenly invisible,

as they covered their bright hind-wings with their creamy-striped

dark green fore-wings. The sudden change from scarlet to what

appears on the wing as black, puzzles one until one gets used to the

habit, and then it must be confessed C. hera is not difficult to follow.

The following day, being at Aosta, we took a morning stroll and found

ourselves on a vine-covered slope. Following a rough footpath, we

found that it opened out into a dry watercourse with steep sides,

covered with grass and thyme, whilst along its lower edges starved

plants of the Alpine thistle could hardly support their yellow-green

capitula. A row of shady walnut trees ran along one side of the

miniature valley, but we had scarcely stepped off the rocks and got

among the herbage, before one, then another, and yet another scarlet-

coated C. hera flew from the thistle flowers, circled for a few moments

in the air, and then settled comfortably on another thistle-head to

continue their feast. Two, three and four of the insects were on

almost every flower, hanging motionless, and almost invisible until

disturbed. Their iridescent green wings and creamy lines are wonder-

fully suited for their protection, and one cannot but think that Lord

Walsingham's suggestion as to the value of the brightly-tinted blue and

red colours to the two species of grasshoppers which are so abundant

in the Alps, as warning colours when the insects are disturbed and as

being of such a great contrast to the darker tints of the fore-wings

Avhen the wings are closed, finds an exact parallel in this interesting

moth. Here, at any rate, C. hera showed us its true self ; here we

could study its true habits ; here we could learn Avhat its habits in

Britain probably would be when the hot sun tempts it from the hedges,

which usually have to be beaten to disturb it.

We found a considerable number of specimens in all sorts of con-

dition—good, bad and indifterent ; but, and this is a most important

but, we observed no variation. Perhaps a trifle smaller, on the whole,

than captured British specimens, the Aosta insects were, nevertheless,

distinctly a stronger and more sturdy race, wonderfully richly tinted,

but without the slightest tendency to yellow. Deep, rich scarlet was

the colour of the hind-wings of every specimen examined in this

charming spot. On the same ground J'ieris dajdidice Avas abundant

;

whilst, sharing the thistle -nectar with the Tigers, were vast numbers of

Footmen {IJthosia unita, I beheve), and the little crimson and gold

Wwdaria samjuinalU skipped about in company with Lycaena hellaryus

and its lovely, almost tailed ally, L. melca(jer, whilst Hipparchia statiliiim

haunted the rocks in the steep bed of the dried-up stream.

The females captured were most ready to lay their eggs, and two or

three boxes in which they were placed were afterwards found to contain
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a considerable number. These I gave to various friends in our London
societies, but none reared a single specimen, all the larvas failing to

hybernate. I have no doubt that the variation of climate was the cause,

and one can readily imagine the great difference which exists between
the ordinary climate of such a charming spot as Aosta and our
own unreliable climate.

We found CalUmorpha hera again. This time in a delightful hollow
on the slope of the Pfander, just above Bregenz, and facing Lake
Constance. A little stream rushed down the side of the mountain, and
the rocks had evidently so obstructed its course that it had worn out a
great hollow, the bottom of which it had slowly filled up with sedi-

ment before it tumbled over and went on its course to the plain below.
Imagine a large hollow with sloping, flower-clad banks, ringed around
at the top with larch and nut, alder and oak, beech and other
forest trees, whilst its lower edge formed a marshy, rush-covered flat

with alders and eupatorium thickly interlacing all over it. This flat

was maintained by the huge rocks at its lower edge, through which
the stream at last fell precipitously into the lovely tree-covered gorge
below. It was here that C. hera occurred again, with swarms of

Artjt/nnis paphia, A. aglaia and A. adippe, with Qonepteryx rhamni,
Grapta c-album, Vanessa iu and an occasional Euvanessa antiopa, whilst

a magnificent, well-ocellated form of Erebia aethiops, or a snow-white
Leucophasia sinapis occasionally fluttered over the marshy portion.

Here the eupatorium flowers proved the attraction, and on the flowers

the moths were absorbed in their feast in the morning sun. It was
one of those rare treats in life, when one could lazily sit under a nut-
bush and pick the already ripe hazel-nuts, whilst the insects played
and toyed, fought and quarrelled about the nectar of the eupatorium
flowers. In front the wood-clad mountain sloped so steeply that it

gave a full view, over the tree-tops, of the lovely blue waters of Lake
Constance beyond. Of the insects there, C. hera alone was quiet and
peaceful, nothing disturbed its calm, unless a bustling A. paphia stood
upon it, and then it did shake its scarlet wings, soar a few yards in the air,

and settle down again. One thing could be relied upon
; you could

watch a specimen alight on a flower, leave the spot for an hour or so

to explore some other retired nook, and make quite sure when you came
back again of finding the specimen where you left it. These speci-

mens, too, were all scarlet, none with yellow hind-wings were
obtained.

The variation of the hind-wings is one of the great peculiarities of

our British specimens. From the brightest scarlet, through every
intermediate shade to clearest yellow, the tints run in regular gradation
if sufficient specimens be obtained. Not that the yellow aberration is

not obtained on the Continent, for reference to Staudinger's Catalogue

shows that it is well-known, that it was named lutescens by Staudinger
in his Catalogue of 1861, being described by him as having " the

posterior wings yellow and spotted with black." He gives as its

localities " north-west France, etc." I have no notion to what
localities the " etc." refers, but the locality given, together with its

occurrence in Devonshire, suggests it as an aberration prevalent in the
more western areas of its distribution, and has done more to convince
me of the genuineness of the British localities, and that Devonshire is

indeed an ancient home of this beautiful species, than anything else.
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I can only add that of all the Continental spedmens I have seen,

I have obtained none like the yellow and intermediate forms which we
catch in Devon, and often breed from eggs laid by British parents.

The day-flying habits of the lAthimidac and of the FAichcliidae are

well-known. I have no doubt that this is their natural habit in the

warm countries they inhabit on the Continent, and to a large extent

is so here. The exigencies of our climate, however, may have modified

such habit, as it is well-known to have done in the case of several

Noctuid moths, which, like A/p-otis tritici, Hi/droecia nictitans and
others, occasionally give us traces of an old habit as they fly by day
from flower to floAver, a habit quite normal in the high Alps, where
the radiation by night is so great, that it soon produces a very low
temperature, and yet whose usual habit now in Britain is to Hy at

dusk, and come to our sugar, " weather and other circumstances

permitting."

No one need fear facing the breeding of British CalUmnrpha hera.

The larvae are almost omnivorous, and dearly love dandelion and
other garden weeds. Hybernating them is the difficulty, but, hyberna-
tion over, they feed on strongly and pretty quickly to pupation. Their

hybernation includes feeding just a little when suitable Aveather occurs,

and hence they want care and attention. Given these, you can breed

C. Iii'i-a. A little bird over my shoulder whispers " or anything else."

Coenonympha typhon and its varieties. *

By F. J. BUCKELL, M.B., B.S.,Lond.

The sub-family Sati/rinae furnishes not a few perplexing puzzles to

the student of synonymy. Several causes conduce to this. (1) Many
of its species resemble one another to such an extent, as to render it

easy for an entomologist, who had no guide but the short and often

imperfect descriptions of the earliest authors, to suppose that the

butterfly which he was examining was one that he there found
described and named, although, as it afterwards turned out, it was an
entirely different species. As a consequence more than one insect was
known by the same name. (2) The Satyrids are an especially variable

lot ; the sexes generally differ a good deal, and often got distinct

names from the same author, as was the case with the Meadow Brown,
whose male Linne called ianira, and its female iurtma. (3) Many of

the earlier authors were not field-entomologists, and depended on
others for the specimens which they described or figured ; moreover
they not infrequently founded their description or figure on a very
small number of specimens—sometimes even on a single one ; others,

meeting with different forms, did not recognise their specific identity

with the insects already described or figured and named, and so

named these forms as independent species. Thus, the same species

received several different names, and this multiplication of names was
rendered more easy by the tendency of the varieties to form local

races.

Among the British representatives of the sub-family, Erehia
epiphron and Coenonympha tjiphnn stand out as species whose synonymy
is pre-eminently difficult to disentangle. In the case of the former it

[* A Paper read before the City of London Entomological and Natural History
Society, October 15th, 1895.]
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almost seems as if no two avithors had got hold of the same form.

The latter is, however, more interesting to British entomologists,

inasmuch as most if not all of its varieties occm' in this country as well

as on the Continent. This is not a common occurrence, at all events to

anything like the same extent, among our butterflies. The varieties

have been named independently, both here and there ; often they

have been identified with insects with which it is clear that they have

nothing do ; and so, in the case of this species, we have added to the

task of disentangling the Continental synonymy, the necessity of

doing the same for the British and then of attempting to correlate the

two.

The conclusions that will be set forth in this paper are based, on

the one hand, upon a careful study of all descriptions or figures of the

insect, whether British or Continental, to which any reference could

be found ; and on the other, upon an examination of Mr. Tutt's long

series of the species, which has been gathered from very many
localities, and of my own much smaller one, for which I have to thank

many kind correspondents.

It will, I think, be best first to consider the butterfly as it occurs

in the United Kingdom, and to try and determine whether it occurs in

such distinct forms as to justify varietal names ; then to deal with the

names which have been given by our countrymen ; and finally to try

and correlate these with the Continental names.

At the outset it must be frankly admitted that in a series even of

the extent of that possessed by Mr. Tutt, it becomes possible to find

an infinite number of intermediate links between the two extreme

forms. Nevertheless it seems to me possible to single out three

forms which are sufficiently distinct to justify their receiving names,

and which roughly seem to predominate respectively in the Southern,

the Middle and the Northern areas of distribution of the species in

the United Kingdom.
It may be helpful at this point to indicate certain characters

which are not sufficiently constant to be available in the diflerentiation

of the several forms. The colour of the upper surface is of some value

in differentiating the Southern from the other two forms, but of none
as between the Middle and Northern forms ; the female is always

lighter than the male—in the Middle and Northern forms much
lighter. The continuity or interruptedness of the white band across

the middle of the under surface of the hind-wings is of no value

whatever ; its condition varies infinitely and correspondingly in all the

forms. The best distinguishing marks are to be found in the colour

and ocellation of the under side of the hind-wings.

After these preliminaries, we will proceed to consider the three

forms. The Southern, which is met with chiefly on the Lancashire

mosses, reaching across to the southern part of Westmoreland, is of a

more or less dark brown on the upper surface, the females being only

slightly paler. The ocellated spots on the upper surface are well marked,

and are surrounded with a fulvous ring; three of them are almost always

to be found on the hind-wing, sometimes five or six. The underside

of the hind-wing is of a uniform brown tint ; the transverse white

band is usually well developed, and the black constituent of the ocellated

spots is large, so that these form a very conspicuous part of the ornamen-
tation of the wing.
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Passing now to the Middle form, this occurs predominantly at

Morpeth, in Northmiiberland. Mr. Tutt has it from Carlisle, and
I received a large number from a generous correspondent at Penrith.

In addition I have specimens from West Argyleshire, and Mr. Tutt

has it from several parts of Ireland. Much to my surprise, Captain

Blaydes Thompson received specimens of this form from so southern

a locality as Thorne Waste, which is situated near the Lincolnshire

border of Yorkshire. In the colour of the upper surface this form
varies from a tint almost as dark as the Southern form to one

resembling that of C. iiamphilm. Ocellated spotsare generally present on
the upper surface of both wings, but are small and surrounded by an
ochreous instead of a fulvous ring, and are rarely more, often less,

than three in number on the hind-wings. The basal half of the under
surface of the hind-wings is greenish tending to ashy, and in fresh

specimens is characteristically hairy ; the outer area is of a somewhat
brownish shade, and there are five ocellated spots, distinctly marked but

small, with pale ochreous rings.

The Northern form seems to have its headquarters about

Aberdeen, at least it is from there that it generally reaches our

cabinets. Mr. Tutt has it from Rannoch, and a single specimen from
Killarney. The colour of the upper surface varies a good deal, but

generally has something of a ferruginous tint ; the female, however,

is of a " pamphilus " tint. The ocellation of the upper surface of the

fore-wing is always obscure, often consisting only of a tiny ochreous dot

or two, and frequently ocellated spots are entirely absent. The colour

of the under-side of the hind-wing is not very different from that of the

Middle form ; there is, however, less distinction between the basal

and outer areas ; as in that, the basal area is hairy ; the characteristic

of this form as regards the ocellation of the under surface of the hind-

wings is obsolescence ; frequently ocellated spots are almost imperceptible,

and sometimes no trace of them can be discovered ; there are never

more than one or two that are at all distinct.

Shortly, these three forms may be differentiated by the condition

of the ocellation of the under surface of the hind-wings, thus :

—

Southern form ; ocellated spots large and distinct.

Middle form : ocellated spots small and distinct.

Northern form : ocellated spots obsolescent.

It may be, although my geographical knowledge does not enable

me to say whether it is the case, that the three forms also represent

different ranges in altitude above sea-level.

The three forms occur in their typical perfection in the localities I

have indicated, but we also find areas of admixture. Forms inter-

mediate between the Southern and Middle forms occur, so far as my
material goes, at Carlisle, Rotherham, Thorne Waste, and Goole ; and
between the Middle and Northern at Carlisle, Morpeth, Glasgow, and
Pitcaple, as well as at Mohill, in County Leitrim.

Having thus indicated the characteristics and distribution of the

three forms which seem worthy to bear names, I turn next to the

names which they have borne in the writings of our countrymen.

With regard to the Southern form our course is easy. This was the

earliest form observed here, and appears to have been first met with

rather more than a hundred years ago. Lewin, who is the first

British author to notice it, says, in 1795, that it was " scarcely known
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in England till lately, when a gentleman found several in a swampy
situation near Manchester." By Lewin and Donovan it was supposed
to be the /'. hem of Linnaeus, an identification which, as we shall see,

could be defended from the works of that author. From the time of

Haworth, however, on to that of Stainton, it was uniformly known by
the trivial name of darm, and Mr. W. F. Kirby, both in the little

Manual nf European JyutterfUes (1862), and in his Sj/non!/)iiic Catalogue

applies this name to it under the belief that it was the form that

Fabricius described under that name. Newman adopts the varietal

name rothliebii, by which, since his time, this form has generally been
known in this country.

The other two forms have never been very clearly differentiated by
British authors. Haworth describes two species under the respective

names of Pap. poh/rhnna and Pap. tijphnn. There can, I think, be no
doubt that Haworth's description {Lep. Brit., vol. i., p. 16, No. 17)
of Pap. poli/dama applies to what I have called the Middle form. A
translation of it runs as follows :

—" Upper Surface—Fore-wings
greyish-fulvous, with two blind ocellated spots near the outer margin.
Hind-wings fuscous, but with a broad whitish inner-marginal area, and
with one small blind ocellus near the anal angle. Under S-urface—
Fore-wings fulvous-fuscous, blackish at the base, ashy at the apex,

with an abbreviated transverse whitish fascia ; between this fascia and
the hind-margin are two ocellated spots, distant from one another, with
obsolete white pupils and a black iris surrounded with white. Hind-wings
have a broad blackish fascia at the base, toothed at the outer side, and
terminated by an irregular whitish fasciola ; beyond this the colour is

ashy ; there are six small ocellated spots, of which three are almost obliter-

ated; all the ocelli are surrounded with a white ring." Haworth further

says that this insect much resembles in size the insect which he had just

before described under the name of Pap. davus, but differs from it in

being rather of a fulvous tint on the upper surface and ashy beloAV, and
in having smaller ocelli, whose cincture is white instead of fulvous. The
single specimen from which Haworth made his description was sent to

him by Mr. Watson, who "once took it in Yorkshire." This form
continued to be known by this name to Stephens, Duncan, and
Westwood, but by later authors it has been mixed up with the

Northern form under the name of darns. Stephens mentions North
Wales as a locality where it occurs. Miss -Jermyn, who generally

follows Haworth closely, for some unaccountable reason changed the

name to poh/meda.

The Northern form is probably that which Haworth fl.r.) describes

under the name of I'ap. ti/plmn. The only doubt upon the point is

due to the fact that he gives Yorkshire as its habitat, from which
locality it had been sent to him, like the preceding, by Mr. Watson.
Mr. Porritt, who is an authority on Y^orkshire lepidoptera, writes to

me :
" Your Northern form I have from Scotland only ; I have never

seen it in Yorkshire, and should be very much astonished to do so."

Haworth's description I have translated as follows :
" Male—all

wings greyish-ferruginous on the upper surface, either without ocelli

or with an obsolete one on the fore-wings. Under surface—Fore-

wings ferruginous with an abbreviated white fascia beyond the middle
;

one ocellus with a white pupil, black iris and whitish ring ; apex ashy-

whitish. Hind-wings, from the base almost to the middle, very hairy
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and fuscous or greenish ; this area is bounded by an abbreviated

whitish streak or fasciola ; beyond this is a grey area with two obsolete

ocelli, followed by a whitish marginal fascia. The female is much
paler ; the upper surface is unspotted, but, in common with the under
surface, often shows large pale blotches." This description accords so

well with the specimens which we now-a-days receive from Aberdeen,
that one is tempted to think that Haworth's information as to the

locality from which his specimen came was at fault. Subsequent
authors made no clear differentiation between the Middle and Northern
forms, Newman's figures of darns are decidedly of the Northern
form, but in his description he does not difi'erentiate the two.

Stephens f Illust. Hand., vol. i.,p. 64, pi. 7, fig. 1-2) describes a Hip-
parchia ijiJiis, the exact identification of which is not easy. It was of

a deep rusty tawny on the upper surface, and without spots, thus
inclining to the Northern form. On the under surface of the hind-

wings, however, the basal area was deep greenish brown, the outer

area in the male was uniform with the basal, but in the female was
cloudily fulvous, and there were usually five whitish circles with black

dots in most of them, and a sixth ocellus is mentioned between the

costa and the white interrupted transverse band. Stephens indicates

nine varieties of the ocellation, and gives as localities for the species

Beverley, Cottingham, Scotland, Wales and Cumberland. In the

appendix, published a few months later, Stephens states that he had
then become convinced that his H. iphia and Haworth's Paji. jiohjilama

were identical, and that the chief distinction between them was that

the Avhite fascia was uninterrupted in pdhjdania, interrupted in iplns.

It is probable, therefore, that iphu, Steph., is strictly synonymous with

polyllama, Haworth.
We arrive, then, at the conclusions :

—

(rt) That the Southern Form, at first supposed to be Pap. hero,

Linn., was for a long time known as (htrm, and in later years as var.

rothliehii.

(h) That the Middle Form is the Pap. pali/daina oiHnwovth imd
other authors, the //. ijiliis of Stephens, and the II. jmlytucda of

Jermyn, but that in recent years it has not been differentiated from the

Northern form.

{c) That the Northern form may be the Fap. tiiphon of

Haworth, and has from the time of Newman generally been considered

the typical C. dams.

We now reach the third part of our subject—the attempt to bring

these British names into line with those given on the Continent.

Linnaeus undoubtedly knew the insect, for he gives a recognisable

description of it in the first edition of the Fauna Siiecica (p. 2-iO, No. 790),
without, however, assigning to it any trivial name. In the second

edition of this work he confuses it with the species which he there names
P. hero, and places the diagnosis of the first edition as a second string

to /'. hero, from which, however, a comparison of the diagnoses shows
it to be essentially different. This fact it undoubtedly was, that led

some of the earliest authors (De Geer on the Continent, Turton,

Lewin and Donovan in this country) to apply the name hero to it.

The earliest name which we find rightly assigned to the species is

Pap. ti/phon, which was given by Rottemburg {Der Natur/orscher,

St. vi., p. 15) in 1775. Eottemburg's type is described as of a similar
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coloration to pamphilm on both sides ; it had one or two indistinct

ocelli on the iipper surface of the fore-wings, and from none to two
on the same surface of the hind-wings. On the underside it is noted
that the ocelli are very distinct ; on the fore-wings there are from one
to three, and on the hind-wings five or six. This agrees well with our
Middle form, although Kottemburg evidently obtained a form much
paler than the bulk of our male specimens ; still, I have a specimen
from West Argyleshire that agrees with ilottemburg's coloiTr-word.

Possibly the specimen from which the description was made was a

female. We may then conclude that our Middle form, the I'aj). poly-

dama of Haworth, is the typical CDenanipnpJia tijphoii ; this trivial name,
however, never obtained a very wide currency.

We next come to the familiar darns, which owes its origin to

Fabricius z' (rf'/i. Ins., p. 259), and dates from 1777. There is con-

siderable difierence of opinion as to which form it was that Fabricius

had. As already stated, our own earlier authors applied his name to

our Southern form ; Btaudinger makes it a synonym of the type. It

is not easy to decide with certainty to which of these forms it rightly

applies, but there can be no doubt that it is wrongly applied to the

imperfectly ocellated Northern form. The colour of the upper sur-

face is described as fulvous, the hind-wings being darker ; on the upper
surface there were two ocellated spots on the fore-wing, and on the hind-

wing five or six. So far it might be identified as the Southern form, inas-

much as I have seen no specimen of the type with six ocellated spots on
the upper surface of the hind-wing. Fulvous, however, is hardly the

colour-word which would describe this form as we see it, and the

description of the underside of the hind-wings as grey applies more
aptly to our Middle than to our Southern form. Herbst's dams (as

also Ochsenheimer's and Godart's") are undoubtedly the type to which,
on the Continent, the name seems to have been pretty generally

applied.

The next name we must consider is Esper's philo.ccima. In his

first use of this name [Die Schmett. in Ahhild., Th. i., Bd. 2, p. 25,

pi. 54, tig. 8) he undoubtedly applies it to the type, as is shown by the

colour-word yellow, Avhich could never be applied to our Southern
form, and by the figure. Two years later, however, under the same
name, he describes and figures {ih., p. 132, pi. 78, fig. 8) what he sup-

poses to be the male of the same species, but what is undoubtedly our
Southern form. That the tAvo figures bear the interpretation I have
here put upon them is clear from the fact that in the earlier one there

are, on the underside of the hind-wings, six distinct but small ocellated

spots with ochreous rings ; in the later, six large ones with yellow rings.

I submit, therefore, that Esper mixed two forms together under this

name ; that the earlier form is the already-named type, but that the

name phihixcnus is undoubtedly the earliest given to the dark Southern
form,*^' and may be legitimately adopted as the varietal name of that

form, as is done by Staudinger and those who follow him. The name
that is more usually applied to this form in this country is rot/dicbii,

which is generally supposed to have first seen the light in the first edition

of Staudinger's (.'atalai/uc (1861), but which was used by Herrich-

Schaffer ten years earlier, and by him attributed to Gerhard. I have
not been able to discover where (if anywhere) Gerhard piiblished the

* Unless davus, Fab., be admitted to have been applied to this form.
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name ; and it may be, as suggested to me by Mr. Kirby, that so far as

he is concerned, it was only a manuscript name.
We have thus far traced out the earliest name of our Southern and

Middle forms. We next reach the earliest name of our Northern

form, laidion, under which name it is described by Borkhausen
/ XaturnescliicJitr, \o\. i., p. 91, No. 29j in 1788. Borkhausen's colour-

word is yellow ochre, and the upper surface is without spots or mark-
ings. On the underside the fore-wings are grey at the tip and have a

single eye ; the hind-wings are grey with two obscure little eyes.

Diehl, writing in Borkhausen's tilu'inisclu'x Mai/azin five years later,

says that it was a female that Borkhausen described (which would
account for the colour-word), and that the male is somewhat smaller

and darker. Lang ( Rhop. Eump. j accepts this as the right name for

the obsoletely ocellated Northern form, and there can be little doubt

that this is the name by which that form should be known.
Continental authors have established the form found in the extreme

north of Europe and Asia as a distinct variety under the name of isis,

and this is generally spoken of as smaller and paler than the type, and as

almost or entirely destitute of ocellated spots. I do not think difference of

size is sufficient to establish this as a distinct form from laidion, with

which none of the earlier authors who deal with it compare it. Lang, in

his Rhnpalocrra FAiropae, says :
" Judging from the specimens

sent to me by Dr. Staudinger, it very closely resembles the British var.

laidion;'' Aurivillius, in his Xordcns Fjcirilar, concerning which my
great regret is that my Swedish is not sufficiently good to read it

with certainty, makes the two names laidion and isis synonymous,
and this was the conclusion at which I had arrived before I was
aware of the position taken by Aurivillius. *•"'

As regards size, our Scotch specimens dififer a good deal among
themselves, and it is probably a not unscientific conclusion that insects

inhabiting the ungenial regions of the north would be smaller than

their relatives farther south.

As regards colour, Thunberg, who is usually credited with the first

description of isis (although I cannot feel satisfied that the article in

which it occurs is not really by Beckln), uses the colour-word ferru-

ginous, or ferruginous-fuscous. Zetterstedt, who is the next to

notice the insect, calls the colour dilute yellow ochre, and says that it

differs from darns chiefly in the paler colour of the upper surface of

the fore-wings. Herrich-Schaffer, who had specimens from
Kretschman, says the colour is somewhat duller than that of darw^.

Freyer, under the name of dcmophilr, figures the same insect as of a

dull ochreous colour in the male, with a darker shade on the outer

margin. M^netri^s, who dealt with the Russian and Siberian forms,

distinguishes three forms of var. isia, but does not speak of any of

them as paler than the type, and Aurivillius distinctly says that isix is

darker than the type. It seems to me, therefore, that there is not

sufficient evidence of the existence of a pale Lapp race to justify the

establishment of a separate variety, although it is highly probable that

variations in tint are met with just as is the case with our own
Northern form. If this be so, then /.s/.s must sink as a varietal name.

In 18C)1 the great American lepidopterist, W. H. Edwards,
described {Ptoc. Acad. Xat. Sci. I'liiladclp/iia, p. 163), a butterfly from

* Beuter, in the work recently reviewed in these pages, agrees with Aurivillius.
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Lake Winnipeg, to which, believing it to be a new species, he gave

the name Coennni/mpha innrnata. Scudder [Butterflies of Eaatern

United States) also treats it as a distinct species. The late Jenner

Weir, however, in an article on the Ehopalocera of Hudson's Bay
[Entom., vol. xvii., p. 50), treats it as a var. of C. tiiphou. At present

I am not prepared to express an opinion as to which view is the correct

one. To do so would require a careful comparison of American

specimens with European ones, and this I have had no means of

making. I should, however, expect that Mr. Weir, who was able to

make the comparison, and whose acumen is known to all, was right, and

his view certainly receives support from Edwards' description. In

this the male is said to be ochrey-brown on the upper side, the disc

somewhat lighter, and the costal margin of the fore-wings and inner

margin of hind-wings greyish ; there are no spots above or below.

On the underside the outer area of the fore-wings is grey, the

hind-wings are grey with a slightly greenish tinge, and darker from

base to middle. The female is wholly dull ochrey-yellow. Mr. Weir

says {I.e.) of the variety, as he considers it:
—"They are like the

British C. daviisi, but even less marked with ocellated spots ;
indeed

on the upper side of the wings of two specimens I cannot discover any

markings." Provisionally I am disposed to think that the form is not

worthy of differentiation from var. laidion.

To sum up, the conclusions which have been reached in this paper

may be tabulated as follows :

—

Type, C. tijpJion, Rott. = ? daru.% Fb. ; ? iideift, Diehl
;

}i<di/dawa,

Haw.
;
pohpmda, Jerm. ; ? iphis, Steph. ; tullia, Hb.—British Middle

Form.
Var. philoxenuK, Esp. = ? mmarion, Bork. ; hero, Lewin ;

darns,

Haw., Jerm., Steph., Westwood, Staint. ; mtldiehii, Herr.-Schjiffer,

Newm.—British Southern Form.
Var. laidion, Bork. = ? i.si.s, Thnbg., Zett., Men^t., ;

devinphile,

Frr. ; ? typhon, Haw., Westwood ; ? inornata, Edw.—British Northern

Form.

An Instrument to be used as an aid for Setting the Smaller

Species of Lepidoptera.

By J. A. CLARK, F.E.S.

One often hears lepidopterists explain that they do not collect the

smaller species of Lepidoptera because of the difficulty of setting them,

and the older collectors often hint that their eyesight is not sufficiently

good to set them with advantage even if they did collect them.

Now that the march of science is necessarily sweeping away the old

landmarks, and that the old terms Macro-Lepidopteea and Micro-Lepi-

DOPTERA are practically (and I may add really) meaningless, and have

to give way to Obtect^e and Incomplete, representing respectively the

more highly and less highly evolved of the Lepidoptera, some large

and some small species being included in each group, it will become

more necessary than ever that observant and intelligent entomologists

should study simultaneously those species which show close alliance

one with the other, whether they be large or small in size.

I have for many years collected the smaller species of Lepidoptera,

but have recently found the necessity of obtaining some aid to my
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natural powers of sight, to properly set the smaller species. After

considerable trouble and expense I have devised and had constructed

an instrument which has proved invaluable, and the knowledge that

many brother entomologists may be glad to have the benefit of my
invention and experience, leads me to offer a figure and description of

tlio instrument, so that they may benefit thereby.

Diagrammatic representation of instrument.-—
A, lens ; B, hinge on which A works ; C, hollow

joint into which B C slides ; D, ratchet which

moves the crossbar B C up and down ; E, screw

to work D ; F, heavy brass stand into which the

upright is screwed. Scale, about ^ actual size.

It consists of a brass stand F, heavy enough to prevent any
possibility of tilting, into the centre of which the brass upright

DF is screwed. D is a ratchet working up and down so that the

lens A may be raised or lowered. E is the screw by which the ratchet

is elevated or depressed. The cross-bar is made of two hollow brass

rods, the right-hand portion attached to the upright D F, the left-

hand portion attached to the lens A. A slit in the left-hand part

allows it to slip readily, under slight pressure, into C, and to remain

firmly fixed there. The lens A Avorks on a hinge at B, and is free to

move in any direction. The focus of the lens may be adjusted by
raising or depressing the lens by means of the screw E.

To use the instrument for setting insects, place the setting board

under the lens A, look through the lens at the insect you are about to

set, focus by means of E, and then go to work in the ordinary manner.
The magnifying power may be varied by the use of lenses of different

powers ; the one represented in the diagram enlarges objects from two
to three times their natural size. The height of the top cross-bar is

amply sufficient to allow the right hand to work beneath it.

As the proof of the pudding is in the eating, I can only add that

the instrument has been of the greatest service to me. Small insects

may be set with the greatest readiness and facility, and there can be

no doubt that those whose eyes are not so young as they used to be

have one excuse less, when they attempt to justify themselves for not

studying the smaller species, as the ease and readiness with which the

instrument can be focussed for varying sights is such that it may
readily be taken advantage of by all.

I need scarcely point out the utility of the instrument for other

purposes besides the above. That of dissection and similar operations

will immediately occur to every one.

The instrument is made in three parts, viz. : (1) The base F.

(2) The upright and cross-arm to C. (3) The lens and cross-arm

from B to C. These fit readily into a small mahogany case, ex-

tei'iially not unlike a microscope case. I need not say that I shall bo

pleased to give any further information on the subject to anyone
desiring it.—The Broadway, London Fields. Nurember 3ril, 1895.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
On the double-broodedness of Cidaria silackata and Ephyra

OMiCRONARiA (annulata).—Cidaria silaceata invariably has two broods

in Devonshire ; the first appears early in May, the second e;'.rly in

August. In the warm summer of 1893 there were three broods, at

least a few individuals of a third brood emerged at the end of

August, the rest going over (I recorded this unusual event in the

Record for that year). The specimens of the early brood are a little

larger, and have the dark band divided, or partly divided, by the

longitudinal lines—an entire band being the exception ; the specimens

of the autumn brood, on the other hand, generally have the band
entire, and it is the exception to meet with longitudinal lines. Ephyra
omicronaria is also double-brooded with us, generally occurring a

week or so later than C silaceata. It has not been so abundant
as usual this year ; but the males (of the second brood) both of

it and of C. silaceata have been attracted by light, which has been
infrequently- the case hitherto. Have other entomologists noticed

the difficulty in procuring eggs this season ? I have failed to get

any fertile ones from both the above-named species as well as others.

—

W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S., Buckerell Lodge, nearHoniton. Sejjt.

5th, 1895.

Eupithecia succenturiata and subfulvata.—Dr. Freer's note on
these species [ante, p. 43) has interested me greatly, as I have
recently been giving some attention to them, and think there is still

room for some thoroughgoing investigation into the question of their

specific distinctness, such as I have previously undertaken as regards

Coremia ferrugata and ('. unidentaria , I shall be very glad if this note

is the means of eliciting opinions based on careful observation. For
my own part, I have a perfectly open mind on the subject, and in

fact have not even got so far as to form a definite opinion one way
or the other. Herr Otto Bohatsch, writing in Staudinger's Iris for 1893
(vol. vi., p. 30), decides to re-unite them—as had been already done
by Treitschke, Herrich-Schaeffer, Guenee and Snellen—having received

from Dr. Staudinger, from Asia Minor, the intermediate form dis-

parata, Hb., and he adds that "the larvae, in spite of different

food-plants, are identical." I may remark here that Snellen once

took the two typical forms in cop. As for the different food-plants, which
are given by German authors as mugwort for E. snccoUuriata and
yarrow for E. subfulvata, neither species is exclusive in its diet.

I communicated to Herr Bohatsch my own experience at Sandown in

1893 : a 2 of -E. succenturiata laid me one egg, and as I was anxious

to make acquaintance with the larva, I took the trouble to rear it

;

rather curiously, the very first bit of mugwort which I gathered for

it, when it was about to hatch, had on it four Eupithecia eggs, which
I also kept, assuming them to be of the same species ; these I took

care not to mix with the other. Later on I beat another E. succen-

turiata larva out of the same food-plant. During the whole larval

period no particular difference betAveen them struck me ; but I

unfortunately made no comparisons, having made up my mind that

I had only the one species. The result, however, proved that the four

eggs found were those of E. subfulvata, and since my attention has

been called to the fact, I find that I nearly always beat the imago
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of that species out of the Artemisia ; I fancy I have heard that some
of our northern collectors also get it from the same food -plant ; is that

not so ? Dr. Freer's note now supplies the further information that

both species (or forms) will feed in a state of nature on tansy. Should
any London entomologists want to rear them in their own gardens, they

will find that they thrive well on chrysanthemum. I have frequently

tried, during the last few years, to get eggs from E. siibfulvata by
confining it in a chip-box with sprigs of ragwort, yarrow, etc. ; but
having failed, I decided this year to try giving it a little more space.

Having captured a tolerably fresh $ (on Aug. 9th), I placed her in a

glass jam jar, covered over with muslin, and gave her a piece of rag-

wort with a good head of flowers (which I " sugared "—having
several times noticed that this insect has a fancy for ragwort flowers),

and also a piece of mugwort. The result was that over 200 eggs were
laid, all on the latter plant, and though a good many of the latest

did not hatch, I reared a good batch of the larvae. I also collected on
September 11th, by night searching, about twenty larvffi on mugwort,
which were without doubt those of E. succenturiata. The colour was
decidedly darker and duller than any of the E, sub/ulvata, but there

was very little other difference ; though the dorsal pattern appeared,

as noticed by Crewe, to be slightly different in shape. Both species

were fed with mugwort until I returned to London on September 21st,

and then with chrysanthemum ; so there is no possibility of assuming
the differences to be due to food-plant; but the -EJ. sub/ulvata weve
very constant in colour, and it must not be forgotten that they were
all from one batch of eggs, and that heredity may probably have had
considerable influence.

One or two further points which occur to me as indicating that the

two insects in question must be very specialised forms, if not perfectly

good species are, (1) the absence of E. succenturiata in some districts

where E. suhfuhata is common enough ; and, (2) the fact that in districts

where both occur together, and even in the self-same hedges (as at

Sandown), E. succenturiata appears a fortnight or so earlier in the

season.—Louis B. Prout, F.E.S., 12, Greenwood Road, Dalston, N.E,
Oct. 21st, 1895.

The hybernating stage of Pyrameis cardui.—It is often stated

that Pyrameis cardui hybernates in Britain in the imago state ; but
there is not, I believe, a single scintilla of direct evidence to support

the assertion. Newman states (Brit. Butts., p. 65) :
" The butterfly

appears in August, but the sexes appear to take little notice of each
other, and may be seen frequenting gardens or settling in roads, or on
the blossoms and teazles by the roadside until the end of October,

when they retire to their winter-quarters again, to appear in April,

May and June ; copulation then takes place, and oviposition follows

during eight or ten succeeding days." The butterflies do copulate in

August, for I have seen them, and I have also had the progeny
of August specimens emerging in October and November, in a warm
room. It is well known that P. cardui is a periodic insect in Britain.

On one occasion at least (1879), its course from North Africa and the

Mediterranean shores of Europe, to the central and northern parts of

Europe was well worked out. In N. Africa there is practically no such
thing as hybernation; the larva? feed on slowly, pupate, and emerge in

February and March. This is exactly what they appear to do in
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England, for Mr. Buckler {Larvae of Brit. Butts., [., p. 175) states

that: " On August 17th, 1885, Mr. Fletcher wrote that he had lately

seen two pairs of this hutterfly I'/t co^)., so that no douht there has heen

a second brood or partial brood this year." With this I quite agree,

for I believe that all specimens (even of ordinarily hybernating

species) of butterflies that pair in the autumn lay eggs, and so attempt

to produce another brood, and then die.

In the same work (p. 50), Mr. Buckler says that he received larvae

on September 18th (evidently from August parents). These fed up
and pupated about the middle of October, and then " early in the

first week of February, 1869, Cynthia cardui came forth." Mr.

Buckler suggests that the appearance was probably premature owing

to the pupa having been kept in a warm room." No doubt the con-

ditions of the environment brought about this result ; but it is clear

that in nature these larvtB would have fed more slowly than in a

warm room, and that the pupa would have matured more slowly. It

is therefore evident that P. cardui tries to pass the winter in Britain

in the larval and pupal stages, and its failure to do so is an explana-

tion of our never getting specimens except in those autumns following

a spring migration of the species. Mr. Buckler's warm room allowed

the species to do what I suppose it does every year naturally in

northern Africa.—J. W. Tutt.

On the rapidity with which some parasitic insects perform

THEIR METAMORPHOSES.—The remark {ante, p. 67) made by Mr. Enock
as to the rapidity with which Qgg parasites go through their meta-

morphoses, and as to their multiple-broodedness, reminds me of a

note which that excellent observer, Mr. J. J. Wolfe, of Skibbereen,

wrote me on May 18th, 1893, about the parasite of the larvae of

Melitaea aurinia, which suggests that that also is multiple-brooded.

He writes : "I have often met with the parasites of M. aurinia,

referred to in this month's Becord (vol. iv., p. 156). The egg is, I

believe, deposited singly in the young larvae shortly after hatching.

After the larva stops feeding for the winter the parasite forms its

cocoon inside the web. Possibly there are three broods of it. I

have seen it (or another) sting full-sized larva3, which then remained

for two or three weeks without turning till the parasites emerge, when
they spin in a cluster and emerge quickly (at least in captivity), per-

haps to sting very young larvjB again." If parasites go through

their metamorphoses at this rate, there can be no doubt that we have

much underrated their destructive powers.—J. W. Tutt.

"IT" AR I ATION.
Variation of Hepialus humuli and Emmelesia albulata in

Shetland.—The varieties of H. humidi captured in Shetland this year

were very fine, ranging through (1) unicolorous creamy-white, (2)

creamy-white with brown spots, (8) creamy-white with grey spots, (4)

creamy-white with pink spots. Males also occurred of the same
yellow colour as the females, but with dark markings.

—

Emmelesia

albtdata ranged from the ordinary type to leaden-grey, almost without

markings.—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S., 207, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

October 10th, 1895.
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Strange aberration of Chrysophanus phloeas.—Last Sunday I

took a very curious aberration of C. phloeas. The upperside is normal,
except that the hind marginal band on the left hind-wing is slightly

paler than usual. But on the underside of the same wing there is a
large patch coloured like the upper wing, i.e., with black spots upon a
tawny ground. Is this abnormal colouring a case of atavism ?—H. H.
CoRBETT, M.R.C.S., 19, Hallgate, Doncaster. Seplcmher Qth, 1895.

H^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Sphinx convolvuli and Acherontia atropos in Somerset.—One

S. conrolrull flew into a labourer's cottage, and was brought to

me on September 3rd, Mr. T. Parmiter, of Yeovil, also captured two
specimens flying over tobacco plants. Mr. F. Milton writes to a local

paper that two larvae oiA. atmjHis were taken at Wellington on August
13th.—W. Macmillan, Castle Carey, Somerset. October 20tJi, 1895.

Sphinx convolvuli and Acherontia atropos in Staffordshire.—
I have had one S. convolvuli brought to me this year, but in absolutely

unsettable condition; also two larvae of A. atropos, one of which died

from the severe handling it received from its curious captors.—R.
Freer, M.B.

Elachista akgentella in the City.—-On May 25th I captured a

freshly emerged FAaclmta an/cntclla
( J ) on the wing near the Guild-

hall Yard corner of Basinghall Street, One sweep of my chimney-
pot hat and she was my prisoner.—F. G. Whittle. October 20tli, 1895.

Lithomia solidaginis and Stilbia anomala at Cannock Chase. ^—
I am afraid L. solida(/inis has been completely Aviped out of Cannock
Chase by a tire, which spread all over its locality—one only was taken
this year. S. anomala has also suffered from the same cause ; but as 23
were taken this year by myself and a friend (males only, one female turned
loose), and the grassy rides where the larvae feed were not burned, I

hope it may recover itself.

—

Richd. Freer, M.B., Rugeley. October,

1895.

Notes of the Season.

Portland.—My experience of the season at Portland is that it has
been a very poor one. Agrotis pyrophila was very scarce—I have
only taken three. A. lum'gcra I have hardly seen, and A. Incemea
has been less common than usual. Heliophohus hispidus has been
scarce this autumn, and I have not seen a specimen of Epunda
lichenea. All these are usually to be obtained regularly, except A.
pijrophila, which is rarely met with in any numbers. I have certainly

been less to Portland this year than usual, but it is unlikely that my
want of success was always owing to bad nights, though I still find it

impossible to say what are the tastes of moths with regard to the

weather.—N.M, Richardson, B. A., F.E.S,, Weymouth, Oct. dth, 1895.

Scotland and North of England.—I have not taken Ayrotis

obscura myself this season, but I understand that it has been taken
ill fair numbers in the Hull district. A. pyrophila has been taken

again as usual about Pitcaple, whilst ITepialus humtili was abundant
at Unst, and in fine variety. Crymodes exuUs was very scarce, and I

have not heard of any having been taken at Rannoch or Hoy. Noctua
depuncta occurred freely at Forres in the autumn. Common Noctuida
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have been plentiful at sugar (especially in August), in many places in
the north of England and Scotland. One night at Scarborough, I

should think there were 400 or 500 on the sugar, but nearly all were
Noctua xanthographa, Tryphaena pronuhn, and Xylophnsia poli/odon.

LarviB at the end of August were fairly abundant at Seamer Moor,
and other places near that locality. The results of the little collecting
I have done here during the year have been exceedingly poor.—T.
Maddison, South Bailey, Durham. Oct. 12th, 1895.

Leigh and Southend.—I went to Leigh on May 31st to get
Epichnopteryx reticella, and a few larvffi of I'lim/a.s birddla
on the cock's foot grass. Of the latter I only got one. A good
many were observed last year, but only one moth was bred.
Hadena dissimilis (suasa) must have occurred in great numbers
on the marshes ; the numerous egg-clusters were unmistakable
evidence of this. The larvffi obtained fed up very quickly, and
two moths appeared in August. I think it is usual for one or two
individuals of a brood to appear in August, the rest lying over until
the following June. The larvse of Hyponomeuia padellus almost
stripped our hedges this season. Towards the end of June, when on
the look-out for larvae of Clisiocampa castrensis, I took half-a-dozen
Phorode»ma smaragdaria—the first time I have taken the moth at
large. In July I took, at Canvey and Pitsea, a few Caioptria citrana,
Orambus selaselhis and Chilo phragmitellus (one only) ; at Southend
at sugar, a few nice Cerostoma vittella and Ceratophora rufescens,
I also found one or two Poecilia albiceps on fences. In August,
Gatoptria candidulana was plentiful among its food-plant on the
river wall, and Agrotis vestigialis occurred near Shoebury. On one
occasion I found a specimen of Tortrix viridana on a salt-marsh near
Shoeburyness. Mr. Button, who made so many extraordinary cap-
tures on our Essex mud flats, has reported T. viridana as common at
sugar on an Essex marsh [vide. Eutom., vol. iv., p. 115).

—

F. G.
Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue, Southend. Oct. 21st, 1895.

TuNBRiDGE Wells.—I have not had a good season. Sugar has
been a failure, so far as good insects are concerned. I took several
Cymatophora fluctuom at lamps here. Ancliocelis lunom has been
swarming at sugar this summer.—R, A. Dallas Beeching, F.E.S., 24,
St. James' Road, Tunbridge Wells. October 8tJi, 1895.

Clapton.—I have bred a remarkably fine series of Ajiainea
ophiogranDjia from Clapton larvae. Anchocelis lunom was very abundant
last month in the garden, and Xanthia i/ilrago fairly common.—F. J.

Hanbury, F.L.S., Stainforth House, Upper Clapton. Oct. dtJi, 1895.
Glasgow.—I have been after rhihalaptery.v lapidata again this

season, but have found it very scarce.—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S.,
Glasgow.

:i^OTES ON LARViE, &c.

Food-plant of Hypenodes albistrigalis—a query.—Can any-
one tell me if the food-plant of Hypenodes albistrigalis is known on
the Continent ?—W. S. Riding, M.D. Sept. 5th, "1895.

On the management of lakv^ during hybernation.—I would
suggest, in reply to Mrs. Twopenny's question, a large roomy flower-

pot with a plant or two of chickweed growing in it, and about four
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or five inches of dead leaves, for the larvae of Arctia villica to winter
in ; the pot to be put into an outside shed, and not directly exposed
to rain or cold.—J. W. Tutt.

Larv.e of Acherontia atropos.—I have secured six larvie this

year, against ten last year.

—

(Rev.) C. R. N. Burrows, Rainhani,
Essex. Sept. 23rti, 1895.

The early stages of the Satyrin.e.—Information wanted.—
We know none too much about the affinities of our higher Satyrids,

except that Melanargia (galafea), Hipparcliia (semele), and Erehia
are the most specialised, not only in the British, but also in the

European fauna. The highly specialised character of the pupa3 of

galatea and semele, and their general appearance, make one feel at

once that they are very near to one another ; but it is doubtful
whether they have not reached a high state of development by
separate though closely parallel paths. I find that I wrote some
general notes, as far back as May 80th, 1893, which read as follow^s :

(1) The larva of galatt-a has a head which is large compared with
the constricted 1st thoracic segment; it (the head) is also rather thickly

clothed with hair, and in these respects much more closely resembles
ianira than sevielc ; the pinkish anal tips and crenate subspiracular

ridge, due to the depth of the abdominal incisions, resemble ianira

rather closely.

(2) The pale-brownish variety of the larva of galatea, although
bearing a close superficial resemblance to that of semele, rolls in a

ring when disturbed. On the other hand, that of semele has a ten-

dency to keep out straight and stiff without movement under similar

conditions, and not to roll up. The larva of semele is of a more
cylindrical shape, and has the ventral surface more rounded than
than that of galatea, which has the ventral surface flatter, and puts

one some\Yhat in mind of a Thecla.

(8) The subsegments of ianira, galatea and semele are as follow's :

ianira : 8 or 4 (1st thoracic), 4 (2nd and 8rd thoracic), 5 (abdominal)
galatea: 3 ( ,, ), 1

( ,, ), 5
( ,, )

semele: 2 ( ,, ), 6
( ,, j, 6 ( ,, )

thus showing a much nearer alliance between ianira and galatea,

than between galatea and sehiele.

I am in want of information from books or observation as to the

number of subsegments in the various segments of the larvje of

Coenoiiymplia {paviphilus or typlion) and of lujperanthiis. If I could

get this I might be able to get sufficient evidence to prove or disprove

a view I have, as to the evolution of galatea and semele as parallel

Satyrid branches, rather than along the same line.—I should be

also glad of tha same facts with regard to Epiuephele tithonns.—J. W.
Tutt, Westcombe Hill, S.E.

URRENT NOTES.
Most parasites of lepidopterous larvfe live inside the body of their

host. The Rev. T. A. jMarshall gives an account [K. M. ^f., Nov.)

of one that attaches itself to the outside of its host, and that he

believes to belong to the genus Plvromalus. A Noctuid larva (probably

of Mamestra hrassicac) was obtained on August 17th, which was not

quite full-grown, and which was " infested with thirteen parasites,
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adhering to various parts of its body, four in a row on each side above,

and five on the underside in groups of two and three. The caterpillar

was in an advanced state of marasmus, the anterior half of its body

being much emaciated ; it still clung to leaves, but was unable to eat

or crawl The parasites were 1^ mm. in length, grass-green,

smooth, shining, pyriform, and obtuse behind ; their cephalic

extremity (for it can hardly be called a head) was plunged into the

body of the victim, the posterior and blunter end remaining free." The
larva died on August 18th, and by the morning of the 21st all the

parasites had released themselves from its body. On the 22nd they

changed to delicate Avhite pupje, " lying on their backs, unprotected by
any cocoons, and now showing the whole Hymenopterous structure of

antennje, legs, etc., packed into the smallest compass." In the course

of a few hours the colour changed to grey, and then to deep black.

The imagines emerged on September 11th and 12th.

The sale of Mr. W. Farren's Psi/cJddae and Tincina is announced by

Mr. J. C. Stevens for December 2nd. The beautiful condition and
perfect setting of the smaller species is sure to prove a great attraction,

and to provoke considerable competition. On December 10th, the

collection formed by the late Mr. W. H. Tugwell will be sold. During
his last illness we understand that Mr. Tugwell labelled every insect in

his collection. The collection contains long series of many rare and
local species.

Mr. G. C. Champion [K. M. M.) adds Bouhiiliiun rircns, GylL, to

the British list, having taken specimens in 1892 on the shores of Loch
Maree, in Eoss-shire.

The Knto))i()l(i(/ist's Mmitlili/ Mai/a::i)ie for November is rich

in records of captures of rarities. Mr. E. W. Lloyd captured two speci-

mens of Amara alpina on the summit of Clrayvel, near Loch Eannock.
Mr. H. J. Cuthbert obtained one Carabus canccllatus near Rosscarbery,

in West Cork. Mr. J. J. Walker was successful on three occasions

during the year in obtaining Psanwwbius pdirirollis in fair numbers
at Whitsand Bay, Cornwall. He says that the species " appears to be

restricted to a space of a few square yards in extent, about half-way up
the cliffs, and 30 or 40 feet above high water mark, where the clean

sand of the beach passes into a sort of loam .... It is usually

found in a burrow about an inch long, either at the side or just under

the edge of the stones, and is frequently so coated with red earth as

not to be at once discernible when the stone is raised." Mr. Walker
thinks that it is obtainable during the whole of the spring and summer,
as he found it on March 25th, and again in August. Of Lepidoptera

the Eev. E. N. Bloomfield mentions the capture of a rather worn
specimen of Catncala fra.vini in a house on the outskirts of Hastings,

on September 25th. Mr. Sydney Webb noticed among the Natural

History Collections made by the pupils of Mr. Murray, of Upper
Walmer, a fine female (irapta c-alhum, caught in the grounds of the

school, at the end of September.
Mr. F. Lovell Keays calls attention (7'.'. ill. M., November) to the

emission of a filthy smell by a specimen (?) of Bapta hiviaculata

{('orijcia tain inata), which reminded him of "an unusually 'strong'

Chri/sopa in full blast. The chip box smelt for hours afterwards,

whilst the stench in the damp box in which it was temporarily placed

made the box intolerable until thoroughly aired."

Mr. J. T. Fountain recommends {Entom., November) slaked lime
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for the removal of " grease." He powders it up finely, puts it in a

box, and rests the wings of the "greasy" subjects on it. He covers

the bodies, having first cut off a portion of the underside and extracted

as much of the contents as possible. We shall be glad to hear from

any of our readers who may try the experiment.

Mr. W. J. H. Simmons records {Kntmu., November) the capture of

a male Catocala fra.rini near Folkestone.

Mr. W. T. Sturt states {Kntaiii., Nov.) that he has received

from a non-entomological friend four larviB of SjiJdn.c convolruli, which

had been found by a fisherman feeding on L'unvolndus arrcnsis, at

Whitsand Bay, Cornwall. One had pupated at the date of his com-

munication (Oct. 21st), the others were still feeding.

^g^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Dorset LEpmopTERA in 1892-3, with description of the larva

OF Epischnia bankesiella, by N. M. Richardson, B.A., F.E.S.

[Dorchester: ''Dorset Countij Chronicle'' 'Pnntmg Works.]—This

little pamphlet of a dozen pages is written in a most interesting style,

and is full of important matter ; it is illustrated by a chromo-litho-

graph plate of Lita snacdella, Lita ocelhitella and Lita plantagineJla,

depicting the imagines, larvag and food-plants. The plate reflects the

greatest credit on the artist, Mrs. Richardson. Mr. Richardson discusses

the abundance of < 'alias edusa in 1893, of Pyrameis cardui in 1892, and

of ('hrysoi)hanus phloeas in 1893, also the early appearance of Thymelicus

actaeon in 1893, as well as the occurrence of many rarities in the same

year. The three species of Lita from Chesil Bank, referred to above,

are described in full, whilst the life-history of Epischnia bankesiella

is a good piece of work, representing as it does the discovery of some-

thing new to science, and the clearing-up of the facts connected with

the life-history of one of our most obscure and least-known species.

Without mentioning the food-plant, Mr. Richardson describes the

" oval, flattened, beautifully iridescent " eggs, " covered with very

minute holes and small wavy ridges, enclosing numerous little

spaces with from three to six sides each." The larva " from its

earliest days spins a sort of nest round itself on a shoot of its food-

plant and after a time, when this nest attains some size, lives in

a silken tube in the middle of it, coming out at night to feed upon the

leaves. In the autumn it thickens the middle portion of this tube,

and there passes the winter. In the spring it seeks fresh food, and

constructs another nest. About May it closes up the ends of its silk

tube, forming a rather strong cocoon, turns to a pupa, and emerges in

June or July." In 1893 there was a partial second brood of the

moth, but this is probably quite unusual. A full description of the

larva and pupa is added, with notes on the variation of the imago,

some specimens being very pale, almost cream-coloured, with dark

grey markings on the veins and elsewhere, whilst one specimen of the

ordinary cinereous grey form has very distinct and dark transverse

lines. The similarity of the moth to an accidental slight excrescence

on a piece of stick or on a dead stem is very striking.

Frail Children of the Air, by Samuel H. Scudder [Houghton,

Mifflin & Co., The Riverside Press, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A. Price 6s.]

.

—-We read these delightful essays some years ago. We have read them
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again with a delight equal to that we enjoyed at our first acquaintance.

The 31 chapters are culled from the author's great work, Buttcrjlies

of the Kaxtern UniU'd States and Canada, and deal with the more
philosophical questions that arise in the mind of every thoughtful

entomological student. They have been revised, and are now quite

up to date, and include extensions in the direction of some of the more
recent discoveries such as those with regard to the coloration of certain

larvre and pupfe, by means of which they assimilate to their environ-

ment, and other additions of equally recent date. To quote from it would
be to steal the book, for where should we leave oft' once the quoting
commenced ? In view, however, of the papers on hybernation,

recently published in this magazine, we would give the following

extract from the chapter, " Lethargy in caterpillars." The author
writes :

—" There are lethargic periods in the life of every caterpillar,

when it has gorged itself to the full, and rests quietly to digest its

meal ; but these last at most but a few hours. For those that feed

exclusively by day, or by night, as the case may be, there is also that

slightly longer diurnal period when they enjoy a period of quiet, shared
with a great body of their fellow creatures, including ourselves.

There is further that much longer period of inactivity which comes to

those that must pass the winter in the caterpillar stage, a period we
call hybernation, and which is immediately related to low temperature
and absence of food. The period of inactivity, termed lethargy, is

directly connected with this last, although neither of the provocative

causes are present. It is a period of greater or less duration, lasting

from a few days to a few months, generally as much as two or three

weeks, often in the very heat of midsummer, when the food-plant of

the caterpillar is superabundant and low temperatures are at farthest

remove. In some instances it extends from midsummer to winter,

and so may be called premature hybernation. In nearly, if not quite,

all cases it affects only a portion of any given brood of caterpillars,

the remainder of the brood continuing on in the regular course. Even
the portion which is concerned in it may be unequally aftected, some
arousing from the torpor at the end of a few weeks, and proceeding
regularly thereafter with their transformations, others continuing
torpid to and through the winter. This shows its direct relation to

hybernation. The same phenomenon occurs in the chrysalis state,

where sometimes early in the season a portion of a brood will disclose

the butterfly, while another portion will retain the inmates until the
succeeding spring, etc. But its occurrence in the active larval stage
is far more unexpected.

" This lethargy in caterpillars was first observed by a French natur-
alist, named Vaudouer, more than sixty years ago, but his statements
lay a long while nearly unnoticed. According to this observer (a full

account of whose observations is given in my Netr Knriland Butterfiies),

one of the European species of Brenthis, upon wliich he experimented
flies in May, and again in July and August. The caterpillars from
the second summer brood are half-grown when winter comes, hyber-
nate in this stage, and, in time, produce the spring brood ; the
caterpillars of the spring brood, when they have reached the hybernating
age, late in June, act in a precisely similar manner, and some of them
do not arouse until the succeeding spring, when, with the caterpillars

of the summer brood, they produce a new spring brood, but other
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caterpillars of the spring brood, which become lethargic, awaken
from their torpidity after a time, resume eating, undergo their trans-

formations, and emerge as butterflies in July and August. This same
feature occurs in some of our own species of Brenthis (Anij/)ini.s), &s I

have several times observed.
" The cause of this strange feature in butterfly life must be

attributed, like all other points in their history, to the struggle for the

perpetuity of the species. Should disaster befall the advance-guard
who have not halted by the way, the sluggards can take up the work

;

the chances of survival are not doubled, perhaps, but greatly increased.

Nature seizes upon some phenomenon in the life of each species, and
turns it to its advantage ; thus in the European lUmthis, it seizes on
the caterpillar's habit of hybernation when half-grown, and forces the

spring brood of caterpillars at that point in their groAvth to premature
hybernation, in which some continue throughout the hot weather, and
until the following spring."

—

Ed.

OCIETIE S

The Entomological Society of London resumed its meetings on
Oct. 2nd, 1895. Mr. H. Tunaley exhibited specimens of Lobophora vire-

tata from the neighbourhood of Birmingham. Specimens of the dark
green form were shown in their natural positions on the bark, and speci-

mens of the yellow form Avere shown on leaves on which they rested. Mr.
J. W. Tutt exhibited, for Mr. Anderson, of Chichester, cases formed
by a Lepidopterous insect received from the Argentine Republic,

which he said he recognised as being either identical with, or closely

allied,"to, Thijridoptcryx ephemeracforwis, which did great damage to

many orchard and forest trees in North America. Mr. Tutt also

exhibited a series of Lycaena aegon, captured by Mr. Massey, of Dids-

bury, on the Mosses in Westmoreland. The males were remarkable
in bearing two very distinct shades of colour. The females also

differed considerably from the form occurring in the south of England.
He also exhibited, for Mr. T. Acton, a long series of Uydroecia lucens,

captured in the Mosses near Warrington, and for comparison a series

of Hydroecia paludis, and he read notes on the various specimen^
exhibited."—^Another meeting was held on October 16th, when Mr.
F. C. Adams exhibited a series of nineteen Merodon rqnestn's, con-

taining several varieties, showing their resemblance to wild bees of

the family Apidae ; also specimens of Leptomorphus loalhcrt, Curt.,

taken in the New Forest in September last, and Melanostoma hyaJi-

naluni, Fin. (male and female), from a series of eighteen, also taken in

the New Forest in the latter part of August last. Mr. Adams further

exhibited a specimen of SpUomyia spectosa, Rossi, from the New
Forest. Lord Walsingham exhibited the type and paratypes of

Fseudodoxia limulus (Rghfr.), together with the larval cases and a

preserved larva. His lordship directed attention to the curious trun-

cate concave head of the larva which forms an operculum to the tube,

and remarked that the cases of this insect, which were apparently not
uncommon in Ceylon, the larva feeding on mosses and lichens, had
been known for some considerable time. So long ago as 1864 Mr.
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McLachlan found them in the British Museum collection of cases of

Caddis worms, and at that time, being only acquainted with the case,

he was disposed to consider them the work of one of the Leptoceridae.

In 1889 Herr Eogenhofer gave the name Fumea 1 limulus to the case

and its contents, and Mr. McLachlan agreed from the evidence then

adduced that the insect was Lepidopterous rather than Trichopterous.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society

met on October 10th, 1895, when the following among other exhibits

were made. By Mr. McArthur : specimens taken by him this year in

the Orkneys, among which were :—A series of Thera juniperata with

a much whiter ground-colour, while the dark markings were intensified

and somewhat extended ; two almost white specimens of Melanippe

moutanala ; three fine forms of Nemeophila plantaginis, one having

much darker hind-wings, while another had yellowish-red hind-

wings with fewer dark markings ; Epunda lutidenta vars. sedi

and luneburgensis. By Mr. Winkley, for Mr. Montgomery, of

Ealing : specimens of a second brood of Argynnis selene, captured

in August, in Abbot's Wood ; also a specimen of Lycaena hellargus,

from Eastbourne, in which the underside was very light, with the

base blue and many of the usual dark markings obliterated, while

others were extended. By Mr. R. Adkin : Noctua depuncta, from

Morayshire. By Mr. H. J. Turner : a specimen of Crioceris merdi-

gera, from Chattenden.
City of London Entomological and Natural History Society,

September 17th, 1895.—Exhibits:—Rev. C. R. N. Burrows : a series

of Apamea ophiogramma, taken on sugar in his garden at Rainham
;

he remarked that the eggs of this species are laid in a row in a fold at

the edge of the leaf of ribbon grass. Mr. Bayne : a small specimen

of Boarmia roboraria from Epping Forest, and a brownish specimen

from the New Forest, in which the usual peppering of small dots was
wanting on that portion of each wing contiguous to the inner margin

and anal angle ; also a Boarmia gemmaria with a pale-greyish

median area to the forewings. Mr. Bacot : a series of Bryoplnla

perla from the Waterworks Wall, Lea Bridge, the specimens being very

cleanly marked. Dr. Buckell : three series of Eugenia quercinaria,

bred this year. The parents of Series I. were of the normal narrow-

lined form, with few markings ; their progeny showed a very slight

melanic tendency. The parents of Series II. were darker, the male

showing a strong leaning towards melanism in the outer third of the

fore-wings ; many of the male progeny showed considerable darkening

on both inner and outer third of fore-wing, the females having the

lines strongly marked, and in some casess bowing a considerable

sprinkling of dark scales. The parents of Series III. were a very dark

male and a very pale female ; the progeny were all dark (some

extremely so), and many of the females had the outer third of fore-

wings very dark, Mr. Nicholson also exhibited a short bred series of

the same species. The parents were a male with outer third of fore-

Avings considerably suftused with a smoky tint, and a female with

inner and outer thirds also very much suftused. All the females bred

showed a strong melanic tendency in the outer third, except one,

and all, except two, were dark on the inner third ; the males all

showed similar darkening, and one was entirely suftused with the

smoky brown tint, especially on the inner and outer thirds.
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Mr. Bacot, referring to a recent visit to Sandown with Mr.
Prout, said that a mixture of raspberry jam and methylated spirits had
proved more productive than the usual compound of treacle, rum, and
jargonelle essence. They had taken, amongst many other species,

Lencnnia alhipuncta, Aporoplii/la aust^-alis (common), ^^ro/t« saucia

(abundant), and all the Tryph;enas except T. interjecta.

October 1st, 1895.—Exhibits :—Mr. Oldham ; a Leucania alhi-

puncta from Folkestone. Mr. Clark : a New Forest specimen of

Chora lichenaria, about as large as a Curemia ferrucjata. Mr.
Tremayne : a Mamestra hrassicae from Deal, which had a pale

yellowish-grey ground colour and very distinct dark transverse lines,

the usual dark mottling being almost entirely absent. Mr. Nicholson :

a short series of males of Ocneria dispar, bred this year ; one was
strikingly marked with pale buff, and several others showed consider-

able variation in the same direction ; the specimens varied in size

from an inch and three-quarters to an inch and seven-eighths across

the wings. Capt. Thompson : EuhoUa cervinaria, bred from larva)

taken at Hornsea, Yorkshire. Mr. Bacot : a specimen of Naenia
typica, in which the nervures were almost devoid of the usual white

scales, especially towards the centre of the wing ; also a very pale

form of Acronycta megacephala approaching A. aceris, and a very

dark specimen having a subterminal border of pale spots in the fore-

wings. Mr. Tutt : Lycaena aegon, from Westmoreland, also Dyschorista
snspecta, Celaena haworihii, Hydroecia paludis and H. lucens from
Warrington.

October 15th, 1895.—Exhibits :—Mr. Nicholson : a specimen of

Mamestra hrassicae of an almost uniform lead-colour, the discoidal

spots and subterminal line being of a smoky yellow tint. Mr. Tre-

mayne : Acidalia contiguaria and other species from N. Wales. Dr.

Sequeira : amongst other insects, a very fine pale banded form of

Cidaria siterata, taken at ivy bloom in the New Forest. Mr.
Oldham : a male Odonestis potatoria with female coloration, bred

from a Cambridgeshire larva ; also a living example of Chelonia cata,

taken at Woodford on the evening before the meeting. Mr. Bayne :

Parnphila comvta, from Aylesbury, showing variation in the amount of

suli'usion with paler scales. Kev. C. R. N. Burrows : series of

Xanthia gilvago and X. circellaris, from Suffolk, showing some
beautiful dark varieties. He enumerated a list of 14 species, which he

had seen at sugar, at Eainham, before he left for the meeting ; these

included Calamia hitosa, Plusia gamma, Noctua c-uigrum, Caradrina

ciihicidaris and Orthosia Iota. Mr. Bate : a living Achcrontia

atropos, which was easily induced to squeak. In quality of tone the

sound resembled the cry of the corncrake in miniature, but it was
repeated incessantly instead of twice at short intervals, as in the case

of the bird. The vexed question as to the exact method by which the

sound is produced was not settled, but the proboscis and palpi seemed

instrumental in its production. Mr. T, W. Jackson : a very large

bred variety of Chelonia caia, in which the fore-wings were very

slightly marked with brown, and the hind-wings were uniformly

orange, except a blackish blotch near the apex. The left pair of wings

were less distinctly marked than the right.

Dr. Buckell read a paper on " Coenonympha typhon," several of

the members exhibiting: their series of the insect.
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The "Basket Caterpillar" and " Bagworm."
(With Plate).

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

I received in August last, from Mr. Joseph Anderson Junr., of

Chichester, a number of remarkable cases, varying from 2J to 2f inches

in length, which had evidently been constructed by the caterpillar of

some lepidopterous insect. These cases had been sent from the

Argentine Republic, and Mr, Anderson informed me that the insect

was known there by the name of the "Basket Caterpillar,"

The cases were fastened round a twig [ride, Fig. 1 a ; Fig 3 f).

As the full-fed larva crawls along in the manner shown (Fig. 3 ,/'),

and evidently does not leave its case to fasten it thus when full-fed, it

is clear that the fastening must be done when the caterpillar is inside,

and the head towards the fastening. Unless the caterpillar turns

round before pupating, it might reasonably be supposed that the head
of the pupa pointed towards the fastened end. At the opposite end
is a long loose cylindrical silken structure open at the extremities.

That the larva does turn round was evident on dissection, for the head
of the pupa was turned away from the fastening, and the cast larval

skin, head, &c., which had come away when pupation took place,

were at that end at which the case is fastened to the twig. I need
hardly point out that this is what ordinarily takes place in Fsi/rhc : the

species figured in the Plate being evidently not far removed from P.
rillosella, and is only insisted upon here to show that the abdomen is

not towards the opening at the opposite end when copulation takes place.

On cutting open a case one sees that it is made of three

layers : (1) a smooth inside layer of silk
; (2) a middle layer of

short pieces of stick bound together with a little silk
; (3) a smooth

outside layer of white silk covering the sticks. Inside the case is the pupal
skin, the lower half filled with eggs and with material which I look

upon as the dessicated body of the female (Fig. 3 f).

Taking some of these eggs in my hand, I found that many had
already (August) hatched, that, in fact, although they bore every

appearance of being eggs and were quite inactive whilst undisturbed,

they were in reality larvae which, as soon as they were liberated, were
exceedingly active. They crawled about in the manner of J^si/rhe

larvse with their tails in the air (Fig. 4 a), bearing considerable

resemblance to a youngster walking on his hands with his heels in the

air. There must have been many hundreds in each case, and the
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liberated larvre spun an incredible amount of silk for such tiny

creatures. It is amazing bow tbey can draw on tbeir system to such an
extent, for these larvae were quite unfed. On batching, tbey immediately
begin to bite off scraps of paper, wood, or anything by which they find

themselves surrounded, and, commencing with a necklace, gradually

manufacture a case which, at last,extends beyond the abdomen and covers

in the whole of the body (Fig. 4 h, e, d, e, /). When this process is

complete they look like Fig. 3 //, which represents them at this early

stage of development.

It fortunately happened that just at the time I was making
these observations I received from Professor J. B. Smith, the

Fu'port of the Entoiiuilniiical Dcpartvunt of the Xeir Jerseij Ai/iindtural

Colhye E.rj). Station for 1894, in which there is a full description of a

species called the " Bagworm " [Thjiridoptenj.r epheiiieraefoniiis'J, which
does immense damage to shade, orchard and other trees in the United
States, and the case of the full-fed larva and pupa (Fig. 3 e, /') was
so like those received from Mr. Anderson that I had little doubt that

it belonged to the same or to a closely allied species.

It is really remarkable how light these large cases are, yet the full-

fed larva (Fig. 3 a) must have considerable strength to carry the case

on its back. When full-fed the N. American larvffi show great dis-

parity in size, and the pupa of the male (Fig. 3 b) is much smaller than
that of the female (Fig. 3 <). The male is a small Psychid-looking

moth (Fig. 3 d), but the female (Fig. 1 a) is a wingless whitish grub
which does not leave its case. It is shown greatly enlarged in Fig. 1 /;.

I am not at all clear yet as to how copulation takes place. Professor

Smith writes :
" She (the female) pushes her way partly out of the

pupa, her head reaching to the lower end of the bag, where, without

leaving the same, she awaits the male. The male has the tip of the

abdomen remarkably modified to enable him to copulate with the

female in this position, though when at rest no trace of the extra-

ordinary development of these structures is manifest. Fertilisation

being accomplished, the female works her way back Avithin the pupa
skin and fills it with eggs, receding as she does so towards the lower

end of the bag, where, having completed the work of oviposition, she

forces, with a last efibrt, her shrunken body through the opening,

drops exhausted to the ground and perishes. When the female has

withdrawn, the slit at the end of the puparium and the elastic opening

of the bag close again, and the eggs thus remain securely protected

till they are ready to hatch the ensuing spring."

The first paragraph of this quotation is exceedingly ambiguous, and
leaves much to be desired as regards the ratioiude of the actual

method of copulation. The structure of the male genitalia

(Fig. 26

—

i) shows, indeed, a marvellous development and capacity to

reach for some distance within the puparium. The female is

shown (Fig. 1 ay in the act of working her way to the end of the

puparium, where she evidently awaits the male. The larvjB of the

Argentine species hatch in the autumn, but do not seem to come
out of the puparium until disturbed. One puparium that I opened in

August was full of young larva), which became active on disturbance,

but the undisturbed cases gave no sign of life. Similarly, on Sept.

3rd, 12th, and Oct. 2nd, cases wore opened with the same result ; but

one that I have opened this morning (Oct. IGth), previously un-
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disturbed, is full of a yelloAvish silky fluff, but the larvre had evidently

emerged. The Argentine " Basket Caterpillar," therefore, differs from
the United States " Bagworm," inasmuch as the former most cer-

tainly hatches in the autumn. Perhaps the difference in latitude

would account for it.

As I have before pointed out, the extended male genitalia are

shown much enlarged in Fig. 2 h, whilst Fig. 2 < gives a view of the

organs from beloAV, Fig. 2 d the same from above, Fig. 2 c—j
showing further details enlarged.

We are indebted to Prof. Smith for the blocks which illustrate

this article. Figs. 1, 2 and 3 are, however, made from the late Prof.

Riley's original drawings.

Mesogona acetosellae : a Noctuid new to the British List.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

During last October, whilst sugaring in his garden at Arlington,

Sussex, Mr. T. Salvage is reported to have taken a specimen of

Mesoj/ona acetosellae, a species new to the British list. The speci-

men was exhibited at the last meeting of the South London
Entomological Society, by Mr. R. Adkin, and there can be no
doubt that it is quite distinct from any hitherto known British species.

It was recognised at once by Mr. C. G. Barrett as Me.soi/diia acetof<ellae,

Fab. {Mant., 177), a species which has a wide range in Europe,
occurring according to Staudinger in " Germany, Switzerland, South
France, Northern Italy, Hungary, Dalmatia and Southern Russia."

There is no reason whatever then, so far as its distibution is con-

cerned, why the insect should not occur in our southern counties,

but in spite of its wide distribution it is a somewhat local species, and
one is quite unable to suggest that it is a migrant, but prefers to think

that, like Ikisijcainpa nihii/inca, (Ji-rhodia eri/throccji/iala, and a few
other species, it has a permanent home with us, but is rare, owing to

our being at the extreme north-Avest limit of its distribution. If this be
so, the species should occur again, and probably is now to be found in

southern collections under another name, having been passed by un-

recognised. The species (according to Mr. Salvage's example) has
the general appearance of a large specimen of Tacniocampa .stabilis (it

is as large an insect as Xoctua haia), being of a fulvous grey tint with
distinct stigmata, basal line and angulated line, all these being

rendered more conspicuous by the possession of a bright ochreous out-

line or margin ; the hind-wings are tinged on the outer margin with
pink. My own impression of the species is that it is more closely

relaited to Xanthia ocellaris than to any other British species, although
Staudinger makes it follow Pachnabia, and to be almost immediately
followed by Diri/da. As is well known, however, Staudinger's

arrangement means nothing. There is a named variety of the species

c-al\eAereniiriila, Kinderm., which comes from the Altai, and is diagnosed

by Staudinger as " obsoletior, alls anticis strigis transversis totis

nigris."

Guen^e writes of this species :
" Expanse of wing 40 mm. The

fore-wings entire, rounded, of a fleshy-ochreous titit, powdered
with fine black atoms ; the two median lines paler and edged with
blackish on the sides facing each other, the enclosed space between
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them forming a trapezoid narrower at its lowest part ; the subterminal
line is composed of groups of blackish atoms, separated by rounded
spots. The median stigmata (reniform and orbicular) are very dis-

tinct, large, regular, darker, encircled Avith paler. The median space

is sometimes a little darker than the rest of the wing. The hind-

wings of the same colour as the fore-wings, or a little more rosy, with a

line and a faint blackish subterminal shade. Beneath, the four wings
are of a pale yellowish-flesh colour, unicolorous and shiny. The
species occurs in France, Austria and Hungary in August and Sep-

tember. The caterpillar is of a reddish-yelloAV colour, marbled with
brown, with a fine median line; the trapezoidals whitish; the spira-

cular line is a little paler than the ground colour, and carries the

spiracles, which are black ; "the head and the plate on the shoulder

(1st thoracic segment) are of a deep brown. It feeds in May and
June on different low plants " ( Noctuelites, vol. v., p. 405). There is

a figure of the insect by Mr. Frohawk in the Entinnohxjist for

December.

On the Identification of Acidalia dilutaria, Hb.

I.—By LOUIS B. PEOUT, F.E.S.

Thanks to the energy of Mr. Tutt and Dr. Chapman in collecting the

needful material during their recent holiday in the Tyrolean Alps, I

have had the satisfaction of clearing up the one dark place which re-

mained after my synonymy investigations in the "Dssmta'' group,

reported in the Record, vol. vi., p. IBl.

That dark place, it may be remembered, was with regard to the iden-

tity of Hiibner's figure 100. Mr. Tutt has all along maintained that it

was not a representation of intcrjectaria, Bdv. ; and I wrote {loc. cit.,

p. 132), " I am half inclined to agree with him that it does not

represent either of our British spesies, l)ut there is certainly no
* Continental species which we do not get ' to which it could be

referable." My very slender ac(iu:iiiitance with the range of variation

of one of the Continental species which we do get, caused me to over-

look the true solution of the enigma, and I shall now proceed to show
that Hiibner's dilutaria is but another form of holosoicata, Dup.

The Continental material placed in my hands for study by Mr.

Tutt consisted of a series of 15 specimens, mostly in rather poor con-

dition, taken at INIendel on July 30th and August 2nd ; and a lovely

and variable series of 32 in fine condition, from the Sorapiss, in the

Val d'Ampezzo, on August 10th and 12th. The worn specimens proved

on investigation to be, as Mr. Tutt had conjectured, A. humiliata
;

though amongst them there are a few good specimens of A. holosericata,

which, I suppose, was then just emerging. Concerning the Horapiss

species (which is entirely unmixed with A.hwuiliata), Mr. Tutt said, on

handing them to me, that "he believed we had here the missing

A. dilutaria, Hb. ;

" I replied by suggesting that they were vars. of J.

lioloHcricaia ; as it turns out we were both right, and may shake hands

on it and congratulate one another on our acumen !

Mr. Tutt's fine Sorapiss series contains only one or two specimens

which quite agree with Duponchel's description, " Avithout discoidal spot
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on either of the wings "
; in many the spot is faint, in a few, again, it is

quite distinct, though I think always more minute than in the allied

species ; some specimens have a slight tendency to darkening on the costa,

though it is never at all pronounced ; but two or three have fine dark

outer mavf/ins, such as I never before saw in any of the three species in

question ; and one has all the transverse lines strikingly distinct and
dark, yet the transitions are so gradual that it would be impossible to

make separate species of them, even if they had not been taken at the

same time and in the same locality. The dark outer margin and the

dark transverse lines are especially important as helping to fix the

identity of Hiibner's dilntarla ; they are two of the chief par-

ticulars in which it seemed so hard to reconcile his figure with
interjectaria, Bdv. ; but still more, the differently shaped wing in the

said figure, with its prolonged apex, gave it a totally different aspect,

but finds its counterpart in some of Mr. Tutt's series of holoserieata.

It is by no means a new discovery that the last-named species has a

variety with distinct central spots ; Guenee made the discovery while

his work was in progress, and records it in his addenda (Ur. ct Phcd.,

ii., p. 543). But he probably did not again refer to Hiibner's figure

100, which he had already made up his mind was his interjectaria.

Specimens in the series from the Zeller collection, labelled Bergiin,

Preth and Raibl, have also perceptible central spots.

The six characters which Guenee specifies, whereby holoserieata

may be distinguished from its allies are : the perfectly rounded wings,

the fore-wings more prolonged at the apex, the more clayey colour, the

lines nearly equidistant, the concolorous costa, the absence of the

discoidal spot. The fourth and sixth of these are found to be incon-

stant ; the second and fifth certainly agree entirely with Hiibner's

figure of (liliitaria ; the colour of Hiibner's figure is not good, and is

partly responsible for my never even dreaming of associating it with
holoserieata ; but I find that after all it really diflers but very little from
the two palest in Mr. Tutt's series.

In fine, with this series and Hiibner's figure side by side before me,
the conclusion is absolutely irresistible that they are specifically

identical, the figure representing the extreme form with dark trans-

verse lines, dark outer margin and distinct central spots.

Perhaps it may be well to add that oiw British A. holoserieata, so far

as I know it, appears to be a somewhat specialised local race, and to

vary very little, if at all. I do not recollect ever to have seen it with
the central spots more than very faintly traceable, and certainly never
with the outer margin darkened. I fancy the tone of colour is also

slightly more yellowish or brownish than in some of the Continental
examples.

It would, I am afraid, be useless to endeavour to get the name
dilutaria, Hb., restored to the right species ; but there ought to be no
great difficulty, in this country at any rate, in restoring the correct

name interjectaria, Bdv. (which is still used by some Biitish entomolo-
gists), to our much enduring " Bone Wave," ignoring altogether the
name of dilutaria. But, to my mind, there is not the slightest doubt
that the correct course would be to alter the name of Imlosericata,

Dup., and let it stand thus :

—

dilutaria, Hb., fig. 100 {nee al. auct.)
;

straiiientata, Ev., Bull. Mosc, 1842, iii., p. 56G (with central spots) : a.

ab. holoserieata, Dup. (without central spots)

.
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II.—By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Mr. Prout's conclusions cannot be other than most satisfactory

to me, proving as they do to the hilt my contention that

Ililbner's (lilntaria was not synonymous with our intfrjcvtaria, in the

face of the fact that Staudinger and all Continental and British

authorities were against me. It is strange, however, to find the

figure at last referred to Acidalia hnhm'ricata, but I have no doubt in

Mr, Prout's conclusion, and would here thank him for the great

trouble he has taken in the matter. At any rate, if this were the only

scientific result of my summer holiday, I should have been well

pleased.

I have further no doubt that Mr. Prout's separation of the Mendel

Pass specimens into two groups is perfectly justified, and absolutely

correct, for the specimens came from two different localities ; one lot,

the A. InuniUata, from a steep rocky bit of ground just in front of the

hotel where Istayed; theother, A. (lilntaria, Hb. f holosfrirata j, from the

grassy slopes between the zig/ags, which are locally known as " The
Serpents of the Mendelstrasse." I only picked up the A. humiliata on

one evening, when it seemed to be abundant. The limestone formation,

and the general broken character of the ground, were not at all unlike

those oftherockycliii'satFreshAvater, where alone, at present, the species

has been found in England. Mr. Lemann took most of the (lilntaria

{/((ildsericata) that were obtained at Mendel.

The locality for ^. (lilntaria {lathm-ricata) on the Sorapiss was on some

steep grassy slopes at the base of certain precipitous rocks, the slopes only

extending for twenty or thirty feet before being lost in the rocky bed

of a winter torrent, which was, however, quite dry in the summer time.

This sheltered bank, facing down the Val d'Ampezzo, was the home of

many other interesting species. As soon as we captured the first

specimen here, I thought of Hubner's figure, (it only shows how
these things haunt me !) and, in spite of the protests as to the Erebias

we were losing, I insisted on a second visit, so that Mr. Prout could have

enough material to work the matter out.

The Re=occurrence of Xylina lambda, Fab. (zinckenii, Tr.)

in Britain.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The capture of a fine specimen of Xijlina lambda, Fab., on Sep-

tember 30th last, has again raised an interest in this rare British

insect. Its early history as a British species was largely of an un-

satisfactory nature, as no entomologist of repute seems to have

examined the specimens, two of which came into the hands of the

well-known dealers, Messrs. Meek and Cooke respectively, although

their conclusions were supported by Dr. H. G. Knaggs. Neither

Messrs. Stainton, Newman, nor any of our leading lepidopterists

appear to have seen the insects, and hence the exhibition of a freshly-

caught specimen by the Rev. J. H. Hocking (the capture being made
on September 80th last, at Copdock, near Ipswich), at the meeting

of the Entomological Society of London, is in every way satisfactory.

The history of the hitherto reputed British specimens is briefly

this :

—

(1) Dr. Knaggs writes {E.M.M., vol. iii., p. 168) :—" Mr. Meek has
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just placed in my hands for identification a very handsome Noctua. It

is the Xi/li)ia zinchrnii of Treitschke, and was taken by an incipient

entomologist last September, in the neighbom-hood of New Cross."

Referring to the same specimen, Mr. E. Newman says {Ento)n.,

vol. iii., pp. 203-4) :
" A single specimen .... is reported

to have been taken by Mr. Harrington on the trunk of a willow tree

near New Cross, on September 30th last."

(2) Mr. Newman Avrites {Entoin., vol. iii., p. 227) :
" No sooner do

we hear of a specimen of this novelty occurring at New Cross than a

second has been taken at Guildford ; it was sent up vmnamed to Mr.
Cooke, of Oxford Street; " whilst the Hon. Spencer Canning
(apparently the captor of this second specimen) writes {E.M.M.,
vol. iii., p. 235) :

" In the note I sent you some time ago I mentioned
having caught a Noctua of which I had not then found out the name.
I took it to an entomologist, and he wrote back that it was the

new species, Xijlina zinckcnii. It was taken at sugar on a young elm
tree in the month of October, between Dorking and Guildford."

(3) Mr. J. Moore writes {Eiitoin., vol. v., p. 201): "I have to

record the capture of a most splendid specimen of X. zinckenii at

sugar, in Darenth Wood, on the 3rd of October. I took it from the

reverse side of the tree to that which I had sugared. I was accom-
panied at the time by Messrs. F. Standish, Pryer and other friends."

(4) The following must be amongst the earliest captures of this

rarity (('/(/(', fv.il/.ill., vol. v.,p.252) : "A brother collector, a neighbour,

lately brought me a present, which he and his friends at the time

(October, 1865) considered a strange example of Acromjcta pd. At this

date it may be borne in mind that Dr. Knaggs had not identified

anything British-born with A', zinchenii. It appears that my friend

was out pupa digging in the northern environs of London, when,
rising from the root of a poplar, he was surprised to observe this fine

example of Avhat struck him as one of a second brood of A. pal at rest

upon the bark. He had neither pill nor collecting-box—merely a

small cradle for his ' diggings.' However, he fortunately had a pin

and a cylinder hat, in which the illustrious stranger was duly installed.

Until kindly taken out for me, it has ever since remained in his

duplicate box."

(5) Mr. Carrington writes (Entoni., vol. ix., p. 191) :
" Mr. Bond

has a fine example of A', lambda, taken near Erith,in September 1875,
by Mr. W. Marshall."

The above five are the only British specimens known besides the

recent capture. Full descriptions of the vars. soiimiculosa and
zinckenii occur in The Ih-itidi Noctuae and their Varieties, vol. iii.,

pp. 99-103. The variability is so great that the insect may easily be
overlooked, and its different forms should be carefully borne in mind
by collectors ; but most of the British specimens are, so far, of a form
bearing a distant superficial resemblance to Cuspidia jisi, to which
Fabricius a century and a quarter ago likened it. Of course this

resemblance is purely superficial. A close examination shows that it

is structurally very different—in shape, markings, general build, &c.

Lycaena aegon var. Corsica on the Westmoreland Mosses.

By HEEBEKT MASSEY, F.E.S.

Sooner or later, no doubt, we shall have to add Lycaena aiyiis to
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the British list. Its nearness to L. aei/oii is so remarkahle, that one
would not be surprised to hear that a large number of the specimens
going under the latter name in our collections were, in reality, the

allied species. A slightly bluer tint, a less pronoimced dark margin,

narrower fringes, the absence of the small spines on the front tibiae,

and the slightly straighter row of black spots just outside the central

spot on the underside of the hind-wings are all characters so slight, that

it is not surprising that the best of lepidopterists express their

inability to separate the species with any degree of certainty. "When we
add that Anglia is the only country in Europe in which L. an/ux

does not occur, we need scarcely be surprised that Staudinger, in his

<'at(il<i(/uc, p. 10, questions his own record that L. an/us does not occur

in this country.

When, therefore, I captured a long series of a fjj/caoia in West-
moreland, the males of which Avere distinctly bluer, the dark margin
comparatively narrower, and the females all shot most exquisitely

with the male coloration, I had doubt whether L. an/u.s had not

come into my possession.

This has ultimately proved not to be so, but still the possibility of

the species occurring in this country is so great that it is perhaps a

sufficient excuse for the above notes.

The males which I have captured vary in colour from those having a

distinct rt'v/''» tint (with just a trace of red in it), to the blue which charac-

terises a )yus. The dark marginal border is narrow, and in some specimens
restricted to a fine line, with dark nervures showing on the outside of

the wing. The hind-wings in all the specimens present a more or less

complete row of marginal black dots, separated by the fine black

nervures, and, in some specimens, edged externally with paler

—one specimen shows a pale coloration along the costa, and at

the upper part of the outer margin of the hind-wing. The undersides

of the fore-wings of the males may be described as pale grey with blue

bases, with but little orange on the marginal border, and with slight

variation in the size of the spots forming the transverse angulated
row crossing the fore-wings. The hind-wings are characterised by a

white band between the marginal row of orange spots and the trans-

verse row of black spots, the latter of which in the antepenultimate

spot shows some tendency to vary, in some specimens being much
higher, in others more in a line with the remainder.

The upper side of the females is most remarkable, the fore-wings

being blue at the base, the colour extending to the centre of the wing, and
reappearing again as a transverse shade reaching from the costa to the

inner margin, leaving the broad brown outer marginal band, which
is so characteristic of the maleL. aei/on. Faint traces of orange spots

are sometimes present in this outer marginal band. The hind-wings
are shaded entirely with blue, which is of two tints, as in the males,

the more purple at'j/oji tint and the bhxer arj/Hs tint, the latter very

bright and characteristic ; a series of marginal spots is present in all

the specimens, but the quantity of orange present is distinctly limited.

The undersides of the hind-wings of the females are characterised

by the distinct white band which traverses all the wings between the

orange marginal band and the transverse rows of black spots, and also

by the strong development of the silver studs in the orange bands.

There is also some variation in the transverse band of spots on the
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hind-wings, the antepenultimate spot being well raised out of the level

of the others (an aeijan character) in some specimens, whilst it is

almost in a line with the other spots (an art/u-s character) in other

specimens.

In colour the undersides are pale grey with a browni.sh tinge, but
with scarcely a trace of greenish blue at the base (completely absent in

some).

I am informed by Mr. Tutt that my specimens are almost identical

with some examples of L. aeuon that he received from Mr. Nicholson,

of Lewes, as var. Corsica, Selys-Longchamps. He states, however,
that my females are apparently even better supplied with blue th; n in

this beautiful variety, at the same time it is near enough to be included

under the same varietal name. It would appear to be an exactly

parallel form to that of L. anins ab. an/i/ioniKDixDi, which Staudinger
diagnoses as " female, blue above."

These specimens were taken in Westmoreland, close to the

Lancashire border. They are only found in the wettest part of the

Mosses, are extremely local, and fly very little. On my last visit this year
I found that the peat cutters were at work, and had made a deep trench

on one side of the Moss ; this will have a serious effect on the Moss,
and we shall see whether it will have any effect on the insect. I have
never observed a female of the uniform brown shade, which is usually

characteristic of the South of England specimens. The larvH3 1 have
not yet been able to take, not having had the opportunity of getting to

the Mosses at the right time
;
the food-plant also I do not know, but

as there is plenty of (>r)iit/i<iiiu.s pcrjn(sillus on the Moss, they probably
feed on that. When I remarked that they are extremely local, I

must mention that although I have worked many similar bits of Moss
to the one mentioned above, I have failed to find them, but as there

is an enormous tract of country in this particular part of Westmoreland,
similar in every respect to the one on which I found these insects,

that has never yet been explored by any entomologist, it is quite possible

they may not be so local as I suppose. I first found them on
August 1st, 1892 ; in 1893, on .July 14th ; in 1894, .July 20th ; and in

1895, they were in perfect condition on July 14th.

The South London Entomological Society's Exhibition.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.B.

If one dared prophesy, one would have said that two successful ento-

mological exhibitions could not possibly have been held in one year. But
it is "the unexpected that ahvays happens," and on the evening of

October 17th the South London Society came near to equalling the

City of London exhibition at the commencement of the year, an
exhibition which will probably stand unrivalled for some time as

indicating what a brilliant and intelligent assembly of men and women
interested in entomological work can be collected together in London, and
Avhat an advance the interest in biological science has made amongst
all classes during the last quarter of a century.

To " write up " the Society's exhibition would be impossible, and
serve no good purpose ; a short note, to occupy such space as we can
spare, must do injustice to many, less than justice perhaps to all. It

will only be saying what is already assumed when we mention that
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the excellent president, Mr. Hall, and the unequalled secretaries,

Messrs. Edwards and Turner, surpassed themselves. That the

excellent collections of Messrs. Billups, C. Briggs, Adkin, Hall, South,

J. A. Clark, Turner, C. G. Barrett, S. Edwards, and other leading

lights of the South London Avere strongly represented, goes without
saying ; that Mr. Leech's marvellous collection of PalfBarctic

Lepidoptera, Mr. .J. A. Cooper's bird's eggs, probably the most scientific

collection in the country, Mr. J. T.Carrington's shells, together with a

large collection of botanical specimens, charts representing insect life

in its economic aspects, a collection of freshly-gathered fungi, and the

lectures of Dr. Cooke and Mr. Enoch added to the educational value

of the meeting, will be already conceded.

Socially, one meets many friends from the provinces that one sees

at no other time, and even for this purpose the exhibitions are to be

praised, and the enthusiasm of the provincials is often remarkably
contrasted with the custom of a large number of entomologists who
live in the metropolis, and are yet as much strangers as if they lived

at the North Pole, but who turn out methodically at the exhibitions to

exhibit their "Gooseberry" moths and "Tigers," their black
" Admirals" and leaden-coloured " Blues," and to do other equally

kind things when an important occasion demands the sacrifice.

Putting aside the " wholesale " part of the exhibition, there were
many fresh and excellent things to observe. Among others the

Shetland and Scotch insects exhibited by Mr. Bright—marvellous
Hrpiabtx /niDiidi, variable ('ri/iiiodcx I'.ndis, Sriajihila nilquhaunana,

dark Xartiia (/lan'osa, i-aveCrainbus nii/i-Uiis and .Vs/rt scoliiffnDu'j^. Then
the excellent work of Mr. Hamm, of Beading, was well illustrated by
Se.sia sjihcj/iforniis, Stawopm fcu/i of great variety, charming Xanthia
auraijn, altlaough the finest vars. of this species were exhibited by Mr.
Chittenden—yellow, with no central stigmata whatever. Across the

table Mr. .T. A. Clark discoursed on the absurdity of men saying that

they could not see well enough to set Micros, when, with a wonderful lens

he exhibited, he shewed that one could set out AVy;(/r;//rt(',which looked al-

most as large as Blues. What is to be said of the charming Thaids and
Anthocharids of Mr. A. H. Jones, and endless other fine things, or the

little boxes that people dragged out of the deepest recesses of their

clothing—this one containing a couple of charming Xcnit/iia (icdlaris,

that a superb freshly-bred specimen of CuculUa i/uap/udii, or a variety

of Maiiifstra hras.sicae that hardly anyone can name, a specimen of

Art/i/iuiis sclcue, with scarcely any dark spots, and so on.

The feature of the show was variation. Say what you like, but
that is the pivot on which the whole feeling of entomologists moves

;

each one exhibits his varieties. Here and there branch issues crop up.

There are Mr. Merrifield's specimens exhibiting the variation resulting

from his temperature experiments, here are some marvellous hybrids

of silkworm moths bred by ]\Iiss Emily Morton, whose name
so often figiires in our exchange column. These indicate, as surely

as the shadow moving across the face of the sundial, the

onward progress of time. The collector may still ransack fen and
hill, moor and moss for rarities which will bring in a consideration

for his trouble some day, but he is being left behind by his contem-
poraries, who get more enjoyment than "coppers" out of their

specimens.
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We have neglected much, and shall have offended many. Who
can describe the pathetic pleasure of two collectors of thirty or forty

years' standing who have at last got a large healthy pupa of

N. convnlruU, which they hope to breed some day ? They miss the

scientific value of the observation, riz. : that this proves that the species

tries to pass the winter with us as it passes the winter on the Continent,

but, owing to the late emergence of the autumn specimens, usually fails.

What matters it if they leave the science to others ? Their hearty

enjoyment is of the healthiest and most honest kind.

We would write more if we dared ; we would contrast Mr. IMitcliell's

strange Vancsm urticar with those bred by Mr. Merrifield ; we would hint

that a stranger would leave the room honestly convinced that the Jersey

Tiger was the commonest British moth, that all Meadow Browns had pale

patches, that all Silver-washed Fritillaries had yellow spots on the

wings, or were of the var. ralrsina, that all specimens of Trjilirosia

himidnlaria were black, and that all Xoiwojihila jilantai/iniK had red,

white, or almost black hind wings. It is only the specialist who
recognises that each has brought his specialities, that there are no

ordinary types, but only the aberrations served up for the visitor's

delectation, that there are no commoners, only varieties brought for

his enjoyment.

We can only reiterate our hearty thanks to all concerned for a most

enjoyable evening, and only hope that Messrs. Hall, Adkin, Edwards
and Turner were satisfied with the result. One word of regret is

unavoidable, riz., the absence of the vice-president, Mr. J. Henderson,

due to an illness which has prostrated him during the greater part of

the summer. May he quickly recover is the earnest wish of all his

fellow members.

Sphinx pinastri in Suffolk.

By the Hon. F. THELLUSSON.

So far as has come under my notice, the first specimen of S. pinastri

taken in Suffolk was captured by Mr. Long, at Waldringfield,

in 1876, and another was taken by him at Tuddenham, in 1877.

The next record, so far as I know, is of a larva taken by the Honourable

Mrs. Carpenter, at Leiston, in 1880, but I do not know whether she

reared it. The late Dr. Hele, of Aldeburgh, states that he found the

first specimen in 1879, near Saxmundham, and that in 1881 he took

40 specimens near Aldeburgh. This, however, I would not care to

vouch for. The Eev. Mr. Walb has, I believe, also taken two or three

specimens. These are all that I know of as having been recorded from

Suffolk. My own experience of the insect in Suffolk began in 1891, when
my father (Lord Kendlesham) and brother one day discovered two

specimens on the trunks of firs. Ketiu-ning to the same place the next

day, they took about a dozen specimens, and left several more worn ones

there. This was in August, and therefore rather late. From these

we obtained eggs, from which I bred about sixty larvfe. I gave Lord
Walsingham about eight of these, which he reared, and some are in

his collection in the Natural History Museum at South Kensington.

The next year I took none, but in the succeeding years have always

taken some. This year, for the first time, I have beaten the larvae,
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and have also dug the pupa?, which were just below the surface of the

ground.

The larvae are most variable in their colour ; some are bright

green, others in their last two skins vary from green to brown, whilst

others are quite purple in colour. They seem to be fairly easy to rear,

the most dangerous periods being the first and last moults. I had
nearly one hundred larvte, but lost a great many through feeding them
on food that was too green and succulent, as they got diarrhcea and
turned almost to water. They feed exclusively on the pine, beginning

on the top of the firs and eating downwards to the stalk. In confine-

ment they appear to eat both night and day.

The moth appears in June (the earliest taken was on June 8th),

and seems to go on until the end of July, although worn specimens

may be taken in August. It is very sluggish in the day-time,

when it sits on the trunks of the fir trees and will not fly even

when moved off the trunk, but drops into a box held underneath
it. I have only known one specimen to fly away when disturbed.

I have several pupje, and intend next year to take a female into the

woods and see if the males will assemble late at night.

Sphinx pinastri as a British Insect.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

It has often been stated that, to a very great extent, pines have been
introduced into England, and that, as a result, several of the pine-feeding

species of Lepidoptera now commonly found, could not have been really

indigenous, but must have been imported Avith the trees. Like the

trees, however, many of the pine-feeding insects have grown and
prospered, and are noAv among the commonest British species.

One pine-feeding species of Lepidoptera, however, troubles even
yet the entomological conscience. This is Sjihin.r pinastri. This
large beautiful insect is, in its imago state, so readily seen near the roots

of the pine that it is altogether impossible for keen collectors to overlook

it in the districts which they so carefully work
;
yet, until about a dozen or

fifteen years ago, the right of this species to be considered British rested

on the most slender authority, and this, in spite of the fact that it is

probably the most abundant Sphinx moth in all the pine forests of

Europe.
Donovan, as far back as 1800, refers to a " traditionary report " of

-S'. pina.stri being British, the locality from whence the specimens
came being the gloriously vague one of " Scotland." His next remark
gives food for reflection, that "as it is generally admitted on that

(traditionary) authority to a place in the cabinets of English insects,"

he cannot refrain from giving it a place in his Natural History af
Jiritis/i Insrrts. Haworth, in 1803, mentions that it occurs in " the

month of June," and that it is to be " found on the trunks of pines,"

and is taken " near London, very rarely." Stephens, in 1828, gets

nearer, for he mentions "one specimen taken in June, near Colney
Hatch Wood, about 30 years ago, and a second in the neighbourhood of

Esher." This takes us back to Haworth's time, and probably affords the

clue as to the amount of his (Haworth's) information about this species.

Stephens, however, says that at " Kivelston Wood, near Edinburgh,
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one specimen was taken by Dr. Leach, and several by Mr. Wilson, of

the College." In Kntuvi., vol. vi., we find records of single speci-

mens at Crewherne, in Somersetshire, and another in Devonshire,

in September, 1861, the latter date a most marvellous one for a June
species, and the record is more than probably due to imperfect know-
ledge.

We now come to the Eastern Counties' locality. In 1872, Mr.

Higgins records a specimen from Harwich in June, probably the first

reliable specimen from the now famous Suffolk locality. Mr. Long
(or Tong) captured one at Waldringfield in 1876, and another at

Tuddenham in 1877, whilst other specimens were recorded from " near

Ipswich," " Wickham Market " and " near Woodbridge." In KnUnn.,

vol. xiv., "Ipswich" again comes to the fore, whilst Herefordshire

also produces a specimen, but, previously to that, Mr. Carrington

[Entoiii., X.) had recorded one as "bred" in the Eastern Counties, and
another from " Deal."

In Knto)a., xv., p. 114, Mr. Carrington, speaking generally in

connection with the introduction of rare British species, states that

some people " have suggested that we should get European pupte and
put them down in places where local insects occur, ' to improve the

breed.'"

In Entom., xv., p. 210, two remarkable records appear of

which Mr. Carrington writes : "As editor of this magazine I have
received the following letters, which will speak for themselves. Is it

possible these correspondents have come across an instance of the

amateur colonisation referred to {Entom., xv., p. 114) by me recently?"

These letters are dated respectively July 20th and 21st, 1882. In one

the writer states that himself and a friend have captured "several

pairs of S.])inastrihi one of the Eastern counties," and asks for informa-

tion as to " how to dispose of them to collectors." The other writer

states that two friends and himself have "taken some specimens of

S, puiastri in this county during the last fortnight." He further

states that they " are desirous of selling some of them," and " would
offer the insects at — per pair," and asking Mr. Carrington's advice as

to "what should be asked."

This damned S. pinastri for a time, and all of us who were anxious

about the purity of the British fauna, thought that N. pinastri, as a

British species, had received its death blow. So impressed was I with

the fact that S. pinastri had been " j)lanted," that when that excellent

collector, Mr. Coverdale, a close personal friend of mine, obtained

specimens I strongly insisted on their worthlessness, and so far con-

vinced him that he took no further interest in what would otherwise

have been a notable capture.

But H. pinastri was not done with yet, and after the record of

another at Ipswich, by Mr. Ager, on July 23rd, 1882, Mr. Cooper

came to the front in its defence. His letter was sufficient to make
me review my previous opinion, and since Mr. Cooper wrote his

memorable note in Entdiii., vol xix., p. 14, I have been a firm

believer in the authenticity of the Suffolk S. jjinastri.

This is what Mr. Cooper wrote:—"During a recent visit to

Aldeburgh, Suffolk, I had the pleasure of making the acquaintance of

a British larva of S. pinastri, which was in the possession of Dr. Hele,

who has been successful in the capture and breeding of this rare
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insect. On enquiring into its history I was informed by Dr. Hele that

in Jiine last (1885) he had taken at rest upon a pine tree a crippled

female, which laid two fertile eggs, from which he obtained two larvie.

One of them died, but the other one was successfully photographed the

day before it went to earth. In addition to the specimens of Dr. Hele,

I saw one which was captured at rest near the church by the son of the

vicar. I may own that at one time I was sceptical as to the genuine-

ness of the title of this species as a British insect, and that before my
visit to Aldeburgh I regarded the alleged capture as a possible impos-

ture ; but incredulity has given place to conviction, and I con-

sider that the position of S. pinastrl in our fauna is materially

strengthened. It has, I have been informed, been suspected that it

may have been accidentally imported, or otherwise. I am positively

assured by Dr. Hele that there is no ground for believing that there has

been any attempt to acclimatise or artificially introduce the insect, and

as far as 1 am able to ascertain there is no e\idence of such an attempt.

Isolated specimens have, it is true, been captured at Ipswich and else-

where, but I may say that the spot where the largest number have

been taken is not favourable to the view of an artificial introduction,

it being inaccessible to dealers, who might have a motive to deceive,

and to the public generally. It is possible that N. phiastrl has for

centuries inhabited some of our pinewoods where it occurs now from

year to year ; but this must be an open question ; and it is, perhaps,

more probable that is has, like some of our other rare Sphinges, made
our country, from time to time, the land of its adoption. I submit

that although its appearance is, perhaps, more local, it has with them
an equal claim to be recognised as a British species."

What Mr. Cooper said then remains perfectly true now ; we are

no nearer to any exact knowledge of the date when S. jiitiastri first

came to l^ritain, whether before the time that the North Sea separated

us from the Continent (a few thousands of years ago), whether with

the first artificial introduction of its food-plant into Suffolk (probably

several hundreds of years ago), or with a later importation of firs, or

by means of a more recent immigration. All these are things which

resolve themselves into guess-work, but have no scientific value

whatever.

Mr. Cooper's note brought two other Scotch records from

Mr. Edwards, one of a larva found in " Mull, in September, 18G0, near

Achmaeroish," which produced an imago on July 24th, 1861 ; a second

larva being taken in the same wood in September, 1861, but this died.

The publication of the Rev. E. N. Bloomfield's J.ixt of the

Lcpiihtptcra of Suff'iilh, brought us more news about Sjihi)t.r jiina.stri in

its Eastern county habitat. Here we learn of the occurrence of the

Tuddenham St. Martin specimen, captured in 1877, of two Waldring-

field specimens in 1878 and another in 1879, of one at Saxmundham
in 1879, and at Ipswich in 1881 and 1882. But Mr. Hele's note is

the interesting part of this entry. He writes:

—

"In July, 1881, a

specimen was taken in the Vicarage grounds here, on the wing, in the

vicinity of some honeysuckle. During the months of July and August

in the following year we captured about forty specimens in this

neighbourhood. We found them at rest on the trunks of the Scotch

firs, from four to about fourteen feet from the ground, in every aspect,

apparently without regard to wind or weather." Mr. Bloomtield adds
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that " until the last two years (1889-90), Mr. Hele has not failed to

take a specimen or two every year."

Nothing more was really wanted to establish the British nationality

of S. j)iuastri beyond doubt, but if anything could add stability to the

general conclusion of the authenticity of S. jtiuastri, it is to be found

in the fact—^that for the last five years in succession Lord Rendlesham
and his son, the Hon. F. Thellusson, have taken the insect regularly

in more or less abundance, have obtained ova, from which Lord
Walsingham, as well as themselves, have bred imagines, and,

during last autumn, succeeded in beating the larvae.

There can, indeed, be little doubt, if any, that Spkinj- pinastri is

a sedentary native, and therefore more entitled to rank as British than

our migrating S. concolculi and Dnlephila (/alii, or our lost iK cuplinrbiat'.

All I would add is that if anyone can show just cause and impediment
why -S. pinastri should not be considered a native of our Islands, let

him declare it.

Notes on Noctua festiva (Hiibner), and Noctua conflua (Treitschke)".

By FREDK. J. HANBUKY, F.L.S., F.E.S.

I had intended on the present occasion to have merely exhibited

my series of the above-named insects, adding a few remarks that I

thought might be of general interest. I was asked, hoAvever, to put

such remarks into definite shape, in order that they might be available

for reference in connection with the much-disputed point as to whether
insects placed under the above names are to be regarded as distinct

forms, or whether the names should be considered merely as representing

the extreme states of one excessively variable type.

Into the much greater question of what constitutes a species, I

have not the least desire to enter. I have heard enough discussion on
this point, in other branches of science, to make one very shy of

attempting to dogmatize on a question that frequently resolves itself,

in the last resort, into one of individual opinion. All that I wish to

do is to endeavour to put before you such facts as my limited opportu-

nities for observation have afforded, in order to help you, if possible,

to come to a decision as to whether the name Xuctita festira represents

a definite and permanent form, Avhich, though excessively variable,

may yet be distinguished Avith certainty from an equally variable yet

definable form which is symbolized by the name of Xoctua conflua,

Treitschke.

A first necessity in determining such a point is to have adequate

material on Avhich to form an opinion, and I am greatly indebted to

Mr. Tutt for the loan of his entire series which, so far as Noctua

festira is concerned, represents a considerably larger number of localities

than my OAvn, Avhilst the set of both bred and captured specimens of

Noctua confiua that I have recently accumulated is perhaps as extensive

and representative as any I have seen. In the exhibit before us we
haA^e 271 specimens placed under the name Noctua festira, and 166
specimens, picked from a much larger number, to represent Noctua

conjiua. The drift of my further remarks may perhaps be better

* A paper read before the City of London Entomological and Natural History
Society, Novenaber 5th, 1895.
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understood if T here state that I have placed Shetland specimens only

under the name contiua, and I find that Mr. Tutt has taken exactly

the same line. The series before us will, I think, show that the con-

fusion that has for so long existed has mainly arisen through certain

forms from Scotland and the North of England being placed under the

same name.
Before laying before you any further results of my OAvn observations,

and the conclusions to be deduced therefrom, it will be best to

endeavour to realise exactly what insects the authors of the above
names intended to designate. I am much indebted to Mr. Kirby, of

the British Museum, for his kind help in this matter.

Turning then to the early authorities, there appears to be con-

siderable doubt as to what name should stand for the insect now almost

universally known as Xoctua fcstira, Hb. The case, so far as the

limited time at my disposal allowed me to investigate it, stands thus :

Fabricius in 1775, under the name X. men(li(a,])nhYish.edthe following

description : " N. cristata, alls deflexis, pallide incarnatis ; macula
media fusca : stigmatibus Havis." "Thorax fuscus, margine
antico albicante. AUb anticje subincarnat^e, strigis plurimis undatis,

fuscis. In medio alve macula nuxgna fusca, et in hac stigmata

ordinaria Havissima, anteriore orbiculato, posteriore reniformi, subtus

fiavescentes striga fusca."

Werneburg recognizes that this description applies to our X. festira,

and allows Fabricius' name on the ground of priority. Staudinger

merely puts " ? nioulica'" as a synonym for X.frstira. In the following

year Schitiermiiller*-* briefly described a species under the name of Xoctua

/i'.v^/cfl,thus " a dark red and pearl coloured Noctua, with an unknown
larva." Although Schifl'ermiiller says the larva is unknown, he never-

theless places his species in a class distinguished as having cannibal

larvae. We now come to the name at present in use, riz. : Xoctua

festira, Hiibner. Hiibner publishes an excellent drawing in an early

number of the Saiimdutu/ cunijidischcr ScJuiu'ttcdiiKjc, von Jacob Hiibner,

pi. 24, fig. 114 (published in Augsburg from about 1798 to 1841), and
later three other figures 467, 468 and 469 ; but this appears to be one
of several, if not many, species drawn by him, but never described, at

least so far as my investigation went. The earlier figure excellently

represents the red form, having paler bases to the wings, and the dark

quadrate spot between the stigmata, while the later figures represent

various brown forms. The question of nomenclature seems in this

instance to be narrowed down to this, riz., is a moderately good
description without a drawing, or a good drawing without a description

to take precedence? The great probability appears to me to be that

Hiibner merely drew an insect already well-known under Schifler-

miiller's name, and in doing so removed any possible ambiguity that

may have existed on the subject. Of course if type specimens exist

showing what either Fabricius or Schiffermiiller intended, they would
settle the question. As Treitschke was the author of the name confiua,

it may be well before proceeding to discuss that species to give his

brief diagnosis of X. festira, published in IHc SrJnncttcrUnye nm
Kunqja, von Friedrich Treitschke, 1825, vol. v., pt. 1., p. 224, " N. alis

anticis pallide incarnatis, macula media fusca, stigmatibus duobus

* Si/xteinatisclu's Verzeichnisa der Schmettcrliiuje dcr }}'i('m'r Gc(j(i:d.—Denis and
Schiffermiiller, Vienna, 1770.
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flavis, conico apice atro." Two years later, in vol. vi., pt. 1, p. 405,

under the generic name Apaiiwa, he published conflua as a new species.

It may interest some of those present to know that the laws of

botanical nomenclature are wholly different from those governing the

use of entomological names. In the former branch of science, when
a generic name is altered, the author who first places the species under

the revised generic name is deemed to be the author of the specific

name, whilst in entomology the name of the author of the species

stands, no matter to what genus it may be subsequently transferred.

The case before us illustrates my meaning : Treitschke called his moth
Apatnca conflua, but now that it is transferred to the genus Noctua\\,\^

equally described as of Treitschke, thus, in fact, representing

Treitschke as saying what he never did say, for he never called his in-

sect Noctua nmflua. But matters have gone too far in both sciences to

attempt to enforce a uniform law, highly desirable as such uniformity

would be, and we will dismiss the subject with the happy compromise
that if the botanical law is the more moral, the entomological un-

doubtedly possesses much to recommend it on the grounds of expediency

and convenience.

But to return to our subject, Treitschke's short diagnosis runs

thus :
" Ap. alis anticis hepaticis, maculis ordinariis pallidioribus,

strigis obsoletis confluentibus." He then proceeds to describe how
about sixteen specimens were taken in the Riesengebirge, adding that

the males fly by day, but that the females are very retiring, and that

the following description, of which I give the translation from the

German, is drawn up from a well-marked pair selected from the sixteen

specimens above referred to :
" Conflua is not much bigger than

Apaniea f<t.ri(iilis, the body is reddish leather colour, very woolly on the

back and collar, the abdomen is paler, with a reddish anal tuft in the

male. The male has pale brown strongly pectinated antennte, and the

female long filiform ones. Legs, brown ringed with yellow. The fore-

wings are liver-coloured, more or less mixed with yellow or brownish-

red, the yellow is generally most distinct on the costa and
stigmata. Nothing is visible of the transverse lines but a few
blackish dots ; the orbicular stigma is very large, pale ; below it,

in the position of the claviform stigma, is a little black dot ; the

reniform stigma is also large, and before the beginning of the two
stigmata lie two dark reddish-brown and generally triangular marks.

Before the paler fringes runs a sufl'used yellowish zigzag line, then

follows a series of blackish brown streaks. The hind-wings have, on a

yellowish ground, blackish brown dust and yellow reddish fringes.

The underside is yellowish white, most dusted with black towards the

base of the wings, the nervures are here raised."

Three years later C. F. Freyer published an excellent drawing, also

taken from one of the Riesengebirge specimens, in his I><'itrdr/e zur

Geschichtc europdischcr Schinctteiiini/e, vol. iii., tab. 98, fig. 1., p. 8,

1830. He compares it with fcstrra, stating that it is smaller and
nearer to Hiibner's quadratum, and that when reared it still has a

different look from that oifestira. In this latter remark I entirely concur,

and I think a glance at the large series before us will evoke a similar con-

clusion among those present. Quite as great a distinction is seen betAveen

the Continental series of both forms to be found in the British Museum
collection. A point of much interest is the practical identity between
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the specimens found in the Riesengebirge, a range of mountains in

Silesia, and those taken in Shetland. There is much in common
between the flora of the Riesengebirge and that of our Scotch moun-
tains, several critical Hieraria being practically indistinguishable when
gathered from the two localities, which are so widely separated geo-

graphically. The European distribution of ((infiua, as given in the

work of the two Speyers, is of interest; translated it reads : "Previously
only known from the mountainous regions (Sudeten), and the Arctic

regions, but lately also in Switzerland, in the plains of lower Saxony, in

Belgium and in South Sweden, unless some of these determinations

have been erroneous. In the high mountains of Silesia the larva

feeds on I'oli/i/iniKiii lu'storta. Iceland everywhere, and very common.
Scandinavia (in Schonen very rare). Archangel and Belgium? rare."

I have seen no specimens from the southern countries, and until I do

shall feel very sceptical as to its occurrence in Belgium, etc., but

what is to the point is that one typical and characteristic form extends

in a direct line from the Riesengebirge, through Southern Scandi-

navia and Shetland, to—what may perhaps be considered its head-

quarters— Iceland.

The Museum series shows cnnfiua to be a uniformly smaller and
dingier sx^ecies than /'r.s?/rrt, though some of our own northern forms of

the latter do not materially differ as regards size.

The Speyers give the distribiition of fcstira thus :
" In most dis-

tricts in the north half of our district, less widely in the south. It

frequents woods and damp places, the larva feeding specially on
Vriiiiula. Everywhere in Central Europe betAveen 57° and -AS*^ N., and
from England to the Altai."

The remark that /i'.sf/*Y< frequents woods and damp places entirely

confirms our own experience of the species in this country, coiijlxa

being essentially a heath insect, occurring most plentifully in high

and exposed situations, thoiigh some of the northern forms of fcstira

are found in more or less bleak places.

I will give one more authority who entirely supports the view

sought to be established in this paper, and then pass on to the insects

before us. Professor Dr. Heinrich Frey, in JJic Lcpidojitcrcn tier

Sc/nniz, published in Leipzig in 18H0, gives, on p. 118, A</roti.s festira

and A. nDiflua as separate species. He says of fcstiva that the larva

feeds on I'trj-is, I'riiinda and Mfspibis, that the imago is found from
the end of May to August, that it is local, and ascends to 5,500 metres.

Of ((intlua he says that the larva is found on low plants, such as Silcnc

[this I take to mean the moss-campion, */:., Siinw acaulis, Linn.]

,

Plantaiio and Pidi/i/dnuiii liistorta, and that it is found "in den Berner
Alpen (Rthb.), Belchen, Engelberg, Eigenthal (Wu.)."

Before referring in detail to the present exhibit, I append, for the

convenience of those interested in the subject, the original description of

NocTUA suBRUFA, Haw. (published as a, species), Li'pidojiti'ra Britaiuiira,

A. H. Haworth, London, 1803, p. 227 :
" N. (The rufous Clay) alis

rufis vel rufo-purpureis strigis ordinariis stigmatibusque pallidioribus.

Expansio alarum lime. 5lin. Descriptio.—Praecedenti valde afhnis, at

alae in mare magis rufae, characteribus onuiibus obscurioribus, stigma

reniforme dorso, maculae oblongae fuscae adnatum. Foemina
purpurascit, stigmate postico supcrne flavicante. Caetera ut in X.
/estiva."
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I will now ask you to look at the series in the two drawers before

us. In Mr. Tutt's drawer, confhia is represented by a single row to

the left, fcstira by eight rows to the right of it. In my drawer, festira

is represented by five rows on the left, conflua by seven rows on the
right. A cursory glance at these series will do more to show the
different aspect of the two insects than any detailed description can
convey.

The general appearance of large masses of the two insects is per-

haps best seen in my own series, as the bulk is more evenly divided. The
first point to catch the eye is the great difference in general colour.

Festira, in the mass, is of a pale brown or fawn largely suffused with
a light brick red. Confiua is a much darker insect, in which the light

brick-red is almost wanting. It may be roughly grouped into three

divisions, firstly, those in which the prevailing colour is a rich chest-

nut brown ; secondly, those which are more or less suffused with a
beautiful reddish-purple ; and, thirdly, those having a cold grey
ground. Both species vary to such an enormous extent that any
attempt to define each form would be a never-ending task, and only
tend to confusion rather than to accuracy. It will be observed, how-
ever, that both species vary on somewhat parallel lines. In this con-
nection my series shows a very important point. It will be observed
that in conjiua the vast majority show the dark quadrate and small
triangular marks by the stigmata. Immediately adjacent to the
conjiua are two rows oi festira from Sutherlandshire, one row consist-

ing of captured specimens, the other of bred, and in not a single

instance are these dark spots seen. Shetland eonflua appear, therefore,

to be geographically separated from the southern form of festira

having a parallel variation, by a race in which these dark spots are

wanting. Before leaving the general question of colour I would here
remark that the lower wings of conjiua are much darker than those of

festira. The larvae also of the two forms are very distinct, those of eonflua

keeping much darker even when bred in the south for two generations.

If, at the time when I was breeding both species, I had had the slightest

notion that I should have ever been asked to write a paper on the
subject I should have made careful notes and observations.

Turning from the average colours to the relative shapes and sizes

of the two forms, it will be readily seen that here again we have
equally well marked characters, the fore-wings of festira being more
broadly triangular and proportionately wider near the hind margin
than in eonflua, less acute at the apex, and more rounded on the hind
margin. The average size of conjiua is distinctly smaller than that of

festira.

One or other of the general characteristics just depicted may be
found to break down when comparing single specimens, but I maintain
that a consensus of these characteristics affords a sufficient guide to

enable one without difficulty to arrive at a satisfactory determination.
It will now be seen why I consider the confusion that has arisen

respecting these two forms to be due to the inclusion undta- the name
eonflua of certain small forms from Scotland and Teesdale. Such
forms are largely represented in both Mr. Tutt's and my own series,

but they will be found not to conform either in colour or shape to the
Shetland specimens.

I will now direct your attention more closely to my own series,
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believing that you Avill Itnd any remarks on my specimens equally

applicable to Mr. Tutt's series. I begin from the left. The first row
represents the usual South of England forms of festira, the top half

being from Somerset, the bottom from Essex. Kent and Middlesex

are represented at the bottom of the second row, the upper portion

being a fine and varied series from the late Howard Vaughan's collec-

tion, but unfortunately Avithout localities. For the third row I am
indebted to Mr. J. Gardner, of Hartlepool. It is a bred series from
Teesdale, and is the form usually distributed as conjina. It differs,

however, in both shape and colour. Its reduced size may well be

attributable to environment, as anyone acquainted with the wind-

swept Fells of Teesdale Avould admit. I>ut by whatever name this

form may be called, none surpass it for exquisite beauty and brilliancy,

and variety of coloration, the nine males at the top being well worthy
of close inspection. The upper portion of the fourth row is a series

of festira bred by myself from specimens taken in 1894 in West
Sutherland, a captured series from the same district being next it.

Below are a few specimens from Central Scotland. We now come to

(inijlna, row six, consisting of a large and uniform strain of the

chestnut-brown variety, all bred from the pair at the bottom of row
seven, Avhich in turn were bred from Shetland ova and paired in con-

finement. This series is of interest, as showing how true the offspring

come to the parental types ; the remainder of row seven and the

whole of row eight forming an excessively variable series, bred from
the mixed ova that were laid in my collecting boxes whilst in Unst.

The other four rows were all captured at sugar. As I have before

stated, it would be useless to attempt to describe the almost endless

and beautiful forms these two species exhibit ; but in order to draw
your attention to the most striking types of variation, not only of

colour but of shape, I have placed small hands against specially note-

worthy examples.

To a few of these I have already draAvn attention in an article

which appeared in the K. M. M. in January last, so need not

recapitulate what I there stated.

In conclusion, I would only say that I should have been glad to

have had longer time in which to look up further literature bearing on
the subject. It would not have been difticult to make these notes far

more complete in many important points ; but it was not till our

last meeting that I was asked to read a paper on the subject, and
having little leisure, was somewhat dismayed to find that my paper

was announced for our gathering to-day. On this ground I must ask

your indulgence, and whether my conclusions be sound or no, I hope

that my remarks may lead to a discussion on the subject by those

better qualified than myself to form an opinion.

On the Variation of Melitaea aurinia.

By -J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

I have recently had occasion to look up somewhat carefully the

variation of Mditaca aurinia. When I had finished my notes on the

subject I remembered Mr. Kane's article thereon {Hntoiu., xxvi.) and
referred to it to see how far my conclusions agreed with his. It would
appear that we agree on all broad matters of fact, although, viewing
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the species from different standpoints ; we disagree occasionally as to

matters of detail.

The only important matter in which we disagree is as to Birchall's

var. hibcrnk-a. I cannot help feeling very strongly that this and Mr,

Kane's var. jiraeclara are identical. True, Birchall's de'scription lacks

the detail that a few of us give to our descriptions now-a-days when
we are doing anything that we think important ; hut I have most
carefully compared it with my series, and find that I should attach the

name Jdhenuva and praevlara to the same specimens in my long

series, and that being so I cannot but think that they are synony-

mous. Descriptions of varieties (local races) must be considered
" as a whole " rather than in detail. Most of my Irish specimens

certainly satisfy all the conditions Birchall lays down, except as regards

size and the character of the margin of the hind-wings ; but the

former (size) must be neglected entirely, or we should want a new name
for every few specimens of M. aurinia, so variable is the species in this

respect. Major Robertson has sent me specimens from Swansea,
varying from 1^^ to over 2 inches ; but I consider them all Mr. Kane's

var. .sii/ui/ria. As for Mr. Kane's quotation {Kntom., xxvi., p. 188)

of the female " hind-Avings as in typical forms, but ornamented
neither with pale straw-coloured nor fulvous patches," I would point

out that this is evidently a printer's blunder, and that something is

omitted ; for just before, ]'>irchall says of the central pale straw-

coloured fascia, that it "is carried on across the hind-wings." How-
ever, his description of the male is applicable enough, and clear

enough for all practical purposes.

This is the only important point in which I disagree with Mr.

Kane, and he can readily retort that he knows more about Irish

insects than I do, which is perfectly true, and I only state my opinion

based on such material as 1 have.

Roughly, Mr. Kane divides the British forms into three main
groups :—(1) With the fulvous patches almost uniform in tint

throughout the wing, the darker bases and transverse lines brownish-

black =«»r/«{a (the type). (2) The form in which the fulvous be-

comes distinctly red (of a somewhat bright tint), the central trans-

verse band bright straw-colour, the base, transverse lines and nervures

black = var. hUn'ruica (pracrlara, Kane). (8) The fulvous areas, both

external and internal to the central band, constricted and suppressed

by an increase of black ; the central straw-coloured bands duller ; the

black more intense = var. scotica. Mr. Kane also gives intermediate

forms with somewhat distinctive characters.

In Avorking through my British series, I find the latter contains

the following forms :

—

(1). An unicolorous fulvous form with the transverse lines some-
what obsolete= var. jj/vj(?mrirtZ('.v. The best examples that I have of

this form are one bred from a Penarth larva and two captured in

Lincolnshire, the latter of large size.

(2). A fulvous form, the ground colour as in 1, but with well-

marked transverse lines = a urin la. This form appears to be rare.

I have a series of males from Bradfield, one or two from SandAvich,

and a bred female from Penarth. It only exists as a rare aberration

in the tAvo last localities.

(8). An extreme taAvny form, the ground-colour resembling that of
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M. r/».cm= ab. hrunnca. This only occurs, so far as I know, in

Britain as a very rare aberration. I have single specimens from
Bradfield and Carlisle.

(4). The fulvous tint of No. 2 becomes in this redder, and the

central band straw-coloured, but the red and straw-coloured areas are

not restricted by the encroachment of the brownish-black ground
colour— var. i^irinifrra. This is probably the commonest British form.
My specimens came from Carlisle, Lincolnshire, Sandwich, West
Malvern, Penarth, Swansea, Basingstoke, and some of my Irish and
Scotch specimens fall here.

(5). The bright straw-coloured and red series of spots contrast in

this form strongly with the black. Better than all description is Mr.
Kane's remark :

" approaches, in its richest form, the character of the

continental M. inafurua." The central area is somewhat restricted.

I have specimens of this labelled " Delamere Forest (?)"; others

come from Ireland. It is, I should say, a rare form, at least in

England. This is in my opinion Birchall's var. hibernica, described

as " wings above black ; fore-wings ornamented with fulvous patches
arranged in a series near the hind margin, and with a number of

others in the middle, white or whitish straw-coloured, joined at the

inner margin, forming a blotch. The hind-wings with a broad
fulvous fascia along the hind margin (the fulvous marks on the narrow
black outer margin of examples of the type being indistinct or obsolete

in the variety) ; beneath pale fulvous with similar but indistinct

pattern." The bracketed portion is the crux, but I find that in all

the varieties occasional specimens have these marginal spots indistinct

or nearly obsolete, as Birchall remarks. There can be no doubt
Birchall described from very few specimens, perhaps only one picked
example of each sex ; but it is equally certain that he described the

Irish form, and that his general description is quite applicable. Mr.
Kane is dissatisfied with Mr. Birchall's description, and re-names the

form " most commonly met with in Ireland " as var. praedara.

(6). The fulvous and straw-coloured areas constricted, and the

fulvous colour giving place somewhat to ochreous, and the straw-

colour duller= var. .scotica. This is a slightly darker form than the last,

but with the exception of intensity of colour, has the same general
characters. I only possess specimens from Aberdeenshire. Mr. Kane
records it as occurring in Ireland.

(7). The fulvous and ochreous markings dull in colour and
restricted in size ; the transverse bands being rather series of spots

separated by the ground-colour, the area of which is much increased.

The whole insect, dull, dingy, and uniform= var meropc. I have a
short series of a form which is indistinguishable from the continental
merope, at least on the upper side, bred by the Rev. J. Seymour St.

John, from Somersetshire (Frome) larvte. They all appear to be a
little malformed, and I have no doubt that Mr. St. John produced by
some adverse treatment of the larvii:; or pupje what nature produces
under the harsher natural conditions which develop mcrapc in the
Alps, and at high altitudes or latitudes in other Continental localities.

It would be possible perhaps to double the length of this article by
entering into details of aberrational forms and a consideration of the
variation of the underside. Two aberrations, however, can scarcely

be passed over, one, in which the two central transverse series of pale
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spots (usually divided at the upper end by a transverse black line) are

united, forming a transverse series of conspicuous longitudinal

streaks, and thus making a transverse band= ab. rin/ata ; the other

with the whole of the ordinary fulvous and red markings of the fore-

wing dull ochreous or straw-coloured in tint = ab. oc/nra.

We are still much lacking in knowledge of the various forms found

in the Southern and Midland Counties of England, and in Scotch

localities, other than Aberdeenshire. If this note be the means of

eliciting information of the variation of the species in other localities

it will not have been written in vain.

^^ ARI ATION.
The DARK VARIETY OF SpILOSOMA MENTHASTRI, NOT FROM ARGYLL-

SHIRE.—In the last number of the J'^nt. Ilccord (ante. p. 75), Mr.
Tutt mentions "dark varieties of Spilo.sdina inent/utstfi '' as being

obtained in "Argyllshire and Elgin." I wonder if this mention of
" Argyllshire " is due to my having put into an exhibition-box of the

Exchange Club sundry specimens of this species from "Argyllshire
and Elgin." Some confusion seems certainly to have arisen. The
Argyllshire specimens are decidedly creamy ; but nothing that I

have taken or bred in Argyllshire can in any way compare with the

dark-brown specimens which Mr. McTavish has sent out from Elgin.

These seem to be quite peculiar to his district.—W. M. Christy,

F.E.S., Watergate, Emsworth. Norcinhcr 23;v/, 1895.

My impression of dark Argyllshire specimens was j)robably formed
from Mr. Christy's specimens, or from something Mr. Christy wrote.

I therefore take this early opportunity to correct the error, in accord-

ance with Mr. Christy's note. Several lepidopterists have, 1 know,
bred the very dark forms, and I had a general impression that they
were distributed from two centres, one in Morayshire, the other in

Argyllshire.—J. W. Tutt. Noirwhcr 25tJi, 1895.

Varieties of Hybernia defoliaria.—A Query.—I should be glad

to know whether the banded and more unicolorous forms of H. defo-

liaria are equally distributed.

—

S.Walker, York. Noirniber IGt/i, 1895.
NoNAGRiA ARUNDiNis AB. FRATERNA.—Froiii some pupae of Nona;/na

anindiuis obtained in the Broads, I bred two smoky-black females

f= ab. fraterna, Tr.).—E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S. , Myddelton
House, Waltham Cross. October 1th, 1895.

Hypsipetes sordidata ab. infuscata, Stdgr., on Sallow.—I think
I remember noticing, a few years ago, a statement that the bilberry-

feeding larva? of H. sordidata produced the dark brown forms of the

perfect insect. This summer I bred a very dark unicolorous blackish-

brown specimen from rolled-up leaves of sallow, that I had collected in

the spring. — W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S., Buckerell Lodge, nr.

Honiton, E. Devon. Noreinber 1st, 1895.
When collecting in August, 1893, in the Western Highlands with

Dr. Chapman, we took a number of imagines of this species which
were flying around, or driven from, the sallow bushes on the east shore

of Loch Goil. Many of these were exceedingly dark, almost black.

—

J. W. Tutt. Xoceiiiber SOth, 1895.

Polia CHI VAR. OLiVACEA.—I havc recently been trying an experi-
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ment with Polia chi and its var. (tliracca. Last autumn I caught wild

females of each and obtained eggs from them. These I kept quite

distinct, with the object of seeing whether the var. bred true from the

female variety, and whether the type bred true from the female type ;

in each case the male parent was unknown to me. Both batches

hatched at about the same time, and the larv« were to all appearances

exactly similar. I could see no difference whatever between the two.

Both lots were fed alike and under the same conditions, inz., indoors

in tins, on whitethorn, dock, groundsel and willow, just whichever

came handiest. Both lots emerged almost together, and both pro-

duced the type and the variety, though in the case of the specimens

bred from the female variety the percentage of the variety was greater

than in the specimens bred from the female type. There were also

two or three specimens of a yellowish ground colour, scarcely inter-

mediate, but Avith a slight tendency to the variety. I did not get any

eggs from a couple of the var. which I tried to pair. I have been

searching again for the variety, and have got two or three females,

which have laid eggs, but in no case have I been able to ascertain the

male parent ; but I took a typical female with the male (also typical)

sitting close beside her, and she has laid eggs, so that I shall be able

to see, if all goes well, whether the ofispring keep to the type or

otherwise.—T. Maddison, South Bailey, Durham. S,'pfe)iihi'rl2tJi, 1895.

®*URRENT NOTES.
The sale of Mr. W. Farren's insects assiimed considerable im-

portance, and a note or two thereon will perhaps give a clue to the

public pulse on one or two points. First of all, the butterflies were

practically given away, except the fine series of VajiiUo marJuton

(described in Ent. Record, vol. iv.), which produced £2 lis. ; the

Sesiids all fetched long prices, each lot going at about 30/-. The
market value of fine ArJwrontia afi-njxis and Sphinx cnvndndi is about

1/3 each, whilst Ih'ihqihila i/alil, bred by Mr. Tugwell, is worth about

2/6. Hrjiialus IiHiiiuli var. Iwtldandica practically has no sale value ; the

market is evidently glutted, whilst ^[(uroija^^tcr anunJinis, in fine order,

are worth but little more than 8d. each. Nola ccutimalis, on the other

hand, averaged between 6/- and 7/- each. The extreme vars. of Sjiilosoma

Inhrii-iprda of the noted Lincolnshire strain, of which one has

heard so much, evidently have not taken on with the public, for series

containing these only were almost given away, whilst, on the other

hand, those containing the Irish var. rnsticci of S. niendica, and
Cambridge vars. of S. Udn-icipcda and .S'. menthantri fetched big prices.

When two bred C. hcra, a white male K. rn.ssnla and 56 other speci-

mens produce only 6/-, it may easily be assumed how generally C. hera

must now be distributed in collections. Two pairs of Laelia cueiutm

produced 10/- and 14/- respectively, whilst two fine varieties, one of

Nutodonfa cliatmio, the other of A'. Irimanda, brought £2 7s. 6d. But
the series oi Jlri/njdiila nniralis var. /y/(y/(n- was the choicest morsel in the

collection, and the lots containing four or five of these were knocked

down at 22/-, 21/-, 45/-, 30/-, ^18/-, 26/-, 22/-, 18/- respectively.

They have of coui-sc a big historical value, as they are some of the

specimens described in T/tf lUitish Nuctuae mid their Varieties. Bred
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Cuspidia alni sold at about 4d. each, but (
'. stn'i/osa raised two lots to

21/- and 20/- respectively, whilst Mr, Farren's tine Wainscots went
for 21/-, 9/-, 12/-, 24/-, 22/-, 27/6, 28/-, 20/- per lot respectively.

The XoiKu/riti ni'urica were of course very fine. The rest of the

Noctuids throughout averaged comparatively high prices, but four

A(/r()tis pi/idjj/iila, three A. abscura, one ^N^ i/laiWMi var. .siiJf'Kxa, and 53
other insects for 7/-, must be looked upon as almost giving insects

away. Bred 7>rt.s7/ca»(7/rt /•»A////»('fl, from Devon, were not considered to be

worth more than 1/- each, if of quite that value ; but the Plusias again
fetched good prices. Among the Geometers, P/Kinxlesma smaraydana
fetched perhaps something under 1/- apiece, for six specimens of this

species, and 40 other specimens, including two vars. of E. jium-taria,

produced only G/-, whilst Acidalia huiiiiliata and A. contuiuaria found
a sale price at about 2/- each. Taken all round the Geometrids did

not fetch such good prices as the Noctuids until the Anticleas were
reached, when the two lots containing the lovely forms of A. miiiata

went at 28/- each ; whilst a series of Cidaria mijittata, containing an
aberration in which the band was nearly obsolete, went up to £3 5s.

;

('. iTtirxdata at 10/- apiece can be considered as bought. The
Crambids and Pyralides soldmuch below their value, and the Tortricides

also ; but it must be borne in mind that the specimens, with a few
important exceptions, were unlabelled and their localities unknown.
At the close of the sale, two pairs of Xj/ssia lapponaria, bred by
Mr. Christy, were offered for sale and produced £1 15s. per pair,

whilst a male and female specimen of Chri/sophamis dispar were
bought for £2 and £2 2s. respectively.

Mr. Sladen, of Dover, recounts (E. M. .V., Nov.) the discovery, on
a grassy bank at the edge of his carriage drive, of SpJwcodes nibicuudus,

a bee new to Britain. Hitherto no males of the genus SpJwcodes had
been observed in England before July or August, but Mr. Sladen
found his specimens at the end of May. By a series of careful investiga-

tions Mr. Sladen was able to arrive at the conclusion that N. nibiciDtdits

was an inquiline of Andrena niiirocwnea and A. labialis,

Mr. W. H. Nunney deals, in Science (iossip for November, with the

interesting question of the preservation of the colours of dragon Hies.

He has found Barft"s boro-glyceride, a well-known preparation obtain-

able at any chemists, the most satisfactory thing to use. After

making the usual longitudinal slit in the underside of the body
and withdrawing the contents as far as possible, the cavity is filled up
with the boro-glyceride, care being taken not to allow the chemical to

soil the outside of the body. In the case of the smaller Aifrionidae the

boro-glyceride, slightly weakened by the addition of water, is injected

into the body by means of a hypodermic syringe. Mr. Nunney has
also applied the method to the delicately-coloured Ejihemeiidae with
great success, and suggests its use for the preservation of lepidopterous

larvffi and spiders.

j^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Generic names in Apatela.—In reply to Mr. Tutt's instructive

observations on this subject {cinte, p. 58), I would say that when writing

my note I had not Dr. Chapman's beautiful papers on the subject.

Since then I have sent a paper to the Philosophical Society, in which
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I have o-iven the types of Dr. Chapman's genera, ascertained from a

literary point of view, and, from a study of the larv;^ and moths, as

far as accessible, from a biological point of view. The fact is not, as

Mr. Tutt states, that " literature must go." It is only through

literature that we arrive at any names at all. The fact is that

biologists must conform to the rules of zoological nomenclature, and
are not allowed to coin new names when they discover new facts

relating to insects already provided with generic and trivial appellations.

The contrary view would lead us into a state of confusion, compared
with which our present condition, bad as it is, would appear blessed.

The genus Apatrla contains so many types, which I think we might
designate separately, that I am led to believe that Dr. Chapman's
names may be preserved, which would please me not a little, although

this subjective view has nothing to do with the subject. The types of

Dr. Chapman's generic names are as follows : Vunuiia, type

virni/anthidis. The type cannot be rwiiicis, becaiise this species follows

auricoiiia as the type of Pharctra. The type of Cuspidia is iiu'i/aceji/nila.

The type of Hi.suJcia is of course liiiHstii, a form I have never yet

discussed. From Dr. Chapman's work it appears that restrictions of

his groups or genera are possible, and certainly, so far as my observa-

tions go, a further division is practicable. Mr. Tutt says :
" So far

as the group has ever received a collective name, surely Acronyctidi is

that name." Without going back to Hiibner, if Mr. Tutt will turn

over the leaves of Harris's hhuj. In-sects, 1841, and the later Flint

edition, he will find the group called ApatcUdae. The type which
Harris has in his mind is Apatda atrris ; he describes Apatda
amcricano. Mr. Dyar is now studying the larvffi of the American
forms, which interlace with the European, and we may soon expect

some fresh information. There may be a telescoping of subgeneric

names. There are many surprising things to be found out, among
which, one is that the American A. affiicta has spatulate hairs like

alni and its " representative " (in the moth stage) fwwralis. Triaena

is extended in the number of species by Mr. Dyar's discoveries, much
beyond the type pd and its American "representative" species,

orridi'iitalis ; Mr. Dyar has five species corresponding as to larvas.

Now I do not think, in conclusion, that any of Dr. Chapman's names
should replace Ajiatda or Arnimjcta : such a replacement violates the

rule of priority. They may come, and I hope will come, to be used

for certain minor structural types, except Jlisidcia, which I think may
be considered fairly a genus, though the moth dift'ers very slightly

from I'lidirtra, and we have five species in which the larva is green in

the last stage, while our supciaus is prol)al)ly congeneric. We must
wait and see with patience, scientific patience, which in matters of

this kind is the best state of feeling to call forth. I have written chiefiy

from the point of view of a nomenclator, and as I understand the

matter, it is both a hopeless and an improper eftbrt to try to overturn

names in use, and the accepted action of the law of priority with

regard to such names. The nomenclator is not the judge of biological

work. If one biologist bases his genera on the pupa, another on the

egg, another on the larva, they cannot expect, in making new titles,

to have these generally acknowledged. The nomenclator takes the

names as he finds them ; the merit or demerit of their definition lies

out of his purview. But in sincere admiration for Dr. Chapman's
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work, with which I am sorry to have only just become acquainted, and
after I had sent in the note printed in the November lieconl, I think I

yield to no man. And I am of opinion that the value of Dr. Chapman's
work is far higher, and its effect on our favourite science more enduring,
than the work of a nomenclator can ever be. Such an one merely
makes the tools with which the master works. Suuin cuique.—
A. Radcliffe Grote, A.M. Noronber itii, 1895.

I can only^reiterate my disagreement with Professor Grote's conclu-

sions. So long as he uses the term " genera " in connection with the

natural groups which have been found to exist in the old so-called genus
Acronycta, I maintain that he must limit such genera to three, since

Dr. Chapman has shown us that structurally there are three genera
(evolutionary groups), and three only therein. Of these genera, one

—

Viminia—presents in its species, auricoma, euphorhiac (myricae),

menyanthidis, albovenosa, rumicis, and enphrasiae—no structural

differences, they "are very closely related and hardly admit
of sub-division." On this quotation alone they must be restricted

to one genus, and to admit more is tacitly to disagree with
Dr. Chapman's conclusions, based on his excellent work, for the Dr.
says in so many words that they do not admit of being broken up into

a number of "genera," but are indivisibly one genus. Yet Prof.

Grote and Mr. Butler find us generic names for almost every species.

They say, indeed, if not in so many words,—this is our decree : That
a number of old entomologists who followed the Linniean method of

giving two names to every insect, evidently without knowing anything
of the biological science that it has taken their successors above a
century to learn, gave a number of unmeaning names to almost every
individual species, in addition to the trivial name that designated the
species ; that we, as synonymists, being specially entrusted with the
care of handing down these gruesome remnants to posterity under the
name of synonymy, care nothing (and know nothing) of the biological

studies of your leading men, and their conclusions are nothing to us, but
we will settle the names their final groupings shall bear. Our business
is with names and here is our command. We find five of your six

species have had separate generic names given them, here they are :

—

Viminia inenyanthidis

Pharetra auricoma
ArctomysciM eupliranae

Arsilonvlw albovoiosa

Lt'pito rum iris

Take them, use them, and don't ask any questions about them. By-
the-bye, we have not found one for euphorhiae {myricae) yet, but we
hope to do so shortly ; until we do you can tack it on to one of the
others (since they are all structurally identical it don't matter which,
in fact, you had laetter ask your biologist which one he would like it

tacked on to). We grant him this temporary privilege as a reward for

his labour.

To all of which the logical Britisher replies :—It is necessary that

the names of things should be fixed and definite, and hence "trivial
"

names, since they define " things," should be subject to your rigid

laAvs ; but " generic " names representing as they do "groupings,"
which are necessarily at present in a state of flux, are continually in a
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state of change, and therefore your rigid application of rules—largely

right may be as to trivial appellations—is utterly illogical, unsound,

unnecessary and absurd when applied to names of genera about which

no one has yet any definite ideas. You cannot measure an indefinite

idea with a foot rule, nor can you keep a fluctuating quantity always

within the same precise limits, nor is there any logic in transferring

the same title successively to a dozen different indefinite ideas. There

can be no doubt that whilst a " trivial " name, representing as it does

more or less a definite thing, should be retained at all hazards, yet a

generic name, representing something necessarily indefinite and subject

to change, should be, nay must be, allowed to lapse, when its useless-

ness and misleading character are shown by the light of our recent dis-

coveries. Trivial names represent things, these we can leave to the

synonymist. Genera represents relationships, these must be left to the

biologist. Only the latter knows what names will best illustrate and
convey his meaning to a general public, who mixst clinch his argument
quickly and retain his " names " without difficulty. He doesn't want
any resurrecting to help him do this. All of which is of course very

rude to the synonymy man, but it is what the average Britisher feels.

Another section of the British public says : Your synonymist says

it is no part of my duty to test the correctness of biological conclusions

;

it is only my work to find the names for the new groupings set up by

the biologist. If this be so, why don't you synonymy men find three

names for Dr. Chapman's three groups. Why don't you settle at

once that I'haretra is older than Arctoiin/sris, or rire reisa, and include

the Vimiuia species therein, thus :

—

PJiaretra, Hb. {(Oti'iciniut, euji/i<irhi((i', iiii'injcmtliidix, alhocoinsa,

ruDiicis, eujilirasiae).

Then you can insist that Apatela is older than all the other

apellations in Ciis/iiilia, and include the Cuspidian species, thus :

—

Apatela, Hb. {aceris, jisi, triileiis, iiie//aeej>Jiala, strit/asa, aliii).

Bisulcia, having no equivalent, must stand thus :

—

Bisuleia, Chpmn. (lii/n.stri).

This latter section I personally disagree with, believing the princi-

ple the individuals comprising it advocate to be wrong ; but at least,

I understand their position.—J. W. Tutt. Xoreuiber 9th, 1895.

Impudence of wasps.—I have no doubt numbers of entomologists

have noticed wasps attack insects on setting boards, especially those

taken at sugar, but has anyone had an experience like the following ?

After setting a number of Xantliia eitirii/a this autumn, I left the

setting board on my talile for a short time ; on returning I found a

wasp busy pulling at one of the bodies, in fact, in the short space of

four or five minutes, they had totally destroyed several specimens,

detaching the abdomens and carrying them away. I re-connnenced

setting other specimens, and on placing two or three more on the

table in readiness for pinning out, down came Mr. Wasp as bold as

Hector, and like a little terrier laid hold of one which he spoiled

before I could prevent him. Shortly after, a wasp took a A', cifrat/o

away while my attention was withdrawn for a minute or so. Had the

colour or the taste of A', ritrai/d (they were bred specimens) anything

to do with this (to me) imaccountable vorac'ousness ? I had at the

time several setting boards filled with other freshly-set species, both

bred and taken at sugar, standing in my setting room, but these were
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not interfered with. I may say that we have had very few wasps in

thislocahty this autumn.—J. Mason, Clevedon Court I^odge. October

21st, 1895.

Partial double-broodedness of Pericallia syringaria.—From a

female /'. si/riiii/aria I obtained eggs on -Tune 25th. From these five

imagines have already emei'ged, riz., three females and two males
;

the rest of the brood are in the larval stage and are evidently about to

hybernate.

—

(Major) R. B. Robertson, Coxhorne, near Cheltenham.
Ortnhrr 25th, 1895.

Hybernation of the female moth.—In reply to the statement of

the cause of hybernation in the female only (p. 56), I would suggest

that itmay be related to the habits of egg-laying. The male is shorter-

lived than the female, and dies often soon after copulation. If this

latter act took place late in the year, the fecund female might hyber-
nate during interrupted oviposition. It appears that J Aclicnnitia

atrojKi.s migrate only, the males perishing after copulation. The phen-
omena of prolonged life in the female is undoubtedly connected with
the preservation of the species. The haAvk moths, which deposit their

eggs singly are longer lived than the spinning moths, which deposit

theirs in clusters. Case-bearing moths, in which the female never
leaves the sack, the eggs being laid in a mass, are short-lived. I am
not acquainted with the facts as to the habit of egg-laying in JJasi/jiolia

tciiijili, but if the female generally passed the winter, the male perishing

in the autumn, it seems probable that the egg is not laid until spring,

or that the process of oviposition is arrested by the temperature before

it is completed.—A. Radcliffe Grote, A.M.
Wing-clothinct in the Lepidoptera.—Prof. Vernon L. Kellogg

finds on the wings of the Hepialidfs and Micropterygides a covering of

fine hairs, and is convinced that the presence of this clothing of

minute hairs on the wing membranes of the Jugatae is a subordinal

character. As compared with the Trichoptera, the Aving clothing of

these lowest moths is more specialized by the degradation of the fine

hairs, and by a specialization by addition in the highly developed
scales characteristic of the entire Lepidoptera. In the Frenatae—
butterflies and moths (except Hcpialus and Mirj^djitrri/.r)—the fine hairs

are wanting. These studies are in so far confirmatory of Dr. Chapman's
views relating to Hcpiahis, regarded as the end development of a long
series, since Prof. Kellogg finds the specialization of the scales (as

opposed to the fine hairs) of the wing in Hcpialns as confirming the

supposition that this genus is the existing tip of a phylogenetic branch
whose lower members have disappeared.—A. Radcliffe Grotk, A.M.

Sounds emitted by Lepidoptera.—The object of the noises made
by many butterflies and moths has not been speculated upon to my
knowledge. It would seem, hoAvever, possible that they ai'e acces-

sory to mimicry, since several of the forms uttering them appear to

possess protective colour and markings. Professor Dr. Pabst, of

Chemnitz, has made mention of cases of sound-making hitherto pub-
lished, and they may be briefly detailed here. Trochilium (qjiforme,

which imitates a hornet in form and colour, apes it further by its slow
flight and emits a buzzing noise similar to, if feebler, than that common
to many bees and wasps. Dr. Pabst believes this peculiar buzzing to be
independent of any noise due to the mechanical action of the wings
in flight, as it is only observed in the case of T. api/orme. The female
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Arctica pud'ica is stated by Geiger to produce a dry, whirring sound,
comparable to that made by grasshoppers. Ribbe states that an
Indian Agrotid, Glottula radians, has been noticed to squeak. The
American butterfly Ageronia feronia, when commencing to fly, makes
a clappering noise like castanets, which may be expressed by the

syllables " tetteret tet tet." It is thought that this noise is produced
by the rubbing of certain distended veins of the primaries over the
secondary wings. In the genus Hypf^a both sexes have on the under-
side of the fore-wings a thorn, while the hind-wings show near the
costa a space covered with hard and furrowed scales. It seems that
the creaking noise here noticed is made by the rubbing of the thorn
over this specialised field of the secondaries ; while the volume of tone
seems in this instance possibly increased, by a blister-like enlargement
of the epidermis of the fore-wing in the vicinity of the thorn. The
males of the Noctuid Thecophora fovea which have a blister-like

depression of the secondaries make, in flying, a shrill noise. It seems
possible that the various peculiar modifications of the male wings,
which have been noticed in exotic Agrotides, may be used in the
production of sounds. The question as to whether these insect-

sounds are audible, as we hear them, to other insects, is an unsolved
problem. But for purposes of protection it would be sufficient, in

some instances, if they were audible to the vertebrate ear, and
heightened the deception in form and colour impressed upon the
vertebrate eye.—A. Radcliffe Grote, A.M.

On the dorsal spines of the larv^ of Euvanessa antiopa.—In
Larvae of British Butterflies, vol. i., p. 53, Mr. Buckler says of the

spines of the larvae of Vanessa antiopa :
—" On the third and fourth

segments there are four rows of spines (the second has none), but on all

the other segments there are seven rows, that is, seven spines are

planted round the middle of each segment, viz., a dorsal, which is the

shortest and a little in advance of the others, subdorsal, lateral and
subspiracular." Buckler counts the head as segment 1, the three

thoracic segments as segments 2, 3 and 4 ; so that the first,

second and third abdominal segments become segments 5, 6, 7 and
so on. Now the above statement says that the prothoracic segment
has no spines, the meso- and meta-thoracic segments two pairs each,

the rest (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and other abdominal segments) " 7
spines " each, " viz., a dorsal, a pair each of subdorsal, lateral and
subspiracular." On p. 54 the same author writes: "The dorsal

row of shorter spines commences on the seventh segment." Buckler
has already stated in the first quotation that the 1st and 2nd
abdominal segments have a dorsal spine ; now in the latter quotation
(a part of the same description) he denies that this is so. The latter

is evidently correct, and bears out Hcudder's generic definition of

Euranessa, which reads as follows :
" First and second abdominal

segments with no spine on middle line of back." I call attention to

this lecause o: its misleading character, and because of the important
bearing this different structure of the caterjiillar has on the generic
divisions of the very different species we include under the generic
title Vanessa.—J. W. Tutt.
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^g^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.

Some Stray Entomological Notes of 1895.

By W. H. BIDING, M.D., F.E.S.

The protracted frost during- the early months of the year caused

a scarcity of most hybernating larvM". Those of Tri/pliacnaorbona were

an exception, and could have been taken in large numbers by shaking

hawthorns and elms in the hedges. Some Avhich I bred, produced many
varieties—several dark ones marbled and shaded Avith grays and browns

like Scotch forms, besides the red ochreous var. and the pale one with

reddish-brown stigmata. The perfect insect, oddly enough, rarely

turned up at sugar. I did not come across half a dozen, whilst T.

pronuba, the larvtB of which could only be found here and there, was a

perfect pest at sweets later on, and variable as usual. We searched

in vain for the pale larvae of JJoariiiia rcpimdata, as two years ago I

bred two var. aiurrrsaria from some feeding on hawthorn, neither was
the perfect insect to be found in the summer. In May and early June

there was no difficulty in choosing the pick of the larvae falling to

the beating stick, though usually much selection is needed if we would

not overstock our cages. To find a larva on elm (except a few of

Cah/nniia trapes in a) was a hopeless task and provoking, as I hoped to

breed a large number of C ajjini^, and some V. diffiiiis, thinking I

might find amongst them <
'. pi/raluia. FAqiithccia rectantinlata larvas

were rather plentiful in apple orchards, a practised eye soon resting on

petals of blossom spun together where the variable larva was pretty

sure to be found snugly ensconced, though weevil grubs mostly fall to

the lot of the novice till he is able to recognise their less tidy work.

Sugar was rather more productive than usual in early June, but

the best m^QQiii\\'QXQ Aplcrta aihriui, (Traiiniicsiatrii/raiinnica var. bilinea,

and some rather dark forms of Xi/laphasia lirpatica. Later on, it failed

to attract, save T. pnmuba, and in July, searching night after night, I

could only get together 15 ('. pijralina. The manuals give August as

the " time of appearance " for the latter, but this does not accord with

my experience. I take it the first week in July and throughout the

month, the insect getting more or less worn towards the end. Once,

in 1891, two fresh specimens were taken on August 2nd, but none
after that date, though well searched for. I find it here only in apple

orchards, and have a strong suspicion that it may turn out to be an
apple-feeder, but unfortunately we cannot very well beat our neigh-

bour's future cider crop, and so must try and solve the question some
other way. A few elms may, it is true, be scattered here and there on

the outskirts, but the insects do not seem to frequent the sugared trees

on the outside more than those in the centre of the orchard, and they

are also the very first insects to rush to the sweets at early dusk, before

a Noctuid can be seen flying. During the same month I netted, either

in damp lanes or round the sugar, or boxed oft" it, some 80 or more of

Hi/prnodi'x albistrif/alis, but, as usual, about one in ten only were fine

specimens. In the lanes the moth flies low, and drops into the grass

or thick herbage, wriggling about in it, and so loses its scales. Can
no one give a clue to its food plant? I hope to have a good
search for it next year, as, being tolerably abundant in a few

localities, it seems strange that entomologists, both in this country and
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abroad, should still be in the dark as to its life-history. FloAvers

attracted a fair number of insects for these parts ; red valerian seems, after

all, thegreatest favourite, and Cmullia niiibratica, i'lmia lata, P. r/ni/sitis,

I'. /iidrliri)ia, JIabrostola trijxirtita, II. trijilasia, and others kept
hovering over it as soon as dusk set in. Lavender, Marvel of Peru,
and Lobel's catchfly, which I planted as allurements, somewhat
disappointed me. One night, after a dispiriting search at heather, I

came on a patch of wood sage, on which moths were simply revelling.

In a few minutes I had boxed some two dozen, amongst which were
six Noctua sti(/iiiatica and (jr)ii)ji/u)s obsruraria ; it being August, the
former, unfortunately, were not in cabinet condition, but I got some
three dozen eggs from them which duly hatched, and the young larvae

are now feeding well on carrot and chickweed. I think X. stitiiiiatira

is not included in Mr. Beading's list as a Devonshire insect. To search
the heather for a couple of hours night after night in August and
September (after a walk of three miles more or less up-hill, and a
probable trudge homewards with all but empty boxes) wanted a more
elastic frame than mine ; but, thanks to my son, Mr. Edward Eiding,
we filled up our rather long series of Atfvntis aijathina with an addition
of ten. Two were fine specimens of var. vasro, and the rest, as usual,

more or less rosy—for the most part less. He also took a few rosy
yortua (/larcosa, some pink all over, others in part, and two or three

with a purplish tinge. These, with eight X. rastonm var. iwglecta (all

gray, except one, which was faintly purplish), two Lujirrina (r.yiitis, a
few ('Jtaracas t/ramiiiis (this insect occurs sparingly here, never in detri-

mental abundance as in Scotland), L. tcstacca, Cidaria tcstata, and a
few plumes (/'. Dumodarti/lKs) sum up our captures, and equally well
all the visitors seen on the blossoms, if we add the rejected X. .rantlm-

l/ra/i/ia. Ta/iinostola fiiira, as usual, was abimdant after its first flight, at

rest on rushes near, both the type and several of its different varieties.

On other high grounds we took a sprinkling of Stilbia coKniuila, some
in perfect condition, as late as the third week in August, which is very
unusual here. Several ? 's yielded only a feAV eggs (the insect

apparently never lays many), and these have recently hatched and are

slowly feeding up on Paa annua. A small patch of Xicatiaua affinis in

our garden attracted Sphin.r conrolndi. My son took the first on
August 24th, and I took the last of four netted on September 25th.

Geometers have been very scarce, many, usually fairly abundant, not
even putting in an appearance, such as I'rricallia ^i/rinf/aria and XiDnrria
jiidrrraria. Autumn beating was so unsuccessful in September that
I gave it up, and I hear a similar report from many localities, save
from beyond the Tweed. Our Scotch friends, as usual, seem to have
had the best time.

It is generally stated that Lepidoptera always lay their eggs on the

food plant of the larva, or scatter them about it. Such a statement
requires modification, as exceptions seem far from uncommon. I have
come across several this season. About midsummer, whilst searching
larch trunks amidst the heather for Tcjilinma biini(hdaria, I noticed on
a pine trunk a few yards off a batch of eggs, which on closer inspection

I found to be those of a Jjoinbi/.r, presumably, I thought, looking to the

situation, J), nibi, and such they proved to be when thelarva^ hatched
out. The eggs were deposited conspicuously on the trunk at a height
of nearly six feet. Again, one day when on the prowl in the garden,
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I saw a whitish patch glueing together two of the linear leaves of a
Weymouth pine, and pulling the branch down, found that the couple
were girdled round with a deposit of the eggs of some Noctuid. They
were dirty yellowish-white (changing afterwards to reddish-brown), in

form two-thirds of a hemisphere, and with . about 50 ribs, and laid

regularly but obliquely round the leaves in rows of 10, and in between
70 and 80 rows, so that at the lowest computation there must have
been over 700 eggs. The leaves on which they were laid were near the

extremity of a branch, and more than six feet from the ground.
Again, I found a similar deposit on a boundary tennis net, at about
the same height, and two years ago I had seen similar eggs on the net
in two or three places, but forgot to collect them before hatching. On
both pine and net they were diliicult to recognise, looking at first sight

like the stain of bird's droppings. I suspected the eggs to be those
of T. orbona, but they have turned out to be T. pronuha. Can they
have been laid away from their food-plants as ground feeders, so that

a larger proportion of the 700 might have a better chance in the
struggle for existence through being scattered as young larvfe, and
also avoid a wholesale slaughtering in the egg state by ants or spiders,

or some of their natural enemies ? It looks like a protective arrange-
ment, and probably there was a similar instinct inducing iJ, ruhi to

desert the heather when depositing her ova.—Buckerell. October 15tJi,

1895.

Coleoptera at Ipswich in 1895.

By CLAUDE MOBLEY, F.E.S.

Many additional species have this year turned up to my previous
records of Suffolk Coleoptera [Ent. Bee, vol. v., p. 52, and vol. vi.,

p. 114] which may be of interest. I will not, as before, give a full

list of the species taken, but merely enumerate the additions, making
at the same time one or two notes on the better species of last year,

and 1893.

(Ji/chru.s rostratus, never before seen alive, was on sugar with a
large slug between its mandibles, on August 10th, whether it was
attracted by the sweets or the mollusc I cannot say. Several Amara
InninilUs were found in moss in the early spring, and with working
should turn up commonly. Pristonnelem subci/aueKs appears to have
quite deserted its old haunts, in which it used to be abundant on
sugar. I omitted to record last year a couple of Patrobm e.veavatus, from
under a log, on 25th May, Metabletus obseuroi/uttatu.s, the scarcest of

the genus hereabouts, was taken from aquatic plants on March 22nd.
Hydradephaga and Hydrophilidae have been worked with considerable
success, and the following species added : Haliphis cinereus, Hudruporics
erijtJtniceplialu.s, H. melanucephalus, H. pictiis, H. lituraUia, and
H. nhjrita. Hijdrnpnriis halefrnx, which turned up not rarely last year,

has not put in a single type this, nor have I seen L'oelambm jiaralldo.

j/rcuiimus. Of theHYDROPmLiD.E, all the Anavaenae swarmed in company
yvith Laceobina alutareus, Hehiphonmajfhm, H. brevipalpis, and Jli/drocJius

anijiistatus. I added I'hihjdrm sntiintUs, P. ni(/rican.s, P. te^taceus

and P. oralis, Beroms luridus, Limnebius pappoms and L. truncatelhis,

Helophorus aeneipeiinis, Ochthebiiis py;/iiiaeus, and Hydraena testacea
;
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and of the Sphaeridiid.t, ; Sjj/iacridiuiii iiian/uuitio)), ('ori/dii ancilis, C,

Juirninrrhoidalis, (J. littoralis [oibniadajnt), ('. nitjiict'ps, and ('. uniimnc-

tatus.

To the Brachelytra I have paid especial attention, and conse-

quently the species have augmented considerably. Those not seen

before comprise : Alcochara lata from a rat, and A. fnni/iroya from

fungi, (f.n/piida apaca on the water of a sheep's trough. Tliiasophila

aiujulata were somewhat common in nests of Formica rxifa towards

the end of April, and about the same time Atewdes ennoyinatus was in

moss (among swarms of Mi/niiira scabrinodis). Of the Homalutae

Calliccrm obscurm was swept, Tliamiana cinnamomea and Hoinaluta

}<7urir(da taken from Cosms borings, H. atramcntaria, H. parca, and

H. riircllaris from moss, H. eluiKjaUda, H. (/raininicnla, H. (/m/aria,

H. lum/iconiis, and H. tnatu/7dui)i,iiymgmt'hes\mshme, H. fanyicula,

II. ririna, H. vcstita, II. atcrrbira, and li. ;/a(/atina swept, U. melanaria I

took from fungi. A small colony of Xenma sulcata was found under a

piece of broken china on April 1st. Falai/ria sulcata was swept in

March, and several species of (ri/rojdiacna, including (i. cunijrua and

(t. nana were common in fungi. IIi/i/nDioiiia diniidiata nnd Mi/cftapanu

ajdcndciis occurred on reeds during April, and Hi/pDci/jitiis louipcurnis

was someAvhat common in moss, together with Leptusa ruficoUin in the

early spring. Conosoma pube.scens occurred both in the spring and

autumn, under logs, &c. Leistotroplnis muriiim was taken from a dead

hedgehog in the woods (which also yielded I'nlcx erinacei). Octjpm

bnuinipcs turned up under bark on an old birch stump in February,

and O. siiitilis under a log in April.

Many species of PJnlonthus have been added : F. wnbratilin from a

dead crow on 20th April, P. discoideus from water of horse trough on

10th May, P. lawiuatm from moss in early spring. P. InceHfi, I might

also mention, as having been taken from moss in November, 1894.

P. sordidits and /'. trossidns have both been common ; I', inti'imediits

was in dung in September, and a couple of ( 'ajiua .ranthulovia turned up

in a dead dog, washed up by the tide in April. Actubai.s pruccndui;, in

April and May, on the water of horse troughs, and A. signaticornin

swept from reeds in August. T^cptacinns paiiDiijiuuctatns and L. liiteMria,

both new to me, were on water during May. Baptulinus alternant did

not put in an appearance until July. Swiim awjustatUH and Pacderus

litturalis were both, of course, taken by sweeping. The genus Stmm
has also " come on " nicely, the new species being S. ater, S. hifuveo-

latm, S. huphtlialnuis, S.circularis, S. cric/isnni, S. inipressm, S.latifrom,

S. mtidh(sctilm, S. pallipcs, S. pallitarsh, S. pmillus, and S. rusticus,

nearly all taken either by sweeping rushes bordering streams, or under

the bark of ajacent willows in the winter ;
S. hiipressus, however,

appears pretty well ubiquitous, and S. nitidiuscnlu.'i is more often taken

running on the sides of ponds. 0.vt/pi)n(s rufus was common in fungi.

Perhaps the best Brachelython (excepting (ryiunnsa bn'riccdlia from

the New Forest) I have taken this year is lUcdius taiirus, of which two

2 's came to electric light on the 22nd August. O.ri/tclus nitidulus from

my garden, 0. scidptus, common in dung, and a couple of (>. tetracari-

natus from water were added, together with Haploderus coelatus

commonly, Tropopldoeas bilincatns from water, Olophnim piceum from

beneath logs, &c., and Homaliwn cacsioii, 11. fossulatnin , and H.

pusilluiii, which complete the list.
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The Clavicornia shows some signs of neglect. Ti/cJms ni(jer was
swept on the river bank, (Jhuleva viorio and (J. vclo.r were in dead birds,

Ont]i<n>Jnlu>i striatHs and Scaphidiuin 4:-macidatuiii under logs, Scaphisoma

atjaricina in fungi, L'lirtotriplax hipimtulata in moss, Phalacrus caricit

swept from reeds, Hippodamia I'd-jmnctata, Scyjimus fruntalis, Olihriis

liquidus, Cercus bipustidatus, and Brachijpterus urticae swept. Epurea
piisilla was taken commonly from chips of felled pines. Nitidida

rujipcs from a dead dog. Meli(ietJti\s dijficilis, M. bnmniconm, and M.
mt'iiinoniu.^ from flowers, especially those of liammndtis jicaria and
bramble, ('i-i/jitarcha .strii/ata from Cossns infected oak. Cerylun

histeroidc'.s under bark on birch stumps, Psannnoeclmfi hipunctatus swept

from refuse of aquatic and other plants in spring and autumn.
Comparatively few of the Crijptuplianidae and Lathridiidae were taken :

Munotuma picipes, Lathridms lardarim, L. minutus, L. nodifer and
L, transcersus, Corti'-aria elongata and C, f/ibbosa, Tehnatophilus caricit,

Vrijpt,ophagus acutcau/idus, C. pilosm, C. hjcoperdi and C. scanicus,

Mijrmecoxenus vaporariorum, Atomaria mesomelas, A. nana and A.

rxificurnis, all swept, except C. scanicus, which swarmed in a piece of

stale, damp bread. Mycetophaijus piceiis from fungi, Simplocaria

scmistriata, and Ehnis acneus are nearly all that have been added to

the Clavicornia.
(To he continued.)

AcHERONTiA ATROPos AT Clevedon.—A fine Specimen of A. atropos

was taken at rest near the gas-works in Clevedon about a week since.

I suppose the recent hot weather induced the insect to emerge.—J.

Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge. October 18th, 1895.

An autumnal emergence of Noctua conflua.—I have just bred

to-day a lovely specimen of Noctua conflua, one of a batch of ova sent

to me from Shetland, in July last.—T. Maddison, South Bailey,

Durham. November 11th, 1895.

Early appearance of Poecilocampa populi. — I have recently

taken a few insects from the lamps, the most important being a male
poecilocampa populi, on October 18th. Is not this very early ? I took

the species last Avinter in January.—E. R. Bush, 71, Strathmore
Street, Perth, N.B.

Sphinx convolvuli at Clevedon.—S. convolvuli has not been by
any means plentiful here this autumn. In 1887 I took a specimen as

early as August 18th ; this year the first appearance of the species was
on the evening of August 28th. The specimen seen on that evening

I did not capture—was too nervous I suppose. I had been on the

watch for the insect for a fortnight before, having a splendid bed of

the tobacco plant in flower, but did not see a specimen until the 28th.

The next evening I took two specimens ; they were not so fine as

usual considering the earliness of the season. After this the weather

was unfavourable, and it was a fortnight before I saw any more. On
the evening of September 11th I took one specimen, and saw, but did

not capture, another ; and two nights after captured a fourth. The
same evening we experienced a very heavy thunderstorm. After this

I saw no more until September 20th, when I saw two, but missed both.

The following night I took another—my last capture ; about a week
after, however, I saw another but failed to capture it, and did not

notice any more after that date (September 30th). The latest date at

which I have captured S. concolmdi was in 1886, when I took it at a
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bed of geraniums on October 11th. All the five specimens taken this

year were females, and none of them were in fine condition.—J.

Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge. Ndrcmber lAt/i, 1895.

Dasycampa rubiginea at Clevkdon.—I have been taking odd
specimens of this species (seven up to date) now and then since the

second week in October. The sharp frosts that we had in October
seemed to aftect insects very much, as they have been very scarce

since. I took another specimen last night, and should the weather
keep open may no doubt take more. I shall do my best to complete
my series this year, but it is a trying job for one's patience ; night

after night one fails ; then another specimen turns up, and one goes

at it again with renewed vigour.

—

Ibid.

Xylina semibrunnea at Clevedon.—I have only taken one A'.

semihnuuwa this autumn, early in September, and have seen no
others. I fancy this must be one of our rarest insects, as few
collectors seem to have a complete series. Both this species and X.
sdcia have been much less common in this locality since the dry

summer of 1883.

—

Ibid.

Micro-collecting in 1895.—This has been one of the worst
seasons for Micros that I have known. The only good species that I

have found abundant was Sciaphila sinuana in the larval stage.

Several local species that I look upon as certainties, <'.//., Laverna
raschJdella, Asi/cJnia tcninuclla and Scoparia hasistri(ialh, have been
hardly obtainable, and a long hunt for Tisrhcria aw/ustirolella produced
three dead mines. Certainly my time for day work has been limited,

but the results are very meagre.—H. H. Corbett, M.R.C.S., 19,

Hallgate, Doncaster. Octohn- SOtJi, 1895.

In Unst, I found that Aphdia osscana (protana) was much scarcer

this year than when I was there in 1889, so also was Pamplusia
vumttcolana. In 1889 these species could be bagged in hundreds,
whilst this year we had to search for single specimens. Messrs. Reid,

Bright and myself worked hard for Micros, as we hoped to find some-
thing good, but without much success, either in species or numbers.
The only species that could be taken in numbers was Glypldpti'i-tix

thrasundla, which simply swarmed in damp meadows, and the local

Sciaj>hila colquhounana, a fair number of which could be obtained by
searching the rocks, which are of much the same general tone as the

insect. I should say that, upon the whole, Micros were scarce this

year, compared with the year 1889.—J. J. F, X. King, F.E.S., 207,

Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. Norcniber 5th, 1895.

Unusual appearances in the Aberdeen district.—I should like to

record the capture of a few species of moths which have not, I

think, been taken here for many years. The first of these is K\u-ltdia

iaciihai'dc, taken near Aberdeen, several specimens of Sphin.r (onrolndi

taken during the autumn in the neighbourhood, whilst on September
17th I took sixteen specimens of Diclionia apriUna, twenty Mi>>i'lia

(>.ri/aca)it/iaf', and one specimen of lladena protca.—F, W. Buchan,
Backhill, Rubislaw, Aberdeen.

Unusual appearances at Montrose, N.B.—I am much interested

in Mr. Buchan's notes, because it is the first year I have taken
lladena protca, DiclKmia aprilina and FAU-hdia iacohaeae. One D.
apiiliua was taken here three years ago, but this year they were most
plentiful. I have also had two Spln'it.r ronvolndi brought to me.

—

Montagu Gunning, M.D., The Mall, Montrose, N.B. November 1th, 1895.
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Steerha sacraria and Dasycampa rubiginea in THE Isle of Purbeck.

—On Saturday afternoon, September 7th, I had a great slice of hick,

and took a fine male specimen of Surrlia sacraria in a stubble-field near

here. I Avas out partridge shooting with luy brother at the time, and
suddenly noticed the moth flit up from under my feet ; it soon settled

again, however, and after one unsuccessful attempt I succeeded in

securing it in a glass-bottomed box, which was the only available

weapon of oftence that I had with me. Repeated efforts to meet with

other specimens, both then and on subsequent occasions, proved in vain.

The only example hitherto recorded from Dorset was taken by Mr. E.

R. Dale, as long ago as August 31st, 1867. Of the Macros, my next

bcot capture during the past season was a single female example of

Dasi/cainpa ruhl<iinca, taken at ivy bloom, on October 16th ; this was
the only reward Avorth mentioning for pretty constant work at ivy and
sugar during several weeks.

—

Eustace R. IBankes, M.A., F.E.S., The
Rectory, Corfe Castle. November IQth, 1895.

Abundance of Oporabia dilutata.—During the last few weeks
Oporabia dilutata has been plentiful all round London, a large pro-

portion being very dark and unicolorous, Avithout markings.—H. .J.

Turner, F.E.S., 13, Drakefield Road, Hatcham, S.E. Nareiiiher 21st,

1895.

XANTmA ockllaris near Richmond, Surrey.—I captured one

specimen of this insect near Richmond, on September 15th, and
another on September 21st. The tAVO specimens differ in appearance,

but the light spot on the reniform and the Avhite Aving-rays shoAv

clearly in both. The lighter of the tAVO has no conspicuously dark

markings, and is, presumably, of an extreme type, the dark one, I

suppose, of the normal.—W. A. Cope, 30, Crescent Road, Bromley,
Kent. Nove)iiber 22ml, 1895.

NoNAGRiA CANNAE ABUNDANT.—A fcAV days In the Norfolk Broad
district were the most successful I have experienced this year.

Nnnaiiria caniiar Avas abundant in the pupal stage, but [only managed
to successfully pull through about 20 per cent, of the pupa3 obtained.

The pupaB Avere in some cases droAvned, for the July rains had caused

the Avater to rise over the thin place in the Ti/p/ia stem, left for

emergence.—E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S., Myddelton House, Waltham
Cross. October Itli, 1895.

Abundance of Asteroscopus sphinx at light.—Asteroscopm sji/iinx

put in an appearance in the trap for the first time on November 6th,

being about a fortnight later than usual, OAving, I suppose, to the cold

spell at the end of October, but noAV it is making up for lost time, and
yesterday morning I found 51 males in my traps, the bulk in good
condition. On the 8th inst., I got oneAvith the right antenna, female,

and the left, male. I cannot say Avhether the difference in sex ex-

tends any further, there being, so far as I knoAV, no other out-

Avard distinction, though the female is usually larger. The speci-

men is of medium size, and one of the yc^lloAver or cream-coloured
aberrations.—E. F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L., F,E.S., Oxton. November
15tJi, 1895.

Sugaring in Shetland.—As far as my own collecting experience

is concerned, I found sugaring to be very unequal Avhilst I Avas in

Shetland. On some nights the posts were almost coA^ered Avith

Noctuids, Avhilst on other evenings, apparently as favourable, scarcely
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a Noctuid moth was to be seen. In a note from Mr. Salvage the

other day, he remarks that sugar was a complete failure during his

collecting tour in Ireland.—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S. 207, Sauchiehall

Street, Glasgow. Octohi'i- 'SOth, 1895.

Notes of the Season.

Castle Moreton (Tewkesbury).—This has been a very good year

for insects in this district. Sugar proved attractive throughout June,

and up to July 27th, when I left home. During the latter part of

August but few things came, but with the advent of September, insects

again came in numbers, and this was the more striking, as, Avith the

exception of two or three nights, the evenings were not favourable for

sugaring. Light has been more or less productive throughout the

season. According to my experience, this season has been remarkable

for the abundance of certain species, and the almost entire absence of

other species. Among the species more than usually common I may
mention :

—

(rramiiu'sia trif/raiiuiiica var. bilinea, Caraihina aUinea, ('.

taraxaci, Tryphacna orbona, AnchoceUs pistacina, A. lunosa, Xanthia
gilvago, Gah/miiia affinis, Epunda hitulenta, Amphipyra pyramidea,

and A. tragopogonis. E. hitulenta and A. Ilnnosa have been far more
abundant than I have ever known them ; the latter has never been a

common species here before, and I do not think that I have ever taken

two dozen in any one year. This year, however, I could have taken a

hundred on one night, and there was great variety, the colour ranging

from red and yellow to pale and dark brown. Leucophasia sinajns,

Asthenn candidata, Acidaliti rcmutarid, A. imitaria, A. aversata,

Timandra amataria, Minoa murinata, Eupitliecia cxiguata, E.

rectangulata and Cidaria pyraliata were all fairly common. On the

other hand, Lycaena argiolus, Ino geryon, Leucania conigera, Cerigo

matnra, Agrotis obscura, A. corticea and Calymnia diffinis were

scarcer than they are some years. Ino geryon seemed to be almost

confined to one small spot. The insects, however, most conspicuous

by their absence were Hadena dissimilts, Lithosia griseola, and
Noctua festiva, species that are sometiaies common here; of the two
former I saw absolutely none, and of the latter only three or four

specimens. The above may give a general idea of what the season has

been here ; many species appeared sparingly, besides those enumerated

above, such as Acidalia trigeminata, Hadena genistae, etc., but these

call for no special remark.

—

(Rev.) E. C. Dobr^e Fox, M.A., Castle

Moreton, Tewkesbury. September 2GtJi, 1895.

Grange-over- Sands.—This has undoubtedly been an exceptional

year here, certainly the best since the Jubilee year. Sugar has been

most prolific, and of some species, such as Epnnda nigra and

Mamestrafurva, I have taken more specimens this year than during

the preceding seven years added together. I am unable to call to

mind any particular species, usually taken here, which has been scarce,

and I should say quite 90 % have been abundant, or at any rate very

much more common than usual. This also applies to the Isle of Man
(a favourite ground of mine), although the rarities, such as Polta

xanthomista and Dianthoecia caesia are becoming scarcer every year,

owing to a large portion of the workable ground having been destroyed

through the formation of a drive.—G. A. Booth, F.E.S., Grange-over-

Sands. October 1th, 1895.
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Glasgow.—It is exactly ten years since I started collecting insects,

and, without exception, the present year has heen the most productive
in my experience. Since the beginning of May up to the present date

my boards have been always well filled. Sugar has always taken well,

especially in September, when I spent a fortnight at the head of Loch
Lomond. Orthosia macilenta, MeUinia circellaris, Epunda nigra,

Iladena protea, and Calocampa vetusta were all very common. Noctua
glareosa, Orthosia lota, Orrhodia vaccinii, Xanthia fulvago and
X, Jiavago oeiine Iveelj. Hi/droecia nictitans was very common on
the flowers of scabious ; whilst of insects that came to sugar in

smaller numbers were Hydroecia micacea, Agrotis ypsilon [suffusa),

Noctua dahlii, Anchocelis helvola (ru.fina), Calymnia trapezina, Miselia

oxyacantliae, IHchonia aprilina, Brotolomia metindosa, Calocampa
exoleta, as well as several specimens of Cidaria siterata, (J. miata, C.

immanata and TJiera variata.—A. Adie Dalglish, Pollokshields,

GlasgOAV. October dth, 1895.

Southend.—Common things are now showing up well at sugar. I

found a fresh specimen of Chesias spartiata in the house on Monday
night, and a larva of Cerura bifida on a fence on the 12th inst.—F.
G. Whittle, Southend. October nth, 1895.

Clevedon.—Sugar was very productive throughout September,

even after the ivy was fully out. Insects at ivy, excepting on one or

two occasions, have not been so numerous as usual. The most
plentiful species were Anchocelis pistacina in great variety, A. maci-

lenta and Brotolomia meticulosa. 1 took Dichonia aprilina at ivy for

the first time this autumn. The insects most common at sugar in

September were Xanthia citrago, A. lunosa, Mellinich circellaris, whilst

A. pistacina was as abundant as at ivy. There were also a fair

number oiHadena protea, B. meticulosa. Folia flavicincta, Amphipyra
pyramidea, A. tragopogonis and Agrotis saucia. Plusia gamma
has been wonderfully abundant this autumn, revelling in the sunshine.

—J. Mason. October IHth, 1895.

CoxHORNE, Swansea, &c.—As far as my experience goes this has
been a fairly good season. I was in Swansea off and on from the

beginning of March to the end of April, but had very little time to

work for moths while there. Tephrosia crepuscidaria was decidedly

scarce, especially the dark form, of which I only took one or two ; I

also came across Lobophora carpinata and Eupithecia ahbrevicda. I

worked at the sallow here when I was at home for a few days

on leave, and took Taeniocampa gothica, T. pulverulentn, T. stabilis,

T. instabilisjPachnobia rubricosa (va,ve), T. gracilis (rare), Anticlea

badiata, L. carpinata, &c. During the whole of May I was down at

Milford Haven, and did nothing in the entomological way, except

taking some larvfe of GUsiocampa neustria, which produced very dark

imagines, and one ? Spilosoma mendica, from which I got a quantity

of eggs, and now have a good many pupa^. In the beginning of June,

at Swansea, I took Hydrelia uncula, MeUtaea an^-inia, Argyuuis selcne,

Melanthia albicillata, EucUdia mi and E. glypJilca. On my return home,
on June 15th, I started working in earnest, and sugared and lit up my
moth trap on every favourable niglit up to the present date, and took by
both means some really good insects ; besides those mentioned [ante,

p. 89) were Xylophasia hepatica, Gonuphora derasa, Cymatophora
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ocularis, Apamea unanimis, Ptcrostoma palpina, Neurla saponariae,

Caradrina ahine'^, G. taraxact, XyhqjJiasia siiblustris, Hypenodes
costat'stri'/alis, ('ipiiatopliora duplari.s, To.niccoiipa pastiiniiii, (Tt'O)ii('tra

vrr)iaria, Cleora lir/n'iKtria, Ccrijia iiiatiira, Lithosialuridc(da, Cali/iiDiia

affinis, C dijfinis, Tri/iiliacna Ji)iibria, Xoctua depuncta, A;/rotin tritici

\&r. aquilina, Plati/iitilia (jonodactyla, Cranibus faUellna, V. puncti-

darti/la, Aviptilia i/alactodactijla, Xoctua sti(/)iiatica, lAipcrina n'-yiitix,

I'lastods s)d)tHsa, Kpunda lutidcnta, AncJiocelis lunom (common),

Xanthia (lilixuji), Aijrotis mtu-ia, Xylina (imithopns, Xylina sciiiihrumwa,

Calncaiiipa cndcta, AncJwcelix pistacina (very common and variable),

MiscUa o.ryacanthae and var. capjicina, ( hilvisia maciUnta, Asteroficojius

s]jhin.r, Hinicra pennaria, besides CuculUa nwbratira, Hahmstida

tnpartita, H. triplasia, I'liisia iota, P. pulchrina, /'. rlirysitis and
Clwerocaiupa poirdlus at the flowers of pinks. Juqdthccia mtauiiulata

was very common on apple trees on one night only (.Time 17th),

though it occurred sparingly at light afterwards. The larvie of

Dianthoecia carjioplHuja and 7>. capsinnda were common during July.

Day work produced Knodia Ityperanthmi ab. arete, and one larva of

('uspith'a alni. Kupithecia suhfulrata larvae are still common on yarrow

on railway banks and waste places. Noctuid larva? have been fairly

common on ribbon grass in the garden, I have obtained many by

sweeping. This mode of feeding is not likely to prove favourable to

their turningout to be those of Apamea mianiiinx andyl. oplnot/irnnnia.—
(Major) R. B. Robertson, Coxhorne. Ortoher 23rr/, 1895.

Morpeth.—As far as my collecting experience goes, this season

has been a little below the average in this neigbourhood. During the

time that the sallows were in blossom the weather was unfavourable,

except for a night or two, and insects consequently proved scarce.

During May, June, July and the first three weeks in August, insects

were below the average in numbers. I only got one Plusia bractea, and

1\ iota B.nd P. pulchrina were much scarcer than usual. I found a

few Cirrhoedia xerampelina at the base of ash-trees, about six p.m.,

towards the end of August. The weather at this time was very

favourable for collecting, and I found Xoctua dahlii, Dyschorista

suspecta, Epunda hitulcnta move -plentiiiil at heather blossom [Callvna

vulgaris) than they usually are in this locality ; also X. castanea and
Hydroecia nictitans. Xoctua glareosa was really scarce at heather

blossom this season.—J. Finlay, Meldon Park, Morpeth. October

28th, 1895.

DoNCASTER.—Autumn sugaring has been good. The most abundant

species have been Mellinia ein-ellaris and Ancliocelis. pistacina. I took

the var. .serina of the latter this autumn for the first time. Single

specimens of Xanthia aurat/o, Ai/rotis saucia and Cahicampa retusta

came to sugar. These species are all very rare here.-—H. H. Corbett,

M.R.C.S., 19, Hallgate, Doncaster. October SOth, 1895.

Reading and Basingstoke.—The season certainly has not been a

good average one here. Sallows did not pay, the nights being too cold
;

although on one or two mild nights the Tfeniocamps were numerous,

and T. iniinda came freely to sugar on such nights. I did not take

Stanropus fai/i this year, but several of my friends did, including one

specimen of the black variety. I went to Basingstoke during Whit-

suntide for Senia sphcji/oniiis, and was fortunate enough to obtain a
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virgin female on the ground, and was thus able to try "assembling"
for the first time with this species. The result was twelve males on

the first afternoon. Scsia foniiicifoniiis was scarce, and I only took

two poor specimens. I noticed that the larv83 of I'liifiaUa prdaria

were very plentiful on alder, birch, oak, etc. Sugar did not pay until

July, when Ave tried for ('ahjiimia puralina, and succeeded in taking a

few. (
'. ajfJiiis was common, but C r////7'«/.s' scarce, jh/ndis triticixar.

aquilina a few, and most of the common species due at this time were

all fairly numerous. Xactua sti;/i)iatica was to be taken by sugaring

foliage and twigs outside a beech wood ; but it was not plentiful. I

put up nearly all I took for ova, and the larvae are now full-fed and
going down. I find them very easy to rear, as they feed readily

on most loAV plants—perhaps chickweed, narrow-leaved plantain,

and dandelion are preferred. This year has proved a complete failure

for the Xanthias ; for although Xanthia citra;/o, Xantliia fiaraf/o

[dlaijo) and A', fulcai/o [(crcuio) were fairly plentiful. A'. ;/ilraii<) was
scarce and A'. anrcKjo came to the sugared twigs and foliage but very

sparingly. Mdlinia riirrllaris was abundant. Of Kpumhi lutulenta

I got two or three, a few Xylinn seniibrunnea, and most of the

common autumnal species were all fairly abundant, except Tiyyliaena

orhona and Noctua xanthoijrajjJia, which were conspicuous by their

absence.—A. H. Hamm, 24, Hatherley Road, Eeading. Nocemher
4th, 1895.

Tenby.—I was at Tenby in August, but rather too late for the

sandhill insects. I got Ai/mtis rcstii/ialiK, A. cwsoria, A. tritici and
Actehia i>mn-<i.i-, off ragwort blossoms, but only sparingly. I took one

C'olias ediim feasting on burnet-rose, the only specimen I have seen

this year. I visited the habitat for Stilhia aiionmla on one evening,

and took ten specimens, but they were rather worn, so I did not

trouble to go after them again.—E. A. Bowles, M.A., F.E.S.,

Myddelton House, Waltham Cross. October 7th, 1895.

Waltham.—The ivy in my garden is nearly over. I visited it last

evening, and got one Mi><i'lia oAnjacanthar var. cajnichia, and Anchocdu
liistacina appeared remarkably abundant.

—

Ibid.

Aberdeen.—My collecting has been all done in the neighbourhood

of Aberdeen, and chiefly confined to sugar, and until the end of June
the results were very poor. On the Kincardineshire coast, At/rotis

liurrnea was fairly plentiful at heather-bloom during July, and a few

A. pyropMla where also taken ; whilst Manu'stra furra and other

common species came freely to sugar. In the woods during August,

DysiJiorinta smpecta and LitliomiasuUdiuiinis were exceedingly abundant.

Noctua ca.stanca ab, nef/lecta was taken in some numbers, and a few

N. mhrina put in an appearance. Aplecta <icculta and Kpunda lutulenta

were taken sparingly ; whilst E. nii/ra was fairly common. The
autumn species have been more abundant than I remember having

seen before.—A. E. Cannon, Mannofield, near Aberdeen. October

2-dnl, 1895.

King's Ltnn.—The season here has been quite an average one,

although a few species, especially of the larger ones, have been less

abundant than usual. Thus Ci/matajiJidra Jiaricarnis did not turn up
in its usual numbers ; but BrepJuts partJienia^s was particularly, abun-

dant. I'anolis pinijierda swarmed at sallow bloom, as I had expected

they would do, for pupa? of the same species were found in numbers
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beneath moss in the Scotch fir woods during the previous autumn.
KupltJiecia jii/i/inacata must have once again shifted its quarters, for I

did not observe a single specimen during the season. I have known
I\. pijfimacata change its quarters two or three years in succession, but
previous to this year I have traced it, and found it within a mile of
the spot in which it occurred the year before. Both To.nxrniipa

jiastinKiii and Lohojiliora scvalata have been unusually plentiful.

Ayroth cursaria, A. jiracro.r, and, of course, A. trltki were common on
the coast sandhills ; of At/mtis cujathina I secured four specimens
only, but it is difficult to get here by sugaring, hence a search had
to be made for it at dusk at the flowers of ling {Calluna vulf/aris),

or an odd specimen or two can be netted just before dusk as they fly

over the ling. No doubt larvffi might be swept, and some day I

may be tempted to try it. I have given Ejim-hnia farrella a holiday
this year. However, I succeeded in finding Cramhus salindbos at

home on our salt marshes, quite close to the town, although it was
surprisingly local. C. latutrim did not turn up at all, but (

'. hnvuiliiH

Avas as plentiful as ever. Ph>/ns ahictdla was not uncommon at night
flying on the outskirts of Scotch fir woods.—-E. A. Atmore, F.E.S.,
King's Lynn. Xoronhrr 12tJi, 1895.

OxTON.—The early part of the season here was most disappointing.
In April and May, Li/cama an/iolus was fairly plentiful ; but Si/rirhtlius

vialrar, which I always persecute for ab. taras and intermediate forms,
was very scarce. Tlicda iicJii, also usually a very common insect, was
almost entirely absent. Hnhernia leiinip/iamria was scarce at light.

Sallows, in April, were fairly productive in Taeniocamps, and on one or
two evenings KapitJiccia jnunilata swarmed at them. In May and
June light did very fairly well, but during the greater part of July,

all August and the first part of September, I did practically no
collecting. In September I had two specimens of Spldnx mnrolndi
brought to me, taken by villagers, and much damaged ; but though I

tried Nicotiana for several evenings, I saw none. (Jolias nlma has not
occurred, so far as 1 know, in this immediate neighbourhood, but 1

saAV a few one day when shooting, between Exmouth and B. Salter-

ton, on the clifl's. Pyramcis rardni was very scarce. Sugar and ivy
answered well during October, and gave a few Ayrotl'^ saiiria, Calocampa
crolcta, Xi/liiia ornithopus and Anc/Kxrlis rufina, besides a quantity of

commoner things ; but I have been unable to meet with r>a.si/rai)iiia

ruhif/inm this season.—E. F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L., F.E.S. Oxton.
Xurniihcr lOtli, 1895.

York.—On Saturday last (November 9th) I found numbers of

< 'liciiiiatohia horcata on the leafless birches, plenty of Hi/bcrnia anran-
tiaria and H. defoUaria in less numbers. I obtained two of the latter

with the dark band, the rest being more or less of the brown
unicolorous form. I took fourteen fine Cahirampa r.nilrta irom sugar
the same evening. Last night (November 15th) my younger daughter
brought me a fine male I'ot'ciloraiiipa populi, evidently newly emerged.
— S. Walker, 23, Portland Street, York. Xoveiiilwr 16th, 1895.

Bury 8t. Kdmunds.— (h-rJiodiavaccinii, O.lu/nla, OrtJiosia inacilenta,

and all the usually abundant moths seem very scarce at sugar here this

autumn as compared with last.—F. Norgate, 98, Queen's Eoad,
Bury St. Edmunds.
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3a.0TES ON LARY^, &c.

Abundance op Phorodesma smaragdaeia larv«.—The larvne of

P. smaragdaria were very abundant this year. I took a friend down
to a locality, and we took nearly a gross in one afternoon. They can

readily be seen, but you must work on hands and knees, and search

even to the roots. Often by beating the plants and then parting the

stems several Avill be found in one bunch of the food-plant.—H. J.

Turner, F.E.S., 13, Drakefell Eoad, Hatcham, S.E.

I can fully endorse Mr. Turner's statement as to the abundance
of P. smaragdaria larvtp. I visited a favoured spot twice early in

August, and took on the first occasion 2-13 larvfe, and on the second
251.—F. G. Whittle, 3, Marine Avenue, Southend.

Probable submergence of larv.e feeding on salt marshes.—

I

think the food-plauts of Phorodesma smaragdaria, Clisiocampa

castrensis and Epichnopferyx rcticeUa are submerged when the

larvfe are feeding, and, in the case of the first and last, when they are

in pupa ; although I cannot positively say that this is the case, I have
often, at the time of " spring tides," seen the drift well up the river

wall, above the level of the marsh, and have on various occasions

found puparia of P. smaragdaria in their frail cocoons attached

(almost always Ioav down) to the food-plant on the open marsh, and
bearing in mind the fact that P. smaragdaria is a larva for about

ten months, I feel sure that it must get many a ducking.—F. G.

Whittle, Southend. Oet. Idth, 1895.

I have collected the very young larvcC of Phorodesma smaragdaria
at the end of August, on the Essex coast, and I can say with every

confidence that I have taken larvre, about an hour after the tide

receded, on plants which had been submerged from twelve to twenty
inches. I observed this on three separate visits.—J. J. F. X. King,

F.E.S., Glasgow. Nov. 5th, 1895.

Breeding Callimorpha hera.—I see by reference to back numbers
of the periodicals that several persons who have bred (

'. hera experi-

enced difficulty in the pupating and emerging stages. Is this because

they do not give them earth or sand ? Mr. Porritt kindly sent me
five larvffi of this insect early in May last. These I fed up in an
ordinary flower-pot, half full of sand, upon cultivated rose. I never

had less difficulty with any insects. They all pupated under the sand,

and all emerged perfect specimens. Although I found three of them
together, two males and one female, on a sunny morning freshly

emerged, they did not " bang about," but sat perfectly quiet, and were

not in the least damaged. The five proved to be tAvo of the ordinary

red type, tAVO of the yelloAV ab. lutescens, and one of an intermediate

orange colour. I began feeding the larvse on dandelion, but found
that they preferred the leaA'es of the ordinary old-fashioned garden
rose, knoAvn locally as ^the "maiden blush."—J. C. Moberly, M.A,,

9, Rockstone Place, Southampton.

^g^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
List of North American Eupterotuxe, Ptilodontid.e, Thyatirid^,

Apatelid^ and Agrotid.e, by A. Eadclifte Grote, M.A. [Bremen,

1895.]—WhateA-er Professor Grote takes in hand AVe can always be

sure will be well done. This List shows an enormous amount
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of careful research, and of intelligent discrimination, and it bears

no evidence of the careless and slipshod methods that distinguish

some American synonymic lists. Professor Grote is especially well

qualified to grapple with the difficulties that surround the subject

;

and now that he is devoting considerable and detailed attention to the

European fauna in the Hildesheim Museum, he will stand out as pre-

eminently the man to bring into working order and put on a common
base the dissimilar nomenclature in use in America and Europe ; for

however much individual opinion may differ as to degree, there can
be nothing but a general consensus of opinion that he understands
better than anyone else the complications of the American system,

which, to the average Eastern mind, has much of the intricacy of a

spider's web, wdth the supposition (or certainty) of a demon lying at

every nook and corner. In his particular branch the weakness of his

contemporaries makes us all the more grateful for his work, and
although he has not yet convinced us that his ex cathedra method of

selecting a type is at all a good one, yet it is a method, and as such
is infinitely better than none, and it is in the latter fashion that

synonymy is at present worked by our specialists. His footnotes

are to the point, often amusing, sometimes sarcastic, always interest-

ing ; but no author yet seems to know anything about British genera,

or to recognise that our generic groupings are usually more real and
more natural than the often large and unwieldy genera of the Conti-

nent. Professor Grote seems to have no more knowledge of these

than his contemporaries, hence his list does not help the purely

British collector much ; and yet this is hardly correct, for the genera
which we use in common with our Continental brethren are somewhat
amply dealt with. We would like to have a fling at Hiibner's Teiifavieii,

but forbear. Lord Walsingham is admitting its right to rank, and if

only our synonymists will settle something definitely and say—This is

the name, it can undergo no alteration ! we would forgive them much,
and we would even swallow our own personal opinion of the scientific

value of poor old Hiibner's Tentantcu. This List of North American
Noctuids is by far the best thing on American synonomy that lepi-

dopterists have recently had offered them, and we congratulate the

author on his careful production.

SOCIETIES.
At the meeting of the ExTOJioLOciicAL Society of London, Lord

Walsingham announced the death of Mons. E. L. Ragonot, President

of the Entomological Society of Erance, and, since 1887, a Foreign
Fellow of the Entomological Society of London. He remarked that

Mons. Ragonot was especially distinguished by his knowledge of the

PInjcidac (a monograph on which group he had brought out in

Russia), for his amiable personal qualities and for the readiness he

showed to assist other workers in the identification of species. Mr.
Stevens exhibited two larv^, supposed to be those of a species of

Anohiurn, which had been damaging oil paintings in his possession
;

also two specimens of a luminous species of Pijropliorus, which he
had received alive from the West Indies. Mr. Adkin exhibited a

portion of a collection of Lepidoptera made in Hoy, Orkney, in 1895,
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including the following species, vi-., Agrotis vestigial is, A. tritici

and A. cursoria, not previously recorded from Orkney ; Neiaeopliila

plantaginis, having the usual yellow ground-colour of the hind-wings
replaced hy red in many of the females ; Hcpidlus hnmnli, males of

the ordinary white form, bearing no resemblance to the Unst (Shet-
land) form, var. hethlandica ,• Tri/phaena orbona, all very dark, the
fore-wings almost black, the yellow of the hind-wings of many of the

specimens much obscured by blackish scales. Epuiida, Intulent r,

some almost uniformly black, others pale grey with dark markings
;

Taeniocavipa golhica, including var. gothicina ; Hndeiia <tdusla, one
almost black, others much variegated ; Them juniperata, many
having the central fascia and apical streak very dark brown ; and
Hysipetes sordidata, varying from blackish brown to pale green.
Mr. Tutt exhibited a series of Emydia cribrum var. Candida, which Dr.
Buckell had bred from eggs obtained from a specimen caught by Mr.
Merrifield in May, 1895, in Northern Italy. He stated that the
beautiful bead-like eggs Avent through a series of colour changes from
yellow to leaden or blue-black, as the embryo matured within, and
that when they hatched being perfectly unable to get what is generally
considered their food-plant, viz., ling, he remembered that "ling" did

not occur where they were found—rough grassy spots—and accor-

dingly tried them with the ordinary grass growing in his garden, and
gave them, in addition, that excellent all-round food for lepidopterous

larvae—knot-grass (Polyi/oniaii ariculair). They took to both, and by
July had moulted twice, and were evidently still feeding on when they
were sent on to Dr. Buckell to deal with whilst he was away on the
Continent. On his return, Dr. Buckell informed him that they had
gone ahead, and in early September gave him a number of the earliest-

formed pupie, which emerged in about three weeks. The later larva?

pupated during the next fortnight or three weeks, and the imagines
have since emerged, the last on October 16th, and it Avas a part of the

brood that was being exhibited to-night. Mr. Tutt added :
" It occurs

to me to draw attention to the following points :—(1) That breeding

them in England (even indoors) has resulted in producing the brood
at least six weeks later than the corresponding one on the Continent.

It will be remembered that British 7'.'. (//i/-!f/», is single-brooded, it being
only on rare occasions that an odd specimen of the second brood is ob-

tained. (2) That this delay in feeding up has not been accompanied
by any change whatever in the general appearance of the insects.

They have bred true to type, and are of the same type exactly as the

? parent. (3) That of the first 21 specimens bred only two females

occurred ; that of the last 23, only five were males. (4) That there

should now be no difficulty in breeding our British form on two such
excellent substitute (natural?) foods as ordinary grass and knot-grass."

The Eev. Canon Fowler exhibited, on behalf of Professor Poulton, living

specimens of Diapheromerafemorata bred from eggs received from Prof.

E. B. Titchener, of Cornell University, New York. He stated that

the young larvae had emerged from the eggs in July and August last

and fed on lime. Several pairs had arrived at maturity, and were
feeding in cases in the' Oxford Museum. The Eev. J. H. Hocking
exhibited a specimen of XyJiva lambda, taken by him at sugar on the

trunk of an oak tree, at Copdock, near Ipswich, on the 30th September
last. It was in beautiful condition, and had apparently only recently
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emerged from the chrysalis. He also exhibited two specimens of

Xanthia oceJlaris taken at the same time. Mr. R. W. Lloyd exhibited

male and female specimens of Amara alpina from Garvell, Perth-

shire. Colonel bwinlioe stated that he had, during the past smnmer,
captured four specimens of Pieris daplidice at Deal. He said they

were worn and had probably been blown over from France. Mr.

Tutt remarked that he had collected at Deal for many years, but had
never met with Pieris (hiplidice.

At the meeting of the South London Entomological and Natural
History Society, on October 24th, 1895, Mr. Frohawk exhibited two
specimens of Acherontia atropos, one of which had been washed
ashore in Glamorgan, and the other had been taken at the lighthouse

of St. Agnes, Scilly. Mr. McArthur showed a series of Nockiafestira,

taken in the Orkneys this year. Mr. West: a bug [Zierona caerulea),

taken by Mr. Billups on the fungus table at the society's exhibition.

Mr. Carrington and Mr. Frohawk reported having seen fresh speci-

mens of GoJias ediisa on the South coast on October 20th.—On
November 1 4th, Mr. Briggs exhibited a living specimen of the

Madeira cockroach ( Pmu-hlora madcrac), taken in Covent Garden
Market. INIr. R. Adkin : a series of J'^iiniu'lcsia tarn iota from Co. Kerry,

which were lighter than the English form ; also a specimen of Arctia

caia from Co. Louth, with very intense black-brown markings. Mr.

McArthur : living larv;B, and a recently emerged imago of Tnjphaena

orhona var. vurtidi from Orkney ; he said that all the specimens

captured there were of this form. Mr. Mansbridge : a series of

Hypenodes albixtrii/alis, taken at sugar in Epping Forest. Mr. Sturt :

a living larva of Sjdiin.r coiirolndi from Cornwall, and drawings of the

others he had had ; one specimen was of the rare striped form. Mr. South :

a short bred series of Acnnnjcta nifnijantiriilis from Macclesfield ; he

stated that the larvfB much preferred sallow, although a few fed on birch.

At the meeting of the North London Natural History Society,

on November 14th, Mr. Prout opened a discussion on " The rare

Hawk Moths," in which he included Acheruntia atrnjHis, Sjdiin.v lon-

vdlruli, S, jiinastri, Ih'ilejiliila ciijiluirhiae, D. (jalii, ]>. lironiira,

Clwcrdvampa nciii and ('. ciicrio. He applied himself exclusively to

the problems of their geographical distribution, and very uncertain

appearance in different parts of the world. Setting aside for this

purpose all scientific classification, he suggested the following division

of the species : (1) Species on the border-line between " rare " and
" common," yet presenting some interesting problems regarding dis-

tribution, kc, which perhaps rendered them worthy of a place in the

discussion. In this division, Mr. Prout Avould certainly include

Achciuntia atropos, and possibly Sjdiijt.r nmrdlruli. (2) Species ex-

tremely rare with us, but common on the Continent. Here belonged

Sjdii)i.r jdnastri, Jh'ilcjdiila i/alii and D. eujdiorhiac, though Mr. Prout

mentioned that N. jiinastri would probably liave to be studied on quite

a diti'erent basis. (B) Species rare and uncertain in their appearance

throughout the greater part of Europe, being apparently natives of the

far south. Here belonged ('liocnicainpa nerii, ('. celcrin and l)i'ilci'1iila

licvrnica. Dealing with Acherontia atropos, Mr. Prout argued the

question as to whether or not it was truly indigenous in Europe, and
suggested that an interesting point concerning it, is whether it was
imported with the potato, or whether it originally fed entirely upon
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other Holanaceae, and had but recently acquired its preference for its

present food-plant. With regard to Splvinxcuncolndi, Mr. Prout thought
there was much room for difference of opinion, the larva and pupa
being so rarely met with, whilst the imago appears much more
commonly than the actual rarities of the family. He thought it was
impossible to look upon it as a mere "casual" visitor or imported
species. Of the 2nd division, Mr. Prout said that Sphin.v pinaiitri

" now occurs annually in a certain restricted district in Suffolk, and
the question is—Is it indigenous there, or how and when was it

introduced ? The two Dcilephilas probably do not occur annually in

any part of the British Isles." In the 8rd division, Mr Pro at said it

should be borne in mind, in forming our theories with regard to

Choemcawpa nerii, that some of the specimens have turned up in the

metropolis, and that it has never been taken otherwise than singly. (
'.

celerio is one of the most widely distributed of all Lepidoptera, ranging
over Asia, Africa, Australia and Southern Europe, and feeding almost
exclusively on the vine. Mr. Prout thought that these two Avere

obviously not genuine natives here. Proceeding to mention one or

two curious circumstances connected with the moths, Mr. Prout said

that the majority of records for all the species, except S. pinastri,

belonged to the late summer or autumn months, and that where
records for the spring or early summer were found, the specimens
were generally worn, so that they had been regarded either as

immigrants, or as hybernated examples. Yet in their own proper
habitats nearly all the species appeared to have also a genuine summer
brood, Mr. Prout further noted that the great preponderance of our
" casual visitors " amongst all the Lepidoptera, as well as those species

which, though never entirely absent, occur occasionally in enormously
increased numbers, appear with us at the same season of the year,

though the majority again have also a summer brood in their true

homes. Again, there was the yet further coincidence that a large

number of these species have been suspected either of hybernating or

of appearing pretty continuously throughout the winter in warmer
climates, and certainly several of them could be brought to additional

broods in the winter when reared in captivity. And finally, there was
evidently something abnormal about the conditions of these autumn-
emerged specimens ; the females were frequently either partially or

entirely sterile, or if eggs were laid they could not be brought
through their transformations ; the larvtB usually seemed in-

capable of hybernating, and perished unless they could be fed

up in artificial warmth. In the face of these coincidences Mr.
Prout was disposed to conjecture that there must be some one
broad general principal underlying and governing the migratory
propensities of these species, and to account for the comparatively
trivial variations of habit in matters of detail by reference to some
merely secondary climatic or phytophagic influences ; and that such
principle, if existing, must assuredly be one of no mean biological im-
portance. Mr. Nicholson gave some interesting details with regard to

SpJiin.r pinastri. He had read a note in the Kntoninhiiji^t to the effect

that it fed on cedar. He thought that immigration was responsible

for the appearances of Ih'ilephila nipJtorhicu', 1). Uvornica, J>. t/alii and
C'huerocaiupa celerio. Mr. Bacot remarked that these moths were all of

one form, with large eyes, strong wings, &c., an argument in favour of
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immigration. They occurred all over Europe and Asia, and over the

greater part of Africa and Australasia, but there seemed to be none in

America. Probably they could not stand the cold. They depend

solely on flight, and spread more widely every year. A. atropas and
.S'. conndndi were not truly British, as they do not generally breed

here. He doubted if even Macronlossa stcllataruin. was firmly established.

Mr. R. W. Bobbins mentioned the capture of a specimen of JK i/alii in

1888, on Stamford Hill, and one had also been taken in the house of

Mr. Simes, a former member. Larvse were also reported from the Lea
Marshes. He had heard of <J. nerll having been taken in Poplar. If

so, it was probably imported. He agreed with Mr. Bacot as to the

similarity of the moths with regard to general structure, r.//., the large

feeding of the caterpillar and comparatively small body of the imago.

The food evidently goes to store up energy, which produces their strong

flight, and hence their wide distribution. The recent successive

occurrences of 1>. mphorbiae might possibly have been due to its

having immigrated to some mild locality, and bred there for a few

seasons. Its then sudden disappearance might have been due to an

unusually severe winter. Mr. Harvey mentioned the discovery of a

specimen oi Achcnmtia atmpos, on the ship of Mr. Woodward's father,

when she was off Gravesend, outward bound. He also remarked that

Mr. Culpin had sent over specimens of N. roncolndi from Australia.

He did not think the wings of these moths were better adapted for

flight than those of the Bombyctdes. Mr. C. B. Smith thought there

were reasonable grounds for not considering Marroi/lo.isa stdlatdruin

and Aclwrontia atnipos British species. They occur very irregularly,

and iS'. ((inrolruU and A. atmpos were generally to be found together.

The latter sometimes lies over the winter, and emerges the following

June, but this, he thought, was a purely accidental circumstance. He
thought that A. atropo.s bred here very often, if not very regularly,

but of .S'. conrolndi he was doubtful. Mr. Prout, in reply, said that a

specimen of C. cdcriu Avas brought to Mr. Hanbury a month ago. Sphiji.r

piiiasfri was probably imported here accidentally, and managed to settle

down. Perhaps a bad winter put them down for a time, and they

were overlooked, but they turned up again, and have probably come to

stay. He agreed with the remarks of Messrs. Nicholson and Bacot as

regards the others.

The indefatigable secretary of the North London Natural His-

tory Society has arranged an attractive programme for the first half

of 1896. The annual exhibition is to be held on January 4th ; on

February 27th Mr. Tutt will read a paper ; on March 12th

Mr. Nicholson will open a discussion on the family Amphi-
pyridae ; on May 14th, Mr. Tremayne will deal with Termites ; and

on June 25th, Mr. C. B. Smith will contribute some notes from

North Wales. Excursions will take place on May 16th to Epping
Forest, on May 22nd to the New Forest, and on June 13th to Oxshott.

At a meeting of the Nonpareil Entomological Society, on Novem-
ber 7th, Mr. Norman exhibited living specimens of Hiincra pcnnaria,

IJi/hcrnia man/inaria, H. li'UnipJnu'aria, 11, dcjuliaria and Arctia raia,

all bred by himself during the preceding week in an outdoor breeding

cage. He also announced that he had larv;e of a third brood of A.

caia feeding at the present time. Mr. J. (1. C'l'aft exhibited specimens

of A. caia which emerged during the second week of September.
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Some Aspects of Hibernation.

By F. A. DIXEY, M.A., M.D., F.E.S., Fellow of Wadham College, Oxford.

The following remarks have been put together in compliance with
a request from Mr. Tutt for some expression of opinion on the sub-

ject of two recent papers, by himself and Mr. Kane respectively,*-*

dealing with the phenomenon of hibernation.

Before making any special comment on the papers themselves, it

may be as well that I should clear the ground by offering a few con-
siderations on the general question.

It is well known that in most regions of the globe all organisms
are subject to a periodical alteration of their environment, dependent
on the change of seasons. These variations of environment are in

the first place meteorological, the most important being changes in

respect of temperature and moisture. To each of such changes in

meteorological conditions every organism responds in its own charac-

teristic manner ; the modes of response differing in an almost endless

variety of ways, and being determined in some cases directly by the

influence of the new conditions on the organism itself, in others

indirectly through the effect produced on other organisms. For
example, in the temperate regions of the earth many trees lose their

leaves on the approach of winter. This effect may so far be con-

sidered a direct one, but it carries with it various indirect conse-

quences in respect of the life of insects which feed on the leaves, and
birds which feed on the insects. The interruption of the usual food-

supply is met sometimes by a change of diet, sometimes by a change
of locality (migration), sometimes by a suspension of bodily activity

(hibernation). Those observers who, with Darwin, see in natural

selection a sufficient cause for the transmutation of species, will have
no difficulty in attributing to the same agency the formation of the

various habits involved in the adoption of these several modes of

defence against the incidence of adverse external conditions. Under
the operation of natural selection, the change of habit will be an
entire or partial one according to the needs of the species ; it will

proceed by successive modifications of some already existing charac-

teristic, and it will also, of course, be limited in accordance with the

physiological possibilities of each several organism. Bearing these

* " The Resting Habit of Insects as Exhibited in the Phenomena of Hiberna-
tion and ^Estivation."

—

Entomolo(jisV s Record, Vol. vii., 1895, p. 1; Ibid., p. 52.
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principles in mind, let us proceed to a consideration of the papers

before us.

Mr. Tutt begins by a discussion of certain statements made by
Professor Weismann in his Romanes Lecture at Oxford, " On the

Effect of External Influences upon Development." The professor is

insisting upon the distinction to be drawn between such changes in

the individual organism as are the immediate and direct result of a

change in external conditions, and such as only indirectly follow an
alteration in the environment ; such changes, in fact, as are really

due to, and characteristic of, the already existing constitution of the

organism, and only need an external stimulus of whatever kind to

set them going. As an instance of the latter species of change he
adduces the hibernation of the marmot, which, as he points out, is a

phenomenon immediately dependent on the intimate structure peculiar

to the tissues of the marmot, as distinct from non-hibernating

mammals ; and not on the external circumstance of cold, which
is in itself, as we see in the case of ordinary mammals, powerless

to produce the winter sleep. Cold, however, Weismann implies,

though not the cant^a i'[ficiens of hibernation, constitutes, in the

case of the marmot, the requisite external stimulus for the assumption
of that condition ; to use a figure familiar to logicians, it supplies

the flrst link in the chain of causation, or pulls, as it were, the trigger

of the already loaded gun.

To these statements Mr. Tutt objects that cold cannot be the

actual stimulus inducing hibernation, inasmuch as the winter sleep

itself is merely the last term in a complex series of changes, and these

begin with the ingestion of unusual quantities of food before the cold

period has yet arrived. It is possible that Mr. Tutt may be right

in supposing that cold is not in this case the actual stimulus which calls

into play the characteristic winter slumber ; but the point is of small

importance, for Weismann's only contention with regard to hiberna-

tion is, that cold is at best a stimulus, giving, so to speak, the signal

for action to the already prepared organism.*'' Cold is not the

immediate cause of this physiological condition, and might without

damage to Weismann's argument be even denied the function of a

stimulus. It must, moreover, be carefully borne in mind that

Weismann is here only referring to the relation of the cold of any
one autumn in the life of a marmot, to the hibernation which is

entered upon at that particular time by that actual individual. He
would, of course, not think of denying that the organism of the

marmot has become adapted for hibernation under the operation of

natural selection, in order to meet the vicissitudes of environment

caused by a periodical accession of cold.

Turning from the case of the marmot, Mr. Tutt recalls to our

recollection various interesting instances of hibernation in the lepi-

doptera, which are quite enough to show that, however the case may
be Avith the hybernating mammal, the assumption of the like condi-

tion in insects is not necessarily dependent on the action of cold as a

stimulus. The case of V. urtirar is a specially interesting one, inas-

much as it affords evidence of a kind of physiological dimorphism,

if the expression may be allowed, within the limits of the same brood.

* See a re-statement of the same position by Weismann, " Neue Versuche, etc."

Zool.Juhrh. Jena, 1895.
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A phenomenon analogous to this is the variability in the duration

of the pupal condition that is well known to occur in many species.

In some of these cases the pupre of the same generation may be
physiologically differentiated into two groups, maturing at different

rates, and giving two distinct emergences of the perfect insect ; one
perhaps in the same summer, the other in the following spring. The
instances of hibernating larvte, referred to by Mr. Tutt, where some
individuals of any given brood will occasionally complete, or attempt
to complete, the whole series of changes within a single season, are

also due to a similar physiological dimorphism. The advantages to

a species of such dimorphism are obvious—on the one hand it is in

favour of the continued existence of the species to get through as

many successive broods as possible in the course of the year ; on the

other hand, there is a risk under these, circumstances of the whole of

one generation being cut off by an abnormally early winter, or by
some other adverse condition. If, however, a part of each brood is

as it were held in reserve, a provision is thereby afforded against the

incidence of such catastrophes, and the species, by means of its

dimorphism, is enabled to tide over the serious thinning of its

numbers that they involve. If such an arrangement exists in the

case of P. cardui, this would to some extent account for the curious

facts relating to its intermittent prevalence in this country, as

recounted by Mr. Tutt.

The main point to be observed with regard to all these cases is,

that they are invariably such modifications of habit as may well be

supposed to have arisen under the influence of natural selection.

Each species meets the exigences of the case in its own way ; some
may be supposed to be still undergoing adjustment, others have
attained a state of comparative equilibrium. The actual time of year

at which a species goes into hibernation, the stage of development
in which its period of repose occurs, and the uniformity, or otherwise,

in the behaviour of the members of each brood, are all .points that

may be expected to difier in relation with other circumstances which
it is needless to enumerate. Natural selection, in pointing out, so to

speak, the best or most practicable road for each species to take, will

give full consideration to all the circumstances under which that

species has already found it possible to maintain its existence. If

the foregoing be allowed, it will be seen that the question of the

actual nature of the inducing stimulus becomes of minor importance.
The stimulus may differ in every case. Under natural selection

anything may be taken to serve as the stimulus, provided only that

it touches off the appropriate mechanism at the right moment for the

species. It may be an external change in one case, an internal

condition in another. It is probably, in many instances, the simple
lowering of the temperature ; in others it may be repletion with a
certain diet ; in others, again, mere contact with the outer air on
escaping from the pupal integuments. It is even conceivable that in

some instances no stimulus is required at all.

Many of these points have been clearly put by Mr. Tutt in the

latter part of his paper ; he has, however, as it seems to me, some-
what failed to appreciate the distinction between (1) cold considered

as an external condition, exercising, whether directly or indirectly,

a selective influence upon organisms, and in that sense leading to
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their modification ; and (2) cold considered as a mere stimulus, in

response to which the hybernating condition may be periodically

assumed—the power of hybernating having been already established

by a longer or shorter course of natural selection, but the organism
needing in some instances a signal, as it were, to set the machinery
going at the appropriate time. The distinction is implied, though
perhaj)s not expressed, in the statements quoted from Weismann

;

and if it be kept in view, all apparent inconsistency in the latter

writer's argument will disappear.

Mr. Kane, no less than Mr. Tutt, acknowledges the adequacy of

natural selection for the production of the hibernating habit in its

various degrees of manifestation ; but by calling in the aid of
" inherited habits, morphological adaptations and acquired instincts

(which may be termed ancestral memories)," to supplement the simple

operation of natural selection, he is treading on highly debatable

ground, and will certainly fail to carry many biologists with him.
There would be hardly the amount of agreement that he appears to

anticipate in the position that " acquired habits .... play an
important part in animal evolution," though that doctrine would
assuredly meet with the approval of Mr. Herbert Spencer. Mr.
Kane is no doubt right in holding that some forms have not yet fully

adjusted themselves to their present conditions, and his excellent

suggestion that full observations should be made and recorded of the

behaviour of various species imder natural conditions, in different

climates, ought to be widely taken up. Some detailed knowledge is

already available on this point, but far more is wanted.

There still remains the question of the physiological history and
meaning of the winter sleep. Mr. Kane points out that cold directly

induces torpidity among both the higher and lower animals. But he

would seem to overlook the fact that, as was clearly shown by
Marshall Hall, the torpor directly induced by cold in the higher

animals is physiologically quite distinct from hibernation. The
ultimate origin of the habit is no doubt to be sought, as Mr. Tutt

suggests, in the capacity for rest possessed by all protoplasm. Physi-

ologists know that every tissue in the body has its alternating periods

of rest and activity, succeeding one another rapidly or slowly,

rhythmically or irregularly, with apparent spontaneity or in answer
to a definite external stimulus, according to the various parts to be

played by the particular tissue in relation to the life of the entire

organism. The same phenomenon in the case of the protozoon is

recognisable by every observer. Take, for instance, the alternation of

rest and activity exhibited by a vorticella—now in response to an
external stimulus, now apparently resulting from causes arising within

the unicellular organism itself. This capability of protoplasm gives

the requisite material for natural selection to work upon, and we find

accordingly few groups in the animal world in which some means of

the nature of hibernation or protracted quiescence is not adopted as a

defence against certain vicissitudes in the environment. As far as

the lower forms of life are concerned, the matter is a simple one
;

and the physiologist knows that Avhat applies to an unicellular organism
like the vorticella, applies in the main to each component cell of the

various tissues that make up the bodies of the metazoa. But with
every successive step in the upward scale, fresh coordinations and
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fresh adjustments become necessary. The physiological division of

labour l3etween different cells that begins to occur with the first

association of morphological units into a compound individual, takes

charge of the hybernating as of other functions. A give-and-take

arrangement is set up between different tissues, with a special view to

hibernation, the whole being bound together and placed in relation

with the outer world by means of the universally coordinating

mechanism of the nervous system. The problem to be solved in the

case of one of the higher vertebrates is no doubt far from being a

simple one ; natural selection however proves itself equal to the

task, and provides, as Ave have seen, a successful balancing of all the

bodily functions in the nice relations required by a complex animal
during its period of winter inactivity. The acme of complication is

reached in the case of the hibernating mammal, in Avhich the requi-

site adjustments reach an extreme degree of delicacy, all brought

about with the utmost precision under the influence of natural selec-

tion, °'''' But the hibernation of the insect, though so far removed in

degree from that of the mammal, is but another term in the same
physiological series ; and, pace Mr. Kane, few physiologists will

doubt that both alike are foreshadowed in the resting periods of

the protozoa.

The Introduction of Callimorpha hera into Britain.

By W. A. LUFF.

I was much interested in Mr. Tutt's able article on GaUimorpha
hera, in the December 1st number of the Entomologisfs Record. I have
seen this lovely moth on the wing every year in Guernsey or Sark
for the last thirty years, and when I was actually engaged in forming
my collection of Guernsey lepidoptera I have captured many
dozens of them. They are, or rather were, much commoner in Sark
than in Guernsey ; but now that this lovely little island is overrun
with English tourists in the summer season, they stand a fair chance
of being exterminated. It was no uncommon sight to see two or

three together on the flower-heads of Eupatorium ccumahinum in

company with Vanessa to, or the beautiful green rose-chafer [Cetonia

aurata) all busily engaged in sucking nectar from the flowers. They,
however, seem to have a preference for the coast, and I got most of

my specimens from the ivy, which here and there hangs in thick masses
over the rocky clift's. By pelting pebbles into this ivy I was sure to

disturb many of them ; they would soon settle again on the side of

the clifi", and be marked down and easily captured. I only wonder
that it has not become common in England before. I have at various

times sent numbers of the eggs and larvae to various correspondents,

and I read in a Guernsey (ricide Dooh, piiblished in 1863, that Dr.

Lukis, an enthusiastic Guernsey naturalist, sent a large supply of

eggs and larvfe to a well-known author on British Lepidoptera, who,
he states, set a number at liberty, with the result "that they spread

in all directions, so as to claim a place in the British list."

* It is remarkcable that the " homothermic ''mammal, when hibernating, may
lose its characteristic power of heat-regulation, and may resume the '• poiki-

lothermic " condition of the lower vertebrate or new-born infant. See Pembrey
and Hale White; " Proceedings of Physiol. Soc," p. xxxv., Journal of Flnjsiology,

1895.
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The variation in colour of the hind-wings, which Mr. Tutt men-
tions as one of the peculiarities of the British specimens, is very

common with us ; I have a series showing all the gradations, from
bright scarlet to light yellow, not bred specimens, but captured ones.

This seems to me to point out the true originators of the British

specimens.

When we see the number of British tourists who annually visit

these islands, many of them interested in natural history pursuits, it

is no wonder that some of them would do their best to introduce so

splendid an insect into the British fauna.

I can scarcely believe that the old collectors in Devonshire could

have missed so conspicuous an insect had it existed there in their

time.

I find that r'. ]i<'ra is very little given to variation, except in

colour of the hind-wings, and I would like to draw attention to a

variety which I bred in 1875, with the two large central creamy
bands on the upper wings almost obliterated. I presented this speci-

men to the late Edward Newman, who published a figure and descrip-

tion of it in the Kntnuinloiiist of February, 1876.

Retrospect of a Lepidopterist for 1895.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.H.

Another year has drawn to a close, and 1895 has now to be

numbered with the past. Wherein, from various entomological points

of view it has differed from previous years, it may be worth while to

enquire, and for this purpose we may take the year's work seriatim.

From the collector's point of view 1895 has been a " good " year,

a year in which butterflies and moths have been more abundant than

is generally the case, in which moths have come to sugar, and in

which staring blanks in collections have sloAvly but surely become
obliterated. It has not been especially a "butterfly year," although

the usual local species have been taken in their respective haunts.

There was no influx of Pieris ilapUiJirc, An/i/imis latona or Colia.s lii/alc in

June, to produce a sufficiently large brood in August, to fill our

magazine Avith records of these rare species ; although four worn
specimens of the first-named are recorded by Colonel Swinhoe as

having been captured at Deal, in August. ( '<>lias edu.sa has had one of

its hitherto inexplicable years, a year in which almost every collector

in the southern counties saw a few specimens during August,

September, October, and even in November (Mr. Carrington saw one
on the 9th), and yet it occurred nowhere in any quantity. One can only

explain such years as these by supposing that the spring wave of dis-

persal of this species left only a stranded remnant on our shores. We
hear of Tji/cania arion having another nail driven into its coffin ; of

the spirits that yearly haunt the New Forest catching fewer A. papliia

var. ralcsina than usual ; of Apatura ?r/.s failing to appear ; of a great

autumnal abundance of (rrapta r-allniin ; but of the rest the record is

very meagre indeed.

Of moths, however, the collector has more to tell. The large

Sphingides have been represented by Sp/u'n.r cnnvdlvull in immense
numbers. I estimate, from what I have heard and read, that 500
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specimens must have been captured. Not only has this been so, but
larvje have been obtained in considerable numbers during the late

autumn in the south-western counties, thus showing that the insect

appears to pass the winter here in the pupal stage, as it does on the

Continent. Arhcrontia atrnpos has not been uncommon, whilst the

Hon. F, Thellusson records not only the successful capture of

imagines, but the successful beating of the larvte of SjiJiin.r pinastri in

the pine-woods of Suffolk. Chcu'rocaiiipa rdcrio Sbud Lhilt'pJiilalinn-nira

have been recorded in our pages ; but, in spite of all attempts, no
Suwrmtlnis Dcvllatm-popidi hybrids have been bred. Among the

Arctiids, Callimorpha hera has proved " the moth " of the season. Mr.
G. T. Porritt was to the fore in breeding the species, a large brood
having been successfully hybernated, and above a couple of hundred
moths (so it was stated at one of the South London Society's meetings)

bred therefrom. It turned up in moderate abundance again in August,
and Mr. Hewett records some two thousand two hundred and sixty-

one eggs from his captures.

It is, however, among the Noctuides that the greatest successes of

the season are to be counted. First and foremost is the capture of

Mesn(jnna acrtasi'llaf, a species new to the British list, captured by Mr.
T. Salvage, at Arlington, in Sussex. Next stands the capture of

Xi/liiia lambda. One hears of Viminia alhorennsa as being so abundant
at Wicken that the captor ceased because he became tired of taking so

many specimens of one species ; the insect was equally abundant in

both broods. Then one hears of fifty specimens of PacJwtra IcucopJiaca,

and nearly as many Ai/mtis cinerea, in a night or two in the Wye
District, in the first days of June, and yet for years they have been

—

nay, still are—among our rare moths. A few Cuspidia alni larvte are

reported, but domestication has caused this to cease from being a rare

species. Lewania obsoli'ta has been exceedingly rare, but Xonai/na
cannae was more abundant than usual in its haunts at Horning Fen,
and we hear of large numbers of pupte having been taken. Most of

the summer species were fairly abundant, and Plmia moncta occurred
in sufficient abundance in Kent to place it in the market (the ultimate
fate of all our rare British insects). Two cases of breeding Cucullia

gnaphalii have come to hand, one from a Surrey, the other from
a Kent locality. But it was not till the autumn that insects positively

swarmed at sugar in the South. They continued to do so in the
North, and, indeed, had done so nearly all summer. In Shetland,
Noctua glairosa ab. KUff'asa and XoctuacDuflua were abundant, and many
(Jri/iiiodcs c.rulis were taken. In Orkney nothing very special occurred
except hl?Lck Hadoia aduxta, and some pretty Noctuid species—at present
recorded as Xoctua festira, but evidently including two other species.

On the Scotch coasts, in June and July, Noctuids were literally in

thousands

—

Xortua depuncta, X. sobrina, Tnjphaena .subseqiia, &c. ; on
the South coasts, in September, A//rotis nbe,luca and Apuropfn/la

a>(.strails were in the greatest profusion, whilst Leucanla albipuncta

occurred on the coasts of the Isle of Wight in numbers hitherto quite

unknown ; nor was it confined thereto, for the coasts of Kent also

produced a share. Inland, Xanthia ncdlaris occurred in many
localities—-Gloucestershire, Surrey, Kent, Suffolk, among others—and
their variation is very interesting, scarcely two specimens being quite
alike, whilst three or four more Catucala/ra.fuu have been added to

the few recorded British captures.
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Among the Geometrides, Mr. Christy's success in rearing Xijssia

lappimaria is far and away the best record, especially when we con-

sider that an unique specimen was all that had been previously recorded,

although from a scientific point of view the chance pairing of a late

female Ew/onia ani/ularia and male E. autuinnaria (cdniaria), which
produced fertile eggs, and from which Mr. Davis reared a brood of

hybrid imagines, is of perhaps almost equal interest. Large numbers
of pupfe of Kuiiithi'cia jasioncata will probably yield specimens to many
collections, whilst Eiiniiclesia taeniata, too, we understand, was taken

in considerable numbers in Ireland by the professional collectors.

The Orkney (Joronia iiiunitata were peculiar, and Cidaria saijittata is

recorded from Wicken—the first for many years.

Among the Incompletae, the principal capture, perhaps, was
Funica hetulina, by Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher, in the New Forest, whilst

a large number of Xeda scoliifdniiis were taken in Ireland, a useful

additional locality to the Scotch district, which bears, it is said, remark-

able signs of having been considerably overworked during the last two
years ; a result, I fear, which is sure to take place wherever professional

collecting occurs over a limited area, however thoughtful, careful and
conscientious the collector may be. Zj/i/acjia cd'idans appears to have

been as abundant as ever, and the Shetland Hcpialus huiiniU, with its

yellow males, was taken in considerable numbers. Time was, when
collectors of the smaller species were infinitely more scientific than

their brethren who confined themselves to catching and buying the

larger species. In those days one heard of the habits and life-histories

of the " smaller fry." They were collected by those who loved them;

but the Micro-man now hoards his ground like any Macro-hunter, and

although he is most willing to read the notes of his good-natured

brothers of the net, he rarely puts pen and ink to paper on his own
account. A professional collector, he avers, could exterminate many a

rare species in a short time if its habits were explained, and its food-

plant published, and largely one feels it is true. 'Tis a sorry thing for

scientific entomology, though. Mr. N. M. Kichardson stands out

among the collectors of the smaller species with the addition of Tinra

rinculella, H.-S., to the British list. Mr. E. A. Atmore records the

more than usual abundance of ]>i(injctria abictdla ; Mr. Thurnall the

breeding, after some sixteen years, of Alisjia aiuimtdla : Dr. Wood
gives some short notes on the life-histories of certain Tortricides ; Mr.

Bower a short note on Sraparia hasistri;/alis in Kent, but the oracles

of Messrs. W. H. B. Fletcher, Eustace Bankes and Lord Walsingham,
are dumb.

There have been few really good scientific papers published this

year, although there can be no doubt that the general level of the

printed matter has been raised. The " epoch-marking " paper of the

year is undoubtedly Dr. Chapman's " Notes on Butterfly Pupje, with

some remarks on the Phylogenesis of the Rhopalocera " {E)it. Ilcronl),

and this leads me to suggest that 1895 will be handed down to future

generations as that in which evolutionary theories as to classification

took shape and structure. They have been seething for a quarter of a

century now, but the papers of Chapman, Dyar, Comstock, Kellogg,

Packard and Hampson, and the discussion which has grown out of

them, have largely welded together the heterogeneous material, and
given us a firm basis on which classification must proceed. Most of
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this work is to be found in the American magazines. What the

lepidopterist of the old school, the collector per .sr, and the unread,

think of these things, science cannot stop to enquire ! but to the vast

army of young lepidopterists, whose shoulders are already to the Avheel,

there can be no doubt what it means. It means that they will absorb,

as part of their entomological alphabet, the facts that have caused the

present race of lepidopterists so much study and pains to formulate,

that they will learn in their youth what others have reached with toil

in middle age, that they will be able to formulate progressive views

which will leave the present leaders in the back-ground, and thus help

on the ever advancing wave of human thought and knowledge. Here,

too, we would ofter a word of warning to those comparatively young
lepidopterists who are on the borderland of advance, and yet are likely

to fall back. It is easy to read now the various papers on the subject,

and to grasp their bearings. The papers in the American Naturalist

for the current year, and those in the Trans. Ent. Hoc. Land., will

give them the information they want. In a few years they will feel

hopeless, and fall back in many cases into the strange mixture that

forms the tail of our entomological word.

On the Transactions of the Entomological Society of London we
shall find another of Dr. Chapman's remarkable papers entitled :

*' Notes on Puj)ie : Orneodes, Epermenia, Chrysocorys and Ptero-

phorus." Here we have an attempt to work out systematically, a

few of the heterogeneous groups hitherto included under the name of

TiNEiNA ; whilst "Notes on the Secretion of Potassium Hydroxide

by Dicrauura vinula, and similar phenomena in other Lepidoptera,"

by Oswald Latter, M.A. ; and " An attempt to correlate the results

arrived at in recent papers on the classification of Lepidoptera," are

to be found in the same volume, and appeal particularly to British

lepidopterists. Other papers to be read are :
—" The Genus Smerin-

thus," by A. Bacot [Ent. Record) ;
" The British representatives of

the genus Caradrina," by L. B. Prout, F.E.S. {Ibid.). A series of

notes " On the nature of insect colours," by W. Eiding, M.D., F.E.S.
;

R. Freer, M.B. ; and the Eev. C. R N. Burrows (Ihiil.); " Hybernation
and Estivation," by W. F. de V. Kane, M.A., F.E.S. {Ibid.) ;

" Par-

thenogenesis or Agamogenesis " {Ibid.); "Variation considered bio-

logically '' {Ibid.) ;
" Notes on Noctua festiva and Noctua confina," by

F. J. Hanbury, F.L.S., F.E.S., a very careful paper, and "Coenonym-
pha typhon and its varieties" {Ihid.), by Dr. F. J. Buckell,

excellently worked out ; nor can we quite pass over the entrance of

Professor Grote into the arena of British lepidopterological polemics,

although we frequently disagree with his views. In the Entoiaologist

there appears to be only one paper of the slightest lasting importance

to Britsh lepidopterists :
" On the cause of Variation and Aberration on

the Imago state of Butterflies, with suggestions on the establishment

of New Species," translated from the German by Dr. F. A. Dixey

;

besides " The Catalogue of Irish Lepidoptera," by AV. F. de V.
Kane, M.A., F.E.S., which, for the fourth year in succession, still

drags its weary way. In one way this " List " is most disap-

pointing, for whilst the author goes out of his way and makes a long-

excursus on a species here and there, the forms of other species Avhich

are abundant in Ireland are almost neglected, necessitating, in reality,

another list before the present one is finished. The E. M. M. has
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been practically valueless this year to British lepidopterists ; the

paper " On the Life History of Tinea vincideUa,'' by N. M. Eichard-

son, B.A., F.E.S., together with a few odd scraps by Dr. Wood, and
a life-history or two by Mr. Porritt, being all that one can cull of

more than the mere "collecting-note" order. It is with regret

that one has still to notice the printing of papers which make
science absurd. One paper, "On the senses of Insects" (Entovi.),

stands unequalled in this direction. It is presented to the "lay
mind," a form of aberration we had not previously heard of : evidently

it is not due to an excess of scientific knowledge, or of prolonged

study.

The larger societies are doing good work ; the smaller ones

(except the North London Society) appear, this year, to have sunk

into comparative obscurity. The Entomological Society of London
has now very successful and interesting meetings, and appears full of

vigour, a great contrast to the "dry as dust" period of—well, not

many decades ago. It is now, undoubtedly, in touch with all that is

best in British entomology, and its Transactions contain some highly

interesting papers on British species. The Transactions are worth

all the money one pays as an annual subscription, and again we would
appeal to entomologists in the country to join this society. We cannot

expect to keep up the high ratio, but the Record's appeal has been

responsible, during the last two years, for quite a third of the new
Fellows who have joined the Society, and we would again ask would-

be Fellows to communicate with us. The City of London Society,

from a scientific point of view, is easily second ; its discussions,

papers, etc., being of a high standard of excellence ; and with such

papers as those read by Messrs. Prout, Bacot, Hanbury and Dr.

Buckell, need fear no comparison. The South London Entomo-
logical Society is a society where old-fashioned notions, rather than

science, are still largely in vogue. It is, moreover, a champion
society for promises, but it lacks the virtue of the fulfilment thereof.

In February, 1895, the secretaries issued a notice to the effect that

papers were promised to be read by Messrs. Billups, Tutt, Robson,

Step, Mansbridge, South, Hewett, etc. As the promises have been

fulfilled, we have deleted the names in our " Societies " list, but we find

that very few names are, even now, absent from that list ; the

remainder have never attempted to redeem their pledges, and members
have probably attended meeting after meeting, expecting, in vain,

that the promises would be kept. The Provincial Societies are not

very active, from a scientific point of view. The members appear to

meet and exhibit their captures, but we hear of little else. We
cannot even refer to a single scientific paper that has emanated from
the Liverpool, Birmingham, York or Leicester'''' Societies this year.

Perhaps this is due to our ignorance. At any rate, we would suggest

to the officers that the essential value of a society is missed unless it

fosters in its younger members a real scientific spirit, and unless the

seniors show them, both by example and precept, that the exhibition

of captures, although a very laudable object, is not all that a so-called

scientific society should aspire to, and that there is no raison d'etre

for its existence as such, unless the scientific objects of the society

* Since the above was in type we have received a copy of the Proceedings of the

Leicester Society, which will be noticed in due course.—Ei».
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are duly and continuously carried out. A society must set a high
standard, even if it fail to quite reach it.

Of separate works there have been very few. ]\Ir. Meyrick's is

probably the book of the year. It is the strangest jumble of advanced
views and retrograde movement that has ever been published. We
have nothing but praise for the man who can step straight out of the

old ruts, and produce a book which entirely uproots the treasured

shibboleths of a school of entomologists, who were suckled on New-
man and Stainton in their entomological babyhood, fed on Newman
and Stainton in their youth, starved on Newman and Stainton in their

manhood, and are still striving manfully to obtain nutriment from
them in their old age. To such, if they see it, the book will be a

revelation. But when one gets out of old ruts one must know that

the new road is sound, and here our author is very doubtfully a trust-

worthy guide. The lines on which a new scheme of classification

wants formulating must be compounded of the Avork done by
specialists in various lines of work—Comstock, Dyar, Packard,
Kellogg, Scudder, Chapman and Hampson are to hand. Instead
of availing himself of all the material possible, our author chooses
a path of his own, and neglects all the special work. Needless
to say, he often fails hopelessly. The unweildy genera revert largely

to the time when all butterflies were Papilio, all moths with pect-

inated antennae

—

Bombyx, all "Plumes"

—

Alucita, and soon. In
fact, the genera often comprise impossible combinations, and show
the author to be utterly ignorant of the early stages of most of our
British species. The book in detail is an utter failure

;
yet in its

broad aspects, we repeat again, that we have the greatest respect for

the industry and pluck of the man Avho has produced it.

Another year is approaching. May 1896 be a red-letter year to

all classes of lepidopterists.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Secondary sexual characters : Male tufts of Xantiiia aurago

AND Lkucania lithargyria.—At sugar here I took a moth very like

Xantiiia aurafin in size, form and markings, but of a dull grey-brown
colour with no yellow or orange tint, and with no fan-like appendage on
the under surface of the body. The only typical A', aurat/o I have
examined this season has a conspicuous red " fan " protruding
among its legs (probably it has or had two such appendages). Can
anyone tell me whether these "fans" are generic, specific or only
sexual distinctions ? Some specimens of what I believe to be Lcucania
lithan/i/ria have black tufts somewhat similar, but not so fan-like.

—

F. NoEGATE, 98, Queen's Road, Bury St. Edmunds. [Sexual characters.

—Ed.] .

The hybernating stage of Dianthobcia capsophil^.—I cannot
help feeling that in his remarks on the hybernating stage of D.
capsophila, Mr. Kane has rather confused two distinct phenomena.
Referring to his remarks thereon [ante, -p. 55) he writes :

— " Dut«-
thoetia capsophila emerges indiscriminately from the end of April till

the middle of August, and hybernates both in the pupal and occasion-

ally in the larval stages." On two occasions I have had fairly large
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consignments of the pupa? sent tome in September—once nearly seventy,

on the other occasion above thirty—and, with the exception of an

early emergence or two in the beginning of May, the others emerged
most regularly in the first three weeks in June. Now, I would ven-

ture to suggest that, in common with the other species of this genus,

a few larviB of this species may feed up very rapidly, and emerge
towards the end of July and in August, and that the individuals

forming this partial second brood lay their eggs, the larvre hatch, and

feed up as rapidly as possible until the pupal stage is reached. It may be

that winter sometimes overtakes them before they are full fed ; but

there is to my mind a considerable difference between larv« going

through the winter normally as such (i.e., hybernating as larva)),

and larvae doing their level best to reach the pupal stage by con-

tinuously feeding, and probably being exterminated if this stage be

not reached in nature at a comparatively early period in the winter.

I should be pleased to hear the views of those entomologists who have

bred large numbers of this species, for probably there is no species

more regularly bred, and therefore no species of which detailed

information ought to be more readily obtained.—J. W. Tutt, West-

combe Hill. November lith, 1895.

My experience of D. capsophila has been as follows :—I have

bred the insect every season for a good many years past. I generally

collect the larvse from the pods of Silene marittma, about the end of

June or beginning of July, and place them in flower-pots containing

loose mould, which I cover over with muslin. The larv^e have fed up

(on the flowers and in the pods) and pupated, the imagines appearing

in the following season. One year, however, a number of the

imagines emerged the same season, shortly after pupation {vide., Ent.

i2ec. , vol. i., p. 262). When collecting the larvffi in July, 1894, I

remember being much surprised at finding on one day a freshly

emerged imago, a number of full-fed larvte, and also a number of

larvfe hardly an inch long. It struck me at the time as being curious,

because the flowers of S. maritima were quite over, and the pods

which were then remaining were hard and dry from the effects of the

sun. The large larvae pupated shortly after they were transferred to

the pots, but the little ones (which I was obliged to feed on ragged

robin, as I could not get flowers of S. maritima) stopped feeding

soon after their removal, and buried themselves in the soil. I turned

a few up in December to see how they were getting on, and found

that they had become much lighter in colour. They lived until

January, and then died, either from the effects of the intense cold

(they were kept out of doors) or from some other cause unknown to

me. This is the only instance I can give where (in my experience) the

larvpe of D. capsophila have attempted to hybernate. The perfect

insect appears here about the same time as D. camia, viz., the first

Aveek in June or, if it be an early season, the last week in May. The
female deposits her eggs about dusk (9.80 to 10 p.m. in June) on
the flowers of S. maritima, in the same manner as D. caesia, and the

larvfe hatch in a week or ten days, and at once commence to eat their

way into the young tender pods.—H. Shoutridge Clarke, F.E.S.,

Douglas, Isle of ]\Ian. November 15th, 1895.

I have bred D. capsophila now for a long time, and at various

times of the summer. I think that, in some seasons, the larvae
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hybernate. This year I took the insect in fine condition, late in

Aug-ust. The larvfe from these could not feed up, as the plants of

S. maritima were then getting scarce, and would be quite over before

the larvae could be full-fed. I have never, however, kept one of these

late broods.—H. Murray, Lowbank Villa, Carnforth. November 15th,

1895.

Although I have bred a few specimens of D. eapsophila nearly

every year, I have never taken any special pains in the breeding of

this species, because I could invariably take plenty with the net quite

equal in condition to bred specimens. However, they appear to hybernate
both in the pupal and larval state, depending mainly upon how the late

larvfe are forced, etc. In its natural state there appears to be a suc-

cession of broods, extending from May to August, and in confinement
we may obtain two broods by slight forcing. In the latter event I am
of opinion that the second brood are lighter in colour, and have a

nearer resemblance to 1). caipoiihat/a. I have observed at various times

that odd specimens, when first caught, have a very dark appearance,
and are nearly unicolorous ; but this entirely disappears in a very
short time, and the specimens become quite typical.

—

Geo. A. Booth,
F.E.S., Preston. November 21th, 1895.

NoTfi:S ON BREEDING AmPHFDASYS DEtULARIA AND ITS VAR. DOUBLE-
DAYARiA.—After reading Mr. Douglas C. Bate's interesting paper on
A»iphidasi/.s hetidaria (ante, p. 27, et seq.), I am tempted to pen a few
notes on my own experience in breeding the species, and its variety

doubledayaria, last summer. Both parents, and two of the three

grandparents whose colour is known (the fourth, a wild male, never
came under observation), of the eggs that I received from a friend,

were black, but of the moths that resulted, and which emerged
between June 2nd and 27th, about two-thirds were doubledayaria, and
the rest typical. In Mr. Bate's brood the males, as a rule, came out

first and the females later, but, curiously enough, with mine the

reverse was the case, for the first fourteen moths that emerged were
all females, and out of the next six only two were males ; after that,

both sexes came out together for a time, whilst of the rearguard of the

brood the males formed rather the majority. Emergence took place,

as a rule, in the late evening or at night, chiefly from about 7 to 11 p.m.,

and, owing to this, it frequently happened that the moths were not in a

fit condition to put into the killing-box before one retired to bed, but
as it was invariably the case that those, whether males or females,

that were left in the cages all night were so rubbed by the morning
as to be worthless, I only set out about 70. Var. doiddedaijaria, like

several other black moths, gets shabby-looking very easily ; its scales

seem to be remarkably loose, so that great care is necessary in setting

it, and, owing to its colour, the loss of any of them at once catches

the eye and spoils the appearance of the wing. The larvte, which
showed a great range of colour between green and smoky brown, were
fed throughout on alder ; some pupated in the soil, whilst others did

not take the trouble to do so, but turned to pupa? on the surface.

Pairings were easily obtained, and plenty of eggs, which are very

small for so large a moth, were laid ; for a single female will produce
them by the hundred, pushing her ovipositor through the meshes of the

tarlatan, and laying her eggs on the opposite side of it from that on
which she is resting. Mr. Bate's careful observations leave nothing
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more for me to add.

—

Eustace R. Bankes, M.A., F.E.S., The Rectory,
Corfe Castle. Xnrcuibrr Wth, 1895.

Il^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Coleoptera at Ipswich in 1895.

By CLAUDE MORLEY, F.E.S.

/ ('(included from ji. 155 j.

('(ijiris Innarh rather surprised me hy being in a street lamp,
although, of course, it is allied to Odnntacus, and I have also seen
(jrcotrn/ii's sti'mirarius at light. Besides Copris, Aphodius inerdarius,

().i-//()iii.u.s poriatus and Tro.v scabulosus are the only Lamellicornia added.
Of the STERNOxt I beat Ai/rilas latirornis from honeysuckle in July,

swept Throscm dcniiestoidcs frombracken, and took (JrifjitohyjDias i-pustu-

latus from Sai/iUaria. Tdcpluirus flarilabris and 2\ litiiratus were
common in damp meadows, with Malthodcs dispar, Malachius
ai'iii'iis and Dasi/tr^ pluiiibfus on flowers, and Ncrrobia ritilaceus among
bones in the woods. Anobiuin fidvintmc Avas swept from alder, and
Xi'stobium tessdlatiun dug from its burrows in a decaying willow.

PrioiiHS coriarins and Li'iopus iwbulosm again turned up this year,

together with li/iai/iiim inquisitar and Sapmla cairharias—of the latter

two specimens, one at Bury St. Edmunds and one at Ipswich—for

the first time. .S'. jiopulnca, contrary to last year, swarmed in May.
Of the Phytophaga many very interesting things were secured.

Donacia affinu, />. sw/ittayiar from reeds, and B. bideua from Sai/ittarta,

Crioct'ris asparaiji, Cri/ptdn'pJialun G-jiunctatus (1) beaten from birch

in May, ( 'hri/somda didi/mata and ratians swept in September.
Mdasdina loni/irolli' beaten from poplar, Prasacnris beccabuiujae and
(Talcnica tendla from water-weeds, were all taken more or less

commonly, fjiini/itarsus aitr/iiisai', L. atricillus, L. laeris, L. tenrrii,

]j. nastnrtli, Haltica oiceti, ApJit/ioiia lutcsccns and A. cuendea, Batn-

pldla ai'rata, Apteropi'da (/ramiiiis, tlippuripli'da )ii(id('t'ri, and J'sijUiodc^

(/i(dc(i)ii('ra were all swept. The very few Heteromera added included
(jrn.atli(ii('ins larantus in a loaf of bread, Hi/pupldocus b'u-olor possibly

attracted by the treacle tin, < '(Duipaljjm trstaccus beaten from poplar,

Miirddlistcna abiltniiinalis and 11. jmiiiila, Anaspis subtestacea and
Anthicus Jinraliii honi Ho-wevs. The last-named species appears also

to be attracted by dung. The Rhynchophora constitute a fairly long
list of new species, particularly in the interesting genus Apion, which
has been Avorked somewhat assiduously. Cmniopsis waltoni from
early moss, Banjnotus ob-sciints swept, Sitoucs crinitus from reeds, .S.

salcifnnis from water, and S. tibi<dis swept from railway banks.
Llosoina oratiduiii, common in hedgerows in April, Orclifstcs avdlanae,

(). rmri, (). sfiifiiia and llhainiilius Jlarii-ornis all beaten from oak,

&c., in May. I'!rirr/tiiii(s acrid idus and Bai/ous tciiipcstirus from aquatic

plants. 'J'l/c/iius tdiiicntdSHs, ('inims blattarlac, ('. pulchdlus and
IJ. scnijj/iulariac all appeared upon the same day, and ('. verbasci later.

Codiodcs fulii/inosns and (
'. ruber, ( 'cufJiDrr/n/nchus assimilis, C

chcdijbacus, ('. contractus, ('. ci/ioii/ii'iDiis, ('. mi/ulosus and CeutJior-

rhi/nc/iidcns floralis, which swarmed on Xasturtiuiii ; Piltinoncus incon-

spccttta, li. pcrpcndicnlaris and (Tijmnetrun nuctis were swept, Ikdaniniis
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rilldsus and B. trssdlatus from oak, llijlastrs palliatti.s common in

felled pines, and PhloeopJitJiorus rhododacti/lus swept in grassy places

near woods. Of Apian I have taken A. actliiops, A. cunfiuens, A.

dijfornie, A. end, A. hookeri, A. loti, A. pisi, A. jmhesceus, A. radiulus,

A. simile, A. tenue, A. trifuUi, A. caripes, A, rora.r and A. ciciae, all

more or less commonly, and only through lack of previous working do

they stand as additional species.

Since the above was written many additional species have turned

up, either by collecting or among those already taken, but not

previously examined. Hoiiialuta restita from dead dogs in April
;

J'/iil<i)it/ius scDij/uiiKdentus and /'. albipes from dung in October ; O.njtelus

laipucatus and TriKjophloeas rindaris on water in May ; I'lddfidriuin

ehjpcatwii was swept in October. Jumiirnis tarmtiix, Mdi/jet/tes

hrunnicornis, AtiathiiliiDii )iii/ii)iuiii, Sci/ddius pi/ipiiacus, Li/cujjerdina

hociatae and Brachi/idenis puhescrns were all swept. Sapriims nuiifronn

was in a dead hedgehog in April. Malthiniis faaciaUix occurred with
Dasi/tes plntiibenx in June. Cis villostdus was beaten from alder in

September, and Ftilinun pectinicornis was taken from decayed willows

in November. ( 'hrysuviela lainina again turned up this year in its old

locality—a hedge twenty yards long. Psi/lliades affinis occurred on
reeds. Sitones liuincralix was swept from Vina satira and Krirrhinm
festucae and J)ai/i)us (/ diybjptns) from aquatic plants, while K.
raZn///ustvis is very abundant under aspen bark. ('leonm mlcirosttiit

and Apiim caiduorwn swept from thistles in November, and a couple of

dozen Hylcsinus cre)iatus from under oak bark on the 28th, complete

the list.—Ipswich. December, 1895.

Local LEPmopTERA at Farnboro'.—Last autumn I took a single

specimen of Xi/lina semibrunnea at sugar, also one Apaiiiea ojiJduijramina.

I did not take any larvae of Flastenifi subtusa this year (1895), as I was
too much occupied at the time to look for them, but last year (1894) I

reared over seventy specimens, so that it was well to give them a rest.

This year I only saw one P. retma ; that was on sugar, but I took

nine good Cab/iiniia ajfiuis, half a dozen worn N(ntua stif/matica,

together with a good series of Pijschurista suspecta. There were very

few Atiphalia diluta on the sugar this autumn, and Xauthia faraj/o and
A'. /ifZ(Y/_r/o were also chary as to appearing at the bait, although on
some favourable nights they were exceedingly abundant on the grass-

heads in a restricted area about 15 yards in extent, and with very few
sallows near.

—

Hope Alderson, Hilda Vale Road, Farnboro'.

Decewber, 1895.

SCOPARIA CRATAEGELLA AND S. MERCURELLA. Both these SpOCicS

occur here, the former abundantly, varying a great deal in size, colour

and intensity of markings, the latter very sparingly. The specimens
of the latter, however, are all much darker than those of S. crataet/ella,

especially between the first and second lines, giving a banded ap-

pearance.—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.8., Bucherell Lodge, Honiton.
Nnreiidier 8tJi, 1895.

Therisitis mucronella AT n^.—The cold (12'^ of frost) and wet
spoilt our ivy early, and I have no fresh captures to record, except one
T. }inieri>nella.—Ibid.

Xylina conformis in Westmoreland.—One autumn, about twelve
years ago, I captured among many other insects at ivy a specimen of

A', cunfurmis, which Mr. Hodgkinson named for me, and which I
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believe has not yet been recorded. I have no idea of the exact locality

where the insect was captured, nor have I worked the ivy much,

so that I have not since stumbled across it. In those early days I had

placed it among Kpunda ni(iia, which was very abundant that season.

—H. Murray, Lowbank Villa, Carnforth. Dceonhcr Idt/i, 1895.

Sphinx convolvuli in Hampshire.—Between August 11th and

October 2nd sixteen specimens of S. conrolndi were taken by me at

Christchurch, Hants.—A. Druitt, Christchurch, Xorojihfr, 1895.

Leucania vitellina at Christchurch, Hants.—On October 3rd and

6th I took two specimens of this insect at sugar. The specimens are

in fair condition.

—

Ibid.

Do East Devon insects emerge late ?—How is it that our insects

in East Devon emerge a fortnight or three weeks later than in the

Midlands, or even in Scotland ? Xoctua i/lairosa, X. rastanca, &c., are

fully that time earlier in the North, and Major Robertson writes of

taking I'di'rildiaiiqta populi and Astenhsco/nis sjjltiit.c before October 15th,

at Cheltenham. Last year (not exceptional) my first A. sphin.c was

taken on November 10th, and the first /'. pnjndi on November 19th,

in perfect condition.—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S. Xoreinbrr Stii,

1895.

Comparison of dates of appearance of certain insects in Devon-

shire.—Astcniscojnis sj/Iiin.v is about & iortmghtl&teY than usual here

this year, my first having been taken during the night of November

5th-Gth, when I had six males ; since then I have taken the males

plentifully, having as many as 51 in my traps on the morning of the

14th, the bulk in good condition. In 1893 my first A. sphinx occurred

on October 20th, the first /'. populi on November 23rd. Hyhernia

ili'foliaria and H. anrautiaria are also very late this year, owing, I sup-

pose, to the cold spell at the end of October. Has anyone noticed the

fact that in the case of A. sphin.r one does not get any " heralds " or

" forerunners," but the species seems to burst out suddenly in numbers.

In the case of most species I find a feAV stragglers appear some time

in advance of the main body.—E, F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L., F.E.S.,

Oxton, nr. Exeter. Xuvembcr 18th, 1895.

Erratic emergences of Papilio machaon.—In June, 1894, I was

at Wicken, and found two eggs of P. machaon, which hatched, fed up

and pupated in due course, and I expected them to emerge in the

following August. However, they went over, and one emerged on

July 6th of this year, a fine, averaged-sized specimen ; the other is

stili alive, but shows no signs of emerging.

A batch of larva?, from Wicken, July, 1894, have also been very

erratic. One emerged on August 20th, 1894 (about the time when I

expected them all), rather a small one. Others appeared on June

4th, July 3rd and September 29th of this year—the last being the

largest of all. Several of the remaining pupte are still alive, and will,

I suppose, go over to 1896. Is this usual ?—Ibid.

Notes of the Season.

Exmouth, Babbacombe, Bideford.—After having a good season at

home, I started for Devonshire on July 29th. I have had many a

good day's sport there, and my hopes ran high ; but, alas ! I have but a

sorry tale to tell. The first week was spent at Exmouth, where

Mesotype vlrgata swarmed on the Warren, and Stcnia putictalis was
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fairly common. Through the kindness of a local entomologist I

obtained three Callimorpha hera, but I was probably a little early for

this species. It was, however, my best capture. Although Exmouth
is a great locality for Heliothis peltigera and Charidea umbra, I

failed to find the larva of either species. August 3rd found me once
more at Babbacombe, in my old haunts, but where were the insects ?

A week's work produced nine Acontia luctuosa, nine Leucania
putrescens, and one each of Litliosia caniola, Agrotis ohelisca, A.
lucernea, CalUgenia miniata and Ilythyia carnella, all species that

sometimes occur fairly abundantly at Torquay. Of other species,

Gnnphos ohsciirata, Agrotis jnita, Larentia olivafa, Eupithecia
subciltata, Endotricha jiammealis, etc., were fairly abundant. E.

suhciliata was a new species to me, and was confined to a very small
area. This is a poor record, but everything was against us—rain,

wind, and the advancing march of civilisation. This latter has quite

destroyed a favourite haunt of Cidaria picata, and I fear is only too

likely ere long to prove fatal to A. luctuosa. The favourite haunt of

this locality was planted with barley, and consequently the poor
results above mentioned. A friend of mine, however, dived in after

this pretty species, and managed to get about thirty. The last week
of my holiday was spent in North Devonshire ; but I obtained nothing
worth recording except the larvi« of Agrotis ripae, on the sandhills

near Bideford.—(Eev.) E. C. Dotree Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton,
Tewkesbury. October 21st, 1895.

Church Stretton, Salop.—The season of 1895 has, on the whole,
been a very good one in so far as this neighbourhood is concerned.

Sallow-bloom in early spring Avas not, however, so productive as in

1894, and I got nothing worthy of note by working it. Later on,

XcDK'dphila plantaiiinis turned up in goodly numbers ; on the 29th
of May I saw fifteen ab. Iiospita, but managed to get only two,
owing to the nature of the ground, which is extremely hard to work.
I did not meet with this insect again, though I visited the locality

often, until the 4th of June, when I saw eight more, and captured
one. This form of N. plantcu/inis seems to be getting commoner.
In 1893 I found it for the first time in England, when I saw three

only, and managed to get one ; in 1894 I saAV five, but obtained
none. I secured a good series of Luperina cespitis by sweeping
grass, from the middle to the end of May, for larvae, which were then
not rare. The young larva is light-green with white dorsal and sub-

dorsal lines, but later on it becomes of a beautiful bronze colour, the

lines being yelloAvish-Avhite. In this coat it exactly agrees with
Guenee's description of the larva of Neumnia jwpularis. Cncnllia

Hinhratica is, as a rule, far from common about here, but this year it

proved an exception, and I managed to obtain a good series.

Sugar was of no avail here in the summer, but I contrived to get

a lot of insects by visiting flowers, especially thistles and ragged-

robin {Ljicltnis- flm-cuenli), with a lantern at night. During June,
Pliisia idta and P. ptdchrina Avere much commoner than usual, flying

over pinks, etc. On the 26th of June I caught in company with
these, a very fresh /'. internuiationis, and obtained one more very good
specimen on the 29th of the same month. This insect is far from
common here, though a friend managed also to get two specimens.

About the middle of July I was lucky in stumbling upon a good
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locality for Ai/rotis lucemea—a very stony piece of ground at the foot

of a hill, here called the " Devil's Chair," where the species was
very common, though hard to net. ToAvards the middle of August I

got a few specimens of Lithouiia solidaijinis, among heather, then in

full bloom. On the 21st of August I found a full cocoon of Centra

hicmpis, for the first time on birch. This species occurs here not

infrequently, but I have always taken it before on alder. In 1893
two friends and I got three larvae feeding on this latter in one after-

noon. I was fortunate enough to get four specimens of C'irrhoedia

.verampelina, by searching at the foot of some very large ash-trees

near here, on the 27th of August, and obtained one more two days

later. All, Avithout exception, were clinging to blades of grass, the

trunks not affording a single specimen. I did not see the insect at

all throughout September. During this latter month sugar produced
rather good results ; I got three Xantlda <iilva(jo by this means ; one
more I bred from a larva got off elm. I have been unable to get

the larva of the insect which I call AnthncarU ht'spcridis, though I have
searched and swept for it.—F. B. Newnham, M.A., Church Stretton,

Salop. Novi'iiiber 2^iid, 1895.

ElOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Note on the life-history of Thecla roboris, Esp.—As the life-

history of this interesting species appears to be imperfectly known in

this country, seeing that in the text books by Lang, Kirby and Kane the

usual food plant is not given, a few notes on rearing it from the egg

may be of interest. The eggs, which were found on stunted ash

trees in the neighbourhood of Vernet-les-bains, in the Pyrenees

Orientales, in July, 1894, are of a brownish-red colour, and in shape

like a cone flattened at the top and rather deeply furrowed at the

sides. They are deposited singly on the knotted branches of the most
ill-favoured trees in the locality, frequently on the scar left by a last

year's leaf. About the middle of March last they were placed in a

cool greenhouse, where the larviB began to hatch on the 2.5th of that

month. The young larva? were immediately sleeved on a small ash

tree grown in a pot, and kept in a greenhouse especially for the pur-

pose, thus obviating the difficulty usually found in rearing larvre

on ash, which so quicldy Avithers, and does not last well in water.

Several small ichneumon flies emerged from some of the eggs about

the same time ; certainly far too soon for them to find eggs to

attack. The young larva appears to be of a blackish colour, from the

numerous black hairs Avith Avhich it is coA^ered, but it soon looks paler

when, after feeding for a short time, the skin becomes visible. In the

early stages the larvse feed at all times, but after they Avere about half

grown, they rested during the daytime, huddled up close together on

the shady side of the stem of the ash, near the ground, and only left

their retreat to feed at night. The full-fed larva has a purplish

lateral stripe, and bears a strong generic resemblance to that of

T. qucrcm. They began to pupate on the 2nd May, attaching them-

selves to a dead leaf, or to the sleeA-e by a silken girdle round the

middle for the purpose, and the first imago emerged on the 15th of

May, Avhich is probably much earlier than the time at AA'hich the

species appears anywhere in nature, as, having a holiday in vicAV at
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the end of May, I kept the larvte and pupfe at a high temperature, in

order that they might get through their transformations in time.

T. roboris is placed by Eambur in a distinct genus, Loeosopu, dis-

tinguished from Tliecla by the hairless eyes of the imago, and the

absence of a tail and the " hair-streak." The markings of the under-

side consist of a sub-marginal row of spots on all the Avings, though
much fainter on the fore-wings than on the hind-wings, recalling the

so-called obsolete varieties of Lijcaena cori/dnn, L. arion and other

species, and possibly more nearly approaching the primitive markings
of the Lijcacnidae. It occurs in several widely distant places in the

south of Europe, but is considered a very local species.—W. E.
Nicholson, F.E.S., Lewes. November 22«(/, 1895.

Pupation of Callimoupha hera.—It seems to me unlikely that the fact

that the larva of this species goes beneath the surface to pupate, will

account, as suggested by Mr. Fenn, for any failure in rearing it, because

it pupates equally Avell if not supplied with any soil, spinning up freely in

a slight silken cocoon amongst the food and rubbish in the cages, and
I know of large numbers having been reared successfully under such

circumstances. It appears, however, to be generally, if not invariably

the case, that a somewhat large percentage of moths bred in confine-

ment, even from eggs laid by captured females, are more or less slightly

crippled in one or both pairs of wings, and although the cause is

not easy to understand, I hardly think it can be due to the absence of

soil from the cages.

—

Eustace R. Bankes, M.A., F.E.S., The Rectory,

Corfe Castle. NoiH'mber Ut, 1895.

:p>ractical hints.
Setting and pinning insects.—Would it not be possible to e.^tab-

lish an universal method of "setting" and "pinning" insects? A
long series looks so bad when specimens are taken from various col-

lectors. Some set on round boards, others again prefer flat ones.

With the pinning, again, some like a tilt backwards, others forwards,

and so on. I wish something could be done to remedy this.—M.
Gunning, M.D., The Mall, Montrose, N.B. Octoher ith, 1895.

I am glad to see that Dr. Gunning has started the question of

pinning. I often get insects, not merely from novices, but from old

hands as well, that require re-pinning because the head of the pin has

been directed so much backwards ; I can never understand the raisun

(Vetre, for the pin at an acute angle with the cabinet cork can never

hold well, and is constantly liable to fall and to damage other insects,

as well as the one on it. I think the head of the pin should always
be directed a little forwards, so that it forms a slightly obtuse for right)

angle with the cork, and can be firmly pressed in so as to hold the

insect. When some insects are pinned in both ways in a series,

much more room is necessarily taken (an important thing in a cabinet),

besides the want of uniformity in appearance. As regards height,

years ago, I remember, most insects were pinned to rest upon the

paper, but that has two great disadvantages, it crushes the insect

against the cork and damages it, and if it should grease makes the

paper unsightly. Too high setting (like that of foreign insects), to

my mind, looks awkward, besides the want of uniformity Avith the

usual mode, as in most other things, I think the satisfactory plan is

the middle one, where the lowest part of the body of the insect is
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never sufficiently low to touch the cork. As regards flat setting, I

tried it some years ago, but the insects did not look well, and I gave
it up ; besides it has this great disadvantage, that after a time the

posterior border of the fore-wings frequently cockle up. Slightly

curved boards seem to me the best, the curve being less for Geometers,
as the wings of these seem in most cases to drop after a time, I

suppose from our being unable to keep them long enough braced
during busy times.—-W. S. KmiNG, M.D., F.E.8., Honiton. Noremhcr
1st, 1895.

Uniformity of setting is much to be desired, but it seems to me to

be impossible of attainment. It depends so much upon the individual.

My rule is, as far as possible, to get the pin straight through the

centre of the thorax, and sloping so slightly forwards, that when
removed from the board the insect may slope slightly towards the

front of the cabinet drawer, the pin being exactly upright. My
boards are covered with lined paper. The lines act as guides to any-

one with defective sight. I could wish that boards were sold covered

with lined paper, but the very suggestion has been scorned by at

least one dealer. I set the inner margin of the fore-wings, as far as

possible, at right angles to the body, except where the great breadth
of the fore-wings renders this out of the question, as in most
Geometers. Two braces at least are wanted to each wing, and pins

to support the body in its proper position. Such is my theory, but

we all know how disappointing is the result of examination after

removal from the boards. The dropping of the wings is (I have to

thank Dr. Buckell for the suggestion) generally brought about by
neglect to see that the bases of the wings rest upon the shoulder of

the board ; thus the base of the wing will dry at a difi'erent angle

from that of the part of the wing braced down, with the result that,

when the insects are removed from the board, the outer parts of the

wing are compelled to take the angle at which the base has become
fixed.—(Rev.) C. R. N. Burrows, Rainham. Xoroubcr Qth, 1895.

Mr. Burrows' remarks about " setting " and " pinning " are most
valuable. I rarely use more than one brace on each side, placed as

near as possible to the apex of the wings. What I aim at is to get a

gradual and even slope from base to apex and to prevent any cockling

up of the apex outside the brace, a very common tendency, especially

with Geometers. I always find pinning the chief difficulty ; an
insect well pinned is more than half set, and it is impossible to set

well one badly pinned.—E. F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L.,F.E.S.,Oxton, near

Exeter. Noirmbrr 15tli, 1895.

I see that Dr. Riding quite agrees with me as to the tilting

forwards slightly of the pin. Another point which has always struck

me is that dealers generally do not give a wide enough groove in their

setting boards, so that the body of an insect cannot be properly pinned
inside the groove. I always take a setting board a great deal broader

than the insect to be set ; for instance, in the case of a small

Noctuid like Xdctua ulaveosa, I use a 3-inch board ; this gives the

proper curve, and the groove in the board comfortably holds the body
of the insect. There are many setters who leave a great angle

between the fore and hind wings, and this I think always looks bad,

so that I always bring the lower wing well up under the upper one.—Montagu Gunning, M.D., The Mall, Montrose, N.B.

—

Xorcinbcr

25th, 1895.
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URRENT NOTES.
Mr. W. H. B. Fletcher found cases of Fuiiwa hctulina in the New

Forest, from which imagines of both sexes have been bred. According

to Mr. C. G. Barrett {E.^[.^[., Dec), the fore-wings of the male are

neatly, though very obscurely, reticulated all over with faintly blacker

cross lines, and a large slightly blacker spot shows itself at the end

of the discal cell. The cases Avere blackish, moderately erect, slightly

constricted at each end, and with minute bits of dead leaf or bark

scattered over the surface.

Mr. B. A. Bower difterentiates Scoparia ba.sistrii/ali.s from S.

ainbii/Halis. We assume this to have become necessary now that Mr.

Meyrick has telescoped both S. uluwlla and S. basistrii/alis into .S'.

ainhii/uali.s, a proceeding with which we entirely disagree.

Mr. C. Oldham records {Xatiirali.'^t, Dec)., the capture of two

specimens of ('(Muia paU'in-ea on Risley Moss, near Warrington, in

August, 1894.

Mr. R. H. Meade states (Xattiralist, Dec.) that he found a single

male of the rare Dipteron, Ci/nujiii/ia alj)i)ia, a,t Silverdale, in August last.

Mr. C. G. Barrett reports {J'J.M.M., Dec), that he has had larvae

of Tcras contaminana sent to him from Southampton, which were

feeding on the fruit of the apricot.

Mr. A. B. Farn announces [K.M.M., Dec), the breeding by Messrs.

J. and W. Davis, of Dartford, of hybrids from a pairing of Kut/unia

autHmnaria {^) and K. qucirmaria ( ? ). The shape and manner of

depositing of the eggs suggest that there is a much closer relationship

between these two species than between either of them and the other

British representatives of the genus.

From larvte of Xemeohiit.s luciiia, obtained on June 3rd, Mr. Walter

A. Pearce records {Kntom., Dec), that he bred an imago on November
7th, and a friend two others on October 20th and November 3rd. All

were females. The pupte had been kept out of doors.

Considerably over £300 was produced by the sale of Mr. W. H.
Tugwell's collection, including the Butterflies, SpmNGiDES, Bombycides,

NoCTuiDEs and the larger Incomplet.e. The Geometrides, Pyralides,

&c, have not yet been disposed of. The most important lots were as

follows:

—

Anosia airhijipus, 35/-; Aiyi/unis latlumia, 34/- for four

specimens ; variety of Ari/i/nnis cuUppe, 20/- ; variety of A. udeiw, 50/-

;

Kuraneasa antiitpa, 18/- and 16/- each ; CJin/sojilKoius dispar ietched for

successive specimens, 45/-, 55/-, 63/-, 100/-, 147/-, 70/-, 45/-, 120/- ;

25/- for a var. of ('. phloeas with one white wing ; whilst Li/caena acts

fetched 35/- and .30/- per pair respectively. L. ariou averaged 8/- per

pair, Ikili'phila cderio 36/-, whilst again the Sesiids fetched higher

prices : Sesia scnliaefonnis and .S'. sphefilfdiniU averaged about 2/6

apiece, but some Irish specimens of the former went at as much as 7/-.

The Zygaenids, which were especially fine and variable, produced 35/-,

55/-, 42/-, 50/-, 84/-, 65/- per lot respectively, whilst a belated Si/ntmitis

pJii'i/ea, said to have been taken by a Mr. Batchelor, produced £3. The
Nolas, too, fetched high prices, whilst Jh'inpcia pulcJwlla went at 11/-

and 30/- each respectively. One var. of Arctia caia produced 95/-.

A special lot of 7 of the very dark Moray Spilosoma vwntlut.'^tii, and 8

extreme vars. of S. luhncipeda, with black vars. of lAjiaris iiuniarlia,

went at about 35/- per lot of 30. One >'. iiifntlia.strl var. raillata

produced £S, whilst Ladia caenom went for 12/-, 12/-, 18/- per pair,

and 16/- for one fine female. Lcmoccnnpa ilicifuUa fetched 32/6, 37/6,
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47/6 each, and Jhr/uout Jiarpaiiula 85/-, H2/G, 32/0 for 3, Avith ('crura

biruspis at 30/-, 27/G, 27/6 for 3. Leiicanla ritdlina ])vodnGed 22/- and

26/- each, and L. alhijiuiirta 30/- and 28/- per pair, whilst Nonatiria

cnnrolor came down to ,18/- for 4, and Xi/loiiiij/i'S campleillarts pro-

duced about 8/- each. Laphi/i/Ha cvitjua produced £1 apiece, Hijdrilla

jniliistris £1, whilst a pair of Aurotln suhrosca went for £4, and Orr/mdia

cn/t/iroccphala 12/- each. Luperina barrcttii produced about 28/- per

pair ; £2 lus. for a single Lhicullia fpiaji/ialii, and £4 15s. for an

Opliunlcs huiaru. These are the chief records of the day's sale, which

was in every way a most satisfactory one. We need not add that

almost every insect was specially labelled. The rest of the collection

is to be disposed of on the 20th inst.

g^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
British and European Butterflies and Moths (macro-lepidoptera).

—By A. W. Keppel, F.L.S., F.E.S., and W. E. Kirby, L.S.A., with 30

coloured plates.— [Pubd. by E . Nister.] This is a rather handsome quarto,

made in Germany, which is to be commended for its general accuracy

and really excellent plates, of which 12 are devoted to butterflies, 4 to

Sphingides, 6 to Bombycides, leaving 6 for Noctuides, and 2 for

Geometrides. It devotes from 30 to 300 Avords to a species, generally

80 or 90, much in the style of Newman's Moths. It does not, how-

ever, include even all the English species, still less all the European,

so that we can imagine its being, on occasions, very disappointing.

The classification is of a good old crusted character, a blemish, how-

ever, Avhich it enjoys in common Avith Barrett's more ambitious work,

still this Avould prevent our recommending it to the tyro, yet, unless

it is intended for the young collector with plenty of pocket money,

we hardly see the precise role it is intended to fill.

The Cambridge Natural H^'^tory (Vol. v.)

—

Peripatus by Adam
Sedgwick, M.A., F.R.S., and Myriapods by F. G. Sinclair, M.A.

—

Insects.—Part L, Introduction, Aptera, Orthoptera, Neuroptera, and

a portion of Hymenoptera (Sessiliventres and Parasitica) by David

Sharp, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. [Published by MacMillan & Co., 17/6 net]

.

This volume does not deal with the more popular Orders of insects, and

may on that account beat first sight less attractive to entomologists than

the succeeding one. Inasmuch, however, as it treats of those Orders that

usually receive less attention, and contains an introduction dealing with

anatomy, embryology and metamorphosis, as Avell as an account of two

lower classes leading up to the Insecta, we suggest that it ought to be

the more Avelcome, as supplying that general knowledge of insects and

an outline of their Orders, that it is so desirable that the student of

any one section of insect life should possess, whilst it is not perhaps

too technical for the general student, or even in some degree for the

general reader. It takes a place that has not hitherto been adequately

filled, if we can, indeed, say that it has been occupied at all by any

English work since Westwood's Introduction , a work that must still

keep its place amongst our books of reference, though, by the lapse of

56 years, it is in some respects out of date. Packard's Guide and

Comstock's more recent Introduction are more nearly of the same class,

but neither is by any means so full, whilst both have a distinctly

transatlantic tone, especially in the species selected to illustrate their

several families. The structures and anatomy of insects occupy two

chapters (60 pp.) embryology and metamorphosis one chapter of 28 pp.,
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and classification (of the Orders) is discussed in 9 pp. The classification

adopted ia a simple one, and the reasons for adopting it in such

a work in preference to more elaborate ones appears to be, on
the whole, satisfactory, something of the nature and value of other

systems being indicated. Nine orders are given, which include

Aptera ( TJii/sanura) and Thi/mnoptera, as well as the traditional seven.

Though alluded to, we think the fact that Aptera are hardly insects,

in much the same sense that Skippers are hardly butterflies, is not made
sufficiently clear ; -whilst TJn/mnrptera might have been merged in

Remiptcra, almost as well as some of the other minor orders are

merged in the rest. The chief aim of the book appears to be to give

an account of all the families, and, when sufficiently important, of the

sub-families ; and so far as we are able to judge a very sound discretion

has been exercised as to the amount of space allotted to the several

families, in accordance with their interest and importance. No doubt

one would like a fuller account, and a notice of more species not un-

frequently ; but this, like most of the other faults we could find, might
be classified under the head of wishing the volume were twice as long.

When not giving directly his own material, the author appears to

have followed thoroughly trustworthy authorities, and if he has made
any serious mistakes and oversights, they are in connection with sub-

jects of which we do not pretend to be encyclopaedic enough to happen
to be familiar. So far as we have tested the book in subjects with

which we are more or less competent to deal, the matter appears to be

not only accurate, but well selected to convey what is required, without

going into unnecessary detail. The figures, with hardly an exception,

are really good ; in many cases they are original, in others good
authorities at first hand. They number nearly 400. In other

respects—type, paper, &c,—the book is -well got up. It is a work that

we can recommend without reserve, either to the specialist who may
wish to know something of other groups than his favourite one, or to

the general student who wishes to obtain a clear knowledge of the

insect world. And if the next volume equals the present we may con-

gratulate ourselves on an important gap in English entomological

literature beiu"- tilled.

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London met on December 4th,

1895. Mr. G. T. Porritt exhibited an example of HaJesus gattatipjennis,

taken at Lye, Worcestershire, in November, 1889. It was believed

to be the third British example. Mr. Porritt also exhibited a series of

Naenia tijpica, showing a curious malformation in all the specimens.

He stated that about one-third of a large brood had emerged in

exactly the same form, having the wings only half developed in point

of length, but being almost normal as to width ; the markings, how-
ever, were clearly defined. Mr. Tutt and Mr. McLachlan referred

respectively to similar malformations in Agrotis tritici and Hadena
trifolii (chenopodii), Mr. Tutt further remarking that Mr. Percy Russ, of

Sligo, on one occasion bred or captured a number of Agrotis cursoria

exhibiting a parallel malformation. Mr. Goss read a communica-
tion from Mr, Sidney Crompton, of Salamanca, Tenerife, an-

nouncing the capture there, by Mr. Hammerton, of two
specimens of Diadema misippus, a species of butterfly not
previously recorded from Tenerife. Mr. Crompton said the
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specimens were in such fine condition that they must have been intro-

duced into Tenerife in the hirval or pupal state and emerged there.

Mr. Tutt stated that he had received specimens from Captain Ellis,

which had been taken in the iVtlantic Ocean, many miles from the

nearest land, evidently migrating at the time. The specimens con-

sisted of males, and two forms of females. Mr. Hampson added
that this was an addition to the fauna of the district where the speci-

mens were captured.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society

met on November 28th. —Mr. E. Adkin exhibited a specimen of Mewtjona
arctosdlae, Fb., a species new to Britain. It was taken on October 26th,

near Brighton. Mr. Carrington: four xanthic specimens of Kpincjihclc

jaiiira, L., from Leigh, Essex, taken in the same field in 1890-91 ; also

typical lemon-coloured forms of Thiiiiuiicus linrola from Shoeburyness.
Mr. Henry J. Turner : a specimen of the moorland form of xYoci»fl/'i".s<//Y/,

from Carlisle ;

( 'raiubus j)iii('Ui(.'<, from Box Hill ; a very rosy specimen

of Anticlra ndiiilata, bred, from Chichester; and a pair of ('(icci/.c

cosiiiopliorana, from Carlisle. A long discussion took place on the life-

history of this latter species. Mr. McArthur had bred a number from
the knobs produced by lietinia resinella, a year after they had emerged,

and said that he found the larvae in the frass of this species.

It was not found at Kannoch, but had been recorded from several

localities where H. rcxinclla was not known to occur. Mr.
Ashdown : a bred specimen of Acroni/rta aim, from Richmond,
and a specimen of Kumenca eoarctata. Mr, Briggs : an Orthopteron,

Pcrijtlancta anstrala-nae, taken at Kew, and new to Britain.

—

On December 12th, 1895, Mr. Barrett exhibited on behalf of Mr.
Brooks, of Rotherham, a long, bred series of Bonniiia repandata,

including black forms, and forms having the dark markings intensified

but not extended; a series of the grey form of Tephrosia binndttlaria,

both from Rotherham ; and a large number of specimens of Lepidop-

tera, collected near Lake Tanganyika, from November, 1892, to

February, 1893, including two recently-named species, «/c. :

—

Pseudo-
spiris pjaidiformis and Sapaca trimeni. Mr. Carpenter: Taeniocampa
munda, T. (jothica, T. stahiJiK, T. incerta, T. pulvernlenta, Paclmohia
ruhricosa, and red T. gracilis, taken at sallow-bloom in his own
garden at Streatham. Colonel Partridge : a nearly pure white
Cucidlia ahsi/ntJiii, bred at Portland. Mr. Barrett, on behalf of Dr.

Mason, a number of extreme varieties of Lepidoptera, including

Agrotis scgetum, uniformly pale and destitute of markings, a uni-

colorous A, corticea, adark suffused Acroiiyctn aim, an unicolorous pale

Noctun augur, extreme dark and light forms oiA. lucernea, A. sitituhtns,

A. agatliina and Ptilopliora phimigera, a pair of A. var. suhgofhico,

and a very large Noctua subrosea. Mr. Adkin: s'peciniensoi Hi/drarcia

micacea from W. Meath, similar in depth of colour to H. pefasitis,

and also a small Agrotis saucia, having purplish-grey primaries and
black-outlined stigmata. Mr. Tunaley : a var. of Lycaena corydon,

with a wide black border, and another with the black border absent,

both from Freshwater; specimens of AsHuh crabrouiformis, with

L. icarus impaled on their lancets ; and a series of L. corydon, remark-

able for the tendency to angularity in the hind-wings, taken at Fresh-

water ; also specimens of L. bcdlargns and L. icarus, showing the

same tendency, and contributed notes on the peculiarity. Mr.
Winkley, on behalf of Mr. Montgomery : a large number of recently-

bred Colias edusa.
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Acidalia dilutaria Hb. (holosericata, Dup.) as a British Insect.

By G. C. GRIFFITHS, F.Z.S,. F.E.S.

It has been suggested by Mr. Tutt that it might be of interest if

Mr. Front's valuable paper on the " Identification of Acidalia

dilutaria, Hb.," were followed by a note on the insect, as it appears in

its chief British locality.

The species was first included in the British fauna in Doubleday's

Synoni/mic List, 1st edition, p. 19, and a record of its capture in the

neighbourhood of Bristol, by Mr. Sircom, is to be found in the

Zoologist for 1851, p. 3,288.

Although the great majority of captures of this species have

taken place in this district, there are a few records of its occurrence

elsewhere. Respecting one of these, at Thetford, Norfolk, Mr. C. G.

Barrett, to whom I wrote, has kindly informed me that the one speci-

men captured there was taken by the Rev. Henry Williams, in whose
collection he examined it, and that he was fully satisfied of its

identity with holosericata before including it in the list of Norfolk

Lepidoptera. Mr. Barrett also tells me that he has heard of cap-

tures of this species by Rev. J. S. St. John, at Chalfont St. Peter.

In the Ent. Record, vol. i., p. 289, is also a record, by Miss Kimber,

of its occurrence at Newbury.
The larva of this species, under the name of A. holosericata, was

first described by Rev. John Hellins in the Ent. Mo. Mag., Sept.,

1868. He says that ova were supplied to him by Mr. A. E. Hudd
for three years in succession, until, on the third attempt, he was
successful in breeding the species. The larvae hatched on 25th July,

and fed upon rock-rose {Helianthemnm vulgaris), and their habit was

to congregate three or four together, near the bottom of a shoot,

strip it for some distance of the bark or skin, and then feed on the

withered leaves at the tip of the shoot as it liung down. They ceased

feeding during the winter, and were at all times very sluggish. They
moulted for the last time about the end of' ]\Iarch, spun up during

May, and the moth appeared from June 20th to 29th. He describes

the larvse as being a little over half an inch in length, and as having

their skin most wonderfully wrinkled and warted. Mr. George Harding

informs me that he has on more than one occasion bred this species,

and describes the hybernating larva as standing straight out from

the stem on which it rests, thus resembling a small dried twig.

The bead-quarters of 4. holosericata is upon a steep slope of
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Durdham Down, facing the picturesque Avon Gorge, of which Bris-

tolians are so justly proud; but I am informed by my friend Mr.
R. M, Prideaux that in 1892 he found a few on the rocky slopes

under Observatory Hill, Clifton Down. There is also a record in Mr.
Hudd's Lifit of the Lepidoptera of the Bristol District, that a few
stragglers have been taken on Leigh Down, on the Somerset side of

the Avon, having probably been, as Mr. Hudd suggests, blown across

the river.

In the favourite haunt of this very local species, A. holosericata

may be found abundantly during about a fortnight in the summer.
Mr. Prideaux records it from the 21st June to 5th July. In the

summer of 1895 it must have emerged early, like many other species.

I was unable to visit the locality until 28th June, and though I

found the species still flying, nearly all the specimens were hopelessly

rubbed and tattered, the long fringes of the wings soon becoming the

worse for wear.

The moths may be started during the day from the grass or

low bushes of privet, etc., where they rest with wings outstretched,

but fly with a short and rather weak flight during the dusk of the

summer evening. Up to the present time the species seems to keep

up its numbers, and the steep slopes which it loves are certainly a

safeguard to its existence, but so many species have either disappeared

entirely from Durdham Down, or are deplorably reduced in numbers,
that I cannot help feeling that for this species, with so restricted a

habitat, the prospect of survival is somewhat doubtful.

A. holosericata seems to be but little subject to variation. 1 have
never taken anything which could be dignified with the name of a

variety. Of some twenty specimens now in my possession, four show
very faint traces of a central spot in the fore-wings, and one is of a

more leaden colour than the rest, this being one of the unspotted

type.

In the above note I have continued to use the well-known name of

holosericata, as I gather from Mr. Prout's paper that he considers our

British examples a specialised local race, in view of which it may be

well to retain for them the name holosericata, even if we only attach

to it a varietal value.

Probable specific identity of Sciapliila penziana and
S. colquliounana.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

In the course of my wanderings among the mountains of Piedmont
and the Tyrol I have often come across various insects which might be
considered either S. pen::ia)ia or S. colquhuunana. This year, thanks
to the kindness of Messrs. Wylie and J. J. F. X. King, I have added
a long series of specimens known by the latter name to my collection.

The variation therein increased my doubt as to whether we had really

two species under the above name. As is usual in any case of doubt
in matters of this kind, I wrote to Mr. J. Hartley Durrant, and was a

little surprised to find that he was inclined to agree that the latter

might be only 9, fonce variety of the former, but that, like myself, he
had as yet an open mind on the subject. He further sent me the

original descriptions of the soi-ilisant species.
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The original description of penziana is as follows:

—

'' Tortrix

penziayia, alis albis fusco-irroratis ; fasciis tribus obliquis articulatis

nigrig. Caput album, hirtum. Palpi compressi, clavati, albi. Habitat

in Suecicae meridionalibus Provinciis." Becklin further writes :

" Alag anticie, obtusae, supra albae lineolis fuscis irrorats ; fasciae tres

obliquiB, atrje, subarticulatas articulis quadratis. Subtus fuscae, im-

maculatae, ciliatje. Ala) posticae supra fuscae, subtus albidae ; margine
exteriori fusco-maculato " [Becklin, in Thunberg's Dissertatianes, iii.,

66-7 (43), Plate v., fig. 1 (1791)] . Penziana was adopted by
Hiibner [Eur. Schmett., xiv., 85 (1799)] . It appears also to be the

Nephodesme co7ispersana, Schiff., Verz. Tort. E., 14. Curtis named our

whitest form hellana, evidently ignorant of Thunberg's description

;

Stephens [ZooL, 2755-7 (1850)] makes hellana, Curt., a synonym of

penziana (Beck.) Thunb., but says that HxxhrxQv' ^ penziana does not ac-

cord with Thunberg's. Stainton gives as characters oipenziana :
" h.-w.

ivhitish (a variety occurs in which the f.-w. are much suffused with

grey)." The bracketed portion refers vmdoubtedly to the form known
later as colquhounana. Sciaphila colquJiuunana, Sta., Doubleday [Cat.

(2nd Edn.), 23 (1866)] was first described under the name it now
bears by C. G. Barrett [E7it. Mu. Maif., xx., p. 244 (1884)] , where he
writes :

—" Colquhounana, Hy.-Dblday., Catal.—Closely allied to the

last species [penziana, Wlkn.) is a handsome form which has stood in

lists and collections for many years under this name. Its size and
measurements are almost exactly the same as those of hellana, but the

dorsal margin of the fore-wings is not so straight, making the wing a

little broader near the base, and not so sharply wedge-shaped. It

is a handsome species, ground colour of the fore-wings slate-grey,

varying much in intensity, and occasionally whitish in the central

area. Markings of the usual fascife much like those of hellana, but

slightly more oblique, and not nearly so sharply defined. Hind-wings
whitish, tinged with grey at the margins. Head and thorax of the

same shade as the fore-wings. The late Mr. Allis, writing in 1868,

told me that he believed it to be distinct (from hellana, Curt.), that it

'occurred in lower ground than that species.' It is, in fact, like

compersana, an inhabitant of sea-side rocky localities, taking the place

of that species on the more north-western coast. It is tolerably

common in such places near Dublin and the Isle of Man. Mr. Hodgkinson
asserts that it was reared by Mr. Gregson on the roots of ' sea-

pink.'
"

Now if from the above we select the scraps on which the specific

distinctness of colquhounana has been based, they appear to amount to

the following :

—

1. " The dorsal margin of the fore-wings is not so straight."

2. " The usual fascite are slightly more oblique."

3. " The fasciie are not nearly so sharply defined."

4. It is " an inhabitant of sea-side rocky localities."

We may take these seriatim : (1). I can say positively that there

is not a scrap of evidence in a lomj series to support the assertion. The
shape of the wings, on the ivhole, is identical in both forms, although

there may be in both a slight individual variation. (2). The fascife

are identical, they commence in exactly the same positions on the

costa, and end in exactly the same positions on the outer and inner

margins. Even the minor basal, apical and costal spots are identical.
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(;-}), The best marked specimens from Unst and Perth show equally

well defined fasci;e Avith penziana, in fact, the basal fascia is in them
often more distinctly defined, and fulfils better than many speciinens

of the pcnziana form Stainton's emphasised diagnosis, " the outer edge

of the basal patch forms an angulated fascia, reachimi to the inner

mairiin,'" (4). " It is an inhabitant of sea-side localities," Mr. Barrett

considers. This may be, but it is no more confined to them than is

jirnziana, unless Kinnoull Hill in Perthshire, the Cogne Valley in

Piedmont, and the Val d'Ampezzo in the Tyrol, are to be so considered.

In the Cogne Valley, at 7,000 ft. elevation, I found both forms side by

side on the same rocks. Of the Unst specimens, Mr. King writes :

—

" The moths varied considerably, some specimens being almost white

with dull markings, while others were almost of an unicolorous dark

leaden-blue with the markings just discernible."

There appear to be three distinct forms of the species :

—

1. Ground colour pure white, with distinct fasciae, although but little irrorated

with black dots = hdlatia. Curt. [In my collection from various British localities,

Cogne Valley, Mendel Pass, Val Bigontina].
2. Ground colour pure white, with equally distinct fascia3, but thickly irrorated

with black dots = pciizidiin, Becklin. [Perth, Unst, Val d'Ampezzo].
3. Ground colour dark grey, absorbing irrorations, but fascioe distinct =

((ilqidioitiKiiKi, Sta. (MS.), Barrt. [Kincardine, Unst, Cogne Valley].

'6i\. Ground colour very dark, almost unicolorous leaden-grey or leadcn-bluc,

largely absorbing fascife. [Unst].

Summarising, therefore, we get the intermediate form (2) as the

type (earliest described form), and the synonymy appears to work out

as follows :--

Pi'iiziaiia (Beckl.), Thunb., Diss., iii., pp. .50-7, PI. v., tig. 1 (1791) ; [(?) Hiibu.,

Tortr., 85(1799); Hiibn., IV;-. bek. Sclim., 390 (1826)]; Ht., Zool, 215o-7; Sta.,

x¥«H., ii., p. 2.59; Wilk., Tort., p. 256. Cknispersaiia, Schift'., Verz Tort. K., 14
Bellana, Curt., lir. Ent., pi. 100; Barr., Knt. Mo. Maq., xx., p. 244; Meyr.,
Brit. Lep., p .540. Colquhoiiuaiia, Stn. (MS.) ; Dbl., Cat., 2nd Edition., 23 (1866),

Harr., Eut. Mo. Mug., xx., 244 (1884).

Barrett (/''.^/..V., XX., p. 244) is pu/zling. He received a single speci-

men of a species, captured in the Alps, from IMons. Ragonot, which he con-

sidered was not jirjiziaiia, but which agreed fairly well with Hiibner's

figure. He also discovered that Mr. Doubleday "heard many years

ago," from Dr. Wocke, that this figure did not represent jwuziana;

therefore he sinks Becklin's (not Hiibner's) name (1791) for hcUana,

(Uirt., the reason for which is certainly not clear.

Taking the varietal forms into account, we get the following :

—

Pmziana, Thunb. (Beck.), Hb. (?), Sta. (in part).

(I. var. luilana, Curt., Sta. (in part)., Barr. (in part).

/'. var. n)l<jult()}(nana, Sta. (MS.), Dblday., Lixt (2nd Edn.), Barr.
c. ab. sujf'usa, n. ab. [Extremely dark form oi VAv. cohju/iounana] .

Wilkinson, I observe, who evidently knew both the pale and dark
forms intimately, correctly refers the species to junziana, Thunb., and
says of the two forms known to him :

" In the typical insect {ride,

Curt., Ilrit. Knt., pi. 100) the ground-coloui- is white. There is a

beautiful variety taken plenteously by ]^r. Colquhoun, at Ardrossan,
which has the ground-colour grey, but the markings are the same."

Mr. Home, who has kindly sent me two very typical specimens of

what he terms pcnziana and cnlquliounana, both correctly named, and
representing the white Jwllana and dark cohjuhounana forms, writes :

—

" It is quite possible that these are one and the same species; both
occur at the same time of the year, The great contrast in the nature
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of the localities where they are found would account in a great measure
for the difterence in the colour of the fore-wings (I notice that the

colour of the hind-wings of both is identical). I find .S. pcnziana

resting on a Aveather-bleached paling in Glen Derry, at an altitude of

nearly 2,000 feet ; S. colquliounana occurs on the dark rocks of the

Kincardineshire coast."

The reference to the larva having been reared on " sea-pink
"

by Mr. Gregson, should be carefully compared with the remarks made
by Mr. J. J. F. X. King (A'. M. M., vol. vii. (1896), p. 8). He
writes :

—" The larvie seem to feed on the lichen Avhich covers the

rocks ; we found (in Unst) many of the long silken tubes with the

pupa-cases sticking out."

We should be glad to hear from Mr. Barrett, or any other ento-

mologist, the present evidence on the other side. We observe with

considerable astonishment that Meyrick uses htilaiia for pcnziana in

Brit. Lc'pidop., p. 540.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
EUPITHECIA SUCCENTURIATA AND E. SUBFULVATA. With respect tO

the doubts that have been raised in the Raunl as to the distinct-

ness of these species, I think further investigation will show them to

be so in every stage. I have bred K. subfalvata in large numbers for

the last dozen years, and also E. succenturiata for the last three or four

years, and I find that E. succenturiata commences to emerge early in

June, and my specimens are all out by the end of the month ; E.

suhfnlrata usually emerges during July. I generally commence to beat

for larva; of E. succenturiata about the 7th of September, and find them
then, in an average season, half-grown ; the larv;e of E. suhfulrata

are about the same size in the middle of October. The colour,

structure and habits of the larvse are quite different ; with respect to

colour 1 should describe the ground to be, in E. succenturiata, warm
sepia, in 7'7. suhfulrata, cold sepia. Of the two, E. succenturiata is a

more stumpy larva, with a larger head ; it is only to be taken in any
number at night, as it rests in the day-time amongst the lower leaves

of its food-plant ; J'J. suhfulrata, on the other hand, rests stretched out

at full length exposed on the stems and leaves, and can easily be

obtained by searching during the day. The chief and most im-

portant point, however, by which these species may with certainty

be distinguished is in the pupa stage. Probably most lepidopterists

who have bred Eupit/ieriac in numbers have been struck by the

dili'erence in colour the various species exhibit in this stage ; this is

more marked than in any other group of lepidoptera with which I am
acquainted ; for instance, it is very difficult to separate a long series of

imagines oi E. absinthiata, K. m in uta ta und E. e.cpallidata : of course

the majority of the specimens can be put right at once, but one or two
of each species will run into the other, and it is often impossible to say

to which they belong ; the pup^, however, are abundantly distinct
;

again, E. jasioneata in the imago state runs very closely to F.. <asti(jata,

but the pupa is quite diti'erent, and other species could be mentioned

in further support of this point. Now it happens that the pupte

of the two species we are discussing are very distinct ; I sup-

pose I must have had some thousands of E. suhfulrata in my
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possession, and I never saw one that varied from the type in colour,

which is a rich red, Avith the wing-cases somewhat lighter and
inclined towards buff. I have not had so miich experience with K.
surcfuturiata, but there are twenty-one pupte before me now. They
all have the abdomen dark buff', inclined towards brown, and the wing-
cases of a decided olive-green. I can quite understand that both
species feed upon various plants. I have taken occasional imagines of

J'\ siicrcnturiata where there was no Artcinisia, and I understand that

in Scotland K, >iubfidrata larvae are found upon ragwort (Scnccio). I

should not attach much importance to this, however, as many species

of KupitluTiar are more or less polyphagous.—W. G. Sheldon, 15,

Alexandra Koad, Croydon.
Eddryas stae-johannis.—A REPLY.—In the Kntoimihii/i.H's Record,

vol. vi., p. 249, is an article by Mr. Grote on the above species, in

which the author makes some speculations as to what Mr. Walker's
belief or knowledge was, ridicules my citation of a label which I

found on the specimen, accuses me of giving undue value to labels

found in the British Museum, and suggests that the labels in this

Institution are not to be received or credited without special investi-

gation as to their authenticity. It seems rather absurd, after reading
Mr. Grote's article carefully and digesting its bearings, to refer to

Walker's description, in Part 9 of the LUt <if LcphJoptera, etc., p. 144,

and to find in quotation marks, " Taken on the door of the church of

Horsleydown by Mr. Bydder." In other words, the label now on the

specimen, and quoted by me, agrees perfectly with what W^alker him-
self wrote, and Walker not only knew where the insect actually came
from, but also who took it. This also accounts for the name of the

insect, for "St. .John's" is the church at Horsleydown. Further-
more, it may be interesting to note that Mr. Grote speaks without any
personal knowledge in the matter.*' He refers only to a letter

from Mr. Schaus, and upon this basis, and upon a number of

imaginary considerations, he fills two pages with sarcastic and other

remarks on this subject. I have nothing at all to fear from any
critical investigation or study of anything I have written, and as I do
not claim infallibility, am always ready to admit errors where they
are demonstrated.—J. B. Smith, D. Sc, Agricultural Exp. Station,

New Jersey.

These remarks by Professor Smith clear up certain points defi-

nitely with regard to a species which has created much interest. It

is quite clear that the specimen was not named from, nor taken near,

the St. John's river, Florida, as suggested by Professor Grote, but that it

was really named from, and captured on the door of the church of,

St. John's, Horselydown,f a church within five minutes' walk of the

scene of my daily labours. Another point is quite certain, viz., that

it was an imported specimen. Within a mile, as the crow flies, of all

the largest London docks, the nature of the locality where it was
captured leaves no doubt of its importation, and hence its American
origin is exceedingly probable. There only remains one difficulty

* This? is hardly so. Professor Grote distinctly writes :^" In 1867 1 examined the
late Mr. Walker's type of Kudnjmt stae-johnnnix, and recognised in the specimen a
representative of a distinct species, etc."

—

Ed.

+ This is spelt " Horselydown," not " Horsleydown," as Prof. Smith says Walker's
label is written.

—

Ed.
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about the specimen, then : Is it " a suffused aberrant grata," &s Pro-

fessor Smith suggests, or is it "a representative of a distinct species allied

to the common North American E. (/rata , " as averred by Professor Grote ?

According to Professor Grote's note, referred to by Professor Smith

{Record, vol. vi., p. 249), Mr. Schaus, of Twickenham, supports Prof.

Grote's view, the doubtful species having occurred in Mexico. It

would appear, therefore, from the evidence at our disposal, that the

species is distinct, and one of those unknown up to the present time to

Professor Smith.—J. W. Tutt,

Is NOMENCLATURE A PART OF THE SCIENCE OF BIOLOGY '? It is not

without considerable diffidence that I take up my pen to write a note

which may bear even the faintest suggestion of an undervaluing of

Dr. Chapman's splendid work at the "Genus Acronycta; " but my
love of law and order impels me to protest against what appears to me
the very dangerous precedent of allowing his sub-generic names general

acceptance as generic in the face of all the established rules of

zoological nomenclature. Of course if, as Mr. Tutt assumes {ante,

p. 58), biology can ever "clash with literature," there is no question

which is the more important in the biological science of entomology ;

but I do not think this is really the case, seeing that the literary and

bibliographical part of the entomological science is, and always has been,

dependent upon the biological, and the use of names is not in itself, as

I take it, any part of biology. I think that practical workers in

zoological research have always been accorded the full right of re-

arranging genera, suggesting new systems of classification, &c., &c.,

and surely it is only reasonable that this should be so ; but what about

the separate department of nomenclature ?

When Dr. Chapman first proposed his new sub-generic titles in

Acronycta, I saw no objection, because I understood that they were

intended to be biological rather than nomenclatorial ; and the Doctor

himself continued to treat the group as " the genus Arrunj/cta.'" But

when one begins to find records of Bisulcia lif/mtri, &c., one naturally

enquires, is the old genus then abandoned, and if so, what right has

the new name ? If the genus is really to be split up, it must be done

according to the rules of nomenclature, and we must call in the aid of

a departmental specialist in that direction. And here I would remark

that it appears to me that Mr. Tutt's strictures on the use of un-

familiar generic names in the American Entomological News {vide,

Record, vol. vi., pp. 30-31, 154) would apply, mutandis mutatis, to some
experiences which our American cousins may meet with in perusing

the pages of the Record ; only that there is the important difference

that such names as Thamnonoma may be verified from the ordinary

recognised sources of reference, while for Cu-yndia, &c., search might

be made in vain.

Of course the justification which will be offered for the " dangerous

precedent" in the erection of Dr. Chapman's names as generic, lies in

the exceptional nature of his " monumental work," as Mr. Tutt truly

calls it, and I am afraid it will be a long while ere anything will be

produced to equal it. But we are hoping that it will be equalled some

day, and that investigators will arise to work out other groups on

similar lines ; and then, upon this precedent, it will be farewell to all

stability in nomenclature !

The practical issue of these notes of mine is just this : I hold that
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there is plenty of room for biologists and students of nomenclature to

Avork harmoniously side by side ; we shall get no stability of classifi-

cition until work of the order of Dr. Chapman's has been carried on

throughout, nor any stability of nomenclature until Mr. Grote's work
is accepted. And I would most earnestly plead for an understanding

bstween these two classes of workers, in the truest interests of the

S3ience whose welfare both seek to promote. To draw my illustration

from the case of the Acroni/ctiili (or Apatda) at present under notice,

we can all, I am sure, accept with the utmost confidence any definite

dictum from Dr. Chapman as to whether the group shall form one genus

or three ; and if the latter is to be the case, we can with equal confidence

entrust it to the researches of Mr. Grote, to ascertain for us the correct

names of the three genera.—Louis B. Prout, F.E.S., 12, Greenwood
Road, Dalston, N.E. Noveinhev 2Sth, 1895. [We understand Mr.

Front's position, see our remarks antr, p. 148.—Ed.]

.

Note ox Argyresthia illuminatella, Zell.-—Mr. Tutt will, I am
sure, forgive me for pointing out that in his notes on An/i/rcstliia

illuiiiiuati'lla in Kuf. liec, v., 78, and vi., 34, he is in errorin sayingthat

Lord Walsingham added this species to the British list on the strength

of specimens taken by Salvage, " among larch," at Forres. Salvage

himself has no idea under what circumstances he took them, and a

reference to Lord Walsingham's remarks in Ent. Mo. Mat/., ser. 2,

vol. v., pp. 50-51, will show that he merely says, " Three examples in

my own collection from Forres, collected by Salvage, .... ," and
adds A. ilium inatella, Zell., to the British list on the strength of these

three specimens. But he clearly implies that Salvage, in all proba-

bility, did not capture them " among larch," or, at any rate, that the

larva' had almost certainly not fed on that tree, for he goes on to

say that if jNIr. Atmore can succeed in finding on larch the larva of

his insect, which was captured amongst larch, and differs from the

Forres insect, he will be justified in separating it as anew species dis-

tinct from ilium inatdla. He also adds that as Hartmann mentions larch

as one of the food-plants of ilhauinatcUa, it may be that both forms

have been included under one name on the Continent. The words of

my friend Mr. Home, which are quoted in Kut. Rec, vi., 34, show
that he, too, has misunderstood the point of Lord Walsingham's
remarks, for he says, "I remember Lord Walsingham urged Mr.

Atmore to search for larvae of A. illuminatella on larch ;

" but, as a

matter of fact, Lord Walsingham particularly urged Mr. Atmore to

seai'ch for the larva of his insect on larch, in the hope that he might
find it on that tree, and thus furnish additional proof of its distinct-

ness from illuminatella, which, to the best of our belief, is not a larch-

feeder. Sorhagen says that the larva of illuminatella occurs on

juniper, while Frey and von Heinemann give it as feeding in the buds

of some of the species of Piiius, but do not mention any of them by

name.

—

Eustace R. Bankes, M.A., F.E.S., The Rectory, Corfe

Castle. December, 1895.

The remarks made by Mr. Bankes are very just. At the same
time it must be confessed that our present position with regard to the

Ar;/i/restliia from Forres, and the An/i/restlna from King's Lynn, is most
unsatisfactory. If they are one species, then, the species must be

looked upon as occurring among larch, if not, then Mr. Atmore's

species wants a name. We appear to have :

—
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1. Arqtircsthia illumhuitcllii , ZelL — Taken at Forres (Salvage) ; bred from Scotch
fir (Tutt).'

2. Argijresthia atmorcUu, n. sp. — Taken among larch at King's Lynn
(Atmore). Fore-wings with a slightly more elongate and acuminate apex than
illiiminatella (Walsingham).

If we provisionally call the King's Lynn species An/i/rcstliia

atwnnila, we shall know where we are.—J. W. Tutt.

URRENT NOTES.
At the invitation of Mr. Verrall, the members of the Entomologi-

cal Club held a meeting on January 14th, at the Holborn
Restaurant. Many entomological friends were also invited. After

a couple of hours spent in pleasant conversation, the whole assembly
was most hospitably entertained by Mr, Verrall, whose genial

affability ensured a most thoroughly enjoyable social evening.

Professor Meldola, Professor Poulton and Mr. Jacoby were among
those present, the latter charming the company with a couple of his

delightful masterpieces on the violin.

The compilers of Tlw InUntational XaturalisU' Dircctonj [Swann
& Co., Bouverie Street, E.C.,] should attempt something much more
ambitious. Their present JJin'ctori/ is a handy little pamphlet for

British entomologists and ornithologists. We would suggest that

that published by INIessrs. Friedljinder & Sohn would form a good model.

Mr. G. C. Champion adds {E. 21. 21., January) another
Coleopteron to the British List. This is Ejmraca nana, Bitter, nearly

allied to, but much smaller than E. mclina ; it is also more oval, less

elongate, the upper surface is more shining and more finely punctured,

the antenna? having the last two joints of the club abruptly black,

the apical joint being broader than in /•.'. uuiiita ; the thorax is more
narrowed behind and the elytra are more rounded at the apex.

^^ ARI ATIO N.

The varieties of Leucophasia sinapis which occur in Britain.—
Writing of the varieties of L. sinapis, Mr. Tutt says [ante, p. 81) :

" I presume that a very large proportion of our British male specimens,

captured in May and June, are of this variety {Inthyri, Hb.)." For
several years I have taken both broods in Devonshire, but I have
never seen one with the underside of the hind-wings at all greenish

(some sixty or more must have passed through my hands). These
are invariably more or less clouded with gray, from an admixture
of black scales with the white ones, mostly below the discoidal cell and
the lowest discoidal nervure. One of my <? specimens of the first

brood has the apical spot black and round. The small second brood
is to be found early in August, and has the underside of the hind-

wings similar to that of the first brood. I have never come across

one pure white (var. diniemix). All the ? 's I have taken have traces

of the apical spot, the black scales having a linear arrangement
along the nervures, which they cloud more or less, but never so much
as to render the insect diflicult to distinguish from the g- . There
seems another simple way of separating the two sexes at a glance
(independently of the genitalia), which I do not remember to have
seen noticed, viz., by the antenna'. In my series of 33, all the J 's
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(IG) hiiveca very conspicuous blotch of pure white scales on the under-
side of the club, below its reddish-brown tip, Avhich in the J 's (17)

is reduced to a feAV white scales, varying a little in number, but never
forming a conspicuous blotch. The distinction is readily seen with a

pocket lens, or even by the naked eye, on close inspection. Will

observers note if their series confirm this?—W. S. Riding, M.D.,
F.E.S., Buckerell Lodge, E. Devon. November, 1895.

V.\RiETiES OF Hybernia defoliaria.—With reference to Mr.
Walker's query {ante, p. 143) as to the distribution of the two forms
of H. defuliaria, I have bred that species freely from the Wimbledon
district and also from Wanstead, and have found both forms in each
place pretty equally distributed, that is to say, the banded and the more
or less unicolorous form with line through the wing ; the entirely

unicolorous form without any line I have always looked upon as far

less common than the banded. It is a species that evidently follows

heredity to a great extent, as, by selecting a remarkably fine banded
male, I succeeded in rearing some grand forms, and in the second

and third year they all came true. After that the race was too weak
to continue.—A. W. Mera, 79, Capel Road, Forest Gate. Januani
Sid, 1896.

I have bred H. defoliaria from three localities, viz., Durham,
Chester and Scarborough. The banded form only from Durham,
both the other forms from Chester and Scarborough, with a rather

larger proportion of unicolorous forms from Scarborough than from
Chester.—T. Maddison, South Bailey, Durham. December 21tJi, 1895.

Tavo forms of H. defoliaria occur near Emsworth, the dark brown
unicolorous form and the pale banded form.—W. M. Christy, F.E.S.,

Watergate, Emsworth. January 8tli, 1896.

Polymorphism of Hybernia defoliaria.—I took here last week
thirteen H. defoliaria, no two of which were alike, the variation

extending from a light ochreous colour to nearly black, one specimen
being so dark as not to show any markings on either the upper or

under wings.-—E. R. Bush, 71, Strathmore Street, Bridgend, Perth.

December 1th, 1895.

AciDALIA AVERSATA AND ITS ABERRATION SPOLIATA. 1 have alwayS
been puzzled about A. aversata and its aberration. Mr. Maddison has

been kind enough to answer a query as to their differentiation, tellingme
that the banded form is the type, so thatvar. spoIiatawiW be the ordinary

form. Our two standard books have helped to propagate an error.

Stainton distinctly states that the banded form is a "variety," and
Newman goes so far as to give it a name, and calls it " var. remufata,"

and the unicolorous insect with lines he writes of as " var, (sic)

aversata.'" If we take the banded form as type {A. aversata), we can

understand the meaning (otherwise inexplicable) of ab. " spoliata,"

i.e., "robbed of" or "despoiled of" the band. I am informed by
Mr. Tutt that Staudinger {Gat., p. 150) writes of aversata, Linn.

(= lividata, Gn.), as follows :
" alsB, fascia media lata nigricante,"

whilst ab. spoliata, Stdgr. (= aversata, Tr.) is diagnosed {I. c.) as
" forma vulgaris, non fasciata."—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S.,

Buckerell Lodge, E. Devon. December, 1895.

:]§>RACTICAL HINTS.
LTnikormitt in the sizes ok I'iNS USED.—I am glad to see a discus-

sion raised as to setting ; very unfortunately, scarcely any two men
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set exactly alike. It would be something gained if we could get any-

thing like uniformity in pins. Black ones are now generally used, though

a few people still stick to white or gilt (I have rather a strong leaning to

the latter myself). My experiences have taught me that the best

pins are the improved kinds, made by D. F. Tayler and Co., which do

not bend and curl up at the points, like so many of those of other

makers. I find the best sizes are (1) for small Geometrids, small

butterflies and small Noctuids—No. 9 ; (2) for medium sized

insects—No. 8 ; (3) for the larger Noctuids—No. 17
; (4) for the

Sphinges—No. 13, These sizes will be all that are required for

Macros.—T. Maddison, South Bailey, Durham. December, 1895.

Labelling insects.—With regard to the data given with insects,

we ought to have the exact date, not only the year, but the month
and day when possible ; and I would further suggest that in all

cases where the owner has not himself caught or bred an insect he

should state from whom he got it, and supply the data given by that

individual. Exact and reliable data add greatly to the value of an

insect, whereas if a collector resident in Devon simply gives as

data—say "York, 1894," one does not know on whose authority

this is stated, nor what value to attach to it.—E. F. Studd, M.A.,

B.C.L., F.E.S., Oxton, near Exeter. December 15th, 1895.

With regard to the labelling of insects, I find that a general

locality, such as "Box Hill," " Rannoch," &c., is sufficient for geo-

graphical distribution, with the captor's name, and the date of the

capture added. The obverse side of the labels I use is similar to this :

I
.t'ItTx oKo I-

This I use for all ordinary insects, but when I want any

further details as to the history of the insect, I write such on the

reverse, or add the date thus :
I

3. vii.
i

. It will be seen that each insect

thus carries a history with it, riz.—(1) Place of capture. (2) Year.

(3) Captor's name in the case of common insects, with the precise

date added for any rare species or variety. If the captor wished, he could

place all the information in type, although this means shifting the

type for each day's collecting. I think the first plan the more useful,

and, besides, it does not take up much room.

As to the important point of procuring the type. If a number of

entomologists would agree together to purchase a set of type, with

ink-holder, &c., it could be procured, I think, at about 5s. each set.

To be of any use the type must be that supplied by the best founders.

Until some arrangement for labelling insects is adopted, no
reliance can be placed on the information tendered by people with the

insects which they send out. I would ask whether it is reasonable to

suppose that anyone taking an insect out of his store-box can tell

when and where the insect was taken, more particularly if it was
captured a year or two ago. For my own part, I do not believe in it.

—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S., 207, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.

December 20th, 1895.

A METHOD OF OBTAINING PUP.E.—The followiiig Hote Oil pupa-

catching may perhaps interest those readers who have not tried the

method, and who have suitable trees in their grounds. Fasten a band
round the trunk below the boughs ; the band to be made of rough cork

or oak bark, also (where its appearance is not objectionable), I recom-

mend a second band below the cork ; the second band may be of sacking

(or other cloth), its lower edge fastened tightly to the trunk, its
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upper edge separated from the trunk by a galvanised wire which has been

first twisted (round a ruler) into a spiral form, and fastened round the

trunk by hooking its ends together. The sacking-band may then be

filled with earth or cocoanut fibre, for descending larviB to pupate in.

I have had most success with poplar. The chief difficulty is to find

all the pupfe, as the cork is so easy to penetrate that the boring of the

larvre is scarcely visible.—F. Norgate, 98, Queen's Eoad, Bury St.

Edmunds. Dcvcwher, 1895.

:OIOTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Breeding Plusia bractea.—I took a female specimen of Plusia

hractca on July 16th, which laid three eggs on the 17th July. These

hatched on July 24th. The larvffi were kept in a cold frame

until they showed signs of hybernation, when two of the larvffi were

put into a stove where the temperature varied from 65" to 80"^. One
of the larvffi had already died ; another one never looked healthy,

but fed up and turned to a chrysalis, and died in that state. The
third fed quickly, and spun up on October 5th, emerging on October 19th,

a fine specimen. The larvis were fed on groundsel [Scnccin mhiari^).

I bred five or six specimens in 1889, the same way, except that the

larvae were then fed on lettuce.

—

John Finlay, Meldon Park, Morpeth.

December 28tJi, 1895.

Sphinx convolvuli in Scotland.—On September 21st a specimen

of S. coiivohidi was brought to me by one of the gardeners, having

been taken at rest in one of the greenhouses here (Douglas). The
moth had evidently been attracted by the Lilium anratum plants, as

its proboscis was covered with the pollen of this lily.—(Rev.) J. A.

Mackonochie, M.A., F.E.S., Douglas Castle, Lanark.
Plusia ni.—On July 24th, I took, flying over heather on a moor,

what I think is a specimen of Plusia ni ; but have at present had
no opportunity to verify my capture.

—

Ibid.

Occurrence of Sphinx convolvuli in Caithness.—When in

Caithness last Aveek I saw a specimen of 8. conrolndi, which had been

taken at the beginning of October, on a garden railing in Putney
Town, Wick. Apparently the species has been found this season

almost from Land's End to John O'Groats.

—

Arthur Horne, P^.E.S.,

52, Irvine Place, Aberdeen. December SnI, 1895.

AcHERONTiA ATROPOS IN Glasgow.—During the last week I had
given to me two specimens of A. atrojias, which were captured in this

city. One of the specimens was taken on a window-sill, and is in fine

condition.—J. J. F. X. King, F.E.S., Glasgow. December IQt/i, 1895.

Micros in Scotland in 1895.—1 found Micros generally much
scarcer than usual this season. The following are the principal species

that I met with : Scopida (dj)i)ialis, rather common in grassy places,

at Braemar. Scnpciiia mnhifiucdis, common almost everywhere

throughout the north, but not nearly so abundant as they were last

year. S. dubitalis, common on the Kincardineshire coast, and on the

sand-hills north of Aberdeen. A few ochreous forms occurred. S.

mil not a, scarce at Aberdeen ; common on the stone fences near

Kildary, Ross-shire ; the specimens varied a good deal in depth of

ground-colour and intensity of markings. N. alpina, much scarcer

than usual on a grassy flat near Braemar. ( 'raiidms (lumitellus,
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scarce on the banks of the Dee, near Braemar ; abundant on the sand-

hills north of Aberdeen, and in Morayshire ; C. furratdliis, scarce at

Braemar; C. mariiayitellu.^, scarce at Archiestown (Morayshire), and
Braemar ; C. pciidliis and var. warrlni/tondlns, swarming on the

Morayshire sand-hills, does not occur at Aberdeen ; P/ii/cis carhona-

riella was abundant in Glen Derry, Braemar ; Diori/ctria ahietella, one

at rest on a paling at Gellybog, Morayshire ; Tortri.r ministrana,

abundant among birch at Braemar and Urquhart, Morayshire, some
very dark forms occurred ; Amplma prodromana, not uncommon on

the moors near Aberdeen ; Leptoi/ramma niveana var. scotana, one on

the trunk of a birch on the Culbin Sands, near Forres ; PcntJdna

praeloHt/aua, common among birches at Braemar and Aberdeen
;

P. ataintoniana, scarce among bilberry at Braemar; Sericorislittorana,

common at Muchalls, on the Kincardineshire coast ; .S'. irrvjuana

swarmed on the higher slopes of nearly all the hills about Braemar,
among bilberry ; Mi.ivdia palustrana, common on the moors at

Aberdeen and Braemar; M. nihuiinoxana, scarce at Burghead, Moray-
shire ; Hciaphila penziana, a beautiful series, in Glen Derry, Braemar

;

S. colquhounmia, scarce on the cliffs of the Kincardineshire coast

;

Phoxoptenjx myrtillana, abundant everywhere among bilberry

;

Cucci/x cosmophurana, I get pupfe of this species in one-year-old

resinous nodules, that have been tenanted by Retmia rednana the

previous year. I should like to know more about this insect, and
under what conditions the larvae or pupfe have been found elsewhere,

/i. y//«/co/'fl»rt, scarce near Aberdeen ; //. rcsinaua, abundant as larvas

and pup;T9, the resinous nodules being very conspicuous on the fir

trees, most plentiful in the Forres and Elgin districts of Morayshire :

scarcer at Balnagowan (Ross-shire) , and Aboyne and Dinnet (Aberdeen-

shire). The larvffi take two years to feed up, and the moth appears

only every alternate year in those localities where I have collected ;

Stif/vioudta vonrfrraua, scarce at Aberdeen and Burghead ; Dicio-

rhaiiipha herhosana, abundant on the sand-hills north of Aberdeen ;

FAipoecilia ciliana, common, and very variable on all the moors near
Aberdeen.—A. Horne, F.E.S., 52, Irvine Place, Aberdeen. Ihrciiihcr,

1895.

Micro collecting at Clevedon in 1895.—I found Micros,

particularly Tortricides, uncommonly scarce last season in this dis-

trict. Even that pest Tortri.r viridana was scarce. Would that it

were always so ! I did not see a single specimen of many species

usually abundant, and the species that did occur Avere not plentiful.

Pyralides and Crambides, with the exception of the very commonest
species, were also scarce. I only took half a dozen Botiis lanrcalis,

and these not in good condition.—J. Mason, Clevedon Court Lodge,
Somerset.

Autumnal captures.—On November 22nd I found aj? Pot'cilocampa

pupuli on my study window. This led me to light up my moth-trap,
and on the following morning I found in it one P. popidi ? , one
Astcruscopiis sjihin.c, sixteen Hijhernia defoliaria (including some very

nice aberrations), and one H. aurantiaria. On the night of November
27th, though apparently perfect for light, no moths came to the trap,

although hundreds of gnats were attracted.—(Major) R. B. Robertson,
Coxhorne, near Cheltenham. Xorcmbrr, 1895.

Agriopis aprilina and Euchelia ,TAcoB/EiE IN PpRTH.^— I was rather
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surprised to see (antf, p. 156) that A. opriUna is usually so scarce in

Montrose, as it is taken here most freely. K. jacobacac has been taken
here this year for the first time (I believe), two being captured at

Almond Bank, Perth.—E. R. Bush, 71, Strathmore Street, Bridgend,
Perth, N.B.

Lepidoptera at Bath.—The season 1895 opened well. In March,
Hyhcniia manjinaria and H. rupicaprarlavfere taken in large numbers,
whilst a little later Aniaoptenj.c aetieularia put in an appearance, shortly

followed by Phiyalia pedaria. I paid two or three visits to the sallows

in April, but only saw a few Taeniocampa criuia and T. tfuthica.

Towards the end of April, a large number of Selenia bilunaria were
taken, amongst which were some unusual forms. Early in May Etichloe

ca rdamilies iind Pieris napiweve taken, as well as Antidea derivata, and
later, Scotusia certata (? in May.

—

lid.), Emmelcsia dicolorata, the latter

being very abundant among campions in this district. Towards the

end of May I took Odontopera bldcntata, Notudunta dictaea and
Xoctua c-nii/ruiii. In June, the following, amongst other species,

were captured :

—

Tlwra cariata, Nemuria viridata, Antidea rubidata,

Gramrnesia trii/rammica, Aplecta advena, Cucullia umbratica, Hecatera

Serena, Xylophasia sublustris, X. lithoxylea, Dianthoecia cund)ali,

D. carpophaya, Axylia putris, Plima iota, P. bractea and P. chry.sitis.

In the beginning of July the following were taken at sugar : Yiminia

nimieis, Gonophura derasa, Xylophaaia acoluparina, X. hepatira ; whilst

the following Geometers : Pericallia syrinyaria, Metrucampamargaritaria,

Crocallis elinyuaria, PJubolia palumbaria and Anaitis playiata were
also captured. In September, at ivy, the following insects occurred :—Xanthia eitrayu, X. fulrayu, X. Jiavayu, Hydroecia wicacea, Andiocelia

lunosa, A. pistacina, A. litura, Mellinia cireellaris and one X. axirayo.

At light, IHloha eaendeocephala, Euyunia anyularia, Kpione vespertaria

(? Ed.) and Polia flaricincta were taken, whilst the October captures

included Ayrotis ypsilon, Peridroma satwia, (Jrthosia lota and
(). inacilcnta.—T. Greer, Bath.

ElOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Food-plants of Hypenodes albistrigalis.—In reply to Dr. Eiding
[Ent. Rec, vii., p. 113) I may say that the life history of this species

was made known by Heer P. C. T. Snellen in 1890, in Vol. xxxiii. of

the Tijdschrift mor Entuiiudoyie, pp. 174-176, under the name of

H. taenialia, Hb. ; Prof, van Leeuwen reared it from its egg in 1887,
and found that the larva would feed on the flowers of Thymus .serpyllion

and Calluna ndyaris. The former was probably offered them on
account of Hellins' treatment of the allied costar.striyalis, recorded in

E. M. M., vi., p. 216 ; and Snellen mentions the occurrence of

albistriyalis in pine woods where heath and fern covered the ground;
so it is not unlikely that Calluna flowers may be its food plant in a

state of nature.—-Louis B. Prout, F.E.S., 12, Greenwood Road, N.E.
December, 1895.

Notes on rearing Folia xanthomista (nigrocincta).—I have had
considerable experience in breeding this species for many years, and a

few notes on the subject may be of interest to the readers of this

magazine, especially to such as have received eggs from me this

season. It is not very easy to rear from larvae collected in the wild
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state. These are very liable to be " ichneumoned "—of those collected

last season, four out of five were stung. Change of air and of food-

plant do not help the breeder of this species ; the larva often sicken

and die from this cause. Can the species be reared from eggs ? The
eggs must first be obtained, and this is no easy task. You require a

pair of strong boots, and, if you are a devotee of football, you will find

that your shin-guards will come in handy. Then take a ticket to the

Isle of Man for a week or a fortnight. After your arrival there, take

rest, and in the morning make for the coast and set about climbing

the rugged rocks—the rougher they are the more chance of success—
and searching in every nook and corner of them. You cannot work for

a great length of time the first feAv days. Work the rocks up and down
;

sometimes you will be more than a hundred feet up the cliff, at another

time close down to the sea. Do not be disheartened if you do not

find anything the first few days. Try again, for you will succeed

if you persevere, and if you come across a female she will, no doubt,

reward you for your labours with a nice batch of eggs. I was fortunate

enough to take two females this season, and from them obtained a

nice lot of eggs. My friend Mr. Taylor, although he searched very

hard for a week, did not take either a male or a female. P. xantlio-

mista passes most of its time in the egg-stage, remaining in that

stage from September till May. The eggs require very little atten-

tion : they will do all right if kept in any room where there is no
fire. The larvfe all hatch within a few days of each other. If the

flowers of thrift, which is their natural food-plant, cannot be obtained,

the larvfB will take readily to sallow or groundsel. They do not grow
very fast during the first week, but soon begin to eat freely, and go
down by the end of June. The larvffi feed only by night, and like to

hide under small stones in a warm, dry situation. A very little stale

food is certain death to them ; they never seem to recover if once

they taste it ; but they will hunt for and find it if there is any about.

Old food should never be allowed to remain in the bottom of the

cages. Growing plants in small pots are the best, and it is very easy

to have a few planted in readiness for the hatching of the larvae.

I cover mine over with small glass cylinders, covered at the top with
fine gauze. They will pupate under the small pieces of stone, form-

ing an earthen cocoon, and do not require more than an inch of fine

soil or sand ; but I think it is important to have the bits of stone, as

the larvfe seem to require a little pressure. I do not disturb the

pupae, and did not lose a single one this season. They remain in pupa
about three months.—H. Murray, Lowbank Villa, Carnforth. De-
rember, 1895.

Forcing Acherontia atropos.—From five living pupae of A.
atropos I managed to secure two perfect insects this year by forcing.

I placed them in a big pot upon the kitchen range. The first, which
was perspiring under a temperature of 100 deg. F., when discovered,

squeaked splendidly, and flew about the kitchen when released. The
second, dug up on a Thursday, submitted to heat, appeared on the

following Thursday. Of course, the earth in the pot was kept almost
saturated with moisture.—(Rev.) C. R. N. Burrows. November,
1895.

Probable wandering habit of Ckruras before pupation.— Dr.
Chapman's remarks (aw <e, p. 73) about Certtra fciCMsjp/s and the pro-
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bable habit of it^; lavva of leaviu^ the tree and pupating elsewhere,

remind me that last September I found a freshly formed cocoon of

C. viaula upon a stone in a loosely-built stone wall. There were
aspen trees close by. There was next to no lichen upon the stone, so

the cocoon was simply formed of the glutinous substance. In colour

it was somewhat grey, like the stone. When removed from the latter,

there Avas hardly any perceptible mark left. The stone appeared to

have been proof against the jaws of the larva.—W. M. Christy,

F.E.S., Watergate, Emsworth. Ihremher 2'6rd, 1895.

A DIFFICULTY MET WITH IN BREEDING SeSIA SPHEGIFORMIS. In the

summer I bred a few specimens of SeHia sphcj/iformvi. Several of the

pupfe dropped out of the burrows, when they were obtruded for

emergence. It has been my constant experience that under such
circumstances the imagines fail to emerge without immediate manual
assistance. Possibly this dropping out is caused by the shrinking of

the alder stick, causing a disturbance of the ordinary conditions under
which emergence takes place, and that, without the natural leverage,

the imago cannot get rid of the pupal skin. It is, I should think, very

improbable that any pup;^ will be lost in this way in a state of nature.

—

T. W. H.\LL, F.E.S., Stanhope, The Crescent, Croydon. December,

1895.

On THE eggs and egglaying of Epinephele janira and Hipparchia
semele.—^Does K/iinepJiele janira scatter her eggs loosely over grass

as she flutters about (G. F. Mathew), or do the females deposit their

eggs on various species of grass (Newman) ? I should be very

thankful for any reliable observations on the egg of this species,

which Riihl describes as :
—" Kugelig, weisslich, mit Liingsleisten,

oberhalb schuppig, mit gewellten dunkleren Querbinden." This is

the only published description I can find. The only one available

of HipparrJn'a sewele, is " Ei gerippt, gelblichWeiss." Has any British

entomologist descriptions of these eggs ?—J. W. Tutt.

.SOCIETIES.
City of London Extonological and Natural History Society.—

December 17th, 1895.—Exhibits :—-Eev. C. R. N, Burrows : a

specimen of Chariclea umbra infested by a hair-worm {(iordius

rfYHrtf/V;(.s), a creature parasitic on Crustacea, fish and insects (both landand
water) at various stages of its existence ; also a preserved larva of I'tilo-

pliora pliunhjera, showing a bifurcated structure on the second segment
in a corresponding position to that occupied by the transverse slit in

THcranura rinula, through which the larva ejects an acrid fluid when
annoyed ; this was retracted when the larva was quiescent. Mr.

Tutt said that this structure was popularly known as the " chin gland,"

and was very common in larvae belonging to very divergent groups of

the Lepidoptera. He suggested that it was probably of service in

protecting the larva from its enemies, and he suggested the possibility

of its having once been more distinctly functionally active than it

appeared to be at the present time. Mr. Mera : a specimen of

Saturnia pavnnia, which was principally female, but the wings on the

left side were shaped and coloured like male wings, though somewhat
paler; the right wings were just tinged here and there with male
coloration, and the left antenna was decidedly more pectinated than the
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right. He also showed two bred examples of Cidana silaeeata, from

Morpeth ; both were very pale, and the markings were very indistinct

in one of them
;
part of the brood emerged in August, and were dark,

the rest came out in the following May, and were mostly light.

Captain Thompson (on behalf of Dr. Buckell) : a long series of

Orrlwdia lu/ula ; they were bred from a batch of ova laid by a Hereford-

shire female, found by Dr. Chapman. The moths, as soon as their

wings had dried after emergence, crept under a piece of moss in

the breeding-cage, and remained concealed during the daytime. Mr.

Sauze : male and female specimens of Anthidmm manicatum (the

Hoop-shaver bee) from Deal. Mr. Tutt exhibited, on behalf of Mr.

W. F. de V. Kane, some specimens of Melitaea aurinia, illustrating

the var. praeclara, Kane, and the ab. hihernica, Birchall, and read the

following notes, which Mr. Kane had forwarded with the specimens :

—

" The specimens sent consist of (1) Three specimens of M. aurinia

from Cromlyn, part of the batch out of which Mr. Birchall named his

ab. hibernica. Of these the 3rd is the nearest to his description. As
to the 2 , Mrs. Battersby has none in her collection two inches in

expanse, much less two inches three lines. Mr. Birchall says in his

descriptions: '
<? Fore-wings black, etc.'; ' $ Fore-wings fulvous'

and no mention of black on the wings. The damaged third is an
authentic specimen given by Birchall to the late Mr. S. R.

Fetherstonhaugh, of Dublin, apparently a ? var. scutica, and No.

1 is a c? of the same." (2) " Four specimens of M. aurinia of my own
capture. No. 1 is from Wicklow, the best ab. hibernica I have ever taken.

Nos. 2, 3 and 4, my var. praeclara from Wexford, Kerry and Waterford."

Mr. Tutt, remarking on the specimens, said:—"There is no doubt

from Birchall's remarks in the E7it. Mo. Mag., vol. x., p. 154, that

he was not very conversant with the forms that M. aurinia takes, for he

considered the Scotch specimens to be the same as var. merope of

the Continent, on the strength of Staudinger's short diagnosis of

the latter ' alpina, minor, obscurior.' In the general information he

appends, he states that in Irish M. aurinia ' the fulvous spots on the

upper surface are largely replaced by white or cream-coloured blotches,

giving the insect at first sight the appearance of Melitaea cynthia ^ .

It is larger than English, and very much larger than Scotch

specimens of artemift, the wings of the female frequently reaching 2

J

inches in expanse.' So far as the remarks relating to size are

concerned, we must take Birchall's statement unless we charge him
with untruth. He gives, besides the general information mentioned

above— ' Expanse of wings, ^ 1 inch 4 lines—1 inch 8 lines
; $

2 inches—2 inches 3 lines.' The specimens from many localities

vary almost as much as this. The following is Birchall's description of

the male hibernica :
—

' Alae superne nigrae, anticae maculis seriatim

dispositis fulvis ad marginem posticum, aliisque in medio plurimis

albis vel stramineo-albidis ad marginem interiorem coalescentibus,

liturara formantibus ;
posticse fascia lata fulva secus marginem

posticum (exemplorum typicorum maculis fulvis margine postico nigro

angusto obsitis in varietate vel indiscretis-simis vel nullis) ornatae
;

svibtus pallide-fulvae, signatura simili at indiscreta.' ' $ Alee anticae

fulvae, seriebus macularum albarum vel stramineo-albidarum duabus,

interdum confluentibus faaciasque formantibus, fascia exteriore trans

alas posticas producta, notatie ;
posticae ut in typicis, sed maculis
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stramiueo-albiclis nee fulvis ornatae." It will be observed from this

that Birchall gives the coloration of the males as "nigrae," of the

females as " fuscae." It will be also noticed that, of the three Cromlyn
specimens exhibited, the male is much the blacker and the females

the more fulvous. As to the criticism of Mr. Kane (Ent., xxvi.,

p. 141), that Birchall makes the hind-wings " ornamented neither

with pale straw-coloured nor fulvous patches," it appears to me that

Mr. Birchall says :
" the posterior wings as in the type, but

ornamented with straw-white, not fulvous patches," Mr. Kane having
added a " nee " to the original to get his reading. In the Ejit. Mo.
Ma//., X., p. 154, Mr. Birchall refers to a coloured plate obtainable

from him privately, in Avhich var. hibernica is figured with the

English, and what he considers the Scotch form. I have never seen

this plate, but Mr. Kane, referring to it, writes :
—" The plate shows

clearly that ' fulvis ' should be ' stramineis ' in the Latin description

of the male. That of the female does not agree with the plate in the

latter, having the straw-coloured patches." This, I take it, makes the

figure agree with the description. The Cromlyn male is very dark,

and would do for Birchall's hihcrniva, but hardly satisfies Birchall's

statement that "there are many other whitish-yellow spots in the

centre of the wing ;
" it strikes me, indeed, as being an exceptionally

dark aberration, even of the race Birchall described, with which, how-
ever, it agrees in the " very inconspicuous " extreme marginal spots of

the hind-wing. In the females, the fulvous colour is much better

developed than in the var. Ncotica. From an examination of these

specimens, and careful consideration of Mr. Kane's remarks, we
must assume that xav. praeclara, Kane, is in Ireland (as the type, which
is of a less brilliant colour, is, in England) the commonest form

;

and that the ab. hibernica is a form more nearly approaching var.

scotica, differing from the latter mainly in the great development of

the reddish fulvous areas. The Cromlyn male must, I think, be

looked upon as an aberrant specimen of the same race.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society,

January 9th, 1896.—Mr. Carpenter exhibited a long series of Coliaa

eilma, bred from ova deposited by a female captured in August, 1895.

The last emerged during the third week in November. Mr. Mansbridge,

a series of Hi/hemia )na>yi)iaria, consisting of the typical London
forms and a long series of melanic and variegated forms from York.

A long discussion took place on the occurrence of these melanic

forms. Mr. Mera, a series of Aijnupis aprilina, from Elgin and
Sussex. The northern specimens possessed very complete dark bands.

Mr. Edwards, Papilio cencn, Stoll., and the three forms of its female,

viz., rcnea, Stoll., kipjuicoon, Fb., and tnipJioniiis, Westw., with

intermediate forms ; the three species of Banaidae mimicked by the

above, riz., Amanrix echcria, A. ilnminicanu>< and Daiiais c/iri/sipjiios

;

the closely allied species 7'. Dicriuncs, male, from Madagascar, and
7*. mcrope, male and female from W. Africa, with Aniauris ntarim,

which the latter mimicked ; and also Diadeina viisippufi and 7).

anthedun, which mimic 7>. rhnjsipims and A. d(i))ii)iica}i2is respec-

tively.

Entomological Society of London.—The Sixty-third Annual
Meeting was held on January 15th, 1896, when Professor Meldola

delivered an Address, in which attention was called to the interesting
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discoveries in insect physiology by Latter and Hopkins. The main
portion of the Address, however, was devoted to a plea for a more
liberal use in biological work of the theoretical or speculative method
which had proved so fruitful in other branches of science, and w'hich,

in the President's opinion, might wdth advantage be more freely

employed in connection with entomological investigation. Illustra-

tions were taken from the work of Bates on mimicry, Wallace on the

colours of insects, and Poulton's researches on variable colouring, all

of which had been prompted by hypothesis, and which had led to

discoveries of large bodies of facts which would never have been
gleaned by haphazard observation. The address puts forward so

thoroughly and clearly the respective claims of systematic and
philosophic entomology, that one cannot doubt but that every

entomologist of repute will as soon as possible make himself quite

conversant wdth it.

JllEYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
British Lepidoptera.''^

Advance is only chronicled when a man steps out of old ruts and
strikes out a new path for himself. Such aman our author appears to be,

for there can be no doubt that his book is entirely unlike any other

that has been offered to the British public.

It has now become a generally recognised law that any system of

classification which may be finally adopted must be based on
evolutionary lines. Our author recognises this, for he states that

Darwin's Onijin of Species " effected a revolution in the principles of

classification " and " was first published at the end of the same year as

Stainton's Manual,'' and that " it is, perhaps, not very creditable to

British lepidopterists that so little progress should have been made
meanwhile in this direction," i.e., in the direction of obtaining
" satisfactory information on structural distinctions." This state-

ment is dated August 5th, 1895, and wants examining carefully.

The first thought is that this statement is due to an oversight. In

March last a " Correlation of various recent systems in the classifica-

tion of the Lepidoptera," was read before the Entomological Society

of London, and was, we believe, submitted to our author. He, there-

fore, knew of the existence of the Avork of Comstock, Chapman, Dyar,
Hampson, Packard and others, in this direction. The second thought
is that the statement is naive, and the careful overhauling of the book
shows that our author know^s next to nothing about the work of his

contemporaries, and assumes, because he knows it not, that none has
been done, and that all work that has been done has been achieved by
his own unaided efforts ; and yet there is a suspicion, as we turn over

the last pages of the book, that he must have read Chapman's 1893
and 1894 publications on the values to be attributed to certain

Incomplete, although it is evident that they have never been
thoroughly assimilated.

It is now w^ell recognised that no system of classification which is

not based on all the stages of an insect's life is likely to be accepted.

* Handhnok of Britigh J.epidoptera, by E. Meyrick, B.A., F.E.8. [Macmillan
* Co., 10s. (5d. net].
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Each stage gives certain evolutionary characters, and it is only by a

combination of all these characters that any useful scheme can

possibly be formulated. Hence we require a number of specialists,

each at a particular branch of work, to give us their results as com-
pletely as may be. The correlation of all these various systems will

give us our ideal system of classification. Our author must know this,

yet he writes with all the self-assumption possible :
—" The structural

characters are in every instance drawn up from my own observations."

We fail to find the use of what we call " structural characters." Our
author further states that " the system of classification, though now
fully published for the first time, is not based on the British species only,

but is the outcome of my study of the Lepidoptera of the whole
world." This accentuates the position. Our author, in attempting

too much, has simply taken the most superficial characters :
—" Eyes

—

glabrous or hairy," " antennie—pectinate, bi-pectinate or simple,"

"neuration"—in which the numbers used are often not always

analogous in allied species, and so on.

Progress is usually made by slow steps, but when progress is

continuous it makes, in the course of a half century, a considerable

total. Such has been our position in the classification of the Lepidoptera.

Now, it must be evident that when a man takes an enormous leap

backward, into a past which, to the present race of scientific men, is

practically unknown, such retrogression may appear to the uninitiated

a progressive movement, being practically a leap into the dark, and
when this retrogression is accompanied with a fair mixture of more
recent detail, one is simply still more muddled. This is our author's

position. He has receded to the time antecedent to Stephens, for his

genera. His generic characters are unequalled, except by those used

by certain lepidopterists, who name a new genus without a description

at all, thus :
— " Genus—.c Type—//. The genera are often reduced to

absurdity, and are often mere transpositions of the same words. His
" Phylogenetic tables," without explanations, will prove amusing items

of scientific jugglery to many of us, and nothing can be more simple,

from a num who poses as having produced a scientific book, than the

cool way he summarises descriptions of larvae made from works with-

out any references thereto, and then writes:—"Larval descriptions

require to be made from living specimens, and it would have been
impossible to hope to see most of the species within a limited time ; I

have therefore drawn up these to the best of my judgment from a

comparison of the most trustworthy published descriptions, though
they are often amaeingly contradictory," which, put into plain English,

reads :—Although I have not seen, nor had time to see, the various

larvse described, I have, where authors disagree in their descriptions,

determined which, in my judgment, is correct, and which is incorrect.

One is astounded throughout at the certainty with which our
author regards his conclusions. It matters nothing that they are

opposed by all the close research of Comstock, Chapman, Dyar,
Packard, and all other entomologists, our author, who defines genera
on a " thoracic crest more or less developed," who will admit moths
with ciliated, partially ciliated and simple antennae into the same
genus, is certain of everything, and tells us with all the pedagogic
authority possible that " there would be considerable justification

for uniting the Lijcai'nitlae with the I'ieridar." To which we can
only reply in our ignorance—Indeed !

We append one of the little Phylogenetic tables in which our author
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gives himself away. This is exceptional, for it is rarely one knows
where he is or where one is one's-self . Here it is :—

Phylogkny of Papilionida.

NymphalidEe Satyridse

Erycinidae Lycffiiiidro

Pieridffi I'apilionidEe

Hesperidse.

Now, we call this a really clever table, clever from its extreme
simplicity. Chapman can tell us of pupal segments ; Dyar of larval

tubercles, but here is the Phylogeny on the " six feet " and " four

feet " structure, a retrogression that leads us back to Linnd, but in

its new dress how modern it all appears. Would that all these
" tables " were based even on such good ground as this !

The author's main character is neuration. It may be well to

examine one of his conclusions, taken at random, based on this

feature. The neuration of all our Blues is identical with that of

('Iirj/Mijihanus and Zcpln/rus {ijucirus and betulaf), and the characters it

presents form a marked characteristic of the Lycsenids. But ('alldji/n-i/i^

{rubi) and Thecla (pnmi and ir-albtoii) present marked variations

from the normal type, and in doing so, in a subfamily in which the

neuration is unusually constant, the variation must bo looked upon as

an important character, yet we find the Li/caeuidac divided into three

genera, and these three genera tabulated as follows :

—

Fore-wings with 6 (uervure) out of 9 1. Tliecla.

,, ,, G separate 2. Chrysoplnniiis

and Li/caena.

Then we find 2 separated as follows :

—

(1) 'Ejes g[iihi-ous=:C)inj!;oplia mix. [2) Eyes hairy=7.//r(/t')(«.

Now one might safely assume that the neuration of TJwda (which includes,

according to our author, u--ulhiuii,pnuu, ruhi, (puncus ^^^ndh'tidae) &\\n]d\iii

some characteristic difi'erence from the neuration of t'/tri/sophaiias and
Lijcacna, yet it is a fact (and to make doubly sure we have just run

over our slides of the wings of every British species in the family),

that the neuration of betulae and quercus is identical with, and that of

pruni, iv-albiiin and rubi entirely different from, that of ClinjsopJianm and
Lycaena. Further on, to get out of the complication this has brought

about, we read that Thecla has the nervures of the fore-wings so

arranged that "6 is out of 9, 8 out of 9 or absent," which is a very

clear definition, and suggests a character that is quite reliable (besides

being different from the character of the genus as given above) ; and
then our author, after combining the three genera represented by our

British Hairstreaks, and which Scudder ditterentiated clearly enough
ten or twelve years ago on oval, larval, pupal and imaginal characters,

divides Chnjsophanu^t and Ijp'acna as follows :

—

" Chrysophanus.—Eyes glabrous. Club of antennte elongate. Eore-wings G

separate, 8 and 9 stalked."

"Lycaena.—Eyes hairy. Club of antenna! elongate. Fore-wings G separate

8 and 9 stalked."
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So that the only difference is
—" Eyes hairy " and " Eyes

glabrous."

Now we find that by this startling character the species

—

an^iaih'S, iiiiniwa, se)iuar(/us, axtrarche, phlocas, and dispar constitute

the genus CJnysnpJuuiUfi, whilst hoctica, aniinlm, corydon, hcllarf/ta^,

at'iion, ivaru-s and arimi constitute Li/raena. Now, if the only character

on which astrardir is put into a difterent genus from teams is that

the former has hairy eyes, and if our author does not see the possibility

of one hairy-eyed genus existing in the Tribe Lycainidi, and another
in the Tribe Clivyaoplianidi, we would suggest that Paranic meyaera

and F. acycria, having also hairy eyes, might, as there is no other test

between these genera, be admitted into ChrysapJiamis.

Our author, too, shows, an utter inability to appreciate the analogy
of the Pierid neuration, as may easily be seen by comparison of his

diagnosis of that of Euchloevfith tha.toi Lcur<)j)hasia. In EurJilae hemakes
6, 7 and 9 arise out of 8. In Leucophami, in which the type of neuration

is identical, except that the basal branch of the sub-costal nervure
does not come from the top of the discal cell, we read of 8, 9, 10 and
11 coming out of 7, and 6 being separate. The whole thing is absurd,

as may be seen by anyone preparing a wing of E. cardamiut's and one
of L. sincqiis. Nothing shows more completely the superficiality of

the author's work where the details are comparatively simple, and their

meanings not obscured. It would be possible to go on ad lib. with
detailed exposures of slipshod work and inaccuracies, even in the

branch of study with which our author is supposed to be especially

familiar, but these must suffice.

But a well-known lepidopterist said, when he was asked to review

the book for the Record, "Ave want to know what the Editor himself

thinks about the Noctutdks," and so probably we ought to say some-
thing about them. With the general inclusion of the Arctiadac we
agree. In this family, which stands first, we find the Lithosias,

Nolas, Hylophilids (including nndidanus, cJdorana, bicnhirana and
jirasinana), which are followed by the Euchromiids, Spilosomas and
Arctias. The species winiata and Sfucx find themselves in one genus,

and mundana in another. What affinities, we would ask our author,

has Kola with its neighbours ; or hoAV do uudulamis and cldorana get

sandwiched between Lithosia on the one hand, and such species as

jarobaeae, crihrimt and pidchclla on the other ? Next to the Arctiadac

we find the family Caradrinidac. Starting with Cucidlia, we come to

I 'alia. This makes a man pause. There are some of us who know a

little about larvae, but what of this

—

e.voleta, rcttista, salidayinis,

scinihninnca, socia, lambda, furcifera, ornitlinjiu.s, arc<da, ri))iinali.'i,

licltcnca, protea, aprilina, chi, flavicincta, .vantlunnista .' We wonder
whether our author has ever had the eggs, larvfe or pupje of e.voleta,

sciiiibrunnea, areola, viminalis, liclienea, protea and fiaricincta before

him. Here are the characters of P(dia :
—" Head rough-scaled ; eyes

glabrous, ciliated." This, we take it, would apply to an amazing
nmnber of British Noctuids. " Antennae in $ ciliated, or

bipectinated with apex filiform, rarely simple." Now it appears to

us that antennas must be either ciliated, partially ciliated, or

unciliated, and as our author admits moths with all these characters

into this genus, he might, so far as this is concerned, put in nearly all

the moth fauna of Britain. "Thorax with more or less prominent
anterior and slight posterior crest." It would be easy to find some
dozens of British moths that have " more or less " (a nice exact term)
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"anterior and posterior thoracic crests." "Abdomen more or less

crested." Need we offer a remark ? Does not this first genus reduce

the whole system of generic grouping to an absurdity ? Not a single

character that is not common to dozens of Noctuids, Geometrids,

Pyralids and Tineids. These are followed with a variety of genera

—

Basiipolia, Misiiia, Diloba, Asteroscopus, Apuropliyla, HeliopJiohus,

OrtJiosia, and here we pause again. Orthosia—xerampelina, croceago,

vitraijo, auragu, Jiaragn, fulrago, gilrai/o, ocellaris, circellaris, helrola,

litura, pistacina (not liinosa, that is away with australU, lutulenta and
nigra), wacilenta, lota, up^ilon, sioyn'cta, satellitia. What is the

affinity between croceago and citrago, between citrago and jiacago,

between /la vago and upailon, and between upsihm and satdlitia'? We
confess with pain, after 25 years of hard work, that we do not know,
although we know many characters which show the want of affinity.

We look to see how this genus is diagnosed and expect to see " Imago
with four wings ; Pupa wdth hard outer case ; Larva with ten or

fewer prolegs ;" but no, we find again, " Head rough-scaled ; eyes

glabrous, ciliateJ. Antennse in ^ ciliated. Thorax with or without

anterior crest. Abdomen not crested," which appears very similar to

dozens of its neighbours, but without so many " ors." The
Leucanias are followed by the Tsniocampas under a foreign name,
and these in turn by the Dianthcecias under another, and so on. At
last you come to a really good genus, known as Melanchra, Hb.
This is it :

—

ccspitis, reticulata, serena, chrgsozona, trifolii, dentina,

glauca, conspicillaris, contigua, genistae, thalassina, dibsiinilis, oleracea,

jiisi, leucophaea, tincta, adrena, nebidosa, hrassicae, persicariae, albicolun,

mgrtilli, cordigera, melanopa. The connection between cespitis and
mgrtilli, genistae and cordigera, nebidosa and vielanopa, must be

patent to everybody, for the " Head is rough-scaled and eyes hairy.

Antennee in S' ciliated or sometimes bipectinated with apex simple.

Thorax with more or less developed anterior and posterior crests.

Abdomen more or less crested, in $ obtuse. Anterior tibiae rarely with

apical hook." Here is a very good genus, too, Tryphaena—-jiudjria,

iantJii)ia, interjecta, baia, sobrina, rubricosa, leucographa, Jigperborea,

prasina, whilst between these and our Nonagrias, Heliothis gets

sandwiched. Our author's special knowledge of the Noctuids

shows itself again in the genus Caradrina, which consists of

jigralina, dijfinin, ajjinis, trapezina, subtusa, retusa, oo, paleacea,

iimbra, micacea, petasitis, lutosa, elgmi, fulra, miisculosa,

phragmitidifi, brevilinea, hellmanni, concolor, morrisii, arcuosa, palustris,

(juadripunctata,morpJieus, aUines, taraxaci, ambigua, andis, trigrammica,

inatura. These also possess "Head rough-scaled, eyes glabrous.

Antennae in ^ ciliated, seldom bipectinated, with apex filiform.

Thorax sometimes with anterior and posterior crests, usually slight.

Abdomen not crested." This diagnosis wants comparing carefully

with that of OrtJiosia in front. There are above 800 pages similar to this.

We have incidentally noticed the introduction of new generic

names. We should be safe if we said that more than four-fifths of

the generic names are new, or given an entirely new meaning. At
Dotheboys Hall, we believe, little boys were told to ask no questions,

and there is a good deal of Schoolmaster Squeers about these genera.

If our author would tell us why these genera, and why these altera-

tions, we can guarantee that a certain part of his audience would at

least have tried to bring their intellects up to the point of attempting

to understand them, but no, there they are, Take 'em- " W-i-n-d-e-r
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—Clean 'em." It is too late in the 19th century for even such an
authority as Mr. Meyrick to he taken this fashion.

We have already dealt with several points. In his preface our
author tells us that the work " is designed to enable any student of

British Lepidoptera to identify his specimens with accuracy." To the

collector class, who merely want to know the names of their insects,

we dare venture the suggestion that the Tables will be utterly in-

comprehensible. The average student will have already learned to

name his moths before he has reached the point at which he
would care to unravel such complicated machinery. To compare a

table like that on pp. 24-25 with Stainton's simple tabulations is absurd.

We may be asked as to facts. The second species treated of is

Lit/idsia lutardla (pi/i/macola), and the erroneous information is quoted
(without marks) of " saline lichens " as food for the larva. Will our
author tell us how saline the lichens are on the Mendel Pass at 4,000 ft.,

in the Cogne Valley at 5,000 ft., or on the Croda da Lago, where the

moth abounds ? On the first page we opened we saw Scoparia

bafiistrii/alis and S. ulmella had been telescoped into .S'. ambijiualis,

evidently a result arrived at from a superficial examination of the

imagines ; whilst we cannot conceive anything more misleading than
the following about Mdissuhlaptes hipnnctanxLs, that the " larva

lives in nests of wasps, heads of Inula, and probably on roots, but
habits hardly understood." We know this insect perhaps better than
anyone else in Britain, but would not like to be so certain of any one
of the facts as our author is of all. We wonder, too, whether our
author ever found the larvse of Phi/ris snatrlla "in a silken gallery

among lean's of blackthorn." We would also like to know where
Craiiihus ((iuta)in'udlus is to be taken other than on the Deal sand-hills,

altliough our author makes it inhabit " Britain to the Clyde," nor has
its range, so far as we know, on the Continent yet been differentiated

from that of ('. salinellus.

But enough ! The author is a bold man ; he has stepped out of

the beaten track ; he has neglected every authority who has worked
at the subject for the last half-century, and has produced a book which
will please—himself. It is a one-eyed book, compiled from one
narrow point of view, and one only. It ignores everything that has
been done, and gives simply the author's own view of entomology, in

our opinion, largely a false and erroneous one. The knowledge of the

general lines on which classification must proceed is too firmly fixed

for this or any other book to do much harm. The man who
thinks that he can collect all the information required to set up a new
scheme of classification of the Lepidoptera of the world, himself, must
be looked upon as being as retrogressive as his system. Mr. Meyrick
must carefully collect the tangles which Chapman and Comstock,
Dyar and Hampson, Kellogg and Packard, and many others have made,
and when he has got the threads in order he may have some hope of

producing a book based on a system of classification not only satis-

factory to himself, but to the entomological public.

EuRATA.- We have to apologise for the many printer's errors in the last number

:

p. 177 line I'J
— " word '" should read " world," line 20—" On " should read " In,"

line 44—"on "should read "in"; p. 179 line 13—" Fevelation " should read

"revelation," line 21—"unweildy" should read "unwieldy"; p. 182 line

— ^' xcaJmloniis" should vend '' aaJntlosux '^
; p. 185 line 23—"Dotree" should be

" Dobr6e,"
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Aberrations of British Lepidoptera.

(With Plate.)

By W. P. BLACKBUENE-MAZE, F.E.S.

Having had a few insects photogi-aphed for my own immediate
friends and entomological acquaintances, it has been suggested that
pleasure might also be given to many entomologists unknown to me
personally, by having the photograph reproduced as a Plate for the
Entumulixjist's Record and Journal of Variation. The labels indi-

cate the places and dates of capture, but the following notes will

be found rather more comprehensive.
Aiyi/iuris t'up/tr<).si/ne.—An aberration captured in the New Forest

in 1894, in which each of the right wings has a small pale patch due
to failure of the ordinary fulvous pigment. It will be observed that
the patch on the hind-wing is in such a position that it would be
almost under that on the fore-wing, when the insect was in the pupal
stage.

Kpinephele Janira.—An aberration with each of the fore-wings
having a pale, ill-pigmented patch ; these patches are somewhat
regularly placed towards the centre of the costa on the fore-wings, rather
more towards the apex on the hind-wings. These again, would, owing
to the narrowness of the hind-wings, be almost beneath each other in

the pupal stage. The second specimen of the same species has ill-

developed pigmental patches on the hind-wings only. Both specimens
were captured in the New Forest in 1895.

Boarmia repandata.—This is an example of the well- known banded
ab. conrermria of this species, captured in the New Forest in 1894.
The ground colour is, of course, much paler than that of the type, and
the band darker.

Bupalus piniaria.—A gynandromorphous specimen captured in the
New Forest in 1893. The left wings are, as will be observed, of the
form and with the markings which characterise the female sex, and
the right pair of the form and with the markings peculiar to the male.
The right antenna, too, is of the female form.—There is also a male
aberration of B. piniaria var. Jiarescens, the yellow markings on the
hind-wings restricted to a narrow dash, both on the upper and under-
sides ;

that part of the hind-wing usually yellow is, however, rather
greyer than the normally brown parts.

Afiphalia ridens.— This represents a specimen of the comparatively
rare banded form with almost white ground colour, first described by
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Fabricius {ride., British Noctuae and their Varirtira, i., p. G). It was
captured in the New Forest in 1895.

Ojiorahia dilittata.—An aberration with pale f>round colour and
dark central band, captured at Southborou,<i:h in 1890.

IIi/b('r)iia li'Hcojihai'aiia.—Two forms of this common species, one
the well-marked aberration, colloquially known as the "dark-banded
form "

; the other an extreme melanic aberration. Both specnnens

were captured in the New Forest in the spring of 1895.

Sphinx pinastri as a British Insect.

By Rev. 0. PICKARD CAMBRIDGE, M.A.. F.E.S.

Under this heading Mr. Tutt gives us an abstract of all the

information he is able to obtain to date, bearing on the question ; and
he concludes, " if anyone can show just cause and impediment why
SpJii)i.r j)ijia^tri should not be considered a native of our Islands, let

him declare it." Whether the facts, which I feel thus called upon
now to state, may or may not have some bearing on the question, I

cannot say, because it would be necessary first to decide in what
sense we are using the term " British," or a " native of our Islands,"

but, at any rate, the following facts Avere, I think, almost certainly

not known to Mr. Tutt when he compiled his notes [Ent. Fur., vii..

No. 6., p. 132). I communicated them at the time to the then editor

of the Entoiiioloi/ist, Mr. Carrington, who, however, beyond
acknowledging their receipt, took no further notice of them ; I also

more recently communicated them to Lord Walsingham, in fact, just

after the first captures of S. jnnastri by Lord Rendlesham. From Lord
Walsingham I received no reply at all. The facts I allude to are

these : In 1H80 or 1881, I cannot now be absohitely certain which,

Mr. Hugo Harpur-Crewe told me that some member or members of

his brother's (Sir V. H. -Crewe's) family, then residing in Suffolk, had
captured specimens of N. jiiitastri in a small fir plantation in his

grounds. I was naturally much interested in hearing of this occur-

rence, and, on what seemed to me such excellent authority, I asked him
to lose not a moment in communicating the fact to the entomo-
logical journals ; no such communication, however, appeared, and so

subsequently, in a personal interview (in August, 1881) with Mr. Hugo
Crewe, I asked why no record of it had been publicly made ; he, after

a little pressure, told me in efiect that the occurrence was not a

genuine one, but that some trickery (by way of joke) had been played

in the matter. Ho far as I could gather, the pup;? from Avhich the

insects had emerged had been brought from the Continent, and
planted for the purpose of the insect being afterwards turned up as

British. When writing this to Mr. Carrington, I mentioned that

although this occurrence had not been, and probably would not be

published, yet it had been known and talked about in the neighbour-

hood where it occurred, and very possibly it would be followed by-and-

bye by other occurrences in the same district. These did occur, ridi'.,

Kntomohxjifit, 1881, vol. xiv., and 1882, xv., p. 210 (and also in

subsequent years). What connection, if any, these may have had with

the occurrence I have noted I cannot say ; or whether the first

occurrence noted by Lord Rendlesham, or that by Mr. Cooper, Ent.,

xix., p. 14, may have had any connection with it I know not, but, at
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any rate, Suffolk is not clear of an indictment for a direct,

and so far successful, attempt at the early date of 1880 or

1881, to plant Sphin.v piiiaHii there ; and this, as it seems to me, must
throw strong suspicion on the genuineness of any subsequent occurrence

of the species in Suffolk. On the general question of planting British

localities with Continental specimens, I have a strong opinion ; but

where it is done, at any rate, let us know all about it. To do it for the

purpose of deceiving the entomological world is as reprehensible an act

as one can well imagine ; if for any other purpose, it seems to be a foolish

mistake, and can hardly result in anything but confusion, and an

injury to entomological science ; if, however, we knoAv the fact, we
know then how we stand.

The Genera in the Sub=family Lycaenlnae applied to British Species.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The species included in the Lyc.exin.e have long been divided into

the three Tvihes—Chr!/s(ij)/ia)ii(U, Li/raenhU and ThecUdi. These Tribes

were long since broken up into well-characterised genera by Scudder*-"'

and other authors. British authors, however, have simply applied

these tribal divisions as if they were genera, and called all the

Chrysophanidi by one generic name {Chri/sophamis or Lijcaena), the

Lyc.enidi by another (Li/caena or Pohiommatm), and the Theclidi by a

third [Theda], and this has been done in spite of the knowledge that

there are great structural differences in the ova, larvte, pups and
imagines of each Tribe, differences quite as important as those on
which the genera of other Tribes have been based. These genera are

well recognised among all but purely British lepidopterists, and to

argue that species belonging to different evolutionary generic groups
should be lumped under one name because we have so few species in

Britain is not only absurd, but insulting to the intelligence of

the British lepidopterist, who is tacitly assumed to be less capable of

understanding the subject he studies than are foreign lepidopterists. To
suppose that all British lepidopterists do not recognise the differences

between Zcphi/nis betulae and Theda ir-albnm, between Cyanirh
aiylolus and Poh/ommatiis coft/don, etc., from their earliest entomo-
logical infancy, is ridiculous.

In order to get a working system I have attempted to correlate the

genera used by Scudder and Kirby. I disagree absolutely with the

manner in which many names, often without description, have been
resurrected by them, and changed from their original uses, but to find

a working basis have accepted their conclusions, and attempted to under-

stand their differences. Both authors appear to work on similar lines, and
yet in going over the same facts, the personal equation results in a

disagreement in five cases out of eleven. I am much obliged to Mr.
Kirby for a very full explanation of his position, and for the facts on
which the work relating to this subject, in his 2nd vol. of the Xatnralists'

Libra ri/ is based, but even on his own rule propounded as follows :

—

" If no type is specified by the original author, or fixed by later use,

then I hold that the last species not taken out of the genus, to be

placed in a later one, is the ' residuary type,' provided that it does

* Butterflies of New England, Scudder. Cambridge, Mass.
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not contradict the original name or description," I would maintain that

Scudder's choice of Kccren for an/indcs is well-founded, that minima
becomes the type of Cupido, and that arion is undoubtedly the
" residuary type " of Lijcacna.

The following will give the more advanced British lepidopterists

the information as to the genera included in the British Lyct^nin.e,

with the various species belonging to each ; so far as the material at

hand will allow.

I. Tribe : Theclidi.— (1) T/wcla—pritni and tr-aUnim.

(2) Zi'jihi/nts—hctidai' and qucrcns.

(8) L'allopliri/s— riihi.

Thecla is apparently unquestioned.

—

Zcplujrun, Hb., is antedated by Riirnlis,

Barbut, but Mr. Kirby considers Latin adjectives inadmissible.

—

Lyciin, Hb., is

older than Ciill<q)}injs, Billberg, but is preoccupied in Coleoptera.

II. Tribe : Lyc.enidi.—

-

(1) Lampidi's^bni'tica. (2) Ci/aniris—aniitdus.

(3) Vohjommatiis—con/don, bt'llan/iis, icarus, astrarcJic.

(4) Xoiiiiadcs—semiar;ius.

(5) Kceres—an/iadcs. (6) Ciqndo—minima.

(7) Pleheiits—aei/on. (8) Li/caeno— arion.

The first four of these are, I believe, unquestioned.—In Cupido, Schrank gives

short descriptions of several Blues, with along oneof arriuules and )«!'»/;;«(, which he
considered the sexes of one species [Cupido 2>iier). Hiibner constructed the genus
Everes for rtrr/t((rk'.s, and by this restriction appears to have left mUdmu as the type

of Cupido ; Moore recently devised Zi;:er<i, for the luiniina group. Kirby lets Everes
fall, and retains Cupido for argiades and Zizera for miinuia.—Pleheiux, Linn.,

and Rustieiis, Hb., have both been selected for the aer/on group. Kirby chooses the

older and Scudder the newer name.

—

Lij('ae)ia, Fab., was a mixed genus for

Coppers and Blues. All the Coppers and Blues except arion have since been placed
in special genera ; ario)i becomes, therefore, what Mr. Kirby would term the
" residuary type " of the genus.

III. Tribe: Chrysophanidi.—(1) Chri/suphanus—dispar, jddofas.

Certain typical Coppers were included in Lijcaena with certain Blues. The
former were taken out and placed in Chriimplunma, leaving the Blues in Lijcucun.

These have all been transferred to various genera, except (irion, which is therefore

the " residuary type" of Lycaena, as before shown. I am unable to agree yet

that p/(Zoe«.>* is generically distinct from the other Coppers. Scudder treats it as

being so under the title of Heodea.

There can bo no excuse now for any .scientific British lepidopterist

not using the correct generic name for the British Hairstreaks, Blues

and Coppers in his communications, either to the Societies or to the

Magazines.

On the variation of certain Noctuides occurring near Montrose.

By MONTAGU GUNNING, M.D.

Taeniocamjta (jothira.— This insect in its typically marked forms

varies in colour from greyish-white to pale reddish-grey, whilst in our

obsoletely marked aberrations only two occur, obsoleta-ntfcNcens, Tutt, and
(ihsoh'ta-raric(jata, Tutt. I had always been under the impression that

these were i/ut/iicina, but I understand now that this is a very

unusual form in Scotland, the true nh. i/otJiirina being of a red ground-

colour, the gothic mark being also reddish, but of a paler hue than

the ground-colour. Mr, Tutt informs me that the Scotch dealers

used erroneously to refer all obsoletely marked aberrations to ab.

i/othicina for sale purposes, and afterwards the collectors made the

same error in their exchanges.
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Noctua (jlareosa.—The type is of an ashy-grey colour {British

Noctuac, etc., vol. ii., p. 108) with black markings ; ours are often

more red than black. We get none of the very pale forms, such as

I am informed occur at Sligo and some other localities, although

ab. Ju'braica, Avith the space between the two outer transverse lines of a

dark grey colour, does. The best of our aberrations are the darkexamples,

culminating in their extreme forms in ab. sufma, Tutt [Brit. Xoct., etc.,

ii.,p. 108). These lead up from a normally dark slate-grey form, gradually

losing the grey and assuming a blackish hue, with pale and very distinct

transverse lines, until they become quite melanic. The mahogany
hue, seen in some of these dark specimens, is due to the red, which is

typical of ab. rosea, being combined with the dark ground-colour.

Most of our dark specimens are of a dark blackish-grey hue, and not

the "rich dark brown colour," which Mr. Jenner Weir says is

characteristic of the Unst specimens, but this year several of these

dark mahogany forms appeared.

Xi/lophasia nirea.—In Thr BritisJi Xortuae and their Varieties, Mr.

Tutt describes several aberrations of this species, and for some time I

considered that our dark forms were theab. aniihusta. ('owhmta, Haw.,
however, although a dark reddish-brown form, has the reniform stigma

outlined in white, a form I have never seen ; the ab. comhusta, Hb., with

a reddish costa and ochreous markings, does appear here not un-

commonly ; the darkest form, however, which I at first considered to be

combiistais undoubtedly the ab. ni;/ro-ruhiiJa, described by Mr. Tutt from
Hebridean specimens. Of the pale section we get the type with a

broad pale (and in some specimens almost pure white) inner margin,

and also ab. ochrea.

Dianthoecia consjwrsa.—All the D. consjjersa we take are

identical with the ab. mfusa, Tutt. The type does not occur here.

Miselia oxyacanthae.—Our specimens are lighter than the type,

especially the terminal band, and have much less green, so that they

seem to be between the type and what Mr. Tutt calls ab. pallida.

They are not the latter, as they have streaks of green near the costa

and centre. In fact, ours is a light form of the type, with less green

than usual, and a paler terminal band.

Reminiscences of the Tyrol.

II. A July Holiday.

By FREDERICK C. LEMANN, F.E.S.

In previous seasons, trips to the Basses-Alpes and other parts of

Southern France, the Pyrenees, Corsica, the Engadine, the Italian

Lakes, the Bernese Oberland, Hungary, etc., had all been fraught

with much interest, and had rendered me familiar with a very

respectable percentage of the European Khopalocera ; but this

summer I decided upon paying a visit to the Austrian Tyrol. By
great good luck I managed to secure the companionship of Dr. T. A.

Chapman, so that I was enabled to visit a country quite unknown to

me, and practically so to my travelling companion, under most
favourable auspices.

Leaving England on the morning of the 6th July, we travelled

straight through to Zurich, resting there one night, and travelling on
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next day to Innsbruck ria the Avlbery route. At Innsbruck we had
time to admire some of the sights of that most beautifully situated

and interesting town, and then on next day, by rail, over the Brenner
Pass to Botzen. Here we left the railway, and travelled by a species

of diligence to Mendel. This drive is extremely interesting, the road

on leaving Botzen passes through a long series of vineyards for some
distance, and then ascends by a succession of zigzags to the summit of

the Mendel Pass (4,440 ft.) ; the views in ascending are truly magnificent

as the traveller looks across the Grodener Thai to a grand range of

Dolomite mountains, some snow-capped, others huge masses of

apparently bare rock, varying much in contour and colour. We stayed

at ]\Iendel some days, but I do not intend to enter into any description

of the collecting in that particular locality, as an abler pen than mine
has already described our sport ; Mr. Tutt having joined us there on
our return.

Our route from ^lendel was by carriage, ria Cavareno to Dimaro,
in the Val di Sole, a small hamlet where we passed the night, going

next day to Pejo, another small village lying in the Val di Pei, and
situated immediately under the giant Ortler group of mountains.

Our first day's collecting here was encouraging, for by following

the right bank of a mountain stream we soon made the acquaintance

of such insects as Mditaea iiiaturna, Aif/jjunis thore and Carteruccjihalus

jxilaeiiKiii, besides commoner species. The following day we worked
up to higher ground, where we found in fair abundance i'.'/v/nV/ lapjhma,

E. ti/)i(larits, Mditaea ri/)ithia enidLj/cai'iia orhitulns, flying over the short

turf ; but a greater prize was in store for us in Oeneis aiillo, which
insect appeared to haunt the bare rocks at the foot of preci-

pices, flying much in the same manner, and settling occasionally

on stones, as does our own Sati/rm sonde. From Pejo we returned to

Dimaro, and having placed our luggage on the back of a mule, started

on foot for Campiglio, a very hot up-hill grind of some four hours on
an abominably rough mule-path. Campiglio itself, an old monastery

now turned into a hotel, lies at the top of a pass at an elevation of

4,960 ft., and is singularly interesting and beautiful in its surroundings.

Our collecting there extended over a considerable tract of country,

some in fine open flowering glades in the pine forests, where we found

Lycaena aleon Hying over the flowers in company Avith Krehia ti/ndarus,

An/i/nnis ino, Erehia cnri/ede and others. Mounting higher on the

mountain slopes, we met CcAias pJiieoiiuiue, Erehia ktjjpona, Erebia (/on/e

var. trioiu's, Ar(/ij)inis pales and its variety napaeae, but our greatest

prize was Erebia iiwlas. This insect, familiar to Pyrenean collectors,

was not known to inhabit the Tyrol until an English lady, Mrs.

NichoU, captured it in 1890, and to show how, at the present day, the

Germans are unconscious of Mrs. Nicholl's discovery, I may mention

that a German entomologist from Dresden, who was collecting on the

same ground with us, insisted upon the butterfly being Erehia (/lacialis

var. pluto.

E. iiielas has a singularly unpleasant habit of flying only on very

steep slippery rubble banks at the foot of sheer precipices ; running

after it is an obvious impossibility, and the only course is to struggle

painfully up some 30 or 40 yards, and sit down waiting for a chance

of it coming within range of the net, or else laboriously creeping

after one which has chanced to settle on a stone ; even then captiu-e
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was by no means easy, as the wily insect would take advantage of the

uneven character of the ground to escape under the ring of the net, or

else dive down amongst the loose stones and disappear for good.

However, by hard work we managed to secure a fair series at the

cost of sundry abrasions and considerable damage to our clothing.

Mr, Elwes, I recollect, in his description of his experiences in the

Pyrenees, which appeared in the Tranmctiona of the Kntinnohxilcal

Societi/ of London for the year 1887, speaks of the difficulties

attending the capture of E. nielas. One striking feature in the

Ehopalocera of the Tyrol is the comparative scarcity of Lycaenidae,

a group so numerously represented in the Swiss Alps, although on the

other hand, we took L. aniiades ab. coretas, which is, I believe, not

found in Switzerland. A list of our captures may be of interest to

collectors of the European butterflies :

—

Papilio podaliiim and P. inarhaon, not uncommon ; I'arna.ssius

apollo, abundant ; P. delius, scattered specimens above 6,000 ft.
;

Aporia crataei/i, abundant ; Pleris brassicae, P. rapae and /'. napi, also

abundant ; whilst of P. napi var. hn/oniae, a few specimens were

obtained at Campiglio ; P. callidire, not uncommon at high eleva-

tion ; EacJdoe cardaiiiinen, one or two belated specimens ; LcucopJiasia

sinapis, abundant, with two specimens of ab. eri/ximi : Colias

phicomone, abundant ; C. hi/ale and C. edum, fairly common
;

Cj-onopteri/x rhamni and Thecla spini were also somewhat common
;

Tliecla ricbi, a few worn specimens ; Poh/omniatuft viri/aureac, not

abundant ; P. hippotJuie, one specimen, but its var. furi/bia, fairly

common ; P. alcipliron var. (jordim, not abundant ;
/'. dorilis and

P. pidoeas fairly abundant ; Lijcaena (uyiadcs ab. mretas, not common ;

L. at'(/on, abundant ; L. cuyus, fairly abundant ; L. optilete, rare
;

L. orbitulm, a few specimens high up ; L. astrarchc, not very

abundant ; ab. allmi.s, one or two specimens ; L. icarus, common ; ab.

icariniis, pretty common ; L. Ixilannis, not common ; L. Jnjlas, scarce
;

L. conjdon, abundant ; L. eiuiwdon, scarce ; L, aiyiolus, not common
;

L. aemiarfius and L. iiiininta, common ; L. arion, fairly common
;

L. alcon, scattered specimens at Campiglio ; Libi/thea celtis, fairly

abundant at Mendel; Lmenitis rain ilia, fairly common; Vanessa

e-aUnuii, V. pohjchloros, and V. urticae, common ; T'. io and V. antiopa,

fairly common ; Pi/rameis atalanta, also fairly common ; P. cardiii,

worn specimens only ; Melitaea aurinia var. inerope, common, over

6,000 ft. ; 21. iiiatunia, in fair numbers at Pejo ; M. ci/iithia, moderately

abundant, over 6,000 ft. ; M. didi/ma, pretty abundant; M. pJioebe, not

abundant ; M. part/uniie, not abundant ; M. dictynna and 21. at/ialia,

abundant; Aryynni^ paphia and A, aylaia, common ; A. adippe,

not so common ; ab. cleodo.ra, a few specimens ; A. niobe $ , much
rarer than its a.b. eris ; ab. eris, abundant at Mendel ; A. lathonia,

fairly common; A. eujdirosync and A. sele)U', a, few worn specimens;

A. pales, common, var. napaeae, not scarce ; A. aiiiatlnma, common
;

A. daphne, two specimens at Mendel ; A. ino, fairly common at

Campiglio ; A. thore, fairly common at Pejo ; Melanaryia yalatea,

common : Erebia melampus, abundant at Mendel, etc. ; E. ninestra,

fairly common in the same localities ; E. oeiiw var. spodea, fairly

common at Pejo, Mendel, etc. ; E. ceto, scattered specimens

;

E. nerine, common at Mendel ; E. vuias, not uncommon near

Campiglio ; E. lappona and varieties, E. tyndarus, E. yoiyc ab. triopes,
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fairly common at the higher elevations ; K. pmnnr var, pitho, just

emerging at Campiglio ; E. act/iiojts, fairly common ; E. lit/ra

(Zurich), two specimens ; E. ruri/alf, abundant in S. Tyrol ; Onir-is

acllo, fairly common at Pejo and Campiglio ; Sati/nis herminnc, fairly

common ;
^'. ciirc, not common ;

S. seiiielc, abundant; iS'. actaea, one
specimen only; Pararf/c )iiacra, abundant; P. iinyacra, fairly

common; P. ('t/cria, not common; P. achine, abundant at Mendel;
Epineplu'U' lujiu'vanthus., a few specimens ; E. janira, abundant

;

E. h/ranii and E. titlunms, inivly common; Coennniiiuplin jiaiiiphiliis,

abundant; ('. airania, common; var. (lanriuiana, one specimen;
Sjiihit/ii/nis althaea, abundant ; Si/richtlnis carthaiiii and S. alreiis

abundant; N. nndrac, S'. sao and XisiDiiadrs tanct^, a few only;
T/n/niclicus t/ian,iiias, Patupliila si/lrauHs, J', ((niiiini, abundant; Cartcni-

ci'pJialu!^ IKilai'iiion, two specimens at Pejo. In all 115 species.

On the Affinities of Demas coryli.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

Whether Demas coryVi is a Noctuid or a Lymantriid (Liparid)

has become a burning question, owing to the directly opposed views

held, as to facts observed, by Dr. Chapman and Mr. Harrison G.
Dyar. In the Journal of the New Yorl- Entom. Societ//, vol. iii.,

pp. 130—181, Mr. Dyar writes :
—" Professor E. B. Poulton has

shoAvn that dorsal eversible glands are of general occurrence through-

out the larvce of the Lymantriidae {Tranx. Ent, Soc. Land., 1887,

p. 300) on the tenth and eleventh joints, or rarely on the eleventh

joint [Dasychira pndibunda). Probably these structures are charac-

teristic of the family, but Prof. Poulton did not find them in Demas.
This genus has been considered to belong to the Xoctnidae, but

English authors assume it to be a Lymantriid. Mr. J. W. Tutt
remarks, in speaking of Prof. J. 13. Smith's recent " Catalogue of the

Noctuidae " {E)'tom. Bccord, etc., vi., p. 70) :
—" The obsolete

position of Demas among the Noctuidae is retained. Now is this

position ' obsolete '
'? The absence of the retractile tubercles cer-

tainly throAvs doubt on the matter. Now I have shown a charac-

teristic difterence in the arrangement of the thoracic tubercles between
the Lymantriidae and Noctuidae (^Trans. New York Acad. Set., xiv.,

p. 57), and Demas shoAvs the Noctuid strixcture. Therefore, in all

essential larval characters, Demas is a Noctuid. It might, indeed, be

an Arctian, as far as the larva goes, but not a Lymantriid. As con-

cerning the structure of the imago, Demas seems to have greater

affinity with the Noctuidae than any other family. In fact, it appears

to me that the placing of Demas among the Lymantriidae may pro-

perly be characterised as premature." Further, Mr. Dyar writes :

—

" The pupa is shining dark brown, with a large wrinkled cremaster,

and three movable incisions. Of the usual Noctuid appearance (quite

unlike Orgyia), and passing the winter." This statement about the

pupa wants careful comparison with Dr. Chapman's remarks thereon,

which are quoted below. Now, we would call Mr. Dyar's attention

to the following statements, made by Dr. Chapman. He writes :—
" We now come to two species, Demas coryli and Diloha caerzileo-

cephala, that are certainly not very much related to each other, and
though they have some indications of affinity with Acronycta, are
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not near enough to be placed in the same family. D. coryli, I should

certainly restore to its old place in the Liparidae, to which it is

closer than to the Acronyctas But neither of these

seems to me to be nearer to Acromjcta than is Arctia, or Liparis,

or OrtJiosia, or Xi/Iina, which appear to be perhaps the families

nearest to Acromjcta in difl'erent directions " [Entom. Becord,

vol. iii., p. 249).

Dr. Chapman then gives {Ihid, pp. 249—-201) a most exact and

scientific description of the egg, the neAvly-hatched larva, the larva

after each moult, and the pupa of D. coryli, annotating his descrip-

tion throughout by comparison with the Liparidae (or Lymantriidae,

as the American lepidopterists appear to call this family)

.

After thus exhaustively dealing with the structure of Deiaas in its

various stages, Dr. Chapman concludes :

—" The larva of D. coryli

is clearly a Liparid, not therefore, perhaps, so very remote from

Acronycta, but still, distinctly a Bombyx (if that name still have a

definite collective meaning), and not a Noctua. The pupa of D. coryli

is not that of a Noctua, though the character of the anal armature

bears some resemblance to various Noctua forms " {Ent. Becord,

vol. iv., p. 97). The newly-hatched larva is excellently drawn and

figured on PI. ix., fig. 2, of the same magazine, where it is x 20

diameters, and where comparison can be made with the allied forms

figured on the same and the preceding plates, especially with the

Acronyctids, with Avhich it has been suggested to have certain

affinities. The pupa is also figured on the same Plate (fig. 5, pupa,

nat. size ; fig. 5a, showing dorsal view of armature ; fig. 5b, showing

ventral view of armature ; fig. 5c, showing lateral view of armature
;

the last three figs, x 15 diams.).

We should surmise, from Mr. Dyar's silence thereon, that he is

entirely unacquainted with Dr. Chapman's writings on Demas^ coryli

in the earlier volumes of the Eat. Record, and that he has

not made himself conversant with the detailed account of the

species written by Dr. Chapman. If this be so we shall feel inclined

to retort that Mr. Dyar has been " premature " in his criticism of the

position which we took up when criticising the position assigned

by Prof. Smith to the genus in his recent list. It appeared evident

to us from this and other details that Prof. Smith was quite unacquainted

with Dr. Chapman's authoritative work on the alliances of certain

Noctuid species ; or, if he were, it surely is due to one of the foremost

of British lepidopterists, that Prof. Smith should give us some reason

for neglecting, in his recent Catalogue, the conclusions at which Dr.

Chapman has arrived. For the rest we are quite satisfied that the

latter will be able to maintain his position. His work is too

thoroughly done to tumble down at the first breath of straightfor-

ward and honest criticism. [We have forwarded a proof of this to

Dr. Chapman, and append his remarks.—Eu.] .

The affixitiks of Demas corvli (by T. A. Chapman, M.D.,

F.E.S.).—My examination of this species was entirely with reference

to its alliance with Arnmi/cta, and I had no hesitation in deciding

that it had no alliance with that family. To assert with any
confidence that it belonged to the Nocture or to the Liparid.e would

have involved a research into those families that I had not under-

taken. Still, I had little doubt it was rather a Liparid than a Noctuid,
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My examination of Ao-oni/rta showed that Acmnijcta was a

Noctuid group, but had very strong Arctiid affinities. Dcinas conjU,

I should say, was a Liparid with strong Noctuid affinities.

Mr. Meyrick has placed before us markedly a conclusion I had
independently arrived at, viz., that the Macro-Heteroceha with eggs

whose micropylar axis is placed vertically when the Ggg is laid, form one
group. His position for Notodontid.e is unfortunate from this point

of view, but this by the way. Arctiid^ are closely associated with

NocTU^, so also are Liparid.e, the association of Liparidj-: with

Arctiid.e is more remote. The result is, therefore, that a dispute as

to whether Dcmas cori/li is a Noctuid or a Liparid is not so much a

question of fact as a question as to where it will please you to draw
the line between the two groups.

—

January, 1896.

On Breeding Sphinx convolvuli, witli some account of its Larva.

By W. T. STUKT.

I received from Cornwall seventeen larvfe of Splnn.ccoiirnlndi, which
were found by a fisherman named Pengelly at Port Wrinkle,

Whitsand Bay. These came to hand as follows :—Four on the 19th,

and thirteen on the 2Gth of October last. Of these five died, two I gave

to a friend, ten went to earth, and I obtained seven healthy pup^e, but

four of them are, 1 should think, decidedly small. The larv;e varied in

size and colour very much—the brown form (in those just changed into

the last skin)—from almost black, with continuous white stripes along

the side, to two (full-fed), which were of a pale putty colour with

very faint markings. The green form varied from a rather deeper

tint than that of N. lii/mtri, with oblique black stripes bordered with

white, to a very washy shade, with the black stripes broken up into three

dots of pale brown. One of those I received on October 19th went to

earth the same day, and the last of all on the 17th of the following

month.
The larviB were sluggish, but good feeders, seldom moving unless

in search of food. When disturbed they twisted the head sharply to

one side, and I particularly noticed, when changing their food, that

they would quickly let go their foothold ; in fact, showed a decided

tendency to drop off. In a state of nature, feeding as they do, on a

plant so near the ground, no doubt even a heavy caterpillar might
not suffer injury. That they avoid sunshine, and hide during the

day, I am convinced is not the case, tor they seemed to prefer

feeding in the sunshine if I placed them there, and would feed freely

by gaslight.
_

In pupating 1 found they had all " buried " to a depth of about eight

inches, though the pot was a large one, and they could have gone
down at least another four inches. They had formed particularly

large earthen cavities, in which I found the pupae remarkably active,

very soft and delicate looking, and of a pale reddish shining brown
colour. The head and wing-cases very transparent. I placed one
pupa in a forcing apparatus on December 1st, and a second on
December 8rd ; the first died after appearing well and active

for ten days. I did not observe any alteration in the second
until December 13th, when I noticed the eyes and proboscis decidedly

darkening ; on the 17th still more so, and legs and antennae also
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darkening, also the wings at the shoulders. On the 19th the

body had also changed colour, and the wing-cases, legs and antennae
became very dark, and the eyes quite black. On the 20th the whole
pupa had further changed colour, and the following day at 12 o'clock

the imago emerged, crippled I am sorry to say, and with a portion of the

chrysalis case adhering to the body. The skin of the pupa, when
dry, I found to be as thin and almost as transparent as gold-beater's

skin. Would one suppose it possible that such a delicate pupa could

survive our ordinary winter, and if so, could the very large cavity the

larva forms to pupate in assist in preserving it ?

On the 14th I placed three more pupae in the apparatus, and they
remained alive and active. On the morning of December 24th, I noticed

in all three of them the alteration in colour of the eyes and proboscis

before mentioned. I may mention that to test the apparatus, I put in,

on November 27th, a pupa of S. lii/iistri, and found the heat made it

very active by the third day—it is now alive and kicking—but I

cannot discern much change so far, through its thick skin.

Of the three pup* placed in the pot on the 14th of December, one,

a male, emerged on the 29th at 1 a.m., another, a female, the following

morning at 5.30 a.m., the third, also a female, on January 1st,

crippled in all but the left fore-wing.

The specimens are smaller, but greyer and brighter than those

(D'Orville's) I already had, and the darker markings are more pronounced.
The remaining two pupae of .S'. ainndndi I had kept on damp moss

beneath a bee-glass, in a room in which there has been a fire daily,

intending to leave them there until the summer ; but on finding one
dead on January 9th, I decided to force the surviving one, and
proceeded to do so on January 12th. I observed—as in the case of

the preceding ones—that the change commenced exactly on the tenth
day, and a perfect female emerged on January 29th. Kesult : bred
one male, four females—of wliich two are crippled and two pupa3
dead.

The Relationship of Endromis versicolor to the Sphingides.

By A. I3AC0T.

My interest in this species has been increasing for some years.

Entomologists of my acquaintance, who have reared it from the egg,

have tantalised me by describing the interesting changes which occur
during the development of the larvae. From their remarks and
descriptions I had always thought of it as either a misplaced Notodont,
or at least a near ally of this group. I was, therefore, rather sur-

prised when Mr. Tutt, in discussing my paper on Smerinthus, alluded
to E. versicolor as a probable relative of that genus. Mr. Tutt's
remarks still further increased my desire to breed it, so that when
Mr. Battley mentioned that he had eggs of this species, I intimated
that he might " supply a long-felt want," and our secretary, with his
usual kindness, gave me some newly-hatched larv£e.

Fortune and, as will be seen later, misfortune also, seldom come
singly ; an offer of eggs from Mr. Clark was therefore hardly a sur-

prise. Unfortunately, these eggs, although without doubt fertile (one
larva having emerged before I received them), did not hatch, and even
the choicest birch that Epping Forest produces could not tempt the
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larvae I already had to live beyond their third moult. Their premature
decease was very disappointing, still I was able to examine them during

the most interesting period of their ontogeny. My notes on the larvae,

which I have curtailed as much as possible, are as follows :

—

First Skin.—Head.—Large and rounded, dull black with a few fine

whitish hairs on it. Bodij.—Of even thickness, segments distinct,

colour black, scutellum yellow, bearing a few small hairs in two
patches, legs yellow, anal flap brownish. There is a tall fleshy

tubercle or short horn on segt. 12. A double dorsal roAV of tubercles

(? trapezoidals) and a well-marked sub-dorsal (? supra-spiracular) row
extend from segts. 3 to 18, but the tubercles on the lateral area

are not so distinct as the dorsal ones.

Each of the dorsal (and other large tubercles) bears a small group of

five or six hairs, and I fancied that the hairs from the lateral tubercles

on segt. 2 were slightly stronger than on the other segments, but as

I had been examining this feature in the larvae of the Ltparidae, it

may have been due entirely to my imagination ; at any rate, the

difference, if any, was very slight. The plan of the tubercles

reminded me rather of that I had noticed in the Noctuids, with the

addition of some small extra ones without regular arrangement.
Hairs arise solely from the tubercles ; they are stiff", short, slightly

curved, and quite simple, with the exception of a knobbed or bulbed

appearance at the tip. For some days previous to their first moult
the oblique stripes were visible through the skin, and the short horn
was more noticeable.

Second Skin.—Head.—Large, rather square than round, division

between lobes distinct, colour light yellow with a brown bar down
either side. Bodij.—Pale green, scutellum plain with a broad longi-

tudinal bar on each side. Horn is larger. The large tubercles, each

bearing a group of hairs, have entirely disappeared, and are replaced

by very small black ones, which are thickly scattered over the body,

giving it a shagreened appearance. Each of these small tubercles

bears one short hair with a slightly enlarged tip, which in some cases

is notched (suggesting the bifid hairs of Smerinthus). There is a thick

black dorsal line, apparently caused by the spreading of the black

colour from the bases of the tubercles, and in addition a broad yellow

lateral band starts on either side of the head, which is continued back-

wards to the end of segt. 4. The oblique stripes are seven in number,
no. 7 being the strongest; they slope backwards (/.c, in the opposite

direction to those of Smerinthus), and there is also a short stripe

down the sides of the horn. The lateral stripes are distinctly coloured,

while the oblique ones are caused only by the absence of the small

black tubercles from the area of the stripes. On either side of the

dorsal line there is what appears at first sight to be a row of large,

fiat, dark-coloured tubercles ; closer examination, however, proves

them to be only dark spots, caused like the dorsal line by the si)rcad-

ing of the colour from the bases of the tubercles.

Third Skin.—This moult produces but little change in the general

appearance. Head.—Not so large proportionally ; bars down the sides

narrower. Body.—Scutellum not so plain. Dorsal area is noAV of a

creamy colour faintly tinged with green, lateral and ventral surfaces

being bright green. Small black tubercles are still thickly sprinkled

on the ventral and lateral areas, but they fade away towards the back
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of the larvfe, and become mere specks on the dorsal area ; each still

gives rise to a short, stilt" hair, but I could not see whether the hairs

were still notched, as it required a high power (finch), and the larva

would not keep still. Horn more developed and not so thick. Dorsal

line still distinct ; it can be traced from head to anal flap ; on most of

the segments it is of a dark transparent green, but where it crosses the

scutellum and horn it gives place to black, and there are traces of the

same change of colour where the line crosses the thoracic segments. The
yellow lateral lines are very plain, the sub-dorsal ones, which only crossed

the scutellum in the last skin, are now continued backwards to segt. 4.

Oblique stripes are much stronger, broadest on the sub-dorsal area,

and, though faint and narrow on the sides, they are continued down-

wards to the claspers. The 7th is much stronger than the rest, the

short one down the sides of the horn being also very plain. Anal

flap outlined with yellow. There is a dark border to the upper por-

tion of the oblique stripes, apparently caused by the encroachment

of the green from the sides upon the dorsal area.

My notes on the larvae finish abruptly here ; one larva underwent

a third moult, but I Avas busy preparing for a Whitsun excursion to

the New Forest, and had not time to examine it, and ere my return

it had joined the majority. Nothing very definite was suggested by

the newly-hatched larva as regards relationship to other species. In

general appearance it reminded me someAvhat of a freshly-emerged

larva of one of the larger Bombycides, while the short horn suggested

that of a young larva of Lasiocaiiipa quercifoUa,ii.u([ I could detect nothing

which Avas specially characteristic of either Smerinthus or Notodonta.

A startling change, hoAveA-er, Avas produced in its appearance at the

first moult ; for a dark-coloured and rather hairy larva, Avhich might

reasonably have been expected to develop a coat like that of BouiIii/a'

rnhi, changed to a vi\dd green, and, to the naked eye, smooth lai'A'a. The
large tubercles, each bearing several hairs, Avere replaced by minute

black tubercles, each surmounted by one short hair slightly clavate

at the tip. These and other characters irresistibly reminded one of

Smeiinthus, although the resemblance Avas of a somcAvhat Chinese or

topsy-turA'y kind. Thus the oblique stripes slope in the opposite

direction, and are formed, not by the massing together of the

tubercles, as in Smerinthus, but by their being absent on the stripes,

and plentiful everyAvhere else. That these characters only develop

after the first moult Avould seem to intimate a relationship to Sphinx

rather than to Smerinthus. What is probably an important point of

resemblance is the strength of the seventh oblique stripe, as com-
pared AAdth the others, this feature being present in all the British

species of Smei-inthus, Avhile the horn on segt. 12, though short and

not A'ery similar in appearance, is not altogether devoid of significance.

Other characters common to l)oth larviB Avill be seen from the tables I

haA'e draAvn up.

With regard to habits, I did not notice any that seemed to bear on

its relationship. When young the larv;B are gregarious, but this

habit is common to many Avidely-separated species (such as Clisio-

campa castrensis, Vanessa urticae, I'halera hucephala, etc.). They
rest with their heads turned back, and if disturbed they all jerk in

concert. The first of these habits, if my memory does not play me
false, is common to other gregarious larvte, and the jerking is, I

believe, almost universal Avith social larvre.
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Just recently I have obtained two or three pupae of Endromis
versicolor (which I now exhibit with those of Sfiicrint/nts filiae, S.
popiiJi, Choeracampa elpenor and Safuruia carpini),iin([ upon comparison
with those of Smerinthus and G. elpenor, they will be found to agree in

many respects, S. tiliae being nearest in general appearance, though in

some special features C elpenor seems to be even closer ; a very
noticeable ditference between E. versicolor and these two species

being the growth of stout bristles on the cremaster ; in this it

resembles S. carpini, which you will notice has a similar development
of bristles on the cremaster.

( To he (•ontinued).

On the Variation of Melitaea aurinia, Rott.

By W. F. Dk VISMES KANE, M.A.. F.E.S.

The article by Mr. Tutt under the above title is, I fear, in one
point, at least, likely to confuse still further the rather difficult

question of the identification of var. hibernica, Birchall. The writer

treats it as probably synonymous with my var. praedara. ' In my
notice of this ilf^'^/V(/m [Ent., vol. xxvi., p. 157), starting with the

fulvous type of Rottemburg, I define the var. y^raccZrt^rt as distinguished
from it by a straw-coloured band, and very vivid fulvous blotches,

corresponding with certain of Hiibner's figures. This is a very hand-
some form in Ireland ; and is common, though generally duller in

tint, in Great Britain.

Intermediate between these is a local form, sii/nifcra, " a transi-

tional form," characterised especially by the italicised words in the

description. This would seem to have been substituted for var.

jirai'clara by Mr. Tutt. I then proceed to deal with those forms in

which the black ground predominates largely, namely, vars. scotica

and Itihernica. The vague terms, and two errors in Birchall's

description of the latter, probably misled Mr. Tutt, who may not have
referred to a plate which was published in the K)it. Mmitldi/ Ma(jazi)ii'^*

vol. X., pi. 1, which fixes more accurately the form intended. The
errors in the Latin definition of var. hihcrnica are, firstly, the one
alluded to by Mr. Tutt, that the straw-coloured band, etc., on the hind-

wings of the female are retained (as in the figure), and not obliterated,

as in part of the description. And secondly, the substitution of the

word " fulvis," instead of (?) stramineis, in the description of the male
hind-wings : the character intended to be noted being the partial or

entire suppression of the straw-coloured lunular marginal patches.

A reference to the plate will show what I pointed out, that var.

liihernica is only an extreme aberration of var. srotira, as described by
me (loc. fit., p. 187). The question, then, becomes narrowed as to

whether Birchall's variety described from only a few examples should
stand as an aberration, or whether [if we adopt Mr. Tutt's dictum
that " Descriptions of varieties (local races) must be considered as a

whole rather than in detail "] we should retain the name Itihernica for

the Scotch and Irish forms with very predominant black ground,

* This was published privately and not with the Ent. Mo. Man. We have no
plate in our copy of the i'.il/.il/., vol. x.,and should be glad to purchase it from any
one who has a duplicate plate.

—

Ed.
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and sink the more recent var. scotica. But as Birchall lays stress on

the difference between it and the Irish variety, I have adopted the

former alternative. In the plate above referred to a Scotch uunnia
also is represented, but the figure is so ill done that it is doubtful

what was intended, especially since Birchall, in commenting on it,

states that it approximates to var. merope (with small buff patches,

the fulvous colour being retained generally only in the ante-marginal

series of the hind-wings). This certainly is not the var. scotica.

Perhaps those who have a good series of Scotch M. aurinia will com-
pare them with Birchall's two figures of var. Jiibcrnica, and

state if they approximately represent the major part of the dark

Scotch forms ; or, if not, whether aberrations occur similar to them.

If they are sufficiently near to serve as the type, we must set down
the Scotch race as var. Idhernica ; but, if not, the name can stand as an

aberration, and most dark Irish specimens will rank under var. .sro//rrt.

^^ ARI ATION.
The dark form of Hypsipetes elutata on sallow.—I can

corroborate Dr. Eiding's statement {ante, p. 143) that the black

form of H. elutata occurs on sallow, as it used to be common on that

tree in Carmarthenshire, in company with a great variety of other

forms, Avith endless intermediate specimens.—N. M. Richardson,

B.A., F.E.S. Januarn, 1896.

The variation of Xanthia fulvago.—As is well-known, there are

two very distinct shades of ground colour presented by the forms of

Xanthia fidrai/ti [ccraijo) occurring in these Islands. Each of these

may be looked upon as giving us in its markings four groups, (1)

with dark purplish markings, (2) with bright red markings, (3)

with very faint markings, (4) with only central spot. These give us

the following table, as extracted from The British Noctnae and their

Varieties, vol. iii., p. 10.

1. Pale yellow, with lower part of reniform forming a dark spot=ab.
flareKCOif!, Esp.

2. Pale yellow, with indistinct red markings=ab. eerago, Fb.

3. Pale yellow, with distinct red nvA,\:Wng%=fiilrago, Linn.
4. Pale yellow, with purplish-red band:^fcrar/o, Newman=ab. suff'usn.

•5. Orange-yellow, with central sx^ot^ab. ohxoleta.

6. Orange-yellow, with indistinct red niarkings=ab. iirqierfecta.

7. Orange-yellow, with distinct red markings:=ab. aurantia.
8. Orange-yellow, with distinct purplish-red band=ab. virijata.

In the hope of discovering the distribution of these various forms,

I have obtained the following preliminary notes :

—

Mr. H. J. Turner, F.E.S., writes :
—" The forms I get may be

classified as:—1.—Pale yellow form, with red markings= /»?rrtvr>,

Linn.—I have, until this year, bred only specimens of this tint

from various parts of Surrey, and from Horsham (Sussex), la.

—

Pale yellow, with cencral spot = ab. fiarescens, Esp.—I have never
bred this form until the present year, when I obtained about 4 per

cent, from Surrey larva\ lb.—Pale yellow, Avith indistinct

markings = ab. cerai/o, Fb.—Two or three per cent, represents the

number of this form which occurs any year. Ic.—Pale yellow, with
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dark-pnrplish markings = ab. sui^'usa, Tutt.—About 10 or 12 per

cent, of the darker purplish -black marked forms among those bred
this year. 2.—Deeper orange-yellow form = ab. aurantia, Tutt.

—

This year, for the first time, I bred about 10 per cent, of this form
from Surrey larvae."

Mr. A. Adie Ualglish (Paisley) writes :
—" Of the 40 specimens I

captured this year, all were of the pale yellow tone, only one having
a touch of orange in the colour. 1.—]\Iost of the specimens were of

the pale yellow ground colour, with the usual red markings=
fulraijo, Linn. 2.—Three were pale yellow, with the central dot (one
of these has the subterminal line represented by a row of dots) = ab.

flavescens, Esp. 3.—Four have the ordinary red markings inclining

to a greyish-purple = ab. snfma, Tutt. 4.—One specimen is (as

before remarked) orange-yellow with typical red markings= ab.

aurantia, Tutt."

The Eev. E. C. Dobree Fox (Castle Moreton) writes :—" 1.—
Our specimens of X.fidrat/o SiVe of the pale lemon colour, with red

bands =/»^'(///r*, Linn. 2.—We occasionally get the form Avith a

central spot only = a.h. jia resccns, Esp."
^Ir. Finlay (Morpeth) writes :

—" 1.^—The majority of specimens
in this neighbourhood are pale yellow with red markings =/»^'«//<;,

Linn. 2.—The aberration J^arescrns, Esp., is also taken here. 3.

—

A few orange-yellow specimens also occur= ab. aurantia, Tutt."
Mr. Whittle writes:—"I find that I have 21 specimens of

A^ fvlrai/o from Southend. Of these 20 are pale yellow, of which 17
are not strongly marked, and three have the dark band and markings.
The ab._//rt(v.s7r7?.s is not represented. Of the 21 specimens only one
is of the orange-yellow form."

I trust our readers from other localities will give us summaries of

the proportion of the various forms they capture in their own districts.

—J. W. Tutt.

Variation of Oporabia dilutata.—I have often observed this

species in the woods of Argyllshire and at Rannoch, but have never
noticed a decidedly dark unicolorous specimen. The usual form in

these places appears to be pale with many narrow transverse lines of

darker grey. Around Emsworth it is also common, and here the

paler lined form appears to be the usual one ; darker unicolorous
specimens, however, also occur.—W. M. Christy, F.E.S., Watergate,
Emsworth, Hants.

On the distribution of the sexual forms of Noctua dahlii.—
The following summary will give some idea of the distribution of the

various sexual forms of AWtiia dahlii. It is Avell known, of course,

that the males of dahlii are usually chestnut coloured and mottled,
the female, purplish or reddish and less mottled. Yet, occasionally,

in some districts mottled chestnut-coloured females are to be met
with, and, on the other hand, occasionally, purplish-red males. For a

long time I have been under the impression that the Irish specimens,
both males and females, were almost entirely purple-red, but one
wants some detailed information before generalising. If our readers

will look over the specimens that they have obtained in various

localities, and will tabulate them under the same headings as are used
in the following table, the results are sure to prove useful.
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the flowers had been sugared.—N. M. Richardson, B.A., F.E.S.,

Monte Video, nr. Weymouth. Jcumari/, 1896.

Distribution of Acidalia humiliata in Britain.—With reference

to the habitat of Acidalia humiliata, Mr. Tutt writes, in his notes,

re A. dilutaria and its allies {Eiit. Record, p. 126, No. 6, vol. vii.) :

" .... at Freshwater, where alone, at present, the species has been
found in England." In supposing the insects taken during the last

few years to be the only English ones, he is mistaken, as I have in

my cabinet, three, which I received in exchange in the seventies.

About two years ago I forwarded them to Mr. Hodges, who says there

is no doubt as to their being A. humiliata. They are larger than

two he sent me, having a wing expanse of 10'", whilst the latter

measure only 8*5 '". Unfortunately I have not the label for the

insects, and cannot find an entry of them in my diary, owing pro-

bably to the pressure of professional engagements at the time ; but

we used to consider A. interjectaria, as it was then called, by no means
uncommon, and included under that name specimens both with and
without the brick-red costa. I am sure my insects did not come
from Freshwater, as I used to collect there at that time, and could

not fail to have remembered the particulars of any from a locality I

knew so well, and I am equally certain they were received in exchange

as English from some reliable correspondent. I have no doubt many
other specimens will be found, sooner or later, in the collections of

the sixties and seventies ; whilst some may have been scattered, and
remain as yet unrecognised in comparatively recent ones.— W^ S.

Riding, M.D., F.E.S.,^ Buckerell. Decemher 2ith, 1895.

Eaely appearance of Phigalia fedaria.—I was at my favourite

hunting ground yesterday, and found several Phii/alia pcdaria,

evidently just freshly emerged, at the base of oak trees. Is this not

very early ? On looking through the lu'cord, 1 could find no notice

of the species occurring before January 31st.—L. S. Brady, 17, Filey

Street, Sheffield. Jannan/ Vdth, 1896.

Emergence of Plusia gamma in December.—-I was very much
surprised last Sunday, on looking into my breeding-cages, to find

that a specimen of Plmia (/aiiima had emerged. This seems to me
very extraordinary, as the cage was kept in an exceptionally cold

room.- —A. Adie Dalglish, Glasgow. Decemher llf/(, 1895. [What
else was the P. (lainma to do, since it is not known to hybernate as a

pupa, or, in fact, to hybernate at all in Britain ? Does this species

not, like CoUa-'i ediisa, attempt to be consecutively brooded all the year,

as it is in its sub-tropical haunts, and thus become annually exter-

minated here?—Ed.]

Asteroscopus sphinx.—Referring to my note (ante, p. 157), I may
add that the total number of males taken between November 6th and

November 28th, in two illuminated traps, set within a few hundred

yards of each other in the same wood, was 207, besides the bi-sexual

one there referred to. I obtained no females this year. Last year I

took about the same number of males and two females. I beat

several larvae this year from apple and oak, principally the former, the

leaves of which they seem to prefer to any other food, except other

larvre (of their own species or any other), which they will eat directly.

They all throve until full-fed, and then died oft", very few pupating, and

of these none emerged, but all died.—E. F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L.,

F.E.S., Oxton. December, 1895.
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:i^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Habits of Lepidopterous Larv.e.—Is it not a fact that almost all

larvfe wander in nature when ahont to pupate, cji., we have all ob-

served the Sphini/idae racing round the breeding-cage, and many other

species have the same habit. The object seems to be to give time for

the extrusion of such food-contents as may be in the intestine, and for

the silk-spinning organs to become perfected. Of course, some species

which do not fall from the boughs, but get to the ground down the

stems, do not require the extra excursion others take, and Centra

would appear to be, as a rule, a stay-at-home on the tree.—S. Webb,
Dover. Deccmhcr dth, 1895.

Habits of the larva of Coccyx cosmophorana.—At a recent meeting

of the South London Entomological Society, a discussion on the habits

and distribution of Cdcci/.c cosnioplKinaia took place. In the course of the

discussion Mr. McArthur, well known as a shrewd observer and inde-

fatigable collector, stated that he had taken the species very rarely

in Eannoch, but had bred a long series from larvae obtained at Forres.

He stated that the larva was apparently symbiotic with Eetinia

resinana, feeding in the galleries which the latter larva bores in the

resinous excretory masses Avhich form around it during the time that

it is feeding. These galleries in the resinous nodules are lined with

silk, and the frass of the larva is entangled therein. Mr. McArthur
asserted that the larva of Cocci/. r co.wmpJwrana fed upon " the frass

of Eetinia re-nncoia," and that from a bag full of nodules, collected at

Forres and containing larv?e thus feeding, he bred a long series of

C. cosinophomna a short time ago, during the time that he was staying

in the Shetland Isles. This strange habit of the larva invited further

observation and more detailed description, so I appealed to Mr. J.

Hartley Durrant. He very kindly sent me, in the original German, the

account of its life-history and habits, as given by Eatzeburg (1840),

Kaltenbach in 1874, and Hartmann in 1879. There can be no doubt

that Mr. McArthur's observation is somewhat at fault, and that the

supposed habit, from which it would appear that C. cosinophorana is an
inquiline of the excrescence of Betiuia resinana, is probably erroneous.

The fact is that (\ cosmophorana itself makes an excrescence similar

to, but smaller than that of R. resinana, and that what Mr. McArthur
considered were the excrescences of the latter, were simply the natural

domiciles of the former. Kaltenbach knew the species from the egg,

and describes the female as "laying her eggs in the tiny fissures in

the bark of Pimts silrestris and F. picea. The young larva then

bores through the tender bark into the young shoots, when resin oozes

out, and is built up into resin galls. These increase in size Avith the

groAvth of the larva, nevertheless they are always smaller than those

made by the larva of Tor/ra- resj'najja " (Pflanzeii-Flinde Ins., 697).

Hartmann adds that the larva lives from " September to April," gives

Finns ahies as a food-plant, and states that it lives in "resinous

excretions, which are smaller than those of B. resinana " {Mitth.

Munch. Ent. Ver., iii., 189). I would here acknowledge Mr. Cur-
rant's kindness and courtesy. As I was at this time writing to

Mr. A. Home, of Aberdeen, I pointed out to him the improbability

of C. c(isi}uiphi)rana larvte feeding in the manner described by Mr.
McArthur, and told him at the same time of Kaltenbach's observa-
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tions. Mr. Home replied :
—" I am perfectly sure that ( \ (iisiiwphorana

does feed in rcsimuia nodules ; I find the old pupa-case of the latter

in the nodules along with the fresh pupa of C. rosniophorana. I am
inclined to doubt the statement that the larva of the latter makes a

nodule similar to that made by rt'sinana, but smaller. I am about

the fir woods almost continually, and feel sure that if such were the

case they would be observed. I have captured ('. cosinojiJioraita at

Lhanbryde and Countess Wells, where rcdnuna does not occur."

This latter statement appears to be conclusive (in spite of the previous

corroboration of Mr. McArthur's views), that i '. rosiuojiliorcDia does exist

in some localities where it cannot dwell in rcsinana nodules, and
hence makes its reputed mode of life in those districts where
II. it'sinana does occur still more remarkable. Here, then, is something
for the Scotch collectors to clear up.—-J. W. Tutt, Westcombe
Hill, S.E. -

@^URRENT NOTES.
We have to inform our subscribers that at the expiration of 1896,

we shall revert to our old plan of publishing monthly. A small

section of our subscribers object to pay the proportionate cost

necessary to produce lb numbers instead of 12 numbers annually.

During 1895 we published no less than 460 pages of ordinary

letterpress and 28 pages of index = 488 pages altogether. We propose

doing the same during the current year, but even that is insufficient to

carry oft" all the material we get. We have no objection to the

preparation of all this material for press, but we do object, after we
have done it, to the implied suggestion of one of our subscribers that he
is being cheated. After Dec, 1896, therefore {i.e., when a new
volume begins at the commencement of a new year), we shall publish

but 12 annual numbers, as Avas formerly the case. These might be of

double the usual size {i.e., 48 pages instead of 24) if subscribers were
quite unanimous on the matter, but how far is iinanimity possible ?

At the sale of the remainder of JMr. W. H. Tugwell's collection,

the following prices are perhaps worthy of notice :

—

i'lcora ridxaria

21/- (for two) and 37/6 (for three) ; Jiolrtahia fuliifinan'a 45/- (for two),

48/- (for three), 47/6 (for two) and 47/6 (for two) ; Ac'ulalia

straminata var. circdlata, 42/- ; 47/6 (for two lots of five with

specimens of other species) ; whilst four lots of Cidaria reticulata

(three specimens) produced 21/-, 32/6, 28/- and 32/6 respectively. The
J'jKjiitJieciae also fetched good prices. Aspecimenof Man/aroilesimionalin,

taken at Kingsdown in July, 1877, went for 55/-, another from the

same locality and captured the same year, for 30/-, whilst a specimen

of Mrri/na ii(ili/(i(nialiH, taken at Deal, July 10th, 1877, and
another taken at Kingsdown, July 14th, 1877, went for 95/- and 63/-

respectively. On the same day the collection of Coleoptcra made by
Mr. G. A. Lewcock was practically given away, a resi;lt evidently due
to the fact that it was not advertised, and that none of our Coleopterists

knew of the sale till it was over.

The finest collection of Irish Lepidoptera that has yet been made

—

that of Mr. Percy Russ—is to be sold at Stevens' sale-rooms on
February 17th; whilst some very fine ('lin/sdphann.s dispar, the
< 'atdcala electa, captured by Mr. Vine, and other rarities, Avill be

disposed of on March 9th and 10th.
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Mr. Austen, of 5, North Street, Folkestone, has undertaken to

collect Macro-lepidoptera by subscription, from the commencement of

March until the end of September. The Avhole of the insects

captured are to be divided among the 12 subscribers, of whom 8 have
already been obtained. The district worked will be the rich one of

South-east Kent—Folkestone, Dover, Deal, Ashford and Canterbury,
with which Mr. Austen has been familiar from his boyhood. Mr.
T. Salvage, of Arlington, Sussex, will collect this year in Rannoch
and the Shetland Isles. If last year's success in the North is to be
repeated this, collectors there will have little cause for complaint.

Mr. .J. Anderson, Alve Villa, Chichester, states that his friend Mr.
Davey, from whom he obtained the cases of the Basket Caterpillar,

described in our article, (vitc, pp. 121-123, has offered to get another
supply of cases for any entomologists wishing to verify the life-history

of this curious insect.

SOCIETIES.
The City of London Entomological and Natukal History Society

met on January 21st, 1896.—Exhibits :—Rev. C. R. N. Burrows :

along and variable series of Calamia lutosa taken at Rainham during
the past year, and photographic enlargements of some of the specimens
showing special characters, to which he referred in a paper which he
read on the species. Messrs. Bate, Heasler, Prout and Tutt, also

exhibited C. lutosa from various localities.

Mr. Tutt exhibited on behalf of Miss Elizabeth Miller, Spring
Villa, Coval Road, Chelmsford, a cluster of cocoons of AjiJiuiiiiasoviella,

and read the following notes from her :

—

On a cluster of cocoons of
Aphojiia sociella.—" In October, 1894, a man Avorking for us,

whilst removing a quantity of Avood from a corner of the garden,
found what he thought was the nest of a mouse. He tried to open it,

and, partly succeeding, discovered that it contained a number of

caterpillars about half an inch long, and of a bright yelloAV colour.

He gave it to my father, and we put it in a box in an outhouse,
without damping it the whole of the time it Avas in our possession.

We kept it until May, 1895, Avhen a large number of moths
emerged from it, of which we only kept nine. The moth turned
out to be Aphomia sacidla. When found the cluster was
covered with the heads, thoraces, and wings of Humble-bees. It was
placed under the wood, which was on a grassy part of the garden, in

a little excavation in the ground, apparently lined Avith dead grass
mixed Avith leaves and some AvooUy substance. It Avas our first idea

that it Avas a bee's nest, and Ave are quite sure that it Avas some kind
of nest before the moth took possession of it. We see that in the
Entom. lu'cord, vol. vi., pp. 76-77, Mr. W. P. Blackburne-Maze
describes and gives a plate of a similar nest, but throAvs some little

doubt as to the larviB feeding in the nests of Humble-bees, and
suggests that, in the instance he records at least, the lar\-iB probably
fed in a Avasp's nest. HoAveA'er that may be, there can be no doubt
that the cluster Ave record AA'as formed in the orthodox fashion, in a
Humble-bee's nest, as it Avas placed in an exactly similar position to

that in Avhich Humble-bees generally build, and also, Avhereas there

Avas not even the remains of one Avasp to be seen, there AA-as an
abundance of the remains of Humble-bees." Mr. Tutt also exhibited
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on behalf of Mr. W, E. Butler, of Reading, two specimens of 4rr///)wit.s-

lathonia, sent to him by Mr. B. Stafford Chope as British, and read the

following notes received from him :
—" As A. lathonia is one of those

species, British specimens of which have a high money value, it

appears advisable that a record of all captures of such should be made.

The first specimen was sent from Axminster, Devon, on April 3rd,

1894, with the following note :
—

' I have sent you an A. lat/ionia as a

speciality ; I only took five last season (they came from Roseberry

Woods, near Exeter), and I hope you will admire it.' On Dec. 3rd.,

1895, Mr. Chope, writing from 117, Queen's Gate, S.W., offered

me another specimen, stating :
—

' I have to spare a very fair

specimen of latona, one of three I took this year in Hants.' This

was forwarded on December 10th, with a letter in which the

following reference to the insect occurs :
—

' Pie latona. General state-

ments such as the one you refer to in Mr. Barrett's new work are

usually far from being correct. In that case, I may mention that I

myself have taken seven A. latona in the last four years, and I know
another collector (who visits the same locality as myself), who took

eight this year alone.' Of course 1 wish in no way to prejudice

Mr. Chope's captures, but think that I should point out that the capture

of five specimens at ' Roseberry Woods ' and the capture of three

specimens ' in Hants,' make a total of eight, and not seven specimens,

as Mr. Chope concludes. Both specimens are loose on their pins."*''

Mr. May read the following notes :

—

On the Variation in the Colour

OF the Cocoons of Saturnia pavonia.—"I have written the following

notes on the breeding of Saturnia pavonia as I think that they may
possibly be of interest, especially so far as they refer to the coloration

of the cocoons.

"During the winter of 1891, both Mr. Bell and myself received a

dozen pup{« of this species from a correspondent in Yorkshire ; these

were, without exception, in dark cocoons, and judging by the moths

which I bred I should say that the larvae had been starved. HoAvever,

Mr. Bell managed to obtain ova from a pair of his, some of which he

gave me. KnoAving what poor specimens the parents were, I made up

my mind to be particular about the feeding of the larva?, so as to breed

larger specimens next year if possible.

" They were fed on whitethorn, and I can safely say that throughout

their existence, they were never Avithout a supply of fresh food. The
cage in Avhich they were kept was made of zinc with a glass dome, being

light, well ventilated, and having a layer of dry moss and sand at the

bottom. Nineteen spun up, some on the glass or zinc, but mostly on,

and in some cases under the moss. Of these nineteen, eighteen were

more or less pale coloured and only one dark. To return to the rest

of the brood (those in Mr. Bell's keeping), he tells me that he kept his

larvtie under a glass shade Avithout ventilation, AA'ith the result that

they Avere ahvays in a damp atmosphere, often very much so, he also

OAvns to starving them a good deal. These Avere also fed on Avhite-

*In publishing the above we do so entirely without prejudice to the bona Jidesoi

Mr. Chope's captures, but we agree Avith Mr. Butler that every capture of this

species in Britain should be recorded. We have asked Mr. Chope (in our

position as Editor), for information, but Mr. Chope has not answered our letter, and
wc would again appeal to him for the name and address of the friend who captured

eight specimens in Hants this season.

—

Ed.
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thorn. The result was 16 cocoons, every one of them dark. Wishing

to see whether the species avouIcI bear forcing, on November 24th I

put three of my pale cocoons on damp sand in the forcing cage, which

is kept in the kitchen, and on looking into it about three days later I

was surprised to find that they had all turned dark brown. However,

wishing to make quite sure, on January 1st I put three more with

them, and on taking them out two hours later I found that the change

had already taken place.

" I think that it would be as well here to summarise the histories

of the two broods :- Brood No. 1 (Mr. Bell's): Larvae kept in a

practically air-tight cage with damp atmosphere. Badly fed. Eesult

—

16 cocoons all dark. Brood No. 2 (my own) : Larvje well-fed and

kept in a dry cage with plenty of light and air. Result—19 pale cocoons,

one only being dark. On six of the pale ones coming into contact with

damp they turned dark almost immediately.
" With regard to the one dark cocoon, it seems to me that it is quite

possible that in changing the food-plant I might have splashed it on

pulling the old stalks out of the water-bottle, which would account

for its colour. From the remarks of other lepidopterists that I have

heard and read on the subject, I gather that the general idea is that

the colouring matter is obtained from the alimentary canal, and is

evacuated from the intestine and mouth by the larva on the interior

of the cocoon, and also that the colour is not regulated by its environ-

ment. Can it be that this substance is merely a sort of " cement "to

strengthen the cocoon and make it waterproof ; depending on the

dampness of the matter and the atmosphere for its colour ? From this

it would seem that my larvae, through hereditary weakness, were

unable to produce this "cement," and being kept in a dry situation

the cocoons remained pale. I think that it is the more likely, from

the fact that the cocoons are somewhat thin in texture, and are not

so hard as those that I have had before.

"I refrain from discussing the subject further, having had so little

experience with the insect, but I should very much like to hear what

others have to say on the matter."

Mr. Newbery stated that he had found the following plan very

successful for relaxing Coleoptera :—First soak the specimen for

twenty-four hours, or more, in water ; then drain off superfluous

moisture, and apply wood-naphtha with a brush till the specimen is

sufiiciently pliable to set.

C. Nicholson, ) ^^t r,

L. J. Tremayne, \

The North London Natural History Society held a meeting on

January 23rd, Mr. Jennings exhibited the following Coleoptera

:

Lvcanm ccrms and BJiizostnii/os salstitialis, taken at Streatham, July,

1895 ; a pair of yccmphorus Jntiiiator, taken from beneath a dead

ferret in Epping Forest, 5th May, 1895 ;
XecmjiJiorits vcstuiator, a

pretty, as well as a local, insect, knocked down whilst flying in a field

bordering Larkswood, 11th May, 1895 ; (>cj/j)us olcns, taken from

under a log at Waltham, October, 1894 ; Cctowia aurata, taken from

blossoms of a large shrub, Box Hill, 12th May, 1895 ; a pair of

Mddlontha ndi/aris, knocked doAvn whilst flying round a gas-lamp in

Tanner's End, Edmonton, May 14th, 1895. The female Avas clinging

to the burner, within half an inch of the flame, and had to be
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dislodo-ed with a stick ; ('nijitin-epJudus In/pochoeridis, one of several

taken from flowers of Hicrariuiii, Box Hill, 26th May, 1895 ;

Timairha coriaria, from Box Hill, 16th April, 1895. Mr. Jennings
remarked that the mild weather of last week had induced three

species of Diptera to emerge from hybernation, riz. : Mu.sca (hDiicHica,

('allipluira cri/thrDccjilKila and Pnllciiia rudis. A letter received

yesterday from a friend at Colchester announced that small Diptera
were on the wing there on Sunday the 19th, and that one yanrssa

nrticai' had been seen. Mr. R. W. Bobbins recorded the recent

emergence of a specimen of Spilosoma urtirac. Mr. Quail gave an
admirable summary of the entomology of 1895. Roughly speaking,

the season had been good in the N. and N.W., but below the average
in the E. and S. The unusual captures included two or three

L'hoerucampa reli'vio, imagines of Sphin.v convulvuli from various parts,

and several larvse from Cornwall, Catorala fra.rini from Hastings,

Folkestone and Farnboro', several Plmia inoneta, and a specimen of

KnuDtiKix autiiiiiuaria from Hythe. Mr. Quail also summarised the

entomological literature of 1895, and referred to the deaths of

Profs. Huxley and Riley, Mr. W. H. Tugwell and Major J. N. Still.

Mr. Quail exhibited a cabinet drawer containing examples
of British Rhopalocera, arranged according to Dr. Chapman's scheme,
put forward in his paper on the " Phylogenesis of the Rhopalocera."

Mr. Wattson summarised the occurrences of the Odonata in 1895.

In his experience they had been unusually scarce, and he thought

this might be due to the unusual abundance of the Coleoptera.

Dragonflies would have a fair chance if hatched at the same time as

beetles, but if the latter had a start they would probably take the lead

throughout. Mr. Lucas, of Kingston-on-Thames, had captured a

specimen of .Ksclnia juncca paired with yK. ci/cnwa, and the same
entomologist had also recorded the capture of Knallaijina ri/atliincruni

by Sundew / ]>nis,'ra n'tuudifolid j, whilst carrying a specimen of the

latter in his hand. The greatest event of the year was Mr. Nunney's
paper in the October number of Scii'iur (iossip.

J^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Transactions of the City of London EntomolO(.;ical

Society for 1895 contain an original article, " On the modern
principles on which the classification of the Lepidoptera is based," by
J. W. Tutt, in which the larval, pupal and imaginal characters used
by Dyar, Chapman, Comstock, Sec, are explained. The siibject of

neuration is rather fully dealt with, and the evolution of the neura-

tion of the I'icridac from that of the I'apUionidae is illustrated by
diagrams of the neuration of Papilia, Ajmria, Picris, Knrhhie and
Lcucopliasia, the development of the highly specialised neuration of

Li'iicopluisia being traced by successive steps from the more generalised

neuration of PapiUu. Copies can be obtained from Mr. C.

Nicholson, 202, Evering Road, London, N.E,

Errata.—p. 146, line 17—for " auriroma " read " cuplmrhiae,''

and for " PlutMra " read " Airtumi/xcis "
; p. 146, lines 40-42— delete

" though the moth congeneric," and substitute " The
name Ijisnlcia falls before Craniophura, Snellen (1872), with the same
type."—A.R.G.
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SALLOWING.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

The iron grip of winter has not really laid its hold upon the land

this year, and hence the early moths, which have sometimes to wait

awhile for a favourable spell of mild weather to woo their emergence,

have, during the last few weeks, presented themselves with unusual

earliness. Even in early January, Phigalia pedaria, Hybernia rupica-

praria, H. leucopkaearia and their relatives were on the wing, whilst

before the first month of the new year was gone, hybernated wasps
and Tortoise-shell butterflies had re-awakened from their winter sleep

or were preparing for the duties of maternity.

The tender verdure of spring is now beginning to clothe the

earth with its charming enamel ; the flowing sap is streaming into

the boughs, bringing renewed life and vigour ; the earliest migrants are

twittering in the woods ; the pear trees are clothing themselves in

virginal white ; the first whifi' of the cherry blossom scents the soft

west wind, whilst the clusters of luscious sallow bloom make huge
nosegays in the yet almost leafless woods.

Sallows are to the entomologist what buttercups and daisies are

to children. They re-awaken hopes that have hybernated during the

winter months. By no one else are the same associations conjured

up. " Sallowing" is not comprehended by the multitude, but to the

entomologist the word breathes of newly-awakened vigour, of a fresh

interest in outdoor life. During the winter the collecting impedi-

menta have been overhauled, replenished and furbished. Nets,

boxes, lanterns, etc., have been put in order, and the first still warm
evening sees the entomologist on his rounds.

When is the time for sallowing ? you ask. There is no exact

date. The same forces of nature that bring out the sallow bloom re-

awaken into vigour the autumnal moths after their hybernation, and
tempt from the pupa the early spring species which appear with the

first fine days of March or April. When, therefore, the sallows are

in blossom, the time for visiting them has arrived. The impedimenta
necessary for collecting insects at them are few—glass-bottomed boxes,

a lantern and " Sairey," the latter as large and comprehensive as

possible. Choose some sheltered wood or shaw, where the sallow

bushes are not too numerous. Mark their position carefully, for by
twilight or after dark they may easily be missed, especially in a

strange and not well-known spot.
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My early experiences of " sallowing " dates back to the early

"seventies," when four of us followed the good advice of certain

authorities, and spread a huge coarse sheet on the ground beneath
the sallow bushes, and sometimes shook the moths thereupon—and
sometimes didn't, for occasionally there were none to shake. Now
and then the sallow bush was awkward, it grew where the sheet

could not be placed beneath it. It might be that a ditch was in the

way, or a quick-set hedge or a hawthorn bush would flourish

beneath the sallow tree. Then the use of the sheet was unsatisfactory

;

however, we obtained many moths, many others, of course, escaped.

My later experiences have been gained under the intelligent

guidance of Dr. Chapman. In these later excursions I have figured

rather as an ornament than an useful member of the party of two
visiting the lovely woods at Dinmore. Once the Doctor allowed me
to shake the sallow-bushes. Once the Doctor allowed me to box the

insects in the umbrella. Only once though, in each case. The
experiment has never been repeated.

The Dinmore woods lie on the slopes of a hill overlooking the

broad valley of the Lug. The Doctor knows the position of the

sallow-bushes. He goes direct to each one on the darkest night without

the slightest hesitation. He puts the handle of " Sairey " into a

bush, hooks the more important branches, suddenly and dexterously

twists the handle, and before you have time to breathe down comes
the umbrella full of catkins and moths. Agrotids are there in the

shape of Paclmohia leucoyraplia and P. rubricosa ; Orthosiids in

crowds

—

Tacniocavipa populeti, T. instabilis, T. munda, T. i/othica,

T. stahilis, T. vnniosa, T. pulvenilenta (and perhaps T. j/racilis),

Panolis jiinijH'nla, Hoporina eroci'dfjo, Oyyliixlia vaccinii and U. lujula
;

Xyliuids in smaller numbers

—

Xijlina sucia, X. semibninni'a and
A', oniitopus, whilst (lonoptcia libatri.r, Hi/pma rostralis, and sundry
Depn'ssariae put in an appearance ; Kupitlwcia abhreviata, Lobophora

lobulata and Tcjihiosia crcjmscularia stand wonderingly, whilst, among
the swarms, we have hitherto looked in vain for (h-r/india rri/thract'-

pltala and Dasi/caiiipa rnbii/inea; but the Doctor softly hums something
about " Hope springing eternal " whilst I mutter something about
'* Hope deferred."

Whilst this humming and muttering are going on the moths are

being inspected with the rapidity of lightning, the choicest specimens

are boxed, Sairey is turned upside down, and quick as thought a fresh

position is taken up, the hitherto unshaken branches are

hooked, another sudden twist, and the umbrella is full of catkins and
moths, much as before.

As to the proportionate numbers of the species that fill the

umbrella, 'J', pulrtrnh'uta is usually easily first, but the specimens

show little variation ; T. (jotJiica and T. instabilis come next in

abundance, and both are exceedingly variable ; T. stabilis swarming,
but only presenting minor aberrational forms, whilst to T. munda
the same remarks apply, although occasionally a few striking

aberrations occur. Sometimes there is a T. miniosa year ; then this

beautiful and delicate moth abounds, and rivals in numbers its more
normally abundant companions. At other times there is a

P. IfHaKjrapha year, when this local species is common. The Wye
Valley seems to be one of the chosen districts of this insect—Brecon
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and Hereford producing sometimes large numbers. P. nibricosa is

also common, and oh, so red ! whilst T. (/racilis is scarce, appearing
usually later, and when the other species are almost over. The gem
of the umbrella's contents, however, is the black form of T. populeti,

whilst the bright-tinted P. piniperda, its beauties unrecognised until

one sees it alive, is sometimes accompanied by its grey-green aberra-

tion, which, considered on the score of its rarity, is a much greater

prize.

Then there are the hybernators to be looked over. Hoporina
croceayo must be taken home, placed in a large glass jar, supplied with

a few twigs and dead leaves of the oak, fed with moistened sugar, and
then you will obtain a good supply of eggs. Xijlina aemlbrunnea, too,

must on no account be killed if a hen, nor Dasijcampa nihitjinea, for

both should be given every opportunity to lay their eggs, so that a

supply of moths may be obtained by the fortunate captor. A few
female Pachnobia leucof/rapJia, too, should be imprisoned. These must
be provided with a supply of leaves and old flower-stalks of plantain,

but otherwise may be treated as H. croceayo.

Pages more might be written. We might tell you to get to the

woods early and kick the aspens to bring down the paired imagines of

Bi-ephos nutka ; we might suggest that you should search with your
lantern for the hundreds of Noctuid larvie that feed by the sides of the

woodland paths at dusk, or take advantage of the afternoon sun to

catch Daxijstoma salicdla as it flies by the hawthorn bushes, and we might
even hint with bated breath that now is the time to hunt iov Xijlomiges

conxj)icillaris, and that it occurs in this locality. But these are

nothing to do with "sallowing," and are such trivial matters that they

are scarcely worthy even of passing notice.

The Resting Habit of Insects as exiiibited in tlie Plienomena of

Hybernation and Aestivation.

By W. S. RIDING, M.D., F.E.S.

It seems unfortunate that the word " hybernation " has been used
with reference to all the stages of an insect's metamorphosis whilst

the meaning is much limited when applied to ovum and pupa.
Applied to larva and imago, hybernation denotes a change from
activity to torpidity for a continuous period, assumed in a suitable

situation at the approach of winter, and followed by a return to

activity, its object being the preservation of the species ; but, applied

to ovum and pupa, owing to their nature, it can only denote a reac-

tion to the stimulus of cold. In the latter case, it is "a state," in

the former, " a selection of a state for a certain purpose." Kirby and
Spence drew this distinction between torpidity and hybernation many
years ago, though they did not apply it as above. If this be admitted,
it will conflict with the argument of Mr. Tutt, that, " as in tem-
perate regions, with few exceptions, all insects hybernate at some
stage or other it is clear that the tissues of insects

are capable at any stage of developing the habit of rest into a pro-

longed rest," In another place, Mr. Tutt seems to wish us to accept
this as a postulate, " it would appear that all living matter possesses

a capacity of assuming a resting state." In a general sense this

may be perfectly true, as all living matter seems to require periods of
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rest at short intervals for recuperation, which we call sleep ; but Mr.
Tutt appears to be alluding to a resting-state analogous to hyberna-
tion, which is not a physiological necessity. If we are to look for

some predisposing cause, some "capacity for assuming a resting

state," may we not find it in the quiescence of the larva after each
moult ? The prolonged inactivity of the pupa after the final moult
is necessitated so as to allow important changes to take place as to

mouth, muscles, wings, assimilative, nervous and reproductive

systems. In a minor degree a similar inactivity exists for a longer or

shorter space of time after each moult, during which the new external

tissues get hardened. May not this help to explain the occurrence of

hybernation at some definitive moult only, varying in dift'erent species,

as described by Mr. Tutt and others ?

For my own part, whilst agreeing with Mr. Kane in considering

hybernation, " a suitable adaptation," and that its " unreasonable
survival " explains many of Mr. Tutt's anomalous instances, I cannot
attribute it in all cases to cold alone ; but, when induced in the larva,

think it due, as Mr. Tutt does, to insufficiency or absence of food as

a primary cause, and cold as a secondary one, whilst admitting the

all-etficiency of cold in the hybernation of the imago.
Mr. Kane seems to imply, if I do not misunderstand him, that

hybernation may be only torpidity ; but, surely, it is something more.
We all agree that torpidity may l)e a result of cold, but how can this

explain a larva providing a shelter for itself before cold has set in

—

the old argument against it ? Though many larva? simply hid,e

themselves in any suitable hole, under stones, leaves, moss, etc.,

others line their cavities with silk, and never emerge till their

food is ready for them to commence feeding again. Larva? are

imperfect insects, and their hybernation does not run on a line with
that of the imago. They have no reproductive system (or only rudi-

mentary elements), and their life's object is nutrition to such an
amount as is necessary for the subsequent formation of the perfect

insect. Their capacity for nourishment is many times that of the

imago. If this be the case, is it not probable that the absence of

food will react sooner than any other cause ? Most vegetation dies

oflf at the approach of winter, and may not a scarcity of food induce
sensations in the larva, warning it to provide winter quarters '? Larvre
can stand a great amount of cold ; they can be frozen and yet retain

their vitality, and we are repeatedly seeing them surviving the

severest winter, but starvation plus cold (the larva not having
hybernated) is fatal. Do we not meet with this throughoiit all

nature '? Birds die during severe winters, mostly not of cold, but of

starvation plus cold ; and so it is with ourselves, we can resist extreme
cold provided there is a sufficient food supply. Is it not probable,

then, that scarcity of food warns the larva to seek winter quarters,

and increasing cold gradually induces torpidity, a torpidity, let us
remember, not variable so as to allow of activity during milder
winters, but persistent in true hybernation till the warm spring sets

in and food-plants are ready to supply nourishment ? Kirby and
Spence, in support of this, quote Reaumur's instance of the larva? of

Melitaea cinxia and J'orthesia c/in/sarrhuea, the former coming out of

winter quarters a month earlier than the latter, because they are

grass or plantain, and the others, arboreal, feeders. The same occurs
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with the larvse of Aplecta advena and A. tincta; the former, feeding on
low plants, reappear in March, the latter feeding on birch, in April.

The larVcB of (Jirrlioedia .vcrcunpcUna do not appear till May, when the

ash is budding /-' The larvie of Boarmia repandata and Boaniua
rhuinholdaria feeding on blackthorn, bramble, plum, etc., are out early

on their food-plants ; whilst those of Boarmia wburariaf wait till

the oaks are in leaf in May. These are a few instances occurring

to me.
Our ancestral larva, then, under severe climatic conditions, Avith a

short summer and long winter, would only have two courses open to it

when, not fully fed, it found its food-plant dying off and cold approach-

ing. It must either wander about in search of food, and, failing it,

incur death from starvation plus cold, or else it must meet the situa-

tion by suitable adaptation, i.e., by hyberuating. Does not the partial

wintering of so many of our late larvsfi help to corroborate this view ?

This state, during which the larvae nibble more or less on fine days

throughout the winter, seems not true hybernation, but rather

torpidity, and helps to illustrate the difference between the two condi-

tions. The larvae so acting, can of course only be such as are able

to find a food supply throughout the winter, i.e., those that feed on
grasses, plantain, roots, mosses, lichen, etc. They are exposed to

cold which they are able to resist as they can find food, and keep

themselves alive without true hybernation. Then, again, does not

our ability to force some hybernating larvae to pupate without hyber-

nation (so much carried on of late years) by means of constant food

supply plus high temperatures, point in the same direction '? Second
broods in the south, and even third partial broods in unusually hot

seasons, such as I recorded in 1893 {Ent. Becord, vol. iv., p. 344),

are other illustrations. Food and heat are the great obstacles to

hybernation—true it is, all larvae do not yield to these stimuli ; but,

then, is it not because their " ancestral memories " are too strong?
The anomalous instances brought forward by Mr. Tutt, of insects

hybernating alike through the hottest and coldest weather, are

explicable on Mr. Kane's theory that they are unreasonable sur-

vivals. In some the hereditary tendency may be too strong, though
the environment may be altered and unsuitable the insects have not

yet adapted themselves to it, and still yield to the "memories" of

former times.

The hybernation of the imago varies from that of the larva because
of the different part it has to play, and in its case cold certainly

seems the primary agent. The perfect insect, as a rule, has a short

existence ; its life object being the propagation of the species, and
after accomplishing its work as a reproductive agent, it dies. The
differences connected with its hybernation seem adapted to meet this

purpose. Most have emerged during the late autumn, and what they

have got to do is to keep alive long enough to pair and deposit eggs
in such a manner and at such a time as is most likely to ensure their

future development. This an insect may bring about in two ways,
either by covering them with suitable material, such as hairs, cement,
etc., as is done by some which lay eggs earlier in the season, which

* March, on fiower-bucTs.—Eu.
t Feed in .Yfarch and April on the rind of small twiys, and on buds till leaves

appear.

—

Ed.
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pass the winter in the egg state, i.e., TricJiiura crataegt, Lcucoma
salicis,'-' Clislocawpa neustria, etc. ; or else by deferring oviposition
till the spring, the plan adopted for the most part by the late

autumnal moths. These probably pair, according to circumstances,
early or late ; in the former case the male dying without hybernating,
in the latter both sexes hybernating. Here cold seems the agency
producing hybernation, though there is a connection with food supply,

as by its abundance the success of the hybernation is rendered more
probable. Those insects which supply themselves freely with food,

sucking the nectar of the ivy and other sweets (often greedily appro-
priated) will stand the best chance of survival, though it is cold that

induces the insect to seek shelter to preserve its vitality whilst its

life purpose is as yet unfulfilled, and to remain in that condition till the
time arrives when it can be accomplished.

* Passes winter in larval state in Kent.

—

Ed.

The Relationship of Endromis versicolor to the Sphingides.

By A. BACOT.

(Concluded from p. 230^.

I see from Mr. Tutt's paper, " An attempt to correlate the results

arrived at in recent papers on the classification of Lepidoptera."
{Trans. Ento. Soc. Land., 1895, part iii.), that E. versicolor is not quite

so orthodox in its manner of emergence as a respectable Obtecta
should be. Mr. Buckler, in his description of the pupa, remarks as

follows :
" About a week or ten days before the time of emergence,

the cocoon is pushed by the enclosed pupa from a prone to a vertical

position, the upper end is ruptured, and the pupa protrudes its head
through the opening, and continues by degrees to advance until it is

exposed as far as the ends of the wing cases ; fixed in this position, it

remains quiet a longer or shorter time, till the insect is able to escape,

though in two or three instances the pupa has worked itself out
entirely free from the cocoon before the moth could be disclosed."

You will find that the dorsal area of the last few segments is thickly

studded with spines, which are no doubt used by the pupa in forcing

its way out of the cocoon. C. elpenor also has a ridge of spines on
the free and next following segments. These are, I believe, used by
the pupa? for a similar purpose to those of the above-mentioned
species. I had several larvte of C. elpenor last year ; they pupated in

a flower-pot filled with moss, and formed long and rather narrow
cocoons by spinning the moss stems together with a small amount of

silk. These cocoons were all vertical, or nearly so, and were from half-

an-inch to an inch longer than the pupa?, the top being usually left

open. In the spring I noticed that the pupte used to move up and
down in their cocoons. One in particular used to push itself half

way out on sunny days, going down again in cold and dull weather,
and it was half way out of its cocoon when the moth emerged. This
was, however, an isolated case, some moths emerging from puptr that

had their heads only protruding, while in other instances no move-
ment on the part of the pupa had apparently been made before

emergence.

The above noted resemblance between the pupal habits of
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E. versicolor and C. dpcnnr, though not perhaps in itself sufficient to

establish the relationship, seems to greatly strengthen the case when
taken in conjunction with the similarities I have already mentioned
in the larval state. It would be interesting to know if similar habits

or pupal spines occur in other species of the Sphin<jidaf.

Even in the imagines, I fancy I can detect a certain amount of

resemblance. In shape, the wings of E. versicolor dilier chiefly from
those of SmerintJills in having a more regular outline and greater

breadth, but when Ave consider the width of the wings in S. populi,

compared with those of S. tiliae, and the regularity of outline in those

of their near ally, S. lifjustri, we see that these difi'erences are not of

great importance. Again, the scheme of coloration is not unlike, from
a general point of view, though I must admit that there is considerable

diflerence in detail. There is also the discoidal lunule on the fore-

wings, which we find white in S. oceUatus and S. pnjndi, and black in

S. lijiustri. A careful examination of the ocellated spots on the fore-

wings of S. carpini also shows this lunule faintly visible, and it can be
traced in L. quercifolia ; but as we find a white spot in just about the same
position in Bomhyx qncrcus and Odonestis potatoria, and a well-marked
dark lunule in many species of Liparis, not to mention its occurrence in

Notodonta and some Noctuids, it is probably too general a character to

be of much value in tracing a connection between E. versicolor and the

Sphingides. On the whole, I do not trust much to these rather far-

fetched resemblances in the imago, and certainly shall not qixarrel

with anyone who difi'ers from me on these points.

To sum up : After my examination of the larvae last May, I had
pretty well decided in my own mind that a relationship existed

between E. versicolor and Smerinthus, and an examination of the

pupte, coupled with Mr. Buckler's remarks on its habits and their

similarity to those I had observed in C. elpenor, strengthened the

impression. Any doubts I had left were swept away by a perusal

of Mr. Poulton's paper " On the Ontogeny of Acilia tau " (Trans. Ent.
Soc. Land., 18S8). This species, unlike E. versicolor, has important
characters in common with Snierinthus in its first stage, and after the

first moult Mr. Poulton remarks that the young larva has a growth
of shagreen dots exactly like those of SnierintJms and Sphinx, in

which genera these structures also became prominent in the second
stage ; and he also remarks, " That a further resemblance is shown in

the fact that each shagreen tubercle is terminated by a short bristle, with
a clavate end." Speaking of the oblique stripes which in A. tan, as in

E. versicolor, slope in the opposite direction to those of Swerinthus, he
says, " Too much importance must not be attached to the fact that the

stripes slope in the reverse direction to that commonly occurring in the

SphiiKjidae ,iov nndouhted Sphin.rlAvwee [e.fi.,thegeni\s8esia(Macroiil()ssa)]

possess similarly reversed stripes." Mr. Poulton considers the natural

position of the Spliiniiidac and allied groups to be as follows : Sphinx,

Acherontio, Snierinthus, Ceratonia, Lophostethus, Af/lia, Attacus,

Saturnia ; and remarks that Endromis will be found to occupy a

position in this list. My idea is that E. versicolor would come some-
where between Snierinthus and Saturnia, but having no acquaintance
with the genera Mr. Poulton places betAveen them, I cannot venture
on anything definite as to its position in the list. It seems also to be
related to ('hoerocampa (elpenor), but in what degree I am not pre-
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pared to say, as I have no knowledge of the early larval stages of

this species. I have also a theory that E. vrr.sicolor forms a con-

necting link between Lasiocaiiipa and the SphingUlae, but as I have
nothing definite to go upon, I am not in a position to discuss the

matter now.

Resemblances between Endromis versicolor and the Sphingides.

Larva.—First Shin.-— (1) Caudal horn only faintly suggests that

of the Sphingides. It more nearly represents that of Lasiocawpa
qwrrifoliu. SernnrlSJ{in.—{2) Change in shape of head: Svicrinthus

{(irrllatua). (3) Dark medio-dorsal line : S. tiliae (in second skin).

(4) Oblique stripes : as in Hcda. (5) Strength of the 7th oblique as

compared with the others : Smerint/nix. In further support I would
point out that the oblique stripes are caused (in E. rersicolor) chiefly

by the absence of the shagreen tubercles on the stripes, and though in

Smrrinthns the reverse is the case with the stripes, the borders, at a

certain stage, are caused in the same way (i.e., by the absence of the

shagreen dots) . (6) The fact that the lateral lines are coloured, while

the oblique are due at first chiefly to structural arrangements :

Sj)ierinthux. (7) Small, thickly scattered shagreen tubercles, each
bearing one slightly clavate hair : Si)ieriutlius and Sj)/nn.r. Third

skin.— (8) Anal flap outlined with yellow : SmerintJius. (9) Darker
bordering to oblique stripes : Svicrintln(s {

!" star/e). (10) Ventral and
anal prologs developed much after the manner of Smcrinthm (mentioned
by Buckler). TMst Statj,'.— (11) Retractile head when full-fed

:

r/)r>(>r()rc7?»/)(/ c/^)r»(*/- (mentioned by Buckler). (12) Change of colour

before pupation : SpJdnx li/jiistri and .S'. tiliae (mentioned by Buckler).

(13) Only four stages in ontogeny (three moults) : X. pnpuli

(mentioned by Buckler).

Pupa.— (14) Shape and general aspect approaches N. tiliae.

(15) Cremaster (in some characters) : .S. tiliae. (16) Movement in

cocoon. Pupa forces its way partly out : C. elpennr (Tutt and Buckler).

(17) Spines on free and following segments :
(

'. elpenor.

Imago.— (18) Shape of wings (rough only) : Smerinthus. (19)

Scheme of coloration (rough only) : S)nerinthns. (20) Discoidal

lunule on fore-wings (? too general to be of much use).

peculiarities and apparent differences.

Larva.— (1) Colour of 1st stage. (2) Tubercles bearing more than
one hair (1st stage). (3) Habits (as a whole). (4) Colour of shagreen

tubercles (2nd stage). (5) Shape of head (2nd stage). (G) Additional

stripe on horn or hump of the 12th segment (best seen in last

stage). (7) Double row of black spots (dorsal) 2nd stage.

Pupa.—(8) Bristles on anal armature: As in Satumia carjiini.

Some Named Varieties in the Larentiidac.

By LOUIS B. PEOUT, F.E.S.

As I am afraid we may have to wait some time before we get a work
dealing with the variation of the Geometrides on the lines of Tutt's

British Xoctuae,^' it has occurred to me that occasional unsystematic

* I hope at some remote period to monograph my favovu'ite family, the

Lnrentiidae; but much preliminary study would of course be requisite, and I have
no desire to rush into the work. I take this opportunity, however, of appealing to

readers of the Record for any information of interest re the variation of species in

this family.
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notes on varieties, which come under my notice, may be of some
interest. Mr. South, in the J'.'ntoiiioloi/ist (vol. xxv.) worked out

some of the principal varieties in the genus Mdanippe, but 1 am
afraid that most of us have but little idea on the whole as to what
Geometers have, on the Continent, received varietal names, and
there is consequently great danger of our unconsciously multiplying
synonyms. I subjoin a few notes on varieties and aberrations, to which
my attention has recently been directed.

Eupithecia venosata, Fb. var. nubilata, Bohatsch (/r/.s, vi., p. 81).

—

Herr Bohatsch, in 1893, gave this name to our well-known dark
Shetland form.

E. di'notata, Hh. {ca)iipanulata, H.-S.) var. atraria,}i.S. 154.—We
are somewhat behind the times in refusing to restore Hiibner's name to

this species ; even Mr. Meyrick, who in his new work has made several

needful corrections which I was glad to see, has retained the later

name, campamdata, here. The form atraria, H.-S., has given a good
deal of trouble, but has now been satisfactorily determined by Bohatsch
as a large dark, mountain form of denotata, Hb. Its occurrence in

England is, so I should fancy, somewhat improbable ; at least, 1 am not
aware that we get the species from any essentially mountain district.

But as atraria, H.-S., was at one time supposed to be a melanic var. of

castiffata, the question has occurred to me whether it can have any con-
nection with our so-called "Paisley pug." By the way, there is one
curious thing about this " mountain form of denotata," if Bohatsch's
conclusions are correct; he adduces as a synonym the prunulata of

Milliere, which feeds upon the leaves of Frimula latifolia.

E. virgaxireata, Dbld. var. altenaria, Stgr. [S.E.Z., 1861, p. 401).

—

Bohatsch has recognised alte)taria,iitgi\ , as a northern form of rin/aureata,

smaller and more delicately built than the type-form, and with less

distinct markings. I do not know whether it would run as far as our
extreme unicolorous form.

Melanippe .wciata, Bkh. var. de;/enerata, Hw.— Central fascia broken
into costal and inner-marginal blotch. It would be well worth while
to breed from a very narrow-banded female, if such were captured.

Sintenis {Sitzuwjs-berichte der Dorpater Naturf. Liescll., vii., 1886)
has figured a most interesting series of var. derjenerata and intermediates,

bred by him from a female of that description.

M. snciata var. cint/ulata , Tgstr.
(
Xotiser F. F. Fen n

.

, xiv. , p. 32) .—The
abdomen black with white rings ; Tengstrom mentions no other

difference from the type ; but, as would natiirally be conjectured, the

hind-wings are also much darkened, especially in the basal half. I

once bred six of this pretty form from a typical female from Sandown,
and it is interesting that all the rest of the brood (some 30) were
very uniform, and somewhat lii/Jitcr ths^n any which I have bred in two
other large broods, and which I assume to be the normal form. Thus
the 6 var. cini/idata (which were also pretty uniform inter se) con-

trasted most strikingly with their brethren.

M. impFivata, Vill. {niontanata, Bkh.) var. degenerata, n. var.

—

Staudinger's carelessness in chronology appears to have temporarily

saved the opponents of "priority" from another of the unwelcome
changes ; De Villers describes and figures (very recognisably)

iiiontanata, Bkh., as iinplieata, five years before the appearance of

Borkhausen's Geometer volume. I describe the variety de>/enerata as
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having tlw central fascia broken into two blotches, costal and inner-

marginal, paralled to the var. of mciata with the same name. Has
this well-known form been already described earlier ?

'^'

M. finctuata, Linn.—lam working up this species for a paper to be
read before the City of London Entomological and Natural History
Society in April. Can any reader inform me whether the var.

incanata, Renter {ride., Knt. Rec, y.,]).2n) had, as suggested, "been
before described as var. vinjata,'" and if so where, and by whom? The
variety in question is that with the central band prolonged across the

entire wing. [Was this described by Mr. Cockerell '? Ed.]
Coremiaspadicearia, Bkh. [fern(<iaria, Hw.) var. contid-aria,'ii.S.,Sdi

(ride., Ent. liee., v., p. 120).

—

i am able to announce this interesting

form as British ; I detected (and secured) a specimen at the recent

sale of Mr. Robson's collection ; it was in the series of unidentaria,

and figured in the catalogue as " a very fine variety " of that species
;

it is labelled " W. Reid, Pitcaple, 1892."

* It is not unlikely that Staudinger's var. (et ab.) lapponica (" minor, dilutior,

al. ant. fascia media dissoluta "), which I have not yet seen, includes this form ; in

that case the new name will of course sink.

How Colias edusa Winters.

By J. W. TUTT. F.E.S.

In Newman's British Bittterjlies (p. 145), we read of Coliaa

rdufta:—" Time of Appearance.—August, September, October and
November : it hybernates, but very frequently perishes before the

spring ; the survivors re-appear in May and June." Stainton gives

"end of August to the middle of October" for the imago, and
" middle of June to end of July " for the larva. He says nothing of

how the butterfly passes the winter. Newman's Briti-'^h Buttei-Jiies

has proved such a help to the collector, it has enabled him to name
his captures so readily, that he has been willing to accept every
statement in it as gospel. At least, that is the only explanation I

can venture to give as to why Ave all agree with Newman's dicta, and
stare in amazement at a contrary opinion. But in the Eiit. Mo. Mai/.,

vol. xiv., pp. 150-151, Mr. Barrett expressed the opinion that <'. ediim

did " nothybernate in the perfect state." From larvie obtained from
eggs laid in August, 1877, Mr. Buckler got pup* in October, but we
do not, I believe, hear what became of the pupse, but I do know
from personal observation that just about the time and just after

these larvae had pupated fresh females were flying in the fields, and
were egg-laying. Mr. C. G. Barrett captured a female ('. edimi near
Pembroke, which on October 12th laid some eggs, which Mr. Buckler
received the following day, and from which larvte emerged on October
27th. It was not until November that these late females were killed

off, and, until they were, they continued to lay eggs. My recent

consideration of the rationale of hybernation has led me to conclude
that female butterflies which lay eggs in the autumn die and so do not
live through the winter.

Wc do not learn, as I have remarked, what became of Mr.
Buckler's pup^e that he obtained in 1877, between October 15th and
October 27th, nor of the larvtB which hatched on October 27th of the

same year, but in the E. M. M., vol. v., p. 77, the late Mr. C. W.
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Dale writes :—" I found a caterpillar of ('. edusa last October at

Charmouth ; it changed to a chrysalis on our journey home, and died

in the act of emerging at the end of March." It would be absurd I

presume to assume that this pupa was not kept more or less under

artificial conditions.

Mr. C. W. Dale, junr., records that " It (the imago) may be found

throughout the year on the Continent, even as early as February, at

Malta." This is a loose general statement, but we may assume that

the appearance of C. edusa at " Malta in February " has been gleaned

from a reliable record ; at any rate, C. rdma, is recorded by Mr. T.

Blackmore as common on the Dar-al-Clow range of hills 20 miles

S.W. of Tangier (/';. .1/. M., vol. v., 299), the record reading,

" Common at the end of February on the Dar-al-Clow, a

range lying some 20 miles S.W. of Tangier. A few specimens

taken close to Tangier a month later." Mr. G. T. Baker

records it as common in February at Lambessa, and again in

June with var, helice, at Guelma in Algeria {K.M.M., vol.

xxii., p. 251) ; and all spring reports from the European and

African shores of the Mediterranean report this species as occur-

ring regularly in February and March and again in June. Mr.

Christy, from eggs laid at the end of August, 1892, discovered feeding

larvJB on October 20th. These were removed to a warm greenhouse,

where they pupated on December 20th, and after that were kept

" warmer than they would have been in summer out of doors." This

appears pretty strong evidence that the larvae must have attempted to

pass the winter in the larval stage under natural conditions.

I was for a long time a believer in the assumption (that I suppose

I must have assimilated as a very small boy from Newman) that

C. rdiisa hybernated in the imago state. Its occurrence in October

and November in 1877 (my first real experience of an " cdum year") in-

tensified this belief. But my observations on this species during the last

two summers at the end of July and throughout August—in Savoy,

Piedmont and the Austrian Tyrol—began to shake my faith in my
former belief. I found C. cdum appearing very much as it does in

England, and that it really was less abundant in the early part of

August than it was in its special years in August at home. Now it

had always been a pet theory of mine that early August would have

found it going over in the southern valleys, and that larvte would be

feeding for the September brood. But I can only assume from the fact

that from the middle to the end of August is their favourite time, that their

progeny do not emerge until October (and then perhaps only partially),

so that at least three appearances coincide with those in Britain, June

(with our immigrants), August and October. But, as we have seen,

we miss entirely the February brood, and get a clue as to the continued

extinction of the species here, whilst at the same time the coincident

appearances in May, August and October suggest how far our specimens

are influenced by " heredity," and how far their habits remain as nearly

identical as possible with those of their parents from warmer and

more favoured climes.

We have now to consider, then, how the species passes its time

from the October and November emergence until the February emer-

gence, a period very little in excess of the time that elapses between

the August and October emergences, and we may at once conclude that
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there is very little break in the continuity of its life period. The
well-known facts, recorded by Messrs. Barrett and Buckler {Larvae of

Brit. Butts., i., p. 15) and observed by myself, r/:. : that the females

of the October emergence oviposit and that the eggs hatch, clear oft" in

my mind the possibility of passing the winter in either the imago or

egg state. It is equally clear that larvae emerging in October will feed

up more slowly than those emerging from the egg in August, and since

{loc. cit., pp. 13-14) in 1877 Mr. Buckler's August larvae

(eggs laid August 6th) did not pupate until October 15th-27th,
more than two complete months, it is evident that eggs

laid in October could in no wise be full-fed until January, and
since an emergence takes place in February the pupal stage

would be short. It is also possible that only a portion of the

progeny of the August and early September butterflies feed iip rapidly

enough to pupate and produce butterflies in October and November,
and that the remainder feed on slowly, and finally are caught by the

progeny of their more precocious brothers and sisters, all emerging
together the following spring. Mr. Hellins remarks on the different

rates at which these feed, whilst Mr. Frohawk writes:—"It will be

seen that the duration of time (in autumnal reared specimens) em-
braced by the different stages varies considerably, and is wholly
influenced by the conditions of temperature to which they are sub-

jected." At the same time it is quite possible that in some cases, as

is so often the case with other species of butterflies and with moths,

that the pupal condition might be prolonged, as in the case previously

mentioned of one kept from October till March, by Mr. Dale, but even
then it attempted to emerge at the normal time for the early (North

African) brood, although it failed in the attempt.

It is doubtful whether, on the whole, the average cold of the warmer
valleys bordering the Mediterranean littoral much exceeds that of an
average October and November. In the face of this it may be well to

quote a remark of Mr. Buckler, which states of his autumnal larvae :

—

" The most forward had completed their last moult by September 21st,

whilst others were not more than half an inch long. They continued

to feed and grow, consuming a great deal of food, stripping bare

the stems of plant after plant, appearing to be very hardy, not

flinching in the least from any amount of water poured over them
when the plants were being watered, apparently not noticing it in the

least. On the approach of cold frosty nights they remained stretched

out still and passive, seeming to feed only by day." Evidently, then,

the larvse were capable of standing " cold frosty nights," and to live and
thrive in spite of them, for in spite of this exposure they fed up
naturally, and soon became pupje. This is only another evidence that

the larva is capable of withstanding such cold, as in the more southern

parts of the insect's distribution it is likely to meet, and further, that

moderate cold by night does not prevent it making progress by day.

Mr, Frohawk, writing of a batch of larvse which "commenced
hatching on the 23rd September," says that "by the middle of

October 170 larvte were doing well, when a cold sunless week with frost

set in, and proved fatal to all. None of them exhibited any intention

of hybernating. So far as my experience with ('. cdum goes, 1 am led to

believe that it does not hybernatc as a larva" (Knt., xxvi., p. 187).

This is exactly the result I should expect, considering as I do that in
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its native haunts C. edum undergoes no period of lethargy at all com-
parable yviih what we generally associate with the term hybernation. The
great fatality from one week's cold is, however, in the face of Mr. Buckler's

evidence, likely to be as much due to a wrong method of treatment as

to the cold, unless the latter was very exceptional for the time of

year ; but that this is the final end of all British larvfe during the

winter is almost certain.

If, as I have attempted to show, these are the habits in Britain of the

progeny of our immigrating stock, it becomes more evident that the

failure of C. edum to live through our winter is less due to the cold

than to the prolonged period of time through which the larva has to

pass—often it would be from September to iVpril— and that it has no
habit ingrained in it in any stage which would enable it to become
more or less lethargic for so great a period of time. A remarkable

statement by that marvellous observer, Mr. -J. .J. Walker, occurs in

the Ent. Mo. Mag., xxiv., p. 170, where he says :
—" In this genial

climate (Gibraltar), some of the butterflies continue on the wing all the

year round, and there is scarcely a sunny day in any month on which
specimens of ... . Colias ediisa .... may not be met with in

sheltered places."

The sum of the evidence forthcoming at present may lead us to

doubt whether, in the true sense of the word, Colias edum hybernates

at all, and this is largely borne out by Mr. Frohawk's statement

above. It passes, probably, the coldest period of the Mediterranean

Avinter in the larval stage, the larvse being in what we may term the
" nibbling " condition, never wholly dormant, feeding up rapidly in

early spring, and producing a brood of imagines at a period of the

year which, in Britain, is usually most inclement, and totally unsuited

for the existence in any stage of such an insect as Colias edasa.

A Day at Lymington Salterns after Coleoptera.

By FRANK BOUSKELL, FES.
This well-known locality, which we see so often mentioned in

Canon Fowler's British Coleoptera, seems to have been very little

worked during the last 10 years, if the records in our magazines are a

fair criterion of what has been done.

Lymington makes an excellent headquarters for working the

Salterns, the New Forest and the Isle of Wight, a sufficient variety of

ground to suit anyone. The train and ferry service is good, and
cheap accommodation can easily be obtained, even when Brockenhurst
is full of our London brethren at holiday-time.

On .lune 2nd, 1895, a fine sunny day, we made a start for the

Salterns about 9 a.m. On our way down the lane leading to the sea,

the lane by the w^ay being well worth sweeping, Tcleiihonis fuscus, in

one spot, was out in hundreds, crawling up the grass stems and other

herbage. Last year in the same place we took only four. Oedemera
nobilis, with its brilliant green glistening in the sunlight, was fairly

on the wing, settling apparently only on the yellow Raminndus
bulbosn,^, and another allied species ; Meloe pmscarabeus, was picked out

of the herbage, and many common Telephoridae, Cuculionidae, etc.,

found their way into the net, but tlie Saltern things were what we
came for, so we must proceed,
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On the banks of the disused Salterns, and in the marshes adjoining,

we found plenty to do. In one little spot, on Arteiiiisia uuuititna, we
found a colony of the local Pulijdnisus c/tri/sotnela, and anioniJ:st the

grass Otiuihi/ncJnis rwiifrons simply swarmed ; by shaking the grass

roots a few (irunopa lunatus were obtained. At the base of the bank,

out of a heap of dry seaweed, by diligent searching we secured five

Brj/a.ris watcrhuusn, which looks uncommonly like a bug at first sight,

and, from the same heap, O.n/tchis laqxieatun, 0. nculptiiratus, Oiiialiuw

rij)ariuiii and (J. rurijit's. Under very large stones below the high-

water mark, and which were entirely submerged at high water, we
found Aejiiis niaruius and A. robinii ; both species appeared to be con-

fined to a very small area, and in that occurring but sparingly.

Close to, under smaller stones, ( 'illcmis latvralis was plentiful ; we
also found it running swiftly amongst the shingle. Amongst pebbles,

and in the cracks in the mud, a few Pdi/onus litturalis were taken, in

company with the common /'. rludccm. Amongst some of the side

refuse a few specimens of Bcmhidiiun ephippiiun were picked out, and
a nice series of Tachijs scutrUaiis, which is very local in the few places

where it occurs. Canon Fowler thinks that some of the species of

Taclii/s may have been imported with ballast, probably some have,

but certainly not T. scutellaris. On the mud of the adjoining salt-

marsh Elaphrm uliginosus was found at the edge of a brackish pool,

and a few (JcJuhehms hicolor, whilst A)ithicus huinilis, as we thought,

was running about in thousands. On setting those we took, about

20 per cent, turned out to be A. salinus, a much better species.

Eacing on the top of the mud were plenty oi Bembidium minimum and
B. normannum ; not very easy to take, however, owing to the

number of cracks. A dead seagull produced Dermestes undulatm and
D. murinns, also several common species. Paederwi littoralis was
swept oft" a bank, and from under decaying seaweed C'afius .vanthoUnaa

and Qiicdius fuh/idus were fairly plentiful. Of course many common
species were taken, but we have endeavoured to mention specially the

things one does not meet with in the Midlands.

The above results are not bad for a single day's work, and
doubtless a week's hard work would add many interesting species to

the Lymington list.

j^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
EupiTHEciA suBFULVATA AND E. succENTURiATA,—Mr. Sheldon's note

in the February 1st number of the B)it. Btrurd induced me to unearth

and examine the pupa^ I obtained last year. These were from larvae

found feeding on Tanacetiua ci/Z/yrtrc (tansy) at night, in my garden, and
from the same plant as that on which larv;e were found the year before.

I obtained eight larvae altogether, which were full-fed at the end of

October. I examined them very carefully, and although they varied

in minor details, yet all appeared to be of the same species, with perhaps

one exception. The colour of all was the same : A brown of the

same tint as the ground colour of Hi/jiout j)robuscidalis, with a chain of

spots of various shapes running down the centre of the back ; these

spots were in different individuals—round, racquet and diamond
shaped, with intermediate forms. The spiracular line was whitish,

more or less well marked. The possible exception was decidedly
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larger than the rest, and the spiracular line the most marked of all,

and the dorsal spots somewhat pear-shaped, with the small end sharpish.

The pupje are, seven red or of E. siibfidcata coloration, one brown with

green wing-cases or of E. succenturiata coloration, and,moreover,the latter

is decidedly larger than the other pupa?. Last year I had five or six

E. mhfulvata, and one E. siuroituriata. I carefully searched the

plant by day, but found no larvte on it, and there were certainly none
" stretched out and exposed," as Mr. Sheldon describes. So far my
experience is much the same as it was last year, with the addition of

having separated the insects in the pupal stage.

—

Kichakd Freer, M.B.,

Rugeley, Staflbrdshire.

External p.\rasites of larv^.—Referring to the "current note" on
this subject [ante., p. 114), I found in 1894, on an alder leaf, alarva of

Onjyia antiqua, with similar parasites arranged along its sides, seven

on one side and four on the other, looking like greatly swollen

claspers. The description given by the Rev. T. A. Marshall (Ibid),

applies perfectly to these, except as to the colour ; mine were cream
colour or light yellow, not grass-green. I still have the imagines (or

some of them) which emerged from these parasites, and if any of your

subscribers would like to have them, so as to identify them, you are

very welcome to them. Their bodies are brilliant metallic green,

with pale yellow legs. Though badly preserved, they would probably

be still recognisable.—J. Wolfe, Skibbereen, Eebruanj 7th, 1896.

Protracted pupal period of Papilio siachaon, Zyg.ena trifolii and

Z. FiLiPKNDULiE.—Mr. Porritt sent me twelve larvfe of P. machaon.

These in due time became pupae, and six imagines emerged the

following year, three the next, two the following, and the remaining

pupa was alive and healthy the next spring, but was crushed by
accident. Amongst other species not generally thought to stand over

in the pupal stage I have bred Zijijaena tnfulii and Z. jilipendulae

from pupae which have gone on to a second year.—S. Webb, Dover.

February, 1896.

Erratic emergences of P. jiachaon.—Referring to my note on P.

macluuni [ante., p. 18-4), the other pupa, bred from the Qgg found at

Wicken in June, 1894, disclosed its imago early in December, a good-

sized, perfect and well-marked insect. Eggs, larvae and pupje have all

the time been kept in my study, which has a fire every day in winter or

every dull, damp or chilly day in summer, and they have been near the

window, not near the fire nor in the sun.—E. C. Studd, M.A.,

B.C.L., F.E.S. February, 1896.

The type of Agronoma.—I have taken (in my Bremen List, 1895)

calliyera [cestiyialis) as the type oi Ai/ronniiia, but this seems incorrect,

the species being stated by Mr. John B. Smith to agree with the sub-

genus Ayrutis in not having heavily armed tibiae nor a roughened or

tuberculate front. Hlibner's genus contains crassa, curnua (tritici),

ralliyera and e.rcla)natio)iis, and is evidently proposed for species allied

to those separated under Eeltia, Walk., in the " Revision," I have no
longer access to the material examined by me in 1893-4 in Bremen,
but I have carefully studied in the Museum here specimens of traasa.

The fore tibiae are heavily armed, the front roughened or tuberculate,

the male antennae pectinate. '' Craam is the type, then, of Ayrunuma,

* Other species probably belonging here, which I have not yet examined, are

Qhesa, exclamationis and corticea, perhaps also yrasUni and fatidica.
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since (as stated above) rallii/era would be taken by A(froth. The
European species should be known as Atjrotis [A(ininoma) crassa, Hiibn.,

since I am not prepared to accept the groups as distinct genera. But
the tendency is to separate more and more, and it is well to fix the

type of the genera in the Verzeichnisx. The " Revision of Agrotis " is

conducted by Mr. Smith upon a differentiation of characters first

suggested by me, i.e., the separation first of the species with unarmed
tibite, Lederer having left these species among the rest, and not having
made the character one of main division. The classification adopted
by Mr. Smith was only possible upon the selection of some species as

type of Aifrutis, and the author has followed me in adopting xet/etiim

as this type. From this starting point the distribution of the

species can be safely undertaken, when we have satisfied ourselves as

to what Aijrotis really is. As far as At/ronuma is concerned, with the

typec/-rt.s-,srt, it would seem to include the American species, of which the

proper title has been recently shown by Mr. Tutt to be jacuUfera, Guen.
My contention in the Breinen List, that this American species should
be known as A;/rotis {A<ironoma) jacuUfera, Guen., is not affected by my
having given a wrong species as type for Ayronoma, and seems a good
one.—A. Radcliffe Grote, A.M., Roemer Museum. February, 1896.

:]^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Transactions of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical

Society (1895).— [Published by Geo. Gibbons & Co., King Street,

Leicester, 4 parts, price 6d. each] .— Several matters interesting to

entomologists will be found in these, as well as many articles interest-

ing to scientific men generally. A paper by Mr. Bertram G. Rye, F.E.S.,
" Notes on the Varieties of the British Coccinellidae," with a number
of aberrations diagnosed, will have to be referred to by British

Coleopterists when working in future at this group. " Some notes on
Collecting in the Rannoch District," by the Rev. C. T. Cruttwell, M.A.,

is a reada1)le paper, without any scientific pretensions. A great many
papers on interesting entomological subjects appear to be read and not

printed, l)ut for a numerically small society the members are to be

heartily congratulated on their energy and success.

Proceedings ok the 7th Annual Meeting of the Association of

Economic Entomologists.— [Washington : Government Printing

Office] .—This is full of most interesting entomological matter, both

scientific and practical. The State Publications are so readily ob-

tainable by British entomologists (we believe they are sent free, if

applicant sends enough to cover postage), that we have no doubt that

all entomologists interested in the practical side of entomology will

obtain it.

^)r" ARI ATION.
Variation in the psi-like mark of Acronyota psi and A. tridens.—

I recently observed in a bred example of A. tridens that the central

line of the psi-like marking at the anal angle did not run into the

dark line of the fringe, and that there was a distinct white gap between

as we meet with in the allied species, A. psi. I had hitherto thought

the continuity of the line with the dark line of the fringe, one of our
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best points of differentiation. I have 13 specimens of A. tridens, all

bred from the larva, and, in all, this continuity of the central black line of

the "^ to the end of the fringe is very marked, whilst it very rarely

occurs in A. psi, indeed, amongst 17 specimens I only find one having
it, and that is a specimen taken at sugar, and about which I am
doubtful.—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S., Buckerell Lodge, Honiton.
Fehrmnj, 1896.

I have ten bred A. psi in my series, in six of which there is a

distinct gap between the dark /w/Mine and the fringe line, whilst in

four there is no such distinct gap. In my series of A. tridens, in-

cluding 26 bred specimens, there is no distinct gap in 22, whilst in

four it exists as in the majority of the psi. One of these four was bred
from the egg by Mr. Farren, one was bred by Major Robertson, and
the other two, in one of which there is a very large gap, were two of

three given to me by the late Mr. F. Bond, and stated by him to be
tridens.—N. M. Richardson, B.A., F.E.S., Monte Video, nr.

Weymouth. Febriiari/, 1896.

Hypermecia angustana var. cruciana,—I bred this variety from
sallow leaves collected last spring in this neighbourhood.—W. S.

Riding, M.D., F.E.S. February, 1896.

This variety without the ferruginous tint used to be (and I dare

say now is) exceedingly abundant on the dwarf sallow growing on the

Deal sand-hills. The larva^used to spin together the terminal leaves during
July, and the moth appeared in August, practically two months later

than the redder type form occurred in the sallow bushes in the woods
about Rochester. I believe this difference in the time of appearance
led to its being considered a distinct species. I have it from Deal and
St. Anne's-on-Sea, where it appears to be a distinct local race or

variety. At Chattenden and other localities it occurs as a scarce

aberration.—J. W. Tutt. Fehruanj, 1896.

Black larv^ of Abraxas grossulariata.—During the last season I

bred a moderate number of Abraxas (/rnssulariata from larvae out of

my own garden at Croydon, but failed to get any aberrations worth
mentioning. For two or three years I have bred the species from
larvfe taken in a garden at St. John's, S.E., and feeding on Extoniimus,

where the few trees and shrubs are more or less stunted and covered
with soot. There, quite black larva? are not uncommon, and the

imagines generally are more prone to variation, tending towards
melanism. Although I kept the few black larvae quite separate from
the others, I did not find any appreciable difference in the imagines.

—T. W. Hall, F.E.S., Stanhope, The Crescent, Croydon. February,

1896.

There can be no doubt the black larvae are produced as a result of
'• natural selection," owing to the caterpillars resting on the black

twigs. The habit of the imago will necessitate a totally different

explanation to account for its variation, from that which suifices to

explain the variation of the larva.—J. W. Tutt. Februanj, 1896.

:i^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Habits of Eupithecia subciliata.—Whilst at Torquay in August

last (<7«ie., p. 185), I obtained E. subciliata in a restricted area (not

more than 30 yards) in a wood sloping down to the sea. They were
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all captured in the morning between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m., and Avere

obtained by beating the trmik and branches of some old maple trees,

from which they were easily dislodged, but not so easily captured, as

they at once darted down the cliff where one could not follow them. I

do not think we noticed more than one or two sitting at rest. There
were many maple trees in the same wood, but J'J. siibciliata seemed to

be confined to one spot. The larv;e of this species feed on the flowers

of the maple, and I believe mature very quickly.—(Rev.) E. C. Dobree
Fox, M.A., Castle Moreton, Tewkesbury. Frhnian/, 1896.

Some years ago I captured V'A sitbciliata at Reigate Hill. There,

too, its time of appearance was in August.—S. Webb, Maidstone
House, Dover. Ffhruanj, 1896.

The time of appearance of Scotosia certata.—With regard to

the Editorial note (ante, p. 206) querying the appearance of S. certata

in May, I would state that the insect always appears about that time.

I have records from 1861-1895 for the species, the earliest date being-

April 27th, 1894, the latest June 8th, 1887. It swarms in this

locality in May.—C. Fenn, F.E.S., Eversden House, Burnt Ash Hill,

Lee, S.E. Fehruani •ith, 1896. [The query was made by us in

" pure ignorance." We apologise most humbly.—Ed.]

.

:iaOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARViE, &c.

On the eggs and egg-laying of Epinephele janira,—With
regard to Mr. Tutt's query {ante., p. 208) on the method of egg-laying

by E. janira, I would state that they are attached to various grasses

all through the months of July and August. The eggs are yellow in

colour, and, I think, smaller than those of other butterflies of similar

size with which I am acquainted.—J. Wolfe, Skibbereen. Fehruan/
1th, 1896.

Description of the caterpill.^r of Acidalia dilutaria (holo-

sericata).—Now that A. dilutaria (Jiolosericata) is so prominently
before British entomologists, the following description of the larva,

made by myself in September, 1874, may be of interest, especially

as the species has lately been under discussion :—" Larva.—Very
short and stout, tapering to each extremity, especially anteriorly.

Skin warty and transversely wrinkled ; incisions deeply compressed
;

2nd segment swollen. Head small. Colour : Almost uniform dull,

dark blackish-brown, with faint indications of whitish subdorsal lines

on the posterior segments. Belly similar in colour, not warty. Feeds
on the decaying leaves of low plants, rock-rose, Poli/<iunniii ariculare,

groundsel, &c. In habit very sluggish. Rests in repose in the form
of the figure 2." This larva is, indeed, a capital subject for a lazy

collector, as it is perfectly happy as long as there is any decayed
rubbish, not too dry, in the cage.—C. Fenn, F.E.S., Eversden House,
Burnt Ash Hill, Lee, S.E. February Uth, 1896.

The pupation of Enodia hyperanthus.—Newman states that the

caterpillar suspends itself for pupation by attaching itself by the anal

claspers to a silk web which it previously spins, and that " the

cremaster of the pupa ends in a row of minute hooks, by means of

which it adheres to the slight web which the caterpillar had previously

spun, and from which it had suspended itself" {Brit. Butts., p. 96).

The Rev. H. Harpur Crewe says that " it lies in a slight cocoon at the

grass roots and is hard to rear, requiring both moisture and sunlight,"

Are both correct ?—J. W. Tutt. Febniart^, 1896.
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On the food-plant of Sciaphila colquhounana.—I can thoroughly
endorse Mr. Gregson's statement (referred to ante., p. 197) that the

larva of N'. colqulunmana feeds on " sea-pink." Last year, in the Isle

of Man, I devoted some hours to obtaining the larva of this insect,

and was told by a friend with me, who has worked the insect for years,

to look for a web spun on the cushion of this plant. The larva itself,

a black and particularly lively creature, hides amongst the roots, where
I am told it usually pupates in a long silken tube. That it does not

invariably do so I can state positively, for, on one occasion, on a rock

quite devoid of all vegetation with the exception of a few small

stunted plants of sea-pink, sea-plantain, and a wiry plant unknown to

me, from the cracks in which these plants grew, and from beneath
all three indiscriminately, we dug out over six dozen pupae, besides

larvffi in all stages of growth. Had these larvse remained undisturbed,

in due course their cocoons would have protruded from the sea-

plantain and thrift alike, leading to the supposition that they had fed

thereon. I do not think that such is the case ; I saw no signs, with the

exception of the thrift, of any plant being eaten, and the larvae I took

refused to feed except on thrift, and fed up on that. May not Mr.
King's finding cases protruding from lichens be on all fours Avith

my experience, more particularly if thrift grew where his observations

were made ? I would add that the long series I bred were all of the

form I understand to be colqii/inunana.—(Colonel) C. E. Partridge,

20, Hornsey Rise Gardens, Crouch End, N. Fehruarij ith, 1896.

[Colonel Partridge has explained that "sea-pink" is thrift. We
observe that Mr. Meyrick refers to the larvae of -S'. colquhounana
feeding on Silene maritima ( ! ) his want of knowledge of the local names
of plants having evidently led him astray. We presume Gregson's
original record led Mr. Meyrick to make this statement.

—

Ed.] .

URRENT NOTES.
Mr. Bankes records that Elaclmta cini/illella is included in the

British list on the strength of a single specimen (probably now in the

York Museum) that Mr. Allis possessed, and taken in the North of

England some years previous to 1859.

Mr. G. C. Dennis, of York, captured several specimens of Halesh
(juttatipennis at Pickering on November 9th, 1895, the species being
in great numbers. Previous to this only three British specimens
were known.

Simultaneously with our suggestion that the King's Lynn species

of Anii/restliia should be called atmorella, Mr. Eustace Bankes
described it under the name of A. atmoridla.

Mr. G. C. Champion points out {E. M. M., February), that two
species of beetles, both found in granaries, bakehouses, etc., in London
and elsewhere, have hitherto been included in British collection under
the name of Palonis [Hypopldoi'us) depres.sus. The specimens pre-

viously named thus appear to belong either to P. ratzebiuyl, Wissm., or

P. subdfjin'ssus.

SOCIETIES.
City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.'—

January 7th, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. Prout : Continental types of species
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and varieties of the Caradrina quadripunctata group, viz. : C. aelini

(Germany); var. auc^yw (Syria) ; C . menetricul (Siberia); C. alhina

(Russia), and C. infiisca (Central France). With the exception of the

typical C. fidiui, all the specimens bore a very great resemblance to some
of the forms of ('. quadrijmnctata. Mr. Bate : a very dark specimen
of Luperina tcstacea from Dulwich. Mr. Sauze : Mdanmstdina
quadyi))iaculatiuii (Sydenham, March, 1895), and (Kn/cera trilincata

(Deal, July, 1895) amongst other Diptera. Mr. E. Heasler : 4(J
Selidosemaerict'taria, Psfudotcrpma pruinata (three specimens, unusually
green considering that they had been captured) ; two extreme forms
of (thoji/ios obsrnrata (deep black and ash-grey, respectively), and
Acidalia strcniiinata, one of which had a distinct dark band, generally

considered to be the distinguishing mark of A. circellata, all from
NeAV Forest. Mr. Frost : two Kpincpluie huperanthus, with xanthic
blotches ; a very dark Hadena dissimilis var. confluens, closely

resembling the dark purplish forms of H. oleracea and a short series

of Noctua (jlan'osa, all from Ipswich.

February 4th, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. Prout : a short series of

Hi/dmecia luct'u^, from the Kyles of Bute. Mr. Bloomtield : a short

but prettily marked series of (Jpinabia dilutata, bred from Ringwood
pupae, and bearing some resemblance to 0. fd'Kjriunmaria. Mr.
J. A. Clark : a beautiful series of Ai/rotis tritiri from Howth (Ireland).

Mr. Tutt remarked that the form with the pale costal streak seemed
unusually prevalent in this locality, if the series exhibited was a

typical one. Mr. Fuller : an old book entitled, " A Collection of

Curious Insects," published by Laurie and Whittle, and dated 1794,
though the series of 13 copper-plate engravings seemed older than
that. Mr. Riches : living specimens of the slug, Tcstacella ludiotidca

from Hornsey Rise. Messrs. E. Heasler and W. I. Cox showed
specimens of Dulwich insects to illustrate an amusing and instructive

paper, read by Mr. D. C. Bate, on " The Lepidoptera of Dulwich."
Mr. Tutt exhibited a specimen of JJlaps muctonata, on behalf of

Rev. C. R. N. Burrows, who had taken it in his cellar, and read the

following notes from that gentleman :

—

Notes on Blaps mucronata.—
" I packed this beetle under the impression that it might be something-

new to science, Init appear since to have identified it as Blaps
mucronata. of which Mouliet in his Theatre of Insects writes as follows :—

' It is of a pure black glistening colour, very slow paced, as no
creature the like, the body so framed and ordered that you would
swear it were winged, and had sheath wings ; nevertheless none of

them ha^^e any wnngs, no, not the male itself, among this sort of them,
whatever Pliny dreameth to the contrary. It hath long, slender, thin

shanks ; remains in dark cellars ; it creepeth very slowly, but at the

least glimpse of light and whisper of talk she hides herself ; a

shame-faced creature, certainly, and most impatient of light, not so

much for its ill-favouredness, but the guiltiness of its conscience in

regard of the stink it leaves behind it, and of its ill-behaviour, for it

frequents base places, and digs through other men's walls, and doth
not only annoy those that stand near it, but oftcnds all the place

thereabout with its filthy savour. The mouth of it is forked, the back

covered (as it were) with a sheath-wing, so solitary a creature that you
shall scarce find two of them together.' It is rather remarkable that

Mouffet, though he persistently calls the insect which he is describing

a ' Blat,' and is good enough to place it amongst the Moths, gives a
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really fair figure of the Blaps, and a very good description of the

insect. Alluding to the then popular notion that the imperial purple

dye (which was kept a profound secret by the few dyers who knew
how to prepare it) was made from the lihijis, he proceeds as follows :

—

' These little creatures, though they are baleful to nature itself, to men
and to bees, yet God hath endued them Avith sundry virtues, in which
they exceed the Blatta^ Bizantine, for take off his shell or mail, which
is thin between its head (which is called I'apavcr) and its neck, what
doth the belly contain but the ornament to dye withal, and to

delight the eyes with their colour. The IHaps is a certain cure for

ear-ache if beaten up with old wine, honey, pomegranate-rind,

unguentum syriacum, apple-juice, tar and onion.' This delightful

mixture is to be boiled in a pipkin and, when cold, to be poured into

the ear.—(From Wood's Insects Ahmad, pp. 179-180)."

Mr. Bacot exhibited a large number of imagines of L'silnra iiiuiuuha,

to illustrate the following Notes on the breeding of Pstluija monacha.—" From moths bred in 1893 from New Forest larvte I obtained two
batches of ova called respectively No. 1 and No. 2. No. 1 was laid

by a dark 2 (<? unknown) and produced nearly equal numbers of light

and dark forms. No. 2 (parents unknown) produced pale forms only.

A number of these moths were paired, and I selected four batches of

eggs to breed from in 1895 ; these I lettered I, E, B and A. I and
E were inbred from No. 1 ; A was bred from No. 2 ; and B was
from a cross between No. 1 and No. 2. My notes on the moths reared

from these four batches of ova are as follows :

—

Brood I. (Parents :

a dark and suffused $ with a strong, but clearly marked ^ )
:

—

Sexes are equal 18 <? s, li $ s. The females, with the exception

of one, which is lighter, are all as dark or slightly darker than the

(? parent, only two having any tendency to the blurred and suffused

central band of the $ parent. Of the 14 5 s all but one are more or less

dark and suffused, some to a greater extent than the J parent. Brood E.
(Parents : a dark and suffused J with a normal S ):—8 J" s and 11 J s :

—

Four of the (^ s are much darker, three are about the same shade,

and one is slightly paler than the S parent. Of the $ s two are

slightly darker than the $ parent, the remainder having the suffused

tendency to only a slight extent. Bisood B. (Both parents pale).

Shows a large proportion of $ s, 26 against 14 ^ s, variation of

colour slight, all folloAV the parents closely. Brood A. (Parents
rather strongly but distinctly marked). 11 J s, 12 ? s, follow the

parents closely, general tendency for the markings to be strong and
clear. The suffusion of colour in Broods I and A seems to arise chiefly

from the darkening of the generally faint and interrupted line parallel to,

but on the inner side of, the elbowed line. There is on the whole a tendency
to breed true, and for the J" s to follow the <^ parent and the $ s to

follow the $ parent. I paired a number of these

moths bred last year, and on going through my boxes containing the

ova I made the following notes: In-Breeding.—Of two pairings of I

with I one produced no ova and the other a fair number of apparently
fertile ova, the $ in the latter case was a cripple ; of four pairings of

B with B, all produced medium to large batches of ova all of which
look fertile. Crossing.—Of three pairs of I with E (1) produced a few
ova, not all fertile, (2) very few ova and very few of these fertile, (3)

a few ova all or nearly all fertile. One paii' (A with B) produced
a fair batch of ova, most look fertile. One pair (A with I) produced
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a lot of ova, all of which look fertile, the $ was a cripple. I

also paired a $ of A with a ^ bred from a larva beaten in the

New Forest last year ; very few ova were laid and none of

them looked fertile. It will be seen that brood B seems more prolific

of fertile eggs then the other three, probably this is owing to the

parents of this brood having been of different stocks. It is also

remarkable that both the crippled $ s of brood I (one of which was
paired with a 3^ of the same strain, and the other with a <? of brood

A), produced fair-sized batches of apparently fertile ova, while well

developed $ 's of the same stock laid few if any fertile ova. I found
much greater difficulty in pairing dark moths with dark moths than in

crossing light with light or light with dark, and this quite irrespective

of their being of the same or different broods." Mr. Bayne exhibited

the following aberrations : I'oh/owwatm icani^^ : males of the following

forms- (1) Lilac blue. (2) Bright blue. (3) Bright dark blue. (4) With
slight trace of black spots on hind margins of wings. Cnenonijinpha

pamphilm : (1) Pale form from Aylesbury. (2) Dark form from New
Forest. Fleheim aeijon (undersides) from the New Forest : (1) With
slightly coalescing spots. (2) With spots on hind-wings forming a

short band. (3) With the last pair of spots on fore-wings wanting.

Also specimens oi Polyommatm asitrarchc and P. icarua, showing parallel

aberration to the P. cn'i/on marked 3 above. Hyhernia dcfuliaria

:

(1) With strong melanic tendency. (2) Dark unicolorous form. (3)

With band continued across the hind-wings. (4) Two forms of the

female—^typical and melanic. Mr. May recorded a specimen of

r/iii/alia pcdaria, seen on a lamp at Tooting, on -January 26th last.

The Entomological Society of London held a meeting on
February 5th, 1896. Mr. Waterhouse exhibited pupje and portions of

pupiB of a silk moth, Antheraea iiujlitta, selected from some scores of

specimens, which he had opened to see if they showed stages of develop-

ment agreeing with the examples given by Dr. Spiiler. The results

appeared to confirm Dr. Spiiler's researches ; some specimens showed
the trachea", the median vein having two branches, very rarely emit-

ting a third branch in the direction of the radial. Other specimens had
faint indications of the veins and of the discoidal spot of the imago.

Even at this very early stage the vein branching from the subcostal

vein to unite with the upper radial, and the short branch uniting the

second median vein with the third median were distinctly traceable,

no trachete being yet visible in these branches. Mr. E. E. Green
remarked that in the Tranx. Ent. Soc. Loud,, 1881, p. 601, there was
a short paper by the late Prof. J. 0. Westwood, describing a curious

little insect from Ceylon, under the name of Di/scritina loju/isi'tosa.

Prof. Westwood believed his typical specimens to be immature,
Mr. Green exhibited what he supposed to be a later stage of the same
species. He said his example dift'ered in some particulars from
Westwood's description and figure—notably in the proportions of the

caudal appendages. Prof. Westwood pointed out the affinities of

iJi/srritina to the Forricnlidar. This was very apparent in the

specimen under consideration. Putting aside the nature of the caudal

appendages, the insect was in all particulars an earwig. The present

specimen was taken in the Punduloya district of Ceylon, at an
elevation of about 4,000 feet. Mr. Green said he had more than once

seen this insect under loose pieces of bark and in crevices of rocks, and
had always been struck by its likeness to an earwig, both in appearance
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and habits. Mr. 0. E. Janson exhibited a Goliath beetle, from the

Upper Congo, which he believed to be the male of (Toliathu.^ russus,

Kolbe, described from an unique female example in the Berlin Museum.
Mr. Blandford called attention to the case of the eye of a boy affected

with inflammation caused by the hairs of the larvae of Lasiocaiiipa

ruhi, the attack recurred after an interval of nineteen weeks, and in

several Continental cases this recurrence of the attack had been found
to take place, and in some cases permanent injury to the eye had
followed. Mr. Blandford discussed the various kinds of hairs on
several caterpillars, certain species having hairs of three kinds, one
kind being barbed, and thus having the power to work into the skin.

He said that the urticating property of the hairs appeared to be

mechanical : there was no evidence of any poison glands. Dr.

Lawford said he had had some difficulty in discovering hairs in the

lid, and he thought that the symptoms in the case in question were
not to be explained by mechanical irritation alone due to the presence

of hairs in the tissues. The subject was a new one to him, and he
had looked up all the medical literature bearing on it.

The Penarth Entomological and Natural History Society met for

tea at the chairman's house on the 28th ult. During the evening the

following, among other subjects, were discussed : Dr. G. N. Dunn,
M.R.C.S., gave a resume of the accounts of the so-called new discovery

by Professor Rontgen. Certain rays of light, or energy, emanating from
a Crooke's vacuum tube, lighted by electricity, Avere found to pass

through certain bodies hitherto considered opaque. For example :

an impression was obtained of the bones of the hand through the flesh,

and even through a plate of aluminium. In seeking to repeat the

experiment he had failed for want of sufficient electric power. The
successful operator, Mr. Campbell Swainton, had employed apparatus

almost identical with that used by Nicola Tesla, at his epoch-making
lecture given at the Royal Institution, February, 1892, and obtained

his power from the electric-lighting mains. Dr. Dunn's opinion as a

surgeon was that the discovery was more curious than practical in his

profession. Mr. A. H. Trow, B.Sc, gave a short account of the
" Material Basis of Heredity," illustrated by the microscope. He
showed that the germ in all cases, both of plants and animals, con-

sisted of the same component parts, rh., a cell of protoplasm in which
existed a minute nucleus. These nuclei, in the animal, closely

resembled each other, until the male and female germs combined,
when the bundle of threads, as these nuclei appear to be, and which
seem to be inextricably entangled, broke up into pairs of rods, varying
in number according to the species. From these pairs evolved the

offspring, partaking of the characteristics of both parents usually

;

but an irregularity in this order of procedure would most likely in-

volve a turning back to the characteristics of earlier ancestors. The
generation of plants was more complex, there being frequently an
intermediate state. For instance, the spores of ferns do not produce
ferns, but a flat-lying plant, from beneath which the ferns are finally

produced. A cell so tiny as to be absolutely beyond the^power of the

human eye to differentiate, might eventually become an elephant or

even a Wellingtonea. Mr. C. W. Williams, the chairman, read some
notes on Sire.r (/ii/as and S. jurencuti, to settle a disputed point. These
insects belong to the tribe Xijlujjhaya, which feed upon and burrow
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in the wood of trees. The two species, unlike the Phyllophaija, which
feed upon and deposit their eggs in the softer portion of plants, cannot
withdraw their ovipositors into the ahdomen, but they project in a

most conspicuous manner, obtaining for these with country people

the name of tail-wasps. The ovipositors consist of two double-jointed

plates, the second joint of each being prolonged so as to form a sheath,

within which are three bristle-like organs, the upper being the largest,

and channelled for the reception of the two others, which together

form an expansible tube for the passage of the egg. These three

bristles are serrated. The larvae have only the six thoracic legs,

amply sufficient for their mode of life, in the burrows of the wood.
Their jaws are remarkably powerful, instances being known, notably

during the Crimean war, of their having gnawed through solid lead.

.S'. /////(/s is frequently found in this country ; S.jurencus much more rarely.

There is a marked difference between them. The female .S. ifii/as has

the thorax, base of the abdomen on the underside, and a broad band
around it, of deep black. The rest of the body and the sides of the head
are yellow. The thighs of the hind-legs and the bases of the others

are also black, but the rest of the legs and the antenntB are yellow.

The abdomen is terminated by a straight pointed tail, about five

times as long as its diameter, with the ovipositor beneath, and
projecting beyond it about an equal distance. The male is considerably

smaller, and is black, with a broad yellow ring (4 segments) around
its middle. The hind-legs are black, very strongly developed, with

yellow joints. The other legs are yellow. The antennae are black.

The abdomen is terminated by a short, flat, broad, V-shaped tail. The
wings are much paler than those of the female, which are a deep gold

bronze. N. jaroims (female), is easily distinguished by its

deep metallic blue body. It has yellow legs, and its pointed

abdomen closely resembles that of the male S. gujas, the

ovipositor being like that of S. t/inas female. It is rarely recorded.

Occasionally, it has obtained a footing for a short period in England,

as one of the members, Mr. Drane, has taken it frequently when a

boy. It does not appear to thrive. S. (fi(/as, on the contrary, is very

frequently captured, and a log of pine cut down at Southerndown
was recently exhibited, which was honey-combed by this species.

The writer suggested a use for the horny tail. Every entomologist

has witnessed the crane-fly ovipositing, standing upright on her hind

legs, and probing with her tail until a suitable place is found, and
then pausing a second to lay her egg. He believed observation of the

Sirices would reveal a similar process. The ovipositor he assumed to

be capable (its unique attachment to the middle of the abdomen
favouring the idea) of being bent forward by its hinge-like joint

towards the thorax. Being thus out of the way, the horn is brought

into requisition by the insect standing upon its hind legs, holding on

by its splendid claws, and feeling with it for a suitable crevice or soft

place in the trunk. When that is discovered the ovipositor is brought

back into position, the jointed plates turn aside to right and left,

and the boring proper completed, with the united and flexible triple-

edged saw, the insect now standing on all its legs. The tube is then

expanded by the loosening of its component parts and the egg deposited.

The hope was expressed that the members would endeavour, if the

opportunity occurred, to confirm this suggestion or otherwise.
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Coenonympha tiphon (davus) at Home.

By J. E. ROBSON, F.E.S.

In Mr. Barrett's Hritisli LcpiilopU'ra he states that C. davus has
been externiinated in Northumberland. My attention was called to

this error while I was hunting up the various records of this butterfly,

for my forthcoming ('ataliif/uf uf tlic Lepiduptrra of Nortliwnbciiaml and
Durham. This led me to turn up the notes I made three or four years

ago, when I captured this butterfly in Northumberland, and they are

now given to your readers, as I fear any future communications from
me, will be more in the nature of past experiences than present
observations.

On Wednesday, July IGth, 1890, I had arranged to visit the
Northumberland moors, if the weather permitted. The continued
rain of nearly a month before made it doubtful if the latter condition

would enable me to make the journey, but the previous day, the

anniversary of the lachrymose Saint Swithin, was bright and fine and
cloudless, and I rose at 3 a.m. with every prospect of a grand
collecting day. The trains were exceedingly awkward. The earliest

from Hartlepool did not reach NeAvcastle till ten minutes after the
north train left that city, and I had to ingratiate myself with the
station-master to obtain permission to travel by an empty train that

ran to Ferry Hill Junction to meet the mail. This landed me in the

northern metropolis at 5.50 a.m. The train by which I had to proceed
on my journey did not leave Newcastle till 8.20 a.m., so I had a
delightful two hours and a half to wait. I took a long ramble through
the streets, but the unopened shops were not attractive. I read the
morning papers, had breakfast, " dawdling " as much as possible over
it all. At last the weary time was over, and I took my train for the
north. Station after station was passed in rapid succession, Rilling-

worth reminding one of Stephenson, to whose great invention I was
then so much indebted, and without which my capture of C. darux
would not have been easy of accomplishment. Place names began to

have an unfamiliar sound, and Northumbrian as I am, I could not give
the fine roll to the R that I heard as Cramlington and other sonorous
names were called out by the porters. Morpeth reached, a change of

carriage took place, and I found myself on the North British Railway.
The railway from Morpeth is a single line only, and it was rather ocld

to see the " staff" handed to and from the station-master before the
train could proceed. This always seemed a clumsy contrivance, but
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every precaution is needed on single railway lines, for all our modern
inventions have not yet enabled two trains travelling in opposite

directions to i>ass each other on the same line of rail. But we must
live in hope. This apparent impossibility is already accomplished

with the electric telegraph, where messages may be sent simultaneously

in opposite directions on a single wire, and we ignorant 19th century

folk must not say "impossible " to anything.

At the second station beyond ^lorpeth—Augerton, I was joined by

Mr. Finlay of Meldon, whose familiarity with the home of the insect

I sought, made my quest easy and advantageous. At Long Witton

we alighted, the remainder of our journey being made with the able

assistance of " Shanks his nag." For a mile or more we pursued our

way over a tolerably good road, Mr. Finlay from time to time point-

ing out what he considered objects or places of interest, most of them

connected with our favourite pursuit. Rothley Craggs was noticed

as the best place to take Laiyntia cacsiata, an insect I had already

taken on the Durham moors about Caldron Snout and High Force. I

asked if the hills looming in the distance were the Cheviots, but was

answered almost in the words of the dramatist

—

" The Cheviot Hills you cannot see,

Because they're not in sight "

—

the Simonside range, to which my gaze had been directed, intercept-

ing our view of the more distant Cheviots. My local knowledge thus

proving so miserably deficient, I contented myself with asking what

this or that might be, but making no further attempt to expose my
ignorance of the locality. Yet I nearly connnitted myself in another

way. My day had been so long already that I forgot it was yet

morning, and thought the sun was now in the west. Mr. Finlay,

however, saved me the exposure by pointing to Cambois, and naming
the direction in which it lay. We were now approaching the moors,

and the character of the vegetation was charming. The softer grasses

of the meadow and pasture were replaced by sedges and carices. Ling

and heather varied with the turf. A single brown moth Hew up at my
feet; it was quickly captured, and proved to be Tartii.r rihuniiana, a

species only found on northern moors. I felt inclined to linger here

and secure a series, but Mr. Finlay urged me on, for the day, though

still fine, he said, might not continue so, and we could obtain this when
returning. Pointing to a wall, perhaps a quarter of a mile further on,

my companion said, "Once beyond that wall and we shall find C.tldni.s."

But he had scarcely uttered the words when a brown butterfly

flew up, and I saw C darus alive for the first time. A short

chase, and I secured the prize for which I had journeyed

so far. " Now," I said, " I am content. If I get no more 1 have

at least accomplished the object of my journey ;

" but there were

plenty moi-e, though the sun, which had shone brightly till now, was

obscured at intervals by passing clouds. As soon as the sun ceased

to shine, the butterfly ceased to fly, and we had to wait the passing of

the cloud before we saw it again. I took the opportunity of these

cloudy moments to examine the nature of the ground. It was called

a moor—Greenleighton Moor—but it was a bog to all intents and

purposes. By stepping on the tufts of heather we could keep

our feet tolerably dry, but it was not easy to run, and there was water

between all the tufts, and plenty of it. It was easy to push our sticks
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their full length into the soft mud, and easy to draw them out, but I

found when my foot went deeply in, that it was not so easy to get my
boot back again. Laced boots, not elastic-sided ones, as mine were,

were the proper thing to wear there. Patches of red attracted my
attention, and stooping to examine them, I found these were plants

of the round-leaved sun-dew f Dmscra rotundifoUa ), which I had
never seen before except as a herbarium specimen. I secured several

healthy-looking plants for home growth, and may as well say here

that the leaves produced under glass were green, not red as in

their lofty home. Sweet-gale, or bog-myrtle f Mi/rica (jctle ) was there,

but not abundant, and I had the pleasure of seeing the bog-asphodel

f NartJu'cium ossifranioii j, a lovely flower, for the first time. A keeper

came up to us ; he thought we were catching young grouse, and had run a

mile or more to stop us. I am not sure that he was not more angry
because we were not doing so than he would have been had he caught
us in the act. Mr, Finlay now called my attention to the female
('. (hirus he had taken. They are much paler than the males. His
mode of pinning them into a box afforded an opportunity for examina-
tion which my habit of boxing did not. Aj/yotis jHtrjiht/ira was not

uncommon, but rather worn. I managed to secure one or two
tolerably good specimens, and found them not so red as those I had
taken in the drier Yorkshire moors. < '. davus was tolerably abundant,
and we might have secured a goodly number had the sun shone
brightly, but it gradually grew more cloudy, and at last my friend

called my attention to what was evidently rain falling on the

Simonside Hills. Just then a moth flew quickly up, but my net was
quicker and I secured it, a lovely J »rtrto ini/rtilli. A large Tortrix

—

Mi.nxlia sfkultziana—was the next capture, then a second ^. iin/rtilli, a

second M. sclinlt::iana : other things, too, were on the wing, and we
were likely to do well, when to my great dismay, rain began to fall,

first a few drops, and then a heavy shower. For a little time I

persevered, in hope that it would pass, but the rain increased, and
our nets were soon saturated and useless. There was nothing for it

but to make for shelter—two or three miles away, and we very

reluctantly began to retrace our steps. Before quitting the moss I

managed to secure two fine specimens of the Heather pug, Kujntlu'cia

nanata, evidently just out. I boxed them as they sat, and they added
another item to my regret at the change of weather, for they were
considerably different from those I had met with in Durham. But
there was no shelter on the moor. We looked with longing eyes at

a wooden shooting-box, but it was securely fastened up, and after trying

a stone wall, which gave us no protection from the perpendicular rain,

we at last got a little shelter under a tree, taking the opportunity to

eat our lunch, and thus fortify ourselves as well as we could from the

eft'ects of our drenching. Mr. Finlay most kindly gave me his

captures, which, with those I had taken myself, made a respectable lot.

C. davus from this locality is somewhat intermediate betAveen the

Lancashire and the Scotch forms. In hue it resembles the Scotch
specimens, but the underside is more ringed, and the light fascia

more distinct, but not nearly so much so as in those from Chat Mess
or Risely Carr,
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On Alucita (Orneodes) hexadactyla, chiefly in relation to the

structure of the Pupa.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F E.S.

This moth hybernates ; it lays its eggs in the spring on the

flower-buds of honeysuckle, at a time when the corolla is about a

quarter of an inch in length. The eggs are deposited on almost any
part of the corolla or on the margin of the calyx ; they are at first

whitish, then become yellow, and finally orange in colour ; their

length is about •iH mm., their width -26 mm., and in shape they are

cylindrical, but with flattened sides, giving a somewhat brick shape

with somewhat truncate rounded ends ; their surface is minutely

sculptured, with irregularly raised lines and pits. They are readily

seen, and are thus easy to find on the growing heads of flower-buds

of the honeysuckle ; often more than one is to be found on a head.

When the egg hatches, the young larva immediately makes its

way through the corolla into the interior of the flower, and seldom
wanders far from the egg before doing this ; it eats its way in very

deliberately, making a minute hole, and leaving a little frass outside.

Both at this stage and at later stages of its career its movements
are very slow and deliberate. From this point its food consists

chiefly of the pollen of the flowers, but it also eats the filaments of

the stamens and the styles of the pistils, and will gnaw the inner

surface of the corolla ; from time to time it emerges from one flower,

sometimes after having devoured merely its pollen, and enters another

by a small round hole. When full-fed it emerges in the same way,
and spins a slight but tough cocoon, in which it pupates. I have not

at present ascertained where the cocoon is situated in a state of

nature, but it is in or on the surface of the earth.

The young larva is nearly 1 mm. in length, pale in colour, and has

fine bristles apparently at the same sites as the tubercles of the full-

grown larva, the bristles being nearly two-thirds the diameter of the

larva in length. The true legs are long and three-jointed, with

terminal claws, and a battledore-shaped appendage of larger propor-

tions ; the pro-legs are well developed, but, apparently without hooks.

The head has a large, simple eye-spot ;'••' the jaws contain four strong-

teeth, of which the second is the largest, and three weaker and
shorter ones, one of these being on the posterior, and two on the

anterior margin ; the antennte consist of two short thick joints, the

latter bearing an inner process with two, and an outer with one hair
;

the maxilliiB are large, and besides two small inner processes, have a

large outer palpus of two joints, carrying two bristles ; the labium
carries a spinneret and two minute bristle-bearing palpi.

The segments are sub-divided by a pale depressed line a little behind

the middle into two sub-segments, of which the posterior carries the

posterior trapezoidal tubercle, the anterior, the anterior trapezoidal, the

supra-spiracular tubercles and the spiracle. On each sub-segment is a

longitudinal depression just above the level of the supra-spiracular

tubercle ; there is a marked sub-spiracular flange in which is the

sub-spiracular tubercle.

The full-grown larva is thick and sluggish. The tubercles

* In many young caterpillars there is a single pigment spot, oi- mass, but

several separate lenses.
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present are :—anterior and posterior trapezoidal, one supra-spiracular,

two sub-spiracular, or rather one with two bristles, and two
marginal, represented by hairs whose length is about one-sixth of

the diameter of the larva ; there are two hairs on the foot

base, the skin is rough, with very minute sharp spicula3 y^T^th

of a millimetre in length. The jaws are not so much like a

mole's paw as are those of the newly-hatched larva, but are of a solid

triangular form, with the inner surface rather hollow and scoop-

shaped just below the teeth ; the antenna is the same as in the young
larva, save that it is rather more slender ; the two terminal processes

are of about equal size, and each has two hairs with a long stiff

bristle between them ; the maxillary palpi also are like those of the

young larva, their terminal bristles comparatively minute ; the

labial palpi have a long basal joint and a short terminal one carrying

a bristle. The legs have three joints, each furnished with half a

dozen hairs, and terminate in a well-hooked -claw, the battledore

appendage being very small. The pro-legs have complete circles of

fourteen strongly curved hooks at the end of a short pedicel ; the

anal pro-legs have twelve hooks situated on the margin of a rather

open horse-shoe. The hairs are longer on the head and on the 10th

abdominal segment than elsewhere.

The pupa remains in the cocoon on the emergence of the imago ;

only the 5th and 6th abdominal segments are movable, the wing and

leg-cases being attached to the first four. On the emergence of the

imago, the wing-, antenna-, and leg-cases remain attached together, the

antenna-cases separating from the head. The pupa is 6 mm. in

length, and in general proportions and outline is very like that of a

NocTUA, say of Orrhoilia racrinii. It is pale brown and somewhat
delicate ; the terminal armature also reminds one a good deal of that

of a NocTUA ; it consists of a double bunch of hooks, ten or twelve in

number, with slender shafts ; these are curved and cross each other

lyre-fashion, their extremities being a little flattened, and curved

roimd into a small closed circle. The hairs present are two on each

thoracic segment and one on each abdominal segment on each side,

one above and one below each abdominal spiracle (where not

covered by wings). The hind-wings do not finally disappear beneath

the fore-wings till near the hind margin of the fourth abdominal

segment. The customary six abdominal spiracles are large and well

developed, as also is that of the first abdominal segment beneath the

wings. The first spiracle is likewise large, and is protected by the

usual shield of pro-thorax, which is finely spiculated. The labium

and jaws are better marked than usual, whilst the cheek beside

projects doAvnAvards and terminates in a right angle, the central

portion of the maxilla occupying the intermediate space. The front

appendages are the two antennte, which terminate level with the second

pair of legs and a little short of the wings—the third pair of legs

appear from beneath the second and project a little beyond the Avings

;

the first pair of legs are nearly three-fourths of the length of the

Avings, and fall a little short of the maxillfe ; the femur and
trochanters of the first pair of legs appear betAA'een the maxillae and the

first legs, even more than is the case in many Noctuides. There are no
maxillary nor any labial palpi. The Avings are rounded in place of

having an anal angle, but are squarer at the apex than in most of the
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TiNEiXA which are so characterised. The first pair of legs are cut

off from the antenna; by the second pair.

The peculiarity which separates this pupa from all the others that

I have examined is the immense size of the dorsal head-plates

(cephalo-thoracic pieces), compared with the very narrow and
dwindled pro-thoracic plate, so that at a casual glance the latter is

overlooked and the former mistaken for it. This plate exists in many
of the Pyralides, so that the exaggeration of it in the species under
consideration does not necessitate its severance from that section

;

another feature, which is not rare in the Pyralides, is that the

wing- and leg-cases, etc., though attached only as far as the fourth

abdominal segment, yet project freely beyond it ; the wing-cases as far

as the posterior margin of the fifth, and the leg-cases to the middle of

the sixth segment. There is also a tendency for the fixed incisions of

the abdominal segments (1st to 4th) to open a little in dehiscence.

The 7th, Hth, 9th and 10th segments are very solidly soldered

together ; the incision between the 7th and 8th is obvious in the J ,

but the others (and this one in the 2 ) ai'e very obscure. With these

exceptions the pupa agrees fairly well with the Pyralis type. In
all these respects it agrees also very nearly with the higher Obtect
TiNEiNA, though most of them have, like the Pyralides, a maxillary palpus.

The chief agreement is in the large head-piece and small prothorax,

a feature that does not occur in any other Obtect group, and is in its

extreme development in Onwixlfs. Epcnucnia is very near it also,

but this is a remarkable pupa, leading from the Incomplete to the

Obtect Tineids as a connecting link.

A paragraph on the relationship of this pupa to that of I'tmiii/ionis

would be of the same kind as the celebrated chapter on the snakes in

Ireland. There is no relationship between them. I'tcm/i/ionis has
not followed the line towards the Macros that has been taken by the

Pyralides, but has struck out an entirely sepai'ate line of its own,
and still retains nearly all the features of a Micro pupa. The only
point that interests us here, in connection with (hneodcs, is that the

one Micro character which Orne&drs has preserved and exaggerated
(the large cephalic dorsal plate) happens, in Ptrrop/mrns, to have taken

precisely the contrary direction. In Ptvi-npluinis it hardly exists, and
is difficult to see

; yet it does exist, and that so effectually that, as in

nearly all Micros, it carries the eye-cover with it on dehiscence.

Calamia lutosa, its variation, habits, etc.

By the llev. C. K. N. BUllKOWS.

Encouraged by the theory that if you desire to capture a whale,

your best plan is to angle with a sprat, I consented to fall in with

the views of our energetic secretaries, and promised to fill in a gap in

the season's programme by putting together a few notes about my
experience of this species, although I imagine that some of my
hearers probably know a great deal more about it than I do myself.

I have each autumn, since I first settled in Rainham, noticed a few

specimens of Calaiitia hitosa—sometimes at sugar in my garden,

sometimes at the station lamps, sometimes on shop windows in the

village—these last, always on Fridays or Saturdays, when the windows
are more brightly lighted, and the lamps kept burning later than on
ther days of the week.
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It happened to be a species which I wanted badly, having only

one or two ancient, worn and greasy examples, which had done duty

for years, not only in my cabinet, but I believe in an older collection

before. I was, therefore, somewhat exercised in my mind, and

blamed myself when winter came round, for not having at least tried

to find the head-quarters of the insect, and secured decent fresh

specimens. It is true that I had tried to track it down in a feeble

sort of way, and, being unsuccessful, I came to the conclusion that it

was rare in my neighbourhood, and that the more or less worn and

torn insects which had turned up were wanderers, who had lost

their way, and came from some distant locality. But this year,

having taken a single specimen at sugar in my garden, and having

seen several flying about in a damp corner, where but a few reeds

grow, in my upland hunting ground, I set myself seriously to find some

more. The result of my search I wish to put before you to-night.

First of all, however, I should like to relate all I know of the life-

history of the insect, about which evidently little that is trustworthy

has been recorded,

Newman, in Britis/i Mntha, p. 272, writes :
" The egg is laid in

August, September and even occasionally as late as October, on the

stems of the common reed {Anuulo i>lim;iinites), and the young

caterpillar very shortly emerges, and eats into the stem, descending

towards the roots, on which it feeds below the surface of the

ground." I found almost countless females laying busily on October

21st, and, as far as I saw, they were laying upon the leairs, and not

upon the stems—but I may not have looked carefully enough. The

eggs were laid exactly like those of Apawea oi>hi(uirawiva—that is, in

rows, generally single, sometimes double, in the folded edges of partly

dead leaves towards the tip. Some 15 to 20 eggs seemed to be the

general rule, and here comes a somewhat puzzling question. If the

young larvje proceed at hatching to enter the reed-stem, how have

any, but the first-hatched, a chance of survival ? One can imagine

the race for a footing in the only available abode, and the (juestion

is, whether the tiny fresh-hatched larvae, all seeing life first upon one

leaf, are to be supposed to attack the one stem at the base of that leaf,

or proceed to look out for a fresh and unoccupied plant. 1 must say

that I think here, as also in the case of A. nplnonraDiiiia, that the

young larvie must be able to feed at first upon the leaves, and

gather strength to travel before dispersing.

Next I find that in the Kntom. Record, vol. iv., p. 52, Mr, Gardner

writes of the habits of the insect :
—" The following extract from my

diary, dated July 21st, 1881, concerning (\ lutom, may interest some

of your readers :
' discovered larvfB of this insect feeding in roots of

Ariuido ph ranmites. Should be looked for early in July to middle of

August. The larva feeds very deep in the roots, but when about to

change, leaves the plant and pupates in the soil, two or three inches

from the surface. The presence of the larvfe may be readily

detected by the bleached appearance of the plants which have been

attacked ; the pupae, however, will be more easily found than the

larvjie, for which I have dug as deeply as a foot, and then not reached

the insect.' " This account, written by one who has undoubtedly a right

to speak from observation of facts, differs from that of Newman, who,

in highly-painted language, ascribes to the larvae the habit of pupating
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in the reed stem, and providing a water-tight door for exit and to ket'|)

out the flood water. Newman gives no authority for this statement,

and there can he no doubt he copied it from some writer who
knew as little about the subject as himself. I find that

the period, of flight of this insect is much longer than Newman
tells us. He gives only August, whereas Merrin gives August,

September and October, and Stainton, from the end of August

to October. These dates I have found to be correct, foi- I have

myself taken it from August 31st (1893) to October 21st (189;")), and as

the specimens taken on the latest date were many of them (]uite

fresh, it was evident that they had only just emerged, the insect

being one which is peculiarly liable to damage from flight. I did not

have a chance of taking August specimens this year, not having dis-

covered the habits of the perfect insect until late in the season, but I

should imagine that it is as abundant then as later, if not more so.

I find that C. lutosa has various ways of spending the evening

when, presumably, it alone interests itself in mundane atiairs. Of 121

specimens, I have recorded the following particulars:

—

One was
taken at ivy-blossom; one flying; three &t light; fire at sugar, and
one hundred and eleven resting. I do not, of course, mean to suggest that

C. lutosa does not fly much. Its time of flight is probably very short,

but when it does fly it flies sAviftly and vigorously. I will not bore

you by details of my efforts to capture it on the wing—with a hat

—

and only remark that it has a habit of showing itself in flight when
one has not got a net, and that I have never caught it in my hat. But
Avhat need to try to catch it flying, when you know the habits of the insect,

and how easy it is to catch it napping? It was then I caught it. One
evening in the early part of October, having either no leisure or no

energy to go out myself, I persuaded an old friend to go after C. lutosa

while I stayed at home. I told him all I thought and knew about its

habits. " You will find it flying up and down, and in out the reeds

just at dusk, and later on it settles on the reeds, either alone or paired."

Well, he went, and returned complaining that I had sent him on a

wild-goose chase (I think he called it a " fool's errand.") Where
had he been ? To the reed beds, to which I had sent him. Of

course I apologised, and tried to make him understand that I had set

him to substantiate my theory that C. lutosa was a rare insect at

Kainham. He laughed—a sorry laugh. I had to conciliate him, and

to do this had to part with one of my worn-out specimens, and a

promise to wire to him if I solved the mystery as to the head-quarters

of 0. lutosa. I did not give up the matter, but shortly afterwards I

took the village schoolmaster, one or two of my most intinuite friends,

and half-a-dozen school boys, with nets and bull's-eyes, and down we
went to the reed-beds. We searched most carefully outside and inside

the luxuriant forests of reeds, for a half-mile or so, Avithout success.

Not a moth was to be seen—not a ghost of a moth—though every few

minutes one or other called out, " I think I saw one flying." Yes !

flying did not suit my purpose ; I knew that all the fliers were worn

to shreds. 8o we went on until, at last, worn ourselves, tired and dis-

appointed, we turned back. Fortunately we left the reed-beds, and

took a short cut, which led us alongside a poor little marsh ditch,

where some reeds grew someAvhat sadly. Doubtless their roots hud
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been grievously gnawed and mutilated by insect enemies, for there in

numbers sat ('. lutosa.

There were no pairs, which is curious, and very unlike the habits of

Wainscots in general. I cannot believe that they luid already paired

and separated since their flight, for it was not late in the evening, and
we were home again by 8.30 p.m. But, however that may be, there

sat the moths, both sexes, silent and solitary, generally on the under-
side of a drooping leaf, and sometimes upon a stem. Few moved when
discovered, in fact as a rule they sat perfectly quiet, and dropped
(shannning death) into the box placed beneath them ; but Ave discovered

this, that if the collector waved, delayed or moved the lamp, his chance
was gone—down went ('. lutom into the tangled grass, whence it

might perhaps be recovered torn and Avorthless. 1 saAv a striking

proof of this Avide aAvakedness of the moth : one of my lads got some-
Avhat tired, and Avalked ahead flashing the light from his lamp
upon the reeds. I did not notice this, but remarked that

all at once I ceased to find moths, and discovered that his

light had disturbed them, and ere I reached the spot, doAvn
they AA'ent like lumps of lead into the grass. One other evening I had
Avith them, this time the promised turn of my previously disappointed

friend. We found numbers in the same Avay, and ahvays Avhere the

reeds Avere most stunted, but curiously enough Ave found none on that

part of the ditch Avhich I had cleared a few days before. We took
altogether some 108 specimens, some Avere too bad eA^en to kill,

certainly to set ; but of the 91 Avhich I have examined I find that the

sexes are fairly balanced, consisting of 44 males and 47 females. I

imagine from this fact that it was not really late for the insect, other-

wise the females avouM have more distinctly outnumbered the males.
On looking over the specimens I could not fail to be struck Avith

the accuracy of the collation of the forms of variation tabulated by
Mr. Tutt in his British NncUiae and their Varieties. This is not only
e\'idence of the care Avith Avhich the book Avas compiled, but also of

the similarity of the forms Avhich I have found Avith those Avhich he had
come across. Mr. Tutt has kindly promised to bring his specimens for

comparison this evening, and Ave have, therefore, the advantage of

seeing specimens from dift'erent localities, and perhaps of detecting

interesting differences. He Avill not, I am sure, object to my giving a

short digest of his analysis of the species, Avhich I haA-e roughly
condensed for my oAvn use :

—

Type.

—

C. lutosii, Hb.—Pale-ochreous—whitish nervures. H.w. grey, dusky
nervures. No spots or shades. ... ... (Hare).

ab. pilicuDiis, Haw.^Pale-ochreous—whitish nervures. P'.w., a com-
plete transverse row of spots. ... (Not rare).

ab. crassicuniis, Haw.—Pale-ochreous—like above—plus strongly de-
veloped longitudinal fuscous shades.

ab. ru fence IIS, Tutt.—Eeddish-ochreous— without shades or spots.

(Hare).
ab. eiiiniae, St.—Eeddish-ochreous—with transverse row of spots.

ab. ni/esceiis-siijt'usa, Tutt.—Eeddish-ochreous—with both spots and
shades. (Not rare).

It Avill be noticed that the colour is the chief point of dift'erence,

and that of each colour there are three recorded forms. Of the 91
specimens Avhich I have examined, and to Avliich these notes refer, I

find that the variation, arranged according to this table, is as folloAvs :

—
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Form.
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forming thus a curious zig-zag line with points directed towards the base

of the wing. The effect is marked and suggestive. I know no other

Wainscot (but of course my knowledge is limited) which indicates

the same approach to the marking of the rest of the Noctuides, unless

it be Tapinostnla hdlmanni. 1 have tabulated the number of

specimens examined which exhibit this development :

—

(1). ab. inUcornix—4 males and 5 females. (2). ab. craxsiconiis—-^ males

and 2 females. (3). ab. caiuiae—1 male and 1 female.

That is, 15 out of 91 specimens. The numbers being so e(j[ually

balanced between males and females proves that the mark is not sexual.

In some specimens this mark is very indistinct indeed, so much so as

to require a lens for its detection ; often the little black scales merely

indicate by their positions an attempt to arrange themselves in

abnormal lines.

I had thought that some point might be made of the unusually

dark hind-wings of some of the specimens ; but it does not appear that

they indicate anything in particular. As a matter of fact, 1 have

picked out 5 males and 1 female from the 91 specimens with

dark hind -wings, which seems to be quite contrary to the general

rule. I have had some difficulty in arranging the specimens to

my own satisfaction, dealing as I have done with so many
poor and worn examples.

I have pointed out that the great majority of those arranged under

the 0. Intnsct (type) label are quite unworthy of the distinction. Wear
and tear reduce both the light and dark forms to the spotless, and it is

quite necessary to examine specimens carefully before deciding what

the markings are.

I fancy that Mr. Tutt might have added to his arrangement two

other forms which I have come across, that is a form streaked, but not

spotted, in both light and dark ; yet, at the same time, it is well

to warn intending students of the species that the more worn a

specimen, the more distinct streaks will it show in some lights, and

that the streaks intended in the classification are those caused by the

concentration of black scales, and not the shadows thrown by the

folds or crinkles of the wasted wing.

A last word as to the distribution of Calaiiiia lutosa. I feel perfectly

certain that it is by no means a rarity. Observing that it is the

the more abundant the less promising the reed-growth appears, and

that it may occur in great numbers where there are actually no well-

grown plants at all, I infer that it is to be found, if looked for at the

proper time, in most places. I am convinced, for instance, that it

ought to be found throughout the course of the Lea and Roding

wherever the food-plant occurs. I have seen it, to the number of three

or four at a time, in a little damp corner far from running water, where

a few reeds strive for a living beneath the shade of thick oak trees. I

am sure that given a ditch and a few reeds, there the insect may be, and

probably will be, found. But it wants looking for, for it is an insect

with an unobtrusive habit ; it will not force itself upon our notice,

and, until we go to its haunt to get it, we may not come across it at

all.

Certainly, where one or two have turned up at light or sugar, there

I should expect to find more, and the search ought neither to l)e long

nor difficult, when one knows the sort of place in which to look.
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drURRENT NOTES.
'Sh. Newstead describes {K.M.M., March) a new Coccid from

Snettisham Beach (near K. Lynn) and Llandudno, and names it

LfcanopsiH hrcvicomis. It is easily recognised by its very short,

7-jointed antenna", short legs, large spiracles, and by the $ covering
her body at gestation with a glassy test. He also adds (1) Cinonasjiis

asjiidistraf, Sign., discovered in a greenhouse near Chester on
Aspli')iiu)ii, and (2) Jn'n/a ari/i/jitiara, found on Ari.stolor/iia sarrata

(imported from Calcutta), in the Royal Gardens, Kew, to the British

list. The male of llipcrsia fra-i'ini is also described for the first time.

]\Ir. E. R. Bankes records that Axi/r/nia acratdla, bred from larvae

in galls on the stems of I'dli/i/fDiniii ariodarc, found on the downs near
Shoreham, Sussex, emerged freely in 1895, after having remained two
years in the larval state.

Mr. L. B. Prout calls attention {/jifdiii., February) to the con-

fusion which exists in the application of the names /urifoniiis and
bniiihi/lifonnis to our bee-hawks. Following Zeller, he concludes that

(1) " ?'nrif(in)iis, Linn. = fucifoniii-s, South's List = IxDiilii/lifonnis,

Auct. Brit. = the narrow-bordered or scabious species. (2) Jhniihi/lifDriiiis,

Ochs. = hiniihi/lifnniiis, South's List = furifurinis, Auct. Brit. = the

broad-bordered or honeysuckle species." Mr. Kirby points out that in

his I'atahxiw he has accepted the "honeysuckle" species as /(/r//'"''""''',

Linn., chieHy on account of Linne's citations ; thus reversing Zeller's

decision. The name houihiiliforwis is shown to be untenable, and the

two species work out thus :— (1) J-'urifiiniiis, Linn, (broad) = hawhijli-

formis, Och., South's fjst. (2) Titijus, Linn., S.N., ed. x., p. 493
(narrow) = fuci/oniii'A, Ochs., South's TAst = hoinhijlifinDiis, Esp.,

Dbld., Newman, &c.

Although Ave have ]>uckler and Hellins' Larrac nf liritis/i

lluttcrjiies and Moths still in hand, we are asked by Messrs. W. A.

Rollason and H. Foster Newey to state that they are preparing

a work upon the larvte and pupaj of ]3ritish Lepidoptera. Probably
the drawings are meant to supplement those which are missing from
the above work, and the descriptions are intended to give us the many
essential details that Buckler and Hellins have overlooked. We want
much information on the moults, changes and modifications of

tubercles, the sub-segments and other details of larval structure, also

on the anal armature, mode of dehiscence, etc., of pupt?. If our

assumption that this is intended be correct, there is no doubt that the

work will be a useful addition to our libraries ; but if the describer and
artist are about to describe and depict the larva? which other authors

and artists have already described and depicted, we are at a loss to

know what good purpose the work wall serve.

It is amusing to find that someone has at last taken Mr. Arkle

seriously. Mr. G. A. K. Marshall, writing from Mashonaland, dis-

cusses the remarkable notes that Mr. Arkle wrote on the " Senses of

Insects " (J\)it(iiii., xxviii., 80 and 248) in the most serious vein, and of

course slates him most unmercifully. Mr. Marshall's own remarks on
the hearing of the Cicadas and Termites are exceedingly good, and
show him to be an intelligent observer.

Professor Smitli states that the generic nnnu' Xoctua was used by

Klein in Mollusca, 1751 (or 1758) ; by Fabricius in Lepidoptera in 177G

;
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by Savigny in Birds in 1809 ; whilst .Vor^^rtc (plural form) was used by

Linne in Lepidoptera in 1758. Since Klein's date is before 1758 (the

date fixed for the operation of Zoological nomenclature), it falls,

leaving Xoctua free for Lepidoptera.

Dr. Dyar {Psi/chc, February, 1896), has bred the English form of

Xotdliiplius / On/i/iaj aiitiqua, and states that the larvie and imagines

are identical with those of the New York species, X. iiora, and that the

Californian ^\. badia, formerly separated from X. nora by the absence

of the larval side tufts of hairs, is also identical with X. autiqiia, the

side-tufts simply developing at a later age, or not at all. He further

states that the larva? of all the members of the genus exhibit four

stages (8 moults) for the male and live (4 moults) for the female.

Dv. Dyar considers the larval side-tufts a lately acquired character, and

therefore makes hadia the more generalised form of antiqita. He is

upheld in his belief that hadia is only a local form of .V. anti(iua,

because of " their ready fertility with normal antiqua.'''

In an interesting paper, by Dr. Harrison G. Dyar, on " The
Bombyces : what were they?" he concludes :

—" The Bombyces con-

sisted of the higher types in all lines of development, regardless of

relationship. If we imagine the genealogical tree of Lepidoptera as

growing upright from the ground, the several branches and twigs

representing the families, and being of length proportional to their

degree of specialisation, the old classification would be represented by

horizontal planes. The uppermost would cut off the very summit of

the tree, the Papilionides ; the next would take the next succeeding

branches, perhaps the Sphinchdes, and the tip of a side branch from

the Tineid stem, say the Scsiidac. The next cut might give the old

Zi/i/acnidaf, consisting of some families from the Agrotid and Tineid

trunks, and the fourth cut is our Bombyces taking branches of all the

trunks that are approximately equal in degree of specialisation. The
base of the tree would comprise the rest of our old familiar families,

the Xdctuidaf, Micros, etc."

;j^RACTICAL HINTS.
Painting Cabinet Draweus.—Will some one with experience

kindly say what is the best preparation for painting cabinet drawers ?

I have been using, for some years, a recipe consisting of 8 grains of

corrosive sublimate dissolved in spirits of wine, 1 oz. of whitest gum
arabic, 2 oz. bottle of 2 parts water and 1 carbolic acid and prepared

chalk, but do not quite like it. I see in KnUnn., xxviii., p. 388, corrosive

sublimate in alcohol is recommended. Is this any better, and why ?

E. F. Studd, M.A., B.C.L. Frhruan/, 1896.

Data wanted.—-In connection with reports on collecting, etc., very

few correspondents add remarks on the weather, etc. ; would not these

reports be of greater value for comparing different places, if made in

some such form as the following extract:—" Brackley, August, 1891.

—The first three weeks were fine and warm, the last week had the

greatest fall of rain this year ; during the first three weeks the

foUoAving species were taken, &c., &c." Whilst speaking of this subject,

I should be very glad of information as to collecting in 1890-1-2-8-4-5,

whether good, bad or indifferent, from collectors in any part of

England, Scotland and Ireland.—Ambrose Quail, 167, Iji'ooke Road,

Clapton, N.E.
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SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
AssKMBLiNii IX BoAKMiA KOBOUAKIA.— I havG lately looked up the

various references to "assembling" in the magazines, but find no
particular reference to the habit in JJ. rohoraria. It may, therefore,

be worth recording that, while in the New Forest during June, 1895,

with my friend, Air. T, Clarke, we found a freshly emerged female of

this insect. The plumose antennae of the male suggested to us the

idea of " assembling," and we therefore tried it, and were most
successful. The males put in an appearance at about 12 p.m., and in

two nights we took at least forty, which were not, I suppose, one half

of the number we actually saw.—J. H. Bell, 150, Stockwell Park
Koad, Brixton.

r^^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Early Sprinc; Notes.—Aberdeen.— Phigalia pedaria has again

made an early appearance here. I found two males in the Logie
Woods, near Pitcaple, on January 22nd, and a female on a telegraph

pole, near Monymusk Station, on the following day. Mr. Reid told

me that he first noticed P. pedaria on (I believe) January 16th.—A.

HoRNE, Aberdeen. Februari/, 1896.

Emsworth.—I noticed Hybernia leucophaearia for the first time

on January 26th, on which date Gheimatohia hrumala was still out.

—

W. M. Christy, F.E.S., Watergate, Emsworth. February, 1896.

DoNCASTEii.—The mild season is bringing out insects very early

here. On January 12th I saw Hybernia defoliarla and Cheimatohia
briimata: on January Idih, Phigalia pedaria; on February 16th,

Nyssia hispidaria ; on February 20th, Auixopteryx aescularia and
// leucophaearia. The latter species {H. leucophaearia) is extra-

ordinarily scarce here this year. As a rule they are very abundant.
but this season 1 have as yet only seen five. P. pedaria also is far

from common. On the contrary, N. hispidaria is more abundant
than usual ; I took six yesterday between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. Some of

these were drying their wings, and all were on the lower part of the

trunks of oaks. On the 16th inst., I found one on a small branch of

a sycamore,—H. H. Corbett, M.R.C.S., Doncaster. Februnn/ 25th,

1896.

Vanessa urtic.k after hybernation.—One of my boys, on his way
home from Blackheath Road School, captured a specimen of

V. iirticae yesterday. It seems extraordinarily early even for this

species.—J. E. Evans, Greenwich. Ffhniari/ I'Sfh, 1896.

I picked up a living specimen of V. urticac in my house yesterday,

and another on a path in the Old Kent Road to-day.—(Mrs.) E.
Macmillan, Avondale Square, S.E. Ffhruary 12///, 1896.

I observed a specimen of I', urticac near Halstow Road Board
Schools (E. Greenwich), to-day.—C. Newbery, Annandalc Koad,

Greenwich, S.E. January 31.s/, 1896.

CucuLLiA gnaphalii.—I took a larva of this species on August 24th,

1894, in the Sevenoaks district. The larva pupated on August 27th,

and emerged on June 28rd, 1895.— Edward Goodwin, Canon Court,

Wateringbury. February lit/i, 1896.

Unusual appearances of Dasychira pudibuxda.—I have bred
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imagines from the dark form of larva of this species. These emerged
on November 21st, 1895, January 9th and 19th, and February 1st,

189(3, the larva3 having pupated towards the end of September, 1895.
—C. W. Williams, Penarth. Frbiuanj lOf/i, 1890.

The Sallower's Dream.

By CLAUDE MOKLEY, F.E.S.

The night is pitchy; pitchy in the entomologist's sense of the

word—black with the least possible suspicion of brownness over-

spreading the heavens where the storm-clouds lower threateningly.

By day the country around is fair to the eye of the beholder. Two men,
laden with lanterns and nets, their pockets jingling to the time of

their footsteps, reveal the presence of those ever-useful accessories

of the insect hunter—glass-bottomed pill-boxes. With quick and
lithesome tread they take their way a-down the sandy lane. To the
right stretch fields interminable, ploughed and rolled, the young corn
just making its first acquaintance with the early spring night. On
the left a marsh winds away between wooded banks, on this side—oak,
on that—-pine. Before them, not a quarter of a mile ahead, is their

destination, a great wood, which for many a long year has been their

Elysium. Here they have chased fAinvuitix sibi/lla through the summer
sunshine, boxed Loiii/ironiia from the fragrant l^uihcllifoaf, and many a
sleepy I ^ipteion , basking in the genial warmth on some stalwart trunk, has
fallen a victim in the cause of Science. The taller, a man of perhaps some
forty summers, hugs beneath his arm a bundle—what, a £;heet ? but
why in so lone a spot, and at such an hour ? 'Tis well no city urchin
is around ! On, on they tramp, until at last the wood is reached.
Ah ! how brightly do the sallows of the sterner sex shine out " amid
the encircling gloom," and the air is tilled with so sweet a scent, that
even through the " navy cut " it penetrates to their nostrils, and
swells their hearts with simple Arcadian thoughts of Xi/lina J'unift'ra.

The sheet is spread with care and much pulling of brambles beneath
the greatest of these golden bushes, and then away with pipes to

pockets, matches are applied to the lanterns—the search commences.
Antidea nii/rofasciaria flits away with obvious disinclination to leave
so grand a feast, but hesitation costs him dear, and soon he feels the
soft retaining folds of the leno. The three Ih/bi'niidat' seem to recollect

previous engagements, but are detained, and ere long llybcrnia

li'Hcopluu'oria, li. inan/iuaria and Anisaptcri/.i: (wamlaria find willow
walls around them. The lanterns trimmed, the blossoms, each laden
with its fragrant pollen, are scanned by eyes long trained to search
out llomahitai' and Liinosinac. Tacnidcainpac swarm

—

incerta, jiulrcru-

lenta, stahilis, (/(itldra—what is this ? Ah ! pojmlcti—no, incerta var. !

Further, Iciicdiirapha—yes ! but surely never taken here before ? well,

this is a locality long neglected

—

li'iinxinqilia, yes, and in plenty ; what
a fine and varied series ! Look at that beauty ; what can it be

—

inbi(iinea ? Yes, Pasi/cantjia nibij/inca ! " I have one !
" " And I've a

second !
" Worn Xi/lina oniit/iopn.s and Orr/iodia lit/ula, Scoininsoma

satcUitia, Cahicanipa f.rolcta, and a nice lot of liupitrina ri(icca(io.

The sheet below is getting damp and cold this early spring night.
Suddenly it is covered with a multitude of dead things, which, a
moment later, animated as with one instinct, crawl and run—Lepi-
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(loptera, Diptera, Coleoptera. " See ! there's Orr/iodia cri/tltriKriilKila,

I am sure it is, but I can't box it ; it is covered by Kriiltinns mandatus,

as is (i-eotnipes by its parasites—Ah ! 'tis gone, lost to Science, eaten

by a horde that runs with majestic gait !
" Spiders, centipedes and

earwigs crawl and hop and jump and swing, one great mass, one
struggling crowd of the lower TracJwata. " The sheet is rising ! Oh !

the slugs and earwigs, the woodlice, centipedes and springtails ! Help,

help, help, they sting and crawl and bite !"

The linoleum was cold, and the bed had to be carefully re-made
before it was ajjain habitable.

:^OTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARVAE, &c.

LiFK-iirsToRY OF Cocc'Yx CDSMopiioRAXA.—I have had considerable

experience in breeding this species, having found larvte in Argyleshire,

Perthshire, Inverness and Morayshire. I have obtained larvae feeding

in various ways, and they do not seem to be at all particular as to the

method adopted. I have, for instance, bred them from the ex-

crescences of Iti'tinia reainana freely, from those of Plu/n's ahivtdla,

from galls, from small excrescences on young firs, and from resinous

exudations on old fir trunks. This species may also be bred from
native fir cones, feeding only where I '. ahictdla has been domiciled. I can
always obtain both larva^ and pupte of this species.—W. Salvage, 12,

Montreal Road, Brighton. Fchruunj lltit, 189G.

Habits of little-known species.—The larva of ( '(iccij.r lu'iiinn'ra-

(jiuta mines the leaves of Arctostap/iifllds vr((-uisi. The larva of

.v. cunifrrana feeds in the resinous matter from young and old Scotch
firs, whilst I have found those of P. ahictiila in old fir-cones, gallsand

dead wood.

—

Ikid.

The habit of lauv.e of Boarmia roboraria in spring, in nature :

a query.—In the last Ent. UrcnnJ, p. 245, Mr. Tutt has given an
interesting note about the feeding of the hybernated larva of lioannia

rnhnraria. I should like to ask, Does he consider it a natural habit, or

is it an experience from breeding only '? Do the New Forest collectors,

for instance, take the larva in March before the oak buds are opening,

and have they found it eating the bark ? The only note on the

subject I am able to lay hands on at present is one by Mr. Tutt
(h'lit. Rrcord, vol. iv., p. 158): "I sleeved them (autumnal larva' of

/>'. nih,)r(iri((, l)red from ova) on birch, and they were awake long-

before the birch was out, but they ate the bark and got fat on it."

Can we rightly judge of natural habits from breeding under what
must always be somewhat artificial conditions ? The protection of a

sleeve and its environment, generally a garden with buildings about
it, keep the larva warmer ; it is unable to follow its predilections as

to suitable hybernating quarters, and has to put up with the limita-

tions of the sleeve ; may it not therefore probably be more easily

roused in response to the stimulus of heat ? If so, finding the buds
not ready, may it not be driven to eat the bark to avoid starvation ?

When l)rec(ling insects, and I have forgotten to supply them with
food, I have occasionally noticed the outer coverings of the stem or

bark nibbled.—W. S. Riding, M.D., F.E.S., Buckerell. .}farch 'dni,

1896.
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I know nothing of the species beyond the facts to which Dr.

Riding refers above. It may be as he suggests, that in a state of

nature the hxrvie of B. rohoraria do wait until the leaves are out.

My observations lead me to feel that I should be surprised if I learned

that they really did so. Perhaps Mr. Hewett can tell us '?—J. W.
TuTT. Marrh 5th, 1896.

^^ ARI ATI N.

Colour Dimorphism in Xanthia fulvactO (cerago).—The rarity

of the orange-tinted specimens of this species appears to be most

marked in all districts whence data have been received. In some
localities it would appear they hardly occur at all. Thus of 38

specimens captured at Montrose and examined by Dr. Gunning,

30 were of the typical form (pale lemon with red nrnvkings) =fuIvago,

Linn. ; 2 were of the ab. snffusa, Tutt ; and 6 of the ab. flarescens,

Esp. Not a single specimen of the deeper tinted colour occurred.

Of 46 specimens captured at Morpeth, and examined by Mr. Finlay,

26 were of the typical iovm, full- ago, Linn. ; 16 were of the ab. suffusa,

Tutt ; and 3 of the ab. flavescens, Esp, ; whilst only one of the

deeper tinted form, 2ih, arirantia, occurred. Of 31 specimens bred

from larvffi taken at Oxshott, and examined by Mr. Page, 14 were

of the typical ionw, ftdvago, Linn. ; 12 were of the ab. snffusa, Tutt

;

whilst 4 were of the ab. aurantia, Tutt. Of 12 specimens from the

New Forest, examined by Mr, Moberly, 2 were typical fulvago,

Linn. ; 4 were ab. suffusa, Tutt ; 4 were ab. aurantia, Tutt ; and 2

ab. rirgata, Tutt. Mr. Mober-ly adds :
—" The ordinary form in the

New Forest, so far as my experience goes, is the orange form with

red markings. Occasionally we get the orange form with purple

markings, and more frequently the paler form with red markings."

Mr. Beadle says :

— " X. fulvago is a very common and variable species

here ; but until last year I never found the ab. flavescens in any
numbers. At Kendal the species did not vary much, being lemon
yellow with very distinct dark markings."—J. W. Tutt. Febnianj

2m, 1896.

Variation of Hybernia lkucoph.^aria.—We get in Epping Forest

both the forms of H. leucophacaria figured on the plate in last number
(see IlcronI iii., p. 115, vol. iv., p. 80).

—

Ambrose Quail, 167, Brook
Road, N.

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London held a meeting on

February 19th, 1896. Dr. D. Sharp exhibited preparations of Dijtiscus

lattssimus and Cyhister roeselii, to show the so-called secondary wing,

noticed by Meinert. He stated that this structure is only a part of

the elytron, to which it is extensively attached, and that he considered

that it corresponded with the angle at the base of the wing seen in so

many insects that fold their front wing against the body. He could

not consider that this structure afforded any support to the view that

the elytra of beetles correspond with the tegulfe of Hymenoptera
rather than with the front wings. He also exhibited specimens of

Neuroptera, and pointed out that this secondary wing agreed in position
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and structure with a small lobe on the front wing of Raphidia. Mr.
C. G. Barrett exhibited, for Dr. H. G. Knaggs, cells of Retinia resinann,

formed of resin but lined with wax. A portion of the cell had been
removed and the resin dissolved away with spirit, leaving a slight

film of wax Icf. Ent. Mo. Mag., Nov., 1895, pp. 251, 252). Mr. Tutt
stated that a secretion of wax had been detected by Dr. Chapman on
the external surface of the pupa of J'arnassius apollo. Prof. Meldola
suggested that as Dr. Knaggs had shown how to separate the resin

from the wax, it would be of interest to make a chemical investigation

of the latter, since a sufficient supply of this material could easily be

obtained. No insect wax, with the exception of that of the bee, had
been submitted to investigation by chemists. Mr. Gahan exhibited

drawings of the dorsal segments of the abdomen of Dyscritina

longisetosa, formerly described by Prof. Westwood in Trans. Ent.

Soc, 1881, a specimen of which was shown by Mr. E. E. Green at

the last meeting of the Society. He regretted that no drawing, show-

ing the ventral surface, had yet been prepared. Mr. B. A. Bower
exhibited specimens of Argi/resthia atmoriella, taken in Kent,

in June, 1894, a recent addition to British Lepidoptera. Mr.

E. E. Green read notes on the habits of the Indian ant, (Ecophi/lla

smaragdina, Fabr. He said he believed that at some previous meet-

ing of the Society, Mr. Ridley, of the Singapore Museum, made some
remarks on this ant, and its supposed habit of using its own larvte as

web-spinners in the formation of its nest, but he had not been able

to find anything on the subject in the Procccdini/s. Mr. Green
stated that he was now able to produce corroborative evidence from
an independent source. The facts were noted by his friend, Mr. W. D.

Holland, of Balangoda, Ceylon, a most careful observer. Mr. Green
exhibited the specimens referred to by Mr. Holland, and pointed out

that the larva? were still tightly grasped by the jaws of the ants, and
he thought it probable that other web-spinning ants utilised their

larvae in the same way. Mr. Hampson said he could confirm this

statement. Mr. G. F. Scott-Elliot read a paper entitled " Notes on

Flower-haunting Diptera." The author pointed out that some of

the higher types of Diptera appeared to prefer red and blue Howers,

and oftener visited the complicated types of plants than the smaller

Hymenoptera. He also alluded to the effect of insect visitors in

isolating particular individuals. Prof. Meldola expressed himself

much interested in the paper, and stated that although he was aware,

from the writings of Herman Miiller and others, that Diptera played

an important part in the fertilization of fiowers, he was unaware of

the very great importance which these insects possessed for the func-

tion of pollination until he heard Mr. Scott-Elliot's paper. He also

called attention to the urgent need of a manual of British Diptera.

Mr. Roland Trimen mentioned that in South Africa some species of

Orchidacea^ were fertilized by Diptera. Dr. Sharp said Prof. Plateau

thouglit that neither the colour nor form of the flower played any part

in atti'acting insects. Mr. McLachlan remarked that the flowers of

Scrophularia possessed a great attraction for wasps. Lord Walsing-

ham enquired whether any observation had been made as to the

Diptera which visited differently coloured flowers of the same species,

such as Petunias.

The South London Entomoi.ogical Society met on February 13th,
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when Mr. McArthur exhibited a very long series of Tryphacna comes,

from Hoy, all of them being intermediate between the type and var.

curlisii, and without black suffusion of hind-wings ; also a number of

extinct, rare and unique species and specimens of Lepidoptera,

including a series of Chrysophnnus dispar, a pair of Lasiocavipa
ilicifolia, two completely banded and one with yellow ground

;

Abraxas (jrosstilariata ; two Killarney specimens of Notodonta
hicolor ; the original specimen of Ntjssla Injiponaria ; two Synia
muscnlosa : a specimen of Hadena peregrina, from Lewes; three

Caradrina amhigua ; one Xylina lambda var. ztnckenii ; three

Ophiodes lunarls, one of which is a beautifully banded var.; the

unique Catocnla electa, taken by Mr. Vine ; one C. fraxini : and a

series of EupoeciUa gilvicomana. Mr. R. Adkin : a specimen of

Cuculli'i. gnaphalii, bred by the late Mr. Tugwell. Mr. Sturt : speci-

mens of 8pmNX CONVOLVULI, BRED FROM CoRNISH LARV.K. Mr. Tutt
remarked that Mr. Sturt deserved great credit for getting Sphinx
ronvohmli through, and he was, he believed, the first British lepi-

dopterist who had bred the insect from the larva to the imago.
Prof. Poulton got the larva through to the pupal stage, although
since that time there had been more than one suggestion in the

magazines that S. conrohuli might hybernate in the imaginal

stage. Mr. Oldham exhibited Cosmia apnis from Epping Forest.

Mr. Frohawk : the contents of a pheasant's crop, consisting mainly
of the larva^ of the Dipteron, Bibo uiarci. Mr. Moore : an Ich-

neumon, with an extremely long ovipositor, from the Upper Amazon.
Mr. Auld, a bred series of Tortrix cratacgana, from the New
Forest. The pup?© were found spim up in leaves of buckthorn
under oaks. Mr. Carpenter : a very large number of Argyunis paphia
and its vars. Mr. South : a number of Argynnidae from the PahB-
arctic region, and read a paper on " The gknus Argynnis, with
PARTICULAR KEFEREN'CE TO VARIETIES HAVING PALE AREAS." In thc

course of his remarks, Mr. South pointed out that in many specimens
the pallid spots were constant in position, and considered that Mr.
Frohawk's suggestion, that they were ancestral markings, was pro-

bably the correct explanation of these pallid areas. Mr. Barrett

doubted this, and considered that it was more probably due to a

diseased condition of the larva or pupa. Mr. Robinson asked what
was the condition of the scales on these patches, as they appeared to

him to be more or less transparent or absent. Mr. Frohawk stated

that he had examined the scales under a microscope, and had found
that they were present, but were without the ordinary pigment. Mr.
Tutt then remarked that this statement practically gave away the
whole theory propounded by Mr. South (and first suggested to him
by Mr. Frohawk), ri;., that the marks were simply ancestral cha-
racters ; for the allied species which had been mentioned, and in which
pale marks appeared towards the costa, as pointed out by Mr. South,
and which he considered were parallel to the pale patches exhibited
by the male A. ^mjo/zui, to which the discussion referred, had these
pale patches fully pigmented. He further considered that the irregu-

larity in size and shape, the variation in position, and the fact that
the peculiarity was sometimes extended to a whole, or to a large

portion of a, wing, militated against the idea ; whilst to say that the
patches were reversions to ancestral characters was no explanation
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of the acUial cause of the patches, which was evidently what one
wished to arrive at. For every effect there was a cause, and the

question was, what causes certain portions of the wing of certain

Argynnids to develop these abnormal pale patches ? Mr. Frohawk's
statement that there was no pigment in the scales on these patches

made the matter a purely physiological one, for it showed that the

ordinary material—pigment-factor, as Dr. Riding termed it—had
never been deposited in the scales. What caused the failure of this

deposit '? is the next question. It could not be that at some pre-

vious stage the ancestral form had had no pigment in the scales in

certain portions of the wings, nor did Mr. South suggest this ; but,

in the cases which Mr. South relied upon—the pale patches in

var. valesina and other species— the scales forming these pale patches
were thoroughly pigmented, the mature pigment-factor only pro-

ducing a paler colour than the normal fulvous colour of the males of

such Fritillaries as A. papliia. Mr. Tutt considered that these pale

patches were analogous with similar pale patches in the Satyrids,

which also were often symmetrically, often very unsymmetrically,
placed on the wings. He referred to the recent researches of

Schiitter and others, that the scales in the course of development
went through the following stages:— (1) transparent, (2) white,

(;->) yellow (owing to the deposit of pigment-factor from the pupal
blood), (4) ordinary colour of matured pigment. It would appear,

then, that in these pale patches, either (1) the pigment-factor has not
been deposited, or (2) if deposited, had never get beyond stage 8, (yellow)

in its development. If these arguments were logical, then we had now
to consider what is the most likely explanation of this retarded scale-

development. Taking into account the known facts of the histolysis

of the pupal tissues, Mr. Tutt considered that anything that would
cause a local weakening of the tissue would produce a result similar to

that exhibited. This actual weakness of tissue might occur in the

larval period, when it would naturally be carried through the pupal
stage, or it might originate in the pupal stage ; whilst the possible

factors that might cause local weakness or disease in a larva or pupa
are manifold. He further pointed out that a well-known lepidopterist

had observed that when dust particles or other foreign matter inter-

fered with the pupa when it was in a very soft stage, i.e., during the

first hour or two following the change from the larval to the pupal
condition, the result always ended in crippling the imago or in the

failure of complete scale development in the neighbourhood of the

injury or irritation. Mr. Tutt supported Mr. South very strongly in

his suggestion that the time must now soon come when the butterflies

of this country will have to be placed in their proper genera, and
further agreed that we had at least three Argynnid genera among our
species, viz., (1) Dryas— paphia : (2) Brenthis—etiphrosi/7ie and
selene ; (3) Argynnis—adippe, aylaia (and, doubtfully, lathonia).—
Fcl)ruary 27th.—Mr. R. Adkin exhibited specimens of llyhnnia
li'Hcd/i/iacaria, Schiff., from Abbott's Wood. The pale and dark-

bordered were found in equal proportions, only one black specimen
was taken. Mr. Short : a bred series of Acroiiycta inyricae, with a
Dipterous, and a series of a Hymenopterous, parasite from its larva.

Mr. Billups recognised the latter as Iclinruwon fii-scipcs. Mr. Dennis :

two living females of W'spa r/cnnanira, taken in February. Mr.
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Perks: two living specimens of ///'«//?'»/// <»7«/.s/f(»;-, L., from Epping
Forest. Mr. McArthur coummnicated notes On the occurkence and

LIFE-HISTORY OK CoCCYX COSMOI'HORANA, AND ReTINIA RESINKLLA. He
said that the former was always more or less common at Rannoch,
where the latter was unknoAvn. As far as he had observed, the larvfe

of the former did not, in Scotland, feed in the way described by
Kaltenbach. He was convinced that the larvai did not normally feed

on the refuse of 7i. resinella, but that it did so at Forres he was per-

fectly certain.

The City of London Entomological and Natural History Society

met on February 18th, 1896.—Exhibits :—Mr. May : Part of a series

of I'criilniiHu .s(/»c/(7, bred from Sandown ova, between November 22nd
and December 12th, 1895. The larvae were fed on cabbage, marigold,

and slices of carrot and potato, and the moths emerged either at dusk

or about 11 p.m., the expansion of the wings being very rapid after it

had once begun. One of the specimens was abnormally straight along

the costa, and the tips of the fore-wings were unusually pointed. Mr.
Bacot exhibited a long series of this species, and read the following

Notes on breeding Agrotis (Peridroma) saucia:—"1 exhibit 147

specimens out of 250 examples bred. The ova were laid by a dark

red female, captured at Sandown last August. Although there is con-

siderable variation in minor details and shades of colour, the brood as

a whole follows the J parent closely, and the specimens, witli one or

two exceptions, would not be called variable if compared with a

captured series. A few pale grey forms emerged, one of which is

almost as light as Arromjcta aceris. The $ s lay an immense quantity

of eggs ; I estimated the number at from 1500 to 2000. The larvfe

are very hardy, and easily forced if kept in a warm room. Very
few, if any, of mine died, and they will eat almost anything, either

leaves or roots, carrot, turnip, potato, or cabbage-stalk being eagerly

devoured." Mr, J A.Clark: living bred females of Phhjalia pedaria

and Niis^ia Inspidan'a. The Secretary read the following note from Mr.
J, B. Rosevear :— " Vanessa urtic^e at the Watch-night Service."—"One of the midnight worshippers at the watch-night service in

Melham Congregational Church, on December 81st, 1895, was the

well-known Vamssa urtirac. For some time I observed this beautiful

creature flitting from pew to pew, and it was with considerable

difficulty I could content myself with sitting still. A strong desire to

rush out and capture it was only kept in check by the knowledge that

I was in the House of God, and that if I had done so the congregation

would think I was a fit subject for Colney Hatch. However, I

watched it, and presently the strong gas lights attracted it towards

them, and it at last rushed madly at them, and fell a victim to their

burning influence. It fell wounded and dying to the ground, and
eventually was secured by me. It is a fully developed specimen, but, of

course, minus antennae, legs, and portions of its wings. 1 think it worthy
of a place in my cabinet, notwithstanding." Messrs. J. A, Clark and
Tutt referred to other instances of the occurrence of this species in

London during the present winter. Mr. C. Nicholson read a paper on
" The Planet Mars."

Jl^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
]3y Tangled Paths.—By H. Mead Briggs [208 pp. PubHshed by

Fredk, Warne & Co. Price 8/6] .—Nothing is more pleasing to scientific
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specialists than to read a book in which the beauties of nature are

described in choice language, and without incorrect statements and
impossible observations being forced upon them on every page. Yet

so few writers have the requisite knowledge and power of expression

to produce such a book, that the strictly scientific man religiously

eschews everything in this direction, until, by rare good chance, he

finds an author who combines the requisite knowledge with a good
command of the English language, and, once a successful author of

this description is found, those who know the value of writing which
they can, more than any others, appreciate, are fain to read all that

such an author can present to them. It was with these preconceived

ideas that we opened the above book, and, on the whole, we must say

we are well satisfied at the result of our temerity. In the main, the

various chapters are well written, the information is accurate, and some
of the ornithological notes really good. We can, therefore, recommend
this as an addition to the row of volumes which every scientific

naturalist should keep on his book-shelves, and to which he can turn

when he wishes for a quiet hour after having put aside the labours of

the day. The chapter on " Idleness " is, however, weak though-

out, and such remarks as are to be found on pp. 56-57 are altogether

out of place. We have before stated, and repeat again, that when
theology and science are mixed up it is bad both for the science and
theology. Repetitions also are much too frequent. One uets an

excellent chapter—" A Chorister "—on the nightingale, but when the

same remarks are repeated again on pp. 108-106, and yet again on pp.
121-122, the good thing becomes wearisome ; so also with the

oft-repeated remarks on the kestrel, halcyon and other birds. l^ut

such a book the author will naturally tell us was not written to be

read straight off'—a chapter in an easy chair, to be repeated not

oftener than once a day—would probably be his prescription, and
the book was evidently conceived in order that it should ])e taken this

way, and is excellently suited for the purpose.

The Honey Bee.—By Frank Benton, M.S.— lllH pp., 11 plates

and 76 woodcuts.—Washington (rovernment Printing OflUceJ .—This

is a manual of instruction in apiculture, and an excellent manual too.

It should be read by all those interested in bees and bee-keeping.

Being a (rovernment publication, it may, Ave believe, be obtained by

all interested societies and individuals on application. The chapter

on "Bee Pasturage" is especially interesting, and the plates illus-

trating the plants referred to are excellent.

A Stepping Stone from the Old Entomology to the New.*-

Nothing has been so much wanted by entomologists generally as a

book which should distinctly and clearly set forth the connection

between the old entomology and the new, and we have to congratulate

Messrs. Houtledge on the publication of one. The book that Mr. Tutt

has written for them is intended to replace the Kev. J. (i. Wood's
( '(iiiniKin Ilritis/i MdIIis, but what that author would think of the new
work we can hardly venture to surmise. Instead of the old inaccurate

scissors-and-paste friend of our youth, we have a book written dr imro

by one who knows practically every branch of the study he professes.

* British Moths, by .T. W. Tutt. F.E.S. [.SfiSpp., 12 coloured plates, and (il

woodcuts, i'ublislied by G. lioutlcd^'c & Sous, Ltd., Ludgate Hill, E.G. Price -js.].
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The result is obvious. The classification is based on the correlation

of the schemes suggested by Chapman, Comstock, Dyar, Hampson
and Packard, and hence of the 22 chapters we get 19 as follows :

—

" Sphingides," " Saturniides," " Bombycides," " Chelonides,"
" Drepanulides," " Pseudo-Bombycides," " Noctuides," " The Geo-
metriform Noctuides," " Geometrides," "Deltoides," " Other families of

the Obtectfie," " The Incomplete," " Pterophorides," " Hepialides,"
" Zeuzerides," " Tineides," " Cochliopodides," " Zygfi'nides," " Proto-

Lepidoptera or Eriocephalides." It will be seen by this arrangement
that all the Families are dealt with, but whilst all the species of the

old jMacro-Lepidoptp^ra and the Dkltoidks are dealt with at length,

those of the old Miceo-Lkpidoptera occupy much less space, although

their positions and relationships are clearly indicated. The other

chapters not enumerated above are " The Study of Entomology,"
" Moths or Heterocera," "Apparatus, Pinning and Setting Insects,

Killing Insects, Rearing Insects." The summaries at the end of each

section are quite a new and interesting feature, and it is doubtful

whether the book will be more warmly welcomed by the collector or

the scientific lepidopterist. That part of Chapter xi. dealing with the
" Pugs " is really one continuous series of " Practical Hints," telling

the collector where and how to get them, and leading him to readily

distinguish the species rather by their localities and habits than by
wordy descriptions. Some of the most striking alterations from the

old scheme are—the bringing up of h'ndrouiis and Saturn ia near the

Sphingides ; the separation of the Chelonides from the Bombycides

proper ; the separation of the Wainscot moths into two distinct Sub-
families, the Leucanids going with the Xoctxiiiac, the Nonagriids with

the Apaiiicinae ; the addition of the Stilbidi (including ( 'hurtodcs) to

the ( 'aradrininae, and the combination of the species in the Apaniddi

and Hadoiidi into the same sub-family. The Bryophilas come very

near to the Dianthoecias and Hadenas proper, and no one will be

surprised to see the species of Maincstni and Hadena closely united.

Among the Geojietrides many new combinations occur, some of

which appear to be natural enough, others evidently are more
doubtful in their relationships. The author owns his utter inability

to suggest the relationship of Auisoptcn/.r acxrularia. Perhaps the

enumeration of the families and sub-families in the Geometrides will

give the best idea of the order followed:—!. Geometrid.e (Macariinar,

Jiuiiiiinac, Xeroiinat', Cahcrinac, Acidaliinae, J^pJiijrinac, Geomftrhiac).

II. Larentiid^ (Lobojdiorlnae, FAipitlnriinae, Larentiinae [including

Cidaria]). III. Fidoniid.e [OrthoUtltinaf, Sioninar, Fiduniinac,

Lhiiinac). IV. Hybkrniid.e (Jfi/bciiiiutai', Kraniinae). V. Boarmid.e

(Dasi/iJiinac, Bolctohiinac, lUxuiidinac). VI. Amphidasyd^e. VII.

Urapterygidj:. VIII. Metrocampid^e. IX. EnnomidJ': {Odontopcrinai',

Fynnoininac). There are but few alterations in either generic or

specific names, although a few genera are rearranged, and some {cij.,

Kujiitlwria) are sub-divided. The plates are (for British colour-

printing work) very good, but there is a marked difference between

what are evidently the old and the new figures. Plates VI. and XI. are

the best, and entirely new, and the initials " W.A.P." to the woodcuts

indicate that Mr. W. A. Pearce has had a hand in this part of the

work.

The following Table will give an idea of the value of the summaries

to be found at the end of the chapters :

—
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Oporabia filigrammaria, its aberrations and life-history.

By J. A. CLARK, F.E.S.

With Plate.

Having recently bred a very fine series of Oparabia tilinyatumaria

from eggs, obtained by INIr. Salvage from a female captured at

Rannoch, I thought that some account of the specimens, which are

very variable, would be not uninteresting to the readers of the

Entumolociisi' s Recunl.

The eggs hatched from the 10th-15th of April, 1895, the larvae

were fed on sallow, and were full-fed about the middle of June. They
pupated on the surface of the ground, and the moths began to emerge
on August 5th, and continued to do so until November 11th, a total of

39 moths emerging from about 60 eggs. The larv^e are very much
like those of O. dilutata.

The specimens, as will be seen from those figured in Plate iii., are

remarkable in having exceedingly well-developed and ample wings,

reminding one of O. dilutata. They also, it will be observed, present

a wide range of variation in both sexes. If we look upon Figs. 1 and
2 as representing the more usual pale silvery-grey form (ab. pallida),

and Figs. 3 and 4 the more extreme melanic form in both sexes (ab.

melana), it will be observed that Figs. 7 and 8 come somewhat inter-

mediate between these extreme forms (ab. intennedia). The same
general character is present in all, viz., a tendency for the transverse

lines to unite to form three or four narrow dark transverse bands on
the fore-wings, with an ill-defined narrow band on the hind-wings,

the two darker forms having a distinct tendency to extend the dark
tint towards the outer margin.

Figs. 5 and 6 show a line of development directly opposed to band
formation, and this, I take it, represents the most ancestral form of

the species, having retained the parallel lines in a more or less

unhanded form ; and these remain, one may well suppose, very

similar to what was the original form of marking in all the Larentiidae.

From this point of view, therefore, .we may look upon this form as the

natural type (ab. tijpica) of the species, i.e., the centre from which the

other forms have radiated, some in the direction of a darker, others in

the direction of a lighter ground-colour, combined in both these

radiations with a tendency for the transverse lines to unite in banded
form.

In Figs. 9 and 10 we have two extreme specimens of the fasciated
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type, in which the traces of all transverse lines, except the bands, are

reduced to a minimum. In ground-colour, Fig. 9 agrees with Figs. 7

and 8, whilst Fig. 10 is, if anything, paler than Figs. 1 and 2. This

form we may call ab. vinjata.

Some of the specimens show a slight tendency to ochreous in the

ground-colour of the fore-wings.

As very little is to be found in our text-books about 0. filiiiraiiniuiria

the following information may be useful. The caterpillar is described

by Mr. Hellins as feeding on sallow, it is stout and smooth, the

general colour rich velvety green, the belly pale whitish-green. The
head and second segment shining, and having a blackish tinge ; on

each side of the dorsal vessel is a pale yellowish-green stripe ; and on
each side are two sulphur-yellow stripes ; on the back of each segment,

tubercles appear as minute yellow dots ; the segmental divisions are

orange-yellow ; the spiracles are yellow, and between them and the

belly are a few speckles. The caterpillars bury themselves in the

earth in April to undergo their transformation (Newman, Ihit.

Moths, p. 109). Merrin [LepidopteriM's Calendar) gives:

—

Egg—
" September to February "

; Larva— " February to April "
; Imago—

" August and September." It will be observed that these months are

not identical with those I record.

The species was first described by Herrich-Schiifter [Sppl., 19'4,

195—12 L. (H.-S., iii., p. 160, No. 141)]. He writes of it:—" Minor, area media angustiore, omnino oljscuriore," which leaves

the small central dark-banded inland form the type, so far as it is the

first described form. Herrich-Schaffer then says:—"Perhaps only a

small, sharply marked variety of 0. dilutaria ; the fore-wings are some-

what pointed, yet they appear stunted (or crippled), for their margin

shows a singular ' swing.' The colour and plan of markings agree

with the darkest females of O. dilutaria, yet the black lines are not so

sharp as is usual in that species. The costal area between the two

transverse bands and the space between the hinder tranverse band and

subterminal are the darkest ; the two latter (hinder transverse band and

subterminal) are the whitest. The hinder transverse band forms

in cells 2 and 3, and again on nervure 6, sharper teeth border-

wards. The black dots of the nervures are, on account of the

dark ground colour, scarcely to be recognised. On the hind-

wings the space between the two dark wavy lines, which follow the

hinder double stripe, is filled in with dark colour. The underside shows

this stripe very broad, especially on the hind-wings, where it is finely

divided and borderAvards bounded by a broad dark band, basewards of it

stand three dark lines, as in (>. dilutaria. On all the wings the border is

sharply lighter behind the subterminal." Mr. Prout says of this :

—

" Herrich-Schaft'er's Figs. 191-195 (upper and under-side) are the small

form which I have from the Lancashire Mosses, and quite dift'erent

from any of the figures in Plate iii. {Entum. liecord), the central

area being (as H.-S. mentions) entirely dark, hence the only pale parts

are the lines bounding the small basal patch, the two double white

bands (on either side of central fascia) and the sub-terminal. Hind-

wings somewhat as in Plate iii.. Fig. 9, but still more strongly con-

trasted, and the dark band nearer the margin."

The earliest British specimens of this species were captured by Mr.

Weaver, and he appears to have supplied almost all the British (and
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many Continental) lepidopterists with examples about half-a-century

ago. His remarks, therefore, should prove interesting. Rewrites :
—

" This species (0. Jili(/raiiin)aria) is smaller than O. appro.cimaria,

particularly the male, which varies in size, colour and markings. I

captured a good number of it some years ago, high on the side of

Goat Fell, Isle of Arran. I found them only in one spot. The search

for this insect is a laborious task ; I found it by parting the heath
with my hands, and steadfastly looking at the stems of the heath, for

there they rest by day. They are so completely wrapped round the

heath as to be easily overlooked, and greatly resemble a ring of grey

moss that grows in similar situations " (XooL, 1852, p. 8496).

Staudinger [('atahxjw, p. 187) treats Weaver's jili(/raiiniiaria,

approriinaria and pnrursaria as synonymous with the typical form, a

remarkable conclusion, considering that Weaver himself diagnoses them
and points out their differences ; they must, it seems, have at least an
aberrational value. He also makes the ab. autuiiinaria of Doubleday
and Guenee synonymous with the jiolata of Westwood {Jiritisfi Moths,

ii., p. 56, PI. 68, Fig. 9), and diagnoses it as " MsLJovdiliitinr.''' I am in-

formed by Mr. Prout that in this Staudinger is certainly wrong, for

although ab. autuiiinaria, \)h\([. = polata, Westwood, this aberration is

not the autumnaria of Guenee. Staudinger also gives as the range of

0./i7?//ra»n/mn'a " N. England, Scotland and (?) Lapland." Guenee
writes that "0 JiUiimiiiiiiaria is without doubt veryneartoO. (//Z!(toto,of

Avhich species Herrich-Schilft'er seems inclined to consider it a variety.

It is still nearer to autuinnaria, ^Hw. '' {noiowv^v'iiisYxiovxwoi (hiJilutata

of the same name), " but is always smaller. The superior wings are

narrow and more pointed at the apex. The ground-colour is always
violet-grey, with the bands darker and more combed (or marked) with

black ; the line which forms the edge of the basal space is straighter

and more oblique. The median space is almost always black, and it

forms a sharp angle*'* in the cellule. The little band which follows it

is more oblique. The lower wings have always a dark band near the

margin, surmounted above by two equidistant and almost parallel

lines." Guen^e's description appears to have been made from speci-

mens taken by Mr. Weaver in the Isle of Arran. He adds that
" the caterpillar feeds on Calluna vul[/aris," and that "the perfect

insect rests during the day with the wings folded round the stems of this

plant, where it requires some skill to discover it" {Phalenit.es, x., p. 265).

Guenee refers the pale violet-grey insect known as ab. autumnaria,

Dblday., to this species. This is now usually considered, I believe,

to be a form of 0. lUlutata. I am inclined to agree (but am in no
wise very certain) that the appro.dmaria of Weaver really does belong

to O. Jiliijrainiiiaria, and not to (K dilutata, a conclusion at which
Guenee (probably guided by Doubleday) also arrives. Weaver writes

of 0. appro.vimaria, that it is to be " distinguished from O . autumnaria

by the formation of the superior wings of the female, which are

pointed, and are also of a smaller size, having a resemblance to

O. jili<irammaria, and forms a link between the two species. The
males are very variable in size, and some specimens are very dark, in

fact there are more dark than light ones. I captured a good number

* This refers to the > -shaped mark at the bifurcation of the median nervure

where it leaves the discoidal cell. The dark nervures, often much broken^ are very

interesting.
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in Perthshire in 1851, located in plantations of spruce fir exclusively,

some I found at rest on the trunks " {Z<iolo<iist, 1852, p. 3496).
These remarks apply remarkably well in some particulars to the speci-

mens I have described in this article, and which are figured in Plate III.

Whatever uncertainty may rest on the var. ajtju-o.ciinaria, there can
be none on the var. precursaria, Weaver, which refers to the small form
of 0. Jiliyrainmaria, found so abundantly on some of the heaths of the

northern English counties. Weaver writes of it :
—" This is smaller

than all the foregoing species, and difters from the last two
[filiiiraminaria and approximarla), in the female having ample wings,

the male I have not seen. I reared one specimen from a larva that

fed on heath, in Perthshire, in 1861 "
f Ibid j. It will be observed that

most of the females that are figured, and that I bred, have also ample
wings, differing considerably from the more pointed-winged form usually

found on the moors of the northern counties of England.

Entomological Haunts for a Season.

By J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

" In a corner of my verandah stands a weapon, always ready,

wherewith I do battle against liver, dyspepsia, hypochondria, dull

care, loathed melancholy, and multifarious other natural enemies to

peace and long life. It is composed of a light springy stick, about
five feet long, to which is attached a ring of iron wire, about fifteen

inches in diameter, carrying a bag of mosquito-net or gauze, dyed
green. The wire is as light as it can be without becoming so thin

as to want stifthess, and the gauze of which the bag is made is soft

and open enough to be perfectly transparent. The minutest point

which may conduce to the perfection of the instrument is worthy of

attention, for its virtues are rare. I find nothing equal to it. It is

better than Eno's Fruit Salt. To the jaded ofiice slave, the brain-

Avorn student, the overwrought literary or professional man, I recom-
mend this panacea."

There is something humanly healthy about the above quotation

of E. H. A., the talented author of The Tribes on inij Frontier, some-
thing that takes one back to the early days when our nets were
primitive, and made much in the manner described above, and
when I re-read it the other day, after having been engaged in the

technicalities of some German descriptions of British butterflies, I

breathed a sigh of relief, and came to the conclusion that collecting

insects had done my body at least as much good as the study of them
in foreign languages had done my temper.

Therefore, when a friend in a very persuasive manner asked me
to write a few lines suggesting a series of runs, so that he might fill

in his time profitably by making the practical acquaintance of some
of our more local species, I could hardly resist the temptation.

Sallowing should be considered first, and I must say that I think

this method of collecting is as successfully carried on in one part of

the country as another. I'achnobia leuan/rapJia extends from Folke-

stone in the east, to York in the north, and Brecon in the west, and
T. miniuaa and T. j>npuleti, both have a very wide range ; it is not to

be expected that the outskirts of large towns will prove favoured

haunts for the rarer species, and one must work more widely for them.

But it is too late for sallowing this year now. In April a few good
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things appear ; there is At^teraficopus nulmndosm at Rannock, Xylomigea

((insiiicillaris recorded from Kent and Herefordshire, and certain to

be well distributed over the intermediate country. May brings out a

number of species, and two famous locahties present themselves :

(1) Wicken Fen, where someone has yet to win Hj/drilla palustris,

and where the disappointed entomologist may solace himself with an
abundance oi Mdiana tfioniiica and Viiiiiiiia allxnruosa : (2) Wye, where,

on the Downs, the retiring Pachetra Unocophaea comes to sugar with

Afiroth cinerea ; whilst an abundance of local species, including

Scoria dealbata, haunts the same little-known ground. For early

June, sugar in Abbot's Wood (or, for the matter of that, any other

large wood) is in some seasons the most profitable work. The middle

of the month should find the collector in the Breck district—Brandon,

Tuddenham, etc.—invading the restricted homes of Aurophila trahcalh,

Acidalia ruhif/inata {nthricata), Arnntia luctunsa, and numerous other

rarities, whilst a day or two at Chippenham can then be easily put in

for Banksia an/oitula. About the middle of the month, too, a day or

two on the marshes below Gravesend or around Ely should be

attempted for Ijeiicania nbsoleta and Senta nutritima.

During the first fortnight of July the New Forest is tempting, but,

for those who prefer the sport, the Agrotids of Freshwater

—

lunifiera and
luceniea—and Acidalia Itumiliata are in full swing. Towards the end

of the month it is time that the Broads—Ranworth, Horning—were
visited, and the larva of Nona(fria cannae found. At the same time

the general work there is of the most inspiriting order, for Leucania

hrcrilinea and other Noctuids are abundant. The first fortnight

in August is, to my mind, often the most dead of the year,

unless one is in Scotland, when this fortnight runs hard the sunny
month of June for first honours, for now rarities and local species

appear profusely. With the last fortnight in August a return to the

Fens should take place, for now the autumnal insects are in full force,

whilst with the second week in September, after having spent a few

days at Reading for the rarer " Sallow " moths [Xantkia), some
sheltered and favoured spot on the coast is to be found—Freshwater,

Sandown or Folkestone—for Leucania alhipuncta, L. nmscidosa and
('aradrina awhi<iua, or, if these will not appear, Tnjphaena suhsequa

and Apnrophyla australifi will reward you. The collectors on the

southern coast also know best what to do with the later autumn

—

Portland for Heliophnbus /linjdduft and Kpunda lichcnca, whilst Da.vj-

ca)iijia rubiyinca appears to favour most the counties of Hampshire,
Dorset and Somerset, and after Dr. Riding's catch of Orrhodia

er>/throcc}diala, I should prefer Devon to Kent for a chance of this

species ; for, as yet, I must confess myself a sceptic as to the reputed

Kent haunts of this latter species.

This note strikes me as a fearful sort of confession, likely to put

temptation in the way of omnivorous collectors, and to draw down
upon me the vials of Mr. Harold Hodge's wrath, but surely a man
must be a most unsatisfactory creature who catches more insects than
will serve him for the special line of study he professes, or who
catches insects without studying them at all. I prefer to agree with

E.H.A., as to the mass of entomologists not being by nature cruel.

Speaking of this, that author says :
—" Another charge brought

against entomologists is that of cruelty, and it is even more groundless

than that of puerility. Nothing is more unfeeling than ignorance, and
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nothing makes a man more compassionate towards his little fellow-
creatures than a close acquaintance with them. That acquaintance
can only be gained, and is cheaply gained, by sacrificing the lives

of a few Butterfly hunting is a means not an end.
The end is to know them, to become intimate with them, so that, as
you move about the garden, or lie dreaming

—

Modo wub antiqua ilice,

Modo in tenaci gramine,
Labmitur altis interim ripis aquEe,

Queruntur in silvis aves

—

each gay pleasure-hunter that flits by you may be an acquaintance
with a character and an individuality of its own."

I am sure many will agree with E.H.A., that we are not such
brutes as we are sometimes painted. At any rate, I sincerely trust
that, if these remarks should lead any to visit the haunts herein named,
they will act up to the standard E.H.A. ascribes to them.

Tabulation of the Sub=genera included in Apatela, Hb., with their

respective types.''

By A. RADCLIFFE GKOTE, M.A.

A. Genus: Apatda, Hb. [1806 (1811)] .—Type : A. acern.
Characters : + Pupa with system of anal spines.

* Larva with secondary hairs abundant.

I. Sub-genus: ^rro«/cto, Ochs. (1816).—Type: A. Irporina.
1.

—

A. Irporina, Linn, and var. braih/jiorina, Tr.

II. Sub-genus : Apatda, Hb. [1806 (1811)] .—Type : A. aceris.

2.—A. an' lis, Linn.
Characters :

** Larva with hairs all weak ; secondary often nearly
wanting, a. Warts not single-haired.

III. Sub-genus: Cuspiilia, Chapn. (1893).—Type: A. meya-
ccphala.

3.— ('. mcijaccphala, Fabr.
IV. Sub-genus: Hj/honia, Hb. (1818).—Type: A. strujosa.

4.

—

H. strii/dsa, Fabr.

V. Sub-genus: Trirtf^m, Hb. (1818).—Type: A. psi.

5.-7'. psi, Linn. 6.—T. trideiis, Schifi'. 7.—T. cmpis, Hb.
Characters : b. Warts single-haired ; hairs spatulate.

VI. Sub-genus: Jnvhcan-a, Hb. (1818).—Type : A. alni.

8.

—

J. alni, Linn.
Characters : tt Pura with anal spines nearly obsolete ; anal

projection with bunch of bristles.
*** Larva with no secondary hairs ; warts large with

stiff hairs.

a. Stiff hairs intermixed with finer plumy ones.

VII. Sub-genus: T7»im«V<, Chapn. (1893).—Type: A.menyan-
thidix.

9.— V. wrnijanthiiJis, View.

VIII. Sub-genus: P//rt/r«rrt, Hb. (1818).—Type: A.auricoma.
10.— /'. aHrirn)iia, Fab. and ab. ju'jili, Hb.

Characters : b. Stiff hairs mixed with finer plumy ones.

IX. Sub-genus: Airtomi/scis, Hb. (1818).—Type : A. en-

ph()rbiae= (eiq)/irasiae, Auct.).

11.

—

A. abxcondita, Tr. 12.

—

A. euphorhiac, Fabr. and var.

montiniya, Gn. 18.—A. euphrasiae, Brahm. 14.—A. ru-

micis, Linn.

* Die Apateliden, 1895, Roemer Museum, Hildesheim.
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B. Genus: Cmniophora, Snell. (1872) = Bisulcia, Chapn.

(1893).—Type : C. WjicUri.

1.—C lu/ustri, Linn.
This genus appears to me to be valid on structural characters, and

this name acceptable as a proper restriction of Pnli/mLvis, Hb. (1818),

which latter has then as type : Pohpmta, Ltinn., " Syst. Phal.," 180.

Sel(ul<niia, Fabr., " Ent. Noc," 188. Ridem, Hb., "Noc," 20,

vi(h' the Verzcichui^s, 205 ; but I have not been able to come to a final

conclusion, and it is possible that the type poh/mita is untenable, Avhen

the present genus will have to be called Pohpuixi)^. But from the

larva the genus must be referred to the Ai/rotidac, the set^e being

single and tubercles not being converted into many-haired warts

;

HetcnnnorpJia raendeorephala, usually referred here, must also be
removed from the ApateUdae. The generic characters of ligustri are

the retreating inner edge of primaries, the mixture of flattened scales

on the thorax, and the peculiar arrangement of the vestiture, together

with the dorsal tufts on abdomen. The character of the vestiture

seems to ally the moth to the North American genus, Cfvjtonix.

Larval Genera and Sub=genera in Apatela.

By A. RADCLIFFE GROTE, M.A.

The following classification of the adult larvae of Apatda is drawn
up from memoranda furnished by Dr. Dyar, and verified by me, so far

as my material allows
; (E) stands for the European, (A) for the

American species. Where no name follows the section no name has
been proposed. As a rule, I consider such naming unnecessary, and
that the species may be associated under the preceding sub-generic

title.

Gen. \.—Apatda, Hiibn., 1806 (1811). Type: A. accris.

Secondary hairs abundant, tending to obscure the warts. [The
larva of Irjmrina has black hair pencils in young stage on first and
third abdominal ("long black hairs on the anterior trapezoidals,"

Chapman), as the North American vul})ina, and on the same segments as

amcricana. No larva has been yet found in America which can be
classed in the same section with aceris. Mr. Tutt's statement, Ent.

Rec, vii., 59, that ainrricana is " really congeneric with aceris " is, in

any close sense, inaccurate]

.

1. No black pencils or tufts :

a. Hairs parted into interlacing pencils : aceris {K) = Apatda.
b. Hairs fluffy ; black pencils in young : Icporina (E),

rulpina {A) = Acrnnicta.

2. With black dorsal pencils on definite segments : amcricana
(A), dacti/liiia (A), lepmcidina (pnpuli) (A), fdina (A),

an undetermined species {A) — Me(/acrnu>/cta.

Gen. II.

—

Hi/bnwa, Hiibn., 1818.

—

Type: 7/. strii/osa.

Hairs all weak, Avarts reduced in size, secondary hairs often nearly
wanting, and warts sometimes single haired.

1. Hairs not single on dorsal warts (i.-iv.) :

§ Not green at maturity :

a. Fleshy humps on segments 5, 12 : psi (E), tridens (E)
= Triaena.
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b. An elevation on 12 only : orcidcntalis (A).

c. Elevations on 5, 8, 12 ; secondary hairs clubbed : morula

(A).

(/. No distinct elevations, black at maturity : radcUffei (A)

;

loheUae (A).

§ Brown at maturity, rather flattened :

e. Warts i.-ii., normal : bctnlae (A).

_/. Warts i.-ii., single haired : mci/accp/iala (E) = ('uspi<lia.

§ Green (or brownish) at maturity.

//. Green with dark brown dorsal line : strii/osa (E), i/risea (A),

tritiina (A), UthospUa (A), >iU}wrans {A.) = Hi/hoiiia.

It. Olivaceous with darker patches : subuchrca (A).

2. Hairs single on tubercles, i.-iv :

i. Hairs normal : ovata (A), hainamdia {A.) = Lqiitoreuma.

h. Hairs spatulate, mature larva black with creamy dorsal

patches: alni (E), funcralis {A) = JocJieoera.

I. Hairs spatulate, but larva brown, no creamy spots on back :

affiicta (A.) = Tri(h()l(inrhi' (described by Dr. Thaxter).

Gen. lil.—Pharetra, Hiibner, 1818.

—

Type: P. anriamia.

Warts large, hairy ; no secondary hairs.

1

.

The stiff hairs of warts mixed with fine feathery ones :

a. Forming tufts like (hy/i/ia : Intcicdiim (A) — PIiilonf;/{a.

b. Not forming such tufts: cuphorbiac {wyricae) (E), spcrata

(A), rwiiicis (E), abscandita (E), noctirai/a (A), pallidi-

coiiia {A) = Arct())ii)/scis.

2. The stiff hairs not mixed with others : aurinnna (E),

uienijanthidh (E) [Viiriinia), i)ii})n'ssa (A), .n/Z/?n7nr?;//.s

(A) {2Iasti.})ha7ies), ohUnita (A) {Eulonclic) = Pharetra.

On the Genera in the Apatelidae (= Acronyctida).

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D,, F.E.S.

Mr. Grote has been kind enough to send me his paper on

Apatelid.t:, and Mr. Tutt tells me that he considers I have introduced

much confusion into the matter, by not definitely stating whether I

consider the three groups into which I divide Acronycta to be genera or

not. This opinion of Mr. Tutt's, so plainly expressed, appears to

compel me to say a few words, and I may first, therefore, criticise Mr.

Grote's excellent paper.

The first point that strikes me is the removal of ligufitri from the

Apatelid.e (= AcRONYCTiD.i-:) to the Agrotid.e. Though 1 do not

know the species included in A(;kotid.e by Mr Grote, I have little

hesitation in saying that ligiistr I is slu Acrony( ta, an proved by the

ovum and the newly-hatched larva. Their characters (combined)

are not found anywhere except in Acrouyrta, amongst the whole of

the NocTuiDKs or even Lepidoptera.

Mr. Grote's divisions (by adult larval characters) of the remaining

Acronyctas I find no fault with. His Phnrcira, Hiibn., corresponds

precisely with my Vinnnin, excluding, however, vcnotta, which I

should now, even more strongly, insist on placing beside ninicis than

when I wrote my paper, attaching even less value to such adapta-
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tional differences in the imagines than I then did ; venosa is closer

to rumicis than rumicis is to menyanthidis, or any other species of

Viminta {Pharetra). He divides my Guspidia into two genera,

Apatela and Hyhoma. If I divided them at all, I should divide

them into a larger number of sections ; but if you divide them only

into two, then Mr. Grote's divisions are as good as any others I could

suggest.

Apatela would have newly-hatched lauva with abnormal seg-

ments 6, 10, and 11 pale. Pupa with numerous spines to cremaster.

The NEWLY-HATCHED LAUv.E of Hi/b<iiiia would have 6 and 7 either both

pale or both dark, and the pupa with few spines to the cremaster.

Megacephala has nearly as numerous spines as leporiua, and is

nearest to this group of the Hyhoma, Hiibn., section of Mr. Grote.

Of the other genera that Mr. Grote includes in ApATELmj-:, I

incline to allow orinn to be near Acronyrta, owing to the weak 11th

segment of the newly-hatched larva.

Demas I prefer to place with Liparid.e, as also cocnobita and

ludifica, of which, however, I have had too little material for study to

make my opinion of much value. All these

—

oriou, coryli, coenobila,

ludifica—differ from Acronycta proper, in having spherical instead of

flat eggs, and from typical Liparidae, in the eggs being very distinctly

ribbed.

To return to Mr. Tutt's question, 1 fear I shall disgust him, by

saying that the question of genus or sub-genus is more a personal

than a scientiKc one. A genus is a group of species, and the chief

determining factor is that of size and convenience. When you

classify say, the Noctuides, you make groups of convenient size, then

you try to form a measure of the difference between these several

groups
;
you then rearrange the groups, so that the difference between

any two contiguous groups shall be of about the same value as those

between any other two groups. Here and there you have a species

so isolated that it unquestionably forms a genus by itself, elsewhere

you have groups so large that you try to sub-divide them, and have

to be satisfied to do so on less important characters than, as a rule,

you like. The Acronyctas are a portion of the Noctuides, on the

classification of which Mr. Tutt is an expert, and I am not ; but look-

ing to the very slight characters that separate some accepted genera

amongst the Noctuidks, 1 should imagine that not only are Guspidia,

Viminia and Blsuhia, good genera, but that Cuxpidia must be sub-

divided into genera much like the sub-genera into which Mr. Grote

divides this section.

Mr. Tutt may say that my description of how you arrive at genera

is not in accordance with fact. Few systematists assume for them-

selves so clear a field to start with as my description implies ; but I

think, with this circumstance in view, my description is correct ; and

that, therefore, in the case of a genus of NocTumEs, it falls rather to

Mr. Tutt than to me to say whether the distinction between the

groups are of generic value, as it is estimated amongst the Noctuides.

1 have, however, much sympathy with those who object to sub-

genera altogether ; call a group a genus or leave it alone. Anything

that is worth separating under a name is a genus.
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The Destruction of Insects.

By HAEOLD HODGE, M.A.

I have often wondered why so many collectors of insects should be

so ambitious of emulating Keating. Why do they devote themselves

so keenly to fulfilling the functions of a fly-paper? Jf they do not
cry themselves through the streets as first-class killers of all flies,

bugs, and beetles, they are certainly not less persistent and successful

at "catching 'em all alive." Many of them seem seriously to think

that the raisD)! (Fetre of an insect is to be caught, and the raison d'etre

of a man to catch it. No wonder that the world should come to

the conclusion that these creatures are not men, and regard them as

lunatics, harmless so long as their destructive mania does not extend
to anything more important than butterflies. But to the educated

man with some feeling for nature and some sense of beauty, they are

an object of active dislike. He sees them industriously labouring to

diminish one of the charms of the country ; and his indignation is

not lessened when he finds these destroyers dubbing themselves

naturalists because they have impaled their victims on pins, and
talking complacently of science when they are able to refer to some
familiar butterfly by a Latin word, which they do not understand, and
usually cannot pronounce without perpetrating some hideous false

quantity. He sees clearly enough that the truth about these people

is not that they do care for science or study natural history, but

that they do not care for nature and are destitute of all aesthetic sense.

He accordingly contemns them, and votes entomologists and
entomology a fraud.

This may seem a foolish and superficial conclusion to us who
know better, but if we will be honest and look at the matter from an
outside point of view, we must admit that such a generalisation,

although erroneous, is very natural, and that there is much in the

conduct of collectors to justify it. I do not hesitate to say from my
own experience that there are many who take no interest whatever

in insects except as specimens to be captured and placed ; who can see

nothing in a butterfly in the field. We have an evidence of this in

the small proportion of observations on insects as they live, to records

of captures and disputes as to names in our entomological journals.

These people are willing to destroy any number of insects in the hope

of discovering and possessing themselves of a single abnormity. I

have seen them on the look-out for " vars." of Lycaena icarux

callously insisting on destroying a captive, on the ground that they

could not properly examine it alive. There are others to whom it is

an irresistible pleasure merely to get possession of any insect they see

alive ; they accordingly take hundreds more than they want of the

commonest species.

It is this kind of thing, this itching to collect for its own sake on
the one hand, and the tendency to study insects in the cabinet rather

than in the field, on the other, that I deprecate.

There are two special aspects of this subject : the taking of insect

life for the purposes of scientific discovery, and the destruction of

rare and local species. The former, of course, is on a different plane

from anything we have yet been considering. True scientific

experiment must have the material required to the extent to which it
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can be obtained. If physiological theories cannot be worked out

without a great sacrifice of insect life, regrettable as it may be, the

sacrifice must be made, even to the extent of experimenting on living

insects. On this subject I do not see that we can do more than

express the confident hope that scientists will not be more destructive

than is necessary, and that their researches and discoveries will lead

them, and the rest of the world who learn from them, more and more

to appreciate and interest themselves in creatures whose economy
they have been investigating.

The other matter, that of the extinction of rare and local species,

may appear the most practical and urgent point to be considered in

this connection. That many scarce species, and especially local

insects, are surely and even rapidly on their way to final disappearance,

will hardly be questioned. As to the causes of this process, there

may be more controversy. It is enough for me, however, that dealers

and entomologists unsparingly ravage these species, and take them in

such large numbers as must inevitably tend to make them sensibly

and continually scarcer, whether this over-collecting can account for

the whole phenomenon or not.

For dealers, whose murderous raids have seriously thinned colonies of

many local species {Sesia r/iri/sidifonnis, amongst others, at

Folkestone),* there is much excuse. It is their living, their business,

and it can hardly be expected that considerations of science or senti-

ment should stand against the exigencies of wage-earning. There

ought not, of course, to be such a thing as a dealer in insects (I am
not speaking of makers of apparatus) ; but that there are such things

is the fault, not of these " naturalists " themselves, but of entomo-

logists who make them possible by encouraging the trade.

Look at it any way we may, entomologists are themselves the

greatest sinners. With most of them the only rule as to local species

and varieties seems to be to leave nothing they can take away.

Looking over a few back nixmbers of the Entoiiwlniiist, I find one

collector has taken fifty-one Sjihin.r ronrolndi in less than a month,
while another has taken seventeen Sphin.r innastri imagines in one

year, and boasts one hundred of the larvae. Then I see at least one

hundred CalUmorpha Jwra have been taken in one locality in a single

season, forty-eight of these going to a single individual.

I do not mention names, as I have no desire to pillory individuals

who are probably no worse than others who, if they did not take as

many, doubtless, like Alice's "carpenter," took as many as they could

get. But one name I may refer to as going to illustrate my point that it is

not merely unscientific " fly-catchers " who are to blame in this matter.

We have a scientist like Mr. Frohawk, complaining {Entojiinhu/ist,

September, 1892) of the editor of the Fidil because he will not specify

in more precise terms than " N. Kent," the locality where Aporia

cratarifiif had been taken during the season, and that, too, in spite of a

significant hint of the editor that " others were left to continue the

*We should be surprised to learn that S. (7/r!/.»/rit/br»((s has been seriously thinned

at Folkestone. In 1893 and 1894 we have reason to believe that it was as abundant
as usual.

—

Ed.

\ There is, of course, good reason for this. It is well known that A. crataegi is

extinct as British, that it has recently been planted out in many places, and it is

the duty of every entomologist to attempt to explain recent appearances.

—

Ed.
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species." As it seems to me, " N. Kent" is exactly the geographical

description required for any purpose of science, but happily such as

would baffle the dealer and the " omnivorous collector." In the same
number Mr. Frohawk informs us that his series of Cnlias alimi con-

sists of " sixty " specimens, which vary very little. What purpose is

served by destroying sixty of this most beautiful species, when twenty
would serve any purpose, scientific or aesthetic ?

Surely the time has come when this sort of thing ought to be

stopped. Cannot entomologists organise themselves for the purpose of

the preservation of these rare and local species ? Cannot the Entomo-
logical Society of London take the lead in educating the mass of

entomologists to somewhat higher aims and more rational methods
in the collection of insects ?

It is to the interest of all its votaries that our delightful pursuit

should be vindicated from the damaging charges which it has incurred

by its abuse.

The Classification of the British Butterflies.

By .J. W. TUTT, F.E.S.

My note on the " Genera in the Sub-family 7^//rfl('»z;mr " {ante.,

p. 219) has brought me several enquiries, which suggest that a List,

(1) illustrating, as far as a linear arrangement can do so, the relation-

ship of our British butterflies as indicated by recent researches,

(2) including the more recently defined genera under their assumed
titles, would be welcomed by many of our readers. The following

has been compiled as the result of the careful correlation of the

various schemes which have been recently placed before the entomo-
logical public.

RHOPALOCERA.

Super-family: HESPERIDES.
Family ; HESPEHID.E.
Hub-family : Hespekin;e.

Tribe : He^peridi.

Nisoniades, Hb., tages, L.

Hyrichthus, Bdv., malvas, L.

Tribe : Pmnphilldi.

Pamphila, Fab., sylvanus, Esp.
comma, L.

Thymelicus, Hb., actaeon, Esp.

lineola, Ochs.
thaumas. Hufn.

Tribe : Cijelopidi.

Carterocephalus, Ld., palajmon, Pall.

Super-family: PAPILIONIDES.
Division : Lycaenida.
Family : LYC.ENIDiE.
Sub-family : Lycenin.*;.

Tribe: Chryxophnuidi.

Chrysophanus, Hb., dispar, Haw.
phlteas, L.

Tribe : Lijcnenidi.

Ijycaena, Fab., arion, L.

Cupido, Schrk., minima, Fuess.

Nomiades, Hb., semiargus, Kott.

Polyommatus, Latr., corydon, Poda
bellargu.s, llott.

icarus, Kott.

astrarche, Bgstr.
Plebeius, Linn., ffigon, Schiff.

Everes, Hb., argiades. Pall

Cyaniris, Dalm., argiolus, L.

Lampides, Hb., boetica, L.

Tribe: Theclidi.

Callophry.s, Billberg, rubi, L.

Zephyrus, Dalm., quercus, L.

betulae, L.
Thecla, Fab., w-album, Kn.

pruni, L.

Family : LEMONHD.E.
Sub-family : Nemeobiin.^s.

Tribe : Ncmcohiidi.

Nemeobius, St., lucina, L.

Division : Papilionida.
Family : PAPILIONID.E.
Sub-family : Papilionin^.

Tribe : Papilionidi.

Papilio, Linn., machaon, L.

Family: PIERID.E,
Sub-family : Pierin.e,
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Tribe : Aporidi.

Aporia, Hb , crataegi, L.

Tribe : Pieridi.

Pieris, Schrk., brassicae, L.

rapiE, L.

napi, L.

daplidice, L.

Tribe: Anthocaridi.

Euchloe, Hb., cardamines, L.

Leucophasia, St., sinapis, L.

Tribe : Rhodoceridi.

Colias, Fab., hyale, L.

edusa, Fab.
Goneptei'yx, Leach, rhamni, L

Family: NYMPHALID.E.
Sub-family : Nymph.\lin.e.

Tribe: Arfiynnidi.

Dryas, Hb., paphia, L.

Argynnis, Fab., lathonia, L.

adippe, L.

aglaia, L.

Brenthis, Hb., euphrosyne, L.

selene, Schiff.

Tribe : Melitaeidi.

Melitsea, Fab., athalia, Kott.

cinxia, L.

aurinia, Eott.

Tribe : VaneAsidl.

Vanessa, Fab., io, L.
Euvanessa, Scud., antiopa, L.
Aglais, Hb., urticffi, L.

Eugonia, Hb., polychloros, L.

Polygonia, Hb. c-album, L.

Pryameis, Hb., cardui, L.

atalanta, L.

Tribe : Nymphalidi.
Limenitis, Fab., sibylla, L.

Sub-family : D.^n.un.e.

Tribe: Danaidi.
Anosia, Hb., archippus, L.

Family: SATYRID.E.
Sub-family : Ap.\turin.e.

Tribe : Apatiiridi.

Apatura, Fab., iris, L.

Sub-family : S.ityrin.??.

Tribe : Paranjidi.

Pararge, Hb., megaera, L.

egeria, L.

Tribe : Hipparchiidi.

Hipparchia, Fab., semele, L.

Sub-family: Erebiin/'e.

Tribe : EpineplieUdi.

Epinephele, Hb., janira, L.

tithonus, L.
Tribe : Coenoiujinplddl.

Coenonympha, Hb., tiphon, Rott.

pamphilus, L.

Enodia, Hb., hyperanthus, L
Tribe : Erehiidi.

Erebia, Dalm., aethiops, Esp.
Melampias, Hb., epiphron, Knoch.
Melanargia, Meig., galatea, L.

Stray Notes on the Macro- Lepidoptera of Dulwich and

Neighbourhood.

By DOUGLAS C. BATE.

The Eev. Theodore Wood, writing in the 7>o//.s' Ouii Paper, told its

readers that they should turn their attention to any branch of

entomology rather than Lepidoptera, as " we know pretty well all that

there is to be known about them." I do not share this opinion, as I

believe there are many things yet unknown, and my reasons for

reading this paper are twofold. First, I trust to elicit a mass of

information from many of the members present, and secondly, I

believe we pay too little attention to our immediate neighbourhoods,
and think nothing can be done without going to distant places.

London is to some extent played out, but a good many things still

exist within its smoke area, and I feel certain thxit solid service is

rendered to our successors by reliable records of the capture of

common insects, just as records of now extinct forms by our pre-

decessors are of value to us. Twelve years or so ago what is now East
Dulwich consisted largely of pretty open fields. The bare plot of

builder's rubbish, dignified by the name of a garden, extending some
thirty by twenty feet from my back door, is my constant collecting

ground, its split oak fences being adorned with pieces of virgin cork,

on which I put my sugar, and a marvellous number of insects visit it.

Without further preamble I will proceed to my task, Fieris brassicae,
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p. rapae, P. napi

:

—The first scarce, a few larvae are found in the

garden on XoKturtium (Indian Cress), they rest on the underside of

leaves and stalks ;
/-'. rapae, common, its larvae feed on the same plant,

iisually lie on the upper side of the leaves and along the midribs,

those on the darker varieties of Tropoeolum darker in colour than the

others; /'. iiajii is not a garden visitor, but is common on waste places

at Honor Oak Park, etc. ('idias cdusa : I took two splendid specimens

of var. Iiclicc at Honor Oak Park on August Rank Holiday, 1892, and
a worn specimen of the type, but have not seen the insect since.

Va)ti'ssa urtirac, I'l/iaiiicis atalanta and /'. cardiii

:

— I', urticae occurs

sparingly in the district, but does not visit the garden, nor have I

found its larva, V. atalanta came freely to sugar in my back garden

in the great sugar year, 1893. It almost always appeared quite late

in the afternoon, and I do not remember a single one turning up in

the morning. I found a single larva of 1'. canlui feeding on a

composite plant in my garden. The species is moderately common
in the district, but occasionally disappears ; for instance, I did

not see it at all last year. Mr. Reginald IS. Sellon (7V»f. Itceurd, ii.,

pp. 163-4) mentions ]'. poh/rldaros and T'. iu. KpimpJuie ianira and
K. tithonus are moderately common on waste places, but not garden

visitors. Paranji' iiie<iacra is recorded by Mr. Sellon. Coenuityinp/ia

painphilus is very common on waste places. Chriimphanua phhwas is

also very common, its larv* feeding on, I believe, Ilunicr pidrhfr

(Fiddle Dock). They are hard to see, as they occupy the centre of the

plant where their bodies are about the same size as, and the crimson

dorsal line and broader spiracular stripe render them very like, the young
curled-up leave?. PolyumwatiLH icarus is occasionally caught in the

neighbourhood ; Ci/aniris aiyiidus is mentioned by Mr. Sellon as

scarce, and Mr. Jno. A. Helps {Ent. Piecord, ii., p. 140) adds Pa)ii])hila

si/lranns. The district is thus credited with 17 of the Rhopalocera, of

which I have taken 12, and my garden has produced four.

Sjdihi.r liiiustri is recorded by Mr. Helps. Mr. Sellon says it is not

unconnnon, and mentions N. coiirolndi. Snwi utthus ocdlatiis, S. papuli

and N. tiliae occur. The first is scarce, one at a street lamp being my only

record, and the larva never. S. jjajndi is common, flying in the

garden inunediately after dusk, and coming straight into the house

to the nearest light, if the windows are open. In 1894 I captured a

female ovipositing on Pojndus alha; she gave me some 300 ova, which,

on hatching, I was surprised to find would not feed on that tree. I

divided the brood, placing a number on P. balsam ifeia, which was at

once taken to. Those left on white poplar all died, whilst the others

took any variety indifl'erently except that, which they completely

refused. One of these larvae had red stripes, and produced a redder

imago than any of the others ; they fed exclusively at night, re-

maining in the " Sphinx " attitude all day. Pupation takes place on,

or immediately under, the surface of the ground, without any case

being spun, the position of the pupa being indifterently head up, head
down, or on its side, the perfect insect usually emerging in the

morning ; sometimes in the autumn if kept indoors, even in a room
without a fire. I have failed to breed the hybrid between S. puptdi

and S. ucellatus, although I have on one or two occasions

hatched out the larvae. .S'. tiliae is fairly common, the larvae feeding

on the large elm trees, apparently high up, as they have been knocked
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down by a football kicked up into one of the trees, and are found

walking about on the trunks and on the ground after a high wind.

I never took this larva on lime ; I regard it as difficult to feed, as it

requires clean and fresh food, which is not easy to obtain with a quick

withering tree like elm. Mr. Ilston Cox has taken Maovylussa
utiilatarniii.

Of the so-called Bombycides Mr. Helps records Hi/li)p/iila j)rasi)ia)ia

and Nola cncullaldla ; Mr. Heasler, Lit/inaia lurideula, and I have seen

Kuclielia javohacac ; Arctia caia appears to be almost extinct, one larva in

1892, and one last year in my garden, being my only records. Sj)il<)S()nia

lubricipeda and N. menthastri both swarm ; their larvae seem to eat

everything except the Cruciferae, including Virginia creeper, which does

not seem to be attacked by many things. PortJusia chri/surrhoea is

recorded by j\lr. Helps ; Dasi/chira piuUhunda, larva seen for the first

time last autumn ; Oiyi/ia antiqua common—I think it is partheno-

genetic, as I have hatched larvae from ova laid by presumably virgin

females ; Cili.r iilaucata common, it has two broods, and both in 1893,

and 1895 had, 1 fancy, a partial third; lUvramua vimda seen once
;

Lophupterijx camdina I add from Mr. Helps' list ; I'/ialcia bucephala

excessively common, its larva sometimes strips every lime tree in the

neighbourhood ; Gonopliora derasa and Tlujatijia bath are occasionally

taken at sugar. Mr. Cansdale records ('ijtnatophnra fluctnusa ; Aaplialia

diliita taken freely at sugar, 1898, but not seen since ; I'latijpteitjx

falcula taken by Mr. Cox. This gives the district 19 species of so-called

Bombycides and Pseudo-Bombycides, of which I vouch for 12, and took

4 in my garden.

Bri/o}diila perla, taken by Mr. Heasler ; B. mnralia by Mr. Cox
;

Acroni/cta tridfus, A. psi, A. averis, and A. metjacephala are all common
as larvaj and sitting on fences; Mr. Cox records A. runiicis. Leucania

cuniijfra, L. lithargyria, L. comma, L. impura and L. pallens are all

common, except L. comma, both flying and at sugar; Calamia lutosa,

one specimen on a street lamp in 1893 ; (joityna ochracea, one taken

at light ; Ilt/dmecia nictitans, H. micacea, both scarce, at sugar ; A.vijlia

putris, excessively common at sugar in 1893, but only sparingly since
;

ot Xi/l(ijihasia lit/io.ri/lea, X. }nunuyhjpha and A', scolopacina, the first

two common everywhere ; X. scolopacina came to sugar freely for the

first time last year. Dijitcri/ijia scabrinscula is fairly common at sugar
;

Neuroiia popidaris, one at light ; Ccriyo matura simply swarmed in

1893, flying over rough grass slopes at, and immediately after dusk, and
then coming freely to sugar. I failed to find the larvit in the spot

where the perfect insect had swarmed, both in '94 and '95, and only saw
two or three imagines. Luperina testacea is common on fences close to

sugar patches, which, however, I never remember its getting on ; it

also visits flowers of Senecio jacobaea. Mamestra brassicae and ili.

persicariac swarm everywhere. As they feed at night, why do the

larv£e of the latter stick to the brown stems of Chcnopodium when of the

brown variety, and to the green leaves and green stems of Filex mas
in my garden, when that is their colour? Apamea basilinea, A.
yemina,A. ophiuyramma, A. didyma, all common, except A.ojdiioyraiiima,

which appears to be common wherever there is ribbon grass, which I

cannot grow, as the cats eat it. I have taken it hovering over Nicotiana

ajfinis just before dark, its flight being peculiarly like the floating of a

thistle-down or piece of gossamer, Miana striyiUs, M. fasciuncula,
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M. literona, M. hicolaria are all common, except ^[. literiixa, and taken
at sugar. I venture to say the first two are distinct species, as the
larva of M. striiiilis is, I think, greener and more transparent than
fascinnrula, which also has a darker head. M. stiinilis is, I think, the
first to appear. I noted them on May 20th and 27th, in 1893. M.
strii/ilis ab. act/iiop.s is the commonest with us. Mr. Cansdale
adds (.'Jiorfndes arcuosa. (iraiinnesia tri(/raiiniiica, occasional specimens
everywhere at sugar, but usually in bad condition ;

( 'aradrina iiKirji/icus,

C. ta la.rar i {iud ('. quadrqmHvtata, all come freely to sugar, and Mr.
Cox adds ('. alsincs. I'l-ridniina Kuffusa, 1'. sauria, Af/rotis jiuta, A.
!n'(/i'tH»i, A. cniaiiuitionis, A. ni(/rirans :

—A. puta, swarmed at sugar in

1893, and remained in good condition from July 21st to October IGth
;

it comes every year, but not so freely as in that, for us, phenomenal
sugar year. P.sufusa and mwia scarce, the rest swarm always; dark
females of si'i/i'tuni and pretty varieties of exdcDiiationis were common
last year ; indeed, a long, dry, warm summer, like we then had,
appears fertile in varieties of everything. Xoctua plecta, X.
c-niijnun, X. tncnKjuhun , X. rnhi, X. .rantluxirapha :—Of these .V.

plecta and .Y. triant/uli(iii are scarce, the others common ; X. .vantho-

iji-aplia swarming. I fancy I have also taken X. dafdii, but am not
sure. Mr. Heasler has taken X. baia, and Mr. Cox, X festira

;

Tri/pliaeua iuntldna, T. orbuna and T. /»yv/(»6r7 are all common, the first

usually flies very swiftly round and round in a small compass
just about dusk; all three come to my garden. Ainp/iipj/ra traijo-

ji()(/(i)un common at sugar, but hard to get good, as its scales seem so

loosely attached ; Xaenia ti/pica larvje common in the garden, feeding

on all sorts of plants, imago freely at sugar and on fences. It has two
main varieties as to colour, but otherwise seems a very stable insect.

Mania iiiaura, fiying at dusk and at sugar, where it usually appears
very late at night, often midnight.

Taeniocampa tfatJiica, T. iiurita, T. stabilis, T. pulfendtnta :

—

T.

(/(it/iica and T. stabilis are scarce, the other two common ; they all

come to street lamps, oS which they drop if touched, and sham dead
for some minutes. All but 7'. i/otliira are garden visitors, and all

come to sugar, and are found on fences. I think 2\ imrrta feeds on
elm, because I dig the pupa under that tree. Ifi/schorista suspecta and
D. vpsilon, both at sugar for the first time last year, the first freely,

the latter only one specimen. Mr. Helps adds, Orthosia lota.

Anrhociiis jdstavina, A. lunosa and A. lititra are all fairly common at

sugar. OrrJiddia vaccinii is very common at sugar, and was very
variable last year. Mr. Helps records (K liiinla, which I have
specially looked for without success. The Rev. Theodore Wood recorded
Oporina rroceaifn in 1881 ; I took one specimen of Xantfiia citra<j<)

at sugar in my garden in 1893, and occasional specimens of Mdlinia
cincllaris. As I bred a large number of this, as well as A', fidcaijo

and A'. Jiava<i(> last year, and scores escaped, they may all turn up
this year in the neighbourhood. I had no ditiiculty in isolating

M. cinrllaris larvse from the other two, between which I missed the

distinction, ('alipnnia trapczina, ('. dijfinis, ('. ajfinis:—The first

common and in infinite variety ; I fancy the 1895 specimens were
generally lighter than usual, and suggest the long, dry summer as being
the cause. ( '. dijfittis and ( '. ajfinis scarce, although elms are common.
TJianthoecia cucubali, two at sugar ; but have failed to find any
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Diaiithoeeiac l&vvee on the Li/chnis. Mr. Heasler records D. capsincola ;

Hecatera serena, once at sugar and once on a fence ; Misdia

oxi/aeanthae, tAvice at sugar and once at ivy bloom ;
EupU'.iia

lucipara swarms at sugar, and has, I think, two broods ; PJdof/ophora

nit'ticidosa is also common at sugar, always has two broods, and
in 1893 both it and K. lucipara had a third. Hadena trifolii,

H, olcrarea and //. pi-si : the first two swarm everywhere, the third

is scarce. Its larva feeds on broom and bracken, on the former it

usually has rose-pink stripes, on the latter yellow ; but this distinc-

tion is developed about the third change of skin, all the little ones

being yellow. They also feed on grasses. They are subject to a

curious epidemic on arriving at the last skin, when many dry up
without shrivelling in the least, and look quite alive until touched.

They feed by night, and go down to the base of the food-plant by

day. Mr. Heasler adds H. thalasishia. Gueidlia wubratiea is listed by

Mr. Helps, C. chamomillae by Mr. Cansdale, and Epunda viininalis

by Mr. Cox.

Gonoptera libatri.r, one worn specimen at sugar last spring in my
garden ; Habrostola triplasia, one at sugar in 1893 ; Plmia chri/sitiK

and P. (/awina—the first used to be moderately common in one spot

which is now built over—the latter, of course, swarms. Erastria

fasriana, recorded by Mr. Cansdale ; Eiuiidia mi, by Mr. Cox ; Catocala

nupta, freely at light and sugar, and early in the morning on fences.

Zancl(i(/uatlia (jriscalis and Z, t.arsipi>nnali.s are both occasionally

taken at sugar ; also Hi/pena roatralifi and H. pivboscidalis. All four

occur in my garden. The district has therefore yielded 101 species

of the NocTuiDES, of which I have taken 84 and found 60 in my garden.

Of the larger Incomplet.e we get the following :

—

Seda tipuli-

formis, taken by Mr. Heasler ; S. )ii;/upifnrniis, taken by Mr. Cansdale
(Ent. Bee, ii., p. 69). Zijifaena fdipeiuhdae I captured at Honor Oak
Park in 1893. Of Hepialus kumuli, H. si/lrinus, and H. lujudinus :

—

the first and third abundant. The males of H. liuniuli st&rt into flight

simultaneously, hundreds will suddenly appear, swinging to and fro in

their characteristic manner. The females fly with great swiftness,

and do not swing like the males, which they appear to knock over in

their flight and immediately pair with. H. si/lrim(s I have taken
but once. Cassus lii/nipcrda, larva common, feeding on poplar and
willow. Two or three years ago hundreds were lying around the
poplars on Peckham Rye, killed, I believe, by the County Council
men. They spin a cocoon to hybernate in, come out in the spring,

change their skins, pupate almost immediately, and emerge in about
a couple of months. I had eggs in 1894 from a virgin female, but
they were infertile, so I failed to confirm parthenogenesis. Zeuzera
P!/n)ia, although considered common, I fail to find. I am told I

should not look on the lamps, but on the ground under them, where
the insects will be found quietly at rest. A female Z. pi/rina once
laid an enormous number of eggs in the match-box in which she had
been confined ; they were orange-coloured, and formed an irregular

sphere about half-an-inch in diameter ; as they soon shrivelled con-
siderably I thought them infertile, but still kept them. In a couple
of months they began to darken, ultimately becoming sienna brown,
and finally hatched out simultaneously, the whole ball rolling over
and over with the struggle of the mass of larvae to escape. A few took to
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pieces of the wood of apple, poplar, and horse-chestnut, with which they

were si;pplied, getting between the bark and the wood ; but the bulk took

to some fragments of cork, which they consolidated into a mass with

their spinnings. 1 however failed to get them through the winter.

They were orange-yellow with black warts, from each of which sprang

a single hair, and had brown heads, and a brown shield on the

second segment. The first change of skin, which took place in about
four weeks, showed them lighter in colour but otherwise unchanged,
and none survived this state.

I have not yet had time to identify the place of capture of my
insects beyond this point, but the foregoing list, which contains 150
species for the district, 116 of which I can vouch for myself, and 69
of which have come from my garden, may, I believe, be thoroughly

relied on, as far as my own observations go, as containing nothing
which I have not caught in the district, and everything which I have.

Coleoptera at Cromer and Horning.

By E. G. ELLIMAN.

As my visit to Cromer last summer was the second within two
years (having spent my summer holiday there in 1894), I did not

expect to return overladen with spoil, especially as I had also made
up my mind to take things pretty easily ; so with small ambitions,

and a mind prepared to be contented with small mercies, I entered

upon what turned out to be a most enjoyable, and not altogether

unprofitable, time as far as beetles were concerned.

I have most vivid remembrances of the amount of time and toil

expended in a fruitless search for the very local Xcbria lirida in 1894
;

last summer, however, during a short evening's stroll, I came upon two
fine specimens of this distinct beetle, hidden under a fisherman's

discarded nether garments. The somewhat equivocal methotl of

collecting {i.f., turning over "old Clo"), which secured for me the

first specimens of X. lirida, also obtains for one a large amount of

attention from visitors on the beach, especially when the performance

takes place about midway up the clift', as it did in my case ; but this

chance capture gave me the clue to the head-quarters of the species.

The Bemhidia abounded at this spot ; they were for the most part

anijlicanmn, a species of which I only took two specimens in 1894,

and these might possibly have remained unidentified had not my
friend Mr. Newbery called my attention to the fact that the species

had been taken at Cromer before. In'mhidium aj/ijie (1) and a few
B. lunatum were keeping 7>. anjilicamun company. Tachi/jius pallipes

was also common here. I did not allow many spikes of either JU'.seda

lutea or U. hitcula to remain uninspected, and a small series of

CeutliorrJii/nchus irscdac was the result. C. cyanijifutiis and C.

picitarsis (1) occurred on the same plants ; these two species would thus

appear to be indifferent as to whether they feed on plants of the

Hfsfdarrae or the closely allied Cnicifcrae, which latter order they

usually affect. On examining the Blcdii occurring on the sandy
spots on the cliffs, 1 found B. pallipes the most abundant. B>. ojiaciis

came next in point of numbers, and 2 B. crassicollia, and in company
with them plenty of Dijschirim thoracicJis and Uetcracerus inanjinatus.

Whilst poking the sand about, hunting up the Bledri, I stirred up a

couple of Awara fulca.
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My resolution to take things easy was broken on two occasions,

when I made day excursions to Horning, and worked in earnest on
each occasion. By a study of the map and rail time-table, I found
that half-an-hour in the train would take one to Wroxham station,

from thence a tramp of two or three miles lands one at Horning, add
to this the fact that the G.E.R, is obliging enough to take you to

Wroxham and back for the modest sum of Is., and that fen -collecting

was to me hitherto an unknown pleasure, is it then any wonder that

the temptation was too great to be resisted ? On Thursday, June
27th, I set forth from Wroxham station about 9.85 a.m., quite pre-

pared for a hot and dusty tramp to my destination ; but fortune

favoured me early in the day, as a good-natured farmer gave me a

seat in his gig. He informed me he guessed I was going to Horning,

by the fishing-tackle I carried. When I had to confess that the

"fishing" was to be for beetles, not fish, 1 am afraid I fell pretty

low in his estimation ; but probably regained his good opinion some-
what when 1 proved able to tackle some Norfolk old ale with him at a

wayside inn. I suppose he judged_^that being imbecile enough to collect

beetles, such strong liquor would certainly be too much for me, for

he warned me of its potency.

Arrived at Horning, fresh, and quite ready for some hard work, I

started to work round a promising-looking reed bed. Donacia ni(/ra and
D. nienyanthidis were soon dropping into the umbrella, and some dis-

tance in the reeds I swept a fine specimen of Lixus pa raplecticiis oS the

flowers of Cicuta virosa, and Dunacia cinerea (8) turned up near the

same spot, apparently on a tall growing Carex. Walking up the side

of a dyke, I spied a Donacia sunning himself on a water-lily leaf

;

the only chance of reaching him was to wade in, this I did, and a fine

I), crassipcs was the reward for my trouble, and the risk I ran of

posturing legs uppermost, with my head in a foot or more of the

filthiest black mud imaginable, owing to several treacherous holes in

the bottom of the water-course. Silis ruficollis occurred sparingly all

over the marshy ground. By sweeping I took several Meluiethes

obscunis, Taclii/iisa nmbratica (1), and a single Stra7i(/alia A-fasciata

settled on a reed. Of Donacia dcntipen I found several specimens, and
D. lemnae and D. seniicuprea were about in swarms.

My second visit was a week later, and was a very favourable day for

collecting ; not much sun, but fine, with a light breeze, which dropped
altogether in the afternoon, leaving the air hazy and close, just the

time when beetles evidently love to take a quiet ramble, for change of

scene, or some other object best known to themselves. On such
occasions even water-beetles are not content with remaining in their

natural abode, but come climbing up the reeds and rushes by the

waterside preparatory to flight, and, doubtless, this is the reason why
three examples of thevAve Hi/drojjoru.^ iici/lcrtu.'iioinidtheiv wsby into my
sweep-net at Horning, and also 4 11. uinhnmis. Sweeping altogether on
this day was a paying game, for early in the day 1 secured by this

means a few more Donacia dentijics and ] >. impressa (2), on Spanjaniiun

7'ainosum, and the following were also captured : Amalushocmorrhoiis on
Brasdca chciranthus, lihinonchus iiraiiiincus on Poli/(/onu)ii aiiipldbiwn,

Olibrua millefolii (2), Psylliodes picina (1), Ceuthorrhi/nc/n(.'<riduatus(^l),

Thyamis holsatica (2), Telephoriis t/ioracicm, and a single Odacantha,

melanwa.
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By beating willows I captured SHrtcft orbicularis (2), and saw several

more, but they were most provokingly nimble on their legs, apparently

more so than their commoner relation, .S. hemisj)Jiaericns ,- (TaleruceUa

lini'ola (1) was also beaten from willow.

Home large pieces of fungus on old willow trees raised my hopes

rather high ; however, the beetle tenants were by no means plentiful,

for beyond a few Epuraca li)iibata and Dame Jniincralis, together with

a single Cis hidrntatus and (Tijrophacna nana (4), there was nothing

notable in them. As there seemed to be some larvcTe in them, I carted

a few pieces home, and bred plenty more l>acnc huincralis and
A[i/ci't()))ha(im pimis [S). Just before leaving the fen I turned over

some dead reeds, by the river bank, and disturbed one or two
AnyJuDncnun inuilus, Jjcnibidinin fcnioratuni and I'acdcrus riparius.

The walk back to Wroxham gives one ample time to contemplate

the possibilities of a man who could spend two years (or 20 for the

matter of that) instead of two days collecting insects, and studying the

life of the marshes at Horning.

Entomology, Evolution, and Romance: a plea for a new departure.

By FEEDK. W. FEOST.

In a paper like this the main points can only be suggested by a

series of digressions.

A dictionary states that entomology treats of insects. This would
be more correct to-day if put in the past tense. Aristotle pointed out

that the bodies of insects were cut up—hence the name of the science.

Would the Greeks have changed the name of insects in their lan-

guage had they foreseen its prophetic significance ?

Mr. Herbert Spencer laid down the rule, " That no analytical

truths, no combination of analytical truths, can ever make up that

synthesis of thought which alone nnist be the interpretation of the

synthesis of things." He fortunately never carried this principle very
far towards its logical conclusion, or the world would have missed
most of his work. Is it not true, in spite of what has often been
said to the contrary, that means are only justified by the end
projoosed ?

What are the ends proposed by entomologists to-day ? Are they
not many in number, and chaotic in direction, considered collectively ?

Some must be mutually destructive, judging by the worjv done in

proportion to the results attained.

It might be said that the conspiracy against common ignorance,

conducted by the secret societies of entomologists speaking a jargon
of their own, is quite harmless, owing to lack of organisation among
its members.

If the man in the street so much as knew our society met here
to-night, he might ask a well-informed companion, "What do those

fellows do?" " Oh, they sit round a table and talk about bugs,"
the well-informed one could reply. If the question were, " Who
was Professor Huxley or Tyndall '?

" the answer would be " A great

scientific man." So much can be learned in their works. Why this

difierence ?

Should an entomological Nordau be born to us in the course of

time, he would be a heaven-sent boon. Are there not materials
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ready at hand to form a great work on the degeneracy of the science ?

Take a glance at nomenclature by way of illustration. Degeneracy
can be traced both in the man and the succession of men. Linnaeus
started well. Taken at random, we have Iria, Sibi/lla, Comma—ideal

names. Tithonus, Betnlae, Ziczac—pronounceable names. Derasa is

sweet. Batis—you can almost hear those lovely spots dropping on
that beautiful ground colour. Take a jump to the Micros—one
example is enough

—

Siramiiwrdammella. A little later we have Sa-am-

mcrdammia, as a generic name from Hiibner, which is an atrocity,

besides giving occasion for the vulgar to blaspheme. All idea of the

ridiculous is lost. These examples are taken from South's list, and
above the last a family name appears, which is too difficult to pro-

nounce, and too long to spell, from Stephens. All idea of utility had
fled. After this, for the most part, is a mad riot of type, and if

there are two out of the lot who deserve special mention for doing
their best to make entomology stink in the nostrils of practical men,
they are Zeller and Fischer Edler von Rosierstamm.

Nothing so commonplace as the necessities of the cabinet, or

economy in writing and printing ever entered the heads of the workers
among the Micros, with one or two exceptions, and that monument
of folly, " The Entomologist " Synonymic List, has done its best to

perpetuate the iniquitous, Ui confnrmitii irith the law of prloritij. The
sooner nonconformity establishes itself the better. We want some
nomenculturalists, and we want them badly.

Professor Huxley, speaking of technical terms, says, " There are

two ways of producing them, one by phrasing, and the other by the

invention of new signs," and adds, " the practice of sensible people

shows the advantage of the latter course, and here, as elsewhere,

science has simply followed and improved upon common sense."

On a most cursory examination of entomological literature it

appears that the better known the division, the more intricate the

present treatment, which seems to be due to the probable excess of

leisure possessed by the authors, rather than the special necessity or

proportional usefulness of the work. In the less known divisions

practical men have some credit left. Is not what is here termed
degeneracy owing to the gradual and deplorable disregard of uses ?

You remember the " Spiritualist," Dickens encountered in America,
who informed him of some marvellous communications from the

other world. One of great interest was a new rendering of an old

proverb, " A bird in the hand is worth two in the boi^h." " They meant
' bush,'" said Dickens. After referring to his notes the other replied

solemnly, " It came to us ' bosh.' " This kind of person should be

sent into the field to observe and collect facts. He can be absolutely

trusted not to add any ideas of his own, nor will he try to make bosh
plausible.

Professor Huxley defines evolution employed in biology as a
general name for the " history of the steps " by which any living being

has acquired the morphological and physiological character which dis-

tinguishes it. Mr. Herbert Spencer defines it as : "A chant/e from an
indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a definite coherent heterogeneity

through continuous difierentiations and integrations. Professor

Drummond, in his amusing scaftblding chapter on the "ascent of

man," says: " That evolution should leave such clues lying about is.
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at least, an instance of its raiKJonr.'' This gentleman evidently

endows evolution with personal attributes. Deification will no doubt
follow shortly. It appears the chief use of authorities is to instruct

the common herd, and sooner or later to contradict each other. The
certainty of this latter performance is a great and blessed consolation

to the same herd, and can always be awaited with patience born of

experience.

By way of metaphor, might not evolution be described as a light

on our path, by some taken as a Will of the Wisp, caused by the

spontaneous combustion of gas thrown oft' in the decomposition of a

great accumulation of heterogeneous facts ; while by others taken as a

light leading them to a distant home to be reached by a prodigious

eftbrt ?

Evolution seems to mean, in English, the sequence or order of

being or becoming from beginnings. Is knowledge of this sequence

attainable even in the future, and further, is its importance com-
mensurate with the work necessary for its acquisition ? If the data

and materials be examined, it becomes obvious that the corpse and
fossils are the enormously predominant factors in such an enquiry.

You cannot leave out geology. As to insects, there is, or was till

recently, a clean gap in the Pliocene. In the upper Miocene we
have 1,300 species—all Orders are represented, Coleoptera most
abundantly, and almost all can be referred to existing European
genera.

In the Cretaceous there are tAvo butterflies referable to the

HATYRmyj;; in the Oolite, insects are not uncommon; one species of the

Lepidoptera is referable to Sphin.r. A large number of insects are

found in the Lias of Gloucestershire, and these again can be referred

to well-known family types. These facts are suggestive. How far

beyond the Pahtozoic epoch must we look for the parent types of each
division, letting alone their common parents ?

Observation of the living specimens and the data of the immediate
past aftbrd quite inadequate materials for even plausible generalisations

as to the probable descent of any entity now living, considered in thia

relation. Anyhow, it is evident that the ideal classification, from the

evolutionary point of view, can only be accomplished by each one who
is possessed of that ideal leaving his share of facts recorded for others

to generalise upon, when the area and period of investigation bear so

ridiculously small relative proportion to the area of the globe and the

period involved from beginnings.

When will the bulk of the best entomologists turn their attention

to uses, secondary perhaps in order of presentation to the mind, but
primary in order of importance ? The authors, popularly speaking,

of the evolutionary theory, Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, and professoi's

of science generally, did not altogether follow the method detailed

above. Had they done so they might never have been heard of outside

the small circle of the initiated. They—turning to literature—tried to

write popular books, and made a mess of it, as might have been
expected, for they were scientists after all. These books, for the most
part, are abominably badly written,*'' having regard to the alleged end
in view, which is generally defeated. Most are more talked about

* We disagree absolutely. Few better writers of the English language than
Huxley have existed. He and Tyndall made science largely what it is.—Ed.
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than read, and many would have remained in the obscurity they

deserved, but for certain circumstances.

The time for the natural history novel had come. The historical

novel, which was a very good thing in its way, gave some history and

plenty of " novel." Scott or Harrison Ainsworth would have shown
the way to reach the public with the natural history novel. ^•' With
these authors, it is their treatment of the subject which charms

the reader. With the others, the facts only are interesting to

the average man ; the plot, so to speak, or the romantic portion, only

bores. However, certain men, miscalled theologians, attacked some

of the romance, which gave a wholly undeserved and extraneous value

to the same. In return, a friendly lead was given to parson-bating,

now a very popular thing, for some occult reason. Many scientists

gained a passing popularity at the expense of science (without a

capital letter), and people took sides on an absolutely false issue.

Most of the books are really more controversial than educational,

and to be popular contain far too many facts, which in their authors'

opinion bolster up their preconceived notions and theories, which go

for little outside their own sects. The fun begins directly they are

taken seriously. The popular type of scientific book has yet to be

written. The nearest approach to the ideal was made by Mrs. Scott

Gatty, in her " Parables from Nature," written for children. What is

commended to your notice is the " Psychological climate " of her mind
when contemplating nature, and the choice of examples to accomplish

her ends. The Rev. J. G. Wood has been fairly successful, but most

of his books contain too much classification on the Morse code plan.f

What is wanted is scientific romance, honestly published as such,

written by a master of the literary art, with natural history for his

stock in trade. Such an one would persuade the average man of

what we all know so well : the charm, the beauty and intense delight

of it all. Awaken his interest, and he will get facts for himself, and

be ready to supply them to societies like our own. When this is done

the area of investigation will be greatly enlarged, and sound classifica-

tion can be begun within one hundred years from that blessed time.

To sum up in one word, the only justification for an entomologist is a

moral one—that he shares his riches with his fellows. And this

brings me to my plea for a new departure.

I want this society to extend the spirit of the objects set forth in

its rules, so that it may do something for the man in the street. That

we, and for that matter, all entomologists, should become educational-

ists as well.

I have noticed among children that the cabinet charms to the extent

of a few drawers ; interest soon flags, only to be revived by an extra

showy specimen. They seldom ask to see the cabinet twice in one

visit. Show them a breeding-cage with larvas in any stage, and they

will watch them by the half-hour, return to them when other interests

fail, and always revisit the cage every morning to see how the larvte are

getting on. A living imago they will also watch. It is the same
with adults in their degree ; they always take interest in a breeding

cage when they won't look at a cabinet.

* What would have been the value of such works considered as science?

—

Ed.

t What advance on the present condition of knowledge would our contributor

expect from books of this description ? Does he not confuse the education of the

masses with the advance of knowledge ?

—

Ed.
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Almost everyone, in my opinion, takes a great interest in natural

living objects, and most have a desire to know more about them, but

dry-as-dust information as to classification, where they may be

captured, or how many segments they can waggle, and when and how
they attained comparative rigidity of the same in the pupal stage, etc.,

does not pass with them as desirable knowledge, but what the things

are doing in the world rather.

My ideal entomological society for the City of London would have

a town membership of at least 2,000 co-operative members, and 8,000

country corresponding members. To greatly enlarge the present

membership the atmosphere at some meetings should suggest a club

rather than a funeral, if possible. This society should be housed in a

building where members could meet at all times, and where different

lines of work could be carried on simultaneously by those collectively

interested in any. If human interests were only studied and catered

for by the managers of our scientific societies, the membership would be

enormously increased, and the funds greatly enlarged without imparing

their scientific value. Attached to the house, or associated therewith,

there should be a living museum, which should exhibit the meta-

morphoses of the greatest possible number of species; some species would

have to be in glass houses—a kind of small Zoological and Horticultural

garden rolled into one. The educational and scientific value of such

a museum as I have in mind cannot be exaggerated. If it were

well arranged, and a good band were added, the gate money from the

public should support it.

An intelligence department should also be organised, with power of

initiative vested in the council, or by petition of a given number of

members through that body, to call upon all members for desirable

information and observations, etc., in the field, from season to season,

and a kind of ledger kept, and accounts opened to each species. It

occurs to me that a modified form of the British Museum library

catalogue would be the best means for registration. Printed pro-

ceedings contain a mass of valuable information in a form almost

useless for ready reference. In time, most of these could be digested

by voluntary work. Thoroughly good manuals, among other

things, could soon be produced by this society, and they could be

brought up to date from time to time with ease. The usefulness of

societies like our own is limited for want of funds at present, and in

a wider ideal, and by service of the public. We shall not fail in our

reward if we do not falter.

CrURRENT NOTES.
Mr. B. A. Bower, F.E.S., Langley, Eltham Road, Lee, is kind

enough to offer to any of the readers of the FnttniKiloi/ist'.^ Ikronl

a copy of a " Label List of the recent additions to the British Lepi-

doptera," that he has recently had printed for private use, on receipt of

an addressed and stamped (-^d.) envelope.

Various authors— Schilfter, Van Bemmelen, Urech and Haase—
have shown that the order of appearance of the colours in the scales

of the pupal Avings of Lepidoptera is as follows :—(1) The wings are

perfectly transparent. (2) They become pure white. (8) Yellowish.

(4) The mature colours develop. Mr. A. G. Mayer, commenting on
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this, says that he "has found that the scales develop during the trans-

parent stage. The white stage is caused by the protoplasm shrinking
out of the scales, leaving them in the condition of little hollow bags,

so that they diffract the light. In the yellow stage the pigment first

appears ; this pigment is made by something analogous to a blood-

clot, for the plasm of the blood enters the scales and forms the pigment.
The blood of the chrysalis contains a large amount of serum albumen."

A most interesting paper " On the development of melanism in

(koiijitof/rawiiia hilincata,'" by Mr. Kane, appears in the Irixli Xat.
(March, 1896). The form, with the " whole ground colour of the
fore-wings, and, in a less degree, that of the hind-wings darkened,
closely approximating to suffused specimens described by the late

Mr. Jenner Weir, from Unst, but more melanic," is called ab.

infuscata. Another form, "with all the wings of a sooty black, upon
which the waved strigte and median band are marked in a darker
tone the body and underside of the wings also of a sooty
black," is called var. isalata. The largest of these are said to be

If inches in expanse from tip to tip, and this is considered a proof
that " the blackening is not a result of dwarfing or diseased condi-

tions." These specimens occur on the cliff's and islands of Cork and
Kerry, where the rocks belong either to a dark slate formation or are

formed of dark conglomerate. As the herbage is sparse, the insect

rests on the dark rocks, and Mr. Kane concludes that the species

"has acquired a melanic tendency as a protective adaptation, and
that isolation on a small area out at sea (the island being haunted by
bats and insectivorous birds, that have thinned out the paler speci-

mens, conspicuous on the dark rocks), has brought about the sur-

vival of the more melanic forms." The rainfall of Kerry is, Mr.
Kane says, "notorious;" but he thinks that the excessive wet has
only been a factor in the total result to the extent that it darkens
the rocks. The rocks, too, where they occur, are in winter bathed in

spray, the Atlantic waves dashing floods of water high into the air, so

that the islet in question must be continuously soaked by the deluge
of sea water, as, indeed, Mr. Kane avers it was in the winter of 1893.

At the sale of Mr. Fry's collection on March 9th and 10th:—
Clin/sojihanus disjiar produced per specimen, 80/-, 65/-, 50/-, 105/-,

126/, 100/-, 120/-, 90/-, 40/-, 110/-, 84/-, 80/-, 135/-, 105/-;
Fieris daplidke, per specimen, 12/-, 9/-, 10/-, 8/- ; Eurane.ssa antiopa,

per specimen, 10/-, 12/-, 12/-, 12/-, 7/-; Nomiades semian/u.s {acisj,

per pair, 20/- 20/-, 18/-, 14/- ; Thnlcphila livomica, Ij- (2 specimens),

10/- and 12/- per specimen ; Cliocrocampa cdcrio, 8/-, 7/- each
;

Sesia allantiformis, 52/6, 32/6, 27/6 per specimen ; Sriajitcron

tahaniforme, 40/- ; Lasincaiiipa iUrifoUa, per specimen, 26/-, 22/-,

22/-, 24/-, 21/-, 16/-, whilst one with a larva produced 32/6 ; Laclia
coenosa, per pair, 20/-, 22'-, 26/-, 18/- ; Jh'idpcia judc/wlla, per
specimen, 18/-, 10/-, 12/-, 21/-, 12/- for 2 ; the "original Xi/ssia

lapponaria, taken by J. Warrington at Loch Rannock, April 4th,
1871," fetched 45/- ; ('lora ridiuuia, 30/- for 2, 22/- for 3, 27/6 for 2

;

a lot consisting of 2 specimens of Acidalia strawinata var. cinrJlata

and 2 Acidalia pcrochraria produced 32/6 (the latter not the original

specimens of Weston) ; Abra.ras i/rossulariata, 35/- (9 vars.), 20/- (3
vars.); P. poh/nranimata, 16/- (4 specimens), 18/- (3 specimens), 14/-

(8 specimens), 26/- (3 specimensj ; Cidaria reticulata, 16/- (for 3),
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14/- (for 3), 18/- (for 3), 21/- (for 3), 12/- (for 2) ; Plati/ptcn/x

Iiarjia(/ula, 26/- (for 2), 28/- (for 2 with larva) ; two specimens of

Pcrouvacristana ab. rurtisajia produced 42/- ; Kupoccilia ii'drlroinaua pro-

duced 10/-, 12/-, 9/- per pair; Ceniral)icu></iis,ior setsoi '6 ench, 7 l-,H/-,
10/-, 16/- ; Lfucania vitdlina, 13/-, 14/-, 20/-, 14/- per specimen ; 1 each
oi L. vitcllina and L, alhijiunrta, 8/-; L. alhipunrta, 12/- (for 2), 4/-

(for 1) ; r,(ip/n/i/iiia c.rif/ua—21/- and 10/- each ; Xijliniiiijcx ronspiril-

laris, 12/- and 18/- per pair ; A(/rntis suhrosea (1) and Xi/lina con-

fnniiis (1) produced 14/- ; Cn/iiKnirs e.rulis, 22/-, 18/-, 18/-, 26/-, 24/-

perpair; JJi/drilla palustri!^, captured by Mr. A. Houghton, 9/- (li,

10/- (2), 10/- (2), 22/- (pair); Caradrina awbufua (taken by Mr. Vine]
produced 16/-, 16/- and 21/- each ; Pachnohia Jn/perborea var. alpina,

28/- (for 6); Dianthoecla lutccKin var. harrcttii, 12/- (for 4), 21/-

(for 4), 26/- (for 2), 20/- (for' 2), 35/- (for 2), 32/6 (for 2), 30/-

(for 2) ; a fine var. of Pnlia .vantluiwista {iiii/rorincta), 44/- ; Cnrullia

iiudjihalii produced 10/-, 8/-, 8/-, 20/-, 21/- per specimen ; Plmia ni

(taken in New Forest by Mr. Grey, 1879), 21/-; Catocala fra.vini, 30/-,

21/- per specimen ; ('atinala eJcrta 'tlie first British specimen, taken

by Mr. A. Vine at Shoreham, 1875), 65/- ; A(/n>ti!< subrosca, 12/-,

10/-, 16/-, 28/-, 126/- (bred), per pair ; XuncK/ria spanianii, per pair

(from Mr. S. Webb), 22/-, 22/-, 26/-, 32/6.

Our friend Mr. H. Tunaley, F.E.S., of 30, Fairmount Road
Brixton Hill, S.W., who is at work on the Lycaenids, asks us to insert

the following:

—

"Wanted.—Specimens of any of the Lyc^enin.e,

especially P. ronjdon, for examination. Full data as to locality, etc.,

should accompany the specimens. If correspondents will kindly

forward them by parcel post, I will refund all expense, and replace any
damage in transit. Any old specimens may be sent so long as the

wing structure is perfect." We trust many of our subscribers will be

able to oblige him ; we need not add that every care will be taken of

the specimens sent.

^^ ARI ATION.
On the number of British species of Oporabia.— It would

appear that the present race of entomologists are not at all satisfied

with the condition of our knowledge concerning our Oporabias, and
that it would be a good thing if Mr. Prout (who is so specially

interested on the Lakentiid.'e) would bring forward all the informa-

tion as to the distinctness or otherwise of Ojiorabia ililutata and (K fili-

iiraiiiiiiaria. The historical facts bearing upon the making of O.autuin-

naria a species and its subsequent reduction to varietal rank, coupled

with the present information, for or against either view, would be of

the greatest use. On the other hand, there are many well known
Rannoch workers—both amateur and professional—who could give

information with regard to 1.—Undoubted (K fHiiiraiinuaria from
the moors. 2.—Undoubted (K (Jihitafa from the woods. 3.

—

The silky insect which is usually considered as O./dhirammaria,

has largely the facies of (K dilutata, is not confined to the moors,

feeds in the larval stage on sallow, and may be specifically

separate from either of the now recognised British species. It appears

to be this form that is figured in I\)it. Vwcord, vii., pi. 3.—J. W. Tutt,

Westcombe Hill, S.E. March, 1896.
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I have taken insects in Scotland as early as August 16th, which I

suppose are (). filinraiiiniaria, but which, as far as markings go, might

be taken for 0. (lilutata ; in fact, nothing but a little smaller size, a

slight difference in the tone of colour, and the early date, distinguishes

them from 0. (lilutata. Mr. Meyrick, I see, lumps all into one species.

I have in Scotland only found ( K dilntata among woods, or where there

has been a good many trees. I have not noticed it upon the moors.

I have observed (>. Jilif/raiiwiaria in two localities, both in Argyllshire,

and it was not common in either of them. One of these localities was
at sea level, close to the sea ; the country was bare and there were no
trees, only stunted bushes. At the other locality, although there are

plenty of woods, I have never seen O. rJli(/raiiniiaria in or near the

woods, but I have taken it on the moors, miles from trees, and up to

1200 feet above the sea.—W. M. CnpasTY, F.E.S., Watergate.

March, 1896.

I am pleased to find attention drawn to Oporahia (lilutata, as it is a

species of which I have examined a great number of specimens in the

hope of finding a form which is in a York collection, but which I have

never secured for myself. The hind-wings have a dark band round

them, and the usual central line. What is Oporahia antuinnaria .'

I took, a few years ago, towards the end of August, a specimen of

what I at first fancied to be (>. (lilutata, although much smaller.

The date of capture, however, was all too early for that species, and 1

was afterwards told by an old collector that it was (K autiniinaria.

Will someone inform me about this so-called species'?—S. Walker,

23, Portland Street, York. Marcli, 1896.

Varieties of Hybernia defoliauta.—We used to get all the

varieties of Hybernia (Icfoliaria at Redhill, but, of course, the banded

ones were in a large minority, and not nearly so finely contrasted

as the Yorkshire and Lancashire specimens. The rarest variety

appeared to be one of these banded forms, that looked as though it

had been dipped in an umber bath and then sprinkled over with

dots—a curious admixture of three races.

—

Sydney Webb, Dover.

Marc/i, 1896.

:iaOTES ON LIFE-HISTORIES, LARY^, &c.

Habit of the larva of Boarmia roborakia in spking in nature.

—With regard to the notes on this subject {ante, pp. 280-281), I

have frequently obtained larvae of B. roboraria from oaks when I have

been beating for larvte of Clcora lichenaria, in February and early

March, before the oaks have shown a sign of leaf. They must there-

fore have loosened their winter hold of the branches before they could

expect to get nourishment from the buds, but larvae do attack buds

surprisingly early, before the human eye can detect much sign of

growth. it may not be out of place to remark that larvae of

B. roboraria feed on sallow and whitethorn, besides oak and birch. I

have often beaten them out of both, and generally feed mine up

on sallow.—J. C. Moberly, M.A., F.E.S., 9, Rockstone Place,

Southampton.
Extended pupal state of Nyssia zonaria.— Fs it generally known

that this insect "holds over" in the pupal stage? In April, 1891,

from ova obtained from St. Anne's-on-Sea, I successfully reared about
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thirty larvae which eventually pupated at the end of July. On March
31st, 1895, a female emerged, and, after living more than three weeks,

disappeared ; not a single other imago accompanied her. Thinking
that the whole brood was dead I happened, last October, to turn up
one of the pupie out of the sand in which they were lying, and on
opening it was surprised to find a male in a state of extreme liveliness.

It never developed, but lived some days. I have kept the cage undis-

turbed, and a few days since another male—a cripple—came out, the

period from the laying of the egg to the last stage being thus com-
pleted in a month under the two years.— H. Rowland Brown, M.A.,

F.E.S., Harrow-Weald. March llth, 1896.

Hybehnating larv/E.—I would recommend those lepidopterists

who have not tried to hybernate larvae on the common garden mari-

gold, to give it a trial. It is far easier to grow in a pot indoors

than most other plants. Larvfe of Ajilcrta hrrhttki and many other

species appear to thrive on it.—F. Norgate, 98, Queen's Road, Bury
St. Edmunds. MairJi, 1896.

:iS^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Spring Notes.—The season seems very early. Two or three

sallows are in full bloom, and last night (March llth), I visited them
for the first time, getting Tacniocaiiijxi iiiunda (2), T. (jotJaca (3), T.
stahilis and T. pulvcndenta in numbers, both males and females,

Orrhodia vacci)iii and Scopclosoma satdlitia, several of each, and
Xi/lina socia (1). I also took, yesterday morning, from my traps

—

AnijiJii<Jasi/s atrataria (3 males), Aaphalia fiaviconuH (<?), Taenincainpa

(fot/iica ( c? ), T. jndrcndciita (several), Xi/ssia Jn'spidaria
( ^ ), Xi/lacaiiipa

areola (2), Hi/beniia rupicapraria, H. nianjinaria, Larcntia )iudtistri(/aria

(3 males), Lcptixjranuiia literana, and crowds of Tortricodes Jn/i'iiiana.

This will give some idea of Avhat my traps are doing now on good
nights, /.('., since the moon was right about a week ago.

I have noted the following first appearances this year :

—

Hi/bcniia

nijiicajiraria, Jan. 18th ; Taeniocampa stab'di^, bred Jan. 19th, at

light, March llth ; Pliii/alia pcdaria, bred Jan. 21th, ^ at light,

Feb. 7th ; T. instabilis, bred Jan. 26th, not yet seen at large
;

Tortricodes Jn/ciiiana, Jan. 25th ; T. indrcndoita, bred Jan. 26th, at

light, March 8th ; T. (/othlca, bred Feb. 1st, at light, March 10th
;

Hi/bcrnia Icucophaearia, Jan. 18th ; //. iiian/inaria, Feb. 7th
;

EupitJiecia abbrerlata, bred Feb. llth, at light, March 6th ; T. iininda,

bred Feb. 8th, at light, March 8th ; Xi/ssia hispidaria, Feb. 12th
;

Asplialia Jiaricoruis, March 7th ;
A)iip/iidasi/s strataria, March 7th

;

Larcntia niultistrii/aria, Feb. 16th ; IJrotoloinia iiicticidosa, bred Feb.

1st ; Anisoj)tcri/.r acscularia, March 7th ; Xijlina areola, March 10th
;

h'n/iit/iecia puiiiilata, March 12th ; Teplirosia crejiitxcnlaria, March 12th;
Selenia bilioiaria, March 9th. The traps were not set from February
20th to March 6th, so the first appearances noted on March 6th-

8th, are probably not so really, e.;/., A. acscularia was well

out on the 7th, eleven being in one trap. Ili/brniia leuco-

}>hacaria has been very scarce this season.—E. F. Studd, M.A.,
B.C.L., F.E.S., Oxton, Exeter. March 12th, 1896.

Reflections and QUEiafSj on the value of rare British Lepi-

doptera.'—The following insects, sold as a part of Mr. C. E. Fry's
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collection, should, in the interest of our study, and so that we should

know our British fauna, have some light thrown on them. It would

be interesting, too, to know whether the buyers will put them into

their collections as British, and if so, on what ground. Acidalia

HERB.utiATA, " taken by Mr. Hutchinson." Six of these were sold in

Lots 101, 102, 103, two specimens in each. There are no recorded

British ones, except a pair by Meek, and Coverdale's specimens in

Mr. Tutt's collection. Where did Mr. Hutchinson take them ?

Lythria PUKPURARiA, '• taken by Button, Gravesend":—Lots 109, 110,

and 111, consisted of 8 specimens each, and the 9 went for 9s. It is

well-known that there is not a single bona /iy/r' British specimen extant.

Stkrrha sackauia. No data. Lots 112, 113, 114, 115, consisted of

2 specimens each. The 8 were bought by Mr. J. B. Hodgkinson for

8s. Aplasta ononaria, taken at Folkestone, August 3rd, 1877, by C.

Bailey," 20s. Is this Mr. Bailey, of Dover ? If so, I remember an

interesting conversation with him in 1881, re Acontia alhicollis and

some other rare insects which he had captured. Acidalia perochraria.

No data whatever. One specimen in Lot 104 and 2 in Lot 105.

There are, presumably, only Weston's two, supposed to be British. Are

these Weston's ? If not, whose are they ? Synia musculosa :—Lot 319,

"2 from Wilkinson's collection." Lot 320,. "1 very fine,

taken at Bexhill, August, 1877, by Mr. G. Bristow." Lot 321,

" Ditto "—evidently another by Mr. Bristow. Who is Mr. G.

Bristow ? Is he a known lepidopterist ? Has any living entomolo-

gist ever seen a living specimen of S. iiiusculosa in Britain ?

Pachktra leucoph.ea.—Lot 840, 2 specimens, no data, went with

43 other moths for 3s. Lot 346, 4 specimens, went with 81 other

moths for 4s. Lot 364, 2 specimens, went with 68 other moths for

5s. Hadena peregrtna, " taken at Lewes, 1870, by Miss M. Meek, cr

Curzon's collection." This was sold for 12s. I believe there are

two known British specimens, which Bond had. If this specimen

of //. pt'rei/rina was really considered to be British, it should have

produced £5 at least. If not, why did it fetch 12s. ? Ouuhodia

erythrocephala.—No data. Lot 378, 1 specimen, and Lot 379,

1 specimen, produced 6s, and 8s. respectively. Dianthokcfa compta.—
Lot 387, " 1 taken by E. G. Meek, 1869 or 1870," produced 5s.

This is interesting in the face of the recent discussion and Mr. C. G.

Barrett's statement at the South London Entomological Society.

Xylina lambda (zinckenii).—Lot 421, " 1 specimen, taken at Ran-

worth by W. Clare, Sept., 1877." Lot 422, " Ditto." This, I take

it, means that Mr. Clare took two specimens at Eanworth in 1877.

Are these two of the specimens mentioned Ent. lieconl, vol. vii.,

pp. 126-127 ? If not, why were they not recorded ? If so, are they

not worth more than 12s. apiece? Acontia solaris and Thal-

pochares ostrina. Lot 488, 2 T. o.'^trina. Lot 489, 1 A. solan's.

Some one gave 8s., it appears, for these three specimens ; will they go

into a "British" collection? Ophiodes lunakis. - There are the

following recorded British specimens :

—

Ent. Ann., 1855, p. 16 ;

Int., viii., p. 91 [ZooL, 7108) ; Newman's British ^fotlts, p. 468 (two,

Bouchard at Killarney). Who has these two specimens ? F.ntom.,

vii., p. 164; Entum., viii., p. 164; Ent. liec, iii., p. 182. The
three specimens sold are most certainly none of the recorded indi-

viduals, and appear to have gone straight from d-ealers' hands to Mr.
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Fry. Lot 450, " Lunaris, fine, taken by Mr. Bristow, Horsebridge,

Sussex, June 4th, 1877." I would call attention to my previous

remark on Sifnia muscidosa. This (1877) must have been an excellent

year in Sussex. The specimen fetched 20s. Lot 451, " Luitaris,

taken by T. Salvage on the Brighton racecourse, June, 1877." Why
has Mr. Salvage never recorded this ? It fetched 63s. Lot 452,
" A grand boiaris $ , taken by Mr. Dale, Polegate, May, 1880." This
specimen produced 40s. Now, I venture to state that this specimen is

such a marvellous aberration that there is scarcely another like it in

Europe. Yet it produced but 40s. ; whilst Lot 453, also caught by
Mr. Dale, and from the " ditto," evidently at the same time and place,

was bought by Mr. J. B. Hodgkinson for 35s. Lot 475 contained

2 DrASEMiA KAMBUniALis, without data. These, with 215 other moths,

were also bought by Mr J. B. Hodgkinson for 18s. Lot 477 and 478
contained Kbulea catalaunaus and Margarodes unionalis, which,

with 34 other insects, went for 12s. ; whilst a Mecyna poltgonalis,
" Warren's collection, very fine," went, with 215 other specimens, for

16s. I would ask entomologists to compare these with the prices

fetched by the same species in Mr. Tugwell's collection, and I should

like to know the real ground upon which />. ramburialis and A\ cata-

laiinalis are considered British at all. I will only draw attention to

one other notable lot, ri:., Lot 275, which contained " yiohr, 2
;

latlitmia, 2 ; eri/t/miccphala, 2 ; zinrkrnii, 1, and box from Parry, Can-
terbury." Evidently these are j\ist as Parry sent them to Mr. Fry,

and these give an excellent idea of how easily even a box full, so to

speak, of reputed British specimens find purchasers. The buyer at

the sale paid 18s. for this lot, i.e., 2s. 7d. each. Evidently, therefore,

he considered them British, for the average price of Continental

specimens is :

—

A. niohe, 3d. ; A. lathonia, l|-d. ;
(>. eri/throrrp/Ktlu,

2id. ; A'. zincke7iii, 6d. I am most anxious not to prejudice the sale

and reputed captures of any Ixma-jide British species, and only trust

that some of the above queries will clear up the British authenticity of

many of the insects mentioned, and to which I have drawn attention.—John Bull, London.
Brotolomia meticulosa double-brooded.— I see, according to New-

man, that Jj. meticulosa is single-brooded, the autumn larvie hyber-

nating and producing the imagines of the following autumn. 1 have
repeatedly taken this species in spring, and last December collected a

large number of larvae, all of which piipated in a short time, and
have all emerged in my breeding cage during February and March.
No doubt this insect is well-known to be double-brooded.—E. F. Studd,
M.A., B.C.L., F.E.S., Oxton. March, 1896.

Food-plant of Poecilocampa populi.— It may be of interest to

note that on December 4th, 1893, a female P. jiojtuli gave me a batch

of eggs, which hatched from February 3rd— 14th, 1894. I tried them
with various foods then procurable, and at last found that they would
eat lettuce, on which I bred them right through. They spun up in

April, and the imagines appeared in November, 1894.

—

Ibid.

Early kprinc; notes.—After no winter to speak of, the spring

opens here with the calendar, lireplios was flying on the 15th. On
the 18th, I'objploea fiaricornis appeared in nmnbers. I have taken

over 40 specimens in two mornings, among them some pretty aberra-

tions.—A. R. Grote, M.A., Hildesheim, Manh %lst, 1896.
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SOCIETIES.
The North London Natural History Socikpy met on February

27th, when Mr. Prout exhibited specimens of, and read the

following Notes on Melanippe sociata.—" These specimens will illus-

trate some notes which I am publishing in the KnhDiiolur/ist's lumnl
{ante, p. 249. Ed.). They are representatives of three broods which I

have bred from ova obtained at Handown; broods B and C, I regard as

normal forms ; in brood A, on the other hand, none are entirely

normal, the majority of them having pale basal area and hind-wings,

while the remainder (six specimens) are the ab. ciiu/ulata of Tengstrom,
with dark abdomen, basal area, and hind-wings." Mr. Bacot exhibited

broods of FhuKnintsqiwirinaria, Aiiipliidasi/sstrataria, Sdoiia ti'tralanaria,

and read the following Notes bearing on heredity exhibited by the

specimens :
— " As regards K. qiwrcinaria, the parents were taken in

cap., in Clapham Road, August, 1894. The 3- s bred show a con-

siderable range of variation, both as regards richness, depth of ground-
colour, and in the sult'usion of the fore-wings. The first 8 have very

slight, if any, traces of suffusion ; the remaining 15 of the row have
it well marked, though not so strongly as in the father ; while the

next row of 28 approach the ^ parent closely, but only one specimen
is noticeably darker. The $ s are naturally more pallid than the ^ s,

but a few show a tendency to the richer coloration of the <? parent.

The first 16 have hardly a trace of suffusion, the next 20 or 30 range
from nearly as dark to rather darker than the mother, the remainder
are much darker, in one or two instances closely approaching the

(3^ parent. The greater part of the brood oi A. strataria died in the

pupal stage. Those that emerged closely followed the parent form.

As regards S. tetndunaria, the species is, of course, dimorphic, pre-

senting a well-marked difference between the spring and summer forms.

The specimens of this species exhibited, include the broods of 5 genera-

tions. The first parents were a dark 5 and a very light g- , both of the

spring form. One ^ in the second brood showed a decided tendency

to follow its father in coloration. Brood No. 3 was expected to

produce some light forms, but these showed a marked tendency to

follow the ? grandparent rather than the ^ . At this point the

brood was practically spoiled from an experimental point of view, as,

to keep the stock from deteriorating, fresh blood was introduced

by crossing with a captured ^ , 87 specimens bred from half the

ova resulting from this cross-formed brood No. 4. There was a
tolerable range of colour in this brood, but nothing calling for special

remark. Special attention, however, should be given to the ^ parent
of brood No. 5, the markings of which are blurred and indistinct, and
the colours more or less suffused. There were very few fertile eggs
laid by the $ of this brood (not more than 12). Two moths bred from
these eggs emerged last autumn, the remaining pupte are awaiting
the spring. It is worthy of notice that both these specimens are of

the summer form, although they emerged from autumn pupa^, which
normally produce the spring form, and also, that neither of them
showed the slightest tendency to follow the <? as regards the blurred

and indistinct Aving markings." Mr. Nicholson : three generations of

Ennunws (pwrcinaria. The specimens show the gradual development
of a dark cloud exterior to the outer transverse line on the fore-wing,
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and between the inner line and the base of the wing. One male
specimen in the 8rd generation was suffused deeply over almost the

whole of the fore-wing.—-On March 12th Mr. L. J. Tremayne drew atten-

tion to an article by Mr. Tutt in the February number of the Ent(nixdo-

l/ist's Record, on the nomenclature of the Lyc.enin.e. Assuming Mr. Tutt
to be correct, he rather agreed with his view, that it was high time that

naturalists should take to naming this family correctly, and he
suggested that the Society, which is at present bound by South's
List, should consider the advisability of revising its nomenclature.
Mr. C. Nicholson opened a discussion on " The Amphipyridae."
He illustrated his remarks with specimens of the family, including

Mania iiianra and var. rin/ata from Hale End. He also exhibited

a pair of the wings of each species denuded of their scales, in order to

show the neuration, and some explanatory drawings. He explained

the nomenclature of the family, and proceeded to deal with the

species in all their stages. He alluded to the neuration of the

imagines, and said that Mania maura had an extra nervure. He also

touched on the various classifications of the family by different authors.

Mr. Prout disapproved of the genus Ainjdii])i/ra, the species of which
he thought were certainly generically distinct. Mr. Bacot stated that the

larva of A. pjirainidea was a looper when it first left the egg-shell.

City of London Entomological and Natural History Society.—
March 8rd, 189(3.—Exhibits : —Mr. Frost : two specimens of Cyniato-

phdia ocularis, taken in 1898 ; he had not seen the species in the same
locality since. Mr. Tutt said the most likely way to obtain this in-

sect was to search for the pupa in the angles at the roots of poplars,

wherever the species was known to occur. Mr. J. A. Clark : a short

series of Xi/ssia Iiispidaria, bred between February 17th and 22nd, from
New Forest larvie ; all the specimens were more or less light in colora-

tion. Mr. Pearse : an absolutely black male of the same species,

which he had taken at Epping Forest with 1 1 others ; one of these

was a black female, the rest being normal. Mr. Sauze : a specimen of

Mdanippc rirata from Deal, having the broad white fascia on the

fore-wings bisected throughout its length by a distinct dark line,

which was faintly continued in the corresponding white band on the

hind-wings. Mr. May said he had found that, if well shaken up in a

pill-box, male Xi/ssia liisjddaria expanded their wings, although
they had been out of the pupa for some hours without showing the

least sign of the usual expansion. Other members mentioned
instances of lepidoptera having duly expanded after remaining un-
expanded an unreasonable time since their emergence from pupa.

Mr. Tutt said that lepidoptera [Vanessa urticae in particular) might be

removed from their pupa-shells some hours before they were due to

emerge, and, if the thin membrane swathing the various parts had been
carefully removed, they would wait till they were matured, and then
the wings would expand as usual.

March 17th, 189G.—Exhibits :—Mr. Nicholson exhibited a simple piece

of apparatus for taking insects off gas-lamps without climbing them.
It consisted of an oblong tin box, fitted with a glass front, a ferrule at the

bottom, into which a stick can be placed. The back of the box slides

up and down, being worked by a spring. In working the apparatus
the back is pulled down by a string held in the hand, the open back
of the box is placed over the moth on the lamp, the string is allowed

to go, and the back closes rapidly with a click. The members
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considered that many of the specimens would most likely be cut in

pieces with the upsliding back. Mr. Heasler exhibited a beautiful

specimen of Phoroilcsma pmtulata, which he had found when freshly

emerged at Hendon, the empty pupa-case being near ; also two

Airutia Jic.vula from the New Forest. Mr. Tutt called attention to the

unsatisfactory state of our knowledge with regard to the affinities of

AvENTiA FLExuLA. He pointed out that Stainton included it among
the Geometrides. Newman did not include it in his book at all, so

that he evidently considered that its affinities were not with any

of the super-families he described as comprising the Macro-Lepidoptera.

Some authorities give it a position in close proximity to the Deltoides,

treating it as a distinct family. The peculiar larval structure sug-

gested that its affinities were rather with the Catocalids, and most
recent authors are agreed as to this. He remarked that, in a recent

paper,'-' Prof. Grote places this genus in the Bolctobiini, a tribe of the

Catocaline moths, and Avrites :
—" The suppression of the prolegs in the

Catocaliuai', especially in the JUdi'tohiini, where it reaches its maximum
in Boh'tnhia and Avrutia, would seem to be of phylogenetic importance."

He reminded the members, however, that Mr. Tugwell consideredf

the larva of Boletohia fidujinana a true Geometrid, but as he troubled

little about structural peculiarities, his opinion may not be worth

much, and although Mr. Tutt saw the larva that Mr. Tugwell reared,

he carried no remembrance of it sufficiently definite to be of service.

Mr. Heasler also showed a specimen of CTe<nuetra pajdlionaria, c-Ai^tuved

about 9.30 p.m., at Polegate. In a discussion which ensued it was

elicited that the species is on the wing, as a rule, from 9 p.m. until

very late, and that it frequently came freely to light, but always at a

late hour. Mr. May stated that Aaphalia ftavivarnis was not nearly so

abundant at Wimbledon Common this spring as it had been last year,

and that most of the specimens he had seen Avere very Avorn.

Mr. R. W. Robbins read a most interesting and instructive paper

on " Ferns." In the discussion which ensued the destruction of

localities both for ferns and lepidoptera by professional collectors was
very warmly debated, the number of well-known localities which have

been practically destroyed of late years being almost incredible.

At the meeting of the Entomological Society of London, held on

March 4th, 1896, Mr. Percy H. Grimshaw exhibited specimens of

('ephenowijia rufiharbis, Meigen, a new British Bot-fly parasitic on

the Red Deer. He said that the specimens were collected by Mr. L. W.
Hinxman, in Ross-shire, in June and July, 1894, and in the Cairngorm

Mountains, in 1895. Mr. C. G. Barrett exhibited, for Mr. Porritt, a

black variety of Folia Jiariciucta, taken at sugar in his garden at

Huddersfield ; a variety of CoHtnia trapezina with a blue-black central

band ; and a variety of Xacnia ti/pica, with pinkish-white central

markings, bred by Mr. Tunstall, of Huddersfield. Mr. A. H. Jones

exhibited specimens of the following butterflies captured at Coomassie

by Major Henry P. Northcott during the recent expedition, riz.,

I'apilio zenohia, Ehjmnia baiiuiiakoo, Livinas alcippKJi, Eotiialeosoma

ijausojic (var.), Catuna coenohita, Tcrias ceuf/aloisis, and ±^cj)tes ncinctes.

Sir John T. D. Llewelyn, Bart., M.P., exhibited a small species of the

Diptera, which he believed to be parasitic, on ^i/^ia sp/n'i/ifoniu', as he

had bred a number from that species. He remarked that <S'. splu'fji/uriin',

*" TheHypenoid Moths and Allied Groups," Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc, xxxiv., pp. 421-2,

t Entom., xvii., p. 155.
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although one of the most local and rarest moths in this comitry, had
occurred last year on the estate of Sir James Hilles-Johnes, K.C.B., at

Dolau Cothy, Carmarthenshire, in such numbers in the larval state as

almost to destroy the whole of the alders growing there. Mr. G. H.
Verrall said that the insects belonged to a species of Plwra, possibly

Phora rujipcK, which fed on almost everything, but were not con-

sidered to be truly parasitic ; they seemed blacker than typical

specimens of that species. Mr. Hampson exhibited an exotic species

of LocustidiE which Lord Walsingham had found in his conservatory

at Merton Hall, Norfolk. He stated that Lord Walsingham had not

imported any exotic plants for some years. Dr. Sharp exhibited speci-

mens of the PUP/E OF MiCROPTERYX (probably M. stniiijiurjinrdla) and
drawings to illustrate their structure. The pup* were sent to him by
Dr. Chapman, who had described their peculiarities in the Transactions

of the Society in 1898. Dr. Sharp considered the pupa to be that of

a Trichopterous insect ; most of its structures were those of Trichoptera,

and the account given by Dr. Chapman of its emergence showed that

this was essentially the same as that of Trichoptera. He remarked
that the imago of this division of Micrnpten/.r had been already shown
to approach Trichoptera in several respects, and suggested that it

should be treated as a group of Trichoptera whose larvae are not

aquatic in habits. If this course were not adopted he felt clear that

Trichoptera could not be maintained distinct as an Order from Lepi-

doptera. He remarked on the peculiar projection from the head of the

pupa of Microjiteri/.r, and suggested that it might be comparable with

the head-vesicle of the nymph, or primary pupa, of Lepidoptera. He
also called attention to the importance, for a classification of Lepi-

doptera, of obtaining a full knowledge of the structure and life-history

of Kriocephala calt/iclla. Mr. McLachlan said that so long ago as 1865

he had suggested the close affinity of Micri)pteri/.r to the Trichoptera
;

the opinion then formed had since been much strengthened, but he

was not disposed to admit co-ordinal relationship. Mr. Hampson,
Mr. Barrett and Mr. Blandford also took part in the discussion which
ensued. Mr. McLachlan exhibited a singular instance of monstrosity

IN A Dragon-fly. The insect was a male of Hi'tocrina occisa, Hag.,

from Venezuela. On the left side were three wings, two mesothoracic.

The supplementary wing on the left side was inserted almost

immediately beneath the ordinary wing ; it was normal in form and
neuration, but the red pigment at the base (fully developed in all the

other wings) was not evident, the wing in this respect being similar to

those of highly immature examples of the same species. Mr. E. E.

Green exhibited a larva of a Homoptkrous insect—one of the

Cicadinae—from Ceylon, having what appeared to be a head at its

caudal extremity. He pointed out that the larva had caudal appen-

dages which might be mistaken for hairy antenn*, and pigment spots

resembling eyes on the antepenultimate segment of the body. The
insect walked either backwards or forwards, and when first seen

looked like a beetle of some kind, the caudal extremity representing the

head.—On March 18th, 189G, Mr. C. G. Barrett exhibited a series

of drawings of varieties of British lepidoptera in the collection of Mr.

S. J. Capper, of Huyton Park, Liverpool. The drawings were

executed by Mr. S. L. Mosley, of Huddersfield, and comprised 389

figures, representing 139 species, of which 83 were butterflies and 50

moths. Herr Jacoby enquired whether any record had been kept of
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the localities in which these varieties had been caught, or of the con-

ditions under which they had been bred. Mr. Barrett in reply stated

that none of the varieties exhibited had been obtained by breeding

under artificial conditions for the purposes of experiment. Mr.

Porritt added that Mr. Capper had made a special collection of the

Yorkshire forms of Spilosoma Utbrkipeda. Mr. J. J. Walker, R.N.,

exhibited a specimen of Prucas aniiillatus, taken on Durland Hill,

near Chatham, during the present month. Herr Jacoby exhibited a

specimen of Tjiwoprowpm ccratiiboidcs, Guer., from Brazil. Mr. E. E.

Green exhibited the eggs of some species of LocusTro/E extracted from

the stem of a young Cinchona tree at Punduloya, Ceylon. He said

the species of the parent insect was undetermined ; it was possibly

either a CijinaUnnera or a Ci/rtoplii/llus, both of which possess large

sabre-shaped ovipositors. A slit half an inch deep and more than

two inches long had been cut into the hard wood, in which the eggs

had been symmetrically deposited, edge to edge, with the coloured

part inwards. The greater part of each egg was of fine texture, and

coloured green ; but at the extremity from which the young insect

would make its exit the egg shell was soft, pliant, and beautifully

reticulated. The row of flattened green eggs lying side by side

resemble an acacia leaf, but as they are concealed within the stem

the resemblance was apparently without motive. It seemed curious

that as the eggs were embedded they should be brightly coloured. Mr.

Green read a short paper entitled Notes on Dyscritina longisetosa,

Westw. He remarked that drawings of the species had been exhibited

by him at a recent meeting of the Society. Dr. Sharp said Mr. Green

seemed to think that the insect was an earwig, but he could not accept

it as belonging to the Forficulidge. He thought that further specimens

for examination were required before attempting to determine its

position, which was quite doubtful at present.

The South London Entomological and Natural Histouy Society

met on March 12th, when Colonel Partridge exhibited bred specimens of

Fhii/alia pedana, from Epping, of an unicolorous grey colour with dark-

coloured nervures ; a specimen of Aijnttisputa, having alternate dark and

pale bars; and the specimen of Hadcna albifiisa, taken by him at Port-

land, August 15th, 1888. Mr. South : bred specimens of 1'. pedaria,

from a black female taken at Macclesfield. The males were of the same
form as those exhibited by Colonel Partridge, but most of the females were

black. Mr. Frohawk : bred male and female of Nijs.sia lapponaria,

the ova having been obtained from Mr. Christy. The female was

alive. Mr. West, of Greenwich, a female A\ Impidaria, taken in West
Wickham woods.

Jg^EVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Faune de France—Coleopteres. — [Par. A. Aclogue, 466 pp.,

1,052 figures. —Published by Balliere and Co., Paris, Price 5s.]

.

—It has often been said that scientific books are dear, but this charge

cannot be brought against the present volume, which is really a marvel

of cheapness. Printed in a small but clear type, on good paper, with

figures of nearly every genus and sub-genus, as well as numerous
structural drawings, it is no wonder that M. Edmond Perrier refers to

it in his preface in such strongly eulogistic terms. The work consists

of a preliminary treatise on the external and internal structure of

insects generally, with explanatory diagrams on every page, in itself a
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valuable feature. This is followed by a brief description of the whole
of the French Coleoptera, in the form of dichotomous tables. To these

are generally added the sizes of the insects, their geographical distri-

bution and habitat. It is to be regretted that the information on
these last three points is too often omitted (''.//., C/ni/soiiida, &c.).

Mons. Aclogue states in his introduction that he has admitted only
well defined species, with distinctly marked characters, and that if he
has united under the same name types really distinct, he considers it a

less grave error than the minute sub-division of species now so prevalent,

and in his opinion so fatal to the progress of natural science. It is to

this cause that the British student must attribute the fact that many
insects which are familiar to us in our lists, and which are also French
species, have no place in this work. Some, it is true, are inserted in

italics as sub-species, but others have altogether disappeared. One
instance will suffice : Bedel recognises five species of Larcobiux, here

we have but one, i.<'., L. iiiinutus. It is a pity that all species

recognised as such by men like Bedel, Reitter, etc., were not at least

inserted in italics as sub-species, as the student is often quite in the

dark as to the species with which the author has considered them
identical. It must be admitted that for the larger and more difficult

genera the dichotomous system alone is of no use to the tyro, and
little better than a sort of dictionary to the advanced student. In the

genus lloiiiahita, for instance, taken in its larger sense, even if it were
possible to arrive at a correct determination of an insect by means of

tables, the student could never feel sure of his correctness. The fact

is, one wants all the confirmation afforded by the relative size of the

antennal joints, as well as the sexual characters—so important in this

genus—to arrive at anything like reasonable certainty. Tables,

however, are not to be despised, and Canon Fowler's work is marred
in the genera llomalota, O.ri/pnda and Mi/llaoia by their omission.

Our author is well aware of the shortcomings of the dichotomous
system, and says as much in his introduction. It is, however, the

only one that can be used in a work of this kind. Its great fault is

that the student is called upon to decide, without any collateral aid,

point after point of the greatest nicety ; the slightest error leading him
completely astray. This is no dispai'agement of the book, however, forthe

author has really done wonders with the means at his command. It

is only necessary to cite the difficult genus Cri/pfoji/iai/Hs, in which he
has discarded the old and useless sub-division by means of the basal

fold and callosities of the thorax, in favour of one based on the

pubescence, to show how good is the work done. The want of an index
to the genera is an omission which must be rectified in any future

editions ; and sufficient care has not been taken to give correctly the

line representing the size in the figures, Cuindda i/othico being
represented as larger than Xebria vimiplanata. This is but one instance

among many. There is also no gain in giving this line only half its

real dimensions. It could have been done in the few necessary cases,

and so marked. In giving figures of structural details in the tables of

families, etc., as they arise, an immense stride has been made. More
still might be done in this way. But no work on the subject ought to

be published in future without them. In conclusion, we can only
regret that we have no work of the kind in English. In the mean-
time, no student of British Coleoptera should neglect to procure this

admirable work.
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limit is placed on the length of lists of Duplicates, but lists of Desiderata should be as short aspossible
Entomological Books wanted may also be inserted in this column.]

[The Editor wishes to state that the publication of Exchanges, Advertisements, etc., in this
Magazine, is in no way to be taken as a guarantee of the authenticity, good condition, &c.', of the
specimens. This Notice is not intended to throw doubt upon the bona fides of Advertisers, etc but
to free the Editor from responsibility, should the privilege be abused.] Marked * are bred. N B —Ex-
change Lists addressed to J. W. Tutt, M^estcombe Hill, S.E., must be received before the 6th for
publication on the 1.5th, and before the 20th for publication on the 1st.

'

Exchange Baskets.—Forwarded :—March 2nd, No. 1.—Messrs. Robertson, King
Bowles, Buchan, Page, Christy, Levett, Bush, Moberly, Gunning, Finlay, Corbett
March 17th, No. 2-—Messrs. Whittle, King, Broughton, Norgate, Kobertson', Walker'
Dalglish, Fox, Turner, Mason, Christy, Hamm, Webb, Bowles. March 3rd, No. 3.—Messrs'
Burrows, Moberly, Home, Eobinson, Brown, Whittle, Norgate, Williams, Christy, Mera'
Mason, Finlay. March 80th, No. 4.—Messrs. Riding, Williamson, Cannon, Beadle'
Studd, Gunning, Burrows, Finlay, Richardson, Atmore. No. 5-—Temporarily

'

stopped'
No. 5.—Temporarily stopped. Feb. 1.5th, No. 7-—Messrs. Norgate, Fox, Mousleyj
Bayne, Eobertson, Biding, Webb, Hall, Mason, Studd, Eichardson.' [It is
useless for members to write to me about delays. When a basket is delayed the member
who should have it, should write to his predecessor, and so on until the offender is brought
up to scratch. Members who wish to be left out for a round owing to absence from
home, etc., must write to their predecessors in above lists.

—

J.W.T.'\. Members should
also acquaint themselves with changes of address for last month and this.

Nos. 1 and 3 have been rearranged. Nos. 2 and g have been largely amalgamated.
The baskets will be discontinued through June, July and August, but special ones wili
be made up if members notify that they can attend to them during these months.

I)uplicute><.—Ova : Croceago. Imagines
; Edusa, Ulmata (I. of Man), M. rubio-inata

(Irish). Desiderata.—Ova: Fuscantaria, Vauaria, Erosaria, Eidens, Dictsea, Promissa
Sponsa. Larvae : Amataria, Hepatica. Pupee : Undulata, Dolobraria, Dysodea. C E
Partridge, 20, Horitsei/ Ri^c Gardens, Crouch End.

Duplicates.—Ova of Erosaria, Vespertaria and Populeti. Imagines of Erosaria *

Populeti,* Vespertaria,* Suspecta, Sparsata, Blomeri, &c. Desiderata.—Ova, larvfe or
pupffi, and numerous imagines.—jR. Diitton, Eishenjate, Yorks.

Duplicates.—Depuncta, Exulans, &c., pupse of Myricse and Fuliginosa rar. Borealis
Desiderata.—Pupte or imagines of Aceris, Saponarite, Interjecta, Leucographa, Conti"-ua'
Semibrunnea, Asteris, Luctuosa, Arbuti, Sulphuralis, Fuscula, Notha, Triplasia, Lepoilna'
and many others.

—

Arthur Home, 52, Drine Place, Alierdecu, N.D.
Dnplicates.—Menthastri var. Carbonica,* Ochracea and intermediates, Lubricipeda

var. Eadiata and intermediates,* Niveus, Lecheana, Lactana, Dumetana, Decrepitalis
Osseana, Hastata, Eepandata * (dark), Connexa, Fulvago=Paleacea,* Sparsata, etc. ttc!
Desiderata.—Bombyliformis, Undulata, Pyralina, Dysodea, A.steris, Bifida, Cassinea'
Crassalis, Turfosalis, Cingulalis, Anguinalis=Nigrata, Dentalis, Terrealis, Sticticalis'
Palealis, Cinctalis, Pulveralis, Ingratella, Ericellus, Gracilalis, Mucronellus, Gigantellus

'

&c. &c.—T .Harrison, 7, Gawber Road, Barnslfij.



Diiplivdtes.—Hyperanthus, Corydon, ^Egon, Semele, Sylvanus, Perla, Griseola, Puta,
Hirtaria,* Boreata, Rupicapraria, Ochrearia (fine), Virgata, Obscurata (I. of W. form),
Flavalis. Desidertita.—Sinapis, Selene, Epiphron, Typhon, Minima, ActaBon, Comma.
Palajmon, Lineola, and Northern forms of Obscm-ata. Black pins.

—

H. Tiiiutleij, 80, Falr-
vwHiit Road, Bri.iton Hill, S.W.

Duplicate)!.—Urticae,* Atalanta,* Selene (a few), Alsus, Crataegata, Impluviata,.
Sufl'iuuata, and a few rar. Piceata, Instabilis, Adusta, Furva, Ferruginea, Cerago,* Silago,

Nigra, Lucernea, Vetusta, Exoleta, Solidaginis, Suspecta, Maeilenta, Carpini, Antiqua.
Also pup£E of Myricae. Desiderata.—Very numerous, on black pins.

—

F. W. Buehan, 77,
Ei)sciiiouiit Viaduct, Aberdeen.

Diijilicatex.—Suspecta, Stabilis, Instabilis, Rubricosa, Gothica, Phragmitidis, Solidaginis,

Chi. Rufina, Inornata, Defoliaria,* Aurantiaria,* Boreata, Multistrigaria, Dilutata,

Glareosa, Litura, Trapezina, Meticulosa, Velleda, Montanata, Piniaria, Baja, Populata,
Caesiata, Comitata, Exanthemaria, Pronuba, I'olyodon, Elinguaria* and ova, Pilosaria ^ 2
and ova, Margaritaria. Desiderata.—Very numerous, also pupae and ova.— ir. Titnstall,

Melthaiii. Nr. Hiidder.ijield.

Duplicates.—Perfect papered Diurnal Lepidoptera from United States, Central
America and S. America, for papered Diurni from Malay Archipelago. S. A. Diurni also

wanted.

—

Devi TF. Motpcl, Headiiiij, Fa., I'.S.A.

Duplicates.—Fine Orkney Macros and Micros ; also fine Exulans, Humuli var.

hethlandica, Montantata rar. hethlandiea, Hastata var. hastulata, ConHua var. thule.

Albulata var. thule, Depuncta, Trepidaria, Cambricaria, Blomeri, Pyrophila, Myricae,*

Menyanthidis,* Gothicina, Flavicornis (Rannoch), Lobulata, Venosata* (dark), Decolo-
rata,* Immanata [cars.), Thrasonella. Desiderata.—Arion, Pruni, Albipuncta, Straminea,
Retusa, Rubricata, Rubidata, Cervinaria J 's, and other good local insects and varieties.

—

T. Maddisoii, Soittli liailci/, Durliaiii.

Duplicates.—Lixus paraj)lecticus, Saperda carcharias, Polydrusus chrysomela, Lina
populi, Telephorus alpinus, T. fuscus, Donacia dentata, Stenolopus vespertinus, Rhagium
inquisitor, Toxotus meridianus, &c., &c. (all carded). Desiderata.—Many common
Staphilinidae, and local species.

—

Frank Boitskell, Saiidown Boad, Kniipiton, Deicester.

Wanted.—British Lepidoptera in exchange for American. Am very anxious tO'

correspond with British entomologists with a view to an exchange of insects.

—

Frank
Lncock, 7,237, Bennett Street, Pittshurf], Fenna., U.S. America.

Wanted.—Pupae from the straw-coloured form (in its last stage) of Pudibnnda, ior

experimental purposes, or intermediate forms between that and the dark ones. Willing to

make suitable return.

—

C. W. Williains, Hickman Road, Penarth.

Wanted.—Larvae of Chrysorrhoea and larvae or ova of any of the European Liparid.i;

(except the common English species). Cash or exchange.

—

A. Bacot, Bow House, St.

Ja)nes' Terrace, Clapton, N.E.
Change of Address.—E. Partrid(je, 1st to 16th April, Ftxrchiinrfs, Dohiellij, N. If'ales,.

afterwards 20, Hornsey Rise Gardens, Crouch End, N.

Notice.--All communications received and accepted will be printed as soon as.

space permits.

—

Ed.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES.

The City of London Bntomolof^ical and Natural History Society.
London Listitution, Finsbury Circus, E.C.—The first and third Tuesdays in the month,
at 7.30 p.m. Papers and Notes at every Meeting. April 21st, " Melanippe fluctuata,"

L. B. Prout, F.E.S. Non-members cordially invited.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Societyr
Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge.—The second and fourth Thursdays in each month.
atHp.m.;—Papers: April 23rd," Further Notes on Triphaena t'ow<'.s'," by R. Adkin ; May
14th, " The Heterocera of the Indian Territory," by W. Mansbridge ; May 28th, " Report

of the Whitsuntide Field Meeting," by Hy. .1. Turner. Field Meetings : May 22nd—2.5th,

Ashdown Forest; .June 20th, Weybridge ; July 18th, Chalfont Road. Visitors are

cordially invited. Hy. .1. Turner, F.E.S. , Hon. Report Secretary.

Entomological Society of London. H, Chandos Street, Cavendish Square.

W.-- Wednesday, at 8 p.m. May (ith, .Tune 3, at 8 p.m.

North London Natural History Society Meetings on the 2nd and 4th

Thursdays in each month, in Room No. 4 of the North P'ast London Institute, Dalston

Lane, N.E., from 7.4.5 (sharp) to 10 p.m. Papers: May 14th, "Termites," L. J.

Tremayne. Excursions: May lOth, Epping Forest; May 22nd, New Forest; June 13th,

Oxshott. Visitors are cordially invited.

Nonpareil Entomological Society, IVIansfield Street, Kingsland.—The First

and Third Thursdays in the Month. Annual Exhibition, Feb. Cth, from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Visitors cordially invited.



Notice.—If any of our provincial subscribers have interesting series of variable species
of Lepidoptera which they would like exhibited at the meetings of one or other of the London
Societies, and will pack such iiio>it curefuUij and forward with a stamped return label, we
should be pleased to hear from them.

—

Ed. [Edtjleit/h Villa, Westcombe Hill, Blacklteath,

'^
BUTTERFLY NETS.

GRAF-KRUSrS Silk Nets, at 5s., are the best in the World.

QRAF=KRUSI, GAIS, SWITZERLAND.
These Nets are faultless, very light, easy to handle, strong, fold into a very small compass,.

and fit a stick of any size.

SOUTH AMERICAN INSECTS, &c.

W. R H R05ENBERQ, TRAVELLER AND
NATURALIST,

has for disposal tine collections of all Orders of Insects from the Republic of

Colombia, S. America.

Special OfTer to Readers of the " Record."

100 Lepidoptera or Coleoptera (-50 species) £1 ; 50, 10/6; 20, 5/-.

Hemiptera, Hymenoptera, &c., 10/- per 100.

Reptiles, Batrachians, and Fish in spirit, many new, from 1/- each.

Collected by Advertiser last year:

Fine Condition, and Correct

Localities. ViV

^ W. F. H. ROSENBERG,
^•f<^ 109, Fernhead Road,

Maida Hill, W.

MONDAY, APRIL 13th.

NATURAL HISTORY SREOIMENS
MR. J. C. STEVENS

WILL SELL BY AUCTION,

At his Great Rooms, 38, King Street, Covent Garden,

On Monday, April 13tk, at Half-past 12 precisely,

British and Exotic Lepidoptera, Butterflies in Papers, British Birds'
'_
Eggs,

Heads and Horns, Animal Skins, Minerals, Shells, Bird Skins, and other
Natural History Specimens, Books, kc.

On View Saturday prior, 12 to 4, and Morning of Sale, and Catalogues had.

V^xLaL^XT^M \V7^THX^rs,
ENTOMOLOGIST,

E3-A.STBOTJI^nsrE.

Healthy Caterpillars, scarce British species from growing Food Plant.

CRYSALIDES ALL THE YEAR ROUND. LiST. StAMP.

Exotic Butterflies, new collections arriving almost daily.

Prices to suit all Buyers. Set or Unset. 6000 Species.

Selections on Approval. Collections Purchased.



4 dols. per Year. 4 dols. 60 cts. per Year (Foreign). 35 cts. per Copy.

THE AM:E}RICAN MATURiLLIST
A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE NATURAL SCIENCES IN THEIR

WIDEST SENSE.

Managing Editors—Frofs. E. D. Cope, Philadelphia, Ta., and J. S. Kingsley, Boston, Mass.

Associate Editoi-s—Vrot. W. S. Bayley, of Colby University, Waterville.Me., Dept. of Petrography.
Prof. W. H. Hobbs, Madison, Wise, Dept. of Jlineralogy. Dr. C. E. Bessey, of the University of

Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb., Dept. of Botany. Dr. Erwin F. Smith, Washington, D. C, Dept. of
Vegetable Physiology. Prof. C. M. Weed, of College of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H., Dept. of

Entomology. Prof. W. Romaine Newbold, University of Pennsylvania, Dept. of Psychology.
Prof. E. A. Andrews, of John Hopkins University , Baltimore, Md., Dept. of Embryology. H. C. Mercer,
of the University of Pennsylvania, Dept. of Anthropology. Dr. C. O. Whitman, of Chicago
University, Chicago, 111., Dept. of Microscoi^ic Technique.

1867 30th YEAR. 1896

PUBLISHED AT PHILADELPHIA, U.S.A.

THE EDWARDS & DOCKER Co., 518 & 520, MINOR STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, USA.
Advertising Rates will be furnished upon application.

SAMPLE COPIES 15c.

THE "NATURALIST,"
A Monthly Journal of Natural History for the North of England.

Edited by W. DENISON ROEBUCK, F.L.S.

(LovELL, Reeve & Co., 5, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, K.C.)

Published on the ist of every Month, price 6d., or

Annual Subscription, 5/-

to W. DENISON ROEBUCK, Sunny Bank, Leeds.

ie Insekten-Borse
jetzt vereinigt mit der „SamrQler-B6rSe"

ist fiir „Eutomologen" vind „Sammler" das hervorragendste Blatt, welches wegen

der belehrenden Artikel sowie seiner internationalen und grossen Verbreitung betreffs

Ankauf, Verkauf und Umtausch aller Objekte die weitgehendsten Erwartungen erfiillt

wie ein Probeabonnement lebren diirfte. Zu beziehen durcb die Post (Zeitungsliste No. 3 135)

und die Verlaga-Buchhandlung Frankenstein & Wagner, Iieipzig, Augustuaplatz 1.
]

Abonnement bei Zusendung unter Kreuzband in Deutschland u. Oesterreich 1 Mk./nach

anderap Landern des Weltpostvereins 1 Mk. 20 Pfg. = 1 Shilling 2 Pence = I Fr. 50 Cent.



The Best Boots for Travelling in all Weathers.
ABBOTT'S

120, High Holborn, W.C.

ABBOTT'S

60, Ludgate Hill, E.G.

ABBOTT'S

434, West Strand, WX.

ABBOTT'S

183, 185, Goswell Road,

E.G.

ABBOTT'S

Gorner of Holloway Road

& Seven Sisters Road.

Sporting Boots of every Description

made to order.

SPECIALITE.

WATKINS & DONCASTER,
Naturalists and Manufacturers of Entomological Apparatus and Cabinets.

Plain Hing Nets, wire or cane, including Stick, 1/3, 2/-, 2/6. Folding Nets, 3/6, 4/-.

Umbrella Nets (self-acting), 7/-. Pocket Boxes, 6d., 9d., 1/-, 1/6. Zinc Kelaxing
Boxes, yd,, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-. Nested Chip Boxes, Sd. per four dozen. Entomological Pins,

assorted or mixed, 1/6 per ounce. Pocket Lanterns, 2/6 to 10/6. Sugaring Tin, with
brush, 1/6, 2/-. Sugaring Mixture, ready for use, 1/9 per tin. Store Boxes, with
camphor cells, 2/6, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-. Setting Boards, Hat or oval, 1 in., 6d. ; 1^ in., 8d.

;

2 in., lOd. ; 2| in., 1/-; 3^ in., 1/4 ; 4 in., 1/6; 5 in., 1/10; Complete Set of fourteer
'

Boards, .10/6. Setting" Houses, 9/6, 11/6 ; corked back 14/- Zinc Larva Boxes, 9d.

1/-, 1/6. Breeding Cage, 2/6, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6. Coleopterist's Collecting Bottle, with tube,

1/6, 1/8. Botanical Cases, japanned, double tin, 1/6 to 7/6. Botanical Paper, 1/1, 1/4

1/9, 2/2 per quire. Insect Glazed Cases, 2/6 to 11/-. Cement for replacing Antennaj
6d. per bottle. Steel Forceps, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 per pair. Cabinet Cork, 7 by 3|, best quality

1/4 per dozen sheets. Brass Chloroform Bottle, 2/-. Insect Lens, 1/- to 8/-. Glass-top

and Glass-bottomed Boxes, from 1/4 per dozen. Zinc Killing Box, 9d., 1/-. Pupa
Digger, in leather sheath, 1/9. Taxidermist's Companion, containing most necessary

implements for skinning, 10/6. Scalpels, 1/3 ; Scissors, 2/- per pair ; Egg-drills, 2d., 3d.,

1/- ; Blowpipes, 6d. ; Artificial Eyes for Birds and Animals ; Label-lists of British

Butterflies, 2d.; ditto of Birds' Eggs, 3d., 4d., 6d. ; ditto of Land and Fresh-water
Shells, 2d. : Useful Books on Insects, Eggs, etc.

Label-list of British Macro-Lepidoptera, with Latin and English names (1894 edition),

1/6. Our new complete Catalogue of British Lepidoptera (every species numbered;, 1/-
;

or on one side for labels, 2/-.

Niiw Ih: Ai«\. - The Exchange List and Label List, compiled by Mr. Ed. Meyrick, B.A.,

F L.S, F IvS, according to his recent "Handbook of British Lepidoptera" Exchange
List, l.id. each, Hd. per dozen, or 4/- per 100. Label List, 1/6 each.

THE " DIXON ' LAMP NET invaluable for taking moths off Street Lamps
without climbing the Lamp Posts' 2 6.

SHOW ROOM FOR CABINETS
Of every rtescriptioii of Ixskcts, Bums' Eggs, (Joins, MichoscopicaIj Objkcts, Fossils, &c.

Catalot;ue (66 pages) sent on application, post free.

A LARGE STOCK OF INSECTS' AND BIRDS' EGGS (British, European and Exotic).

Only
AcKU-ejs-

Biul':. Maiiiiinils. iic. Pnsci-.ud and Moiinlnl br F}jst-clnss U'oikiiuii.

36, STRAND, LONDON, W.C. (5 doors from Charing Cross).



Wicken, Freshwater, Cnxton, C'hattenden, C'obhain, C'liffe ((Travesend

Marshes), Dover, Deal, St. Mari^arefs Vniy. Ari^^yleshire (Loch (ioil),

and other well-known localities.

itKAi) :

—

Random Recollections of Woodland, Fen, & Hill

{•2nd Edition). 2o(\ pp., and 103 Woodcuts and Full-Page Illustrations. Price 2/G.

Woodside, Burnside. Hillside and Marsh.
'242 pp. and 50 Illustrations. Price '2/().

To J. W. TUTT, Rayleigh Villa, Westcombe Hill, S.E.

TO DISCOVER THE RAREST FORMS OF THE NOCTU/E.

The BRITISH NOCTU^ & THEIR VARIETIES
(COMPLETE IN 4 VOLS.),

Price Seven Shillings per Volume (to be liad separately).

The four volumes comprise tlie most complete text-book ever issued on theNocTuiDKs.

It contains critical notes on the synonymy, the original type descriptions (or descriptions

of the original figures), of every British species; the type descriptions of all known
varieties of each British species ; tabulated diagnoses and short descriptions of the various

phases of variation of the more polymorphic species ; all the data known concerning rare and
reputed British species. Complete notes on the lines of development of the general

. variation observed in the various famihes and genera. The geographical range of the

various species and their varieties, as well as special notes by lepidopterists who have paid

particular attention to certain species.

Each volume has an extended introduction. That to Vol. i. deals with " General

Variation, and its causes—with a detailed account of the action of natural selection, in

producing Melanism, Albinism, &c." That to Vol. ii. deals with " The evolution and
genetic sequence of Insect Colours," the most complete thesis on this subject published.

That to Vol. iii. deals with' " Secondary Sexual Characters in Lepidoptera," explaining,

so far as is known, both the organs and their functions included in this term. That to

Vol. iv. deals with various important matters—"Types, abcrations, varieties, and the

various forms of insects met with. The comparison of the Nearctic and Palearctic

Noctuffi (with special reference to British) ; discussion of diflBcult matters in the classifi-

cation of Noctuae," and many other subjects.

The first subscription list comprised some 200 of our leading British Lepidopterists.

The work is invaluable to all working collectors who want the latest information on this

group. Contains large quantities of material collected from foreign magazines and the

works of old British authors, arranged in connection with each species, and not to be

found in any other published work.

*' RT^MBlaES IN T^LiPlNE VT^LiLiEVS,"
By J. W. TUTT. F.E.S.

nOVSD ill CLOTH, irith MAP and FHOTOOIIAPHS of DISTTtlCT.

Read This -.—"Mr. Tutt.the editor of The Entomologist's ift'forrf, who is already favourably known
to the reading public by some charming works on English natural history, has now gone farther afield

in his observations,and produced in the work before us the results t)f a naturalist's holida y on the Italian

side of the Alps. His treatment of the subject i-eminds us, in some respects, of Michelet's " La
Montague." There is the same intense aijpreciation of life and beauty, and the same mingling of

minute scientihc observation with a feeling of the grandeur, mystery and sacreduess of Nature as

we find in the glowing pages of the great French natm-alist and mystic. The chapters represent
rambles, not only through the Piedmont Valleys, but through the varied regions of thought and
knowledge whieli the noble scenes depicted suggest to an intelligent mind Mr. Tutt has the
happy balanci' of mind which enables him to follow the study of the minute and of the sublime willi

the same Jceeuness of appreciation Mr. Tutt is a geologist .as well as an entomologist, and his

interesting descriptiv)ns of plant and insect life are varied by acute observations on the glacial and
other forces which have contributed to the structure and peculiai'ities of the region he was visiting.

His book is altogether a valuable addition to that happily large and increasing series of works
which helps us at once to understand and to en.ioy Nature."—/.i/cran' ]\'otUl. Sept . IS9.1.

Postal Orders (3/6) to be sent to

J. W. TUTT, Rayleigh Villa, Westcombe Hill, S.E.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
DKMi SiK,

Ple(i>:c fonninl mc 1>.\miu,i:s i\ Ai.pink V.\m.kvs, fur itiiii-Ji I enclose Postal

Ordrrfor 3/6- -41
'^

Same *• •*- --

Aildresx
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